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PREFACE 
 

This report comprises Volume 2 of the Corangamite Heritage Study (Stage 2) 2013 (the Study).  

 

The purpose of the Study is to complete the identification, assessment and documentation of places 

of post-contact cultural significance within Corangamite Shire, excluding the town of Camperdown 

(the study area) and to make recommendations for their future conservation. 

 

This Volume provides the citations for Precincts and Individual Places recommended for Heritage 

Overlay protection and Cultural Landscapes recommended for the Significant Landscape Overlay as 

a result of the Stage 2 Study. It should be read in conjunction with Volumes 1 & 3 of the Study, which 

contain the following: 

• Volume 1. Overview, Methodology & Recommendations 

• Volume 3. Revised Thematic Environmental History 

 

The terms used throughout this report are consistent with The Burra Charter: The Australia 

ICOMOS Charter for Places of Cultural Heritage Significance (1999). 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

 

The Corangamite Heritage Study Stage 2 (The Study) was commenced in April, 2011 and followed 

the completion of the stage 1 study (Heritage Matters Pty Ltd.; Corangamite Heritage Study Stage 

One, Volume 1: Final Report; October, 2009) 

 

The Study area was the whole of the Shire of Corangamite, but excluding the former Town of 

Camperdown which had been the subject of an earlier heritage study (Allan Willingham; 

Camperdown: A Heritage Study: Assessment of Places of Cultural Significance in the Town of 

Camperdown: Study Findings and Final Report to the Corangamite Shire; Camperdown; 1999) 

 

The Study examined the 596 places identified as of potential heritage significance in the Stage 1 

study and has concluded by assessing and documenting 76 individual places and 10 heritage 

precincts to a level that would enable these places to be considered for heritage protection by means 

of the application of heritage overlays in the Corangamite Planning Scheme. The Study has also 

identified 4 heritage landscapes, which it recommends be subject to the application of Significant 

Landscape Overlays in the Corangamite Planning Scheme. 

 

A significant number of the 596 places identified in the Stage 1 study were included in the 10 heritage 

precincts, where they formed an integral part of those precincts. 

 

The Study also identified a number of the 596 places that were primarily archaeological (there was 

very little in the way of extant above ground fabric) and proposed a further study brief to enable these 

places to be investigated in the future (Vol. 1 Appendix B). 

 

As a result there remain 265 places not assessed or documented as part of The Study and it 

proposes a priority list for further assessment and documentation to be incorporated into the Shire’s 

Heritage Strategy. 

 

The Study also completed a Criteria and Threshold Statement (see Vol. 1 Ch. 4), designed to inform 

the selection of places for assessment and documentation. The Study utilised the criteria published by 

the Victorian Heritage Council (commonly known as the HERCON Criteria) for assessment of places 

and also used the Victorian Framework of Historical Themes as published by the Victorian Heritage 

Council to assist in the choice and assessment of a range of places that reflected the history and 

cultural heritage of the Shire. 

 

The Study also completed a Comparative Survey of the places investigated in order to ensure that the 

spread of places across types and themes was achieved (see Vol. 1 Ch. 5) 

 

In line with the brief the study undertook a review of the Thematic Environmental History prepared as 

part of Stage 1 and adjusted the text to include information uncovered during the research phase as 

well as including material that ensured that the final version of this document reflected the important 

themes in the development of the Shire. (Vol 3) 

 

In anticipation of a future planning scheme amendment The Study also has prepared: 

 A schedule of places for inclusion in the Schedule to the Heritage Overlay of the Corangamite 

Planning Scheme 

 A set of policies for inclusion in the Scheme 

 A proposed approach to including the 4 heritage landscapes into the Scheme 
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1 PRECINCTS 
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1.1 Cobden Township Heritage Precinct 
 

 
CURDIE STREET LOOKING WEST 

 

 
VICTORIA STREET LOOKING SOUTH 

 

 
ANGLICAN CHURCH, MASONIC HALL AND SHOP IN CURDIE STREET 

 

 
LOOKING EAST ALONG CURDIE STREET 
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COBDEN TOWNSHIP PRECINCT MAP 

 

HISTORY 

 

Prior to European settlement, the Cobden area 

was home to the Kuurn Kopan Noot Aboriginal 

people. The first European settlement in the 

area was in 1840 when Dr Daniel Curdie took 

up the 'Tandarook' pastoral run.  

 

Assistant Government Surveyor Thomas 

William Cooper undertook the first official 

survey of the township of Cobden in 1861 and 

the growing township of Cobden was again 

surveyed in 1866, this time by contract 

surveyor Louis W D’Elboux of Camperdown. 

The town was originally known as 'Lovely 

Banks' but the name was changed to Cobden 

in 1865 in honour of politician Richard Cobden, 

a free-trade advocate. 

 

In August 1866 the Cobden Common School 

was established with Mr. George Braithwaite 

as the teacher. Also in 1866 George Matthews 

was granted a license to establish Cobden’s 

first hotel, known as the Cobden Hotel and 

located on the site of the current Thompson’s 

Hotel. The Cobden Cricket Club formed in 

November 1866 playing their first game with 

Camperdown. 

 

A Church of England church was constructed 

in the town in 1867. It was a timber building 

with Gothic windows. This is now the Parish 

Hall, which is situated behind the present day 

brick church on Curdie Street. A State School 

opened in 1870 replacing the Common 

School. 

 

Apart from the pastoral industry, growth of the 

district in the 1800s was assisted by the timber 

industry as a result of the surrounding 

Heytesbury Forest. By the mid 1860s there 

were two saw mills operating in the district; the 

Elingamite Saw Mill owned by J. Roberts and 

the Grass Tree Saw Mill. The Rugman family 

also had a lime kiln operating from their 

property a few miles from the township. At this 

time, Cobden had become the commercial hub 

of the southern districts of the Hampden Shire.  

 

Following a petition in June 1870, from the 

ratepayers, the existing bridge over the creek 

into the town was replaced by an 

embankment, which is still known as the dam. 

The work on this project was completed by 

1872. 
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The continuous arrival of people to the 

Heytesbury Forest in the 1870s ensured the 

continuing growth of Cobden into the late 

1800s. By 1875 Cobden contained three 

saddlery establishments, at least two 

blacksmiths and a pork butchery. The opening 

of a general store by Mr. Robert Myers took 

the number of general stores in the town to 

three. The number of children enrolled In the 

Cobden State School in 1876 numbered 116. 

Cobden and Camperdown met for a football 

match for the first time 1879 

 

A regular coach passenger service was 

established between Cobden and 

Camperdown in 1876, operating three days a 

week. The journey took two hours, with a 

change of horses at Bostock’s Creek. The 

town’s first police station was opened in July 

1878 in the charge of Mounted Constable 

Edward Armfield. This first police station and 

residence building is still extant at 50 Curdie 

Street. A Mechanics Institute was opened in 

June 1884 and the Roman Catholic Chapel 

opened in February 1887. 

 

Later into the 1800s dairying developed as one 

of the more successful local industries in the 

district and stimulated further growth and 

prosperity in Cobden during the 1880s. In 

1888 the Cobden Pioneer Cheese and Butter 

factory Cooperative Pty Ltd opened in Cobden, 

the first of its type in Victoria. By the turn of the 

century, creameries in association with the 

Cobden factory had been established at Dixie, 

Port Campbell, Scott’s Creek, South 

Purrumbete and Bostock’s Creek. 

 

Cobden State School found its numbers 

increasing at such a rapid rate that by 1886 its 

enrolment had reached 140 children, 

necessitating the use of the Temperance Hall 

for the infant classes. A campaign for a larger 

school building by parents proved successful 

and tenders were called in December 1887. 

The new school opened in 1888 and this 

bluestone building is now the oldest portion of 

the school situated at the corner of Victoria 

and Silvester Streets. 

 

The imminent arrival of the railway to Cobden 

led to an increased demand for land and 

further subdivision of Cobden took place. The 

government surveyor, Mr Mott, undertook the 

surveying of the allotments, which were in the 

vicinity of the factory and the new railway 

station. The first steam engine passed through 

the Cobden Station on April 16, 1890. The final 

stage of the line to Timboon was officially 

opened to the public on April 5, 1892. 

 

In 1892 an Arbour Day was organised by the 

Ratepayers and Resident’s Union. People 

were invited to attend and plant a tree to 

enhance the streets of Cobden. Fifty pounds 

was allocated by the Hampden Shire Council 

towards the purchase of trees, which were 

planted in Victoria and Curdie Streets. The first 

official Post Office was replaced by a new 

building in 1892, this was then again replaced 

in the 1960s. 

 

Cobden was originally part of Shire of 

Hampden, which was gazetted in 1863 but as 

early as 1890, a petition had been delivered to 

the government demanding a new Shire for 

Cobden as the town residents felt neglected 

being located in the southern section of 

Hampden Shire. Finally in May 1895 

severance from Hampden was granted and 

the Heytesbury Shire Council was formed. The 

opening of the Presbyterian Church in Cobden 

took place in April 1895. 

 

Following the death of Daniel Curdie’s widow, 

Mrs. Frances (Fanny) Curdie in June 1900, on 

06 December 1902 the subdivisional sale of 

some 3200 acres of the Tandarook Estate took 

place. 

 

The Grand Central Hotel (now known as 

Thompson’s Hotel) owned by Mary and David 

Thompson was opened in November 1904. 

The architect was Mr. M McCabe of 

Camperdown and the builder was Mr. H. H. 

Clarke of Cobden. 

 

Cobden Public Hall was opened in 1906. 

 

Activity in the township through the years is 

reflected in the ever increasing formation of 

sporting and community groups. Clubs and 

groups formed in the late nineteenth century 

and early twentieth century include the 

Cobden Lawn Tennis Club in 1892, Cobden 

Cycling Club in 1895 and the Hockey Club in 

1896. In addition, the amateur dramatic club 

formed in 1893, the Cobden Euchre Club 

formed in 1900, the Australian Women’s 

League opened a branch in Cobden in early 

1903, Cobden Golf Club formed in 1908 and 

Cobden Boy Scouts commenced in 1909. 
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The Cobden brick company commenced 

operations on 7 October 1908 at the southern 

end of Walker Street. To cope with the 

increase in the demand for the locally made 

bricks, the company erected another kiln at 

their brickworks in 1914. 

 

The dairying industry prospered well into the 

twentieth century bringing with it prosperity 

and growth to the business centre of Cobden. 

The 1920 Annual Report of the Cobden and 

District Co-Operative Pioneer Cheese and 

Butter Factory Company Ltd, demonstrated a 

record year of profits. 

 

In December 1920 the Shire Offices burnt 

down as a result of arson. The replacement 

Shire Offices located on the corner of Victoria 

and Silvester Street opened in June 1925. The 

Heytesbury Shire War Memorial was unveiled 

on the corner of Victoria and Curdie Streets. 

August 1925. The Cobden Hotel located on 

the corner of Victoria and Parrott Streets was 

constructed in the Inter-War period. 

 

After buying land next to the present day 

National Bank in Curdie Street Mr. Northeast 

built a shop in 1936, which contained two 

quality billiard tables, and a separate ladies 

hairdressing room at the rear of the building. 

This is the shop still located at 30 Curdie 

Street. In April 1937 the town’s worst fire 

destroyed three shops on the corner of Curdie 

and Victoria Streets. These shops were 

replaced soon after the fire, by the strip of 

shops at 25-33 Curdie Street. The corner shop 

of this building was for many years, Robert’s 

Supermarket until the supermarket was closed 

in the 1980s and the interior and shop fronts of 

this building were refurbished. 

 

The prosperity and growth of the township 

continued on into the 1940s, 50s and 60s and 

it was not until the mid 1970s that the growth 

of the township slowed and even began to 

decline. 

 

Community groups continued to be 

established in the 1940s and 1950s. Cobden 

Bowling Club was formed in 1946, Cobden 

RSL Memorial Clubrooms opened in 1955 and 

the Apex Club formed in 1956. A Pre School 

Centre opened in 1955, the foundation stone 

of Cobden Bush Nursing Hospital laid by Sir 

Henry Bolte in 1957, the new Shire Offices 

opened in 1961 and the Cobden Technical 

School commenced in 1969. 

 

The Cobden saleyards were delicensed and 

ceased operations in 1974. The last race 

meeting was held at Cobden racecourse in 

1975 and the last freight train ran on the 

Cobden -Timboon line in June 1977. All of 

these closures demonstrate the end to the 

prosperity and the subsequent decline in the 

population of the township and surrounding 

district. 

 

DESCRIPTION 

 

The Cobden Commercial & Civic Precinct 

consists of commercial, residential and civic 

properties along both sides of Victoria and 

Curdie Streets at the Cobden town centre. The 

precinct is bounded at the north end on 

Victoria Street by the northern boundary of the 

civic buildings and primary School, at the east 

end by the east boundary of 23 Curdie Street, 

at the south end by Parrott Street and at the 

west end by Adams Street. The contributory 

properties in the precinct are located at 23, 25-

33, 30, 35, 36, 37, 39, 40, 41, 43, 45, 47, 50, 

53, 56, 58 and 59 Curdie Street, 30, 31, 34, 

42, 49, 50, 52 and 53 Victoria Street and the 

Primary School at 18 Silvester Street and 

including the two main roads and street 

plantings to the extent of the precinct 

boundaries. 

 

The intersection of Victoria and Curdie Streets 

forms a cross roads at the commercial centre 

of the town and the precinct extends one block 

from the intersection to the west, one block to 

the south, two buildings from the east and one 

block and a half to the north. As a result the 

precinct forms a T plan. Both Curdie and 

Victoria Streets accommodate two-way traffic 

and there is a roundabout at the centre of the 

intersection and a grassed median strip to 

Curdie Street. Kerb and channeling is 

constructed of concrete and there is a 

continuous concrete path to the front of the 

buildings on both streets. The mature trees in 

Victoria Street date back to Arbour Day in 

1892. 

 

Civic buildings occupy the four corners at the 

Victoria and Silvester Street intersection at the 

northern end of the precinct including the two 

Shire Offices, Primary School and RSL Hall. 

Other civic buildings are scattered along 
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Curdie Street on the western side of the 

precinct and include the former Mechanics 

Institute Hall, St. Mary’s Church, the former 

Police Station and the Masonic Hall. The 

remainder of the precinct contains commercial 

buildings with the exception of the Victorian 

residence on the corner of Adams and Curdie 

Streets. 

 

The buildings are a mixture of mostly single 

storey late nineteenth century, early twentieth 

century, inter-war and post World War Two 

commercial and civic buildings. The two hotels 

and the former Mechanics Institute are the 

only two-storey buildings in the precinct. 

Thompson’s Hotel on the north west corner of 

Curdie and Victoria Streets is a dominant 

element in the streetscape with its two storey 

form and elaborate decoration. The other two-

storey hotel on the Victoria and Parrott Street 

corner is plainer in style and is not a dominant 

element. Other dominant buildings include the 

two rows of shops on Curdie Street, one to the 

east and one to the west of the cross roads 

and the former Mechanics Institute Hall to the 

west end of the precinct on Curdie Street. 

 

Generally commercial buildings are 

constructed to the street line with verandahs 

over the footpath and the civic, residential and 

ecclesiastical buildings are set back from the 

street line. As a result there are not consistent 

set backs across the precinct as each street 

contains commercial as well as other building 

types. Verandahs to the commercial buildings 

are substantially cantilever and generally not 

original. The contributory buildings are 

constructed of brick or weatherboard, but the 

predominant material is brick. With the 

exception of parts of the 1961 Council Offices, 

contributory buildings in the precinct have 

pitched roofs, which are substantially clad in 

corrugated metal sheet. Shops in the precinct 

contain parapets and generally a verandah to 

the front. A number of shops in the precinct 

retain their original shop front configuration 

with recessed entries, shop front windows 

above a plinth and highlight windows below 

the verandah line. The row of shops at 36 

Curdie Street also retains their original glazed 

tiling to the shop front surrounds. 

 

 

 

 

STATEMENT OF CULTURAL HERITAGE 

SIGNIFICANCE 

 

What is significant? 

The Cobden Township Precinct comprises the 

contributory properties at 23, 25-33, 30, 35, 

36, 37, 39, 40, 41, 43, 45, 47, 50, 53, 56, 58 

and 59 Curdie Street, 30, 31, 42, 49, 50, 52 

and 53 Victoria Street and the Primary School 

at 18 Silvester Street including the two main 

roads and street plantings to the extent of the 

precinct boundaries. 

 

How is it significant? 

The Cobden Township Precinct is of local 

historic, aesthetic and social significance to the 

Shire of Corangamite. 

 

Why is it significant? 

The Cobden Township Precinct is historically 

significant to the Shire of Corangamite for its 

ability to illustrate the development of the 

township of Cobden from the late nineteenth 

century to the 1960s. The commercial and 

civic precinct demonstrates the steady growth 

of the township from establishment in the 

1870s due to the forestry industry and the 

continuing steady development up to the 

1960s as a result of the prosperous dairy 

industry in the district. The presence of key 

civic and commercial buildings from each of 

the decades starting from the 1890s and up to 

the 1960s demonstrates the steady income 

brought to the town initially by the forestry 

industry and later by the dairy industry. The 

predominant number of commercial buildings 

from the late nineteenth century and early 

twentieth century reflects the prosperity 

experienced in Cobden following the coming of 

the railway in 1892 and the establishment of 

the Cobden Pioneer Cheese and Butter factory 

Cooperative Pty Ltd in 1888. The continuous 

development of the town up until the 1960s 

also demonstrates Cobden’s key role as the 

commercial and civic centre of the Hampden 

Shire, which was formed after Cobden split 

from the Heytesbury Shire in 1895. (Criterion 

A) 

 

The Cobden Township Precinct is aesthetically 

significant to the Shire of Corangamite for the 

retention of substantially intact and good 

examples of commercial building design from 

the late nineteenth and early twentieth century. 

The shops contain key original features 

including shop front windows with stall boards, 
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strip highlight windows, instep entries, shaped 

parapets with pitched roofs behind, verandahs 

over the footpath and overall forms 

demonstrating how associated residences 

attached to the rear or sides. As a collection of 

substantially intact commercial and civic 

buildings, the precinct is of aesthetic 

significance for exhibiting the principal 

characteristics and layout of a rural township 

commercial and civic centre established in the 

late nineteenth century and incrementally 

developed up to the 1960s. The former Shire 

Offices at 49 Victoria Street is of aesthetic 

significance as a particularly decorative 

example of Inter-War style civic offices. The 

Commercial Hotel completed in 1904 is also of 

aesthetic significance as a central landmark in 

the town and for the retention of its original 

elaborate decorative detailing. The mature 

street trees along Victoria Street planted on 

Arbour Day in 1892 enhance the appearance 

of the precinct. (Criteria D & E) 

 

The Cobden Township Precinct is of social 

significance to the Shire of Corangamite as a 

social and community gathering place for the 

Cobden community and people from the 

immediately surrounding districts. It has 

particular social significance for its former role 

as the civic and commercial centre of the 

Hampden Shire formed in 1895 and in 

operation up until the Council amalgamations 

of 1994. (Criterion G) 
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INDIVIDUAL DESCRIPTIONS AND 

SIGNIFICANCE 

 

Shop 23 Curdie Street 

 

 

 

This building comprises a single storey shop 

built to the street line with a gable roof clad in 

corrugated iron. The walls and gable end are 

also clad in corrugated metal sheet. The 

building has a single shop front with a central 

angled instep entry, shop front windows with a 

brick plinth and divided highlight windows 

across the front above door height. There is a 

skillion roofed verandah over the footpath with 

simple square timber supporting posts. There 

is a brick chimney with cornice at the rear of 

the building, which is an early feature. 

 

The shop is of historical and aesthetic 

significance as an early commercial building in 

the Cobden Township centre. 

 

25 – 33 Curdie Street  

 

 
 

This is a row of five brick shops constructed in 

the late 1930s with brick parapet and 

cantilever verandahs. Four of the shops are 

facing Curdie Street and the corner shop has 

frontage to Victoria and Curdie Streets. The 

building extends along Victoria Street with no 

shop front, but a rendered wall and dormer 

windows. The shops at 25, 27 and 29 Curdie 

Street have identical curved parapets with 

pilasters marking the division between each 

shop and a central rectangular signage panel. 

Each of these shops has a single shop front 

with a single in-step entry to one side. The 

shop at 31 Curdie Street and the corner shop 

have a flat parapet across both shops. There 

is a central stepped tower to the parapet on 

the Curdie Street side of the corner shop and 

the corner to the parapet is curved. The shop 

at 31 Curdie Street is double fronted with a 

central in-step entry. The parapet to the 

building is substantially intact and the shop 

fronts have a varying degree of intactness. 

Surviving original features include the shop 

front windows with plinths, in-step entries and 

divided highlight windows above door head 

height. The cantilever verandahs are not 

original. 
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Although altered at ground level, the row of 

shops are of aesthetic and historical 

significance for their construction in the late 

1930s. The original parapets and some other 

elements of the shops remain to demonstrate 

their date of construction. 

 

Shop, 30 Curdie Street 

 

 
 

This shop was constructed for Mr. Northeast in 

1936. It contained two quality billiard tables, 

and a separate ladies hairdressing room at the 

rear of the building. 

 

The original brick shaped parapet with render 

dressings survives to this building however the 

original shop front has been considerably 

altered and the cantilever verandah is not 

original. The original form of the building 

survives with the gable roof clad in corrugated 

iron concealed by the parapet. 

 

The shop is of historical and aesthetic 

significance for its intact parapet and as an 

important building in the Cobden streetscape 

associated with Cobden’s social and 

commercial life since the 1930s. 

 

34 Curdie Street – NAB Bank circa 1970– non 

contributory 

 

Shop, 35 Curdie Street 

 

 
 

This brick shop sits on the corner of Curdie 

and Victoria Streets. It is a small shop with a 

plain, flat parapet containing signage. The 

shop front has a central in-step entry and there 

is a tall plinth to the shop front windows and 

highlight windows above door head height. 

The original shop front detailing is substantially 

intact. The cantilever verandah to the front is 

not original. 

 

The shop is of historical and aesthetic 

significance as a substantially intact early 

commercial building in the Cobden township. 

 

36 Curdie Street, Thompson’s Hotel 

 

 
 

 
 

Thompsons Hotel. Formerly known as the 

Grand Central Hotel, this hotel was 

constructed in 1904, designed by 

Camperdown architect Michael McCabe and 

constructed by Cobden builder H. H. Clarke. It 

is an elaborate red brick corner building with 

frontage to both Victoria and Curdie Streets. 

On the Victoria Street elevation there is a wide 

double storey verandah with cast iron posts 

and lacework. There is a smaller double storey 

verandah on the Curdie Street elevation, which 

is arcaded on the ground and upper floors. 

The arcading reflects the curved profile of the 

windows to the building. The windows to the 

building are particularly elaborate and 

comprise tall curved openings with central 

keystones and single or twin double hung 

windows to the lower section and fixed 

windows to the upper sections. The panels of 

the upper sash of the double hung windows 

and the upper fixed sash are divided into 
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multiple panes. The ground floor windows 

have a curved render panel with scrolls below 

the sills and the upper storey windows have 

curved render panels with scrolls above 

window head height. The sills have a cornice 

profile. The walls on both frontages have a 

central entablature dividing the facades 

horizontally and a cornice profile parapet with 

a hipped roof behind. The roof is dotted with 

tall brick chimneys with elaborate cornices. 

There is a single storey bottle shop at the 

northern end of the building on Victoria Street. 

This has a central roller door opening with a 

window either side. It is most likely that this 

was originally the coach house. 

 

Thompson’s Hotel is aesthetically significant 

as the largest and most prominent building in 

the Cobden Township. Designed by 

Camperdown architect Michael McCabe, the 

building has particularly elaborate detailing 

with its arcading and render dressings. 

Thompson’s Hotel is of historical and social 

significance as the social centre of the Cobden 

Township, a role that it has played since it was 

constructed in 1904. 

 

37 Curdie Street 

 

 
 

This is a circa 1920s brick shop attached to 35 

Curdie Street. It is taller than the shop at 35 

Curdie Street and has a substantially flat brick 

parapet with a narrow art deco style tower at 

one end. The double fronted shop front 

constructed to the street line has aluminium 

framed floor to ceiling plate-glass windows and 

central double doors, which are not original. 

The cantilever verandah may be original. 

 

The shop is of aesthetic and historical 

significance as an early surviving commercial 

building in the Cobden Township with art deco 

detail in the parapet of note. 

 

 

St Mary’s Anglican Church and Hall 

39 Curdie Street 

 

 
 

 
 

St Mary’s Anglican Church constructed in 1910 

is a red brick church with cement render 

dressings. The church is set back from the 

street line and has a brick gable parapet to the 

front. At the apex of the gable is a distinctive 

grid-like pattern of rendered and face 

brickwork. Mounted on the apex is a cement 

render cross. At the centre of the front 

elevation is a pointed arch window with 

leadlight, flanked by a corbelled buttress. Entry 

to the church is via a gable roofed porch on 

the east side at the front. The porch also has a 

gable parapet and is mounted with a cross.  

 

There is a timber framed hall to the rear of the 

church, which is visible from 33 Victoria Street. 

This was the original Church of England 

building in the town constructed in 1867. The 

hall has a long gable roofed wing running 

parallel with Victoria Street and a double gable 

transept facing Victoria Street placed centrally 

along the gable wing. The walls have later 

cladding, which may be covering the original 

cladding. There is a timber framed pointed 

arch window with timber tracery, centrally 

placed on the porch facing Victoria Street. 

 

The Church and Hall are of historical and 

aesthetic significance for there demonstration 

of the changing needs of the Anglican diocese 

from the 1860s to the 1910s. The red brick 

church is of aesthetic significance as a fine 
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example of a red brick Edwardian church with 

render dressings. The Church Hall is of 

historical significance as one of the earliest 

surviving buildings in the Cobden township. 

 

Shops 40 – 42 Curdie Street 

 

 
 

These are three double fronted brick shops 

with identical tall stepped parapets. The front 

elevation to all three shops has a glazed 

square tile finish in a stone colour and black at 

the base. Each shop has a central in-step 

entry with double doors and shop front glazing 

above a plinth either side. The highlight 

windows at door head height extend across 

the three shops. These are currently painted 

out with signage. There is a single cantilever 

verandah across the front of the three shops. 

 

The row of shops are of aesthetic and 

historical significance as substantially intact 

early commercial buildings in the Cobden 

Township. 

 

Masonic Hall, 41 Curdie Street 

 

 
 

Red Brick Masonic Hall constructed in 1926. 

The building has the same setback from the 

street as the adjacent St Mary’s Church. The 

building is face red brick with a flat parapet 

and cornice at the base of the parapet. The 

front elevation has a central single door entry 

flanked by a narrow multi pane timber framed 

window. The flat roofed porch to the front is 

not an original feature. The side red brick 

addition is also not original. 

 

The Masonic Hall is of aesthetic and historical 

significance as an important civic building in 

the Cobden Township, which is substantially 

intact from its original construction in the 

1920s. The building is of social significance for 

tis associations with the local Masons. 

 

Shop, 43 Curdie Street 

 

 
 

This is a brick shop with a flat ripple iron clad 

parapet with a pilaster at either end. The shop 

front is divided into two uneven sections. Both 

sections have floor to ceiling glazing. The 

Large section contains a glazed entry door. 

There is a cantilever verandah over the 

footpath. 

 

The shop is of aesthetic and historical 

significance as an early surviving shop in the 

Cobden Township. 

 

44-48 Curdie Street – Non-contributory. 

Empty site 

 

45 Curdie Street 

 

 
 

Inter-War style two shops and rear residence. 

There are two shops side by side to the front 

of this property and a weatherboard residence 

to the rear. There is no street frontage to the 

residence, but it extends to the west side of 

the shops. This wing is set back from the 

street. The main entry to the residence is on 
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the west side, which comprises a verandah 

with a brick balustrade and pillars. There is a 

brick plinth to the shop front, which extends to 

the same height at the base of the 

weatherboard cladding to residence. The 

shops have a stepped parapet, which extends 

across both shops. This is clad in metal sheet. 

One half of the shop contains two large shop 

front windows above the brick plinth while the 

other half comprises a central glazed entry 

door with shop front windows either side. The 

residence retains its original timber framed 

double hung windows. Gable roofs to the 

shops and hipped roof to the residence, all 

glad in corrugated metal sheet. 

 

The shops and residence are historically and 

aesthetically significance as a good example 

of an inter-war style combined shop and 

residence that makes a positive contribution to 

the Curdie Street commercial streetscape. 

 

47 Curdie Street 

 

 
 

This property consists of two shops, the shop 

on the east side is a recent brick building, 

which is non contributory. The shop on the 

west side is contributory to the precinct. It is a 

brick commercial building, which may have 

originally been a garage or a workshop. It is 

constructed to the street line. The front 

elevation contains a roller door opening. The 

opening is original and would most likely have 

originally contained large timber double doors. 

The other side of the front elevation contains a 

large timber framed window with a slender 

timber framed window either side. There is a 

stepped parapet to the front with a moulded 

cornice, capping and pilasters. The front 

elevation and parapet is rendered in roughcast 

stucco. 

 

The rendered commercial building at 47 

Curdie Street, is of historical and aesthetic 

significance as a substantially intact workshop 

building which dates from the early 1900s. 

 

Former Police Station, 50 Curdie Street 

 

 
 

This weatherboard Victorian building is the 

former Police Station and Residence 

constructed in 1878. This building is set back 

from the street line and has a residential 

appearance. It has two wings, one front wing 

with a hipped roof running parallel with Curdie 

Street and a rear wing that extends out on the 

east side. It also has a hipped roof running 

parallel with Curdie Street. There is a skillion 

roofed verandah across the front which returns 

on the east side and terminates at the east 

hipped roof wing. The roofs are clad in 

corrugated metal sheet painted green. The 

front elevation has a central timber framed 

entry door and a timber framed double hung 

window either side. The window sashes are 

divided into six panes.  

 

The building at 50 Curdie Street, Cobden is of 

historical significance as the town’s first Police 

Station, opened in July 1878 and for the role it 

has played in law enforcement in the area. It is 

of aesthetic significance as an early surviving 

building in the Cobden Commercial Precinct 

demonstrating the earlier appearance of 

Curdie Street, which was once  

 

51 Curdie Street – Non-contributory. Recent 

shed warehouse set back from street. 

 

52 Curdie Street – Non-contributory. 1980s 

brick office set back from street 

 

54 Curdie Street – Non-contributory. 

Substantially altered. Weatherboard shop and 

attached weatherboard Victorian style 

residence. All original timber framed windows 

have been replaced with aluminium. The front 

shop appears to be a recent reconstruction. 

 

Workshop 53 Curdie Street 
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Early weatherboard workshop. It is set back 

from the street and has a simple square 

parapet contain faded metal sheet signage. 

The front elevation contains tall vertical timber 

double doors and a large square timber 

framed window dived into four equal panes. 

There is a gable roof concealed behind the 

parapet clad in corrugated. 

 

The workshop is of historical and aesthetic 

significance as an early intact commercial 

weatherboard building in the Cobden 

Township. The building demonstrates the 

mixture of commercial buildings providing 

commercial services in Cobden in the early 

1900s. 

 

55 Curdie Street – Gable weatherboard 

building is non contributory as it has been too 

altered. 

 

Former Mechanics Institute, 56 Curdie 

Street 

 

 
 

This is the former Mechanics Institute 

constructed in 1884. It is a large brick hall 

building with a gable roof running 

perpendicular to the street. The building is set 

back from the street. The original detailing to 

the front elevation has been removed and 

concealed by later signage and finishes. The 

original detailing to the side walls appears to 

be intact and gives some indication of the 

original appearance of the building with walls 

divided into bays by corbelled framing. Each 

bay contains two narrow timber framed double 

hung windows.  

 

The former Mechanics Institute, constructed in 

1884 is of historical importance as an early 

and important former Civic building associated 

with the development of Cobden as a 

township. The overall form and detailing to the 

side elevations is of aesthetic significance, 

indicating the original 1880s appearance of the 

building. 

 

Shop, 58 Curdie Street 

 

 
 

This is the gasfitters and turners shop, an early 

intact commercial building in Curdie Street. 

The shop has a gable roof concealed behind a 

tall stepped rectangular parapet. There is 

weatherboard cladding to the front elevation 

including the parapet and vertically laid 

corrugated iron sheet cladding to the sides. 

The front elevation contains central double 

timber doors and a timber framed window 

either side divided into three long rectangular 

panes. The adjacent shop on the corner is not 

contributory to the precinct. 

 

The gasfitters and turners shop is of historical 

and aesthetic significance as an early intact 

commercial building in the Cobden Township. 

The shop retains many of its original features 

dating from c. 1900. 

 

Residence, 59 Curdie Street 
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This is an Edwardian weatherboard residence 

with a diagonal floor plan and a hipped roof. It 

has a verandah on two sides and a gable 

roofed wing at each end of the verandah. The 

gable end has a triangular panel extending 

from the barge board and a central timber 

finial. The verandah has cast iron lacework 

and turned timber posts. Windows are twin 

timber framed and double hung. The windows 

to the gable wings have skillion roofed hoods 

with timber brackets. There are twin timber 

brackets under the eaves. There are two 

rectangular chimneys with brick cornices. 

 

The Edwardian Residence is of historical and 

aesthetic significance as an excellent intact 

example of an Edwardian residence 

demonstrating key features of its period 

including the diagonal floor plan, chimneys 

with brick cornices, decorated gable ends, and 

verandah on two sides terminated by gable 

wings. 

 

Grand Central B & B, 30 Victoria Street 

 

 
 

This is an Inter-war two storey former hotel. 

The building is rendered brick with a shaped 

parapet over the central bay on the Victoria 

Street elevation. The remainder of the roof is 

hip with terracotta tile cladding. There are 

evenly spaced timber framed windows to the 

ground floor and first floor. 

 

The former Hotel is of historical and aesthetic 

significance for demonstrating the continuing 

prosperity in Cobden during the Inter-War 

period. The building is also a substantially 

intact example of an Inter-War style Hotel 

demonstrating key features of the period 

including the shaped parapet and hipped roof 

clad in terracotta tiles. 

 

 

 

 

 

Cobden Co-Op, 31 Victoria Street  

 

 
 

This building comprises a small brick shop 

built up to the street line with a gable roof 

concealed behind a stepped parapet. The front 

elevation contains a single door to one side 

and a timber-framed fixed window with two 

small highlight sashes. Attached to the rear of 

the shop is a brick wing with a hipped roof 

extending to the north side of the building. 

 

The building is of historical and aesthetic 

significance for demonstrating the co-operative 

services provided in Cobden relating to 

dairying. The building with attached offices is 

an unusual building type. 

 

32 Victoria Street – non-contributory building 

 

Shops, 42 Victoria Street 

 

 
 

Two shops with parapets. Metal clad walls. 

One shop has a flat parapet and the other has 

a stepped parapet. The shop with the stepped 

parapet is contributory and the shop with the 

flat parapet is not contributory to the precinct. 

 

The red brick shop is of historical and 

aesthetic significance as an early intact shop 

demonstrating the earlier appearance of the 

commercial centre of Cobden. 
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43 Victoria Street – Non-contributory. Cream 

brick Childcare Centre originally the Baby 

Health Centre. 

 

Former Shire Offices, 49 Victoria Street 

 

 
 

These Shire Offices were constructed in 1924. 

The offices are set back from the street with a 

low brick fence to the front. The building is 

brick with elaborate render decoration and 

features including an elaborate central portico 

with square fluted pillars. These fluted square 

pillars are expressed as pilasters on the front 

corners of the building and extend to form 

capitals on the roof corners. The roof is a 

gambrel form and at the front the roof extends 

to form canopies over the front windows either 

side of the porch. The chimneys are also 

decorative with cornices and curved chimney 

pots. 

 

The former Shire Offices at 40 Victoria Street 

is of aesthetic significance as a particularly 

decorative example of Inter-War style civic 

offices. The Offices are of historical 

significance for demonstrating the operation of 

the Heytesbury Shire in the 1920s and through 

to the 1960s when the new Shire Offices were 

constructed. 

 

Shops, 50 Victoria Street  

 

 
 

Two shops with verandahs. The shop to the 

north is contributory to the precinct and the 

brick shop to the south is non-contributory. 

The shop to the north is timber framed with 

weatherboard side wall cladding. This 

indicates it is an early commercial building, 

however the shop front is new. Original 

features include the overall form, 

weatherboard cladding, stepped parapet and 

roof behind the parapet. 

 

The weatherboard shop is of historical and 

aesthetic significance as an early substantially 

intact shop demonstrating the earlier 

appearance of the commercial centre of 

Cobden. 

 

RSL Hall, 52 Victoria Street 

 

 
 

Cream brick RSL Hall constructed in 1955. 

The building has a gable roof running 

perpendicular to Victoria Street and wide 

eaves. The roof extends further to the sides at 

the front and rear of the building forming 

shallow side wings. The roof is clad in 

corrugated metal sheet. The gable roofed 

porticos to the front and side are not original 

but the recessed double door entry doors at 

both of these locations are original. The 

window and door openings are timber frames 

and original. The cream brick gable form detail 

and wrought iron lettering above the entry 

doors are important features. 

 

The RSL Hall is of social and historical 

significance for its use as the RSL Hall since 

1955. The building is of aesthetic significance 

as a good intact example of an RSL Hall 

constructed in the 1950s. 

 

Heytesbury Shire Offices, 53 Victoria Street 
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Cream Brick Shire Offices constructed in 1961. 

The building is a series of linked rectangular 

forms with differing roof heights. The largest 

rectangular pavilion is the library, which has a 

low-pitched gable roof. Other roofs are flat with 

wide eaves. The walls are plain face cream 

brick with banks of divided windows. There is a 

ramp entry to the library with a wrought iron 

balustrade. The building appears to be 

substantially intact from its original 

construction. The granite war memorial sits on 

the grassed forecourt at the corner of the site. 

This memorial has been relocated from the 

corner of Curdie and Victoria Streets where it 

was unveiled in 1925. 

 

The Heytesbiry Shire Offices are of aesthetic 

and historical significance for demonstrating 

that Cobden operated as the centre of the 

Heytesbury Shire. The Offices are an excellent 

intact example of a civic building constructed 

in the 1960s and demonstrating key features 

of the period including the cream brick walls, 

low pitched roofs with wide eaves and banks 

of divided windows. The Offices are also 

important for their inclusion of the granite war 

memorial originally constructed on the corner 

of Curdie and Victoria Streets. 
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1.2 Derrinallum Commercial Heritage Precinct 
 

 
EARLY SHOPS AT THE EASTERN END OF MAIN STREET 

 

 
SHOPS ON THE NORTH SIDE OF MAIN STREET 

 

 
URQUHART MOTORS ON THE SOUTH SIDE OF MAIN STREET 
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DERRINALLUM - HIGH STREET, NORTH SIDE, 1932 – THE LEADER 

 

 

HISTORY 

 

The first municipal body around Derrinallum 

was proclaimed a district on 28th April 1857, 

and later a Shire on 31st December 1863, 

under the title of the Hampden and Heytesbury 

Road Board. 

 

Louis D’Elboux, a contract surveyor, surveyed 

an area of Derrinallum in 1866 after an 

application by Duncan Stewart Walker to build 

a rural store. The following year Mr. Thornley 

surveyed the area of the current town 

bordered by Robertson Road, Wilson, Ligar 

and Scott Streets. 

 

On October of 1867, the first land sale of 

Derrinallum town blocks was held at 

Camperdown. D. S. Walker bought all the land 

between Walker, Fyans, Ligar and Main 

Streets. John Evans from Lismore also 

featured prominently at the sale and by 1871 

he owned all of the south side of Main Street 

less 8 blocks. 

 

In 1867 the village of Tooliorook was 

proclaimed but in 1872 the inhabitants of the 

township applied to have the name of the 

township changed. They suggested three 

possible new names: Derrinallum or 

Tarrinallum; Dunwall; and Dunstone and in 

1873 the name of the township was changed 

to Derrinallum. 

 

By the early 1880s W. Campbell had bought a 

considerable area of land to join the names of 

Edgar and Evans as the biggest landowners 

within the confines of the town boundary. 

 

Derrinallum began with a few houses. The 

occupiers of these homes worked on the 

construction of the roads, served as stone wall 

masons and did general fencing work. During 

the 1870-1880s six families settled in the 

township. These original townspeople were the 

Stone, Bain, Campbell, Evans, Jones and 

Rowland families. 

 

In 1888 the township contained a Post Office 

run by the teacher Mr. W. Saul, a carpenter 

Abel Jones, a storekeeper Richard Jones, a 

Blacksmith Stephen Spokes and a contractor 

William Stone but the township did not initially 

progress and by 1901 there were still only a 

mere seven dwellings in the town. The Post 

Office Directories of Victoria as late as 1898 

were still describing Derrinallum as a pastoral 

district rather than a township. 

 

The first decade of the twentieth century was 

still a quiet time for the town. While a 

combined public hall and mechanics institute 

was constructed in the town in 1907 on land 

purchased by the community from H. A. Curry 

at the western end of the township, only two 

businesses were in operation. These were the 

Coffee Palace established by Abel Jones in 

the 1890s situated where the Post Office 

stands today and a Blacksmith Bill Gullick who 

had commenced his business in 1903. But this 

was soon to change when William Oman (Jnr) 

subdivided the land he had bought from his 

father. This was the original land owned by D. 
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S. Walker. Oman created an easement of 25 

links to provide rear access to each block of 

land sold. This as well as the coming of the 

railway paved the way for increase township 

activity and opening up of the town business 

sector. 

 

In 1909 the Parliamentary Standing Committee 

on railways proposed the building of a line 

from Gheringhap to Maroona. A temporary 

Rail Station was built as part of this line about 

one mile east of the town and the local council 

had to make a road service to the station. The 

temporary station never became more 

permanent as the line did not flourish 

sufficiently to warrant a new and larger station. 

A passenger service between Cressy and 

Derrinallum commenced on Tuesday 19th 

March 1912. The Green Line as it was known 

was officially opened in May 1913. 

 

Following subdivision and sale of land in Main 

Street and the establishment of a railway 

station albeit temporary, 1911 saw the first 

large commercial development in the town. Mr. 

E. Errey established a butchers agency at 

Dawborn’s and Barrett’s General Store, 

Gustave Lemke sold his newly established 

Newsagent and Stationery store (20 Main 

Street) to Mr. Olney and Mr. E Pergande built 

a Baker’s Shop. Two banks, the Colonial and 

the Victoria also began operation. 

 

By 1912 the pace of development had not 

slackened. A sanitary site was established 

between Derrinallum and Lismore. E. Bartlett 

began operation as a General Carrier, the 

township Drapery business was established by 

James Hosking (14 Main Street) and a large 

billiard and hairdressing saloon was built by 

Charles Gogoll. 

 

The impact of the line on the prosperity of the 

district was considerable and it undoubtedly 

accelerated closer settlement. The passenger 

service provided quick access to Geelong, and 

stores and supplies could be delivered to 

Derrinallum at a cheaper rate.  

 

Another stimulus to the township and district 

was the opening of the Derrinallum Butter 

Factory in 1915. By 1916 the factory was 

making 3 tons of butter per week and it was 

reported that Derrinallum butter commanded 

excellent prices in the Melbourne market and 

brought up to top prices in London. 

 

Prior to a butter factory being built, cream 

produced in the area was carted to a receiving 

station situated near the railway station. From 

here the cream cans were picked up and 

carted to Camperdown. Now the local dairy 

farmer carted cream to the factory every 

second day. The Derrinallum Butter Factory 

had 130 suppliers. The majority came from the 

Mt. Elephant and Larra, Closer Settlement 

farms and a few from Vite Vite and Pura Pura. 

By 1921 the quantity of butter produced was 

up to 8 tons per week. 

 

Closer settlement following World War One 

brought about an increase in the farming 

community and consequently the town’s 

population jumped from 80 to 115. In 1919 

Derrinallum’s first bank, the Colonial, closed 

down. The building was turned into a 

residence for Mr. Wilson the storekeeper and 

is believed to be the building at 16 Main Street. 

In 1922, A. W. Lemke purchased Webb’s 

Newsagent and Stationery business located at 

20 Main Street, Lemke added to his shop a 

modern hairdressing salon. Mr. A. A. Barrett, 

Derrinallum’s General Carrier, sold his 

business to Mr. C. F. Scott. 

 

In 1926 two new businesses were opened. 

Miss Charlot Evans, the ex-post-mistress 

opened a confectionary, green grocer, soft 

drink and tobacconist shop in the building once 

used as the Post Office and Mr A. Morris 

opened a grocery and ironmongery store. Mr 

Alcock in that year bought out the Derrinallum 

Garage formerly run by Mr. Fulton. Alcock also 

specialised in electrical and wireless work.  

 

Closer Settlement and a healthy dairying 

industry stimulated further commercial 

development in Derrinallum and the upgrading 

of buildings during the inter war period. In 

1926 the butter factory was bought out by 

Holdenson and Neilson, Fresh Food Pty Ltd 

and under this ownership was enlarged in 

1934. 

 

The current Post Office on the corner of Main 

and Walker Street opened in 1926 and in 1928 

Parson’s Garage opened, bought later by Col. 

Urquhart in 1938. This is the garage and 

workshops located on the south side of Main 

Street within the precinct. On April 27th 1932, 

the Derrinallum Memorial was unveiled 

situated on the median strip at the intersection 
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of Main and Walker Streets. The design was 

by Messrs. Charles Wilcos and Co. of Colac. 

In 1937 Miss Isobell Stewart opened a café 

located at 30 Main Street. 

 

A fire, the worst in the history of the locality, 

swept through the town on January 14, 1944. 

The fire destroyed the old bluestone hotel, 

bakery and a number of other businesses and 

residences. Two churches, the Public Hall and 

some early business premises survived to the 

east end of Main Street and remain today. 

 

Soldier settlement following World War Two 

was extensive in the districts of which 

Derrinallum is a centre and it brought initial 

prosperity to the township. After the fires Mr. 

O. T. Wellman built a new store in 1948 and a 

new ANZ bank was constructed in the town in 

1958. By 1960 however the population in and 

around Derrinallum was dwindling. The main 

reasons for this was the decline in the dairy 

industry as a result of the failure of Closer 

Settlement farms due to the uneconomic size 

of the farms, preference for sheep grazing by 

farmers who took up the extra land from failed 

Closer Settlement farms, unfavourable 

seasonal conditions for dairying and the 

increasing use of motor transport and factory 

and farm technology which caused many 

smaller dairy establishments to close. 

 

For example, as new technology was 

introduced into the larger Butter Factories, the 

Camperdown Butter Factory found that it was 

cheaper to pick up the cream and milk by 

lorries and milk tankers, transporting the 

produce to Camperdown, using the processing 

equipment of the larger factory. In 1964 the 

Derrinallum factory was bought out by the 

Camperdown Co-operative and closed and the 

milk and cream were directly transported to the 

Camperdown factory to maximise profit under 

the economics of scale. 

 

The passenger rail service through Derrinallum 

ceased in 1957 due to the lack of patronage. 

 

DESCRIPTION 

 

The Derrinallum Precinct consists of 

commercial and residential properties along 

both sides of Main Street at its eastern end. 

The precinct is bounded to the east by Ligar 

Street and to the west by 46 Main Street. The 

entire central linear reserve and its plantings 

form part of the precinct. The contributory 

properties in the precinct are located at 2, 6, 7, 

9-15, 10, 14, 16, 19, 20, 22, 30 and 42 Main 

Street and the precinct also includes the two 

main roads, mile post and the median strip 

with Elm tree avenue, war memorial and CWA 

rest rooms. 

 

There are two parallel main streets at the 

centre of Derrinallum divided at the centre by a 

linear reserve. Each main street 

accommodates two-way traffic and there is 

angle parking to the front of the shops at the 

eastern end on the north side and parallel 

parking towards the west. There is a grassed 

nature strip in front of the buildings on the 

south side of the street and no nature strip to 

the front of the shops on the north side but 

there is a concrete pedestrian path along the 

front of the buildings. The buildings are a 

mixture of single storey late nineteenth 

century, early twentieth century, inter-war 

commercial and residential buildings. The 

north side consists of an almost continuous 

row of shops built to the street line with a 

couple of residences to the eastern end. The 

south side is dominated by Urquhart’s Garage, 

which has a wide frontage along Main Street. 

Either side of this site is a Victorian residence. 

The central linear reserve contains two rows of 

well-established Elm trees. On one side of the 

intersection of Main Street with Walker Street 

is the war memorial and on the other side are 

the CWA rest rooms. There is a concrete mile 

post located in front of and to the east of 7 

Main Street. 

 

The commercial buildings are a combination of 

brick and timber framed buildings with shops 

built up to the street line and associated 

residences either at the rear of the shops or 

set back and to the side of a shop. The roofs 

to the buildings are pitched and generally clad 

in corrugated iron. Commercial buildings have 

parapets and verandahs. A number of shops in 

the precinct retain their original shop front 

configuration with recessed entries, shop front 

windows above a plinth and highlight windows 

below the verandah line. 

 

The residential buildings are weatherboard 

and double fronted with hipped roofs clad in 

corrugated iron. They are set back from the 

street line with verandahs across the front and 

generally symmetrical front elevations with a 
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central door and timber framed double hung 

windows either side. 

 

STATEMENT OF CULTURAL HERITAGE 

SIGNIFICANCE 

 

What is significant? 

The Derrinallum Commercial Precinct 

comprises the properties at 2, 6, 7, 9-15, 10, 

14, 16, 19, 20, 22, 30 and 42 Main Street and 

also includes the two main roads and the 

linear park with Elm tree avenue, war 

memorial and CWA rest rooms. 

 

How is it significant? 

The Derrinallum Commercial Precinct is of 

local historic, aesthetic and social significance 

to the Shire of Corangamite. 

 

Why is it significant? 

The Derrinallum Commercial Precinct is 

historically significant to the Shire of 

Corangamite for its ability to illustrate the main 

development of the township of Derrinallum 

from the early 20th century up until the 2nd 

World War. The predominant number of 

commercial buildings from the early twentieth 

century reflects the prosperity experienced by 

Derrinallum soon after the railway opened in 

1912 and as a result of the prosperous 

dairying industry during this period. The 

precinct retains a number of residential and 

commercial buildings spanning this period. 

The shops on the north side of the street are of 

historical significance as rare surviving 

examples of late nineteenth century and early 

twentieth century commercial buildings in 

Derrinallum. A number of other early 

commercial buildings were destroyed by a fire, 

which swept through the town in 1944. The 

Derrinallum precinct is of historical significance 

for its depiction of smaller towns in the 

Corangamite Shire, which were supported by 

closer settlement and the dairying industry 

during the early to mid twentieth century. 

(Criteria A & B) 

 

The Derrinallum Commercial Precinct is 

aesthetically significant to the Shire of 

Corangamite for the retention of substantially 

intact and good examples of commercial 

building design from the early twentieth 

century. Of particular significance is the almost 

continuous stretch of combined shops and 

residences along the northern side of Main 

Street. The east end of this street retains early 

twentieth century shops and dwellings that 

survived the 1944 fire that devastated the 

town. A number of other buildings from this 

period were lost in the fire. These remain as 

important reminders of the early appearance of 

the township. The shops contain key original 

features including shop front windows with stall 

boards, strip highlight windows, instep entries, 

shaped parapets with pitched roofs behind, 

verandahs over the footpath and overall forms. 

As a collection of substantially intact 

commercial and residential buildings, the 

precinct is of aesthetic significance for 

exhibiting principal characteristics and layout 

of a rural township commercial centre 

established in the late nineteenth century and 

incrementally developed up to the inter-war 

period. The Post Office and Urquhart’s Garage 

are of aesthetic significance as good examples 

of inter-war style buildings. The appearance of 

the precinct is enhanced by the central linear 

reserve with an avenue of well-established 

Elm trees, War Memorial and Inter-War public 

convenience building either side of the 

intersection of Main Street and Walker Street. 

A concrete mile post is also located on the 

south side of the Main street in front of 7 Main 

Street. (Criteria D & E) 

 

The Derrinallum Commercial Precinct is of 

social significance to the Shire of Corangamite 

as a social and community gathering place for 

the Derrinallum community and people from 

the immediate surrounding districts. (Criterion 

G) 
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INDIVIDUAL DESCRIPTIONS AND 

SIGNIFICANCE 

 

1 Main Street – Hotel – non contributory 

 

Residence, 2 Main Street  

 

 
 

This Edwardian style residence was originally 

the Temperance Hotel constructed in 1923. It 

is a weatherboard building constructed to the 

street line with large gambrel roof form clad in 

corrugated iron painted green. There is a 

return verandah across the front and side of 

the residence, which terminates at a projecting 

front wing and a projecting side wing. The front 

and side wings have gable roof forms and the 

verandah roof is formed by the continuation of 

the main roof. The gable ends to the projecting 

wings are identical and contain a pair of timber 

framed double hung windows and decorated 

gable ends with half timbering and timber 

dentils. The front door of the building is located 

under the verandah adjacent to the front 

projecting wing. It is a timber four panel door 

with side lights and high lights. The verandah 

has turned timber posts with curved timber 

brackets to the top of the posts. Other 

windows are single timber framed and double 

hung. Chimneys are face red brick with 

minimal corbelling to the tops. There is a large 

yard to the side of the dwelling with a tall 

timber fence across the front. 

 

The former Temperance Hotel is of historical 

and aesthetic significance as a substantially 

intact early former commercial building in the 

Derrinallum Main Street. The building is of 

social and historical significance as the former 

Temperance Hotel. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Residence, 6 Main Street 

 

 
 

This weatherboard residence has a large set 

back from the Street with a tall hedge across 

the front boundary. The residence is Victorian 

in style with a main hipped roof form running 

parallel to Main Street, a skillion roofed section 

to the rear and a convex form verandah across 

the front. The front of the residence is 

symmetrical with a central timber framed door 

with side lights and high lights and a timber 

framed double hung window either side. The 

residence appears to be substantially intact. 

 

The residence is of historical and aesthetic 

significance as an intact early residence in the 

Derrinallum Main Street retaining many 

original features including the symmetry, front 

doors and windows and front verandah. 

 

Residence and Mile Post, 7 Main Street 

 

 
 

This is a Victorian style weatherboard dwelling 

with a hipped roof clad in corrugated iron and 

a convex form verandah across the front. 

While the building would have originally had a 

verandah, the current verandah is not original. 

There is a central entry door to the front and a 

timber framed double hung window either side. 

There is a mile post on the road side to the 

front of the residence. It has been painted. 

 

The residence is of historical and aesthetic 

significance as an early surviving residence in 

the main street of Derrinallum, demonstrating 

the town’s establishment. 
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The mile post is of historical and aesthetic 

significance as a rare surviving example of a 

road marker from the early road network 

through the area. 

 

Urquhart Motors and petrol station, 9 -15 

Main Street 

 

 
 

Constructed in 1928 this building was originally 

Parson’s Garage. There are two parts to this 

building, a brick Moderne style building which 

forms the mechanics workshop and a timber 

building forming the service station. The brick 

building has a stepped parapet with curved 

corners and a central vertical post. The 

building has a large double opening, which is 

off centre. Three of the original windows 

remain. On one side of the door there are two 

rectangular windows divided into six panes 

and with brick sills. These two windows are 

original. The large window on the other side of 

the opening is also original with its brick sill. 

This window is divided into two parts with two 

large lanes and four upper panes. The large 

window on the far end is floor to ceiling and is 

not original. The service station is clad in 

cement sheet. It is set back from the 

workshops and has a main gable roof running 

parallel with Main Street and a central gable 

formed verandah at the centre running 

perpendicular to Main Street. This provides a 

canopy over the petrol bowsers. 

 

Urquhart Motors is of historical and aesthetic 

significance as a prominent business located 

in the main street of Derrinallum, operating 

since the 1920s. The building is demonstrative 

of its 1920s date of construction with the 

streamline design of the main building. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Shop, 10 Main Street 

 

 
 

A single fronted weatherboard shop 

constructed to the street line with a gable roof 

form and wide eaves. The roof is clad in 

corrugated iron painted red. There is a gable 

shaped parapet, with steps to the sides, clad in 

metal sheet and a single shop front with a 

recessed entry door to one side and a shop 

window above a mid-height stall board. There 

is a deep verandah over the footpath with a 

skillion roof form. The verandah has simple 

square timber posts and the roof is clad in 

corrugated iron. On the other side of the 

canopy over the bowsers is another wing with 

a gable roof running perpendicular to the street 

and with a parapet a curved and stepped 

parapet to the front. This wing is in line with 

the other gable roofed wing. 

 

The shop is of historical and aesthetic 

significance as an intact early example of a 

shop in the main street of Derrinallum 

exhibiting key features of an Edwardian period 

shop. A number of other early shops were 

destroyed in the 1944 fire, which swept 

through the town. 

 

Shop, 14 Main Street 

 

 
 

This was the township Drapery business 

established by James Hosking in 1912 and 

seen in early photographs. It is a 

weatherboard triple fronted shop constructed 

to the street line. The building has a double 

gable roof and a rectangular parapet to the 
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front clad in metal sheet. The roof of the 

building is clad in corrugated iron and contains 

faded painted advertising signage on the taller 

of the gables. The recessed entry to the shop 

is off centre with a single shop front window on 

one side and two shop front windows on the 

other above a mid height stall board. There is 

a verandah across the front of the shop, which 

extends over the footpath. The verandah has a 

skillion roof form clad in corrugated iron, timber 

posts (not original) and a vertical timber 

valence to one of the verandah end walls. 

Windows to the side walls of the building are 

timber framed and double hung. 

 

The shop is of historical and aesthetic 

significance for its associations with the 

development of the early commercial centre of 

Derrinallum. It is an intact early example of a 

shop in the main street of Derrinallum and 

retains a number of original features including 

the in-step entry, shop front windows, parapet 

and verandah. A number of other early shops 

were destroyed in the 1944 fire, which swept 

through the town. 

 

Shop & Residence, 16 Main Street 

 

 
 

This is believed to have formerly been the 

Colonial Bank constructed in 1911. The bank 

was closed in 1919 and turned into a 

residence for Mr. Wilson the storekeeper. This 

weatherboard building is constructed to the 

street line and has a hipped roof concealed 

behind a rectangular parapet. Set back from 

the front and extending from the side is 

another hip roofed wing, which forms part of 

the rear residence. The roofs are clad in 

corrugated iron. The front composition of the 

building is unusual with a wide single door 

entry at one end of the elevation. The mullions 

of highlight window above forms a geometric 

pattern. Adjacent to this door is a wide shop 

front window without highlight windows. At the 

other end of the elevation is a single timber 

frame double hung window with the head 

height at the top of the elevation in line with 

the head height of the highlight window to the 

entry door. There is a small cantilever canopy 

extending across the extent of the openings. 

 

This shop and residence is of historical and 

aesthetic significance for its associations with 

the development of the early commercial 

centre of Derrinallum. The shop front 

appearance indicates its earlier use as a bank. 

shop front windows, parapet and verandah. A 

number of other early shops were destroyed in 

the 1944 fire, which swept through the town, 

so this is a rare surviving example. 

 

Residence, 19 Main Street 

 

 
 

This is a Victorian style weatherboard dwelling 

with a hipped roof clad in corrugated iron and 

skillion roofed verandah across the front. 

There is a central entry door to the front and c. 

1920s timber framed tripartite windows either 

side of this. The brick balustrade to the 

verandah also dates from this 1920s period. 

 

This residence is of historical and aesthetic 

significance as an early surviving residence in 

the main street of Derrinallum, indicating the 

earlier appearance and establishment period 

of the township. 

 

Shop, 20 Main Street 

 

 
 

The frontage to this building has been 

considerably altered but the parapet with metal 
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sheet cladding and the roof form behind are 

original sections of the newsagent building 

constructed c. 1880s. The building was 

constructed for Gustave Lemke who sold his 

newly established Newsagent and Stationery 

store in 1911 to Mr. Olney. In 1922, A. W. 

Lemke purchased what was then Webb’s 

Newsagent and Stationery business and 

Lemke added to his shop a modern 

hairdressing salon. 

 

The appearance of this building would be 

greatly improved by reinstatement of the 

original verandah. 

 

The shop is of historical and aesthetic 

significance as an early shop in the main street 

of Derrinallum. The building has played an 

important role in the commercial activities of 

the township since the c. 1880s. The original 

form and parapet of this building is intact 

indicating its pre 1900 date of construction. 

 

Shop, 22 Main Street 

 

 
 

The frontage to this building has been 

considerably altered but the parapet with metal 

sheet cladding and the roof form behind are 

original sections of the newsagent building 

constructed c. 1911 for Gustave Lemke who 

sold his newly established Newsagent and 

Stationery store in 1911 to Mr. Olney. In 1922, 

A. W. Lemke purchased what was then 

Webb’s Newsagent and Stationery business 

and Lemke added to his shop a modern 

hairdressing salon. 

 

The appearance of this building would be 

greatly improved by reinstatement of the 

original verandah. 

 

The shop is of historical and aesthetic 

significance as an early shop in the main street 

of Derrinallum. The building has played an 

important role in the commercial activities of 

the township since c. 1911. The original form 

and parapet of this building is intact indicating 

its pre 1900 date of construction. 

 

24 Main Street – Brown brick accountants 

office – non contributory 

 

28 Main Street – ANZ Bank and pair of cream 

brick shops – Non contributory 

 

Shop, 30 Main Street 

 

 
 

This building was originally constructed as a 

café in 1937 for Miss Isobell Stewart. It is a 

double fronted shop with a rectangular 

stepped brick parapet. The brickwork has been 

painted. Behind the parapet is a gable roof 

form clad in corrugated metal sheet. The shop 

front composition is symmetrical and 

comprises of a recessed single door entry and 

large timber framed rectangular plate glass 

windows either side. 

 

The appearance of the building wouldl be 

greatly improved by the reinstatement of the 

original verandah and painting the façade in a 

more sympathetic colour. 

 

This shop is of historical and aesthetic 

significance as an important commercial 

building operating in the main street of 

Derrinallum since the 1930s. The shop retains 

many of its 1930s features including the 

shopfront windows, parapet and in-step entry. 

 

40 Main Street – IGA Grocer and side yard – 

Constructed in 1948. Non contributory. 
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Post Office, 42 Main Street 

 

 
 

This is an Inter-War style Post Office 

constructed in 1926. It was designed under the 

direction of J.S. Murdoch Director General of 

Works in the commonwealth Department in 

1925. The building has been painted but it 

originally would have had a face render finish. 

The building has two hipped roof wings 

forming a V shaped plan and in the corner of 

the V is a flat roofed entry porch. The roof is 

clad in terracotta tiles. The render finish has 

horizontal ruled lines to make it look like 

stonework. The windows are narrow 

rectangles with six fixed panes. The front 

porch faces Main Street and has a central door 

opening and a window either side. 

 

The Derrinallum Post Office is of historical and 

aesthetic significance as an excellent 

substantially intact example of a 1920s post 

office. The Post Office makes a positive 

contribution to the Main Street streetscape and 

is important for demonstrating the role of 

postal services in the township of Derrinallum. 

 

CWA Restrooms  

 

 
 

The building is located in the median strip at 

the east end of the shops. These restrooms 

are red clinker brick with an upper cream brick 

band below the eaves, brick corbelling to the 

eaves and a gable roof clad in terracotta tiles. 

The building is known as the CWA Restrooms 

so it is assumed that it was constructed using 

funds raised by the local CWA. 

 

The CWA Restrooms are of historical and 

aesthetic significance for their demonstration 

of the era of increased use of the motor car in 

the 1920s which increased tourism in the area. 

Funded by the local CWA, the restrooms are 

an excellent example of a 1920s amenities 

building demonstrating key features of the 

period including the use of clinker and cream 

brick and roof clad in terracotta tiles. 

 

War Memorial 

 

 
 

The War Memorial is located in the median 

strip at the intersection of Walker and Main 

Streets. The granite memorial was opened in 

1932 and contains a standing soldier with rifle 

on a tiered plinth. 

 

The War Memorial is of historical, aesthetic 

and social significance for demonstrating the 

methods of war memorialization undertaken in 

towns following World War 1. 

 

Tree Avenue 
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An avenue of Elms sits either side of the 

median strip in the town. The 1932 Leader 

photograph indicates that the trees were a 

substantial size by this time and were likely to 

have been planted in the early 1900s. The 

trees are a prominent feature at the centre of 

the township. 

 

The Elm Avenue at the centre of Main Street, 

Derrinallum is of historical ad aesthetic 

significance as an early, impressive avenue in 

the Derrinallum main street. The avenue 

enhances the appearance of Main Street 

Derrinallum and indicates the establishment of 

the township in the early 1900s. It is an 

excellent example of the beatification works 

undertaken in towns by the Hampden Shire 

during the 1900s. 
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1.3 Lismore Early Township Heritage Precinct 
 

 
LISMORE HOTEL 

 

  
FORMER LISMORE POST OFFICE   FORMER LISMORE BAKERY 

 

 
VIEW OF LISMORE EARLY TOWNSHIP PRECINCT 
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HISTORY 

 

Lismore was originally known as Brown’s 

Water Holes because it was located near 

watering holes on the Gala Estate originally 

leased by John Brown. The aborigines called 

the area Bongerimennin. In 1853 the township 

was renamed Lismore possibly after a town in 

County Waterford, Ireland. 

 

The township area and the suburban 

allotments were first surveyed by Robert D. 

Scott in 1852 and the plan of the township was 

laid before the executive council and approved 

on the 4th of March 1853.  This early plan 

included the wide central High Street, which 

later included a median strip. On the 28th of 

September 1853 the first sale of town 

allotments was held at in Geelong. Twelve 

allotments were sold in the area bounded by 

Addis, Ferrers, Gray and Cunningham Streets. 

Suburban allotments one to ten, which were 

offered the next day, comprised an area of 69 

acres north of the township. 

 

The township was slow to develop and the 

White Swan Hotel, situated at the foot of the 

hill just over the bridge was Lismore’s first and 

for many years its only building. It was pulled 

down in 1911 when a new hotel was 

constructed on another site. This is the Hotel 

in the precinct located on the corner of High 

and Ferrars Streets. 

 

The Lismore town centre was scattered from 

the early days with the earliest commercial 

buildings scattered along High Street and Gray 

Street. In 1869 Charles Taylor erected a store, 

carpenter’s shop and dwelling in High Street 

which stood on a block later occupied by 

Bustard’s store. Bustard’s Store, constructed 

in 1910 was run by the Bustard family until 

May 1965. It was destroyed by fire along with 

Mrs Caldow’s fruit and confectionary business, 

two disused shops and a billiard room on 

February 4th 1970. 

 

Mail delivery and passenger movement to ad 

from the township during the early days was 

by coach. In the 1850s George Currie and 

Thomas Shaw Snr. ran the Currie and Shaw 

coach line from Geelong. The business used a 

stable located in Gray Street. The Western 

Stage Company who established a coach line 

between Geelong and Mortlake carrying mail 

and passengers twice a week replaced this 

coach line. This service was discontinued in 

1885. 

 

Lismore went through a growth period 

between the late 1890s up until about 1915 

due to closer settlement and the coming of the 

railway in 1913 but it never developed into a 

major district centre or township. 

 

In 1864 a store was established by James 

Parry in Gray Street. The store was moved to 

the corner of Ferrars and High Streets where 

A. S. Liston built a new building in 1911. This 

is the former Bakery shop with attached 

dwelling at 36 Ferrers Street included as part 

of the precinct. To the rear of the Bakery and 

residence is a brick and stone bakehouse. 

 

The residence at the corner of Ferrers and 

High Street, also in the precinct operated as 

the Post Office from the 1880s up until 1914. It 

was initially constructed as a residence in the 

early 1880s. 

 

The town continued to develop slowly but 

steadily into the twentieth century with the 

commercial centre later focused around the 

intersection of High and Heriot Streets after 

the new Post Office was constructed at this 

intersection in 1924. 

 

After the Second World War, several of the 

surrounding stations were taken over by the 

Soldier Settlement Commission. This brought 

increased activity to the township but once 

again it did not develop as a major district 

centre. 

 

DESCRIPTION 

 

The Lismore Early Township Precinct contains 

three buildings located in a cluster at the 

junction of High Street and Ferrers Street at 1 

High Street and 26 and 36 Ferrers Street. The 

layout of the buildings around a common area 

forms what was likely to have been a town 

common and a place for gathering. 

 

The buildings are united by their commercial 

use (or former commercial use) and represent 

an early focus of commercial and social 

activity in the township of Lismore. Generally 

the other commercial buildings in the township 

have continued to remain scattered, with the 

main focus for commercial activity today 
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occurring at the intersection of Heriot and High 

Streets. 

 

The contributory properties have been 

selected as they are substantially intact 

examples of early buildings demonstrating the 

appearance of the township in the early 

twentieth century.  

 

The timber framed and clad construction type, 

detailing and form visually unites the cluster of 

buildings. While the front elevations of the 

Hotel are clad in fibre board, the rear and side 

sections of the building retain the 

weatherboard cladding similar to the other two 

buildings. The three buildings contain key 

features of their era including pitched roof 

forms in a combination of hips and gables (in 

the case of the Hotel this is to the rear of the 

building), corrugated iron roof cladding, front 

skillion roofed verandahs and timber framed 

double hung windows. Both the former Bakery 

and the hotel have pitched roofs concealed 

behind simple tall square parapets clad in flat 

metal sheet. 

 

To the rear of the former Bakery is a brick and 

stone bakehouse, which has been partially 

concealed by vegetation. 

 

STATEMENT OF CULTURAL HERITAGE 

SIGNIFICANCE 

 

What is significant? 

The Lismore Early Township Precinct contains 

three buildings located at the junction of High 

Street and Ferrers Street at 1 High Street and 

26 and 36 Ferrers Street and including the 

median strip, Lismore. 

 

How is it significant? 

The Lismore Early Township Precinct is of 

local historic, aesthetic and social significance 

to the Shire of Corangamite. 

 

Why is it significant? 

The Lismore Early Township Precinct is 

historically significant for its representation of 

the former commercial centre of the early 

township of Lismore. The precinct 

demonstrates the main period of activity in the 

town between the late 1890s up until about 

1915 due to closer settlement and the coming 

of the railway in 1913. The buildings are rare 

surviving examples of early commercial 

buildings in Lismore, with other early buildings 

demolished or destroyed by fire. The brick and 

stone bakehouse to the rear of the former 

Bakery is significant as a rare surviving 

example of a bakehouse. (Criteria A & B) 

 

The Lismore Early Township Precinct is 

aesthetically significant as it comprises of 

substantially intact examples of early 

commercial buildings demonstrating the early 

20th century appearance of Lismore. The 

buildings retain key original features of their 

late 19th century and early 20th century 

construction eras including overall composition 

with pitched roofs and parapets, wall and roof 

cladding materials, timber framed openings 

and front verandahs. The clustered layout of 

the buildings around a central common and 

the unifying features of the buildings such as 

their forms, construction types and detailing, 

enhance the precinct. (Criteria D & E) 

 

The Lismore Early Township Precinct is of 

social significance to the Shire of Corangamite 

as a social and community gathering place for 

the Lismore community and people from the 

immediate surrounding districts. The nature of 

the gathering place is emphasised by the 

layout of the three buildings around what was 

likely to be a township common. (Criterion G) 
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McAlpine, R. A., The Shire of Hampden 1863 

– 1963, Hampden Shire Council, 1963 

Oman, J. R. & Lang, P. S., Browns Water 

Holes. History of Lismore 1840-1980, J. R. 

Oman ‘Rockbank”, Lismore, 1980 

 

INDIVIDUAL DESCRIPTIONS AND 

SIGNIFICANCE 

 

Former Post Office, 26 Ferrers Street 
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Victorian weatherboard residence constructed 

circa 1880. This building operated as the Post 

Office from the 1880s until 1914. The building 

is double fronted with a gable wing at either 

end with a central verandah wing in between 

the two gable wings. The roof is clad in 

corrugated iron. The central verandah has a 

skillion profile roof. Windows are timber framed 

and double hung. There is a single entry door 

under the verandah to one end and twin 

double hung windows to the other end. 

 

The building is historically and aesthetically 

significant for its operation as the Lismore Post 

Office from the 1880s until 1914. The building 

is substantially intact from its construction in 

the 1880s and is a rare surviving example of a 

commercial building in the early township of 

Lismore. 

 

Former Bakery, 36 Ferrers Street 

 
 

Victorian weatherboard shop and residence 

constructed in 1911. This building comprises a 

single fronted shop built to the street boundary 

and an attached residence to one side set 

back from the street. The shop has a single 

entry door to one side and a large shop 

window comprising most of the front elevation. 

There is a wide skillion roofed verandah to the 

front over the footpath and a tall square 

parapet clad in flat metal sheet. The parapet 

contains the remnants of painted advertising. 

The residence has a tall hipped roof with a 

verandah to the front. The front elevation 

comprises a single front door entry and a large 

tripartite timber framed double hung window. 

The building was in poor condition in February 

2012. At the rear of the shop is a brick and 

stone bakehouse, which is in a dilapidated 

state and has been partially concealed by 

vegetation. 

 

The building is historically and aesthetically 

significant for its operation as an early suriving 

example of a commercial business in Lismore. 

The building is substantially intact from its 

construction in 1911 and is a rare surviving 

remnant of early Lismore, indicating the early 

location and appearance of the Lismore 

township centre. 

 

Lismore Hotel, 1 High Street 

 

 
 

The Lismore Hotel was constructed in 1911. It 

is a corner timber framed building with a tall 

flat parapet clad in flat metal sheet and a 

skillion roofed verandah to both frontages. The 

front elevations of the building are clad in fibre 

board sheets but the remainder of the building 

including a residence to the rear is clad in 

horizontal weatherboards. The front elevations 

contain evenly spaced timber framed double 

hung windows. The corner of the building is 

angled and contains a door leading to the bar. 

There are also single entry doors located on 

the two main elevations. The rear of the 

building comprises weatherboard clad wings 

with hipped roofs clad in corrugated iron. 

These wings also contain timber framed, 

double hung windows. The residence to the 

rear has a verandah facing the yard to the 

rear. 
 

The Lismore Hotel is historically, aesthetically 

and socially significant for its operation as the 

local hotel in Lismore since 1911. The building is 

substantially intact from its construction and also 

retains the weatherboard Hotel residence to the 

rear. The building is important as a rare surviving 

commercial building indicating the early 

location and appearance of the Lismore 

township centre. 
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1.4 Noorat Township Heritage Precinct 
 

      
FORMER NOORAT PRESBYTERIAN MANSE        HOUSE, 18 MCKINNON’S BRIDGE ROAD 

50 MCKINNON’S BRIDGE ROAD 

 

      
BLACK MEMORIAL HALL, GLENORMISTON RD       NEIL BLACK MEMORIAL PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH, 

          GLENORMISTON ROAD 
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HISTORY 

Noorat derives its name from Mount 
Noorat, a dormant volcano named by 
explorer Major Mitchell after a local 
Indigenous elder, Ngoora. Europeans first 
settled the Noorat area in early 1839 when 
MacKillop and Smith established a run 
called Strathdownie which was renamed 
Glenormiston by Neil Black, when his 
company purchased the property in 1840. 

Prior to European settlement, the area 
near Mount Noorat was a traditional 
meeting site for the the Kirrae Wuurong 
people. There are conflicting reports about 
the number of Aboriginal people living in 
the district at the time of white settlement, 
but in 1841, the population of the Mount 
Noorat clan numbered only four people. 
An outbreak of small pox during the 1830’s 
was one cause of the population decline 
and the alleged massacre by white settlers 
was another. One of the worst massacres 
in the western district of Victoria allegedly 
occurred along Mount Emu Creek near 
Noorat in August 1839. This was 
seemingly verified by Niel Black, who 
found a mass grave on the Glenormiston 
property. 

The settlement history of Noorat is closely 
linked with the Black family and the 
establishment of the Glenormiston 
pastoral run. Noorat ostensibly grew as a 
service centre for the Black family estates 
and many of the early residents of the 
district either emigrated with Niel Black or 
worked at Glenormiston. 

Black was born in Argyllshire, Scotland 
into a farming family. In his early thirties he 
went into partnership with William Steuart 
of Glenormiston, Peeblesshire, Alexander 
Struthers Finlay of Castle Toward, 
Argyllshire, and Thomas Steuart 
Gladstone, first cousin of the future Prime 
Minister and member of the Liverpool firm 
of Gladstone, Serjeantson & Co. To the 
partnership of Niel Black & Co. its nominal 
head initially contributed little capital but 
much ability and practical experience, and 
he travelled to Australia to choose 
property for the company to invest in. 

In 1840 he bought the stock and rights to a 
43,520-acre (17,612 ha) run near Lake 
Terang, 6 km south of Mt Noorat which he 
renamed Glenormiston. In 1844 he bought 

the nearby run known as The Sisters, and 
many other extensive Western District 
properties were acquired by the 
partnership and held for various periods in 
the following decades. 

In 1868 and 1869 the partnership was 
dissolved, distribution of the land being by 
lot. Gladstone drew The Sisters, Finlay the 
northern portion of the Glenormiston run 
and Black the southern which he named 
Mount Noorat. He was bitterly 
disappointed at having lost his old 
homestead and what he regarded as the 
best part of the station to Finlay. 

As a consequence he built a new 
homestead on the slopes of Mt Noorat 
Black died there in 1880 and from that 
point the management of the estate was 
carried on by his sons. 

It would appear that the first subdivision of 
town allotments in Noorat was undertaken 
by the Government in 1870. This in part, 
provided a Reserve for a school in 1871 
and the remaining allotments ran to the 
north of the school. John Thomson had 
taken up the Keilambete run of 26,000 
acres with his brother James in 1840. 
Thomson had died in 1890 and in 1897 a 
major subdivision sale of the estate 
occurred. As part of that sale a significant 
number of town blocks on the south east 
corner of McKinnon’s Bridge Road and the 
Terang-Mortlake Road were created. 
Further allotments were subdivided off the 
Dalvui estate (itself subdivided from 
Glenormiston) in 1913. 

The original one room bluestone school 

building at Noorat was built in 1875, when 

the settlement would have been very 

small. It was built to service the families of 

the pastoral workers in the district. The 

first head teacher was Margaret Evans. In 

1899 a second wooden room was 

constructed and some time prior to 1894 a 

teacher’s residence had been constructed. 

Subsequently many additional buildings 

have been added to the site. 

 

The Niel Black Memorial Presbyterian 

Church is a substantial bluestone structure 

built as a memorial to the Hon Niel Black 

by his widow and sons in 1883. It replaced 

a timber church that was removed to 

Glenormiston after the construction of the 
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new church. The church was designed by 

architect John Honeyman of Glasgow and 

constructed under the supervision of 

Alexander Hamilton of Colac 

 

The Glenormiston estate was subdivided 

in 1889, creating a number of smaller 

farms suitable for dairying With this 

subdivision, and the commencement of 

the butter factory in 1895 the township 

went ahead acting as a dormitory town for 

the workers associated with the fledgling 

dairy industry. At that time Noorat had two 

hotels, itself a sign of growth and 

prosperity. Mrs. Culleton operated a hotel 

on the site of the present Mt Noorat Hotel 

and Mr. Quinn, the other, which was 

located in the paddock just to the south of 

the butter factory. The town also 

supported three blacksmiths, a baker and 

general store. The latter was ultimately to 

be taken over by the Terang based 

business, Montgomery & Bradshaw. The 

Public Hall was in place by 1900, but burnt 

down in 1945, The building which currently 

promotes itself as the Public Hall was 

established after that time. 

Noorat, was also the birthplace of popular 
fiction writer Alan Marshall (1902-1984) 
whose autobiography I Can Jump Puddles 
(1955) told the story of his childhood and 
his life with the physical consequences of 
polio which he had contracted in 1908. 
Marshall would have witnessed the growth 
of the town and the construction of many 
of its buildings.  

The Black Memorial Hall is a cement 

rendered building erected in 1912 as a 

memorial to Neil Walter Black, son of the 

Hon Niel Black. It was designed by 

prominent Melbourne architect, Sydney 

Smith of the firm of Sydney Smith & Ogg. 

The former Presbyterian Manse a 

substantial timber residence was built in 

1904 to a design of Mr Hamilton from 

Colac (this was most likely the practice of 

Hamilton and Co, formed by Alexander 

Hamilton and partner D C Dunoon in 1897. 

Alexander Hamilton died in 1901 and the 

practice was in existence in 1904. W P 

Knights, later of Camperdown was working 

for the firm until 1904 and it would not be 

unreasonable to attribute this design to 

him, given his demonstrated expertise with 

this timber Edwardian style of residential 

architecture). The 10 acres of land on 

which it is located was donated by Niel 

Walter Black. The construction of the new 

Manse was deemed necessary when the 

Noorat and Glenormiston charge 

separated from Terang in 1904. Two 

celebrated ministers who occupied the 

Manse were Frank Rolland (1908-1915) 

and W D Marshall (1915-1921). They are 

attributed to having had an important 

influence on the young Alan Marshall as 

he grew up in the town. The new Mt 

Noorat Hotel was constructed in 1909 and 

St Joseph’s Catholic Church was built to a 

design of Melbourne architect, Mr Moriarty 

in 1919. This in itself was an indicator of 

the changes wrought by the subdivision of 

the pastoral properties and the arrival of 

new people to the district. No longer was 

the population predominantly Scots 

Presbyterians who had arrived with and 

soon after Niel Black and John Thomson. 

This was followed by the construction of St 

Joseph’s Catholic School (now part of the 

Mercy regional College). This school was 

established as an off-shoot of St Thomas’ 

Terang with two sisters from St Thomas’ 

travelling to Noorat each day to conduct 

school there. The foundation stone to the 

school building was laid by the rev D Foley 

on 14 October, 1923. 

 

The Church of England building currently 

on the site of the Mercy Regional College 

campus held its first service on 1 

September, 1918 

By the mid twentieth century the Noorat 
Show was a prominent feature of the 
western district agricultural calendar. 
Commenced in 1935, by 1950 it was 
attracting up to 10,000 patrons and 
featuring all sorts of agricultural produce 
and livestock. A photo of the 1949 Show 
depicts how the town was dominated by 
the event on that one day of the year. 

The town partly relied on the Glenormiston 

Butter Factory for its economic survival on 

the other 364 days of the year. The factory 

commenced operations in 1895 in the old 

bluestone woolshed at Glenormiston. In 

1903 a creamery was opened at Noorat 

and in 1906 the expansion of the 
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Company resulted in the building of 

another creamery at Castlecarey to 

service the Glenormiston North area. With 

the rapid growth of the Company the 

building at Glenormiston was found to be 

Inadequate, so· in 1910 the factory was 

transferred to up-to-date premises at 

Noorat and a creamery operated at the old 

factory site. 

 

DESCRIPTION 

 

Noorat is a small township located some 6 

kms from Terang and built along three 

main thoroughfares, McKinnon’s Bridge 

Road, the Terang – Mortlake Road and 

Glenormiston Road. The latter was 

constructed after the establishment of the 

Mt Noorat homestead as it cut through the 

original drive and avenue leading to the 

homestead. 

The township is located at the base of 
Mount Noorat, a dormant volcano, which is 
considered to have Australia's largest dry 
crater. At the 2011 census, Noorat had a 
population of 164. 

The town is on level ground located at the 

southern edge of the prominent Mount. It 

dominates the town and views to it from 

within and beyond the town are important. 

 

McKinnon’s Bridge Road and the Terang – 

Mortlake  Road are wide thoroughfares 

with substantial median strips planted with 

mixed native trees (eucalypts, acacias, 

etc). 

Along the Sisters – Noorat Road is a small 

avenue of 24 elm trees. These are 

probably an Avenue of Honour. 

 

The buildings in the town date from the 

late nineteenth and early twentieth 

century. There was very little development 

during the second half of the twentieth 

century and by and large the buildings 

(largely residences) constructed during 

this period have used common 

architectural forms  

 

The architectural character of the town is 

determined by weatherboard clad single 

storey buildings with hipped and gabled 

roofs clad in corrugated galvanised iron. 

There are several shops along the Terang 

– Mortlake Road and they all feature 

simple parapets and street verandahs. 

The Mt Noorat Hotel dominates this part of 

the township. 

 

The two schools and three churches are 

also prominent, although each having its 

own distinctive architectural style.  

 

  
 

  
 

 
 

   
 

Statement of Cultural Heritage 

Significance 

 

What is significant? 

The Noorat Township Precinct comprises 

all the built up area of Noorat as outlined 

in the plan above. The contributory places 

in the precinct include: 1, 2, 9, 15, 16, 17, 

18, 19, 23, 35, 37, 39, 41 Terang-Mortlake 

Road; 1, 8, 10, 11, 12, 17, 18, 21, 22, 24, 

25, 26, 29, 32, 33, 37, 41, 44, 46, 48, 49, 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mount_Noorat
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Volcano
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Census_in_Australia
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50, 51, 57, 59, 70, 74, 80, 82, 84, 86, 88 & 

94,McKinnon’s Bridge Road; 8,11 & 15 

Glenormiston Road; 7 Factory Lane; and 

the median strips along both the Mortlake-

Terang Road and McKinnon’s Bridge 

Road 

 

How is it significant? 

The Noorat Township Precinct is of local 

historic, aesthetic and social significance 

to the Shire of Corangamite. 

 

Why is it significant? 

The Noorat Township Precinct is 

historically significant for its ability to 

illustrate the dependence of many western 

district settlements on the fortunes of the 

large pastoral runs that dominated the 

district from the earliest period of 

European settlement. The town was 

largely a product of a small government 

subdivision of 1870, the subdivision of 

Keilambete in 1897 and subdivision of 

Dalvui in 1913. The establishment of the 

dairy industry provided an economic boon 

for many towns in the western district and 

the establishment and development of 

Noorat is indicative of this. Developed 

close to Terang and near to the larger 

town of Camperdown it was destined to be 

a town of modest residences constructed 

to house the employees of the butter 

factory and the surrounding properties. 

The town has seen little development 

through the second half of the twentieth 

century and in 2013 is a residential 

precinct for people working in nearby 

larger towns. 

 

The Noorat Township Precinct is 

aesthetically significant for its consistent 

architectural presentation. Most buildings 

were constructed between 1890 and 1940, 

are primarily modest residences and 

display consistent architectural forms. The 

houses are consistently single storey of 

weatherboard construction, with 

combinations of gable and hipped roofs 

clad in corrugated galvanised iron (or 

variants of this material),.They mostly 

have verandahs which are either recessed 

alongside a projecting front room or 

projecting across the front elevation of the 

house. The houses are all freestanding, 

set back from the street and with generous 

side setbacks from property boundaries. 

The consequence of this is that the open 

rural land can be seen between the 

buildings. To the north of the town views to 

the dominant Mt Noorat are important. 

Institutional buildings such as the schools 

and churches are relatively modest, but 

important and key buildings in the town. 

The remnant commercial buildings are, 

with the exception of the Mt Noorat Hotel 

single storey and modest. These shops all 

have parapeted facades with projecting 

street verandahs. 

The dry stone walls built along the western 

side of the Terang – Mortlake Road and 

the south side of the McKinnon’s Bridge 

Road at the entries to the town are 

important features of the town. 

 

The Noorat Township Precinct is socially 

significant as an example of an Australian 

town established to support the specific 

pastoral and agricultural enterprises of a 

few landholders. Noorat exists as a direct 

result of the enterprise of the Glenormiston 

Butter and Cheese Factory Company, 

initially established at Glenormiston in 

1895 and soon after establishing 

operations at Noorat. (this factory remains 

on the northern side of the town). 

Consequently, its modest residential 

buildings are a significant indicator of the 

nature of the workers who were domiciled 

there. It is interesting that the grandest 

house in the town is the former 

Presbyterian Manse. The township is also 

significant as a memorial to Niel Black and 

his family who dominated the district from 

1840 and well into the twentieth century. 

The patron status attributed to Black and 

his family is best demonstrated by the Niel 

Black Memorial Presbyterian Church 

erected with funds from the Black family in 

1883 and the adjacent Memorial Hall 

erected in memory of his son Niel Walter 

Black in 1912. The family’s patronage 

sustained the social fabric of the town for 

many years. 

 

REFERENCES: 

 

R A McAlpine; The Shire of Hampden, 

1863 – 1963; compiled for the Shire of 

Hampden on the occasion of its centenary; 

Terang Express; 1963 
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St Joseph’s Church Noorat; Extract from 

the Terang Express, 18 November, 1919. 

 

Climbing the Mountain of Knowledge; 

Noorat Primary School; 1873-2003 

 

Noorat Presbyterian Church, Victoria. 

Centenary CommitteeThe rolling years : 

the story of the Presbyterian Church, from 

Kilnoorat, 1847 and on through the rolling 

years to Noorat, 1837-1973; 1973 

 

DESCRIPTIONS OF SIGNIFICANT AND CONTRIBUTORY BUILDINGS 

 

Most of the houses in the town exhibit common architectural features. They are generally 

weatherboard clad single storey buildings with hipped and gabled roofs clad in corrugated 

galvanised iron. There are several shops and former shops along the Terang – Mortlake 

Road and they all feature simple parapets and street verandahs. The following table 

describes the significant features of most of the noted Contributory Buildings. A selection of 

other buildings are described in greater detail following the table 
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OTHER FEATURES 

TERANG-MORTLAKE ROAD 

1 

Shop 

 WB H CGI    Contributory 

 This corner store is known as 
The Beehive and is purported 
to be the childhood home of 
Alan Marshall 

 It is a simple shop with shop 
windows and a bull nosed 
verandah over the footpath. 

 Additions to the south and 
east are not important or 
contributory 

7 

House 

       Non Contributory 

9 

Shop 

30’s       Contributory 

 This small shop was probably 
a butcher’s shop, because of 
the white ceramic tiled front. It 
has a large shop window, 
parapeted front and a 
cantilevered verandah 

10 

Empty 

site 

       Non Contributory 

Lot 1 

Shop 

20’s WB G CGI PV   Contributory 

 This small shop (opposite the 
Beehive) has a metal clad 
parapet, 2 shopfronts with a 
central door and a verandah 
projecting over the footpath. 

11 

House 

10’s WB H CGI PV   Contributory 

 This large house has a Dutch 
gable roof with ripple iron and 
circular vent in gable end 

 The verandah has decorative 
brackets 
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 The fence is a dry stone wall 

12 

House 

       Non Contributory 

14 

House 

10’s WB G&H CGI PV   Non Contributory 

 This much altered house has 
aluminium windows and a built 
in verandah 

15 

Shop 

 BK H CGI    Contributory 

 This building was the Noorat 
Public Hall. The original hall 
burnt down in 1945 and this 
building assuming that role 
thereafter. 

 It features an early twentieth 
century shop front with central 
doorway and a projecting 
verandah on timber posts 

 A modern dwelling has been 
added at the rear. 

16 

House 

10’s/20’s MC G&H CGI RV   Contributory 

 The windows on this house 
are not original 

18 

House 

00’s WB H CGI    Contributory 

 This house has a return 
verandah and a hood over the 
window on the projecting hip.  

19 

Post 

Office 

and 

House 

 WB H CGI RV IF  Contributory 

 This is the post office with 
attached residence. 

 The post office has a flat 
cement sheet clad parapet 
with a projecting verandah 
over the street 

 The sign writing on the 
parapet is important 

 House verandah has iron lace 
valence 

23 

Shop 

20’s WB H CGI RV OF  Contributory 

 Shop has a flat faced cement 
sheet parapet with a ripple 
iron front beneath a projecting 
verandah. The original shop 
front and door remains 

29 

House 

       Non Contributory 

35 

House 

10’S/20’S WB G&H CGI RV IF  Contributory 

 Verandah has decorative 
brackets and valence 

 Brick chimney 

37 

House 

10’S MC H CGI PV   Contributory 

 Building much altered, but 
original form obvious. 

 Verandah has pipe columns 

39 

House 

20’s WB G&H CGI RV IF  Contributory 

 Gable end features half 
timbering 

41 

House 

30’S WB G&H CGI RV   Contributory 

 Pairs of double hung sash 
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windows 

 Mock shingles beneath gable 
end 

43 

House 

       Non Contributory 

45 

House 

       Non Contributory 

51 

House 

       Non Contributory 

MCKINNON’S BRIDGE ROAD 

8 

Shop 

 MC H CGI PV   Contributory 

 This is a shop with 2 large 
shop windows and a central 
entry door.  

 It has some form of sprayed 
cladding. 

9 

School 

       Non Contributory 

10 

House 

 MC H OMR    Contributory 

 This house is much altered, 
but the basic original form is 
apparent. 

 It is clad with a sprayed finish 
and has an unusual mansard 
in front of the original hipped 
roof, clad in metal pan tiles. 

12 

House 

00’s/10’s WB H CGI PV OF  Contributory 

 Verandah lacework is 
probably later addition 

 Fence is interesting ripple iron 
and timber construction 

16 

House 

       Non Contributory 

17 

House 

 WB G CGI PV   Contributory 

 Double gabled cottage 

18 00’s/10’s WB G&H CGI RV OF  Contributory 

 Has half timbering under 
gable end 

21 

House 

20’s  H OMR PV   Contributory 

 Metal pan tile roof 

 Aluminium windows 

22 

House 

00’s WB G&H CGI RV   Contributory 

 Verandah has bull nosed roof 
with dentils under gutters. 

 It has 2 significant red brick 
and rendered chimneys 

24 

House 

10’s/20’s WB G CGI  NF  Contributory 

 The verandah is incorporated 
under main roof and is 
supported on timber posts 
with decorated brackets and a 
simple valence. 

25 

House 

20’s  H OMR PV   Contributory 

 Metal pan tile roof 

 Aluminium windows 

29 

House 

00’s/10’s WB G&H  RV   Contributory 

 Cast iron verandah decoration 
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 Metal hoods over windows 

33 

House 

1890’s MC G CGI PV   Contributory 

 Double gabled cottage 

 Reclad in cement sheet 

34 

House 

00’s/10’s WB G&H  RV   Non Contributory 

 Considerably altered at the 
front 

37 

House 

 WB G CGI PV   Contributory 

38 

House 

       Non Contributory 

39 

House 

       Non Contributory 

41 

House 

20’s WB G&H CGI RV   Contributory 

 Verandah on concrete pillars 
on brick base 

43 

House 

       Non Contributory 

44 

House 

10’s/20’s MC G&H CGI RV   Contributory 

 Mock brick clad 

46 

House 

 WB G&H CGI RV OF  Contributory 

 Bull nosed verandah 

 Aluminium windows 

48 

House 

 WB G&H CGI RV IF  Contributory 

 Much altered, but original form 
still obvious 

 Bull nosed verandah with pipe 
posts 

 Aluminium windows 

49 

House 

20’s/30’s WB H&G CGI RV OF  Contributory 

 Verandah incorporated under 
main roof 

51 

House 

20’s MC G OMR RV   Contributory 

 Verandah has brackets and 
brick rendered piers 

 Roof is Colorbond 

55 

Empty 

site 

       Non Contributory 

57 

House 

 WB G CGI PV NF  Contributory 

59 

House 

 WB G CGI PV   Contributory 

 Projecting return verandah 

 Has been renovated in a 
manner which retains basic 
form. 

60 

House 

       Non Contributory 

66 

House 

       Non Contributory 

70 

House 

 WB G&H CGI PV   Contributory 

 Prominent brick chimneys 

74 

House 

10’s WB H CGI PV   Contributory 

 French doors under projecting 
hipped verandah 

80 10’s WB G&H CGI RV IF  Contributory 
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House  Aluminium windows 

82 

House 

10’s/20’s WB G&H OMR RV   Contributory 

 Hood over window  

 Bull nosed verandah with 
simple timber brackets and 
valence decoration 

84 

House 

10’s/20’s WB G&H CGI RV   Contributory 

 Hood over window  

 verandah with simple timber 
brackets and valence 
decoration 

86 

House 

00’s MC G CGI PV   Contributory 

 Much altered but basic form 
obvious 

88 

House 

 WB G CGI    Contributory 

 Return verandah 

90-92 

House 

       Non Contributory 

94 

House 

10’s/20’s WB G&H CGI RV IF  Contributory 

GLENORMISTON ROAD 

11 

House 

20’s MC G&H CGI RV   Contributory 

FACTORY LANE 

3 

House 

       Non Contributory 

7 

House 

 WB G CGI RV   Contributory 

 Set well back from street 

 Projecting gables at each end 
with verandah between 

 

Abbreviations  

WB  weatherboard 

BK  brick 

MC  modern cladding (vinyl, aluminium or spray finish) 

G  gabled roof 

H  hipped roof 

CGI  corrugated galvanised iron 

CB  colorbond 

OMR  other metal roof material 

G & H  combination gable and hipped roof 

PV  projecting verandah 

RV  recessed verandah 

NV  No verandah 

OF  Original fence 

RF  Reproduction fence 

NF  No fence 

IF  Inappropriate or unsympathetic fence 
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Significant buildings in the town  

 

The Niel Black Memorial Presbyterian 

Church 

11 McKinnon’s Bridge Road 

 
 

The Niel Black Memorial Presbyterian 

Church is a substantial bluestone structure 

built as a memorial to the Hon Niel Black 

by his widow and sons in 1883. It replaced 

a timber church that was removed to 

Glenormiston after the construction of the 

new church. The church was designed by 

architect John Honeyman of Glasgow and 

constructed under the supervision of 

Alexander Hamilton of Colac 

 

This church is a small single nave building 

constructed in bluestone with a belfry on 

the eastern elevation and a small but 

attractive porch to the northern side. It is 

located at a prominent site in the town on 

the corner of Glenormiston and 

McKinnon’s Bridge Roads.  

 

This building is historically important as a 

memorial to the significant role played by 

Niel Black and his family in the fortunes of 

the town and district around Mt Noorat.. 

 

The church is architecturally important as 

a fine piece of design and one of the most 

prominent buildings in the town. It has bold 

semi-circular apse and an attractive timber 

porch 

 

It is socially important as a reminder of the 

significance of Scottish settlers in the 

district, an important factor in attracting 

Niel Black to this part of the colony. 

 

 

 

 

 

The Black Memorial Hall 

8 Glenormiston Road 

 

 
 

The Black Memorial Hall is a cement 

rendered building erected in 1912 as a 

memorial to Neil Walter Black, son of the 

Hon Niel Black. It was designed by 

prominent Melbourne architect, Sydney 

Smith of the firm of Sydney Smith & Ogg.  

The hall is historically significant as a 

reminder of the continued significance and 

influence of the Black family into the 

twentieth century, long after the death of 

the Hon Niel Black. 

 

It is of architectural importance for its 

distinctive design, using a polygonal end 

capped with a distinctive bellcast roof 

featuring generous eaves. The rectangular 

side entrance is a major architectural 

feature with its banked slit openings, short 

sweeping balustrades and the oxidised 

copper memorial plaque with its design 

incorporating eucalyptus leaves and 

blossom. 

 

The former Presbyterian Manse 

50 McKinnon’s Bridge Road. 
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THE MANSE, 1901 (?) 

from: The Rolling Years, 1973 

 

The former Presbyterian Manse a 

substantial timber residence was built in 

1904 (the photo above is said to date from 

1901 and was taken from “Rolling Years”) 

to a design of Mr Hamilton from Colac. 

This was most likely the practice of 

Hamilton and Co, formed by Alexander 

Hamilton and partner D C Dunoon in 1897. 

Alexander Hamilton died in 1901 and the 

practice was in existence in 1904. W P 

Knights, later of Camperdown was working 

for the firm until 1904 and it would not be 

unreasonable to attribute this design to 

him, given his demonstrated expertise with 

this timber Edwardian style of residential 

architecture. The 10 acres of land on 

which it is located was donated by Niel 

Walter Black. The construction of the new 

Manse was deemed necessary when the 

Noorat and Glenormiston charge 

separated from Terang in 1904. Two 

celebrated ministers who occupied the 

Manse were Frank Rolland (1908-1915) 

and W D Marshall (1915-1921). They are 

attributed to having had an important 

influence on the young Alan Marshall as 

he grew up in the town 

 

The former Manse is a fine example of a 

substantial timber villa from the period. It 

displays significant arts and crafts 

influences through its vigorous use of 

timber fretwork and decoration on the 

encircling verandah. It has an extensive 

roof with gable ends featuring mock half 

timbering another significant feature of the 

period. It sits in a substantial garden set 

back from the street. 

 

It is historically important as the home of 

the various Presbyterian Ministers who 

were in charge between 1904 and 1994 

and as a further link to the influential Black 

family who were such important patrons of 

the church and the town. They donated 

the land on which it was built at their 

expense.  

 

It is architecturally important as the largest 

and most imposing residence in the town. 

Its distinctive gables, timber decorative 

work and encompassing verandahs are 

particularly noteworthy as is the extensive 

gardens surrounding the house. 

 

 

Noorat Primary School. 

1 McKinnon’s Bridge Road. 

 

 
 

The original one room bluestone school 

building was built in 1875. The first head 

teacher was Margaret Evans. In 1899 a 

second wooden room was constructed 

and some time prior to 1894 a teacher’s 

residence had been constructed. 

Subsequently many additional buildings 

have been added to the site with very 

limited concern over providing any unified 

appearance of the school  

 

The early portions of the school are 

historically important as one of the earliest 

remnants of settlement in the district. The 

need for additional accommodation in 

1899 is reflective of the development of 

the town from that period  

 

The bluestone building is architecturally 

important as an example of an early one 

room school built using local materials. 

The buildings added to the site in the 

second half of the twentieth century are 

not important. 

 

It is socially significant as a centre of 

community activity over a period of 136 

years. 
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The Mt Noorat Hotel 

2 Terang – Mortlake Road 

 

 
 

The Mt Noorat Hotel was built in 1909 and 

replaced an earlier hotel operated by Mrs 

Culleton. It is a two storey red brick 

building designed in a modest Edwardian 

style with arts and crafts influences 

 

The Mt Noorat Hotel is architecturally 

important as the largest and most 

prominent building in the town. It is a 

pleasant design typical of its time. 

 

It is socially important as the social centre 

of the town, a role that it has played since 

it was constructed. 

 

 

St Joseph’s Catholic Church, 

15 Glenormiston Road 

 

 

 

Description and Significance 

 

St Joseph’s was constructed in 1919 to a 

design of Melbourne architect, Mr 

Moriarity. It is a substantial red brick 

building constructed on high ground above 

Glenormiston Road. 

 

St Joseph’s is historically important as 

evidence of the diversity of the population 

in the district at the turn of the nineteenth 

century. It was constructed some 35 years 

after the Niel Black Memorial Presbyterian 

and is indicative of the growth of the town 

and district in the early years of the 

twentieth century and that by that time 

there was a significant portion of the 

population who were not Scottish 

Presbyterians 

 

It is architecturally important as one of the 

few imposing buildings constructed in the 

town. 

 

 

Mercy Regional College (formerly St 

Joseph’s School), 

26 McKinnons Bridge Road 

 

 
 

Construction of St Joseph’s School, 

Noorat commenced in 1923 with the 

foundation stone being laid on 14 October 

It opened in 1924 and was staffed by two 

Mercy sisters from Terang.. They were 

driven out to Noorat each day. The school 

closed in 1975 and is now a campus of the 

Mercy Regional College. 

 

The original part of the school is a 

substantial single storey red brick building 

with large windows facing north across 

McKinnon’s Bridge Road. It would appear 

to be something of a standard design for 

Catholic Schools in the 1920s. It has been 

added to and undergone some alterations 

over the years, but the basic form of this 

first building is still apparent. 

 

The former St Joseph’s School is 

historically important as evidence of the 

growing diversity of the population during 

the early years of the twentieth century 

and the expansion of the Catholic parish 

based in Terang. 
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It is architecturally significant as one of the 

more substantial buildings in the Noorat 

Town Precinct. 

 

Former Church of England  

32 McKinnon’s Bridge Road 

 

 
 

The former Church of England held its first 

service.on its current site at 32 

McKinnon’s Bridge Road on 1 September, 

1918. It currently is part of the Mercy 

Regional College. 

 

It is a simple weatherboard clad hall with a 

small entry porch facing McKinnon’s 

Bridge Road. The walls are fenestrated 

with simple arch headed windows. The 

roof is corrugated galvanised iron 

 

The former Church of England is 

historically important as evidence of the 

growing diversity of the population during 

the early years of the twentieth century. 

 

It is architecturally important as an intact 

weatherboard church building and as one 

of the three church buildings constructed 

in the town. 
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1.5 Pomborneit North Township Heritage Precinct 
 

 
FMR ST JAMES CHURCH & FMR POMBORNEIT CHEESE AND BUTTER  

FACTORY 

 

 
POMBORNEIT NORTH HALL AND FORMER ST JAMES CHURCH 

 

 
VIEW OF POMBORNEIT NORTH PRECINCT LOOKING WEST 
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HISTORY 

 

Pomborneit North sits at the intersection of the 

Parish of North Purrumbete, the Parish of 

South Purrumbete and the Parish of 

Pomborneit. The Pomborneit area is located 

within the Stony Rises and is characterised by 

stone walls initially built for the Manifolds as 

rabbit proof walls. The Manifold family brought 

stone wallers out from Scotland to build the 

walls, beginning in the 1860s and from then 

on, in an area where stones are readily 

available, the wall building tradition has 

continued. 

 

The first land grant in the Parish of Pomborneit 

was to William Roadknight in 1858. J. H. 

McVean obtained title to a number of lots in 

1863. S. Vaughan is listed as an original 

grantee the same year. H Mackay and T. 

McBean were next in the late 1860s, followed 

until 1873 by M. McMahon, H. McVean, J. 

Cosgrave, J. H. Connor, W. McGarvie, W. 

Hutt, J. Silk and E. V. and V. R. Betts. Many 

more were granted in the mid to late 1870s. 

 

Situated on the main Geelong to Warrnambool 

Road, and at the northern extremity of the 

former Shire of Heytesbury, Pomborneit was 

an important stopping place on the highway 

from the very earliest days, and a small 

settlement grew up around it. However, most 

of the land in the vicinity was held under 

grazing license, and it was late in the 1860s 

before closer settlement took place in the area. 

 

In the 1860s the rabbit infestation of the Stony 

Rises caused the Manifolds to dispose of the 

north east portion of their Purrumbete 

property, which was in the Pomborneit area. 

Selectors, such as the Boyds, Hallyburtons, 

Lords, Harrisons and McGarvies moved in 

during 1865 as a result of the sale of this 

Manifold land. Donald Mackay conducted the 

first school at Pomborneit in the Presbyterian 

Church in 1869. It was recognised by the 

Education Board in 1870. 

 

In 1879 the Baillieres Gazatteer describes the 

postal township of Pomborneit in the electorate 

of Villiers and Heytesbury. At that time the 

population was about 550 and there was a 

Presbyterian Church. There is no entry in the 

Gazatteer at this time for either Pomborneit 

East or Pomborneit North, so it is assumed 

that these had not developed sufficiently into 

viable communities at this stage. 

 

The earliest property in the precinct is Cherry 

Brae at 35 Rands Road. The farming property 

had been established by D. N. Moodie and 

was purchased in 1886 by James and Mary 

Boyd who had seven children by this time. 

James Boyd carried on dairy farming from the 

property until the family moved to a newly built 

house, Braeside at Pomborneit in 1911. 

 

While a Pomborneit North community had 

developed as a result of early settlers in the 

area, such as the Bakers at Lakeside and the 

Boyds at Cherry Brae, and a school operated 

in the area from 1895, it did not really start to 

develop as a viable township until the 

Pomborneit Cheese and Butter Factory was 

established in 1892. After this time, a cluster of 

buildings formed around the Butter Factory. In 

1904 a small hall was built on the corner of the 

Cherry Brae property nearest to the highway at 

a cost of £60, which was funded by local 

families. A store and Post Office was 

established around 1910, St. James Church 

was completed in 1913 and a row of houses 

were built along the Princes Highway dating 

from the early 20th Century and including the 

factory Manager’s residence. A number of 

factory workers houses were also constructed 

behind the Cheese and Butter Factory but 

these have since been removed. Prior to the 

construction of St. James Church the 

protestant used the Presbyterian Church at 

2697 Princes Highway Pomborneit when it 

was not in use by the Presbyterians. 

 

The original factory (timber construction) was 

built on land sold to the Camperdown Cheese 

and Butter Factory in 1892 and opened as a 

Creamery. The Creamery was sold to Bacchus 

Marsh Concentrated Milk Co. Ltd. in 1908. The 

product produced at the factory was Lifeguard 

Milk. In 1917 Nestles Anglo Swiss Company 

purchased the building, which was replaced by 

the current iron building. In 1936 the building 

was sold back to the Camperdown Cheese 

and Butter Company, in whose hands it 

remained until its closure around the mid 

1950's. Since then it has been used as a 

Piggery, Poultry Farm and Trash & Treasure 

Mart. 

 

There was a school in the township up until the 

1990s. The original Pomborneit North School 
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was located on Mr John Harlock’s property 

and was closed in about 1895. Early on it was 

a half-time school with the North Purrumbete 

School. The children were then taught at the 

Pomborneit School for about 10 years. In April 

1915 a school was opened on Mr. C. T. Lucas’ 

property, which was originally part of Danedite 

(Stansmore) and was known as Danedite 

State School No. 3898. Children surnames in 

1915 included McEwen, Parsons, McGarvie, 

Beasley, Daffy, Lucas and Harlock. It was not 

until a new school within the township was 

opened in 1923 that the name was changed to 

Pomborneit North S. S. No. 3898 located 

about 3 miles from the Pomborneit township 

where the parent school stood. The school 

closed in 1989 and was moved to Cobden 

Technical School. 

 

Family names that appear prominently in the 

Camperdown Chronicle entries relating to 

Pomborneit North from the 1890s up until the 

1940s include Harlock, Boyd and McGarvie. 

The Harlock family was associated with the 

Pomborneit North property Whirrina. The Boyd 

family was associated with Cherry Brae at 

Pomborneit North and later Braeside located 

at Pomborneit and the McGarvie family was 

associated with Greenwood at Pomborneit 

North. Another large property in Pomborneit 

North is Lakeside located north of the 

township. John Baker settled there in 1878 

and bred Lincoln sheep. 

 

DESCRIPTION 

 

The Pomborneit North Township Precinct 

extends either side of the intersection of 

Foxhow-Pomborneit Road and the Princes 

Highway. It consists of houses on the west 

side of the Princes Highway opposite the 

intersection, a factory at the corner of Foxhow-

Pomborneit Road and the Princes Highway 

and a church and hall on opposite corners of 

the intersection of Foxhow-Pomborneit Road 

and Rands Road and two residences on 

Rands Road. The contributory properties in the 

precinct are located at 2829, 2831, 2845, 

2846, 2849 and 2861 Princes Highway, 7 

Foxhow-Pomborneit Road and 1, 25 and 35 

Rands Road. 

 

The precinct includes an 1880s dairy farm 

residence, four late 19th century and early 20th 

century residences along the west side of the 

Princes Highway and a former cheese and 

butter factory, recreation hall and small church 

clustered around the intersection. The houses 

are on allotments of differing scales and 

shapes. The houses fronting the Princes 

Highway are set back from the road with 

generally grassed gardens to the front. Fences 

to the residential properties are not consistent 

and are substantially later types with one 

residence and the shops without a fence and 

the property at 2861 with a stone wall. There is 

a grass verge to the front of the residential 

properties with no kerb and channeling. The 

front fence treatment to properties is not 

consistent and a number of the properties 

have no front fence. All contributory houses 

are detached and double fronted with pitched 

roofs. The overall form of the houses is 

consistent, comprising a main roof form with a 

gable or hipped front wing, which terminates a 

front verandah. All roofs are clad in corrugated 

metal sheet. Brick chimneys are generally 

features of the roofscapes. All contributory 

houses have verandahs to the front with either 

skillion or hipped roof forms. The wall cladding 

to the houses is weatherboard. Windows are 

generally timber framed and double hung and 

doors are generally timber with a timber frame. 

The houses at 2829 and 2831 Princes 

Highway are similar in scale and the houses at 

2849 and 2861 are larger and similar in scale. 

Original decoration to houses consists of 

timber strapping decoration to gable ends, 

timber brackets to window canopies and 

timber brackets or friezes to verandahs. 

Common features visible in views across the 

precinct streetscape include pitched roofs clad 

in corrugated metal sheet, brick chimneys, 

front projecting rooms, verandahs and front 

lawn. 

 

The factory and public buildings are all located 

on the other side of the Princes Highway 

clustered around the intersection of Foxhow-

Pomborneit Road and Rands Road. The 

church faces the Princes Highway while the 

former factory and hall face Foxhow-

Pomborneit Road. Both the former factory and 

the former church are well set back from the 

Princes Highway intersection providing large 

corner areas of grassed verge. The church 

and hall are both small in scale with gable roof 

halls and gable roofed front porches. They are 

also both clad in rendered sheet and are likely 

to date from a similar period in the early 

twentieth century. Both of these sites also 

have stone wall perimeter fences. The factory, 
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which is much larger in scale than all buildings 

in the precinct dominates the township with its 

series of gable roofed sheds of differing scales 

clad in corrugated iron sheeting. The current 

orange colour of the building also causes the 

building to dominate the precinct. 

 

The former shop building sits directly opposite 

the intersection and ties the public and 

residential buildings together. Without this 

building the township nature of this precinct 

would not be so apparent. 

 

STATEMENT OF CULTURAL HERITAGE 

SIGNIFICANCE 

 

What is significant? 

The Pomborneit North Township Precinct 

comprises the properties at 2829, 2831, 2845, 

2846, 2849 and 2861 Princes Highway, 7 

Foxhow-Pomborneit Road and 1, 25 and 35 

Rands Road and includes the stone walls and 

grassed verges along the Princes Highway to 

the front of the buildings.  

 

How is it significant? 

The Pomborneit North Township Precinct is of 

local historic and aesthetic significance to the 

Shire of Corangamite. 

 

Why is it significant? 

The Pomborneit North Township Precinct is 

historically significant for its ability to illustrate 

the development of a township around a 

factory in the late nineteenth and early 

twentieth century. The precinct which is a 

cluster of residential and public buildings from 

the late nineteenth century and early twentieth 

century is focused around the late 19th century 

former Pomborneit Cheese and Butter Factory. 

The precinct is representative of the 

development of the area in the late 19th and 

early 20th century, which was stimulated by, 

and focused on the dairying industry. (Criteria 

A & B) 

 

The Pomborneit North Township Precinct is 

aesthetically significant as a collection of 

properties demonstrating the appearance of a 

small rural township dating from the late 19th 

and early 20th century. Dating from a similar 

period, the residential buildings in the precinct 

share common elements of age, detailing and 

forms and the other buildings are linked by 

common elements such as roof forms, 

materials and stone wall perimeter fences. The 

precinct is aesthetically significant for 

containing substantially intact and good 

examples of housing styles from the late 19th 

and early 20th century. The houses retain key 

original features of their era including overall 

composition, opening types and decorative 

features. The layout of the township is 

aesthetically significant for emphasising the 

central focus of the township around the 

former Pomborneit Cheese and Butter Factory. 

(Criteria D & E) 

 

The Pomborneit North Township Precinct is of 

social significance to the Shire of Corangamite 

as a place of employment for the area from the 

Cheese and Butter Factory and a social and 

community gathering place for the Pomborneit 

North community and people from the 

immediate surrounding districts. (Criterion G) 
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INDIVIDUAL DESCRIPTIONS AND 

SIGNIFICANCE 

 

Pomborneit North Public Hall, 1 Rands 

Road 
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The hall, constructed in 1904 on land donated 

by the Boyd family is a single roomed building 

with a gable roof and a gable roofed porch 

entry. The exterior walls are rendered but it is 

assumed that this is later cladding over what 

would have been weatherboards to the 

exterior. The interior has horizontally laid 

beaded boards. The windows to the south are 

timber framed and double hung. The war 

memorial has been relocated from the 

Pomborneit North Primary School site. It has a 

brick base and flagpole and was originally 

erected in circa 1950. There is a stone wall to 

the perimeter of the site. 

 

The hall is of historical, social and aesthetic 

significance as an important public building in 

the Pomborneit North settlement. The hall has 

been the place of many social gatherings for 

people of the district and is important in 

demonstrating the presence of a more 

populous settlement in the area in the early 

20th century. Constructed in 1904 it 

demonstrates the key phase of establishment 

of the Pomborneit North settlement. 

 

Former St. James Church, 7 Foxhow-

Pomborneit Road 

 

 
 

This is the former St James Church completed 

in 1913. It is a rendered building with a gable 

roof and gable roofed entry porch. A cross is 

mounted on the apex of the main roof to the 

front. The building has pointed arch window 

openings. The leadlight windows were 

removed by the Anglican Diocese when the 

church closed. There is a stone wall to the 

perimeter of the site with a memorial entry 

gate on the Princes Highway side. 

 

The former church is of historical and aesthetic 

significance for demonstrating the key phase 

of development of the Pomborneit North 

settlement. The building is of social 

significance for it’s role as a church and as a 

place of community congregation from 1913 

until the 1990s. The church indicates that 

Pomborneit North was a much more populous 

settlement when the Cheese and Bitter 

Factory was in operation. 

 

Residence, 2829 Princes Highway 

 

 
 

This is a weatherboard Victorian residence set 

back from the street line. It has a main hipped 

roof and a front hip roofed projecting wing. 

There is a skillion roofed verandah across the 

front terminating at the front wing. It contains 

single timber framed double hung windows to 

the front wing facing the street. There is a 

single door entry in the side of the wing. There 

is a centrally placed timber framed double 

hung window under the verandah. The roof is 

clad in corrugated zincalume. There is a recent 

post and rail fence and wire gates to the front 

of the property. 

 

This building is of historical and aesthetic 

significance as an early residence in the 

Pomborneit North settlement most likely dating 

from around the time the Cheese and Butter 

Factory was established in the 1890s. The 

building demonstrates key features of a 

Victorian style residence and is substantially 

intact. 
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Residence, 2831 Princes Highway 

 

 
 

This is a weatherboard Edwardian style 

residence set back from the street line. It has a 

main hipped roof and front gable roofed 

projecting wing. There is a skillion roofed 

verandah across the front terminating at the 

front wing. The verandah had a simple frieze, 

which appears to be original and lacework 

brackets, which are a later addition. The front 

elevation under the verandah contains a 

window to one side (covered over) and a 

single entry door to the other. The front wing 

contains a centrally placed single timber 

framed double hung window. There are skillion 

profile hoods to windows to the front wing and 

side elevation. There is a tall narrow brick 

kitchen chimney and a brick corbelled chimney 

to the main roof of the building. There is no 

fence to the front of the property. 

 

The residence is of historical and aesthetic 

significance for its construction in the early 20th 

century during the key phase of development 

of the Pomborneit North settlement. The 

building is substantially intact and exhibits key 

features of an Edwardian style residence 

including the overall form with projecting front 

wing and hoods over windows. 

 

Former Shop and Post Office, 2845 Princes 

Highway 

 

 
 

 
POMBORNEIT POST OFFICE C. 1970S 

SOURCE: NATIONAL ARCHIVES 

 

The shop building constructed in c. 1910 

currently contains one shop front but it is 

assumed that there was originally at least one 

other shop front. The parapet is divided into 

three indicating that there were originally three 

shop fronts. The skillion roof extends from the 

top of this parapet. The building is timber 

framed and clad in weatherboards, the parapet 

is clad in flat metal sheet and the roof is clad in 

corrugated iron sheets. There is a cantilever 

verandah to the front, which is not original, but 

the detailing and form of the building indicates 

there would have originally been a verandah 

across the front. The detached residence 

adjacent to the shop building, which dates 

from circa 1940 is non-contributory to the 

precinct. 

 

The former shop and Post Office is of historical 

and aesthetic significance as an important 

commercial building in the Pomborneit 

Precinct. The former commercial building sits 

directly opposite the intersection and ties the 

public and residential buildings together. 

Without this building the township nature of 

this precinct would not be so apparent. The 

building is important for its construction in the 

early 1900s demonstrating the key 

development period of the precinct. 

 

Former Cheese and Butter Factory, 2846 

Princes Highway 
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POMBORNEIT CHEESE & BUTTER  

FACTORY C. 1910 

 

The original factory (timber construction) was 

built on land sold to the Camperdown Cheese 

and Butter Factory in 1892 and opened as a 

Creamery. The Creamery was sold to Bacchus 

Marsh Concentrated Milk Co. Ltd. in 1908. The 

product produced was Lifeguard Milk. In 1917 

Nestles Anglo Swiss Company purchased the 

building, which was replaced by the current 

iron building. In 1936 the building was sold 

back to the Camperdown Cheese and Butter 

Company, in whose hands it remained until its 

closure around the mid 1950's. Since then it 

has been used as a Piggery, Poultry Farm and 

Trash & Treasure Mart. The Butter Factory is a 

series of timber framed sheds with gable roofs. 

The roofs and walls are clad in corrugated 

iron. A number of the single storey sheds are 

attached and there is a two storey shed to the 

rear which dominates the site. 

 

The former Cheese and Butter Factory is 

historically significant for the pivotal role it 

played in the establishment of the Pomborneit 

North settlement. It is of historical and 

aesthetic significance as a substantially intact 

dairy factory dating from the 1910s and 

demonstrating a key industry of the district. 

 

Residence, 2849 Princes Highway 

 

This is an Edwardian style timber framed 

residence with weatherboard, wall cladding. 

The residence is set back from the street. The 

building has a main wing with a tall hipped roof 

and a gable roofed wing to the front. There is a 

skillion roofed verandah across the front 

terminating at the front wing. Original windows 

are timber framed and double hung. The 

verandah has a timber fretwork frieze, which 

appears to be original. There are two tall 

narrow brick chimneys on one side of the 

house. There is a cyclone wire fence to the 

front, which is not original. 

 

The residence is of historical and aesthetic 

significance for its construction in the early 20th 

century during the key phase of development 

of the Pomborneit North settlement. The 

building is substantially intact and exhibits key 

features of an Edwardian style residence 

including the overall form with projecting front 

wing and timber fretwork to the verandah. 

 

2851 Princes Highway –non-contributory too 

altered 

 

Residence, 2861 Princes Highway 

 

 
 

 
 

This is an Edwardian style timber framed 

residence with weatherboard, wall cladding. At 

some stage this was the factory manager’s 

residence. The residence is set back from the 

street. The building has a main wing with a tall 

hipped roof and a gable roofed wing to the 

front. There is a hipped roof verandah across 

the front terminating at the front wing. Original 

windows are single and twin timber framed 

and double hung. The verandah had a timber 

fretwork frieze and timber brackets, which 

appears to be original. There skillion roofed 

hoods with timber brackets over some 

windows. The roof is clad in corrugated metal 
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sheet. There is a stone wall to the perimeter of 

the site.  

 

The residence is of historical and aesthetic 

significance for its construction in the early 20th 

century during the key phase of development 

of the Pomborneit North settlement. The 

building is substantially intact and exhibits key 

features of an Edwardian style residence 

including the overall form with projecting front 

wing and timber fretwork to the verandah. This 

residence is grander in proportions to the other 

residences in the precinct, demonstrating its 

construction for Cheese and Butter Factory 

manager. 

 

Residence, 25 Rands Road 

 

This is a weatherboard residence with a 

pitched roof clad in corrugated iron. It is well 

set back from the street. It appears to date 

from the early 1900s. The residence has a tall 

pitched Dutch gable roof with a projecting front 

wing with a gable roof. The roofs are clad in 

corrugated iron. 

 

The building is significant for contributing to 

the late 19th and early 20th century appearance 

of the Pomborneit North Precinct and 

demonstrates the key development phase of 

the Pomborneit North settlement. 

 

Victorian Residence, 35 Rands Road 

 

This weatherboard residence was constructed 

c. 1880 for D. N. Moodie and was purchased 

in 1886 by James and Mary Boyd who had 

seven children by this time. James Boyd 

carried on dairy farming from the property until 

the family moved to a newly built house, 

Braeside at Pomborneit in 1911. The building 

has a main gable roof running parallel with the 

road and a front projecting gable roofed wing. 

 

The building is significant for its associations 

with the Boyd family, prominent residents of 

Pomborneit. It is of historic and aesthetic 

significance as the earliest residence in the 

Pomborneit North Precinct, but also 

demonstrates the key phase of development. 

The stone wall and outbuildings contribute to 

the significance of the place and precinct. 
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1.6 Skipton Township Heritage Precinct 
 

 
POLICE AND COURT HOUSE COMPLEX 

 

 
SHOPS ON THE SOUTH SIDE OF MONTGOMERY STREET 

 

 

 
MASONIC HALL AND FORMER COMMON SCHOOL, CLEVELAND STREET 
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HISTORY 

 

Pastoral settlement in Skipton dates from 1839 

when three Scotsmen, Alexander Anderson, 

William Wright and James Montgomery settled 

on land by the Emu Creek in what is now the 

township of Skipton, Victoria.  They called their 

run "Bamgamie", and built a hut on high 

ground at a place where it was possible to ford 

the creek. This spot is now marked with a cairn 

in Stewart Park. Over time Bamgamie was 

divided, firstly into "Baangal" and "Langi 

Willi", later subdivided again into "Banongill", 

"Borriyalloak", "Mt Widderin" and 

"Mooramong". 

 

Skipton township was first surveyed in 1852 by 

Thomas Watson, who set out twenty half acre 

lots to the section. A notice appeared in the 

Government Gazette on 29th of July of that 

year: 

A site has been fixed for a village….Skipton at 

Wright and Montgomery’s Station on the Emu 

Creek. This location for a village was most 

likely selected due to its proximity to Emu 

Creek as well as the presence of an easy 

crossing of the Creek. It was also the location 

where tracks from Melbourne and Geelong 

met and led on to Hamilton or Portland. At this 

stage a practicable route to Portland south of 

lake Colac and through the Stony Rises had 

not been found, and a number of years passed 

before this was possible. 

 

The first land sale resulting from the 1852 

survey was held in Geelong on 14 April 1852 

with ten lots in sections one and two were 

submitted. These lots were located on the 

north and south sides of Montgomery Street 

and were purchased by Thomas Curle, Peter 

McVicar, James Noble, Hugh Wilson and 

Timothy Handyman. For the second sale, also 

held at Geelong at the end of August 1852 a 

further ten lots were put up and the purchasers 

of these lots included John Jackson, Michael 

Lyons, William Stirling, Augustus Dennys and 

William Fraser. 

 

The earliest crossings of the Emu Creek were 

at a stone ford a short distance to the north of 

the present bridge, which replaced the earlier 

timber trestle bridge from the 1860s. A 

bluestone bridge was constructed in 1877 and 

stood until its demolition and replacement in 

2007. In 1877 the creek formed the boundary 

between the Shires of Ripon and the Shire of 

Hampden and much of Skipton’s early 

development was on the Ripon side of the 

Creek. A century later in 1977, the Shire of 

Hampden annexed the portion of Ripon Shire 

within the town boundaries. 

 

Skipton was very appropriately named after 

the English town of the same name - Skipton 

meaning sheep town.  Skipton was the central 

point for the major sheep-stations of the district 

and was for at least a generation, the main 

centre of the pure wool industry and important 

in the improvement of merino sheep breeding. 

It was as a result of this key location within the 

sheep district that Skipton steadily developed 

as a township during the 1850s and 1860s.  

 

A pound was established in the town in 1853 

and John McLaurin appointed pound keeper 

on 22nd December of the same year. 

 

Also due to this central location within the wool 

industry, Skipton was the site of the first 

pastoral and agricultural show in the Western 

District. The founders were Francis Ormond, 

Alexander Anderson and J. G. Ware who met 

at Skipton and devised the formation of what 

was named the Western District Pastoral and 

Agricultural Society. The first show was held 

on 7th September 1859. The show was held in 

Skipton up until 1973 after which it was 

merged into the Ballarat Agricultural and 

Pastoral Society, which commenced in 1876. 

 

Prior to the establishment of a public hall, the 

hotel was the focal point of the town. It was the 

district centre for public meetings, official 

functions, private and professional 

consultations and courts of petty sessions and 

polling. Skipton’s first hotel, the Eagle Inn, 

which stood on the site of the current Post 

Office was destroyed by fire in 1857. The 

Skipton Hotel was built by James Madden and 

John Tait circa 1858 and followed on from the 

Eagle Inn as the civic centre of the township. 

The Ripon Hotel was also constructed in the 

1850s. 

 

On 21st September 1860, Skipton was 

appointed a place where a Court of Petty 

Sessions could be held and this occurred on 

the first Wednesday of each month at the 

Skipton Hotel. This was up until 1867 when the 

portable court house building from Fiery Creek 

(now Beaufort) was moved to Skipton. 
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The only educational facilities within the town 

prior to 1863 were classes conducted by Mrs 

William Parsons in a four-roomed cottage in 

which her husband also ran a boot store. This 

is the residence located adjacent to the court 

house on the south side of Montgomery Street. 

A Common School was opened on 9th October 

1864. This building, located in Clevelend 

Street was later used as a Sunday School by 

the Presbyterians and when the State School 

opened in 1888 it was sold to the Freemasons 

who added a brick addition.  

 

In 1865, Skipton had, in addition to its two 

hotels, a post and money order office, a 

savings bank, court house and police station, 

and a State School as well as Presbyterian 

and Wesleyan Churches. A Roman Catholic 

Church later supplanted the old Wesleyan 

Church. 

 

In 1880 the first Mechanics’ Hall was built and 

contained both a hall and a library.  

 

A railway line from Ballarat to the mining fields 

at Scarsdale was extended during the 1880s 

to Linton, which terminus served the station 

properties around Skipton as well as the 

township itself. A strong movement headed by 

the Progress Association sought to have the 

railway extended to Skipton. Finally in 1913 a 

survey of the proposed line extension was 

undertaken. Construction of the line was 

commenced in 1914 under the supervision of 

Engineer Mackey. On Tuesday January 19, 

1916, the line was formally opened by the 

Minister for Railways at the time, the Hon. H. 

McKenzie, M. L. A. A daily mixed (goods and 

passengers) train ran from Ballarat to Skipton 

from 1916 until 1930 when patronage declined 

due to rival bus services. 

 

In 1905 the present Mechanics Institute 

opened to which was added a spacious supper 

room in 1932. In 1939 a complete new front 

was given to the building in addition to other 

extensions. 

 

From 1852 when the township was surveyed, 

the mail was handled by Elders’ Store until the 

present Post Office was built in 1913. 

 

Along Montgomery Street in about 1890, 

Thomas Cleveland (who Cleveland Street is 

named after) organised the planting of the 

elms. In 1902 Stewart Park was planted out, 

again under Thomas Cleveland’s direction. 

 

Because Skipton was located just beyond the 

line of gold bearing ground with an 

agriculturally based economy, the population 

of Skipton has remained comparatively stable 

throughout its history. 

 

Squatters came to the fertile grazing land. In 

the district surrounding Skipton there are a 

dozen homesteads. In the early days the 

homesteads were rather like small self-

contained towns. On Carranballac there were 

sixteen dwellings other than the homestead 

itself, and in 1919 Gordon Chirnside dammed 

the Mt Emu Creek to create a hydro electric 

system which served all the buildings including 

the large woolshed. Much employment and 

business was created in the town as a result of 

the homesteads. These large holdings were 

steadily reduced, particularly before and after 

the two World Wars for Closer and Soldier 

Settlement, creating the neighbouring farming 

areas of Langi Willi, Mt. Emu, Mooramong, 

Stoneleigh, Carranballac, Vite Vite, Mingay, 

Bradvale, Mt Bute, Willowvale and 

Mannibadar. 

 

DESCRIPTION 

 

The Skipton Township Precinct consists of 

commercial, residential and civic properties 

along both sides of Montgomery Street, early 

buildings along Cleveland Street, buildings 

along Anderson Street and buildings at the 

corner of Wright and Anderson Street. The 

precinct takes in the cross roads forming the 

town centre as well as the banks of the Emu 

Creek and Stewart Park. The contributory 

properties in the precinct are located at 13, 16, 

17, 18, 20, 21, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 30, 31, 

33, 34, 36, 37, 38 and 39 Montgomery Street, 

1 Cleveland Street, 3 and 5 Anderson Street 

and 26 Wright Street. 

 

At the centre of the township precinct is the 

crossing of the Emu Creek and the former 

Police Paddock now known as Stewart Park. 

Montgomery Street slopes downwards towards 

the creek crossing from the Ballarat approach. 

The main concentration of buildings is along 

the eastern section of Montgomery Street. This 

section of the road is on two different levels 

with a grassed embankment in between. There 

is a service road running along the front of the 
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shops on upper northern section of the Street. 

Kerb and channeling is generally constructed 

of concrete with the exception of Wright Street 

in front of number 26, which is bluestone kerb 

and channeling. The northern section of 

Cleveland Street past the former Common 

School is an unmade road. 

 

This central section of the Skipton township 

contains a significant collection of 1860s 

bluestone buildings demonstrating the early 

beginnings of the township which was 

clustered around the Emu Creek crossing. 

These early buildings are interspersed around 

the Montgomery Street centre with later 

commercial and civic buildings mainly 

constructed in the late 1800s and early 1900s 

in between. The eastern section of 

Montgomery Street contains continuous 

stretches of commercial buildings on the east 

and west sides with residential buildings at the 

eastern most end. The Skipton Hotel 

dominates the southern side of this section of 

the precinct with its wide frontage and two 

storey wing. On the western side of the creek, 

Montgomery Street is dominated by the cluster 

of Civic buildings and the former Police 

Reserve. An early residence is also located 

within this building cluster. The other side of 

Montgomery Street and along Cleveland 

Street contains mainly early bluestone 

buildings and includes two 1860s two roomed 

residences and the 1860s bluestone Common 

School.  

 

The southern section of Anderson Street is 

dominated by the large weatherboard 

Mechanics Institute with its supper room to the 

rear. Other buildings at this intersection of 

Anderson and Wright Street, which contribute 

to the precinct and were early buildings in the 

township are a c. 1860s bluestone cottage 

visible in early photographs of the township 

and the now Spanish Mission style Roman 

Catholic Church which was originally the 

Methodist Chapel constructed of bluestone 

between 1865 and 1870.  

 

The buildings in the precinct are single storey 

with the exception of a section of the Skipton 

Hotel. They are a mixture of bluestone, brick 

and weatherboard construction. Generally 

commercial buildings are constructed to the 

street line with verandahs over the footpath. 

Some of the 1860s residences are also 

constructed to the street line but later 

residences are set back. As a result there are 

not consistent set backs across the precinct as 

each street contains commercial as well as 

other building types. Verandahs to the 

commercial buildings are substantially 

cantilever and generally not original. 

Contributory buildings in the precinct have 

pitched roofs, which are substantially clad in 

corrugated metal sheet. Shops in the precinct 

contain parapets that conceal the pitched roof 

behind. A number of shops in the precinct 

retain their original shop front configuration 

with recessed entries and plate glass shop 

front windows. 

 

STATEMENT OF CULTURAL HERITAGE 

SIGNIFICANCE 

 

What is significant? 

The Skipton Township Precinct comprises the 

contributory properties at 13, 16, 17, 18, 20, 

21, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 30, 31, 33, 34, 36, 

37, 38 and 39 Montgomery Street, 1 Cleveland 

Street, 3 and 5 Anderson Street and 26 Wright 

Street and also includes the sections of streets 

relating to these properties, remnant bluestone 

kerb and channeling, sections of Emu Creek 

and its banks and Stewart Park. 

 

How is it significant? 

The Skipton Township Precinct is of local 

historic, aesthetic and social significance to the 

Shire of Corangamite. 

 

Why is it significant? 

The Skipton Township Precinct is historically 

significant to the Shire of Corangamite for its 

ability to demonstrate the early establishment 

of the town in the 1850s and 1860s as well as 

the continuing development of the town up to 

the inter-war period. The survival of a large 

number of early buildings in the town from the 

late 1850s and 1860s is rare and illustrates the 

makeup of an early Victorian town. It also 

reflects the key location of Skipton at the 

centre of the Victorian wool producing district 

during the 1850s and 1860s. The later 

buildings from the 1880s up to the inter-war 

period reflects the continuing prosperity of the 

town up until the 1940 assisted by the town’s 

location on the main route from Melbourne or 

Geelong to Hamilton or Portland and as a 

service centre to the surrounding homesteads 

and Soldier Settlements. (Criteria A & B) 
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The Skipton Township Precinct is aesthetically 

significant to the Shire of Corangamite for the 

retention of a high number of early Victorian 

buildings. Of particular significance is the 

Police Complex adjacent to Steward Park, 

which includes a pre-fabricated courthouse, 

weatherboard Edwardian police station and 

residence and weatherboard stables. The 

shops in the precinct contain key original 

features including shop front windows with stall 

boards, strip highlight windows, instep entries, 

shaped parapets with pitched roofs behind and 

verandahs over the footpath. With its retention 

of a high number of original bluestone 

buildings from the 1850s and 1860s, the 

precinct is of aesthetic significance for 

exhibiting principal characteristics and layout 

of a rural township established in the mid 

nineteenth century and incrementally 

developed up to the inter-war period. The 

appearance of the precinct is enhanced by its 

location on the Emu Creek with Steward Park 

at its centre and plantings in the park dating 

from 1902. The Elms along Montgomery Street 

planted in the 1890s also contribute to the 

aesthetic and historical significance of the 

precinct. (Criteria D & E) 

 

The Skipton Township Precinct is of social 

significance to the Shire of Corangamite as a 

social and community gathering place for the 

Skipton community and surrounding farming 

districts. (Criterion G) 
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INDIVIDUAL DESCRIPTIONS AND 

SIGNIFICANCE 

 

Residence, 13 Montgomery Street 

 

 
 

This residence consists of two hipped roof 

bluestone wings running perpendicular to each 

other. The hipped roof running parallel to 

Montgomery Street is the main section of the 

residence and has a skillion verandah across 

the front a central timber door and a timber 

framed double hung window either side. The 

verandah is built to the street line and has a 

capped timber picket fence across the front. 

The building was constructed in the 1850s as 

the home and Blacksmith’s Shop of George 

and Margaret Cairns and their twelve children.  

 

The building at 13 Montgomery Street is 

historically and aesthetically significant as a 

substantially intact 1850s residence and as 

one of a collection of early bluestone buildings 

in the town. 

 

15 Montgomery Street – Cream brick 

supermarket – non-contributory 

 

Residence, 16 Montgomery Street 

 

 
 

This is an Edwardian style weatherboard 

residence. It has a main tall hipped roof and a 

gable roofed wing extending out the front. The 

eaves are wide with exposed rafters. There is 
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a skillion roofed verandah across the front that 

terminates at the front wing. The window to the 

front gable wing is a later change. The 

residence is set back from the street. The roof 

is clad in corrugated metal sheet. The window 

to the front projecting wing is not original. 

 

The residence is of historical and aesthetic 

significance as a substantial intact Edwardian 

residence demonstrating the development of 

the Skipton town centre into the early 1900s. 

 

Shop, 17 -21 Montgomery Street 

 

 
 

This building comprises two attached 

weatherboard shops with separate roof forms 

but sharing a parapet clad in metal sheet and 

a skillion verandah, which extends across the 

front of the two shops. The gable roofs behind 

the parapet are clad in corrugated iron. 

 

The shops are of historical and aesthetic 

significance as early shops contributing to the 

pre 1930s commercial streetscape. Although 

the fronts have been altered, they are rare 

surviving examples of early commercial 

buildings in Skipton. 

 

Residence, 18 Montgomery Street 

 

 
 

This weatherboard Edwardian residence has a 

V-shaped diagonal floor plan with a central tall 

hipped roof and a gable roofed wing at either 

end. There is a return concave roofed 

verandah, which terminates at the gable 

roofed wing on either side. The verandah has 

a timber fretwork frieze. The windows to the 

front of the main wing and to the gable wing 

end walls are timber framed, tripartite double 

hung windows. There are skillion profile hoods 

over the windows to the gable wings. The roof 

is clad in corrugated metal sheet. 

 

The residence is of historical and aesthetic 

significance as a substantial intact Edwardian 

residence demonstrating the development of 

the Skipton town centre into the early 1900s. 

 

Former National Bank, 20 Montgomery 

Street 

 

 
 

This building was the National Bank opened in 

1910. It later became the National Australia 

Bank and closed in 1998. It is constructed to 

the street line and has a gambrel roof form. 

The central front glazed double doors are not 

original and most likely replaced timber double 

doors. There is a wind band of timber paneling 

below the eaves and above the front doors are 

the remnants of some lettering. Either side of 

the doors is a wide timber framed double hung 

windows. These appear to be original. To the 

east side, set back from the street is a skillion 

roofed wing.  

 

The former National Bank is of historical and 

aesthetic significance as an important former 

commercial building in the Skipton township. It 

demonstrates the prosperity in the town at the 

turn of the 20th century and contributes to the 

pre 19230s Main Street appearance. 

 

22 Montgomery Street – Commonwealth 

Bank – non contributory 
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Skipton Hotel, 23 Montgomery Street 

 

 
 

The Skipton Hotel comprises two main wings, 

the two storey section is constructed of stone 

and has a hipped roof with wide eaves and 

timber framed double hung windows. This 

section runs perpendicular to the street. The 

other main wing is single storey, constructed of 

rendered brick and has a gable roof running 

parallel with the street. This section also has 

timber framed double hung windows. Skipton 

Hotel was built in 1857 by brothers in law 

James Madden and John Tait. The original 

building had a cantilevered balcony and 

stables at the rear, which was used by Cobb 

and Co. coaches. These stables are still extant 

at the rear of the building. They have 

bluestone and rubble walls with a skillion roof 

clad in corrugated metal sheet. There is a 

large opening at the front of the building facing 

the rear of the hotel. 

 

Constructed in 1857, the Skipton Hotel and 

rear stables are of historical and aesthetic 

significance as one of the earliest buildings 

constructed in the Skipton township. The Hotel 

is socially significant as a community focus 

and meeting place since the 1850s. The two 

storey hotel is a landmark building in the town 

centre and the bluestone stables to the rear 

are an important early outbuilding related to 

the hotel and used by Cobb and Co. coaches. 

 

Shop, 24 Montgomery Street 

 

 

 

This single shop is constructed of brick and 

has a stepped parapet and a flat roofed 

verandah over the footpath. The verandah is 

supported on two steel posts. The shop front 

appears to be original with its steel framed 

shop front windows that extend around the 

corner to the sides of the recessed entry. 

There are highlight windows above containing 

patterned glass. The shop front walls have 

glazed black square tiles. The shop was 

constructed in circa 1950s and is non-

contributory. 

 

Shop, 25 Montgomery Street 

 

 

 

This is a single fronted weatherboard shop 

constructed to the street line. It has a gable 

roof clad in corrugated iron concealed behind 

a stepped parapet. There is a skillion roofed 

verandah with timber posts over the footpath. 

 

The shop is of historical and aesthetic 

significance as early shops contributing to the 

pre 1940s commercial streetscape. The shop 

is a rare surviving example of an early 20th 

century shop retaining original features 

including the stepped parapet, overall form 

with gable roof and skillion verandah to the 

front and shop front. 

 

Hall, 26 Montgomery Street 

 

 
 

This appears to be a church hall. The main 

section has a gable roof running perpendicular 
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with the street and there is another gable wing 

of similar height at the rear extending out to 

one side and running parallel with the street. In 

front of this side wing is a lower side wing with 

a gable roof also running parallel with the 

street. There is a twin timber framed double 

hung window to the front end wall of the main 

wing and a pointed arch louvre vent to the 

gable end. The side walls contain single timber 

framed double hung windows. The east side 

wall contains a brick chimney breast and tall 

chimney. The roof has wide eaves and is clad 

in corrugated iron. 

 

The former Hall is of historical and aesthetic 

significance as a substantially intact early 20th 

century hall contributing to the pre 1940s 

commercial, civic and residential Skipton town 

centre. The building contains a number of 

original features including its timber framed 

double hung windows to the main hall section. 

 

Garage, 27 Montgomery Street 

 

 
 

This is an orange brick garage building. The 

earliest section is on the corner with gable roof 

clad in corrugated iron. This section has a 

separate parapet and a single shop front with 

a single door and shop front window. The main 

section of the building has a stepped parapet 

and two large double door openings with 

concrete lintels. 

 

The garage is of historical and aesthetic 

significance for its contribution to the pre 

1940s Skipton town centre. It is a substantially 

intact example of an Inter-War style garage 

demonstrating key features of the period 

including the cream brick and stepped parapet. 

 

28 Montgomery Street – Cream brick 1970s 

shop – non-contributory 

 

 

 

 

Skipton Post Office, 30 Montgomery Street 

 

 
 

This is a weatherboard Federation style Post 

Office with two intersecting gable wings and an 

entry porch located where the two wings 

intersect. The porch has a skillion roof which is 

an extension of the main roof line. The gable 

end frontage contains three evenly spaced tall 

timber framed double hung windows. Each 

sash is divided into four panes. There is a 

skillion roofed window hood extending over the 

three windows with timber fretwork supporting 

brackets. Other main windows to the building 

are also timber framed double hung with four 

pane sashes. The roof is clad in corrugated 

metal sheet with wide eaves and exposed 

rafters. At the gable ends there are rectangular 

timber louvre vents. 

 

The Skipton Post Office is of historical and 

aesthetic significance as an excellent intact 

example of a Federation style, weatherboard 

Post Office demonstrating the development of 

the Skipton town centre in the early 20th 

century. 

 

Residence, 31 Montgomery Street 

 

 
 

This residence is substantially weatherboard 

but has the frontage of one wing faced in 

bluestone with an arched window. The main 

house section has a hipped roof running 

parallel to the street and a convex roof 

verandah across the front. This building 
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through the years has housed Parsons’ 

Bootmakers and the second school run by Mrs 

William Parsons, Wilkies’ General Store and 

Drapery, Danny O’Connell’s Hairdressing, 

tobacconist and mixed business, and 

McDonalds Court House Store. 

 

The building at 31 Montgomery Street is of 

historical and aesthetic significance as an 

early building constructed in the township that 

played an important role in early commercial 

and civic activities. 

 

Former Court House, 33 Montgomery Street 

 

 
 

HO137 and VHR1485. The court house is a 

portable timber building. It has a main room 

with a gable roof and a small entry porch also 

with a gable roof. The horizontal wall boards 

are dropped between rebated studs and held 

in place with cover strips. The building was 

originally located in the Government Camp at 

Fiery Creek diggings (now Beaufort) being 

placed there in 1856 and moved to Skipton in 

1867. 

 

The former Court House is of historical and 

aesthetic significance as an early intact 

example of a portable building. Moved to 

Skipton in 1867 it is an important early building 

dating from the establishment of the township. 

 

Shop, 34 Montgomery Street 

 

 
 

This is a double fronted shop with a gable roof 

concealed by a stepped parapet. The parapet 

is clad in metal sheet. The shop front has a 

central tapered recessed entry with plate glass 

shop front windows either side. There is also a 

single entry door to one side of the shop front. 

The shop has a flat roofed verandah over the 

footpath supported on steel posts. While this 

building would have originally had a verandah 

this is not the original form it would have taken. 

There is diagonal boarding below the shop 

front window. This was originally Morgan’s 

General Store. 

 

The shop is of historical and aesthetic 

significance as early shops contributing to the 

pre 1940s commercial streetscape. The shop 

is a rare surviving example of an early 20th 

century shop retaining original features 

including the stepped parapet, shop front 

windows and in-step entry. 

 

Commercial Building, 36 Montgomery 

Street 

 

 
 

This building is constructed of bluestone with 

timber framed double hung windows. There 

are three hipped roofs running perpendicular 

to the street. At the rear of the building is a 

timber framed shed with a gable roof. The 

building is clad in ripple iron to the walls and 

corrugated iron to the roof. The building runs 

parallel to Cleveland Street. On the end wall 

facing the rear of the gallery building there are 

decorative timber double gates. This early 

store was established by William Allan, and 

later run by the Earles family. 

 

The building at 36 Montgomery Street is of 

historical and aesthetic significance as an 

early bluestone building constructed in the 

township and for its role in the commercial 

activities of the town from its establishment. 
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Police Residence, 37 Montgomery Street  

 

 
 

This is a Federation style weatherboard 

residence with a return skillion roofed 

verandah and gable wing to the front. The 

main roofline is a tall hip. The verandah has a 

timber fretwork frieze, timber posts with 

diagonal brackets and a capped timber picket 

balustrade. The windows are timber framed 

and double hung. There is a twin double hung 

window to the centre of the front gable wing 

and timber fretwork gable decoration proud of 

the gable end. 

 

This residence is of historical and aesthetic 

significance as an excellent intact example of 

a Federation style Police Residence that has 

played an important civic role in the township. 

 

Bluestone Cottage, 38 Montgomery Street  

 

 
 

This is a small bluestone cottage with a hipped 

roof clad in corrugated iron and a skillion wing 

to the rear. The front elevation has a central 

timber door and a timber framed window either 

side. It was erected in 1852 for William Allan, a 

Storekeeper. 

 

The building at 38 Montgomery Street is 

historically and aesthetically significant as a 

substantially intact 1850s residence and as 

one of a collection of bluestone buildings 

demonstrating the early establishment of the in 

town. 

 

Former Police Stables, 39 Montgomery 

Street 

 

 
 

This building was originally the Police Stables. 

It is a weatherboard building with a gable roof 

clad in corrugated iron. There is an iron square 

tank at the rear of the building, which 

contributes to the significance. On one side of 

the building is a tripartite timber framed double 

hung window with a skillion roofed hood over. 

One side of the building contains a room and 

the other contains a stables area, open on one 

side. 

 

This building is of historical and aesthetic 

significance as an excellent intact example of 

a Federation style Police Stables that have 

played an important civic role in the township. 

 

Freemasons Hall, 1 Cleveland Street 

 

 
 

This hall is constructed of red brick and has a 

gable roof clad in corrugated iron running 

perpendicular to the street. The elevation 

facing Cleveland Street has a substantially 

blank face redbrick wall with a rectangular 

stone plaque with the title of the building and 

Freemason symbols. The gable end has half 

timbering. 

 

The former Freemasons Hall is of historical 

and aesthetic significance as an important 

community building in the Skipton township. 

Constructed c. 1918, the building 

demonstrates the continuing prosperity of the 
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town into the well into the 20th century. It 

contributes to the pre 1940s commercial, civic 

and residential streetscape of the town centre. 

 

Former Common School, 1 Cleveland 

Street 

 

 
 

This is a simple single room bluestone building 

with a gable roof and a central opening facing 

Cleveland Street. The gable end faces the 

street and the building is unadorned with 

decoration. This is the former Common School 

opened in 1864 under Head Teacher 

Alexander Hart. In 1888 when the first building 

of the present Primary School was completed 

and handed over, this building was no longer 

needed as a day school. The Presbyterian 

Church used it for Sunday School classes until 

1918 when Russell hall was built, at which 

time the former Common School was sold to 

the Skipton Masonic Lodge. A brick addition 

was built, and this building served the 

Freemasons until December 1997 when 

Skipton Masonic Lodge disbanded. 

 

The former Common School is of aesthetic 

and historic significance as an early bluestone 

building in the Skipton Township and for its 

early role in the civic life of the township and 

demonstration of the early establishment of the 

town. 

 

Church, 3 Anderson Street 

 

 
 

This building is constructed of brick and stone 

and is rendered in the Spanish Mission style. 

The building has a main nave with a gable roof 

and front porch also with a gable roof. In 1882 

the Roman Catholic Community acquired this 

church building, which was formerly the 

Methodist Chapel (1865-70 bluestone building) 

and renamed it St. Johns. The building was 

twice enlarged; in 1897 when the size was 

doubled and in 1929 when the sacristy was 

added and the church was remodeled in the 

present Spanish Mission style. In 1966 further 

additions were made when a new wing was 

added to the west. 

 

The church building is of historical and 

aesthetic significance as an early church 

constructed in the Skipton township and which 

has gone through a number of changes to met 

the needs of the Catholic congregation. The 

building is of social significance for the role it 

has played in the provision of religious 

services in the town. 

 

Skipton Mechanics Institute, 5 Anderson 

Street 

 

 
 

HO113. This is a large weatherboard building 

with a roof turret. In 1905 this building replaced 

the original Mechanics Hall, with Billiard Room, 

Reading Room, two dressing rooms, and hall 

accommodating 400-500 people. The 

architects were Clegg and Miller of Ballarat. In 

1932 the Supper Room was added and in 

1939 the building was given a new front. 

 

The Skipton Mechanics Institute is of historical 

and aesthetic significance for the role is has 

played in civic and community life since 1905. 

The building is a substantially intact example 

of an early 20th century Mechanics Institute 

with additions dating from the 1930s. the 

building is an impressive landmark in the 

Skipton town centre enhanced by its combined 

roof forms and roof turret. 
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Bluestone Residence, 26 Wright Street 

 

 
 

This is a simple bluestone residence 

constructed to the street line. This cottage is 

shown clearly in early photographs standing 

out on the hill to the rear of the Skipton Hotel. 

The building has two hipped roof wings set 

behind one another and a later, non-

contributory Huebler stone wing to the rear. 

The building has two red brick chimneys, 

which are not original and a symmetrical front 

with a central door and double hung window 

either side. 

 

The building at 26 Wright Street is historically 

and aesthetically significant as a substantially 

intact 1850s residence and as one of a 

collection of early bluestone buildings in the 

town. 
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1.7 Terang High Street Commercial Precinct 
 

 
FROM THE “SHIRE OF HAMPDEN, 1863 – 1963’ 

 

 

 
HIGH STREET LOOKING WEST, 1900, FROM “TERANG THROUGH THE YEARS; A PICTORIAL HISTORY OF 

TERANG” 
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HIGH STREET LOOKING EAST FROM SHADFORTH STREET FROM:“BACK TO TERANG, 1950” 

 

 

   
TERANG POST OFFICE,, 28 HIGH ST 2012            AGNES BLACK MEMORIAL GATES, 2012 

 

 

   
JOHNSTONE COURT, 46 – 56 HIGH ST., 2012          TERANG AND DISTRICT CO-OP LTD., 

               30 HIGH ST, 2012 
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HISTORY 

 

The Glenormiston run was the first land 

taken up In the district, by Frederick Taylor 

on behalf of Messrs McKillop and Smith in 

1839. In January 1840 the property was 

acquired by Niel Black and Co, a 

partnership formed by Black in Scotland. 

Donald McNicol an employee of Nlel Black 

built a hut on the banks of Lake Terang in 

1840 The lake was then a beautiful sheet 

of water having a maximum depth of 21 

feel and stretching almost from tho Dixie 

Road to the \\'arrnambool Road. 

Surrounded by trees, ti-trees and ferns so 

that it was difficult to glimpse the water, so 

dense was the timber, 'Many Aboriginal 

people were about and their mia mlas 

dotted the banks of the lake. 

 

In 1855 Terang was surveyed und the first 

sale of township allotments took place in 

the same year. The slow growth of the 

town Is best illustrated by the fact that In 

1857 there were four houses in Terang 

and 25 years later there were still only 600 

people residing in the town area. The town 

slowly grew until the subdivision of the 

large pastoral estates. Glenormiston was 

broken up in 1889 with Keilambete and Mt 

Noorat following soon after. These 

subdivisions created a multitude of smaller 

dairy farms which in turn supplied the 

newly established butter factories and 

creameries. It also led to a greater density 

of population in the surrounding districts 

with a corresponding growth of the town in 

order to provide services to this 

population. 

 

The arrival of the railway to Terang in 

1887 was something of a fillip to its 

development and coincided with the 

establishment of the dairy industry in the 

district. Within 2 years the railway had 

extended to Warrnambool and soon after 

the coach service was discontinued. It was 

in these latter years of the nineteenth 

century and the early years of the 

twentieth century that businesses were 

consolidated in High Street. Coy Bros 

store was located at the corner of High 

and Estcourt Streets. They had bought the 

store in 1886 and by 1897 had greatly 

improved it. In 1908 they sold it to the 

Terang and District Co-Operative Society. 

The premises were destroyed by fire in 

August, 1944 and the new building which 

stands on the corner today was completed 

by December 1945. The well known 

business of Montgomery and Bradshaw 

was established by a Mr Jamieson and in 

1865 became Montgomery and Anderson. 

In 1893 it became Montgomery and 

Bradshaw and it was after this time that it 

was a dominant business in the town. 

 

The Post Office was built in 1903-04 on a 

prominent site at the eastern end of the 
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commercial precinct. Its distinctive tower 

was provided with a town clock as a result 

of public subscription in 1904. 

 

The Cyclopedia of Victoria, published in 

1904 reported that High Street was graced 

with substantial bank premises and a 

substantial Mechanic’s Institute. The first 

public hall had been constructed in 1862 

but by 1885 it was replaced by a more 

commodious structure designed by 

Alexander Hamilton of Colac. This was 

only to last until 1910 when yet another 

grander building to a design of Melbourne 

architects Fritsch Bros. was completed. 
 

High Street is dominated by the 

substantial double row avenue of English 

Oaks (quercus robur) planted before 1888. 

A photograph of the street in that year 

shows young trees surrounded by timber 

picket guards. The Terang Progress 

Association claimed that it had been 

instrumental in planting these trees. 

However, this association was not formed 

until 1889 and the earliest report of its 

activities published in the Camperdown 

Chronicle in 1890. 

 

The town experienced devastating fires in 

1916 and 1917, which destroyed many of 

the buildings on the northern side of High 

Street. The consequence was the almost 

total reconstruction of this side of the 

street in architectural styles from that 

period. These buildings demonstrate the 

continued prosperity and confidence of the 

town and district in the first half of the 

twentieth century. 

 

The imposing granite obelisk war 

memorial was presented to the town by S 

G Black, W K McKinnon and J C 

McKinnon and unveiled by General Sir 

Harry Chauvel on 15/4/1923 and the  

Agnes Black memorial gates were 

constructed in 1938 in honour of Agnes 

Black of Mt Noorat. 

 

DESCRIPTION 

 

High Street is a broad avenue running 

east west through the commercial centre 

of the town and forming part of the 

Prince’s Highway, a major national 

highway. High Street is also sometimes 

known as Mary Bradshaw Avenue, named 

after prominent Terang citizen, Mary 

Bradshaw AO (1902-2003) 

 

The road is dominated by the substantial 

double row avenue of English Oaks 

(Quercus Robur) planted in the median 

strip. This avenue commences at the War 

Memorial at the eastern end of the 

precinct and continues beyond the 

precinct, along the Warrnambool Road for 

some distance beyond the centre of the 

town. There is also a further extension of 

these plantings on the south side of 

Bolivar Street. 

 

The large granite obelisk war memorial 

dominates the streetscape at the eastern 

end of the precinct. It was presented to the 

town by S G Black, W K McKinnon and J 

C McKinnon and unveiled by General Sir 

Harry Chauvel on 15/4/1923. other than 

the Melbourne Shrine of Remembrance it 

is claimed to be the tallest memorial in 

Victoria. 

 

Immediately to the west of the war 

memorial are the Agnes Black memorial 

gates, constructed in 1938 in honour of 

Agnes Black of Mt Noorat. 

 

Further along the median is the War 

Memorial Bandstand constructed to 

honour bandsmen killed in action in both 

WW1 and 2. It is an unprepossessing low 

height masonry structure finished in 

cement render, designed by prominent 

Camperdown architect, W.P. Knights. 

Nearby is a granite memorial water 

fountain erected by Mrs Margaret 

Wilkinson “in memory of John Wilkinson 

and his son Henry Edward Wilkinson”. 

 

The buildings in the precinct are single 

and double storied on both the northern 

and southern sides of the street. Whilst 

there are buildings constructed during the 

late nineteenth century the dominant 

architectural styles date from the period 

between the two world wars. These 

include: 

 

 The former State Savings Bank 
(1916) 

 Virgona’s Building (1916) 

 Kelly’s Building (1916) 
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 Johnstone Court (1925/26) 

 The Terang Co-Operative (1945) 

 The Commercial Hotel (1932) 

 Former National Bank (1925/26) 
 

The major buildings are all two storey and 

generally feature parapeted first floor 

facades. The main construction material is 

brick with some using red face bricks with 

cement rendered dressings, others being 

fully cement rendered and later examples 

such as the Terang Co-Op and the 

Commercial Hotel being very fine designs 

in bi-chrome face brickwork. 

 

A number of the buildings use classical 

decorative motifs, such as swags and 

garlands on their street facades. These 

are important statements of architectural 

style. 

 

The distinctive design of the Post Office at 

the eastern end of the precinct with its 

tower, along with the tower of the 

Commercial Hotel join the war memorial in 

providing strong vertical elements to the 

streetscape. 

 

At the western end of the precinct (beyond 

Shadforth Street) there are a few 

commercial buildings on the north side 

and public buildings only on the southern 

side. At this point the land to the north falls 

away to the dry bed of the former Lake 

Terang. From the median strip it is 

possible to look across to the cemetery 

and former St Thomas Church and 

Presbytery on the southern edges of the 

town. This open vista is a distinctive 

aesthetic element of the precinct.  

 

 

STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE 

 

What is significant? 

The Terang, High Street Commercial 

Precinct comprises the area of Terang 

encompassing the main shopping and 

commercial centre of the town, the 

roadway and median strip with its avenue 

of trees as outlined in the plan above. It 

includes allotments between 18 and 131 

High Street. 

 

Contributory places in the precinct include 

the properties at 20, 22, 28, 40, 44-64, 72, 

74, 76, 78, 80, 82, 84, 86, 90, 94, 96, 114, 

55, 57, 65, 67, 73, 75, 77, 81, 83, 87, 91, 

95, 99, 105, 117, 119, 121 and 129-131 

High Street. 

 

How is it significant? 

The Terang High Street Commercial 

Precinct is of local historic, aesthetic and 

social significance to the Shire of 

Corangamite. 

 

Why is it significant? 

The Precinct is of historic significance as 

the original centre of the town and the 

location of much of the town’s community 

activity over a period of 155 years. It 

contains most of the town’s commercial 

premises, public buildings such as the 

Post Office, Court House, Police Station 

and the former Mechanic’s Institute (now 

the Public Hall). It also contains a 

significant memorial to WW1, the Agnes 

Black Memorial Gates, the Memorial 

Bandstand and the Wilkinson Memorial 

water fountain. The Precinct also 

physically demonstrates the significant 

stages in the history of the town. Whilst 

there is very little building infrastructure left 

from the pre 1880 period there is still 

evidence of the economic boom of the 

post 1880’s period when many of the 

surrounding pastoral properties were 

subdivided creating numerous dairy farms. 

The construction of the Post Office, Court 

House, Police Residence, Railway Station, 

Terang Hotel, the ANZ Bank and the 

redevelopment of the Mechanic’s Institute 

all took place at this time. Of particular 

importance was the planting of the avenue 

of English oaks along the High Street 

median strip. The establishment of the 

Terang Progress Association in 1889 is 

itself indicative of the growing confidence 

of the town, although there is doubt that it 

was responsible for the planting of the 

avenue. The Precinct also clearly 

demonstrates the impact of the 

devastating town fires of 1916 and 1917, 

which destroyed many of the buildings on 

the northern side of High Street. The 

consequence was the almost total 

reconstruction of this side of the street in 

architectural styles that represent the 

continued prosperity of the town and 

district in the first half of the twentieth 

century. 
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The Precinct is of architectural significance 

as an outstanding example of an early 

twentieth century commercial town centre. 

As indicated above the fires of 1916 and 

1917 created an opportunity for the 

reconstruction of much of the commercial 

centre of the town. These fires along with 

the fires that destroyed the building that 

occupied the site of the current Johnstone 

Court and the 1944 destruction of the 

Terang Co-Op building led to significant 

rebuilding work and provided well 

designed buildings with distinctive 

architectural style. Buildings such as the 

former State Savings Bank, shops at 86-

90 High St., Virgona’s Buildings, Kelly’s 

Buildings, Johnstone Court, and the Co-

Op building demonstrate this architectural 

quality. To these examples can be added 

the Post Office, Court House, Commercial 

Hotel, the former National Bank, 

Sunnyside Buildings and the office and 

shops at 117-121 High St. This collection 

of buildings provides a sequence of all the 

popular architectural styles of the first half 

of the twentieth century. From the arts and 

crafts architecture of the Post Office to 

variations of classical revival (Virgona’s 

Buildings and Johnstone Court) to more 

modernist styles (Kelly’s Buildings, the 

Terang Co-Operative Society and the 

Commercial Hotel). To this must be added 

the massive granite obelisk constructed as 

war memorial in 1922/23 which along with 

the Post Office tower and the Commercial 

Hotel tower provides a visual focal point 

for the town. 

 

The Precinct is of social significance as 

the commercial and community centre of 

an important town in the Corangamite 

Shire. It demonstrates the fluctuating 

economic fortunes of the district and 

continues to play an important role as the 

service centre for the district. The 

continued presence of banks, hotels, 

public buildings and significant retail 

premises is indicative of the social 

importance to the district. 
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CONTRIBUTORY BUILDING AND 

STRUCTURE CRITERIA 

 

The contributory buildings in this Precinct 

include:  

 

 most pre WW11 buildings 

 all early and memorial public 
infrastructure  

 post WW11 buildings where they are 
deemed to be architecturally 
compatible with the earlier twentieth 
century structures 

 

Former Butcher’s Shop, 

114 High Street 

 

 
 

This small building dates from the late 

nineteenth or early twentieth century and 

was clearly a butcher’s shop. It features a 

prominent rendered parapet and projecting 

post supported street verandah decorated 

with a cast iron valence. It is important as 

a surviving architectural element of its 

period in a street that is otherwise 

significant for its later twentieth century 

buildings. 
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Shop, 106 High Street – non contriibutory 

 

Wheatsheaf Hotel, 96 High Street, 

Terang 

 

 
WHEATSHEAF HOTEL, C.1902 

From Terang through the Years, Vol 1 

   

 
Wheatsheaf Hotel, 2012    

 

The first Wheatsheaf Hotel was built in 

1862 and the present structure was 

constructed in 1893 to a design by 

Camperdown architect, Michael McCabe. 

The current appearance of the building is 

a result of renovations that took place in 

the 1940s with it then being described as 

now having “modern lines” (Back to 

Terang, 1950). 

 

The Wheatsheaf Hotel is now a cement 

rendered building of limited architectural 

merit, especially when compared with its 

original 1893 form. However it is 

historically important and its two storey 

presence on the corner of Shadforth Street 

is an important element in the streetscape. 

The extension to the west was originally 

four late Victorian shops with a prominent 

street verandah. The current building 

retains the pattern of fenestration to the 

High Street elevation and the recessed 

verandah (both ground and first floors) of 

the Shadforth Street elevation 

 

Commonwealth Bank (former State 

Savings Bank), 94 High Street, Terang 

 

 
 

The Terang Branch of the State Savings 

Bank was opened on 1st May, 1909 in a 

building on the current site at the corner of 

High and Shadforlh Streets. This building 

together with 13 adjoining shops was 

destroyed by fire in April 1916. The current 

building was completed in December 

1916. It was designed by Sydney Smith 

and Ogg, a well known Melbourne based 

firm of architects who designed a number 

of banks for the State Savings Bank of 

Victoria. 

 

This cement rendered building is a typical 

design for State Savings Banks at this 

time. Trethowan in his study Victorian 

Banks described it as “Heavy Banded 

Classicism”. Externally it remains largely 

intact, with its reduced but strong classical 

revival design. It features a simple 

parapet, distinctive cornice, regular, 

rectangular windows to both the High 

Street and Shadforth Street elevations and 

coursed render work and a plain base 

course to emulate stonework. The ground 

floor windows facing High Street have 

been broken down to ground level to 

create larger openings and a portion of the 

adjoining property at 90 High Street has 

been incorporated into the building. The 

corner feature with its tripartite first floor 

window and mock keystone decoration at 

the ground floor level (it is suggested that 

an opening under the keystone has been 

blocked up) emphasising the building’s 

role as a corner building in High Street is 

particularly important. It marks the 

beginning of the central commercial 

precinct and is a strong architectural 
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statement of the period which 

predominates in the Precinct. 

 

Shops, 

86 – 90 High Street 

 

  
 

 
HIGH STREET 

From:  “BACK TO TERANG, 1950” 

 

This is a single storey pair of shops 

constructed following the 1916 High Street 

fire. It exhibits architectural features similar 

to the adjacent Virgona’s Buildings which 

were designed by Camperdown architect, 

W. P. Knights at the same time. The large 

parapet is a mixture of face brickwork 

(now painted) and cement rendered 

elements with swag decoration. The 

distinctive integrating cornice line is an 

important architectural feature in High 

Street. The two shop fronts, beneath the 

cantilevered verandah have been replaced 

and are not sympathetic to the original 

design. The original verandah was a post 

supported skillion as illustrated above. The 

shop at no 90 is wider than no 86 and part 

of it is now incorporated into the adjoining 

Commonwealth Bank building. It has 

retained its original parapet, but has been 

altered at ground floor level in order to 

integrate it with the bank building.  

 

 

 

Shops, Virgona’s Buildings 

82 High Street 

 

 
 

On May 30, 1916 W. P. Knights advertised 

in the Camperdown Chronicle for tenders 

for the construction of a brick shop for Mr J 

Vergona. Despite the mis-spelling of the 

name it would appear that it was for this 

pair of shops with a residence above. 

Virgona was a fruiterer in Terang This 

construction would have been part of the 

works to replace destroyed buildings in the 

fire of April of that year.  

 

This is a two storey pair of shops with 

residence above. The western shop is 

larger than the eastern. The construction 

is a distinctive combination of face red 

brick with cement rendered decorative 

elements. The parapet, cornice and string 

course along with the pilasters and 

distinctive fenestration decoration make a 

strong architectural contribution to the 

High Street streetscape. It utilises garland 

and swag decoration typical of Knight’s 

work from this time. The ground floor 

shopfronts have been modernised. The 

building appears to have had a 

cantilevered verandah from the time of 

construction. 

 

Shop, 66 High Street – non contributory 
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Shops, Kelly’s Buildings 

68 – 80 High Street 

 

 
 

 
From: Terang through the Years, Vol 2 

 

This building was also constructed in 

1916, a further consequence of the great 

fire of April of that year (the building 

destroyed by the fire is illustrated above). 

The National Trust has claimed that it was 

designed by W. P. Knights. However, it 

does not share the architectural features 

of his other buildings in High Street 

(Virgona’s Building and Johnstone Court) 

from this time. The Camperdown 

Chronicle of 17 February 1891 contained 

an advertisement for tenders for shops to 

be erected for Mr E J Kelly. This 

advertisement was placed by Alexander 

Hamilton the Colac based architect. 

Presumably this building is the one 

destroyed in the 1916 fire.  

 

E J Kelly was a prominent citizen and 

businessman (he was a Hampden Shire 

Councillor for 25 years, serving 3 terms as 

Shire President) and was held in high 

regard for his patented water tank.  

 

This is a two storey building containing 

shops on the ground floor and residences 

on the first floor. It is finished in cement 

render in a distinctive design which is far 

removed from the classical revival styles 

that were more common at that time. A 

1950 photo shows it with a cantilever 

verandah. The first floor fenestration and 

strong parapet, cornice line with brackets 

and ocular windows shows suggests a 

sculptural quality in the composition. All 

the ground level shop fronts have been 

changed from the original. 

 

 

Shopping Arcade, Johnstone Court 

46 – 56 High Street 

(included on the Victorian Heritage 

Register H2216 and covered by 

heritage overlay HO68) 

 

Johnstone Court was built in 1925 for 
Winifred Lilian Johnstone (1862-1946). 
She was the widow of William Johnstone, 
who had been born in Terang, made 
money on the New South Wales opal 
fields and returned to Terang and 
purchased the Commercial Hotel in 1903. 
William died later the same year and 
Winifred operated the hotel until she sold it 
in 1923. In 1925 she purchased an old 
building in High Street, but the whole block 
was razed by fire shortly afterwards. She 
commissioned the prominent 
Camperdown architect Warburton Perry 
Knights to design the new arcade, which 
was constructed by the Terang builders 
McQueen and Schabel. It was described 
at the time as the largest block of shops 
and the most up-to-date business 
premises in the Western District. The 
Court housed the local office of the State 
Electricity Commission of Victoria, which 
assumed responsibility for electricity 
supply in Terang in March 1924. Other 
shops were occupied by a grocer, a baker, 
a draper, a jeweller and an estate agent. 
The upper floor contained residences and 
workshops for the shops below. The CWA 
later operated a dining room in the upper 
section.  
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Johnstone Court is a symmetrical brick 
building, with rendered decoration on the 
upper level, which extends more than forty 
metres along the main street of Terang. At 
the first floor level are three bay windows, 
in the centre and at either end, with a 
pediment above the parapet above each 
one. Along the High Street elevation is a 
cantilevered verandah with a Wunderlich 
ceiling. There were nine shops, six facing 
High Street and three facing the internal 
courtyard. The shop fronts are almost 
entirely intact, with their original glazed 
tiling, display windows and lead-lighting. 
Between the centre shops is the entrance 
to the internal court, with mosaic tiles on 
the floor spelling out the letters 
'JOHNSTONE COURT'. Inside the 
entrance are gates, which fold into boxes 
on either side (now permanently open), 
and two staircases leading to the first floor. 
The interior court is covered by a glazed 
barrel vault. The upper walls beneath the 
vault are adorned with decorative cement 
work. At the end further from the street, 
above where the SEC offices were 
located, is written 'STATE ELECTRICITY 
COMMISSION OF VICTORIA'. Under the 
vault opposite this is written 'JOHNSTONE 
COURT' and there are three plaques 
noting the initials of the owner (WLJ) and 
the names of the architect (W P KNIGHTS 
ARVIA CAMPERDOWN) and builders 
(McQUEEN SCHABEL TERANG).  

How is it significant? 
Johnstone Court is of architectural and 
historical significance to the state of 
Victoria. 
 
Why is it significant?  
Johnstone Court is architecturally 
significant as an outstanding and 
remarkably intact example of an early 
twentieth century shopping arcade. It is a 
fine and intact example of the substantial 
commercial buildings constructed in 
provincial towns, and especially in the 
wealthy Western District, in the inter-war 
period. It is significant as a fine example of 
the work of the prominent Camperdown 
architect W P Knights, who was 
responsible for many notable buildings in 
western Victoria in the early decades of 
the twentieth century. 
Johnstone Court is historically significant 
as a demonstration of the wealth of 
country Victoria, and particularly of the 
Western District, in the 1920s. It also a 
reminder of the period, after the formation 

of the State Electricity Commission of 
Victoria in 1919, when the Commission 
began to take over the responsibility for 
power production from local authorities 
throughout the state. 
(From the Victorian Heritage Register 
Statement of Significance) 
 
Terang Hotel 

40 High Street 

 

 
 

 
From Terang through the Years, Vol 2 

 

The current Terang Hotel was built in 1900 

and replaced an earlier building 

constructed in 1859. A new residential 

wing was added in 1941. 

 

Description and Significance 

 

The Terang Hotel is a two storey late 

Victorian brick building with a façade 

finished in face brick and cement render. It 

features two ‘pavilions’ at each end ‘book 

ending’ a recessed second storey balcony. 

The original design featured red face brick 

with cement rendered dressings and an 

arcaded ground floor entry. The ‘pavilions’ 

are distinguished by substantial 

pedimented parapets. The cantilevered 

street verandah is a later addition (the 

original building was without a verandah) 

and the ground floor façade has been 

altered with new windows and openings. 

Despite these changes the building is 

clearly recognisable and has maintained 

many of its architectural features. It makes 
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a strong architectural contribution to the 

High Street Commercial Precinct. 

 

Shop, Terang and District Co-Operative 

Ltd, 30 High Street, Terang 

 

 
 

 
From Terang through the Years, Vol 1 

 

The Co-Op building was constructed in 

1945 and occupied on December 15 of 

that year. Its construction followed a fire 

which destroyed the previous building on 

August 1944. The Terang and District Co-

operative was established in 1908 when it 

acquired the former premises of Coy 

Brothers (the complex of buildings that 

were destroyed in 1944). The site was the 

first place of business in the town with a 

Mr Paton opening a slab store in 1858. 

Coy Bros acquired the business in 1886 

and developed it as one of the most 

significant businesses in the district. A 

photo from 1888 (see above) indicates 

that at the time they took over the 

business it was a series of buildings. In 

1902 they constructed a new, large 

building and it would have been this that 

was destroyed in 1944. 

 

This two storey building was constructed 

of cream and brown brick in 1945. It uses 

an art deco architectural style that became 

popular through the 1930s, and remained 

popular through the 1940s. Its external 

form is largely intact and it is significant as 

a fine example of this architectural style as 

well as being a major and key building in 

the High Street Commercial Precinct. 

The strong horizontality of the building is 

emphasised by the band of windows 

interspersed with brown brick panels along 

both the High Street and Estcourt Street 

facades along with  the bold cantilevered 

street verandah. The composition is 

dominated by the chamfered corner with 

its strong vertical composition. This feature 

makes an important contribution to the 

streetscape and complements the 

adjoining ‘towers’ of the Post Office, 

Commercial Hotel and the War Memorial. 

 

The shopfronts at the ground floor appear 

to be original and the window openings 

and pattern of fenestration at the first floor 

level are original. However the window 

frames along the High Street façade have 

been altered. 

 

Terang Post Office, 28 High Street, 

(included on the Victorian Heritage 

Register H1753 and covered by 

heritage overlay HO139) 

 

 
 

 
TERANG POST OFFICE, 1950 

From:” BACK TO TERANG, 1950” 

 

Significance 

 

How is it significant? 

The Terang Post Office is historically and 

architecturally important to the State of 

Victoria. 
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Why is it significant? 

The Terang Post Office is architecturally 

significant as an accomplished design by 

architect J H Marsden in the Arts and 

Crafts and American Romanesque styles 

featuring multiple arched windows, a 

prominent roof, timbered gables and 

bracketed eaves. The tower which was 

added to the design to house the publicly 

financed clock is now the dominant feature 

and raises the scale of the building from its 

otherwise domestic proportions.  

 

The Terang Post Office is historically 

important as an early Commonwealth 

building yet designed and constructed 

under the supervision of the Victorian 

Public Works Department. It is also an 

early example of the cooperative nature of 

State and Commonwealth public 

administration required to implement 

federation in Australia. The fine clock 

tower, the result of a public subscription, is 

historically important as a manifestation of 

civic pride and the first time a publicly 

financed clock had been installed in a 

Commonwealth building anywhere in 

Australia. 

(From the Victorian Heritage Register 
Statement of Significance) 
 

Terang Court House, 22 High Street 

 

 
 

The Terang Court House was built in 

1903/04 in a more conservative style than 

the adjacent Post Office. It was designed 

by the Public Works Department and the 

builder was R H Harvey. It uses red brick 

with cement rendered dressings as its 

main construction material and is 

dominated by a projecting verandah with 

coupled timber column supports, brackets 

and simple timber valence decoration. The 

main court room extends over one and a 

half storeys with a room to the west being 

a more modest single storey. The roof is 

hipped and clad in slate with a projecting 

pediment at the central front, emphasising 

the central entry to the court room. 

It is of architectural significance to the 

town as a substantial and largely intact 

public building in the High Street 

Commercial Precinct. It is also 

architecturally complementary to the 

adjacent Post Office and the simpler 

Police residence on the adjacent eastern 

allotment. 

It is of historic and social significance to 

the town of Terang as the centre of law 

enforcement for the district since 1904. 

 

Police residence 

20 High Street 

 

 
 

This building was built in 1910 and an 

article in the Camperdown Chronicle of 9 

June, 1910 reported that the new police 

station was to be lighted with electricity. 

The builder was Charles O Luff. It is a 

simple, single storey building from the 

period exhibiting similar architectural 

features to the adjacent Court House. That 

is, face brickwork with cement render lintel 

dressings over windows. It is dominated 

by four large brick and rendered chimneys 

protruding from the hipped and gabled 

roof. The roof cladding was probably, 

originally slate, but has been replaced with 

grey cement tiles. 

It is of architectural significance to the 

town as a substantial and intact public 

building in the High Street Commercial 

Precinct and complements the architecture 

of the contemporary Post Office and Court 

House in the precinct. 
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Police Station, 18 High Street – Non 

contributory 

 

Motel, 51 High Street – Non contributory 

 

Shop, Milk Bar 

55 High Street 

 

 
 

This is a simple two storey shop and 

residence of brick with a cement rendered 

parapet. It would appear to date from the 

period 1930- 1940. It has been 

substantially altered with a new aluminium 

window to the first floor and a new 

shopfront. The cantilevered verandah is 

likely to be an original element. 

It contributes to the Precinct as a building 

contemporary to the main construction 

period of much of High Street and of a 

scale typical of the Precinct. 

 

Commercial premises 

57 High Street 

 

 
 

This building has architectural similarities 

to Kelly’s Buildings at 68-80 High Street. It 

is a single storey structure with a 

substantial parapet above a cantilevered 

verandah. It is a brick and cement 

rendered structure with a number of 

modern retail shopfronts at the ground 

floor. The parapet features abstract 

cement detailing with a capping along the 

length of the curved parapet. 

This building makes a substantial 

contribution to the High Street Commercial 

Precinct and has some architectural 

pretensions. Its distinctive parapet design 

is of importance to the Precinct. 

 

Commercial Hotel 

65-73 High Street 

 

 
 

 
From Terang through the Years, Vol 2 

 

The first Commercial Hotel was built by a 

Mr Asche around 1866 (see single storey 

building to the left of the photo above). A 

regular coach service from Geelong to 

Warrnambool commenced in the 1860s 

stopping en route at the Commercial 

Hotel. Winifred and William Johnstone 

purchased the hotel in 1903, but William 

died in the same year: lost at sea between 

Cape Town and Tenerife en route to 

England. Mrs Johnstone became the 

proprietor of the hotel which she operated 

for the next twenty years, selling it in 1923. 

In December 1932 an application was 

made to the Licensing Court for 

permission to substantially rebuild the front 

portion of the hotel. At the time the hotel 

was owned by Mrs E Tuomey. The plans 

included a brick, structure of two storeys 

with sixteen bedrooms, lounge, new bar, 
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three parlours, commercial room, and 

three shops. It would appear that this is 

the building that we see in High Street 

today. 

 

As described above the front portion of the 

building is two storey with a substantial 

tower and first floor colonnade. It features 

red and brown face brickwork and the 

tower and colonnade make mild 

references to the Spanish Mission style 

that became popular in the 1920s and 30s. 

It is historically important to Terang as the 

site of the original transport stop for the 

town and throughout the nineteenth and 

twentieth centuries provided 

accommodation and a place of business 

for visiting commercial travellers. It is 

architecturally significant as a major 

building from the period in which much of 

the current Terang High Street 

Commercial Precinct was constructed. It is 

relatively intact with the original shopfronts 

and cantilevered verandah and makes a 

solid contribution to the architectural 

presentation of the High Street 

Commercial Precinct. The tower makes a 

significant contribution to this part of the 

Precinct joining the vertical feature on the 

Co-Op building, the Post Office tower and 

the War Memorial in providing a strong 

vertical emphasis to the Precinct. 

 

War Memorial 

 

 
 

The Terang War Memorial Obelisk, on 

High Street, was erected in 1923 to 

commemorate the First World War. The 

monument was paid for by local 

pastoralists S G Black, W K McKinnon and 

J C McKinnon. It was unveiled by General 

Sir Harry Chauvel, a famous first world 

war officer and commander of the !st Light 

Horse Brigade. A bas-relief on the base of 

the obelisk, by C. Douglas Richardson, 

depicts the Light Horse charging. Plaques 

have since been added to commemorate 

service in the Second World War, Korea 

and Vietnam. 

 

Description and Significance 

 

This memorial is notable in terms of its 

scale, being Victoria's tallest obelisk and 

probably the tallest war memorial after the 

Melbourne Shrine. Cut from granite it 

dominates the eastern end of the High 

Street Commercial Precinct at the 

intersection of High and Estcourt Streets. 

It provides the key vertical reference for 

other buildings in its vicinity. 

 

Shops, Norris Building 

75-77 High Street 

 

 

 
From Terang through the Years, Vol 2 

 

This single storey commercial premises 

dates from the late nineteenth or early 

twentieth century. It features a strong 

parapet and cornice with a later 

cantilevered verandah. The ground floor 

shopfronts are modern. The early 

twentieth century photo above shows that 

the parapet has been reduced in height 

and has lost its ‘orbs’. This photo also 
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shows the original cast iron post supported 

verandah. 

Despite the alterations the building still 

makes a strong contribution to the 

streetscape of the High Street Commercial 

Precinct. 

 

Shop, 81 High Street 

 

 
 

This single storey cement rendered 

building would appear to be one of the 

earliest structures in the High Street 

Commercial Precinct. It features a low 

pitched hipped roof, now clad in 

corrugated galvanised iron. The cement 

rendered walls feature rock faced stone 

window and doorway dressings (now all 

painted). The post supported street 

verandah is new, but sympathetic to the 

design of the building. 

The building is important to the Precinct as 

a reminder of the nineteenth century 

settlement and development of the town. 

 

Former National Bank 

83 High Street 

 

 
 

This was the original site of the Colonial 

Bank built in 1886. It was a single storey 

building which had a second storey added 

in 1902. The current building was 

constructed in 1925-26 by Peters Builders 

of Colac for £4897, to a design of 

Melbourne architects Gibbs, Finlay and 

Morsby. They designed several buildings 

for the National Bank around this time, 

including the branch at Camperdown (built 

in 1924-25). 

It makes a significant contribution to the 

High Street Commercial Precinct as a 

substantial brick and rendered building 

providing an appropriate scale for the 

intersection on Estcourt and High Streets. 

The design is a modern version of a 

standard Classical Revival bank building 

(described by Trethowan as Giant Austere 

Classicism) and features giant pilasters in 

a stylised Doric form and a massive first 

floor cornice. It remains relatively intact. 

 

Shops, Sunnyside Buildings 

87 High Street 

 

 
 

This double fronted store would appear to 

have been constructed in the 1920s. It 

presents significant cement rendered 

curved parapet to the street above what 

appears to be a modern post supported 

verandah. The shop fronts have been 

altered to aluminium, but have retained 

stained glass highlights and the central 

entry with its inset doorway and original 

timber and glass doors. 

The architectural forms of this building are 

part of the predominant early twentieth 

century architecture of High Street and 

make a sympathetic contribution to the 

High Street Commercial Precinct. 
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ANZ Bank 

91 High Street 

 

 
 

The former Bank of Australasia was 

constructed in 1891 to a design of 

Melbourne architect, Anketell Henderson. 

The builder was Peter Rodger. It is a 

standard late version of the Renaissance 

Revival style (described by Trethowan as 

“Austere Classicism”) so popular for bank 

buildings in the nineteenth century. It is 

identical to the branch in Rutherglen, also 

designed by Henderson.  

It is of architectural importance to Terang 

and its two storey form and intact 

architectural features (cornices, string 

courses, window forms, stylised pilasters, 

and curved pediment and doorway) make 

an important contribution to the High 

Street Commercial Precinct and is unlike 

the majority of buildings on the northern 

side of the street in that it is a remnant 

from the late nineteenth century. 

 

Bank, 93 High Street – Non Contributory 

 

Shop, Doyle’s and Kerr’s Building 

95-99 High Street 

 

 
 

Doyle and Kerr were a prominent firm of 

solicitors in Terang in the twentieth 

century. This building was constructed in 

1906 and the National Trust claims that it 

was designed by prominent Camperdown 

architect, W P Knights. However there is 

no primary evidence for this claim. It 

presents as a pair of shopfronts with the 

entry to professional suites between. The 

building retains its original cast iron post 

supported verandah with cast iron frieze, 

above which stands a substantial parapet 

with two curved sections and a central 

pediment designed to support the name of 

the building and draw attention to the entry 

of the professional chambers directly 

beneath. 

The building is very important to the High 

Street Commercial Precinct as an intact 

example of an early twentieth century 

commercial building in the precinct. 

 

Former Hotel 101 High Street, Terang – 

Non Contributory 

 

Shop, 105 High Street 

Contributory 

Early Shop, front boarded up but original 

gable, metal clad parapet. Skillion 

verandah to the front. 

 

Shop, 109 High Street – Non contributory 

 

Shop, 113 High Street – Non contributory 

 

Shops, 117-121 High Street 

 

 
 

This two storey commercial building 

appears to have been built in the 1930s. It 

is constructed of cement rendered 

masonry with a terra cotta tiled roof. It also 

features a cantilevered verandah with 

modern shopfronts at ground floor level. 

It makes a significant contribution to the 

High Street Commercial Precinct as a 
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substantial structure on the south side of 

the street, displaying a rather plain 

architectural form, but of the same era as 

many of the early twentieth century 

buildings that make up the Precinct. 

 

Shop, 113 High Street – Non 

Contributory 

 

Garage, 125 High Street – Non 

contributory 

 

Civic Hall complex (former Mechanic’s 

Institute), 129-131 High Street 

 

  
 

 
 

 

 
From:  “BACK TO TERANG, 1950” 

 
TERANG MECHANIC’S INSTITUTE AND PUBLIC 

HALL, 1950, 129-131 High Street 

 

This complex of buildings was constructed 

as a set of wooden committee and Lodge 

rooms, a public Reading Room, a 

Temperance Hall and Member’s Library, 

all of which would have formed the 

Mechanic’s Institute along with a large 

Public Hall. The Temperance Hall (at the 

centre of the 1950 photo above) was 

constructed in 1885/86 to a design by 

Colac architect, Alexander Hamilton. The 

builders were McAllister & Stansmore of 

Camperdown. It replaced a timber hall that 

had been built in 1862. The timber building 

at the rear of the site would date from this 

earlier period. The brick Member’s 

Reading Room or Library at the corner of 

High St was constructed in 1898 and 

architecturally matched the Temperance 

Hall. The much larger Public Hall at the 

western end of the complex was 

constructed in 1908/09 to a design by 

Melbourne architects Fritsch Bros. 

 

This complex of buildings has been 

significantly altered in the last half of the 

twentieth century and significant portions 

of the building are now used for 

commercial purposes. The original 

Temperance Hall and Reading Room have 

been refaced, the cast iron entry canopy 

has been removed along with parapet 

decoration to the two buildings and a new 

cantilevered canopy has been constructed 

over High Street. The Public Hall retains 

much of its original external red brick and 

cement rendered appearance. 

This complex of buildings is of great 

historical and social significance to Terang 

as the long term social centre of the town. 

Despite it’s significantly altered form it 

continues to be an important building 

complex in the High Street Commercial 

Precinct. It’s size and the retained 

nineteenth century building elements are 

important in helping to communicate the 

importance of this significant site. 

 

Memorials 

 

Agnes Black Memorial Gates 
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AGNES BLACK MEMORIAL GATES 

 

This set of fence and gates was 

constructed in 1939 as a memorial to 

prominent local, Mrs Agnes Black of Mt 

Noorat. She was the wife of Archibald 

Black and daughter-in-law of Hon Niel 

Black. Obviously she had been 

instrumental in sustaining the patronage of 

the Black family in and around Terang and 

was a valued member of the community. 

Her obituary reported her to be associated 

with the Terang branch of the Australian 

Women’s National League, the Country 

Women’s Association, the Red Cross and 

the auxiliary of the Royal Victorian Institute 

for the Blind. 

The structure is 70 feet in length running 

across the eastern boundary of the 

median strip at Estcourt Street. Posts and 

plinth for this structure are cut from rock 

faced Harcourt granite and are 

interspersed with wrought iron fence 

panels and gates. The gate posts are 

adorned with hemispherical light fittings 

supported on wrought iron bases. 

These gates are an important part of the 

central median strip to High Street and 

complement the granite war memorial 

nearby. 

 

Band Memorial 

 

This memorial was constructed IN 1926/27 

by the Terang Brass Band as a memorial 

to band members who died in WW1. It 

appears that as early as 1919 there was 

discussion about a joint project to 

construct a soldiers club-rooms and a 

memorial. At that stage the Terang Brass 

Band had already initiated a scheme to 

construct a rotunda. However, it wasn’t 

until 1926 that the Camperdown Chronicle 

reported that the construction of the 

rotunda was about to commence to a 

design by Camperdown architect W P 

Knights. 

It is constructed of concrete to an 

octagonal plan 10 feet in diameter. The 

solid balustrade surrounding the band 

platform is ‘decorated’ with Knight’s 

signature diagonal crosses. It has no roof, 

but is lit by electric lights surmounted on 

concrete piers. 

The structure is marked by plaques which 

dedicate it to bandsmen killed in action in 

both WW1 and WW2. 

It is a significant component of the central 

median strip to High Street and joins the 

War Memorial and the Agnes Black Gates 

as important structures in this special 

public space. 

 

Wilkinson Memorial Drinking Fountain 

 

John Wilkinson was a long term resident 

of the town, having lived there for 71 years 

when he died in January, 1938. He was 

survived by his wife, Margaret and 8 of his 

10 children. A son to whom the memorial 

is also dedicated had pre-deceased him 

by some years. 

It is a simple structure, but important as 

part of the collection of memorials along 

the High Street median strip. 

 

Median strip and Avenue. 

 

High Street is dominated by the 

substantial double row avenue of English 

Oaks (Quercus Robur) planted before 

1888. A photograph of the street in that 

year (see above) shows young trees 

surrounded by timber picket guards and 

subsequent photos from around 1900 and 

1909  depict the trees as well advanced. 

The Terang Progress Association claimed 

that it had been instrumental in planting 

these trees. However, this association was 

not formed until 1889 and the earliest 

report in the Camperdown Chronicle of its 

activities was published in 1890. It would 

appear however, that the ongoing care of 

the Avenue may have been entrusted to 

the Association. 

Terang is graced with a large number of 

mature private gardens, street trees and 

avenues and the High Street Avenue is 

probably the most important to the town. 

The Avenue is 700 metres in length 

(extending well beyond the High Street 

Commercial Precinct). This Avenue is 

probably one of the oldest and grandest in 

Victoria and remains a consistent 

collection of oaks, as planted. Its role 

within the High Street Commercial 

Precinct is critical to the presentation of 

the Precinct. 
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From Terang through the Years, Vol 1 

 

 

 
HIGH ST. TERANG [CA. 1909] POSTCARD : PRINTED, COL.. 

STATE LIBRARY OF VICTORIA COLLECTION. 
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1.8 Terang Lyons Street Precinct 
 

 

 
From Terang through the Years, Vol 1 

 

 
From Terang through the Years, Vol 1 
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LYONS STREET LOOKING NORTH TO  CONVENT OF SISTERS OF MERCY 

RAILWAY STATION 

 

  
8 LYONS STREET    7 LYONS STREET  
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HISTORY 

 

The Glenormiston run was the first land 

taken up In the district, by Frederick Taylor 

on behalf of Messrs McKillop and Smith in 

1839. In January 1840 the property was 

acquired by Niel Black and Co, a 

partnership formed by Black in Scotland. 

Donald McNicol an employee of Nlel Black 

built a hut on the banks of Lake Terang in 

1840 The lake was then a beautiful sheet 

of water having a maximum depth of 21 

feel and stretching almost from tho Dixie 

Road to the \\'arrnambool Road. 

Surrounded by trees, ti-trees and ferns so 

that it was difficult to glimpse the water, so 

dense was the timber, 'Many Aboriginal 

people were about and their mia mlas 

dotted the banks of the lake. 

 

In 1855 Terang was surveyed and the first 

sale of township allotments took place in 

the same year. The slow growth of tho 

town Is best illustrated by the fact that In 

1857 there were four houses in Terang 

and 25 years later there were still only 600 

people residing in the town area. The town 

slowly grew until the subdivision of the 

large pastoral estates. Glenormiston was 

broken up in 1889 with Keilambete and Mt 

Noorat following soon after. These 

subdivisions created a multitude of smaller 

dairy farms which in turn supplied the 

newly established butter factories and 

creameries. It also led to a greater density 

of population in the surrounding districts 

with a corresponding growth of the town in 

order to provide services to this 

population. 

 

The first train to Terang arrived on 23 

April, 1887. Up until that time public 

transport to and from the town had been 

by horse drawn coach. The opening of the 

railway was celebrated widely and a 

special train carried Mr Pearson, the 

Acting Chief Secretary and Minister for 

Education to the town. A local 

Demonstration Committee had planned 

the festivities and welcome for Mr Pearson 

and following a visit to the Primary School 

a banquet for 150 was held in his honour 

in the Mechanic’s Institute. In October 

1889 the final link to Warrnambool was 

completed and the new station building 

was completed terminating the vista along 

Lyons Street to the north. The platform 

and goods shed had been completed 

earlier in 1887 

 

Bowman’s Hotel was the last hotel to be 

built in Terang and was opened in 1903. It 

was constructed for Mr R C Bowman, the 

first licensee. By the time that it was built 

this part of Terang had become a prime 

residential area and the station had seen 

14 years of service. 

 

The Catholic Church had occupied land at 

the southern end of this precinct from the 

1860s. St Thomas Primary School was 

erected in 1907 on a site adjacent to the 

original St Thomas’ Church and the 

Sisters of Mercy were recruited from 

Warrnambool and took on the teaching 

role. A photo taken soon after it was built 

shows a large hall like weatherboard 

structure with a side entry porch and a 

separate smaller building to the north. It 

also shows three tall chimneys and 

crosses at the peak of each gable. 

 

The Convent of Mercy was built in 1910 

following the demolition of the original St 

Thomas’ Church. The new church on the 

southern outskirts of the town was built in 

1900, but at the time the St Thomas’ 

School opened in 1907 the old church was 

still standing. The Sisters of Mercy had 

taken up the teaching role at the school 

and this convent was built to 

accommodate them. 

 

The remaining buildings in the Precinct are 

houses which mostly appear to have been 

built in the period 1890 to 1930. This 

period, of course, coincides with the 

economic growth of the town. A 1907 

photograph shows the blocks at the 

southern end of the precinct to be built on 

and fences to residential properties 

extending to the north on both sides of the 

street. 

 

At the beginning of the twentieth century 

Lyons Street was graced with a fine 

avenue of trees on each side (see 1906 

photo above). Three surviving Ash 

(Fraxinus)  trees at the northern end of the 

precinct would indicate that this was the 

species planted in Lyons Street. A 1907 

photo looking north along the street shows 
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these trees to be substantial and probably 

up to 20 years old. It would appear that the 

planting of these trees coincided with the 

planting of High Street and the growing 

sense of community pride in the growth of 

the town and the development of its 

appearance. 

 

DESCRIPTION 

 

The Lyons Street Residential Precinct is a 

relatively small precinct embracing 

properties on either side of Lyons Street 

and properties on the northern side of 

Baynes Street between Lyons Street and 

Simpson Street. It commences at High 

Street at the southern end and terminates 

at the Railway Station at the northern end. 

The southern end of the Precinct is 

dominated by St Thomas’ Convent and 

School. The site occupied by these 

buildings has a long association with the 

Catholic Church with the original church 

building being on the current Convent site 

and the current St Thomas’ Church 

(Terang’s third) just outside the Precinct 

on the southern side of Bolivar Street. 

 

There is a gentle decline from High Street 

to the Railway Station at Swanston Street. 

 

The residences which form the basis of 

this precinct largely date from the late 

nineteenth and early twentieth century. 

They are primarily weatherboard, with 

hipped roofs usually clad in corrugated 

galvanised iron. They are built on large 

allotments and consistently set back from 

the street line and away from side 

boundaries. This enables driveways to be 

constructed along a side boundary with 

garages and other outbuildings located at 

the rear of the sites. There is a mixture of 

fence designs from all periods. 

 

The road reserve is wide with very wide 

verges along both sides of the street. 

Pavements are mixed with some sections 

of concrete paving and the rest of the 

precinct using the grass verges for 

pedestrian traffic. The current planting is a 

mixed collection of natives and exotics, of 

no great significance. As indicated above 

a significant avenue of trees existed along 

Lyons Street in the early twentieth century 

and three mature Ash trees on the east 

side at the northern end of the Precinct 

would appear to be the remnants of this 

avenue. 

 

STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE 

 

What is significant? 

The Terang, Lyons Street Residential 

Precinct is an area primarily consisting of 

early twentieth century residences built on 

either side of Lyons Street and the 

northern side of Baynes Street with a 

terminating view to the north of the Terang 

Railway Station It includes properties at 2-

24 and 5-15 Lyons Street; 156 High 

Street; 60-78 Baynes Street and St 

Thomas  Convent and School at 1 Bolivar 

Street. 

 

The contributory properties in the precinct 

are at: 1, 2, 4, 6, 8, 7, 9, 12, 14, 15, 16, 20, 

24 Lyons Street, 60, 62, 66, 68, 70, 72, 74, 

76, 78 Baynes Street, 5 Simpson Street 

and 156 High Street. 

 

How is it significant? 

The Terang Lyons Street Residential 

Precinct is of local historic, aesthetic and 

social significance to the Shire of 

Corangamite. 

 

Why is it significant? 

The Precinct is historically significant as 

an indicator of the rapid development of 

Terang as a major town in the early years 

of the twentieth century. This development 

occurred after the break up of the large 

pastoral properties into smaller dairy farms 

and its consequent growth as an important 

service town for the much larger 

population required to manage these new 

farms and the local dairy industry. The 

Catholic Church has always had a strong 

presence at the southern end of the 

Precinct, it being the site of its original 

(1868) church and with the construction of 

a new church on another site to the south 

of the town in the early twentieth century it 

became the centre of Catholic education 

with the Convent and School being 

constructed in the first ten years of the 

twentieth century. The arrival of the 

railway in 1887 and the construction of the 

station in 1889 were significant events for 

the town and district. 
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The Precinct is architecturally significant 

for its consistent architectural form. Most 

of the houses would appear to have been 

built between 1890 and 1930 and are 

consistently single storey, set back from 

the front and side boundaries. They are 

primarily weatherboard clad with hipped 

roofs clad in corrugated galvanised iron. 

Whilst some houses have undergone 

alterations, by and large their original form 

is still apparent. The Convent of Mercy is a 

largely intact and architecturally important 

structure built in 1910-11 to a design of 

prominent Camperdown architect, Michael 

McCabe and whilst the original St Thomas’ 

school building constructed in 1907 to a 

design of Warrnambool architect, W T 

Jackman has been altered its original form 

is still apparent. Bowman’s Hotel is a 

significant piece of Edwardian 

architecture, complementing some of the 

stylistic features of the Railway Station 

across Swanson Street. 

 

The Precinct is of social significance for its 

association with the Catholic Church and 

in particular Catholic education through 

the twentieth century and as the centre of 

public transportation from the late 1880s 

through to the present day. 
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CONTRIBUTORY BUILDING CRITERIA 

 

Contributory buildings to the Precinct include:  

 All nineteenth and early twentieth century residential buildings,  

 St Thomas’ Convent and School 

 Terang Railway Station 

 Bowman’s Hotel 
 

And exclude: 

 any post WW2 buildings including those which utilise architectural features common 
to the buildings of the early twentieth century. 

 buildings which have been altered to such an extent that they appear to be mode 
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OTHER FEATURES 

HIGH STREET 

156 

House 

1900/10 MC H&G CGI  IF  Contributory 

 Gable ends feature shingled 
cladding. 

LYONS STREET 

2 

House 

1890/1900 BK H CGI PV NF  Contributory 

 Painted brick 

 Verandah altered with pipe 
columns 

4 

House 

1920s MC H&G CGI RV IF  Contributory 

 Verandah incorporated under 
main roof 

5 

House 

       Non Contributory 

6 

House 

1890/00 WB H&G CGI RV RF  Contributory 

 Verandah returns on to north 
elevation and features cast iron 
valence decoration and timber 
columns 

7 

House 

1890/00 WB G CGI PV   Contributory 

 Fence is simple timber 
construction 

 Verandah features heavy cast 
iron valence decoration 

7A 

House 

       Non Contributory 

8 

House 

1900/10 WB H&G CGI RV   Contributory 

 Corner return verandah 

 Timber decoration under eaves 

 Cast iron valence to verandah 

9 

House 

1900/20 WB H&G OMR RV NF  Contributory 

 Verandah features timber valence 
decoration 

12 

House 

1890/00 WB H CGI PV OF  Contributory 

 Verandah features cast iron 
valence decoration and modern 
timber columns 

14 

House 

1900S WB H&G CGI RV   Contributory 

 Verandah returns on two 
elevations 

 Privet hedge 
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15 

House 

1890/00 WB H&G CGI RV IF  Contributory 

16 

House 

1900S MC H CGI RV NF  Contributory 

 Verandah returns on two 
elevations 

18 

House 

       Non Contributory 

20 

House 

1890/00 WB H CGI PV NF  Contributory 

 Verandah features cast iron 
valence decoration 

BAYNES STREET 

78  

House 

1920s MC G CGI RV NF  Contributory 

 Building is much altered, but 
original double gable roof form 
and incorporated verandah 
remains obvious. 

 Aluminium windows 

76  

House 

1920s WB G CGI RV OF  Contributory 

 Roof features double gable ends 
facing Baynes Street 

 Lyons Street elevation features 
portico 

74 

House 

1900s MC H OMR RV NF  Contributory 

 Probably originally WB 

 Verandah has simple valence 
decoration 

72 

House 

1900s MC H&G OMR RV NF  Contributory 

 Aluminium windows 

 Aluminium cladding 

 Verandah supported on pipe 
columns 

70 

House 

1900s MC H&G CGI RV RF  Contributory 

 Reproduction picket fence 

 Originally WB, but now with 
rendered finish 

 Projecting bay window 

 Elaborate valence decoration 

 Verandah under main roof  

68 

House 

1900s WB 

& 

RC 

H&G CGI RV IF  Contributory 

 Elaborate valence decoration 

 Verandah under main roof and 
returns down side elevation 

 Gable end has half timbered 
decoration 

 2 prominent chimneys 

66 

House 

1900s WB H&G CGI RV NF  Contributory 

 Verandah returns down side 
elevation 

 Vertical timber valence decoration 

 Bay window to projecting room 

 Half timbering to gable end 

64 

House 

       Non Contributory 

62 

House 

1900s WB H&G CGI RV IF  Contributory 

 Window to projecting room is 
aluminium 

 Original screen door 

 Bull nosed verandah with simple 
brackets to square posts 
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60 

House 

1900s WB H&G CGI RV OF  Contributory 

 Cantilevered hood over projecting 
room window 

 No valence decoration 
 

 

SIMPSON ST 

5 

House 

1900s MC H&G OMR RV NF  Contributory 

 Verandah under main roof with 
simple valence decoration and 
projecting gable over corner to 
return. 

 Aluminium cladding 

 Original timber windows remain 

 One Edwardian chimney 

GREY STREET 

11 

House 

       Non Contributory 

44 

House 

       Non Contributory 

 

Abbreviations  

WB  weatherboard 

BK  brick 

MC  modern cladding (vinyl, aluminium or spray finish) 

RC  rough cast 

G  gabled roof 

H  hipped roof 

CGI  corrugated galvanised iron 

CB  colorbond 

OMR  other metal roof material 

G & H  combination gable and hipped roof 

PV  projecting verandah 

RV  recessed verandah 

NV  No verandah 

OF  Original fence 

RF  Reproduction fence 

NF  No fence 

IF  Inappropriate or unsympathetic fence 
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St Thomas’ School and Convent 

1 Lyons Street, Terang 

 

St Thomas’ School 

 
 

The original school building remains at the 

Lyons Street frontage to the site. It has been 

stripped of its original chimneys and the 

crosses on the gables. The building has been 

reclad in a modern smooth faced finish. There 

has also been a modern entry added to the 

original entry porch. The original half timbered 

gable ends and elaborate eaves brackets 

remain 

 

St Thomas’ Primary School is historically 

important as an indicator of the growth of 

Terang in the early years of the twentieth 

century.  

The original school building is architecturally 

important as a largely extant early building in 

the precinct designed by Warrnambool 

architect, W T Jackman and constructed in 

1907. Despite alterations it retains its basic 

architectural form and some of the original 

detailing which relate to the architectural forms 

of the residences in the precinct. 

 

Modern buildings on the rear of the site are not 

important 

 

St Thomas’ Convent 

 

 
 

The Convent of Mercy is a two storey red brick 

building with cement rendered dressings. It 

features parapeted gable ends a small tower, 

prominent crosses on the gables a two storey 

verandah with timber balustrading and timber 

valence decoration to both the ground and first 

floor. It has a corrugated galvanised iron roof 

(cgi) constructed in a combination of gables 

and hips with the prominent tower over the 

front door capped with a pyramidal hipped 

roof, also clad in cgi. A cement rendered 

decorative niche on the east elevation of the 

tower, at first floor level contains a statue of 

Christ looking out across Lyons Street. 

 

The Convent of Mercy is historically significant 

as an emblem of the growth of Catholicism in 

the town of Terang and its construction was 

part of the consolidation of the Catholic Church 

in the town and district. The construction of a 

larger new church on the southern edge of the 

town in 1900, the construction of the Primary 

School in 1907, the separation from the Parish 

of Mortlake to create the Parish of Terang and 

the construction of the new Presbytery and this 

Convent building in 1910 point to the 

significant growth of the Church in the early 

years of the twentieth century in conjunction 

with the growth in population of the town at this 

time. Whilst the Church utilised land that it had 

occupied for some time, it was a site that sat 

within the residential areas of Terang that were 

also developed during this period. 

 

The Convent is architecturally important as a 

prominent and finely designed two storey 

residential building in Terang. Designed by 

prominent Camperdown architect, Michael 

McCabe it is probably the largest residential 

building within the town area and is an 

important marker of the Lyons Street Precinct. 

It is largely intact and uncompromised by 

alterations or additions.  

 

The building is socially important as an 

indicator of the importance attributed to 

education by the Catholic community of 

Terang. When considered with the Primary 

School it makes for an impressive statement 

on behalf of the Church and the Sisters of 

Mercy. 
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Bowman’s Hotel, 24 Lyons Street, Terang 

 

 

 
From Terang through the Years, Vol 1 

 

Bowman’s Hotel is a two storey brown brick 

building with cement rendered dressings. It 

features a Romanesque inspired arched entry 

porch on the Lyons Street façade. The 

entrance to the bar on the corner of Lyons and 

Swanson Streets is decorated with an 

elaborate door surround surmounted by a 

curved pediment. The upper floor façade is 

parapeted with four prominent gabled parapets 

which in turn are fenestrated with ‘arched 

openings’ used for ventilators to the roof 

space. a cement rendered band separating the 

ground and first floors appears as a strong 

architectural statement. The original corer 

tower has been demolished. The ground floor 

interior has been significantly altered. 

 

Bowman’s Hotel is historically significant as 

the last of four hotels built in Terang. 

Constructed in 1903 it followed the 

Wheatsheaf, Terang and Commercial hotels 

which are all located in the High Street 

Commercial Precinct (the Wheatsheaf was 

substantially altered in the twentieth century 

and the Commercial was completely rebuilt). 

Bowman’s is important as an indicator of the 

residential growth of the town in the early 

years of the twentieth century. Its proximity to 

the Railway Station is also an indicator of the 

importance of that place in this period. 

 

Bowman’s Hotel is architecturally important to 

Terang as a largely intact example of an early 

twentieth century hotel and a good example of 

Romanesque inspired Edwardian architecture. 

It’s siting opposite the Railway Station and its 

complementary design features (brown brick 

with contrasting banding and arched openings) 

are important in establishing an architectural 

consistency to the northern end of the Lyons 

Street Precinct. 
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1.9 Terang Thomson Street Precinct 
 

              
THOMSON STREET AVENUE LOOKING NORTH THOMSON STREET AVENUE LOOKING NORTH 

          FROM HIGH STREET WITH MT NOORAT IN THE

      DISTANCE 

 

             
8 THOMSON STREET    26 THOMSON STREET 
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HISTORY 

 

The Glenormiston run was the first land 

taken up In the district, by Frederick Taylor 

on behalf of Messrs McKillop and Smith in 

1839. In January 1840 the property was 

acquired by Niel Black and Co, a 

partnership formed by Black in Scotland. 

Donald McNicol an employee of Nlel Black 

built a hut on the banks of Lake Terang in 

1840 The lake was then a beautiful sheet 

of water having a maximum depth of 21 

feel and stretching almost from the Dixie 

Road to the \\'arrnambool Road. 

Surrounded by trees, ti-trees and ferns so 

that it was difficult to glimpse the water, so 

dense was the timber, 'Many Aboriginal 

people were about and their mia mlas 

dotted the banks of the lake. 

 

In 1855 Terang was surveyed und the first 

sale of township allotments took place in 

the same year. The slow growth of tho 

town Is best illustrated by the fact that In 

1857 there were four houses in Terang 

and 25 years later there were still only 600 

people residing in the town area. The town 

grew slowly until the subdivision of the 

large pastoral estates. Glenormiston was 

broken up in 1889 with Keilambete and Mt 

Noorat following soon after. These 

subdivisions created a multitude of smaller 

dairy farms which in turn supplied the 

newly established butter factories and 

creameries. It also led to a greater density 

of population in the surrounding districts 

with a corresponding growth of the town in 

order to provide services to this 

population. 

 

The arrival of the railway to Terang in 

1887 was something of a fillip to its 

development and coincided with the 

establishment of the dairy industry in the 

district. The railway line cut through this 

precinct. However, it would appear that at 

this stage there was little if any residential 

development in the area. It seems that at 

least part of the Precinct was created with 

the subdivision and sale of Wilson’s 

Paddock in 1888. The Camperdown 

Chronicle of 18 July 1888 reported that the 

subdivision included “Several frontages to 

the Mortlake Road, which was “to be 

planted with English trees by the shire”. 

 

The avenue of London Plane (Platanus x 

acerifolia) and Cottonwood (Populus 

deltoids) trees would appear to be these 

trees. The date of their planting is 

unknown, but seemingly they were planted 

by the Shire of Hampden some time 

around the turn of the century. 

 

Most of the houses in this Precinct would 

appear to have been built in the late 

nineteenth/ early twentieth centuries and 

prior to WW1. 

 

The first Church of England service in 

Terang didn’t take place until 1886. Early 

services after that were held in the old 

Bible Christian Church (now part of the 

Masonic Hall in Tobin Street). 

In 1898 the new All Saint’s Church was 

constructed at the southern end of 

Estcourt Street. In 1904 All Saint’s was 

separated from the Mortlake Parish and 

became a parish in its own right. In 1905 

the All Saint’s building was moved from its 

Estcourt Street site to its current site on 

the corner of Thomson Street and Burke 

Street (Prince’s Highway/Camperdown 

Road) and soon after the vicarage (18 

Burke St) was constructed by the then 

vicar, Mr Lethbridge as his private house 

on land to the east of the Church. In 1918 

when Lethbridge completed his time as 

vicar at Terang he sold the house to the 

Church. In 1909 a Guild Room was added 

to the Church and in 1919 a further two 

rooms were added to create a church hall 

as part of the All Saint’s complex.. 

 

DESCRIPTION 

 

This precinct is built around the broad 

avenue of Thomson Street (the Terang – 

Mortlake Road) that runs north from the 

commercial centre of the town. The 

topography is flat with views toward Mt 

Noorat. The avenue of London Plane 

(Platanus x acerifolia) and Cottonwood 

(Populus deltoids) trees is the dominant 

feature of this Precinct. The Avenue 

extends from High Street to beyond 

McCrae Street with new plantings at the 

northern end. The railway line crosses 

Thomson Street, South of Noel Street 

 

It is a residential precinct consisting of 

houses constructed in the early twentieth 
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century. Whilst many are modest dwellings 

(particularly on the western side).and 

despite a number of later alterations all the 

contributory buildings retain distinctive 

architectural forms which denote the 

residential character of Terang.. 

 

They are almost universally, single storey 

of weatherboard construction (the house 

at no 26 being constructed of brick and an 

exception) with corrugated iron clad 

hipped and gabled roofs. 

 

The subdivision is marked by large blocks 

with the houses set back from the street 

and side boundaries with outbuildings 

located at the rear of properties.  

 

All Saints Church and its Vicarage marks 

the southern boundary of the precinct. 

 

The most significant piece of public 

infrastructure is the avenue of trees. From 

the southern point to the railway crossing 

the plantings are primarily London Planes 

(Plantanus acerifolia), whilst from the 

railway north the plantings are 

Cottonwoods (Populus deltoids). The trees 

along this avenue appear to have been 

planted in the 1930s and responsibility for 

their planting has been attributed to Mrs 

Agnes Black of Mt Noorat, although this 

has not been confirmed. 

 

There is a concrete pavement along part 

of the western side. Otherwise the precinct 

is characterised by broad grassed verges. 

 

STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE 

 

What is significant? 

The Terang, Thomson Street Residential 

Precinct is an area of houses built on 

either side of the broad Thomson Street 

(Terang – Mortlake Road) The contributory 

places include the properties at 1, 6, 8, 10, 

12, 14, 16, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 

29 and 31 Thomson Street, 18 Burke 

Road, 2 Black Street, the wide median 

strip and the avenue of trees extending 

from High Street to King Street at the 

northern end of the precinct. 

 

How is it significant? 

The Terang Thomson Street residential 

Precinct is of local historic, aesthetic and 

social significance to the Shire of 

Corangamite. 

 

Why is it significant? 

The Precinct is historically significant as 

an indicator of the rapid development of 

Terang as a township in the early years of 

the twentieth century. This development 

occurred after the subdivision of the large 

pastoral properties to create smaller dairy 

farms and the consequent growth of 

Terang as an important service town for 

the much larger population required to 

manage these new farms and the local 

dairy industry. All Saints Anglican Church 

is located at the southern end of the 

Precinct was moved to this location in 

1905, itself, an indication of the growth of 

this portion of the town. 

 

The Precinct is architecturally significant 

for its consistent residential, architectural 

form. All the houses would appear to have 

been built in the last years of the 

nineteenth century or the first 20 years of 

the twentieth century and are consistently 

single storey, set back from the front and 

side boundaries. With one exception they 

are all weatherboard clad with hipped and 

gabled roofs clad in corrugated galvanised 

iron. Whilst some houses have undergone 

alterations, by and large their original form 

is still apparent. 

 

The Precinct is of aesthetic significance for 

its dominant mature avenue of London 

Plane and Cottonwood trees which 

extends to beyond McCrae Street at the 

northern end of the Precinct. 
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CONTRIBUTORY BUILDING CRITERIA 

 

Contributory buildings to the Precinct include:  

 all early twentieth century buildings,  

 All Saints Church  

 The shop at 1 Thomson St. 
 

And exclude: 

 any post WWII buildings including those which utilise architectural features common to the 
buildings of the early twentieth century. 

 buildings which have been altered to such an extent that they appear to be modern 
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OTHER FEATURES 

Thomson Street 

2 

House 

       Non Contributory 

6 

House 

1900/10 WB H&G OMR RV RF  Contributory 

 Recessed verandah returns 
down side elevation 

 Prominent red brick chimneys 

 Key pattern cast iron valence 
on verandah 

 Lych gate reproduction fence 

8 

House 

1900/10 WB H&G CGI RV RF  Contributory 

 Recessed verandah returns 
down side elevation 

 Half timbering and ripple iron in 
gable end 

 Timber valence decoration on 
verandah 

 Bay window with skillion hood 
over in projecting elevation 

8A 

House 

       Non Contributory 

10 

House 

1900/10 MC H&G CGI  RF  Contributory 

 No front verandah, but 
verandah to side elevation 

12 

House 

1900/10 MC H&G CGI RV RF  Contributory 

13 

House 

       Non Contributory 

14 

House 

1900/10 WB H&G CGI RV RF  Contributory 

 Verandah has bull nosed roof 
with decorative timber brackets.  

15 

House 

       Non Contributory 

16 

House 

1900/10 WB H&G CGI RV IF  Contributory 

 Similar red brick chimneys to 
no 14. 

 Front window aluminium 
framed 

 Verandah has bull nosed roof 

17 

House 

       Non Contributory 

18 

House 

       Non Contributory 
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20 

House 

1900/10 MC H&G CGI RV RF  Contributory 

 Verandah has paired timber 
posts 

 Windows aluminium framed 

21 

House 

1920s WB H&G CGI PV   Contributory 

 Jerkin headed main roof with 
verandah incorporated under 
large projecting gable 

 Shingles under gable end 

22 

House 

1900/10 WB&MC H&G CB RV IF  Contributory 

 Verandah has bull nosed roof 

 Side elevation windows 
aluminium framed 

23 

House 

1890/00 WB H CB PV   Contributory 

 Small cottage with built in 
verandah. 

24 

House 

1900/10 WB H&G CB RV RF  Contributory 

 Verandah has bull nosed roof 

 Elaborate bay window on 
projecting elevation with large 
skillion hood over. 

25 

House 

1920S WB H&G CGI RV   Contributory 

 Verandah recessed under main 
roof form 

 Timber eaves brackets on north 
elevation 

26 

House 

1900/10 BK H&G CGI RV   Contributory 

 Bay window with hipped roof in 
projecting elevation 

 Verandah has bull nosed roof 

29 

House 

1900/10 WB H&G  RV NF  Contributory 

 Verandah recessed under main 
roof form 

 Filled in front verandah 

 Later windows to front 

31 

House 

1900/10 WB H&G  RV   Contributory 

 Verandah recessed under main 
roof form 

 Verandah has bullnose roof 

 Tripartite window in front wing 

Black Street 

1 

House 

       Non Contributory 

2 

House 

1890/00 WB H&G  RV OF  Contributory 

 House faces Black Street and 
Thomson Street 

 Verandah recessed under main 
roof form 

 Return verandah around corner 

 

Abbreviations  

WB  weatherboard 

BK  brick 

MC  modern cladding (vinyl, aluminium or spray finish) 

G  gabled roof 

H  hipped roof 

CGI  corrugated galvanised iron 

CB  colorbond 

OMR  other metal roof material 

G & H  combination gable and hipped roof 

PV  projecting verandah 
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RV  recessed verandah 

NV  No verandah 

OF  Original fence 

RF  Reproduction fence 

NF  No fence 

IF  Inappropriate or unsympathetic fence 

 

 

 

SIGNIFICANT BUILDINGS IN THE 

PRECINCT 

 

All Saints Anglican Church, 18 Burke 

Street, Terang 

 

 
ALL SAINTS CHURCH, TERANG  ca. 1940  

State Library of Victoria Collection 

 

 
ALL SAINT’S ANGLICAN CHURCH, 2012  

 

Description and Significance  

 

All Saints is a modest building of timber 

construction. An early photo shows it to be an 

attractive small church with decorative 

bargeboards and a small entry porch. In 1909 

a Guild Room was added to the Church and in 

1919 a further two rooms were added to create 

a church hall as part of the All Saint’s complex. 

At some later stage the church building has 

undergone further extensive alterations. The 

original small porch has been replaced by a 

much larger one which now dominates the 

western elevation. The building has been 

reclad and the decorative bargeboards whilst 

still there are largely hidden behind the new 

porch. At some time the fence has also been 

removed. 

 

All Saint’s Anglican Church is of historic 

significance as the first purpose built Anglican 

Church in the district. Its construction and 

move to its current site demonstrate the 

growth in importance of the then Church of 

England in the town as the pastoral properties 

were subdivided and the district population 

grew. The selection of this site at the southern 

end of a new residential subdivision is 

indicative of the church’s links to the growing 

community of Terang. 

 

The building is of architectural importance as a 

small gothic inspired timber building in a 

prominent location.  

 

It is of social importance to Terang as a 

symbol of the growth of Anglicanism in the 

district. Up until 1886 there had been no active 

Church of England in Terang and it wasn’t until 

18 years later that Terang was able to 

establish its own Parish. 

 

Shop, 1 Thomson Street 

 

 
SHOPS, 1 THOMSON STREET. 

 

This simple and renovated group of shops 

feature large glazed Victorian/Edwardian 

shopfronts and a substantial verandah over 

the footpath. The remainder of the building is 
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clad in weatherboards and it has a corrugated 

iron roof. 

The building is important as the sole remaining 

evidence of commercial activity in this precinct 

and as a typical early shop complex. 

 

Thomson Street Avenue 

 

 
 

Description & Significance 

 

From the southern point to the railway crossing 

the plantings are London Planes (Plantanus 

acerifolia), whilst from the railway north the 

plantings are Cottonwoods (populus deltoids). 

Thomson Street forms the southern section of 

the Terang- Mortlake Road and the views to 

the north feature the prominent Mt Noorat 

 

This avenue is of significance to the Shire of 

Corangamite as one of a series of substantial 

planted avenues in Terang. These avenues 

are a major feature of the town and are 

indicative of the growth and confidence of the 

town in the later years of the nineteenth 

century and beginning of the twentieth century. 
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1.10 Terang Bradshaws Hill Residential Precinct 
 

        
9 SEYMOUR STREET             MASONIC HALL, 6 WARRNAMBOOL ROAD 

 

 
 

 

HISTORY 

 

The Glenormiston run was the first land taken 

up In the district, by Frederick Taylor on behalf 

of Messrs McKillop and Smith in 1839. In 

January 1840 the property was acquired by 

Niel Black and Co, a partnership formed by 

Black in Scotland. Donald McNicol an 

employee of Nlel Black built a hut on the banks 

of Lake Terang in 1840 The lake was then a 

beautiful sheet of water having a maximum 

depth of 21 feel and stretching almost from tho 

Dixie Road to the \\'arrnambool Road. 

Surrounded by trees, ti-trees and ferns so that 

it was difficult to glimpse the water, so dense 

was the timber, 'Many Aboriginal people were 

about and their mia mlas dotted the banks of 

the lake. 

 

In 1855 Terang was surveyed und the first sale 

of township allotments took place in the same 

year. The slow growth of the town Is best 

illustrated by the fact that In 1857 there were 

four houses in Terang and 25 years later there 

were still only 600 people residing in the town 

area. The town slowly grew until the 

subdivision of the large pastoral estates. 

Glenormiston was broken up in 1889 with 

Keilambete and Mt Noorat following soon after. 

These subdivisions created a multitude of 

smaller dairy farms which in turn supplied the 

newly established butter factories and 

creameries. It also led to a greater density of 

population in the surrounding districts with a 

corresponding growth of the town in order to 

provide services to this population. 
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Clearly the Bradshaw’s Hill Residential 

Precinct was a preferred location for 

substantial houses several of which still stand. 

By and large these, like many other residences 

in the town were built in the last years of the 

nineteenth century or early years of the 

twentieth century. With them came substantial 

plantings, which form part of the significant 

collection of trees in the town. 

 

The house at 1 Seymour Street was built as a 

teacher’s residence in 1928. 

 

The Masonic Lodge started life as the Bible 

Christian Church, a branch of what was to 

become, the Methodist Church in 1902. It was 

constructed in 1863 and was used for the first 

Wesleyan Methodist service in Terang in 1866.  

The Bible Christians merged with various other 

branches of Methodism to create the 

Methodist Church in 1902. The building was 

sold to the Masonic Lodge sometime soon 

after this and on the 21st September, 1905, the 

old Terang church was consecrated as the 

Terang Masonic Lodge. The two additional 

buildings were added in the early years of the 

twentieth century. In 1912 the present lodge 

room (town end) was built as a cost of 

£586.This room was dedicated on 16th July 

1914. On 15th November 1928 the present 

supper room at the western end, was opened 

with a concert and dance. The cost of this 

extension was approximately £800.00. 

 

The Bible Christian Church is the earliest 

building in the Precinct and perhaps the oldest 

surviving building in the town. 

 

DESCRIPTION 

 

The Warrnambool Road Residential Precinct is 

dominated by the Seymour Street hill and the 

large villas on large vegetated blocks of land 

towards the top of the hill. The house at 9 

Seymour Street and the large villa at 1A 

Prince’s Highway (Warrnambool Road) being 

the most substantial. A series of more modest 

houses are built along the north side of the 

Prince’s Highway and elevated above it. They 

were all built around 1900. They command 

views across the extension of the High Street 

Avenue of oaks to the Primary School and the 

dry bed of Lake Terang. Towards the lower 

end of Seymour Street are several later and 

more modest houses. 

 

The Avenue of oaks which is an extension of 

the High Street median strip avenue is one of 

the most significant features of the precinct. 

 

STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE 

 

What is significant? 

The Bradshaw’s Hill Residential Precinct is an 

area of houses built on the side of the 

Seymour Street hill, including some of the 

more substantial houses in the town. The 

contributory places include the properties at 1, 

1A, 7 and 9 Seymour Street, 6, 8, 10, 12 and 

14 Warrnambool Road and the avenue of oaks 

extending from the High Street intersection to 

McWilliam Street. 

 

How is it significant? 

The Bradshaw’s Hill Residential Precinct is of 

local historic, aesthetic and social significance 

to the Shire of Corangamite. 

 

Why is it significant? 

The precinct is historically significant as an 

indicator of the growing wealth of Terang as it 

developed as a major western district town in 

the early years of the twentieth century. This 

development occurred after the break up of the 

large pastoral properties into smaller dairy 

farms and the consequent growth of Terang as 

an important service town for the much larger 

population required to manage these new 

farms and the local dairy industry. Bradshaws 

Hill contains a group of substantial houses 

built around 1900. These houses would 

appear to have been the homes of the more 

well to do merchants and professional people 

of the town, including the Bradshaw family who 

resided at Yallara, 9 Seymour Street. 

Bradshaw and Montgomery was one of the 

most significant merchant firms in the district 

and Joseph Montgomery was a prominent 

citizen in the town, being described as the 

unofficial mayor of the town when he died in 

1934. His community work was continued by 

his daughter Mary into the early years of the 

21st century. After her death the Avenue of 

oaks in High Street was named the Mary 

Bradshaw Avenue in her honour. Rosebank at 

1A Seymour Street was the home of E J Kelly, 

another prominent businessman in the town. 

He was a Hampden Shire councillor for 25 

years and Shire President three times. The 

establishment of the former Bible Christian 

Church in Tobin Street and its redevelopment 
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as the Masonic Hall are themselves actions of 

considerable historic significance. 

 

The precinct is architecturally significant for its 

grander architectural form. Unlike other 

residential precincts in the town the design of 

these houses, whilst obeying common turn of 

the century architectural idioms are one off 

designs with some pretensions  

 

The precinct is aesthetically significant for its 

avenue of oaks along the Warrnambool Road 

and substantial trees associated with the 

properties on the Seymour Street hill. 

 

The precinct is of social significance for its 

association with the merchants and 

professional classes of the developing town, in 

particular the Bradshaw and Kelly families. 

The establishment of the Bible Christian 

Church and successively the Masonic Hall in 

the Precinct are additional actions of 

considerable social significance. 

 

REFERENCES 

 

R A McAlpine; The Shire of Hampden, 1863 – 

1963; compiled for the Shire of Hampden on 

the occasion of its centenary; Terang Express; 

1963 

Terang Historical Society; Terang Through the 

Years: A Pictorial History, Vols 1 - 3; Terang 

Historical Society; Star Printing; 2009. 

Camperdown Chronicle; 31, May, 1934 

 

CONTRIBUTORY BUILDING CRITERIA 

 

Contributory buildings to the Precinct include:  

 All intact nineteenth and early 
twentieth century residential buildings,  

 The Masonic Hall 
 

Residence, 1 Seymour St 

 

 
 

A small weatherboard house dating from 1928, 

when it was built as a teacher’s residence. It 

has a hipped roof, clad in corrugated 

galvanised iron. It features a central front 

portico with timber latticework between the 

columns and on the balustrading. It has a 

timber picket fence. 

 

This is of architectural importance as a well 

designed cottage, constructed on a subdivided 

allotment from what was otherwise a precinct 

of large allotments and houses from earlier in 

the twentieth century. 

 

Residence, Rosebank, 1A Seymour Street. 

 

This substantial late Victorian cement 

rendered villa constructed in a prominent 

position above the Warrnambool Road was the 

home of local businessman and Hampden 

Shire Councillor, E J Kelly and his family.  

 

It is one of the most substantial houses in 

Terang and features a prominent corrugated 

iron clad verandah on four sides, floored with 

encaustic tiles and supported on cast iron 

columns and featuring lacework decoration. 

The house has a large hipped roof clad in 

slate. 

 

The house is approached up a long drive from 

the Warrnambool Road and is surrounded by 

an extensive garden leading down to the 

frontage on Warrnambool road. It features a 

number of large and significant trees. 

 

Residence, 3, Seymour Street – non 

contributory 

 

Residence, 5 Seymour Street – non 

contributory 

 

Residence, 7 Seymour St 

 

 
 

A cement rendered house probably built in the 

period 1890 – 1900. It features a semi-

octagonal bay with an octagonal hipped roof. 

The roof of the house is a mixture of hips and 

gables. It has a recessed verandah which 
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features elaborate timber valence decoration. 

It has a modern fence. 

7 Seymour Street is a substantial villa typical 

of the period of development of this precinct. It 

is significant for its demonstration of 

architectural features typical of the time and 

indicative of the grander residential buildings 

constructed in this important residential area.  

 

Residence, Yallara, 9 Seymour St, 

 

 
 

Yallara was the home of the eminent 

Bradshaw family and it is this property after 

which the precinct is named. It is a large red 

brick Edwardian house sited on the top of the 

hill. It features a jerkin headed roof clad in 

corrugated galvanised iron with a substantial 

red brick and stucco chimney. The house 

features a projecting central bay with a gable 

roof on the front elevation. The verandah 

extends around three sides of the house 

broken by the central bay and features turned 

timber columns and timber valence decoration. 

It is set well back on the allotment with an 

avenue of elm trees on the street frontage. 

This was a clearly identified and important 

house in the town of Terang. Not only is it of 

substantial construction (many houses 

constructed at this time were weatherboard – 

see Thomson Street and Lyons Street 

Precincts), but was sited to look over the town 

and for the town to look up at it. 

 

Residence, 14 Warrnambool Road 

 

 
 

This substantial weatherboard house with 

block faced boards to the front elevation was 

probably built between 1890 and 1900. It 

features a projecting room with a decorated 

gable end (barge boards and finial) facing the 

street. This elevation features a skillion 

hooded window. The roof is a combination of 

hips and gables and is clad in corrugated 

galvanised iron. The verandah is recessed 

with cast iron valence decoration. The house is 

now largely hidden by an overgrown hedge, 

but features two lych gates located at the 

centre and eastern end of the frontage. 

This is one of a series of significant villas built 

in the late nineteenth and early twentieth 

century along the Warrnambool Road and at 

the bottom of Bradshaw’s Hill. It is important 

as a substantial and seemingly intact 

weatherboard house. 

 

Residence, 12 Warrnambool Road 

 

 
 

This weatherboard villa is typical for Terang. 

Built around the 1900s it has a hipped and 

gable corrugated galvanised iron roof. The 

recessed verandah returns down the eastern 

elevation. The verandah features cast iron 

valence decoration in a pattern typical of the 

early twentieth century. The balustrading is 

timber sitting on a brick base. The house is set 

back from and at an angle to the street 

frontage behind a modern fence. 

This is one of a series of significant villas built 

in the late nineteenth and early twentieth 

century along the Warrnambool Road and at 

the bottom of Bradshaw’s Hill. It is important 

as a substantial and intact weatherboard 

house. 

 

10 Warrnambool Road 
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This weatherboard villa features a hipped roof 

clad in corrugated galvanised iron. It was 

probably constructed in the 1900s. It features 

a projecting verandah supported on timber 

posts with decorative timber valences and 

simple timber vertical balustrading. It has been 

altered by the insertion of aluminium windows, 

but otherwise appears to be intact and in good 

condition. It is set close to the street behind a 

sympathetic picket fence. 

This is one of a series of significant villas built 

in the late nineteenth and early twentieth 

century along the Warrnambool Road and at 

the bottom of Bradshaw’s Hill. It is important 

as a substantial and largely intact 

weatherboard house. 

 

Residence, Codham 

8 Warrnambool Road 

 

 
 

 
CODHAM, from Terang through the Years Vol2 

 

This weatherboard villa was constructed for E I 

Backhouse in 1900. An early photo shows it 

set in a substantial garden and obviously 

several years after construction. It remains 

much the same to this day with a large hipped 

roof with a projecting dormer window. The roof 

is clad in corrugated galvanised iron and has 

several substantial brick and stucco chimneys. 

The verandah extends around 3 sides of the 

house with substantial cast iron valence 

decoration, but no balustrading (it appears that 

it never had any). It is set back from the street 

behind a reproduction timber picket fence 

This is one of a series of significant villas built 

in the late nineteenth and early twentieth 

century along the Warrnambool Road and at 

the bottom of Bradshaw’s Hill. It is important 

as a substantial and largely intact 

weatherboard house. 

 

Masonic Hall 

6 Warrnambool Road 

 

 
 

 
FORMER BIBLE CHRISTIAN CHURCH 

from Terang through the Years Vol1 

 

The Masonic Lodge is three buildings. The 

original or middle section is a brick building 

(now painted) constructed as the Bible 

Christian Church in 1863. The building was 

sold to the Masonic Lodge sometime after 

1902 and on the 21st September, 1905, the old 

Terang church was consecrated as the Terang 

Masonic Lodge. The two additional buildings 

were added in the early years of the twentieth 

century. In 1912 the present lodge room (town 

end) was built as a cost of £586.This room 

was dedicated on 16th July 1914. On 15th  

November 1928 the present supper room at 

the western end, was opened with a concert 

and dance. The cost of this extension was 

approximately £800.00... 

The Masonic Lodge is historically important 

both as a remnant of one of the earliest 

churches in Terang. It appears that for 

sometime the town was served by 

Presbyterian, Catholic and Bible Christian 

congregations. The portions of this building 

that were built as a church remain as the last 

survivor of the early church buildings in the 

town. It was the first protestant church in the 

town and was used by all denominations for a 

period. The Bible Christians united with the 

new Methodist Church of Australia in 1902 and 
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ultimately moved to the Methodist Church 

(now the Uniting Church in Ewing Street. 

However, it is also important as the site of 

worship for other congregations. The Church 

of England (All Saints) congregation 

worshipped there between 1893 and 1898; it 

was used by the Salvation Army for a period. It 

is also important as the centre of the Masonic 

Lodge for most of the twentieth century. 

The building is a solid if unpretentious 

construction and makes a positive contribution 

to the precinct. It is at a scale which sits 

comfortably with the residential character of 

the rest of the precinct. 

 

Residence, 5 Tobin Street – Non 

Contributory 
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2 INDIVIDUAL PLACES 
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2.1 Former Berrybank State School 

No. 3639 
 

  
WEST ELEVATION    

 

 
SOUTH EAST VIEW 

 

LOCATION 

7772 Hamilton Highway, Berrybank 

 

FORMER NAMES 

 

ITEM GROUP 

Education 

 

ITEM TYPE 

School – State (Public) 

 

ARCHITECT/DESIGNERS 

Public Works Department 

 

ARCHITECTURAL STYLES 

Federation/Edwardian 

 

BUILDER/MAKERS 

 

CONTEXTUAL HISTORY 

 

The pastoral run now known as Berry Bank 

was called Gherangemarajah until 1860 when 

J G Mack took over the lease of the property. 

Berrybank was the name of his familiy’s 

property in Berwickshire.  

 

The township ultimately took the same name 

but described itself as one word “Berrybank” 

rather than the two words of the pastoral 

property. 

PLACE HISTORY 

 

With the closer settlement of the district in the 

early years of the twentieth century there was 

considerable pressure for the establishment of 

a local school, Joseph Mack (son of J G Mack) 

of the Berry Bank run wrote to the Education 

Department in 1907 offering a building and 

land for the purpose. Apparently both he and 

the local MLA, D S Oman made numerous 

representations to the Department, but it 

continued to prefer to pay travelling expenses 

for children to attend either the Lismore or 

Foxhow schools. This continued until a 

building was leased from Joseph Mack in 

1909. 

 

According to Mack this was used until the 

Department bought the current site on the 

Hamilton Highway from J A Sutherland in 1911 

and shifted the old Cressy School building to 

the site. According to Vision and Realisation 

the school commenced on 1st February 1910. 

The Head Teacher, Miss Annie Birch began 

with an enrolment of 19 children.  

The present timber building is the second on 

this site. After classes had been held in a 

shearer’s hut (presumably the building leased 

from Joseph Mack), the former Cressy School 

was set up in 1911 and after The great fires of 

January 1944, which swept across the 

Western District plains destroyed this, another 

second-hand building, which had previously 

been SS748 at Dereel was moved to the site. 

The Dereel School had been constructed in 

1908.  

 

The Department bought a teacher’s residence 

in 1955.  

 

The first chairman of the Committee was 

Joseph Mack, the first Correspondent D. 

McDonald.  

 

The school closed circa 1990. and today is the 

Berrybank Community Hall. 

 

 

REFERENCES 

 

Joseph Mack; Chain of Ponds; Neptune Press 

Pty Ltd, Newtown, Vic; 1883 

Vision and Realisation Vol 2. p. 957 and p1021 

(Information provided by G. J. Bergin). 
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PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION 

 

The former school stands on a large plot of 

land with sugar gum screening along the 

boundaries and a significant cypress tree to 

the east of the main school building. The 

complex consists of the school house, a toilet 

block, probably dating from the 1950s and a 

shelter shed. 

 

The school house is a standard Public Works 

Department school design from the period. It is 

of timber framed and weatherboard 

construction with a high gable roof clad in 

corrugated galvanised iron. It features an 

entrance porch and one school room. This 

room is lit from 3 large windows in the east 

elevation and 2 windows in the west elevation. 

All are finished with nineteenth century 

architraves and mouldings. 

 

The interior is largely intact with blackboards 

and original finishes. 

 

 

STATEMENT OF CULTURAL HERITAGE 

SIGNIFICANCE 

 

What is significant? 

The former Berrybank State School at 7772 

Hamilton Highway, including the whole 

allotment, the boundary plantings of Sugar 

Gums, the Cypress Tree and the shelter shed 

(the toilet block is not considered significant). 

 

How is it significant? 

The former Berrybank State School is 

historically, socially and architecturally 

important to the Corangamite Shire. 

 

 

Why is it significant? 

The former Berrybank State School at 7772 

Hamilton Highway is of historic importance as 

a surviving element of the early town of 

Berrybank which grew as a settlement in the 

early years of the twentieth century. The 

subdivision of larger properties, such as Berry 

Bank resulted in an increased population in the 

district and a consequent need for additional 

school premises. This is the third building that 

has served the education needs of the 

Berrybank community. The first was a building 

located on the Berry Bank Estate. This was 

used until 1911 when a school building was 

moved from Cressy to the current site. That 

building was destroyed in the 1944 bush fires 

and the current building was moved from 

Dereel to the site. This building had been 

constructed at Dereel in 1908. The building is 

now used as a the Berrybank community hall. 

(Criteria A & B) 

 

The former Berrybank State School at 7772 

Hamilton Highway is of social importance as a 

continuing central part of the Berrybank 

community and the source of education for 

many students from the surrounding district. It 

continues to play an important role as the local 

community hall. (Criterion G) 

 

The former Berrybank State School at 7772 

Hamilton Highway is of architectural 

importance as a relatively intact example of a 

standard Education and Public Works 

Department design for a single teacher school. 

Despite having been moved to the site from 

Dereel in 1944 it retains most of the standard 

features of this design with large multi-paned 

windows facing the east, an entry porch and 

store room and intact blackboards and interior 

fittings. (Criteria D & E) 
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Recommended Extent – Berrybank State School 
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2.2 Berrybank Homestead 

Complex 
 

 
MANAGERS RESIDENCE WITH 

ATTACHED DIRECTOR’S FLAT 

 

 
HARNESS ROOM, OFFICE 

WORKSHOP, STABLES AND 

PROVISION STORES  

 

 
TANK 

 

 
TRITON MACHINERY SHED 

 

 
SHEARING SHED 

 

LOCATION 

8004 Hamilton Highway, 

Berrybank 

 

FORMER NAMES 

Gherangermarajah 

 

ITEM GROUP 

Farming and Grazing 

 

ITEM TYPE 

Homestead Complex 

 

ARCHITECT/DESIGNERS 

Davidson and Henderson (storeroom 

building and woolshed) 

 

ARCHITECTURAL STYLES 

Victorian Period 

Mid Twentieth century 

 

BUILDER/MAKERS 

 

 

CONTEXTUAL HISTORY 

 

The first white settlement to the district 

encompassing Corangamite Shire came in 

the form of pastoralists establishing 

themselves on vast tracts of land. By the 

mid 1840s most of the grazeable land 

throughout the Corangamite Shire had 

been claimed and the pastoral claims 

licensed. The land to the south which was 

to become known as the Heytesbury 

Forest was not cleared and farmed until 

much later. However the initial squatters 

often moved on, selling their licenses to 

others. For example, Gerangemarajah 

(later to be known as Berry Bank) passed 

through 3 owners between 1840 and 1851 

when it was acquired by James and 

Thomas Austin and they installed their 

brother-in-law, Joseph Gardiner Mack as 

manager; Glenormiston was in the hands 

of 2 partnerships before Niel Black 

acquired it for himself and his partners 

under the name of Niel Black and Co. A 

number of these squatters were of 

particular significance within the current 

Corangamite Shire; the Manifold brothers 

at Purrumbete, Dr Daniel Curdie at 

Tandarook, Niel Black at Glenormiston, 

John Thomson at Keilambete, Peter 

McArthur at Meningoort and Nicholas Cole 

at Cloven Hills.  
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The initial homestead buildings were 

simple and vernacular in nature, log or 

slab huts where timber was plentiful or 

wattle and daub, roofed in bark and in 

some cases thatch. In these early days the 

squatters had little security of tenure and it 

is likely that even with the lack of 

resources the squatters were not 

interested in making a substantial 

investment in the form of buildings 

(although the prerequisite for gaining any 

security of their Pre-emptive.Rights was to 

demonstrate the presence of 

improvements on the land). Their first 

objective certainly would have been about 

building their stock levels and gaining a 

return from the land. 

By the late nineteenth century the pastoral 

landscape remained largely unchanged 

despite official efforts to open the country 

up to closer settlement. The land was 

primarily used for grazing sheep and cattle 

and the grasslands had been converted to 

pastures known to the squatters and 

suitable for their introduced species of 

sheep and cattle. The original squatter 

families had, however, grown and there 

had been a need to divide up properties or 

acquire additional property to 

accommodate the next generation. 

Perhaps the best known example of this 

was Purrumbete where holdings known as 

Talindert, Danedite and Wiridgil were 

established to accommodate the sons of 

John Manifold. At Glenormiston Niel 

Black’s partnership dissolved in 1868 and 

that property of 43,500 acres was divided 

into 3 large properties; The Sisters, Mt 

Noorat (which Black took) and 

Glenormiston. 

At Meningoort Peter McArthur had sired 

11 children (9 survived him) and at the 

time of his death in 1897 the property was 

divided in two with his eldest son, J N 

McArthur inheriting the northern portion 

(known as Meningoort) and the remaining 

sons dividing up the southern portion 

which was initially know as Warwarick (it 

was subdivided in 1904). 

It wasn’t until the 1860s and 70s that the 

wealth of the pastoralists was translated 

into significant buildings. It is telling that 

the new homestead constructed at Berry 

Bank in 1851 was claimed to be the first 

two storey house in the district. The early 

years had been focused on establishing 

the economic basis of the pastoral industry 

and surviving difficult economic times. By 

the 1860s these pastoralists could see 

their way clear to invest in comforts for 

themselves and their families. The large 

and imposing homestead complexes that 

they built for themselves across the plains 

remain today as important reminders of 

the contribution of these pioneers to the 

development of the Western District. 

The 1890s and early years of the twentieth 

century saw the subdivision of these 

properties for closer settlement. In the 

northern parts of the Shire the smaller 

farms derived from these subdivisions 

were focused on the growing and 

harvesting of grain, whilst in the central 

and southern areas of the Shire the new 

farms were much smaller and engaged in 

dairying, a new industry that had quickly 

assumed great economic importance to 

the district. These subdivisions and closer 

settlement greatly changed the landscape, 

with more fences, new plantings, more 

buildings, roads and of course the growth 

of existing towns like Camperdown, 

Terang, Lismore, Skipton and Cobden and 

the springing up of a myriad of smaller 

towns and settlements. 

 

PLACE HISTORY 

 

Gherangermarajah was first taken up by 

David Carfrae early in 1840. At that time 

consisting of more than 19,000 acres. It 

was transferred to Charles Augustus 

Synnot in 1843 and then to Captain 

Francis Ormond in 1848. In January 1851 

James and Thomas Austin (of Barwon 

Park) took over the lease. At that stage it’s 

neighbours were John and Thomas Brown 

at the Mt Elephant Estate, which was later 

broken up creating the well known 

Titanga, Gala, Larra and Ettrick runs. To 

the south was Oliphant’s and Robertson’s 

Little Corangamite (or Kinloch Abbert) run, 

to be later renamed Gnarpurt by the 

Manifold family when they acquired it in 

1885. To the north was Tennant’s and 

Lyon’s Gnarkeet run. Joseph Gardiner 

Mack, the brother-in-law of the Austin 

brothers was sent to manage the property. 

On 7 February, 1851 Mack, his wife Anna 

(sister of the Austin brothers) and seven 

children set out from Barwon Park for their 

new home. 
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Joseph Gardiner Mack had a patchy 

history of success in the Australian 

colonies. He commenced by leasing 

farmland in Tasmania, was twice declared 

bankrupt and moved to Victoria and 

amongst other occupations owned and ran 

a hotel in Geelong. It would seem that his 

marriage to Anna Austin was fortuitous 

and allowed them to share in and 

participate in the Austin’s lucrative pastoral 

activities  

 

The original homestead was a timber 

framed structure of 4 rooms, rough 

plastered and whitewashed on the outside 

and lined and papered on the inside with a 

bark roof. The most impressive aspect of 

the homestead seems to have been the 

large garden with many fruit trees. 

 

Almost immediately construction of a new 

house commenced. It was constructed of 

bluestone and reputed to be the first two 

storey house built in the Western District. 

Joseph Mack in “Chain of Ponds” 

suggests that the architects were 

Backhouse and Reynolds of Geelong. and 

he quotes Jane Caverhill (nee Mack) who 

described it in the following terms (she 

was 10 years old when construction 

started): 

 

What a wonderful house- that was 

thought by everybody in the district. 

Two stories and good attics with 

windows in the roof with gable tops; 

there was not such another to be 

seen, but we soon filled it and best of 

all had a wooden kitchen and skillion 

servants’ rooms at the back and then 

they were pulled down and a second 

half built. 

 

Mack recalls it as consisting of four large 

rooms on the ground floor with a central 

entrance hall. Upstairs there were six 

bedrooms and the bathroom with a steep 

stair leading to two tiny attic servants’ 

rooms. (p84). At p85 he includes a sketch 

plan of the house. 

 

Joseph Mack took over the lease of the 

property from his brother’s-in-law in 1860 

and decided to change its name from 

Gherangermarajah to Berry Bank after the 

home farm in Berwickshire. However he 

translated the new name into two words, 

unlike the one word of its namesake. 

 

By 1861 he had also taken over the lease 

of the adjoining Gnarkeet run. This 

established him as a major landholder in 

the colony, controlling no less than 47,400 

acres. By this time he and Anna had 10 

children, 5 daughters and 5 sons. Joseph 

Jnr was their second son and sixth child 

and after his father’s death in 1868 he took 

over the management of the Berry Bank 

and Gnarkeet properties under the 

guidance of the Trustees of the J G Mack 

Estate.  

 

In February 1872 the Gnarkeet run was 

sold and Berry Bank put up for sale. 

Following it failing to reach the reserve 

price Joseph Jnr purchased its 15,450 

acres himself. Joseph had married Helen 

Dodds of Poligolet Station at Darlington in 

1869 and by 1895 had produced 11 

children. From the time of his purchase of 

the land from his father’s estate he was 

free to run the property in his own way. His 

brothers and sisters moved on to other 

ventures. His older brother Austin 

continued to pursue pastoral activities, 

including for a time owning Terricks 

station, nearby. 

 

Berry Bank was to develop a reputation as 

a superior sheep stud and it won over 300 

prizes in NSW and Victoria including the 

Grand Championship at the Australian 

Sheepbreeders’ Show in Melbourne. The 

Berry Bank stud was discontinued in 1919 

and from that point the property 

specialized in the breeding of Lincoln-

Merino crossbreds.  

 

At the time of J G Mack’s death in 1868 

the main house was as it had been built in 

1851. In 1874 the bluestone building, 

housing the harness room, workshop, 

office, stables and storeroom was built to a 

design of Geelong architects, Davidson 

and Henderson. They had also been 

responsible for the design of the woolshed 

constructed in 1869. The shearing shed 

was originally built as a 16 stand shed and 

in 1905 was one of the first to see the use 

of a shearing machine. This reduced it to 

12 stands and later it became 6 stands. 
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By the turn of the nineteenth century the 

move to closer settlement of the Western 

District was proceeding apace. The first 

major sale of Berry Bank lands took place 

in 1903. By 1907 Joseph Mack had sold 

10,070 acres in small farms and greatly 

reduced the number of stock. The new 

owners of these farms were primarily 

involved in growing cereal crops (wheat, 

oats and barley). By 1915 Berry Bank 

consisted of 7,159 acres. Sales of smaller 

blocks continued and in 1921 Joseph 

formed the Berry Bank Pastoral Company 

giving his 11 children equal shares in the 

remnant property. 

 

In January 1944 fires raged across the 

Western District plains causing great 

losses to property and stock. The town of 

Lismore was largely wiped out and Berry 

Bank lost the main house and other 

buildings and stock. The woolshed and 

1874 storeroom survived. 

 

Following the fires a new manager’s house 

was constructed along with a new 

Shearer’s quarters and house for the Mack 

family. By this stage the property was but 

a shadow of its former self. 
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PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION 

 

The Berry Bank run as it now stands is a 

large property used for grazing and 

cropping. The areas of heritage 

significance are the homestead block and 

the woolshed and surrounds. 

 

The former consists of remnant nineteenth 

century structures in the bluestone 

storehouse, a roofed well or tank, the mid 

twentieth century weatherboard managers 

residence, the Triton machinery shed, a 

derelict twentieth century house, remnants 

of the original homestead garden and 

orchard (including a hexagonal gazebo) 

and various modern machinery sheds. 

 

The storehouse is a simple rectangular 

building with a hipped galvanized iron roof. 

It consists of five spaces, including a 

stables, harness room workshop and 

office. Joseph Mack records that it also 

contained a bedroom for the station 

foreman. The sturdy bluestone chimney at 

the southern end would indicate some 

form of domestic use. 

 

The tank is covered with a gable 

corrugated galvanised iron (cgi) roof and 

sits directly opposite the storehouse. 

 

The manager’s house is a substantial 

weatherboard structure with hipped roofs 

clad in cement tiles. It was built on the site 

of the 1851 homestead. 

 

The woolshed complex consists of the 

1869 bluestone woolshed, the ruins of the 

bluestone shearer’s quarters (away from 

the shed) and the more modern asbestos 

cement clad shearer’s quarters. The 

woolshed consists of two main wings with 

galvanized iron skillion attachments. The 

main north south wing has a hipped roof 

clad in corrugated galvanised iron and the 

transverse wing built to the east is gable 

roofed and also clad in corrugated 

galvanised iron. The shed is surrounded 

by timber and galvanised pipe yards.  

 

STATEMENT OF CULTURAL HERITAGE 

SIGNIFICANCE 

 

What is significant? 

The Berry Bank homestead complex, 

consisting of the original homestead site 

and in particular the remnants of the 

nineteenth century garden (including the 

gazebo) and orchard; the 1874 

storehouse, the roofed tank and the Triton 

machinery shed, the Berry Bank woolshed 

complex, including the 1869 woolshed and 

associated yards, the ruins of the 

bluestone shearer’s quarters and the mid 

twentieth century shearer’s quarters. 

 

How is it significant? 

Berry Bank homestead and woolshed 

complexes are historically, socially and 
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architecturally important to the 

Corangamite Shire. 

 

Why is it significant? 

The Berry Bank homestead and woolshed 

complexes are important as remnants of 

an early and substantial pastoral run in 

western Victoria. Originally taken up in 

1840 it was to become one of Victoria’s 

most significant sheep breeding 

properties. It reached its position of 

prominence under the management and 

later the ownership and management of 

Joseph Gardiner Mack and after his death 

his second son Joseph Mack. They and 

their large families (ten and eleven 

children respectively) developed the 

pastoral lands (at one stage spread over 

47,400 acres of Berry Bank and 

Gnarkeet), built a large bluestone 

homestead (destroyed in the 1944 fires) 

and associated gardens and orchards and 

built a woolshed complex of sixteen stands 

to manage their prize winning flocks 

(Criteria A & C) 

 

Berry Bank is socially important as the 

home of an influential and prominent 

Victorian family of the nineteenth century. 

Joseph Mack Jnr was a councilor of the 

Shire of Hampden for fourteen years, 

including two years as its President. He 

was appointed a Licensing Magistrate at 

Rokewood in 1877 and subsequently was 

appointed a Justice of the Peace. The 

property was also important as a centre of 

the local community. Until the post office 

was opened at the Berrybank township the 

homestead provided postal facilities. For 

many years Berry Bank was an official 

weather recording station with Joseph and 

later his son Stanley maintaining records 

of rainfall and weather conditions. Joseph 

also played an important role in the 

establishment of a school at Berrybank. 

With the closer settlement of the district in 

the early years of the twentieth century he 

lobbied for the provision of educational 

facilities. In 1909 he leased a building to 

the Education Department for that purpose 

and it continued as a school until 1911 

when the Department bought land in 

Berrybank and moved the former Cressy 

school building to the site. (Criterion H)  

 

Particular buildings (the storehouse and 

woolshed) in the complex have 

architectural significance as a result of 

their association with prominent Geelong 

architects, Davidson and Henderson. They 

are both relatively modest and 

unpretentious bluestone structures, but 

demonstrate the ability of these architects 

to address the practical nature of such 

buildings. Whilst of no particular 

architectural significance the shearer’s 

quarters are important as part of the 

complex of buildings necessary to service 

a significant sheep breeding and wool 

producing property. (Criteria D & E) 
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PROPOSED EXTENT OF HERITAGE OVERLAY FOR BERRYBANK HOMESTEAD COMPLEX DEFINED BY WHITE 

BORDER 
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2.3 Warwarick Homestead Complex 
 

 
NORTH EAST VIEW, 2012 

   

 
FRONT (NORTH) ELEVATION, 2012 

 

 
SERVICE WING, 2012 

 

 
STABLES, 2012 

 

 
ELM IN STABLE YARD, 2012  

 
STABLES PLAQUE 

 

 
1972 IMAGE OF STABLES (COLLINS 

COLLECTION, SLV) 

 

 
1972 NORTH ELEVATION (COLLINS 

COLLECTION; SLV) 

 

 
1972 SERVICE WING (COLLINS  

COLLECTION; SLV) 

 

LOCATION 

Warwarick Homestead Complex, 315 

Darlington Road, Bookar 

 

FORMER NAMES 

 

ITEM GROUP 

Farming and Grazing 

 

ITEM TYPE 

Homestead Complex 

 

ARCHITECT/DESIGNERS 
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ARCHITECTURAL STYLES 

Edwardian – Queen Anne 

 

BUILDER/MAKERS 

 

CONTEXTUAL HISTORY 

 

The first white settlement to the district 

encompassing Corangamite Shire came in the 

form of pastoralists establishing themselves on 

vast tracts of land. By the mid 1840s most of 

the grazeable land throughout the 

Corangamite Shire had been claimed and the 

pastoral claims licensed. The land to the 

south, which was to become known as the 

Heytesbury Forest was not cleared and farmed 

until much later. However the initial squatters 

often moved on, selling their licenses to 

others. For example, Gerangemarajah (later to 

be known as Berry Bank) passed through 3 

owners between 1840 and 1851 when it was 

acquired by James and Thomas Austin and 

they installed their brother-in-law, Joseph 

Gardiner Mack as manager; Glenormiston was 

in the hands of 2 partnerships before Niel 

Black acquired it for himself and his partners 

under the name of Niel Black and Co. A 

number of these squatters were of particular 

significance within the current Corangamite 

Shire; the Manifold brothers at Purrumbete, Dr 

Daniel Curdie at Tandarook, Niel Black at 

Glenormiston, John Thomson at Keilambete, 

Peter McArthur at Meningoort and Nicholas 

Cole at Cloven Hills.  

The initial homestead buildings were simple 

and vernacular in nature, log or slab huts 

where timber was plentiful or wattle and daub, 

roofed in bark and in some cases thatch. In 

these early days the squatters had little 

security of tenure and it is likely that even with 

the lack of resources the squatters were not 

interested in making a substantial investment 

in the form of buildings (although the 

prerequisite for gaining any security of their 

Pre-emptive. Rights was to demonstrate the 

presence of improvements on the land). Their 

first objective certainly would have been about 

building their stock levels and gaining a return 

from the land. 

By the late nineteenth century the pastoral 

landscape remained largely unchanged 

despite official efforts to open the country up to 

closer settlement. The land was primarily used 

for grazing sheep and cattle and the 

grasslands had been converted to pastures 

known to the squatters and suitable for their 

introduced species of sheep and cattle. The 

original squatter families had, however, grown 

and there had been a need to divide up 

properties or acquire additional property to 

accommodate the next generation. Perhaps 

the best known example of this was 

Purrumbete where holdings known as 

Talindert, Danedite and Wiridgil were 

established to accommodate the sons of John 

Manifold. At Glenormiston Niel Black’s 

partnership dissolved in 1868 and that 

property of 43,500 acres was divided into 3 

large properties; The Sisters, Mt Noorat (which 

Black took) and Glenormiston. 

Peter McArthur and Nicholas Cole had 

established themselves at Wooriwyrite in 

1839. They were dissatisfied with the water 

supply disposed of part of it to J G Ware and 

moved on to the run that was to become 

Meningoort and West Cloven Hills At first they 

didn’t settle at West Cloven Hills, but in 1842 

the partnership was dissolved and Cole settled 

there. At Meningoort Peter McArthur ran a very 

successful estate and sired 11 children (9 

survived him) and at the time of his death in 

1897 the property was divided in two with his 

eldest son, J N McArthur. inheriting the 

northern portion (known as Meningoort) and 

the remaining sons having access to the 

southern portion which was initially know as 

Warwarick (it was subdivided in 1904). 

It wasn’t until the 1860s and 70s that the 

wealth of the pastoralists was translated into 

significant buildings. It is telling that the new 

homestead constructed at Berry Bank in 1851 

was claimed to be the first two storey house in 

the district. The early years had been focused 

on establishing the economic basis of the 

pastoral industry and surviving difficult 

economic times. By the 1860s these 

pastoralists could see their way clear to invest 

in comforts for themselves and their families. 

The large and imposing homestead complexes 

that they built for themselves across the plains 

remain today as important reminders of the 

contribution of these pioneers to the 

development of the Western District. 

The 1890s and early years of the twentieth 

century saw the subdivision of these properties 

for closer settlement. In the northern parts of 

the Shire the smaller farms derived from these 

subdivisions were focused on the growing and 

harvesting of grain, whilst in the central and 

southern areas of the Shire the new farms 

were much smaller and engaged in dairying, a 

new industry that had quickly assumed great 
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economic importance to the district. These 

subdivisions and closer settlement greatly 

changed the landscape, with more fences, 

new plantings, more buildings, roads and of 

course the growth of existing towns like 

Camperdown, Terang, Lismore, Skipton and 

Cobden and the springing up of a myriad of 

smaller towns and settlements. 

 

PLACE HISTORY 

 

Warwarick was originally half of the 12,000 

acres of the old Meningoort Estate. Peter 

McArthur died in 1897 leaving the Meningoort 

half to his eldest son J N McArthur. The 

Warwarick portion was initially leased by two 

other sons Leslie and Ernest, who constructed 

a house for themselves on the estate. This is 

the homestead still known as Warwarick. A 

report in the Camperdown Chronicle of 24 Feb 

1898 stated 

 

“Messrs Ernest and Leslie McArthur who 

were the successful tenderers for the 

Meningoort South portion of the estate of 

the late Mr. P McArthur, have taken up their 

residence at the new house erected for 

them near the junction of the Darlington 

and Blind Creek lane. They have named 

their property Warwarick and their many 

friends throughout the district, will join in 

wishing them every success in working it.” 

 

So we know that the house was constructed 

by the beginning of 1898 and reports of the 

Camperdown and District Hunt Club show that 

it was the centre of the Club’s activities from 

the time that it was built and occupied by the 

McArthur brothers. At that time Ernest was the 

master of the Hunt and Leslie an active 

participant. It would also appear from these 

reports that kennels were established at 

Warwarick from the earliest time. 

 

The original portion of the house is the eastern 

portion of the current homestead. It appears to 

have been a simple weatherboard structure 

with a projecting gable ended room and 

recessed verandah. There is no known 

evidence of an architect. 

 

By 1901 there are references to portions of the 

Warwarick estate being offered for sale as 

small dairy farms. By 1904 another brother 

Campbell had purchased 2600 acres and 

renamed it Puunyart. The homestead on this 

estate was built in 1904 and is a substantial 

dwelling designed by Camperdown architect, 

W P Knights. 

 

It must be assumed that the large stables and 

other outbuildings associated with the 

equestrian activities at Warwarick were 

constructed during the McArthur occupation. 

 

Mrs Mary Urquhart purchased Warwarick in 

1922. She completed substantial additions to 

the homestead which can now be seen as the 

western wing of the main house. She owned it 

until 1945 when it was acquired by the Goonan 

family who also own Newminster Park. It is 

reputed that during this time some fittings from 

Newminster were installed at Warwarick. 

 

The property is now owned by John Crosbie 

Goold, who has re-established Warwarick as 

the centre of the Camperdown and District 

Hunt Club. Not only has he completed 

significant alterations and additions to the 

homestead, but has restored the stable 

complex and established kennels for 80 

hounds. 
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PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION 

 

Warwarick is a mix of timber and cement 

rendered brick construction.  

 

Built in at least three stages, the initial 

homestead built in the late nineteenth century 

is of timber and weatherboard construction 

and was a typical house of the period with a 

galvanised corrugated iron hip and gable roof 

with two projecting wings to the north and east 

and with a recessed return verandah between 

them. 

 

The second major stage in the 1920s is of 

rendered brick construction displaying 

architectural features (half timbering to gable 

end) of the earlier Edwardian period. It 
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essentially encompasses a large gable roofed 

wing added to the west of the original house. 

 

The most recent additions have emulated the 

rendered brick construction. They added 

verandahs to the south and west elevations 

and the interior has been extensively altered.  

 

The stables and associated farm buildings 

have been restored, modified and developed 

to create a modern working area for the 

equestrian activities that are centered on the 

property.  

 

The gardens contain a number of early 

substantial trees dating from the nineteenth 

establishment of the homestead complex. 

However, the gardens have been developed 

by the current owners with dry stone walling 

and new plantings.  

 

STATEMENT OF CULTURAL HERITAGE 

SIGNIFICANCE 

 

What is Significant? 

The Warwarick Homestead Complex, including 

its associated land, fences, garden and 

outbuildings, as constructed in stages between 

1898 and 2000. Of particular significance is 

the homestead, originally built in 1898 by 

Ernest and Leslie McArthur following the 

division of the original Meningoort holding. It 

was added to soon after 1922 when Mary 

Urquhart acquired it and has received 

extensive alterations and additions under the 

current ownership of John Crosbie Goold. Also 

of particular significance is the stable complex 

and the gardens and mature trees. 

 

How is it Significant? 

The Warwarick Homestead Complex is of local 

historic, social and aesthetic significance in the 

Corangamite Shire. 

 

Why is it Significant? 

The Warwarick Homestead Complex is of 

historic significance as part of the development 

of the large Meningoort Estate. Peter 

McArthur, the original settler at Meningoort 

died in 1897 leaving a large family. In order to 

provide for this family the property was divided 

in two with the southern section becoming 

known as Warwarick, named by Ernest and 

Leslie who were successful in a tendering 

process run by the Trustees of the estate of 

Peter McArthur. With the eldest son L N 

McArthur inheriting Meningoort, this 

arrangement provided a livelihood for Ernest 

and Leslie. It also provided them with a venue 

to pursue their interests in horses and the hunt 

and provided a social centre for these activities 

in the district. The history of the Camperdown 

Hunt Club is inherently tied to this place. 

Ernest and Leslie had the original homestead 

and presumably stables and other outbuildings 

constructed in 1898 and the period 

immediately after. Warwarick was subdivided 

in the early 1900s and another son Campbell 

McArthur acquired 2600 acres which he 

named Puunyart and on which he built a 

substantial Edwardian – Queen Anne 

homestead. (Criteria A & B) 

 

The Warwarick homestead complex is of 

social significance as the centre of the 

Camperdown and Ellerslie Hunt Club and its 

forebears. In the last years of the nineteenth 

century and early years of the twentieth 

century Meningoort and Warwarick were 

central to the operation of the club and the 

running of hunt events. The McArthur brothers 

were also leading members of the club. The 

continuation of that role into the twenty first 

century, by the current owner enhances this 

significance. (Criterion G) 

 

The Warwarick homestead complex is of 

aesthetic significance as a fine and well 

maintained Edwardian complex. The original 

homestead of 1898 was a relatively modest 

building for its time. However, it has been 

developed over the ensuing years to make a 

substantial and imposing complex of house, 

outbuildings and landscaping of particular 

importance are the original elements of the 

1898 house its 1920s additions. The original 

stables buildings and their Edwardian 

architectural form are of particular aesthetic 

importance. The gardens and mature trees are 

important in providing a fine setting for the 

complex. (Criterion E) 
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PROPOSED HERITAGE OVERLAY EXTENT FOR WARWARICK HOMESTEAD COMPLEX DEFINED BY WHITE BORDER 
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2.4 Newminster Park, Tower and 

Stables 
 

 
EARLY PHOTO    

 

 
EARLY PHOTO 

 

 
GROUND FLOOR PLAN   

 

 
EAST AND NORTH ELEVATIONS 

 

 
VIEW OF TOWER, 2012   

 
VIEW OF TOWER, 2012 

 

 
STABLES, 2012 

 

LOCATION 

Goonans Road, Bookar 

 

FORMER NAMES 

 

ITEM GROUP 

 

Farming and Grazing 

 

ITEM TYPE 

Homestead Complex (ruin) 

 

ARCHITECT/DESIGNERS 

Inskip and Butler 

 

ARCHITECTURAL STYLES 

Federation/Edwardian – American 

Romanesque 

 

BUILDER/MAKERS 

 

CONTEXTUAL HISTORY 

 

The first white settlement to the district 

encompassing Corangamite Shire came in the 

form of pastoralists establishing themselves on 

vast tracts of land. By the mid 1840s most of 

the grazeable land throughout the 

Corangamite Shire had been claimed and the 

pastoral claims licensed. The land to the 

south, which was to become known as the 
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Heytesbury Forest was not cleared and farmed 

until much later. However the initial squatters 

often moved on, selling their licenses to 

others. For example, Gerangemarajah (later to 

be known as Berry Bank) passed through 3 

owners between 1840 and 1851 when it was 

acquired by James and Thomas Austin and 

they installed their brother-in-law, Joseph 

Gardiner Mack as manager; Glenormiston was 

in the hands of 2 partnerships before Niel 

Black acquired it for himself and his partners 

under the name of Niel Black and Co. A 

number of these squatters were of particular 

significance within the current Corangamite 

Shire; the Manifold brothers at Purrumbete, Dr 

Daniel Curdie at Tandarook, Niel Black at 

Glenormiston, John Thomson at Keilambete, 

Peter McArthur at Meningoort and Nicholas 

Cole at Cloven Hills.  

The initial homestead buildings were simple 

and vernacular in nature, log or slab huts 

where timber was plentiful or wattle and daub, 

roofed in bark and in some cases thatch. In 

these early days the squatters had little 

security of tenure and it is likely that even with 

the lack of resources the squatters were not 

interested in making a substantial investment 

in the form of buildings (although the 

prerequisite for gaining any security of their 

Pre-emptive Rights was to demonstrate the 

presence of improvements on the land). Their 

first objective certainly would have been about 

building their stock levels and gaining a return 

from the land. 

By the late nineteenth century the pastoral 

landscape remained largely unchanged 

despite official efforts to open the country up to 

closer settlement. The land was primarily used 

for grazing sheep and cattle and the 

grasslands had been converted to pastures 

known to the squatters and suitable for their 

introduced species of sheep and cattle. The 

original squatter families had, however, grown 

and there had been a need to divide up 

properties or acquire additional property to 

accommodate the next generation. Perhaps 

the best known example of this was 

Purrumbete where holdings known as 

Talindert, Danedite and Wiridgil were 

established to accommodate the sons of John 

Manifold. At Glenormiston Niel Black’s 

partnership dissolved in 1868 and that 

property of 43,500 acres was divided into 3 

large properties; The Sisters, Mt Noorat (which 

Black took) and Glenormiston. 

At Meningoort Peter McArthur had 11 children 

(9 survived him) and at the time of his death in 

1897 the property was divided in two with his 

eldest son, J N McArthur. inheriting the 

northern portion (known as Meningoort) and 

the remaining sons dividing up the southern 

portion which was initially know as Warwarick 

(it was subdivided in 1904). 

It wasn’t until the 1860s and 70s that the 

wealth of the pastoralists was translated into 

significant buildings. It is telling that the new 

homestead constructed at Berry Bank in 1851 

was claimed to be the first two storey house in 

the district. The early years had been focused 

on establishing the economic basis of the 

pastoral industry and surviving difficult 

economic times. By the 1860s these 

pastoralists could see their way clear to invest 

in comforts for themselves and their families. 

The large and imposing homestead complexes 

that they built for themselves across the plains 

remain today as important reminders of the 

contribution of these pioneers to the 

development of the Western District. 

The 1890s and early years of the twentieth 

century saw the subdivision of these properties 

for closer settlement. In the northern parts of 

the Shire the smaller farms derived from these 

subdivisions were focused on the growing and 

harvesting of grain, whilst in the central and 

southern areas of the Shire the new farms 

were much smaller and engaged in dairying, a 

new industry that had quickly assumed great 

economic importance to the district. These 

subdivisions and closer settlement greatly 

changed the landscape, with more fences, 

new plantings, more buildings, roads and of 

course the growth of existing towns like 

Camperdown, Terang, Lismore, Skipton and 

Cobden and the springing up of a myriad of 

smaller towns and settlements. 

 

PLACE HISTORY 

 

Newminster Park was established by Andrew 

S Chirnside, the son of Andrew and Mary 

Chirnside of Werribee Park. It was named 

Newminster after his father’s horse, which had 

won the first Caulfield Cup in 1879. 

 

Chirnside’s Obituary of April, 1934 provides a 

picture of his life and prominent role in the 

Australian equine industry. 

One of Victoria's greatest sportsmen, a 

picturesque and romantic link with the early 
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days of horseracing in the State, Mr 

Andrew Spence Chirnside, of Edrington, 

Berwick died yesterday in a private hospital 

in Melbourne. He was in his 79th year. 

Amateur of the Turf, a breeder of horses 

and stock, big game hunter pastoralist, a 

master of hounds in the beginning of 

hunting in Victoria, and pioneer and fine 

player of polo, Mr Chirnside was a man 

with a sportsman's zest for everything. Mr 

Chirnside was born at Cavendish, near 

Hamilton, a son of the late Andrew and 

Mary Chirnside of Werribee Park—the 

famous Werribee Estate which was 

acquired by Mr Andrew Chirnside and his 

brother Thomas in 1839. Mr Chirnside 

received his early education at Geelong 

College, but at the age of 10 years he 

travelled to England with his parents, 

remaining there for four years. While still a 

youth he was riding—and winning—at 

Warrnambool and other country meetings. 

It was at Warrnambool in 1875 that he 

made his historic bet of £500 to £5 with a 

bookmaker that he would win six races out 

of six. He won five, when his elder brother, 

Robert forbade him to ride the sixth. Robert 

won the sixth race himself, and his brother 

lost his £5. 

He was one of the sportsmen who met at 

Craig's Hotel, Ballarat, in October, 1875, 

formed the Victoria Amateur Turf Club, at 

the first meeting of which, on the Dowling 

Forest course, Ballarat on March 24, 1876, 

he won the principal race, the Victoria Gold 

Cup Steeplechase, on Sailor. Two other 

gold cups followed. It was Newminster, 

owned by his father, who won the first 

Caulfield Cup in 1879. The turf registers for 

the 'eighties tell the stories of many other 

classic victories of the Chirnside colours. At 

the stud farm at Newminster Park Mr 

Chirnside bred Colonel Shilinski—a great 

jumper. Newminster was, too, the first 

home of Clean Sweep, a Melbourne Cup 

winner; Hymettus, who crowned a career 

with two Caulfield Cup; and Riverside, 

twice an Ascot Cup winner. Among others 

of the best horses which he owned were 

Elswick, who won an Adelaide Cup; 

Sunburn, and Newton, with which he won a 

V.R.C double; Queen of Scots, Cairncross, 

and, more recently, Blackadder. Only last 

week Mr Chirnside sold his last two 

horses—My Talisman and Dark Dawn. 

Once at Flemington Mr Chirnside fell at the 

last fence and still won the steeplechase. In 

1878 he won a race at Durban (South 

Africa). He rode in England and Scotland, 

too. In 1881-82, at Ballarat, he hunted his 

own pack, which he took there from 

Werribee, and when the Ballarat District 

Hunt Club came into existence, he was its 

first master. 

 

Newminster Park was a subdivision of Koort 

Koortnong, which had been purchased by 

Chirnside in 1888. From that property was 

derived Newminster Park, and Skibo and after 

the sale of the remaining Koort Koortnong to 

W T Manifold, part of it was to become 

Milangil, located on Lake Milangil with a new 

homestead complex built for W T’s son John 

Manifold. 

 

Andrew Spence Chirnside had been educated 

in Geelong and in England where he spent 

some years with his parents. As a young man 

he became known for his proficient 

horsemanship and riding and winning races at 

country race meetings. He was amongst a 

group who met at Craig’s Hotel in Ballarat in 

1875 to form the Victorian Amateur Turf Club. 

 

The establishment of Newminster Park was 

always about horses, even though it was 

known to also graze cattle. A visitor to the 

property in 1898 described the lofty and roomy 

stables. A report in the Camperdown Chronicle 

in 1935 referred to the existence of a large 

stable with 12 loose boxes and ample 

accommodation for carriages and vehicles. It 

would appear that the existing stables are 

probably, at least part of this building and 

would have been built prior to the new house. 

The 1898 correspondent described turning off 

the road into the homestead paddock and the 

Inskip and Butler drawings for the new house 

show an existing Victorian style homestead 

attached to and incorporated into the new 

building. 

 

The construction of the new house in 1901 

was a project of some interest in the Western 

District and across Victoria. Designed by 

prominent Melbourne architect Walter Butler of 

the partnership Inskip and Butler, it is reputed 

to have been initiated from a desire by 

Chirnside to out do the Manifold property, 

Purrumbete. The drawings and early photos 
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show a massive house and a descriptive 

article in the Camperdown Chronicle in 1935 

providing a clear picture of what was there. 

 

The cost of conveying the material to 

Newminster for the erection of an edifice 

that became one of the show places in the 

Western district must have run into a large 

amount of capital, consisting as it did of a 

two-storied brick mansion with gables to 

the four points of the compass, fluted tiles 

for the roof, an ornamental tower 

surmounting the structure and a terraced 

walk around the main portion of the 

building. Taking in a wooden addition along 

side there are. no fewer than 52 rooms in 

the mansion, which was completed in the 

year 1901 and at the present time lies 

embowered in a forest of pinus insignis and 

other sheltering trees that have been 

planted all round the homestead. An 

outside entrance to the tower is by a spiral 

stairway that takes one -o ail eminence of 

about sixty feet, from which a spleen did 

view of the whole surrounding country can 

be gained, taking in Camperdown on the 

south, the Cloven Hills to the north, Lake 

Bookaar and Meningoort to the west and 

several landed properties on the eastern 

boundary. In the tower, too, a large 

galvanised iron tank at a good altitude was 

noticed into which water is pumped for 

household purposes, and higher still a 

smaller one which supplies water for the 

installed hot water service. A brief glance at 

the interior of the building showed that no 

expense was spared—the artistic carvings 

on the main landing and the adornment of 

the balustrade leading down to the 

ballroom, the elaborate and chaste 

mantelpieces in the lounges and the ingle 

off the dance hall and; the ornate gas. 

brackets and other interesting details all 

giving one the impression of wealth and 

good taste. (CC 26.3.35) 

 

Soon after the completion of the new house 

Chirnside sold it to Reginald Clarke, son of Sir 

W J (“Big”) Clarke. Clarke subdivided the 

property in 1906, selling off 1580 acres at 

auction on 11 Oct of that year. He lived at 

Newminster until 1910 before selling to Mr 

Alexander (Sandy) Pekin. It was during his 

occupancy up until 1920 that a large milking 

shed with eight double bails was erected. He 

subsequently sold to P T Neylon and further 

owners included Mr La Rue, Mr Oxenbury, 

John Hynes and the Goonan Brothers. The 

Goonans never lived there and it was during 

their ownership that demolition began. The 

demolition process was slow and some of the 

furniture and fittings found their way to 

Warwarick another homestead that they 

owned and occupied. 

 

It is clear that the house was always 

something of a folly and a mill stone around 

the necks of its owners and in 1926 a group of 

local civic leaders had lobbied the State 

Government to consider acquiring the property 

for the establishment of a dairy college. In the 

end nothing came of this plan and its fate was 

a sad one of slow demolition with materials 

taken away for use elsewhere, leaving the 

tower standing surrounded by remnants of the 

garden and overlooking the current form of the 

stables. 

 

Whilst the partnership of Inskip and Butler was 

responsible for the design of the new house it 

is generally accepted that Walter Richmond 

Butler was responsible for the design. Of him 

the Australian Dictionary of Biography has the 

following to say 

 

Butler was rightly considered an architect of 

great talent, and many of his clients were 

wealthy pastoralists and businessmen. His 

country-house designs include Blackwood 

(1891), near Penshurst, for R. B. Ritchie, 

Wangarella (1894), near Deniliquin, New 

South Wales, for Thomas Millear, and 

Newminster Park (1901), near 

Camperdown, for A. S. Chirnside. Equally 

distinguished large houses were designed 

for the Melbourne suburbs: Warrawee 

(1906), Toorak, for A. Rutter Clark; Thanes 

(1907), Kooyong, for F. Wallach; Kamillaroi 

(1907) for (Baron) Clive Baillieu, and 

extensions to Edzell (1917) for George 

Russell, both in St Georges Road, Toorak. 

These are all fine examples of picturesque 

gabled houses in the domestic revival 

genre. Butler was also involved with 

domestic designs using a modified classical 

vocabulary, as in his remodelling of Billilla 

(1905), Brighton, for W. Weatherley, which 

incorporates panels of flat-leafed foliage. 

His ardent admiration for R. N. Shaw is 

reflected in his eclectic works. Butler also 

regarded himself as a garden architect. 

 

http://adb.anu.edu.au/biography/baillieu-clive-latham-5629
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PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION 

 

All that remains of this grand homestead 

complex is a ruinous tower, the weatherboard 

clad stables and a few mature trees. The tower 

and surrounding trees stand isolated on a rise 

above Lake Bookar and as such are 

something of a local landmark. The tower is in 

a ruinous state, however the stables continue 

to be used by the current owners and the land 

is used for grazing cattle and horses. 

 

STATEMENT OF CULTURAL HERITAGE 

SIGNIFICANCE 

 

What is Significant? 

The ruinous tower of the former Newminster 

Park Homestead at Goonans Road, Bookar, 

the associated stables and remnant 

landscaping and plantings from the period 

1901 – 1910. 

 

How is it Significant? 

The ruinous tower of the former Newminster 

Park Homestead at Newminster Road, Bookar, 

the associated stables and remnant 

landscaping and plantings from the period 

1901 – 1910 are of local historical and 

aesthetic significance to the Corangamite 

Shire. 

 

Why is it Significant? 

The Newminster Park Estate is of historical 

significance for its important role in the 

development of the Western District as a 

primary source of Australian thoroughbred 

horses. Andrew Spence Chirnside was a 

significant figure in the Australian equine 

industry, being a renowned jockey in his youth 

and a breeder and racer of thoroughbreds as 

well as a prominent figure in the operation of 

the racing industry and hunt clubs throughout 

Victoria. The stables at Newminster are, at 

least a remnant of the famous stables that 

housed horse racing champions and saw the 

birth of other champions. (Criteria A & B) 

 

The ruinous tower at Newminster Park is of 

aesthetic significance as a prominent reminder 

of the architectural masterpiece and folly 

conceived by Walter Butler for Chirnside. A 

grand American Romanesque or Arts and 

Crafts inspired design the house was one of 

the grandest homesteads ever erected in the 

Western District. Its sale by Chirnside within a 

year of its completion and its demolition within 

40 years of its construction is itself a marker of 

the overwhelming anachronism of its 

conception. It must be seen as one of 

Victoria’s great architectural eccentricities, but 

equally a marker of the design talent of Butler. 

(Criterion F) 

 

 

http://oa.anu.edu.au/obituary/chirnside-andrew-spence-1088
http://oa.anu.edu.au/obituary/chirnside-andrew-spence-1088
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PROPOSED HERITAGE OVERLAY EXTENT FOR NEWMINSTER PARK DEFINED BY WHITE BORDER 
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2.5 Chocolyn Homestead Complex 
 

 
HOMESTEAD FRONTAGE 

 
MAIN HOMESTEAD, TWO STOREY WING AND  

WALLS TO THE FORMER KITCHEN BLOCK 

 

LOCATION 

217 Chocolyn Road, Camperdown 

 

FORMER NAMES 

 

ITEM GROUP 

Farming and Grazing 

 

ITEM TYPE 

Homestead Complex 

 

ARCHITECT/DESIGNERS 

 

ARCHITECTURAL STYLES 

Victorian Gothic 

 

BUILDER/MAKERS 

Richard Pimblett - Builder 

 

CONTEXTUAL HISTORY 

The first white settlement to the district 

encompassing Corangamite Shire came in the 

form of pastoralists establishing themselves on 

vast tracts of land. By the mid 1840s most of 

the grazeable land throughout the 

Corangamite Shire had been claimed and the 

pastoral claims licensed. The land to the 

south, which was to become known as the 

Heytesbury Forest was not cleared and farmed 

until much later. However the initial squatters 

often moved on, selling their licenses to 

others. For example, Gerangemarajah (later to 

be known as Berry Bank) passed through 3 

owners between 1840 and 1851 when it was 

acquired by James and Thomas Austin and 

they installed their brother-in-law, Joseph 

Gardiner Mack as manager; Glenormiston was 

in the hands of 2 partnerships before Niel 

Black acquired it for himself and his partners 

under the name of Niel Black and Co. A 

number of these squatters were of particular 

significance within the current Corangamite 

Shire; the Manifold brothers at Purrumbete, Dr 

Daniel Curdie at Tandarook, Niel Black at 

Glenormiston, John Thomson at Keilambete, 

Peter McArthur at Meningoort and Nicholas 

Cole at Cloven Hills.  

 

The initial homestead buildings were simple 

and vernacular in nature, log or slab huts 

where timber was plentiful or wattle and daub, 

roofed in bark and in some cases thatch. In 

these early days the squatters had little 

security of tenure and it is likely that even with 

the lack of resources the squatters were not 

interested in making a substantial investment 

in the form of buildings (although the 

prerequisite for gaining any security of their 

Pre-emptive.Rights was to demonstrate the 

presence of improvements on the land). Their 

first objective, certainly would have been about 

building their stock levels and gaining a return 

from the land. 

 

By the late nineteenth century the pastoral 

landscape remained largely unchanged 

despite official efforts to open the country up to 

closer settlement. The land was primarily used 

for grazing sheep and cattle and the 

grasslands had been converted to pastures 

known to the squatters and suitable for their 

introduced species of sheep and cattle. The 

original squatter families had, however, grown 

and there had been a need to divide up 

properties or acquire additional property to 

accommodate the next generation. Perhaps 

the best known example of this was 

Purrumbete where holdings known as 

Talindert, Danedite and Wiridgil were 

established to accommodate the sons of John 

Manifold. At Glenormiston Niel Black’s 

partnership dissolved in 1868 and that 

property of 43,500 acres was divided into 3 

large properties; The Sisters, Mt Noorat (which 

Black took) and Glenormiston. 
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At Meningoort Peter McArthur had sired 11 

children (9 survived him) and at the time of his 

death in 1897 the property was divided in two 

with his eldest son, J N McArthur inheriting the 

northern portion (known as Meningoort) and 

the remaining sons dividing up the southern 

portion which was initially known as Warwarick 

(it was subdivided in 1904). 

 

It wasn’t until the 1860s and 70s that the 

wealth of the pastoralists was translated into 

significant buildings. It is telling that the new 

homestead constructed at Berry Bank in 1851 

was claimed to be the first two storey house in 

the district. The early years had been focussed 

on establishing the economic basis of the 

pastoral industry and surviving difficult 

economic times. By the 1860s these 

pastoralists could see their way clear to invest 

in comforts for themselves and their families. 

The large and imposing homestead complexes 

that they built for themselves across the plains 

remain today as important reminders of the 

contribution of these pioneers to the 

development of the Western District. 

 

The 1890s and early years of the twentieth 

century saw the subdivision of these properties 

for closer settlement. In the northern parts of 

the Shire the smaller farms derived from these 

subdivisions were focussed on the growing 

and harvesting of grain, whilst in the central 

and southern areas of the Shire the new farms 

were much smaller and engaged in dairying, a 

new industry that had quickly assumed great 

economic importance to the district. These 

subdivisions and closer settlement greatly 

changed the landscape, with more fences, 

new plantings, more buildings, roads and of 

course the growth of existing towns like 

Camperdown, Terang, Lismore, Skipton and 

Cobden and the springing up of a myriad of 

smaller towns and settlements. 

 

However, the original squatter families 

remained highly influential in these towns and 

settlements. Camperdown has always been 

seen as a Manifold town with that family 

sponsoring many public works in the town. 

Equally the influence of the Black and 

Thomson families is obvious in Terang whilst 

the Langs of Titanga and the Macks of Berry 

Bank were important in Lismore and Daniel 

Curdie was the patron of Cobden. 

 

 

PLACE HISTORY 

 

In 1842 William Adeney took over 5,948 acres 

from the Manifold brothers, which had formed 

part of the original Purrumbete run, and named 

it Chocolyn. The name Chocolyn is believed to 

have been derived from the local Aboriginal 

word Chukkaelang meaning feast, possibly 

due to the abundance of food in the area. 

 

After purchasing a horse and dray, William 

Adeney hired a married couple, Mr and Mrs 

Gellie, who remained and worked on the 

property for many years, their son James 

Gellie became the first child born on Chocolyn 

(1846). 

 

A slab hut was initially constructed on the site 

and in the early 1850s other stone buildings 

were built on a low rise overlooking the lake to 

form a farm complex. It is assumed that the 

extant stone stables and boundary riders’ hut 

located in the vicinity of the original Chocolyn 

residence date from this period and were 

originally part of this cluster of buildings. 

 

The first section of what is now known as 

Chocolyn Homestead was constructed by 

Adeney and built into the bank of Lake 

Colangulac around 1858. The original 

homestead was possibly designed by Geelong 

architects Backhouse and Reynolds. The 

steep site enabled the inclusion of three rooms 

below ground level, which were used as 

servants quarters. The ground floor contained 

two bedrooms, a living room and a dining room 

and kitchen wing projecting out to the south. 

The building was constructed of dark 

sandstone quarried on the site and had a slate 

roof. This original homestead has been 

incorporated into later extensions and only the 

walls remain of the original kitchen wing.  

 

William Adeney took an interest in local affairs 

and was appointed a Justice of the Peace in 

1856 and sat on the Bench for many years at 

Camperdown. He was appointed to the Board 

of the National School at Old Timboon in 1855. 

He was president of the Camperdown Cricket 

Club from 1869-1886. In 1873 he purchased 

6¾ acres of land in Camperdown and built a 

stone house at the corner of McNicol and 

Barkly Streets. 

 

In 1873, William Adeney sold Chocolyn to 

Silas Harding and Silas George Tangye.  
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Tangye was the nephew of Silas Harding.  

 

On purchasing Chocolyn in 1873, the new 

owners, Harding and Tangye extended the 

homestead. The extensions, designed in the 

Victorian Gothic style, were supervised by 

builder Richard Pimblett. 

 

In 1884 the property was still in joint ownership 

but by 1894 the property was in the ownership 

of the Howell brothers. It appears that Harding 

and Tangye lost their shares of Chocolyn 

Estate to W. S. Howell and Richard Howell 

(the brother in laws of Silas Harding) after a 

long battle in the courts regarding land tax 

evasion by Silas Harding. 

 

In summary, in order to avoid payment of part 

of the tax on his land Silas Harding had 

conveyed some of it to his wife in 1878. Mrs 

Harding died in 1882 intestate, and her 

husband obtained letters of administration to 

her estate. She had two brothers W. S. Howell 

and Richard Howell - one of whom (W. S. 

Howell) claimed that as his sister had died 

intestate he was entitled to a fourth of the 

estate she left. Mr Harding resisted this claim 

and after a long battle, the courts ruled against 

him and also found that land purportedly 

conveyed to Mr and Mrs Tangye had also 

been a sham in order to avoid further land tax. 

Appeals by Mr. Harding in these Court rulings 

were dismissed. 

 

In 1909 the trustees for Howell Bros. 

subdivided the Chocolyn Estate into 93 farms 

ranging in size from five acres to 191 acres. A 

notice was placed in the Camperdown 

Chronicle 6 November 1909 for the sale of the 

Chocolyn Estate, The public auction was 

conducted by Thomas Baker, Colac and 

Dalgety & Co. The agents arranged for 

inspection, meeting trains at the railway station 

with buggies to convey intended buyers for an 

inspection of the land prior to auction in the 

Oddfellows’ Hall. 

 

Until the subdivision, Chocolyn ran cattle and 

sheep only. The estate was noted for its 

Shorthorn cattle stud. The manager for the 

Howell Brothers was Mr John Harding, Mr 

Ernest Brazier was the stud groom responsible 

for the care and handling of the stock at 

shows. 

 

In 1919 the estate came into the hands of Mr. 

Phil Lock who attempted to sell it for closer 

settlement, without success. However the area 

was later sold to the Soldier Settlement 

Commission and subdivided into 28 blocks. 

 

The homestead and contents were auctioned 

in 1920. Mr P. Law-Smith purchased the 

homestead and the balance of the estate 

being 401 acres by that time. During the 1930s 

many articles appeared in the Camperdown 

Chronicle reporting the social outings and 

gatherings held and attended by daughters 

Rhoda and Veronica Law-Smith. Mr and Mrs 

Percy Law-Smith also appear prominently in 

relation to Camperdown community and 

charity events and were obviously active 

members of the Camperdown community. 

 

In 1947 the homestead property was 

purchased by Hooper, in 1950 it was sold to 

Robilliard and by 1955 it was in the ownership 

of Chocolyn Park Pty Ltd. In 1966 the 

homestead property was again sold, to the Hill 

family who ran it as a dairy farm. The Hill 

family sold the property in 2011. 
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PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION 

 

The homestead is an expansive dark 

sandstone Victorian Gothic style residence 

constructed in four stages, beginning around 

1858. It has two storey as well as single storey 

wings due to its original construction into the 

embankment. Only the walls survive of the 

kitchen wing of the original homestead. 

Characteristic of the Victorian Gothic style, the 

roof is a series of hips and steeply pitched 
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gables with timber filigree bargeboards to the 

gable ends. 

 

The homestead also features verandah posts 

with unusual curved brackets and timber 

framed double hung windows. 

 

The division of the window sashes is 

distinctive and early, consisting of a large 

central pane with long rectangular border 

panes and small square panes to the corners. 

 

The chimneys are rendered with a plinth and 

cornice. 

 

STATEMENT OF CULTURAL HERITAGE 

SIGNIFICANCE 

 

What is significant? 

Chocolyn Homestead Complex, located at 217 

Chocolyn Road, Camperdown. The original 

form, materials and detailing of the homestead 

(commenced around 1858), walls to the former 

kitchen block, stone stables, boundary riders’ 

hut and garden setting contribute to the 

significance of the place. 

 

How is it significant? 

Chocolyn Homestead Complex is of local 

historic and aesthetic significance to the 

Corangamite Shire. 

 

Why is it significant? 

Chocolyn Homestead Complex is historically 

significant as the homestead portion of a 

substantial pastoral run settled in the 1840s by 

William Adeney. The original 1858 homestead, 

kitchen wing walls, boundary riders’ hut and 

stone stables are significant for demonstrating 

this ownership by Adeney. The homestead 

additions, constructed circa 1873, are of 

historical significance for demonstrating the 

ownership of the property by Silas Harding and 

his nephew, Silas George Tangye. By 1894 

the property was in the ownership of the 

Howell brothers and in 1909 the trustees for 

Howell Bros. subdivided the Estate. The 

property became well known in late 19th 

century as a successful shorthorn stud. 

Subdivision of the original Chocolyn Estate 

also formed a number of farm properties in the 

Camperdown area. (Criteria A, B & H)  

 

Chocolyn is of aesthetic significance for the 

impressive dark sandstone Victorian Gothic 

style homestead on the property. Constructed 

in stages from around 1858, the homestead is 

substantially intact from its early construction 

and demonstrates key characteristics of the 

Victorian Gothic style. Key features of the 

homestead include the steeply pitched gable 

roofs, timber filigree gable end bargeboards, 

divided sash windows and rendered chimneys 

with plinth and cornice. The former kitchen 

wing walls and garden setting around the 

Homestead also contributes to the aesthetic 

significance of the place. (Criteria D & E) 
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Chocolyn Homestead proposed extent – red border 
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2.6 Cobden Technical School 
 

 
ORIGINAL TECHNICAL SCHOOL BUILDING  

SIDE VIEW 

 

 
ORIGINAL TECHNICAL SCHOOL BUILDING  

FRONT VIEW 

 

 
POMBORNEIT NORTH PRIMARY SCHOOL 

 

 
PORTABLE BUILDINGS ON SITE 

 

 
SOUTH PURRUMBETE PRIMARY SCHOOL 

 

LOCATION 

47 McKenzie Street, Cobden 

 

FORMER NAMES 

 

ITEM GROUP 

Education 

 

ITEM TYPE 

Technical School 

 

ARCHITECT/DESIGNERS 

 

ARCHITECTURAL STYLES 

 

BUILDER/MAKERS 

 

CONTEXTUAL HISTORY 

Prior to European settlement, the Cobden area 

was home to the Kuurn Kopan Noot Aboriginal 

people. The first European settlement in the 

area was in 1840 when Dr Daniel Curdie took 

up the 'Tandarook' pastoral run.  

 

Assistant Government Surveyor Thomas 

William Cooper undertook the first official 

survey of the township of Cobden in 1861 and 

the growing township of Cobden was again 

surveyed in 1866, this time by contract 

surveyor Louis W D’Elboux of Camperdown. 

The town was originally known as 'Lovely 

Banks' but the name was changed to Cobden 

in 1865 in honour of politician Richard Cobden, 

a free-trade advocate. 

 

In August 1866 the Cobden Common School 

was established with Mr. George Braithwaite 

as the teacher. Also in 1866 George Matthews 

was granted a license to establish Cobden’s 

first hotel, known as the Cobden Hotel and 

located on the site of the current Thompson’s 

Hotel. 
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Apart from the pastoral industry, growth of the 

district in the 1800s was assisted by the timber 

industry as a result of the surrounding 

Heytesbury Forest. By the mid 1860s there 

were two saw mills operating in the district; the 

Elingamite Saw Mill owned by J. Roberts and 

the Grass Tree Saw Mill. The Rugman family 

also had a lime kiln operating from their 

property a few miles from the township. At this 

time, Cobden had become the commercial hub 

of the southern districts of the Hampden Shire.  

 

Following a petition in June 1870, from the 

ratepayers, the existing bridge over the creek 

into the town was replaced by an 

embankment, which is still known as the dam. 

The work on this project was completed by 

1872. 

 

The continuous arrival of people to the 

Heytesbury Forest in the 1870s ensured the 

continuing growth of Cobden into the late 

1800s. A regular coach passenger service was 

established between Cobden and 

Camperdown in 1876, operating three days a 

week. 

 

Later into the 1800s dairying developed as one 

of the more successful local industries in the 

district and stimulated further growth and 

prosperity in Cobden during the 1880s. In 

1888 the Cobden Pioneer Cheese and Butter 

factory Cooperative Pty Ltd opened in Cobden, 

the first of its type in Victoria. By the turn of the 

century, creameries in association with the 

Cobden factory had been established at Dixie, 

Port Campbell, Scott’s Creek, South 

Purrumbete and Bostock’s Creek. 

 

A new, larger school opened in 1888 and this 

bluestone building is now the oldest portion of 

the school situated at the corner of Victoria 

and Silvester Streets. 

 

The imminent arrival of the railway to Cobden 

led to an increased demand for land and 

further subdivision of Cobden took place. The 

government surveyor, Mr Mott, undertook the 

surveying of the allotments, which were in the 

vicinity of the factory and the new railway 

station. The first steam engine passed through 

the Cobden Station on April 16, 1890. The final 

stage of the line to Timboon was officially 

opened to the public on April 5, 1892. 

 

Cobden was originally part of Shire of 

Hampden, which was gazetted in 1863 but as 

early as 1890, a petition had been delivered to 

the government demanding a new Shire for 

Cobden as the town residents felt neglected 

being located in the southern section of 

Hampden Shire. Finally in May 1895 

severance from Hampden was granted and 

the Heytesbury Shire Council was formed. The 

opening of the Presbyterian Church in Cobden 

took place in April 1895. 

 

Following the death of Daniel Curdie’s widow, 

Mrs. Frances (Fanny) Curdie in June 1900, on 

06 December 1902 the subdivisional sale of 

some 3200 acres of the Tandarook Estate took 

place. 

 

The Grand Central Hotel (now known as 

Thompson’s Hotel) owned by Mary and David 

Thompson and constructed by local builder H. 

H. Clarke was opened in November 1904. 

Cobden Public Hall was opened in 1906. The 

architect was Mr. M McCabe of Camperdown 

and the builder was Mr. H. H. Clarke of 

Cobden. 

 

The Cobden brick company commenced 

operations on 7 October 1908 at the southern 

end of Walker Street. To cope with the 

increase in the demand for the locally made 

bricks, the company erected another kiln at 

their brickworks in 1914. 

 

The dairying industry prospered well into the 

twentieth century bringing with it prosperity 

and growth to the business centre of Cobden. 

The 1920 Annual Report of the Cobden and 

District Co-Operative Pioneer Cheese and 

Butter Factory Company Ltd, demonstrated a 

record year of profits. 

 

In December 1920 the Shire Offices burnt 

down as a result of arson. The replacement 

Shire Offices located on the corner of Victoria 

and Silvester Street opened in June 1925. The 

Heytesbury Shire War Memorial was unveiled 

on the corner of Victoria and Curdie Streets. 

August 1925. The Cobden Hotel located on 

the corner of Victoria and Parrott Streets was 

constructed in the Inter-War period. 

 

The prosperity and growth of the township 

continued on into the 1940s, 50s and 60s and 

it was not until the mid 1970s that the growth 
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of the township slowed and even began to 

decline. 

 

The Cobden saleyards were delicensed and 

ceased operations in 1974. The last race 

meeting was held at Cobden racecourse in 

1975 and the last freight train ran on the 

Cobden -Timboon line in June 1977. All of 

these closures demonstrate the end to the 

prosperity and the subsequent decline in the 

population of the township and surrounding 

district. 

 

PLACE HISTORY 

 

A comprehensive submission setting out a 

case for a technical school for Cobden was 

presented to the Premier, Mr. H. E. Bolte, and 

the Minister of Education, Mr. Bloomfield, by 

the Cobden Chamber of Commerce in May 

1965. 

 

Cobden received word in mid-July 1967 that a 

technical school would be established in the 

town, and would probably be ready for the 

1969 school year. The project committee 

immediately got to work on the subject of 

housing in the town for teachers and soon 

established a housing co-operative. 

 

The school opened in February 1969 with two 

portable classrooms, one a temporary science 

room and one an administration room, on the 

Recreation Reserve. Besides these the school 

used two pavilions, one split into two 

temporary classrooms, and an older pavilion 

used as a sheet metal/woodwork shop. The 

school began with 65 full time students and a 

staff of five under D. Costigan principal. During 

1969 the school remained rather traditional 

except for three attempts at an environmental 

studies program. Much thought and a great 

deal of discussion regarding the educational 

program for 1970 was carried out in the first 

year in order to have concrete plans available 

for the following year. The philosophy and 

organisation were also discussed and decided 

upon before the end of 1969. By 1970 there 

were 205 students in the same buildings used 

to accommodate 65. The situation became 

impossible and some students were rostered 

to attend school on alternate days. 

 

The tender for the first building on the site of 

the Cobden Technical School was let early in 

December 1969. It was a pre-fabricated 

terrapin type building manufactured by 

Willcroft-Terrapin Pty. Ltd. And cost $47,877. 

The building was ready during 1970. On the 6th 

of April 1970 the school moved to its own 

block and was housed in one terrapin building 

plus four portables. Four extra full time staff 

were attached to the school and later in the 

year two more temporary teachers were 

engaged. 

 

The Public Works Department signed a 

contract for the erection of the first stage of a 

composite school building costing $480,000 in 

March 1971. Mr. Murray Byrne, Minister of 

Public Works, said the building would be the 

most up-to –date of its kind in Victoria, and 

would provide for more than 700 students. It 

was constructed of brick and concrete panels, 

with steel deck roofing and aluminium framed 

windows. 

 

The school initially functioned as an ungraded 

establishment with the main emphasis on 

individual development and a type of multi 

phased program. 

 

A new cookery centre and a canteen were 

constructed during 1971 and a new trades 

wing was completed in early 1972. Girls 

started attending the school in 1973. 

 

The school offered practical courses for farm 

apprentices for the first time in 1975. Farmers 

devised the courses, and young farm 

employees studied at the school on a one-day 

a week basis to learn the skills required on 

modern farm and grazing properties. 

 

Victoria’s Minister for Education, Mr. Lindsay 

Thompson officially opened the Cobden 

Technical School on Friday, November 28, 

1975. 

 

Mr. Keith Morrison, principal of the Cobden 

Technical School from 1972, left Cobden late 

in May 1982. 

 

Work on the construction of a new apprentice 

facility commenced in September 1984. At that 

time about 65 apprentices attended the school 

for training one day each week. 

 

Two former rural State School buildings have 

been moved to the site to be used for 

classroom accommodation: Purrumbete South 

Primary School 1822, which had opened at 
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Purrumbete South in 1877 and was remodeled 

in 1923. The school was closed in 1993; and 

Pomborneit North Primary School 3898, which 

was constructed in 1923 on a site in 

Pomborneit North purchased from W. Dillon. 

Extensions were made to the building in 1930. 

The school was closed in 1989. 
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PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION 

The Cobden Technical School consists of a 

collection of prefabricated workshops, 

relocated former school buildings and a 

purpose built brick building at the front of the 

site. There is a large grassed lawn to the front 

of the site with exotic specimen planting. 

 

Main brick school building 

The building is of composite construction using 

brick and concrete panels, with steel deck 

roofing and aluminium framed windows. Four 

identical rectangular wings with high roofs 

divided separated by a lower roofed hallway in 

a cross formation. The wings have brown brick 

end walls which extend beyond the side walls 

by approximately one metre, side walls 

comprising aluminium windows with concrete 

panel plinth boards and above these 

aluminium paneled bulkhead which span the 

extension of the end walls. 

 

Willcroft-Terrapin Buildings 

The Willlcroft Terrapin buildings are box like 

pre-fabricated classrooms with flat roofs, box 

aluminium eaves and panels of windows.  

 

Former Purrumbete South State School 1822: 

The school is a timber framed, weatherboard 

clad building. The main classroom section has 

a gable roof and there is a gable roofed porch 

to one side at the front. Part of the gable roof 

to the porch provides a verandah over the 

single door entry on the inside elevation of the 

porch. The roof has wide eaves with exposed 

rafters and is clad in corrugated metal sheet. 

The apex to the gable end walls is clad in 

timber lattice. The end wall of the classroom 

wing adjacent to the porch contains a large 

rectangular window consisting of two double 

hung windows with six pane sashes and 

hopper windows with three pane sashes above 

each of the double hung windows. The rear 

wall contains a large rectangular window made 

up of four double hung windows with six pane 

sashes and a hopper window above each 

double hung window with three pane sashes. 

The side walls contain two evenly spaced 

square hopper windows under the eaves. The 

sashes to these windows contain three 

rectangular panes. The front elevation of the 

porch also contains one of these windows. 

 

Former Pomborneit North State School 3898: 

The school is a timber framed, weatherboard 

clad building. It has a high gable roof with a 

front porch cut out of the corner of the building 

and enclosed under the main roofline. The 

porch has a corner post with a timber strut 

bracket. The front eaves are wide and lined 

with supporting triangular timber brackets. 

There are timber lattice vents to the apex of 

the gable ends. The front wing beside the 

corner porch contains the entry hall and there 

is a side entry door into this as entered from 

the porch. There are two small square 

windows with three rectangular panes to the 

front elevation of this entry hall. On the wall 

fronting the porch there is a large rectangular 

window consisting of two double hung 

windows with six pane sashes and hopper 

windows above each double hung window with 

three rectangular panes. On one side of the 

building the gable extend downward creating 

an additional room. It is assumed that this is 

the addition undertaken in 1930. The other 

side elevation contains three hopper windows 

with six panes, evenly spaced under the 

eaves. The rear elevation contains a large 

rectangular window made up of four double 

hung windows with six pane sashes and a 
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hopper window above each double hung 

window with three pane sashes. 

 

STATEMENT OF CULTURAL HERITAGE 

SIGNIFICANCE 

 

What is significant? 

Cobden Technical School School located at 47 

McKenzie Street, Cobden. The main brick, 

aluminium and concrete school building, 

former Pomborneit North Primary School and 

the former Purrumbete South Primary School 

contribute to the significance of the place. 

 

How is it significant? 

Cobden Technical School is of local historic, 

aesthetic and social significance to 

Corangamite Shire. The 1971 purpose built 

brick and aluminium building, the former 

Purrumbete South State School, the former 

Pomborneit North State School and the 

Willcroft-Terrapin buildings contribute to the 

significance of the place. 

 

Why is it significant? 

Cobden Technical School is historically 

significant for the pivotal role it has played in 

practical education in Cobden and the 

surrounding rural district. Established in 1969, 

the first building on the site was a Terrapin 

pre-fabricated building. The school was 

originally ungraded and focussed on providing 

practical courses geared to the skills required 

in the rural district around Cobden. In 

particular the school provided farm 

apprenticeships to learn skills required on farm 

and grazing properties. The school also 

offered cookery and metal and woodwork 

courses. The school is of historical significance 

for its demonstration of the Victorian technical 

school system, which was established to 

provide practical education geared specifically 

to the needs of a particular region. The former 

Pomborneit North and Purrumbete South State 

Schools are of historical significance for their 

demonstration of the provision of education in 

their former locations. (Criteria A & B) 

 

Cobden Technical School is historically 

significant for demonstrating the key attributes 

of a rural technical school established in the 

1960s. Significant features include the 

composite construction, purpose built main 

administration and classroom building 

constructed in 1971. This building is 

demonstrative of its period of construction with 

its modular design, brown brick panel walls, 

steel deck roofs and aluminium window and 

concrete panel side walls. The two former 

weatherboard State Schools moved to the site, 

are of aesthetic significance as excellent intact 

examples of Education Department Schools 

constructed in rural areas during the 1920s. 

The pre fabricated Willcroft-Terrapin buildings 

are of aesthetic significance as rare surviving 

examples of their building type. (Criteria D & 

E) 

 

Cobden Technical School is of social 

significance as the focus of education geared 

to the needs of the farming district in and 

around Cobden from 1969 until the present 

day. Past pupils of the school have 

associations with the site. (Criterion G) 

 

 

 
Recommended Extent – Cobden Technical School 
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2.7 Heytesbury House 
 

 

 
FRONT VIEW OF PROPERTY FROM PARROTT 

STREET 

 

 
VIEW OF FRONT VERANDAH 

 

 
FRONT CORNER VIEW 

 

 
ENTRY TO FORMER SURGERY 

 
FORMER SIDE HOSPITAL ENTRY 

 

LOCATION 

33 Parrot Street, Cobden 

 

FORMER NAMES 

The Bungalow 

Quillsbury House 

 

ITEM GROUP 

Health Services  

 

ITEM TYPE 

Doctors Surgery 

Hospital 

 

ARCHITECT/DESIGNERS 

 

ARCHITECTURAL STYLES 

Federation Free Style 

 

BUILDER/MAKERS 

Turner Fewtrell 

 

CONTEXTUAL HISTORY 

Prior to European settlement, the Cobden area 

was home to the Kuurn Kopan Noot Aboriginal 

people. The first European settlement in the 

area was in 1840 when Dr Daniel Curdie took 

up the 'Tandarook' pastoral run.  

 

Assistant Government Surveyor Thomas 

William Cooper undertook the first official 

survey of the township of Cobden in 1861 and 

the growing township of Cobden was again 

surveyed in 1866, this time by contract 

surveyor Louis W D’Elboux of Camperdown. 

The town was originally known as 'Lovely 

Banks' but the name was changed to Cobden 

in 1865 in honour of politician Richard Cobden, 

a free-trade advocate. 

 

In August 1866 the Cobden Common School 

was established with Mr. George Braithwaite 

as the teacher. Also in 1866 George Matthews 

was granted a license to establish Cobden’s 
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first hotel, known as the Cobden Hotel and 

located on the site of the current Thompson’s 

Hotel. 

 

Apart from the pastoral industry, growth of the 

district in the 1800s was assisted by the timber 

industry as a result of the surrounding 

Heytesbury Forest. By the mid 1860s there 

were two saw mills operating in the district; the 

Elingamite Saw Mill owned by J. Roberts and 

the Grass Tree Saw Mill. The Rugman family 

also had a lime kiln operating from their 

property a few miles from the township. At this 

time, Cobden had become the commercial hub 

of the southern districts of the Hampden Shire.  

 

Following a petition in June 1870, from the 

ratepayers, the existing bridge over the creek 

into the town was replaced by an 

embankment, which is still known as the dam. 

The work on this project was completed by 

1872. 

 

The continuous arrival of people to the 

Heytesbury Forest in the 1870s ensured the 

continuing growth of Cobden into the late 

1800s. A regular coach passenger service was 

established between Cobden and 

Camperdown in 1876, operating three days a 

week. 

 

Later into the 1800s dairying developed as one 

of the more successful local industries in the 

district and stimulated further growth and 

prosperity in Cobden during the 1880s. In 

1888 the Cobden Pioneer Cheese and Butter 

factory Cooperative Pty Ltd opened in Cobden, 

the first of its type in Victoria. By the turn of the 

century, creameries in association with the 

Cobden factory had been established at Dixie, 

Port Campbell, Scott’s Creek, South 

Purrumbete and Bostock’s Creek. 

 

A new, larger school opened in 1888 and this 

bluestone building is now the oldest portion of 

the school situated at the corner of Victoria 

and Silvester Streets. 

 

The imminent arrival of the railway to Cobden 

led to an increased demand for land and 

further subdivision of Cobden took place. The 

government surveyor, Mr Mott, undertook the 

surveying of the allotments, which were in the 

vicinity of the factory and the new railway 

station. The first steam engine passed through 

the Cobden Station on April 16, 1890. The final 

stage of the line to Timboon was officially 

opened to the public on April 5, 1892. 

 

Cobden was originally part of Shire of 

Hampden, which was gazetted in 1863 but as 

early as 1890, a petition had been delivered to 

the government demanding a new Shire for 

Cobden as the town residents felt neglected 

being located in the southern section of 

Hampden Shire. Finally in May 1895 

severance from Hampden was granted and 

the Heytesbury Shire Council was formed. The 

opening of the Presbyterian Church in Cobden 

took place in April 1895. 

 

Following the death of Daniel Curdie’s widow, 

Mrs. Frances (Fanny) Curdie in June 1900, on 

06 December 1902 the subdivisional sale of 

some 3200 acres of the Tandarook Estate took 

place. 

 

The Grand Central Hotel (now known as 

Thompson’s Hotel) owned by Mary and David 

Thompson and constructed by local builder H. 

H. Clarke was opened in November 1904. 

Cobden Public Hall was opened in 1906. The 

architect was Mr. M McCabe of Camperdown 

and the builder was Mr. H. H. Clarke of 

Cobden. 

 

The Cobden brick company commenced 

operations on 7 October 1908 at the southern 

end of Walker Street. To cope with the 

increase in the demand for the locally made 

bricks, the company erected another kiln at 

their brickworks in 1914. 

 

The dairying industry prospered well into the 

twentieth century bringing with it prosperity 

and growth to the business centre of Cobden. 

The 1920 Annual Report of the Cobden and 

District Co-Operative Pioneer Cheese and 

Butter Factory Company Ltd. demonstrated a 

record year of profits. 

 

In December 1920 the Shire Offices burnt 

down as a result of arson. The replacement 

Shire Offices located on the corner of Victoria 

and Silvester Street opened in June 1925. The 

Heytesbury Shire War Memorial was unveiled 

on the corner of Victoria and Curdie Streets. 

August 1925. The Cobden Hotel located on 

the corner of Victoria and Parrott Streets was 

constructed in the Inter-War period. 
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The prosperity and growth of the township 

continued on into the 1940s, 50s and 60s and 

it was not until the mid 1970s that the growth 

of the township slowed and even began to 

decline. 

 

The Cobden saleyards were delicensed and 

ceased operations in 1974. The last race 

meeting was held at Cobden racecourse in 

1975 and the last freight train ran on the 

Cobden -Timboon line in June 1977. All of 

these closures demonstrate the end to the 

prosperity and the subsequent decline in the 

population of the township and surrounding 

district. 

 

PLACE HISTORY 

Heytesbury House was constructed as a 14 

room private residence, consulting rooms and 

surgery for Dr. R. G. Naylor. Turner Fewtrell 

from Camperdown was the builder. The house 

was completed on 17th November 1904. 

 

Dr. Naylor had arrived in Cobden as the local 

Doctor and Health Officer for the Shire of 

Heytesbury in October 1903, replacing Dr. 

Stang. He was reported to have more than the 

basic qualifications and clinical experience at 

Westminster Opthalmic Hospital in London 

and the Royal Infirmary at Edinburgh. 

 

During his period in Cobden Dr. Naylor had 

involved himself in many social and sporting 

groups. He was a member of the cricket, 

tennis; and football clubs and involved with the 

Literary and Debating Society, Mechanics’ 

Institute, Horticultural Society and the Cobden 

Orchestra. He left Cobden at the end of 1905 

and following his departure there were a chain 

of doctors who took up the post of Cobden 

local and Health Officer for the Shire of 

Heytesbury residing and operating from what 

is now known as Heytesbury House. Dr. 

Charles replaced Dr. Naylor for 8 months 

before selling the practice to Dr. Stewart.  Dr. 

Stewart stayed until October 1910 and was 

replaced by Dr. Drew who was the local doctor 

until 1919 when Dr. Browne replaced him. 

 

During 1920, a number of discussions were 

held, supported strongly by Dr. Browne, with 

regard to the need to establish a cottage 

hospital in Cobden. This does not appear to 

have eventuated but by 1923 the house and 

surgery constructed in 1904 for Dr. Taylor and 

occupied by the subsequent doctors was in 

use as a private hospital under Dr. Browne’s 

management. 

 

Dr. Browne did not carry on the operation of 

the hospital for long as in August 1924 he 

announced he had bought a practice in 

Wangaratta and was leaving Cobden. Dr. A. H. 

Barrett who came from Walpeup replaced him. 

 

Dr. A. H. Barrett was to be the longest and 

most significant doctor to live and continue 

operation of the private hospital at Quillsbury 

House, known as The Bungalow at the time. 

 

Dr. J. W. (Bill) Barrett, Dr. A. H. Barrett’s son 

who went into partnership with his father at the 

Cobden practice in 1960, gave a talk to the 

Heytesbury and District Historical Society in 

1986, describing life at the hospital. The 

following is an extract of a transcription from 

that talk: 

 

My mother was unhappy about the 

fact that the bathroom and kitchen in 

the house also served the same 

functions for the hospital, which was 

part of the rather large weatherboard 

structure, and local Cobden builder 

Mr. Fred Williams was engaged to 

duplicate those facilities and also to 

add a sleepout after which she 

agreed to live there. The hospital 

section of the house consisted of a 

four-bed ward, a two bed ward, a 

private ward, the theatre, which was 

also used as the labour ward; a 

nursery, a waiting room, kitchen, 

bathroom and outside toilet at the 

back. The waiting room also served 

as the nursery in the winter as it had 

a fireplace. There were two beds on 

the rather large verandah protected 

by canvas blinds and they were 

used in busy times, making the total 

number of beds, nine. The staff lived 

in a sleepout away from the house, 

mostly called the shack and later 

occupied the house next door. They 

were a matron, two nurses and a 

cook. There was also a handy man 

Les King who did all the messages, 

cut the wood and pumped water into 

the hot water system. Then there 

was a gardener and additional 

handy man, called Percy Cleland. 

The washing was done by boiling 
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everything in a large copper at the 

back of the house and then 

sterilizing it in the kitchen oven. My 

father did his own dispensing in the 

little room next to the waiting room 

as there was no chemist in the 

township in the early days.   

 

Dr. A. H. Barrett finally closed the hospital on 

October 31, 1950 because of great difficulties 

in staffing. The hospital had been continuously 

occupied with from five to eight beds and as 

many as 11 babies and their mothers at one 

time, with the greatest number of babies being 

born in one year being 100. Dr. Barratt said he 

could see no solution to the labour shortage 

and could no longer cope with the difficulties 

involved with maintaining the hospital. He said 

he would retain a trained nurse and the theatre 

for minor operations and other emergencies. 

The building continued to be the home of Dr. 

Barrett and his family. 

 

At the time of the hospital’s closure, the 

Cobden Hospital Provisional Committee 

considered purchasing or leasing the building 

to continue its use as a hospital; however it 

was decided that a new building would be 

necessary at a future date, so they proceeded 

with raising funds for the construction of a new 

hospital. The Cobden Bush Nursing Hospital 

was officially opened in February 1958.  

In 1963 it was announced that Dr. Alfred H. 

Barrett who had been Cobden’s doctor for 39 

years had been awarded the Order of the 

British Empire in the Queen’s Birthday honours 

list. During that time Dr. Barrett had served as 

medical officer of health for the Shire for many 

years, covering the whole of the municipality.  

 

The Dr. Alfred H. Barrett wing was opened at 

the Cobden Bush Nursing Hospital in July 

1964. Dr. A. H. Barrett died in the Cobden 

Bush Nursing Hospital in June 1968. 

 

After Dr. A. H. Barret’s death, his son, Dr. Bill 

Barrett continued the practice in Cobden 

residing at the Parrott Street bungalow until 

1989 when he sold the property to the 

Fairweathers. At this time the Fairweathers 

converted the building to a Bed and Breakfast. 

 

Peter and Barb Mason later ran a Bed and 

Breakfast from the house and named the 

property Heytesbury House. Following this the 

property continued to be run as a Bed and 

Breakfast by the Selm family who named the 

property Quillsbury House. The property 

continues to be used as a Bed and Breakfast 

run by the Stubbings and is once again known 

as Heytesbury House. 
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PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION 

Heytesbury House is a large weatherboard 

Federation bungalow concealed behind a tall 

hedge at the front, Parrot Street boundary of 

the property. The residence had a main tall 

hipped roof with gable roofed wings projecting 

from the main roof. There is a return verandah 

to the north east corner with turned timber 

posts and a timber fretwork frieze. The gable 

end contain half timbering decoration  

 

A hip roofed wing projecting out to the east 

towards the rear of the house originally formed 

the consulting rooms for the doctor and there 

is a separate single door entry to this section 

connected by the return verandah. 

 

On the west side is an additional entry to the 

buildings, which was formerly the hospital 

entry and verandah. The verandah has a 

timber fretwork frieze matching the front 

verandah. Part of the verandah, extending 

from the front corner, has been filled in with a 

later addition relating to the Bed and Breakfast 

use of the building. 

 

Other features of the house include the timber 

framed double hung windows and the skillion 

hoods with timber brackets over some 

windows. 

 

The roofs are clad in corrugated metal sheet 

and a feature of the roof is the tall brick 

chimneys with prominent cornices. 
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STATEMENT OF CULTURAL HERITAGE 

SIGNIFICANCE 

 

What is significant? 

Heytesbury House located at 33 Parrott Street, 

Cobden. The form, materials and detailing of 

the original 1904 house and the 1920s 

alterations to convert it to a hospital are 

integral to the significance of the place. The 

front hedge and garden also contributes to the 

significance of the place. 

 

How is it significant? 

Heytesbury House is of local historic, aesthetic 

and social significance to the Corangamite 

Shire. 

 

Why is it significant? 

Heytesbury House is historically significant for 

the role it has played in health care in the 

Cobden district. It is of significance for its 

construction as a residence and surgery for 

the local Cobden doctor in 1904 and for its use 

as a private hospital operated by the local 

doctor in residence from 1923 to 1950. 

Heytesbury House is of historical significance 

for its associations with Dr. A. H. Barrett who 

resided at and operated his practice from the 

property, operated the hospital until its closure 

in 1950 and received an Order of the British 

Empire in 1963 for his services to the 

Heytesbury District, as the local doctor for 39 

years. (Criteria A, B & H)  

 

Heytesbury House is of aesthetic significance 

as an excellent substantially intact example of 

an early 20th century residence and surgery 

that has also operated as a private hospital. 

The form and layout is significant for 

demonstrating the operation of the building as 

a combined residence, consulting rooms and 

hospital. The building is also of aesthetic 

significance as a large Federation style 

country townhouse demonstrating key 

attributes of the Federation style. These 

features include the dominant main hipped 

roof form with projecting gable wings, half 

timbering decoration to gable ends, timber 

fretwork verandah frieze with curved post 

brackets, skillion window hoods with brackets, 

timber framed, double hung windows and brick 

chimneys with prominent cornices. (Criterion D 

& E) 

 

Heytesbury House is of social significance for 

its operation as a private hospital that serviced 

the Heytesbury District from 1923 until 1950. 

In particular the building operated as a 

maternity hospital with many hundred of local 

babies born at the property. (Criterion G) 

 

 

 

 
Recommended Extent – Heytesbury House 
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2.8 Former Cobrico Presbyterian 

Church 
 

 
FRONT VIEW OF CHURCH 

 

 
WEST SIDE VIEW OF CHURCH 

 

LOCATION 

670 Cobden-Terang Road, Cobrico 

 

FORMER NAMES 

Cobrico Presbyterian Church 

 

ITEM GROUP 

Religion 

 

ITEM TYPE 

Church 

 

ARCHITECT/DESIGNERS 

 

ARCHITECTURAL STYLES 

 

BUILDER/MAKERS 

 

CONTEXTUAL HISTORY 

The area near, and to the north of Lake 

Cobrico was one of the first agricultural areas 

in the Heytesbury. Although hemmed in on all 

sides by large landowner squatters, Daniel 

Curdie and Daniel Mackinnon, and absentee 

selectors such as Peter McArthur and William 

Adeney, the little settlements of Ewins Hill and 

(The) Cobrico were well advanced in the mid 

1860s, when Cobden was laid out as a 

township. 

 

Selectors who had obtained titles to their 

holdings before 1871 included R. Kearney, E. 

Garner, T. Asche, O. Robartson, G. Matthews, 

G. Harrison, J. Ovens, D. Finlayson, A. Black, 

J. Phelan, H. Dawe and T. Eva. Many of them 

were family men, and they had children who 

required an education. A school was 

established at Ewins Hill. It was allotted the 

number 892 and was opened in 1867 with an 

enrolment of 42 pupils. 

 

The majority of the early settlers listed were in 

the Ewins Hill area, but it was the district 

closer to Lake Cobrico that provided more 

scope for selectors, and numbers grew at that 

location to a stage where they were in the 

majority, and wanted a school more 

conveniently located for their children. Cobrico 

was granted a school in 1872 and it was 

initially decided that Ewins Hill School should 

be moved to Cobrico. But because of their 

influence with Daniel MacKinnon, the Ewins 

Hill residents obtained a compromise, with 

their school shifted less than one mile towards 

Cobrico, to the site where it has since been 

located. The compromise included the naming 

of the school, Cobrico, a new number, 1174; 

and gradually the whole area became known 

as Cobrico. 

 

Selectors who obtained titles to their holdings 

in the early to mid 1870s included M. Horan, J. 

Walsh, W. Bramley, S. S. Furnell, W. Andrews, 

M. Brough, J. Tait, T. Tully, J. McDonald, J. 

Maskell, T. P. Errey, W. Matthews, J. Durdin 

and S. Crane. 

 

Most of the selectors conducted their business 

affairs at Camperdown and journeyed through 

Naroghid to get there.  

 

There was a period of prosperity in the early 

1880s, compounded for the people at Cobrico 

by a very good grass season, and excellent 

returns for cheese from dairies. The 

prosperous situation was reflected by many 

improvements being effected to fencing and 

buildings etc. 

 

A Presbyterian Church was built at Cobrico in 

1890, and opened on July 27. It was the 

means of bringing many people in the district 

in closer contact with each other. 
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The people of Cobrico started campaigning for 

a public hall in February, 1906. Tenders went 

out for construction of a hall in March 1907 

and in July 1907 the new hall was officially 

opened. 

 

Around 1910, the Mackinnon family, most 

likely due to the death of Daniel Mackinnon, 

decided to cut up about 2000 acres of their 

land close to Cobrico, and sell it. The cutting 

up of the Mackinnon land for sale as dairy 

farms was probably of more credit than debt to 

the district. Whereas before the land was 

occupied by share farmers, it now came under 

the influence of family farmers with much 

greater incentive to develop and improve it. 

 

PLACE HISTORY 

The first record of a Presbyterian Church in the 

Cobrico region was in 1883 when services for 

Cobrico and Ewins Hill Presbyterian Church 

were held in the school, which was then 

situated at Spring Hill. 

 

In April 1890 at a meeting of the Mortlake 

Presbytery Reverend R. Robinson submitted 

the plan for a new church at Cobrico and 

reported the gift of half and acre of land as a 

church site at Cobrico, from Mr. Richard Kerr. 

The church was built by Skjellerup amd 

Spargo and opened in July 1890 by Revs. W. 

H. D. Wallace and J. I. Williamson. 

 

The church became an important community 

gathering place with regular services, 

weddings and funerals held in the church. It 

was also the focus of other community 

activities such as the annual harvest picnic. 

 

In March 1938 the jubilee of the church was 

celebrated. The celebration of the jubilee in 

1938 rather than 1940 (50 years after it 

opened) indicates that the community had 

been working towards the construction of a 

church since 1888. Mr. Richard Kerr, the only 

living foundation trustee and the original owner 

of the land on which the church stands, 

attended the jubilee celebrations. 

 

Mr John Errey, an elder of the church laid the 

foundation stone for a new Presbyterian 

Church at Cobrico in February 1956. The new 

brick veneer church was to be constructed on 

the same site as the earlier church and the old 

weatherboard church, which had stood for 65 

years, was removed from Cobrico in May and 

conveyed to Stonyford to be used as a church 

there. 

 

The church was officially opened and 

dedicated on September 2, 1956 by Rev. C. T. 

F. Goy, Moderator of the State General 

Assembly. 

 

A photograph taken in 1988 and included in 

Jack Fletcher’s And We Who Followed, 

indicates that the church was still in operation 

at the time (a sign indicating service times 

stands out the front of the church), but in 1990 

the site was sold to private owners. The 

building is now in use as a residence. 
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PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION 

The former church is a face red brick building 

with render dressings. It has a gable roofed 

nave, a small gable roofed entry porch to one 

side at the front of the building and another 

gable roofed wing projecting from the other 

side. The roofs are clad in terracotta tiles. The 

front elevation of the church contains three 

timber framed pointed arch windows with a 

central taller window and flanking smaller 

window. There is corner buttressing to the 

front elevation. The windows are divided 

vertically into separated panes. There is a 

cross fixed to the upper section of the gable 

end. The side elevations are divided into bays 

with stepped brick buttressing with sloped 

render cappings. Each bay contains a single 

timber framed pointed arch window. 

 

STATEMENT OF CULTURAL HERITAGE 

SIGNIFICANCE 

 

What is significant? 

The former Cobrico Presbyterian Church, 670 

Cobrico-Terang Road, Cobrico. The original 

form, materials and detailing of the 1956 brick 

church is integral to the significance of the 

place. 
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How is it significant? 

The former Cobrico Presbyterian Church is of 

local historic, aesthetic and social significance 

to Corangamite Shire.  

 

Why is it significant? 

The former Cobrico Presbyterian Church is 

historically significant for the role it has played 

in community life in the Cobrico and Ewins Hill 

area from 1890 until to the late 1980s. 

Constructed in 1956 the church replaced an 

earlier weatherboard church on the site 

opened in 1890. The construction of a new 

church in the 1950s is historically significant 

for demonstrating the strong Presbyterian 

community still in the area at that time. The 

Presbyterian denomination of the church 

demonstrates the high population of Scottish 

settlers including the highly prominent Daniel 

MacKinnon and the farming family, the Kerrs, 

who donated land for the church. (Criteria A & 

B) 

 

The former Cobrico Presbyterian Church is of 

aesthetic significance as a substantially intact 

example of a 1950s brick veneer church. Key 

features of the original building include the 

overall form with a single gable roofed nave, 

side entry porch and vestry wing with gable 

roofs clad in terracotta tiles, brick veneer walls, 

brick buttressing with render cappings and 

timber framed pointed arch windows. (Criterion 

E) 

 

The former Cobrico Presbyterian Church is of 

social significance as a focus for worship and 

as a community gathering place in the district 

from 1890 until the 1980s. (Criterion G).  

 

 

 

 

 
Proposed Extent – Former Presbyterian Church, Cobrico 
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2.9 Former Cobrico State School No. 

1174 
 

  
FRONT VIEW 

 

 
REAR ELEVATION 

 

LOCATION 

Ewens Hill Road, Cobrico 

 

FORMER NAMES 

 

ITEM GROUP 

Education 

 

ITEM TYPE 

School - State 

 

ARCHITECT/DESIGNERS 

 

ARCHITECTURAL STYLES 

Victorian 

 

BUILDER/MAKERS 

 

 

CONTEXTUAL HISTORY 

 

The area near, and to the north of Lake 

Cobrico was one of the first agricultural areas 

in the Heytesbury. Although hemmed in on all 

sides by large landowner squatters, Daniel 

Curdie and Daniel Mackinnon, and absentee 

selectors such as Peter McArthur and William 

Adeney, the little settlements of Ewins Hill and 

(The) Cobrico were well advanced in the mid 

1860s, when Cobden was laid out as a 

township. 

 

Selectors who had obtained titles to their 

holdings before 1871 included R. Kearney, E. 

Garner, T. Asche, O. Robertson, G. Matthews, 

G. Harrison, J. Ovens, D. Finlayson, A. Black, 

J. Phelan, H. Dawe and T. Eva. Many of them 

were family men, and they had children who 

required an education. As a result a school 

was established at Ewins Hill. It was allotted 

the number 892 and was opened in 1867 with 

an enrolment of 42 pupils. 

 

The majority of the early settlers listed were in 

the Ewins Hill area, but it was the district 

closer to Lake Cobrico that provided more 

scope for selectors, and numbers grew at that 

location to a stage where they were in the 

majority, and wanted a school more 

conveniently located for their children. Cobrico 

was granted a school in 1872 and it was 

initially decided that Ewins Hill School should 

be moved to Cobrico. But because of their 

influence with Daniel MacKinnon, the Ewins 

Hill residents obtained a compromise, with 

their school shifted less than one mile towards 

Cobrico, to the site where it has since been 

located. The compromise included the naming 

of the school, Cobrico. Gradually the whole 

area became known as Cobrico. 

 

Selectors who obtained titles to their holdings 

in the early to mid 1870s included M. Horan, J. 

Walsh, W. Bramley, S. S. Furnell, W. Andrews, 

M. Brough, J. Tait, T. Tully, J. McDonald, J. 

Maskell, T. P. Errey, W. Matthews, J. Durdin 

and S. Crane. 

 

Most of the selectors conducted their business 

affairs at Camperdown and journeyed through 

Naroghid to get there.  

 

There was a period of prosperity in the early 

1880s, compounded for the people at Cobrico 

by a very good grass season, and excellent 

returns for cheese from dairies. The 

prosperous situation was reflected by many 

improvements being effected to fencing and 

buildings etc. 

 

A Presbyterian Church was built at Cobrico in 

1890, and opened on July 27. It was the 
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means of bringing many people in the district 

in closer contact with each other. 

 

The people of Cobrico started campaigning for 

a public hall in February 1906. Tenders went 

out for construction of a hall in March 1907 

and in July 1907 the new hall was officially 

opened. 

 

Around 1910, the Mackinnon family, probably 

because of the death of Daniel Mackinnon, 

decided to cut up about 2000 acres of their 

land close to Cobrico, and sell it. The cutting 

up of the Mackinnon land for sale as dairy 

farms was probably of more credit than debt to 

the district. Whereas before the land was 

occupied by share farmers, it now came under 

the influence of family farmers with much 

greater incentive to develop and improve it. 

 

PLACE HISTORY 

The history of this school is closely linked with 

that of Ewins Hill. Neither Cobrico nor Ewin’s 

Hill 1.5 miles away could justify the 

establishment of separate schools and some 

bitterness developed when Ewins Hill took the 

initiative in building a school to serve both 

communities. Local residents without 

Government assistance built a school and 

lean-to residence at a cost of £90 and Ewins 

Hill School 892 opened in April 1867 with an 

enrolment of 42 pupils. Some Cobrico 

residents refused to accept the school and 

their children had no formal schooling for this 

period. 

 

It eventuated that Cobrico was a more rapidly 

developing area than Ewins Hill and in 1872 

the Board of Education approved a move for 

the school to Cobrico and allocated a number 

to the school, 1156. The number 1156 was 

nothing but an entry in the Board of Education 

records for some time. The Cobrico people 

chose a site for their school but it was never 

built due to the feuding between the two 

settlements. The Department finally decided in 

Cobrico’s favour, but a compromise was 

reached between the two areas. The Ewins 

Hill people persuaded Daniel Mackinnon to 

provide a site on land at a site half way 

between the two locations and the school was 

only moved about ¾ of a mile from the original 

Ewins Hill School site. The name of the school 

was changed to Cobrico 1174 and 

commenced operating in 1873 with Mr. 

Armstrong P. Wright as Head Teacher. He 

was Head Teacher at the school until his death 

in 1890.  

 

Gradually the area where the school was 

located and the surrounding area became 

known as Cobrico. 

 

A new school with accommodation for 40 

pupils was erected in 1885 at a cost of £273. 

The builder was D. Holland. 

 

Traditionally the Mackinnon family gave the 

prizes at the end of each school year. 

 

Mr. William Jenkin succeeded Mr. Wright as 

teacher in 1890, but only stayed for 12 

months. Mr W. Saul was teacher in 1896. Miss 

Hassett was teaching at Cobrico in 1901. 

Around 1903 the number of pupils dwindled 

and in May 1904, Cobrico was worked part 

time with Elingamite; the teacher being Mr. 

McNeill, of Cobrico.  

 

Miss Cahill the new teacher in 1906 began 

campaigning for a library very early in the new 

year of 1907. She sent subscription lists to all 

district residents. Although she was only a 

temporary appointment, she succeeded in her 

appeal and when she left for Elingamite in 

September, she left behind a library. During 

Miss Cahill’s stay a new brick chimney was 

built on the school room.  

 

Attendances in the early 1970s averaged less 

than 20. 
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PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION 

The Cobrico State School is an Education 

Department single room 1880s type with a 

steeply pitched gable roofed classroom and a 

gable roofed entry porch/cloak room to one 

side, at the front. The roof is clad in corrugated 

metal sheet with wide, timber lined eaves. The 

entry to the school is via a side door in the 

entry porch. Adjacent to the gabled entry porch 

is a large twin double hung window with six 

pane sashes. There are six pane hopper 
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sashes above the double hung sashes. Above 

the window at the centre of the main gable end 

is a rectangular louvred vent opening. The 

entry porch has a single, centrally placed, 

timber-framed window with four panes to the 

front and a rectangular louvred vent above. 

One side wall of the school contains two large 

timber framed double hung windows with six 

pane sashes. The other wall is blank, but there 

is evidence that there was originally a centrally 

placed chimney. The rear wall contains a bank 

of three double hung windows with six pane 

sashes and a row of six pane hopper windows 

above these. 

 

STATEMENT OF CULTURAL HERITAGE 

SIGNIFICANCE 

 

What is significant? 

The former Cobrico State School located on 

Ewens Hill Road, Cobrico. The original form, 

materials and detailing of the 1880s 

weatherboard school building contribute to the 

significance of the place. 

 

How is it significant? 

The former Cobrico State School is of local 

historic, aesthetic and social significance to 

Corangamite Shire. 

 

Why is it significant? 

The former Cobrico State School is historically 

significant for the role it has played in 

education in the Cobrico and Ewins Hill area 

from the 1880s to the 1990s. Erected on this 

site in 1885, this school building replaced the 

earlier Ewins Hill School, which had been 

moved to the site in 1873. The school was 

located on land donated by Daniel Mackinnon, 

and located half way between Ewins Hill and 

Cobrico; however the whole area later became 

known as Cobrico. The establishment of a 

school in Cobrico in the 1870s and the 

construction of a larger school in 1885, 

demonstrates the rapid settlement of the area 

at this time due to good agricultural conditions. 

The school is of historical significance for 

demonstrating that Cobrico was once a more 

populous settlement. (Criteria A & B) 

 

The former Cobrico State School is of 

aesthetic significance as a substantially intact 

example of an Education Department Victorian 

weatherboard single room school constructed 

in the 1880s. Key features of the original 

building include the overall form with a single 

steeply pitched gable roofed classroom and a 

gable roofed entry porch, the wide eaves, 

louvred vents and original timber framed 

windows with six pane sashes. (Criterion E) 

 

The former Cobrico State School is of social 

significance as the focus of education in the 

Cobrico and Ewins Hill district from the 1880s 

until c1990. Past pupils of the school have 

associations with the site. (Criterion G) 

 

 

 
Recommended Extent – Cobrico State School 
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2.10 Camp Cooriemungle 
 

 
LOOKING BACK TOWARDS THE ENTRANCE  

DRIVEWAY AND CHAPEL FROM THE  

CENTRAL CAMP 

 

 
FORMER ADMINISTRATION AND STAFF  

ACCOMMODATION BUILDINGS 

 

 
VIEW TO CENTRAL SEMI CIRCULAR  

COMMON AREA 

 

 
ACCOMMODATION AND ADMINISTRATION  

ALONG THE ENTRY DRIVEWAY 

 
FORMER PRISONER ACCOMMODATION HUTS 

 

 
COORIEMUNGLE CREEK AND BRIDGE 

 

LOCATION 

30 Bornong Road, Cooriemungle 

 

FORMER NAMES 

Cooriemungle Prison 

 

ITEM GROUP 

Law Enforcement 

 

ITEM TYPE 

Prison 

 

ARCHITECT/DESIGNERS 

 

ARCHITECTURAL STYLES 

 

BUILDER/MAKERS 

 

CONTEXTUAL HISTORY 

 

There is evidence of the early presence of 

Aboriginal groups along the coast south of 

the Heytesbury and around the 

Cooriemungle Creek. The Aboriginal 

people of the area were part of the 

Coagulac tribe and lived between 

Camperdown and the Otways. “Coagulac” 

means “living on a sand-edged lake”. The 

name Cooriemungle is derived from the 

Aboriginal word for people - Koorie and 

wilderness - Mungle. Hence Cooriemungle 

or “people of the wilderness”. 
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As early as 1875 European settlers were 

moving into the Timboon district, which 

was covered in scrub and timber. Mr 

Callaway, one early arrival, successfully 

established a hops industry upon settling 

in the area. Timboon hops gained world 

wide acclaim but the industry was 

subsequently wiped out by a pest plague. 

Other families followed and names such 

as Cowley, Easterbrook, Robilliard, Brown 

and Beames appeared on early titles. 

 

While timber milling was the main industry 

at the time, bolstered by the huge demand 

for firewood as other industries such as 

lime works developed, others were 

determined to establish farms in the 

cleared forest. Lack of machinery and 

information about fertiliser requirements 

on varying soil types throughout the region 

restricted the pioneers’ success. Axes 

saws and stump grubbers were the main 

implements available in those days, and 

the normal method of establishing pasture 

was to burn the logs and scrub and throw 

the seed out on the ashes. While 

reasonably successful on certain soil 

types, the early settlers soon came to 

recognise the areas where this method 

would work. They concentrated on these 

areas and dodged the grass tree and 

forest land which from experience they 

could not grow pasture. 

 

As early as 1907 the Agriculture 

Department had control over a large area 

of grass tree country at Jancourt, later 

known as Howards Plain. This land was 

developed using steam engines and five 

furrow ploughs. It subsequently remained 

Crown Land until taken over by the Rural 

Finance and Settlement Commission in 

the late 1950s. Apart from that 

development, most of the clearing and 

settling of forest land appears to have 

taken place in the forest west of the Port 

Campbell-Cobden Road, in the Brucknell, 

Paaratte, Newfield areas. Lying between 

those areas and the Carlisle River was a 

large forest which was largely untouched 

and which was to become the Heytesbury 

Settlement. 

 

For many years Port Campbell and the 

surrounding areas were served only by 

sea – tourists and later settlers arrived 

only after the completion of the Great 

Ocean Road by returned First World Was 

soldiers in 1932. 

 

In the late 1920s and into the 1930s forest 

land was allocated to settlers under the 

Bailey Settlement Scheme and again 

much of this was west of the Cobden-Port 

Campbell Road. While this scheme 

attracted criticism over the years it did 

provide an opportunity for many young 

people to own their own farm. Few if any 

original settlers remain today but several 

of their descendants still farm in the 

district. In the 1920s some of these blocks 

were allocated under the Soldier 

Settlement Act. Probably the start of WW2 

saw the end of the Bailey scheme. 

 

In April 1946 a conference was held at 

Cooriemungle Prison to discuss soldier 

settlement in the Heytesbury Forest. 

Members of the Soldier Settlement 

Commission were impressed with the way 

that the land was being worked, and the 

results. As a result of the visit it was 

decided to recommend soldier settlement 

in Crown areas around the prison. Blocks 

were to be 150 acres in timbered areas 

and 200 acres in grass – tree country. It 

was suggested that there was 50,000 

acres of first class land in the district, 

which would repatriate 300 soldiers. It was 

at this stage that approximately 1900 

acres, previously under the control of 

Cooriemungle, was relinquished to the 

Soldier Settlement Commission for 

development. 

 

At the end of the war local people also 

showed renewed interest in further 

development of the forest for closer 

settlement. A repatriation committee was 

formed, spearheaded by D. D. McKenzie, 

a local grazier. The committee met with 

Government Officials including 

representatives of the Soldier Settlement 

Commission, the CSIRO and Department 

of Agriculture. As a result the Government 

decided to set aside an area of around 

200 acres, which would become an 

experimental area using various fertilizers 

and pasture species. The outcome of this 

experiment would then determine whether 

large scale development over a wide area 

was feasible. 
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Encouraged by the results on the 

experimental blocks, the Soldier 

Settlement Commission decided to push 

ahead with large scale development. By 

August 1955 a start had been made on the 

survey of a road through 12000 acres of 

the Heytesbury area, which was intended 

to be developed for land settlement and 

William (Bill) Melrose was appointed as 

manager of the project. 

 

The administrative centre of the New 

Heytesbury settlement Scheme was 

constructed in 1956 at the site of what was 

later known as Simpson, named after the 

Soldier Settlement Scheme Chairman Mr. 

H. L. Simpson. At first the site consisted of 

caravans and tents but homes for 

permanent employees, the main 

administrative offices, and workshops 

were rapidly constructed. 

 

Large scale clearing operations were 

begun in 1956. Farms averaged 180 acres 

and were provided complete with house, 

dairy, sheds and boundary fence. Settlers 

had to work the place for six years before 

being able to sell. Settlement was stopped 

in 1970 because of over production in the 

dairying industry and at that time there 

were 352 blocks in use. 

 

PLACE HISTORY 

The Cooriemungle Prison Farm was the 

first open, minimum security camp in 

Victoria. It was established in 1939 when 

16,300 acres of land were set aside 

“tentatively” for the Penal Department, 

Eleven prisoners and three officers first 

occupied the camp on 21 October 1940. 

Only the administration section of the 

prison was completed by this time and 

once on site, immediate action was taken 

to commence work on the remaining 

buildings, to fence and clear the site, 

complete a road and form a vegetable 

garden. By the end of 1940, thirty-two 

prisoners and five officers were installed 

and ready to begin work. 

 

The aim of Cooriemungle was to employ a 

selected group of prisoners in fencing, 

clearing and sowing allotments of land to 

prepare them as farms for settlement. As 

each farm reached the productive stage, it 

was handed over to the Lands Department 

for disposal to some settler. The settler 

would then be able to take possession at 

once and pay his way, instead of waiting 

long years to bring his land into 

production. It was envisaged that the work 

undertaken by prisoners at Cooriemungle 

would help to open up the remote 

Heytesbury area for settlement. 

 

The buildings at Cooriemungle were 

originally constructed to be moved to 

another part of the site when all the land 

within reasonable distance of the existing 

site had been cleared, fenced, and settled. 

The original 16,300 acres, however was 

reduced to approximately 4,000 in 1946 

when control of the area was relinquished 

to the Soldier Settlement Commission for 

development and therefore the prison 

camp buildings remained on their original 

site. 

 

The average length of sentence being 

served by a prisoner at Cooriemungle was 

between six and eighteen months, the 

crime being mostly larceny, false 

pretences, and the like. Usually no 

murderers, violent, or sex offenders were 

sent to the camp. 

 

Cooriemungle was run as an ‘open’ prison 

with the inmates working in accordance 

with an honour system. By 1950 it was 

reported that approximately 700 prisoners 

had passed through the camp in 11 years 

and only 12 had escaped, although “not 

having bars, locks, or walls ... there was 

ample opportunity if one wished to 

escape”. All of the twelve escapees, with 

one exception, were recaptured. Very few 

prisoners returned to prison after serving 

at Cooriemungle. 

 

During the 1940s the prisoners’ cubicles 

were increased to thirty, constructed in an 

arc so that they could all be viewed from 

the main camp office. The prisoners also 

constructed roads, a garage, stables, a 

dairy, workshops and a dam to store 

water, so that it could be pumped into the 

camp from the Cooriemungle Creek. By 

1945 the home farm, consisting of 140 

acres, was completed, and supplied the 

camp with meat, milk, butter and 

vegetables. The camp had 40 cattle and 
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160 sheep and several horses. The camp 

vegetable garden amply supplied the 

needs of the camp. Sheep, cattle and 

produce from the farm competed 

successfully in the Cobden Autumn Show 

and the Lower Heytesbury Show. In 1946, 

six first prizes and five second prizes were 

obtained, and the Red Poll Bull was 

awarded Grand Champion Ribbon. 

 

By the end of 1950, 140 acres of camp 

area had been cleared and sown in 

pasture, 2540 acres had been surveyed 

into 15 allotments for development, 1188 

acres (seven allotments) were fenced and 

partly developed, 409 acres (2 allotments) 

were partly fenced and ploughed and 568 

acres (3 allotments) had been made 

available for selection. In 1949 a sawmill 

had been constructed, the timber being 

used for fencing and buildings. 20 acres of 

heavy timber and 20 acres of light timber 

were cleared. 1700 fence posts were cut 

and erected and 1000 posts were supplied 

to French Island (Reformatory Prison). In 

addition 6,000 feet of timber was cut and 

sent to Langi Kal Kal. 

 

During the 1950s Cooriemungle increased 

its prisoner accommodation to 40 separate 

cells and more staff accommodation was 

built. Other additions to the farm included 

a new petrol store, large tank stand, hay 

shed, boiler house, new dairy, drying 

room, and new recreation hall. A powerful 

crawler tractor had been acquired for 

clearing the areas of forest and grass land 

which were so thick that it was difficult to 

clear. Timber was being cut at the sawmill 

and regularly sent to other gaols, as were 

bags of potatoes. In 1952, 65 bags of 

potatoes were sent to Geelong Gaol. 

 

The prisoners came to be active 

participants in the local community and 

entered a cricket team in local district 

competitions and some inmates played in 

the local football team. They donated 

blood regularly to the Red Cross at 

Timboon Hospital, and made a variety of 

wooden and soft toys for the Retarded 

Children’s Home at Terang and the Apex 

Clubs of Camperdown and Cobden. By 

the late ‘60’s they were donating furniture 

to local schools, infant welfare and pre-

school centres. Once a month, on a Friday 

night, a concert was staged in the 

recreation hut by members of the C.W.A. 

and a group from Cobden. Throughout the 

years the local residents returned the 

prisoners’ generosity by donating two 

televisions and a piano to the farm, as well 

as regularly providing them with Christmas 

gifts. The local Rotary Club frequently 

donated money to the prisoners for hobby 

tools, paying it into the ‘Prisoners’ Welfare 

Account’. 

 

The prisoners worked a five day - 37 hour 

week. If the weather prevented work on 

the farm or in the bush, the prisoners were 

returned to their huts or to the recreation 

hut. Muster took place on a concrete 

square outside the Central Offices where 

each prisoner took his place on an evenly 

spaced painted dot. A large blackboard 

was updated daily and clearly displayed 

which prisoners were allocated to which 

work ‘gangs’ and any prisoners who were 

currently in the infirmary. 

 

The prisoners were accommodated in 

separate 6’ x 8’ wooden huts grouped in a 

semi circle around the main administrative 

building. It was perceived that this 

arrangement gave officers a reasonable 

visual surveillance, whilst also giving the 

prisoners a feeling of privacy. The huts 

contained a bed, mattress, five blankets, 

two sheets, pillow, and pillowslip, 

bedspread, coir floor mat, table, stool, 

commode, and night bucket. These huts 

were unheated and lit by a single globe 

operated by a switch outside the hut. 

Prisoners were allowed a transistor radio, 

three family photos, football boots and 

jumper, books and hobby work in their 

cells. If their visitors brought them, they 

were allowed to hang curtains in their huts. 

It was reported that rooms were “small but 

comfortable, with each prisoner adding his 

own personal touch”. The huts were, of 

course, locked at night. The prisoners ate 

all meals in a common dining room. 

 

The staff at Cooriemungle worked a shift 

of 20 days on duty and 8 days off. While 

on duty they resided in staff quarters at the 

camp. By 1964 the staff numbered 9, 

comprising one Chief Prison Officer, one 

Senior Prison Officer, and seven Prison 

Officers, supervising 60 men. Two part 
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time Anglican and Roman Catholic 

chaplains visited once a week and 

conducted services monthly. Salvation 

Army Officers visited and conducted 

services once every three months and the 

Pentridge chaplains visited quarterly. The 

local Cobden doctor called monthly; 

otherwise urgent cases were driven to 

him. The camp only had a small 

dispensary for first aid. The hospital and 

dentist, when needed, were at 

Camperdown, and prisoners needing 

psychiatry were returned to Pentridge. 

 

The prisoners were allocated to work 

‘gangs’ which were supervised by a prison 

officer. A bush gang of 16 prisoners 

cleared the virgin forests, fenced, 

ploughed and sowed the cleared land, 

supervised by a prison officer. A gang of 

six, under a prison officer, milled timber for 

buildings at the camp and other prisons. 

Ten men were employed in the farm gang, 

four in the vegetable garden, two each in 

the dairy and piggery, and two as 

stockmen – this gang was supervised by 

the farm manager. A further 15 men 

worked around the camp under the 

supervision of a duty officer, as 

poultryman, librarian, cleaner, firewood 

cutter, carpenter, laundryman, painter, 

workshop handyman and officer’s steward. 

 

Each of the prisoners was encouraged to 

maintain a small garden in front of their 

cell. During the late 1940’s the officer in 

charge, a keen gardener, insisted on the 

lawn and gardens being made around the 

camp buildings and cubicles. A large 

hedge was planted around the buildings 

and in time this grew to offer a protective 

wind break to the somewhat exposed 

prison buildings. 

 

In 1972 Cooriemungle established a new 

large seedling nursery in a joint operation 

between the Forests Commission and the 

Parole Division, and in 1975 a Guernsey 

Stud was introduced. In 1974 a new bridge 

was constructed at the entrance of the 

camp over Cooriemungle Creek from logs 

and timber obtained on prison property. A 

chapel was donated by local residents – it 

was dismantled, transported to the prison, 

and re-erected by prisoners. 

 

Despite the recent improvements, the 

prison was formally closed on December 

1st 1977 after operation as a prison for 

thirty-eight years. The reason for the 

closure of Coorriemungle was because of 

a fall in numbers of suitable prisoners 

available for classification to “open” camps 

and because of the high cost of 

maintaining the prison. The Public Works 

Department took over as caretakers of the 

site until a Government decision was 

made concerning the future use of 

Cooriemungle. A local Committee of 

Management was also established. 

 

The camp was left disused for seven 

years, and the interest of those comprising 

the Committee of Management waned. In 

the early 1980’s the Department of Social 

Welfare called for tenders to sell and 

remove the prisoner’s huts. The 

underground power cables linking each 

hut to electricity were cut and the prison 

farm was on the verge of being 

disassembled. The Committee of 

Management rallied to prepare a 

submission, which proposed using the 

farm as a camp for disadvantaged youth. 

The Government on the proviso that the 

camp fulfilled the necessary health and 

building regulations accepted this. The 

Apex Clubs of the area made 

Cooriemungle “their project” and 

organised a number of working bees to 

paint and repair the prison buildings, which 

had by this time become neglected. They 

repainted the buildings in the prison’s 

regulation colours of blue and white. The 

Heytesbury Shire financed the necessary 

structural changes, plumbing, rewiring, 

and so forth. The Committee of 

Management employed a caretaker, and 

the first camp was organised in 1984 by 

the City of Footscray (a sister municipality 

of Heytesbury) for a group of urban 

Vietnamese teenagers. 

 

By the late 1980’s the Shire found that 

they were losing money on the 

maintenance and caretaking costs of 

Cooriemungle. At this time they were 

approached by a couple who proposed to 

lease the camp from the Shire and turn it 

into a more financially viable school camp, 

offering full accommodation, catering and 

organised activities. The Committee of 
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Management agreed to their proposal after 

some reservations about the heritage of 

the camp disappearing.  

 

In the 1990s the camp operators of the 

time purchased the camp from the 

Government and since that time it has 

passed through a number of owners with 

the most recent change of ownership in 

2010. The site is still in operation as a 

recreation/school camp. 
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PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION 

The camp is entered from Bornong Road 

with a crossing over the Cooriemungle 

Creek just before the entry. Inside the 

gates and to the south of the entrance 

driveway is a manager’s residence and a 

chapel. The manager’s residence is a 

more recent addition since the camp use 

of the site, however the chapel was 

donated by the community to the prison in 

the 1970s. The weatherboard church with 

a gable roof was dismantled from another 

location and reconstructed on the site. A 

tree windbreak lines the southern 

boundary of the site leading up to the 

central area of buildings. The 

Cooriemungle Creek runs through the 

southern section of the site and the 

building complex is located on the 

northern side.  

 

The central section of the camp consists of 

a cluster of buildings arranged in a semi-

circular plan. The former staff 

accommodation and administration 

buildings are lined up in a row along the 

entry driveway with an arc of former 

prisoner’s huts enclosing the semi-circular 

courtyard. Of the original 60 prisoner cells 

only 26 remain. The former Governor’s 

office sits between the arc of prisoner’s 

huts and the row of administration 

buildings. 

 

On the southern side of the driveway 

along the straight edge of the semi circle is 

a tall hedge providing protection to the 

cluster of buildings. Further south of this is 

a weatherboard boat house building sitting 

on the banks of the dam, which forms part 

of Cooriemungle Creek. At the east end of 

the dam where the creek narrows there is 

a pedestrian bridge over the creek. 

 

The semi-circular complex of buildings 

associated with the former prison are all 

timber framed with weatherboard cladding. 

They were variously constructed in the 

1940s and 1950s and have gable roofs, 

which are clad in corrugated metal sheet.  

 

The former prisoner accommodation huts 

are approximately 1.8 x 2.5 metres with 

the narrow elevation facing into the 

courtyard. The gable end elevation 

contains a single door and small fixed 

timber framed window with eight panes. 

The gable roofs have wide eaves with 

exposed rafters. Each hut is separated by 

approximately one metre. 

 

The administration buildings, dining room 

and accommodation buildings along the 

driveway vary slightly in their detailing but 

common features include timber horizontal 

cladding, timber framed double hung 

windows and gable roofs with wide eaves. 

The eastern most building has timber 

framed double hung windows with multi 

panes indicating it may have been one of 

the earlier buildings.  

 

The former Governor’s Office is the most 

grand of the buildings in the complex and 

demonstrates the Modern style 

architecture of the 1940s and 1950s. It has 

a hipped roof wing and a gable roofed 

wing. The eaves are wide with exposed 

rafters. The windows are timber framed 

and double hung with each sash divided 

into two horizontal panes in the Modern 

style. The elevation facing the former 

prisoner’s huts is the most dramatic with a 

central narrow chimney expressed in the 

wall and Modern style window either side. 

The chimney lines up with a flag pole 

directly in front of the building.  
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STATEMENT OF CULTURAL HERITAGE 

SIGNIFICANCE 

 

What is significant? 

Camp Cooriemungle and its setting 

located at 30 Bornong Road, 

Cooriemungle. The original form, materials 

and details of the following features 

contribute to the significance of the place. 

 The semi-circular complex of timber 
framed buildings including the arc of 
former prisoner’s accommodation 
huts, dining hall, accommodation and 
administration buildings and former 
Governor’s Office. 

 The driveway, hedge and windbreaks 
defining the layout of the site 

 The boat house 

 The chapel 
 

How is it significant? 

Camp Cooriemungle and its setting is of 

local historic, aesthetic and social 

significance to the Corangamite Shire. 

 

Why is it significant? 

Camp Cooriemungle is historically 

significant as a unique example of an 

innovative prison type in Victoria. 

Established in 1939 and closed in 1977, it 

was the first open, minimum security 

prison in the State. The aim of 

Cooriemungle was to employ a selected 

group of prisoners in fencing, clearing and 

sowing allotments of land to prepare them 

as farms for settlement. As each farm 

reached the productive stage, it was 

handed over to the Lands Department for 

disposal to a settler. A productive farm and 

sawmill also operated at the site and 

supplied timber and produce to other 

prisons. Camp Cooriemungle is of 

historical significance for its contribution to 

the settlement and development of the 

Heytesbury area and the methods used to 

open up the forest for farming. (Criteria A 

& B) 

 

Camp Cooriemungle is aesthetically 

significant as a substantially intact 

example of a rare site type. The modest 

timber framed buildings laid out in a semi-

circular plan and dating from the 1940s 

and 50s clearly demonstrate the 

operations of the minimum security prison 

and exemplify the period in which the 

prison operated. Of particular aesthetic 

significance is the surviving arc of identical 

weatherboard prisoner accommodation 

huts facing the administration buildings. 

These huts provide the distinguishing 

feature, clearly indicating the site’s former 

use as a prison. The former Governor’s 

Office is of aesthetic significance as the 

most grand of the buildings in the complex 

and demonstrates the Modern style of 

architecture of the 1940s and 1950s. The 

elevation facing the former prisoner’s huts 

is the most dramatic with a central narrow 

chimney expressed in the wall and a 

Modern style window either side. The 

driveway, hedge and windbreaks are of 

aesthetic significance for their contribution 

to demonstrating the original layout and 

setting of the prison site. (Criteria D & E) 

 

Camp Cooriemungle is of social 

significance for the role it has played in the 

social and community history of the 

Cobden and Heytesbury district. The 

prisoners came to be active participants in 

the local community and entered a cricket 

team in local district competitions and 

some inmates played in the local football 

team. Prisoners made a variety of wooden 

and soft toys and furniture, which they 

donated to local charities, schools, infant 

welfare and preschool centres. 

Throughout the years, the local residents 

returned the prisoners’ generosity by 

donating two televisions and a piano and a 

chapel to the farm, as well as regularly 

providing them with Christmas gifts. The 

local Rotary Club frequently donated 

money to the prisoners for hobby tools, 

paying it into the ‘Prisoners’ Welfare 

Account’. The Heytesbury district values 

the site as a significant and unique part of 

their history and this was demonstrated in 

the local efforts to find a new use for the 

site as a camp after the prison closed. The 

site is also of social significance for its 

demonstration of alternative thinking on 

low security prison types during the 1950s 

and 60s. (Criterion G) 
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Recommended Extent – Camp Cooriemungle 
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2.11 Lattice Truss Road Bridge, 

Cressy 
 

 
ROAD OVER BRIDGE DECK 

 

 
BRIDGE BASE STRUCTURE WITH 1850s  

STONE PIERS AND 1870s IRON TRUSSES  

AND RAILINGS 

 

 
CAST IRON SIDE BARRIERS 

 

 
CAST IRON MANUFACTURERS PLATE 

 
SKETCH OF THE IRON TRUSS BRIDGE SOON AFTER 

COMPLETION 

 

LOCATION 

Hamilton Highway over Woady Yallock River, 

Cressy 

 

FORMER NAMES 

 

ITEM GROUP 

Transport - Road 

 

ITEM TYPE 

Road Bridge 

 

ARCHITECT/DESIGNERS 

Engineer 1850s bridge – Charles Rowand 

Engineer 1880 bridge – Charles A. C. Wilson 

 

ARCHITECTURAL STYLES 

 

BUILDER/MAKERS 

Humble and Nicholson, iron founders & 

engineers, of Geelong 

 

CONTEXTUAL HISTORY 

The early roads developed from rough tracks. 

These were notoriously dusty in summer and 

muddy in winter. As the rough bush tracks 

widened with greater use, road boards were 

set up to finance and administer road and 

bridge building. Toll roads were used to help 

pay the costs of construction and 

maintenance. The major roads in the study 

area included the northern route from Geelong 

to Hamilton (Hamilton Hwy), and the southern 

route from Geelong to Warrnambool (Princes 

Hwy). The former route was preferred 

because it avoided the dreaded Stony Rises 

that stretched from Pirron Yallock to 

Pomborneit. This was the roughest part of the 

trip on the road to Camperdown, as Hugh 

Childers explained: ‘They call it the Stony 

River, the road being all the way like the bed 

of a dry creek’ On the occasion of Prince 
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Alfred’s visit of 1867, the road was made and 

improved all the way to Camperdown. 

 

By 1845 the relatively flat and lightly timbered 

plains in Victoria’s south western quarter were 

criss crossed by tracks. Many of these were 

the rough tracks blazed by squatters to their 

pastoral stations. As traffic increased to and 

from the developing centres, stopovers and 

inns sprang up on the main routes.  

 

Gold brought people to the Colony, and the 

increased traffic highlighted the appalling state 

of the roads. In November 1851 a Select 

Committee of the Legislative Council in 

Victoria began examining the condition of the 

Colony’s roads and bridges. The Committee 

recommended the formation of a Central 

Roads Board, together with district roads 

boards, to oversee the construction of a road 

network. It authorised the construction of a 

bridge over the Woady Yallock River at 

Cressy in 1854, and over Barongarook Creek 

in 1855. The Central Roads Board was 

prematurely abolished in 1857, but not before 

establishing standards of road building based 

on the principles of Telford and McAdam. 

 

Cressy is located 139 km west of Melbourne 

on the Hamilton Highway. It is one of Victoria’s 

oldest towns, being formed by 1840 beside a 

key river crossing on the northern road from 

Melbourne and Geelong to Port Fairy and 

Portland. It is named after Crecy in France, 

the home town of Frederick and Rosine 

Duverney who established the “Frenchman's 

Inn” here in 1840. The present establishment 

of that name was built in the early 20th 

century, on the site of the original, of which 

there is now no trace. An early surviving 

bluestone church (1862) and the old iron 

bridge (1880) remain from the early days. 

 

Coach and wagon traffic brought considerable 

trade to Cressy in the early days, supporting 

three hotels, two blacksmith's shops, two 

wheelwrights and other businesses. However, 

when the railways came through the district, 

first with the Colac-Ballarat Line in 1911 and 

then the Geelong Maroona Line in 1913, the 

road traffic largely ceased, buildings were 

demolished and population drifted away. Later 

subdivision of the large estates under various 

closer settlement and soldier settlement 

schemes helped slow the decline as more 

farmers came to the district. 

 

PLACE HISTORY 

Initially a ford existed across the Woady 

Yallock River at Cressy, but in 1844 a timber 

bridge designed by David Lennox was erected 

nearby. This was located a mile downstream 

of the present bridge opposite the 

Frenchman’s Inn and in line with Duverney 

Street. 

 

The first bridge and its approaches were 

damaged in the flood of May 1852. A paved 

ford exists in line with Synnott Street and an 

unsealed water-bound macadam paved road 

leads to it from the junction of Duverney Street 

and Bridge Street. This ford probably was 

used as the crossing place before the first 

bridge and for the two years following its 

destruction before a new bridge was built. In 

1854 a new less flood-prone site was selected 

north of the town where the banks of the river 

were high and steep. This new bridge was 

built in 1854 using a laminated timber arch of 

about 125 feet span with two timber beam 

side spans of 43 feet clear. The arch was 

supported on two massive basalt piers and the 

abutments were also built of basalt. The 

bridge was designed and built for the Central 

Road Board by Charles Rowand, the Board's 

Engineer for the Geelong district. All this 

masonry work survives. 

 

While the Roads Act, which provided for the 

creation of District Road Boards passed into 

law in 1853, it took some years for the local 

district to take advantage of this, so that the 

1854 Cressy Bridge was erected well before 

local residents of the Camperdown District 

held their first meetings in 1856. The first 

meeting to form the Hampden and Heytesbury 

Road District covering a large area from 

Skipton to Port Campbell was on 6 August. 

The Board was formed on 8 July 1856 and the 

Road District formally proclaimed on 25 April 

1857 with William Ferguson appointed as 

Secretary. No engineer was regularly 

employed, but instead the board appears to 

have contracted out various services. 

 

Having safely survived the 1870 floods, the 

timber superstructure of the bridge was burnt 

down in a fire on 22 February 1878, along with 

an adjacent hotel. The bluestone piers and 

abutments were undamaged. The local shire 

resolved to rebuild the bridge with an iron 

superstructure on the existing piers to prevent 
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another loss by fire.  A public competition for 

the bridge design was held and won by C.A.C. 

Wilson, engineer for the Shire of Leigh. His 

design incorporated three continuous double 

intersection Warren trusses mounted on the 

existing piers and abutments with the addition 

of a new central iron pier thus making it a four 

span bridge. 

 

The trusses support cross beams, which in 

turn carry the buckle-plate or jack arch iron 

deck. Concrete was laid on these and red gum 

blocks were used to pave the full width of the 

roadway. Cast-iron kerbs supported 

decorative cast iron side barriers. The 

ironwork for the bridge was fabricated and 

erected by Humble and Nicholson, iron 

founders & engineers, of Geelong. The cost of 

the ironwork was £5,000 making it one of the 

largest single contracts for the Vulcan foundry 

in this period. The manufacturer's name is 

recorded on a cast iron plate on the south east 

end of the barrier railing. 

 

Humble & Nicholson’s Vulcan Foundry in Little 

Malop Street, Geelong, was originally 

established by William Croll in 1854, the 

business was bought out by two former 

employees William Humble and Ward 

Nicholson in 1866. The firm initially produced 

mining machinery and agricultural equipment, 

but the later development of Geelong’s 

manufacturing industries opened new 

markets. During the 1870s they began 

diversifying into government contract work, 

producing weighing machines, pumps, boilers 

and turntables for the Railway Department. At 

the time that they produced ironwork for the 

Cressy Bridge, the firm had a workforce of 

about 100. 

 

The Cressy Bridge was opened to traffic on 20 

October 1880. 

 

The red gum blocks were later replaced with a 

crushed rock and asphalt road surface. The 

bridge had a major overhaul and repaint in 

1961-2 and repairs to the hand-rails were 

carried out in 1975 and 1987 following car 

accidents. 

 

In 1995 a new reinforced concrete-girder 

bridge was erected immediately downstream 

of the Cressy bridge (south side) by VicRoads. 

As part of this work the approach road was 

realigned, leaving the old bridge as a foot 

bridge only. Provision in the Cressy Township 

Landscape Master Plan has been made for 

the interpretation and enhancement of the 

bridge. 
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PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION 

The bridge comprises abutments of ashlar and 

rusticated bluestone and two piers with 

stepped, axe-cut, coursed bluestone. Carved 

into the north east abutment is the 

construction date of 1854 and the Masonic 

symbols of a pair of compasses and mason’s 

set-square, an eye and the letter “G”. 

 

Three rows of rectangular cast-iron sockets 

set in the stonework for taking the former 

timber arch supports are clearly visible on the 

inner faces of the piers. These project off a 

chamfered ledge at approximately 30 degrees 

off vertical. The outer faces of the piers and 

abutments have smaller stone pockets, which 

supported diagonal struts under the timber 

beams of the approach spans. It is likely that 

there were formerly parapets over the stone 

piers on the original timber arch bridge, which 

were removed to accommodate the trusses. 

 

The 1880 components comprise three side-

by-side deck type cross trusses, continuous 

over spans of 14.3m, two at 20.4m (over the 

central wrought iron pier) and 13.9 m.  The 

trusses are each 5 ft. 1 inch (1,550 mm) deep 

and 237 feet (72.2 m) long mounted on 

modified sills in the existing piers and 

abutments with the addition of a new central 

iron pier thus giving the bridge four spans. The 

structural design is more correctly termed a 

"double Warren truss".  

 

The deck is 6.2 m wide. The buckle plate deck 

incorporates wrought iron plates between the 

top flanges of the girders curved to an arc of 

about 4m radius. The central pier comprises 
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three riveted wrought iron cylindrical columns 

on a bluestone plinth with bell tapered lower 

ends and riveted wrought iron cross braces.  

 

Side barriers and handrails are of cast iron 

panels with a geometric decorative motif in the 

form of square diamonds set one above the 

other joined by horizontal bars and with a 

narrow panel of rectangles at the top. On the 

end panels on both sides, small cast iron 

plaques are riveted into the fence panels, with 

the name of the iron founder ‘HUMBLE, & 

NICHOLSON, ENGINEERS, GEELONG. 

1880’. Square sockets on the ends of the 

stone pillars indicate the position of tenons 

connecting a former timber three rail fence at 

the wing walls. 

 

STATEMENT OF CULTURAL HERITAGE 

SIGNIFICANCE 

 

What is significant? 

The Lattice Truss Road Bridge over the 

Woady Yallock River on the Hamilton 

Highway, Cressy. The materials and details of 

the remnant sections of the 1850s bridge and 

the 1880 Lattice Truss Bridge are integral to 

the significance of the place. 

 

How is it significant? 

The Lattice Truss Road Bridge, Cressy is of 

local historic, aesthetic and technical 

significance to Corangamite Shire. 

 

Why is it significant? 

The Cressy Lattice Road Bridge is of historical 

significance for its 1854 abutments, which 

represent the earliest surviving example of 

Victorian bridge technology. The early date of 

the bridge is indicative of the route's 

importance in the pastoral pioneering of the 

Western District, and as an important link on 

the Lower Portland Road. It is an extremely 

rare surviving example of a bridge built by 

Victoria's short-lived Central Road Board, 

before the formation of local Road Boards. 

The 1880 wrought-iron superstructure is of 

historical significance as it represents another 

major era in Victoria's transport history, in 

which the primary responsibility for 

maintaining Main Road infrastructure fell to 

the newly instituted rural municipalities which 

proliferated after 1870. The new 

superstructure was locally funded, designed, 

and built. It was fabricated at Geelong by 

Humble and Nicholson's Vulcan Foundry. Its 

span length is significant among Victoria's 

nineteenth century metal truss road bridges 

while it is unique in its use of a buckle plate 

deck in a nineteenth century road bridge. The 

bridge is associated with two significant 

engineers: Charles Rowand, Engineer with 

Roads and Bridges Department and later 

Department of Railways and Roads; and 

Charles A. C. Wilson, an unusually skilled and 

adventurous Shire Engineer. (Criteria A, B & 

H) 

 

The Cressy Lattice Road Bridge is of technical 

significance as one of Victoria's only surviving 

examples of a buckle–plate decked, metal 

truss road-bridge, combining an unusual 

mixture of bluestone masonry abutments, 

riveted wrought-iron trusses, a centre pier of 

slender riveted wrought-iron columns, and a 

wrought-iron plate deck. The 1854 abutments 

are very rare examples of superior goldrush 

era masonry bridge abutments (as distinct 

from integrated masonry arches), constructed 

according to an old European tradition. The 

1880 wrought-iron trusses, of notable span, 

predate some of the scientific theory and 

practices for developing efficient lightweight 

iron truss designs espoused by Professor 

Kernot of the University of Melbourne, being 

relatively light, and efficient examples of the 

then developing bridge technology. The bridge 

represents an important step in the local 

evolution of wrought-iron trusses for use in 

bridge construction: considerable economies 

were achieved, allowing iron bridge 

superstructures to become more competitive 

with traditional hardwood alternatives. 

(Criterion F) 

 

The Cressy Lattice Road Bridge is of aesthetic 

significance for the finely executed bluestone 

masonry abutments which neatly support the 

later wrought-iron superstructure elements. 

The abutments and wing walls feature 

coursed rusticated and ashlar stonework, with 

finely worked string courses and an ornate 

stepped profile, along with the detail of carved 

Masonic symbols. The double Warren trusses 

and cast iron barrier railing with a geometric 

pattern also contribute to the aesthetic 

significance of the bridge. (Criteria D & E) 
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Proposed Extent – Cressy Lattice Truss Road Bridge 
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2.12 Boggy Creek Pub 
 

 
FRONT VIEW 

 

 
FRONT VIEW – DETAIL 

 

 
REAR VIEW 

 

 
SIDE VIEW 

 

LOCATION 

1677 Timboon-Curdievale Road, Curdievale 

 

FORMER NAMES 

Sportsman’s Hotel 

Sportsman’s Arms Hotel 

 

ITEM GROUP 

Commercial building 

 

ITEM TYPE 

Hotel 

 

ARCHITECT/DESIGNERS 

 

ARCHITECTURAL STYLES 

 

BUILDER/MAKERS 

John Rundle, stonemason 

 

CONTEXTUAL HISTORY 

 

Curdievale formerly known as Boggy Creek is 

located on the western edge of the Shire of 

Corangamite on the banks of the Curdie River 

where it intersects Boggy Creek. It is located in 

what was formerly known as the Heytesbury 

forest. 

 

In the early years the name Heytesbury was 

given to all of the forest from Warrnambool to 

Colac. Settlers did not start to penetrate the 

Heytesbury forest until about the mid 1860s.  

 

The forest was difficult to get into and it was 

for this reason that most of the first settlement 

came in from along the coast. Among the first 

to explore the riverlands was Daniel Curdie, 

the doctor turned squatter who took up 

Tandarook in 1840. It was a large run, 17,686 

acres ten miles south of Camperdown, that 

embraced the site of Cobden (then known as 

Lovely Banks) and ran along the Curdies 

River. In March 1866 he led a small party 

equipped with riding hacks and pack horses 

from Tandarook and made their way through 

to the mouth of the river, Curdies Inlet at 

Peterborough. 

 

The first settlers began arriving in the Port 

Campbell and Peterborough districts about 

1865. Many of them had come from the gold 

diggings and selected under the Grant Act of 

1865. By then the squatter era was coming to 

an end and cultivators were taking over 

smaller areas of land in this area. The coastal 

area from the Hopkins River to Moonlight 

Head was surveyed in 1847. The pastoral runs 

along it then were Buckley’s Creek, on Curdies 

River, which was occupied by Walker in 1842, 

and effectively operated by Duncan Hoyle from 

1846 to 1849; it extended from Childers Cove 

to Port Campbell, covering 70,000 acres; and 
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Glenample, also on the coast and running to 

Moonlight Head, which Charles Stewart Brown 

occupied from 1845 to 1850. 

 

Among the earliest of the settlers along 

Curdies River were the Duffy family, the 

Burleighs, the Becketts and George Le 

Couteur. Alfred Beckett was the first settler at 

what later became known as Curdievale. 

 

Alfred Beckett was at Curdies River in the 

summer of 1867, looking for a suitable place 

for a house on the land he had selected. A 

North American, he had originally sailed from 

his homeland with a young wife looking for 

gold on Victoria’s diggings. After a few years 

they decided to become farmers and came to 

settle on Curdies River. Alfred’s early task was 

to clear a piece of land for his house; the block 

was heavily forested and the undergrowth was 

dense. Where he built a log hut was the 

beginning of the settlement at Curdies River, 

or Boggy Creek as it was known to the 

pioneers and up until the 1920s. In time the 

paddocks were cleared by hand and barley 

and other cereals were grown. The produce 

was sold at the market in Warrnambool; 

however the tracks through the scrub and the 

swamps were primitive and it took at least two 

days for a bullock cart to reach Warrnambool.  

 

A family named Le Couteur came to live a few 

miles up the river. Le Couteur was a seaman 

who had come from Jersey. He brought in a 

man named Robilliard a Jersey island sea 

captain who also settled on Curdies River. 

Eventually two Robilliards married two Beckett 

girls, Nellie and Alice. Beckett, Le Couteur, 

Robilliard and a fourth settler, Sleeman, 

organised church services in an old house. In 

time they built a church, which in later years 

was moved up the river to Curdies railway 

siding, which served the lime kiln. The little 

church finished up at Brucknell North.  

 

From Nirranda and Boggy Creek and towards 

Timboon was thick forest, even in the late 

1890s. It was virgin country when the Le 

Couteurs, the Becketts, the Robilliards came 

into it and started to clear the trees and scrub. 

There were stands of beautiful blackwood on 

the river flats. Much of it was burnt or rolled 

into the river when the flats were being 

cleared. 

 

Local parents petitioned for a school in the 

Boggy Creek area in 1884. A site had been 

reserved when the township of Boggy Creek 

was surveyed. The school that resulted from 

the petition was first known as Nirranda 

Township. In November 1885 J. E. Gardiner 

opened the school (a portable with two rooms 

for quarters), working it half time with one at 

Wallaby Hill, Peterborough. Attendances 

declined and the school closed in 1893. The 

building was sold and became part of 

Mepunga Post Office (Warrnambool Shire). In 

1924 the school reopened in a new building on 

the old site and operated for another 20 odd 

years. In July 1948 pupils were transferred to 

Timboon Consolidated School and the school 

building was also moved there. 

 

When a Post Office opened in Boggy Creek in 

the 1920s, the name of the township was 

changed to Curdie Vale (Curdievale) as 

another Boggy Creek had already been 

registered with the Postal Department by that 

time. For many years after however, people 

still referred to the township as Boggy Creek, 

and that name also stayed with the Hotel in the 

town. 

 

In the early 1890s it was recorded that illicit 

distillation of whiskey was carried on 

somewhat extensively in the dense forest 

extending from Nirranda to Boggy Creek and 

towards Timboon. One of the suspect illicit 

distillers known to the police was Tom 

Delaney, a member of a family of farmers at 

Boggy Creek. Tom held a selection of 106 

acres; his father, Patrick Delaney had 105 

acres and a house, and his mother Bridget 

held a similar selection. They were in the 

district in the mid 1870s. Delaney’s whiskey 

distilling operations flourished from about 1890 

until 1893 when he was caught by police and 

convicted for illicitly distilling spirits. 

 

In the 1920s Boggy Creek became a well-

known tourist and fishing resort due to its 

location on a wide section of Curdies River. A 

number of newspaper articles were written in 

the Camperdown Chronicle and Warrnambool 

Standard promoting the township’s 

picturesque qualities and the available river 

activities for holiday makers such as boating 

and fishing. The Boggy Creek Hotel played a 

large role in cultivating these tourism activities, 

providing accommodation meals and boat 

rides. 
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It was also a popular camping spot and for a 

small sum per week one could secure a good 

camping site on private property owned by Mr. 

Frank Duffy. The grounds, which had the fresh 

water creek running through it was fenced in 

for the campers. 

 

PLACE HISTORY 

John Stark Rundle and his wife Mary came to 

Boggy Creek in the Christmas of 1893 or early 

1894. They built a home and got a license for 

a hotel. In about 1910 Rundle added three 

stone rooms to the building, which was the 

combined home and hotel. The hotel was 

called the Sportsman’s Arms. 

 

Peter Yule bought the Sportsmans Arms 

around December 1913. A 1916 Camperdown 

Chronicle report from the Licensing Court, 

Licensing District of Cobden, contained the 

following entry in relation to the hotel in Boggy 

Creek: 

 

Peter J. Yule, Sportsman’s Hotel, 

Nirranda, Boggy Creek 

Mr. George appeared for the applicant. 

The licensee said that the falling off in 

business was due to men going to the 

front, a bad fishing season and falling 

off in visitors to the place. 

Compensation fixed and renewal 

granted. 

 

Fire destroyed most of the original hotel in 

1921 with only the stone rooms surviving. John 

Rundle, a stonemason subsequently built a 

new stone hotel for Yule. While the new hotel 

was under construction, the original stone 

rooms, which had been left standing, were 

used as the bar until the building was 

completed. 

 

John Rundle died in 1932 and a notice in the 

Camperdown Chronicle following his death 

detailed his popularity, outlining that he was a 

well-known stonemason and widely known 

throughout the Western District and often 

affectionately termed as the Mayor of Boggy 

Creek. 

 

In 1923 Harry McGennan took over the hotel 

and later bought the two blocks of land 

surrounding the hotel that was owned by Mrs 

Rundle. With the additional land, McGennan 

extended the building to include a sleepout. 

This may have been undertaken around 1926 

as a Newspaper article from this time states 

that the hotel had been brought up to date. 

 

The article in the Camperdown Chronicle in 

1926 also refers to the township as Boggy 

Creek Holiday Resort and describes activities 

at McGennan’s hotel: 

Just across the picturesque 

bridge stand the hotel brought up 

to date by the proprietor Mr H. 

Mc Gennan. Here may be had 

accommodation of the best kind, 

an excellent table, motor boat, 

fishing boats and tackle. The 

amusement side is not neglected, 

the hotel possessing an 

exceptionally fine wireless, piano 

and gramophone. Visitors should 

engage the proprietor to run them 

up the river in the motor boat 

when they will be thrilled with 

exquisite scenery ever opening 

up before them. 
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PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION 

The Boggy Creek Pub is located on the east 

bank of the Curdies River and fronts the 

Timboon –Curdievale Road with Curdies River 

running behind. It is has stone walls which 

have been painted. The main section of the 

building is enclosed under an all-

encompassing tall gambrel roof running 

parallel to the street with wide eaves and clad 

in corrugated metal sheet. There are two small 

gable roofed wings projecting from this main 

central section. Between the two wings is a 

shallow verandah and a central single door 

flanked by a timber framed, double hung 

window. The western gable wing contains a 

side entry door, which is currently the main 

entry into the pub. The east end of the building 

appears to be the residential section of the 

building, which is terminated by a wide gable 

roofed section with a separate roof form. This 
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is likely to be the earlier stone rooms 

constructed by Rundle in 1910 that survived 

the 1921 fire. 

 

At the west end of the building there is an 

earlier skillion roofed, filled in verandah, which 

is likely to be the sleepout added by 

McGennan in the 1920s. An open skillion 

verandah has been added to the west side in 

more recent times. The rear (south) side of the 

building has been treated in a similar manner 

with an earlier filled in skillion verandah and a 

later skillion roofed open verandah. 

 

Further east nestled into the embankment 

below the road is a large gable roofed 

stable/garage running parallel to the road. This 

building also has stone walls. The roof is clad 

in corrugated metal sheet. 

 

 

STATEMENT OF CULTURAL HERITAGE 

SIGNIFICANCE 

 

What is significant? 

The Boggy Creek Pub and Outbuilding located 

at 1677 Timboon-Curdievale Road, 

Curdievale. The form, materials and detailing 

of the 1920s hotel integrating the earlier stone 

sections and the garage/stables are integral to 

the significance of the place. 

 

How is it significant? 

The Boggy Creek Pub is of local historic, 

aesthetic and social significance to the 

Corangamite Shire. 

 

Why is it significant? 

The Boggy Creek Pub is historically significant 

for its demonstration of the evolution and 

development of the Curdievale Township, 

which was formerly known as Boggy Creek. 

Originally established as a Hotel in the 1890s 

by stonemason John Rundle and his wife, the 

current building was constructed in the 1920s 

by John Rundle for Peter Yule after most of 

the original building burnt down in 1921. Stone 

rooms constructed in 1910 as part of the 

original building were incorporated into the 

1920s hotel. The hotel is of historical 

significance for its role in the development of 

the township as a tourist and fishing resort in 

the 20th century. The hotel is also of historical 

significance for its associations with well 

known Boggy Creek resident John Rundle 

who, prior to his death in 1932 was 

affectionately referred to as the Mayor of 

Boggy Creek. The hotel is the only remaining 

commercial building indicating the existence of 

a more populous township during the 20th 

century. (Criteria A, B & H) 

 

The Boggy Creek Pub is aesthetically 

significant as a substantially intact and unusual 

example of a 1920s hotel constructed in stone. 

Constructed by local stonemason John 

Rundle, the current building also incorporates 

c. 1910 stone rooms from the earlier hotel that 

burnt down in 1921. The building provides a 

physical manifestation of the changes from a 

more humble township hotel to a resort hotel. 

The picturesque setting of the hotel on Curdies 

River with views to the river contributes to the 

aesthetic significance of the place. (Criterion 

D) 

 

The Boggy Creek Pub is of social significance 

as an important social gathering place for the 

Boggy Creek/Curdievale community and 

surrounding district since the 1890s and up to 

the present day. It is also of social significance 

for its role in the popularity of Curdievale as a 

tourist resort in the 20th century. (Criterion G) 

 

 

 
Recommended Extent – Boggy Creek Pub 
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2.13 Road Bridge and Ford over Emu 

Creek, Darlington 
 

 
EASTERN ABUTMENT PIER 

 

 
EASTERN ABUTMENTS 

 

 
EASTERN ABUTMENTS 

 

 
FORD UNDERNEATH THE ROAD 

 

LOCATION 

Hamilton Highway over Emu Creek (Road 

Reserve), Darlington 

 

FORMER NAMES 

 

ITEM GROUP 

Transport - Road 

 

ITEM TYPE 

Road Bridge 

 

ARCHITECT/DESIGNERS 

Andrew Kerr (1871) 

 

ARCHITECTURAL STYLES 

 

BUILDER/MAKERS 

Mr George Buckley 

 

CONTEXTUAL HISTORY 

 

Darlington was originally known to local 

settlers as Taylor's Crossing and then as 

Mount Elephant Bridge. In 1857, writer James 

Bonwick observed that the bridge then in 

service at Darlington was a substantial 

structure. 

 

Although the township site was gazetted in 

1852 with the name of Darlington, the name 

Mount Elephant Bridge continued to be used 

for some time. The hotel erected at the 

crossing place was known as Davidson's or 

the Mount Elephant Bridge Hotel. This was 

licensed as early as 1842. [Age, 17.12.1991, 

p. 28] 

 

Historian Mary Turner Shaw noted the 

importance of this road. It was then 'the main 

route to the west, the most southerly one 

available for wheeled traffic': 'Davidson's Inn 

had stood on the west bank since the early 

forties, and from there the road ran on by way 

of Mt Shadwell to cross the Hopkins River at 

Hexham, and there divided to go southwards 

to Port Fairy or Portland, or northwards to 

Hamilton.' [Turner Shaw, 1969, p. 68] 

 

PLACE HISTORY 

 

Taylor's Crossing on the Mount Emu Creek 

was an important crossing place on the Great 

Western Road. This was the route of Western 

District pastoralists and their stock in the 

1840s. Crossings were first made at the rough 

ford that existed here until a bridge was 

allegedly built in 1849.  

 

Severe floods in November 1870 destroyed 

the original bridge at Darlington, which was 

described as being a 'very old and frail 

structure'. A replacement bridge was erected 

in 1871 to a design of Mortlake Shire 

Engineer, Andrew Kerr, who also designed the 

bridge at Letts Ford (Ellerslie) in 1867. [HV 

Ellerslie bridge citation]  

 

“Prompt action was taken to build a new bridge 

in cooperation with Hampden Shire, same 
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being on the boundary with that Shire. A 

contract was let to Mr George Buckley for the 

building of a new bridge - still in service [in 

1964] - for the sum of 1595 pounds. Extra 

work required on the job brought the cost of 

the completed structure to 1904 pounds 15 

shillings” [Hood et al, History of the Shire of 

Mortlake, 1964, p. 55] 

 

The National Trust citation for this place 

states: “The bridge was originally a seven-

span timber-beam road bridge, with timber 

deck and side rails supported by timber piers 

on bluestone masonry dwarf piers, with 

substantial bluestone-masonry abutments and 

wing walls topped by cast-iron parapets at 

each end. Only the masonry abutments and 

wing walls, with cast iron elements, remain 

today. It is possible that the masonry dwarf 

piers may also survive.” [NTA] 

 

The Shire Engineer reported to Mortlake 

Council on 1 May, 1896 that the day staff of 

the Shire, had, in the previous month been 

engaged in tarring and painting the Darlington 

Bridge. This would indicate that this was the 

1871 bridge. 
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PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION 

The bridge consists of a pair of stone 

abutments and four wing walls with integrated 

cast-iron panels as parapets, situated on 

opposite banks of the Mount Emu Creek on an 

earlier route of the Hamilton Highway. 

 

There is a formed ford across the river 

underneath the current road bridge. 

 

COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS 

 

The bridge abutments on Mt Emu Creek at 

Darlington stand as evidence of an important 

early bluestone bridge built in 1871. 

 

'The only other known Victorian example of 

substantial stone-masonry abutments and 

wing walls incorporating cast iron parapet 

panels are at the old Ellerslie (Letts Ford) 

Bridge designed by the same Mortlake Shire 

Engineer [Andrew Kerr] three years earlier.  

 

That the Ellerslie Bridge of 1867 also survives 

today, but only its masonry abutments and 

wing walls with integral cast iron parapet 

panels, along with two stone-masonry dwarf 

piers (and possibly an occasional timber pier 

stay), are original features of what was once 

an exceptionally strong, ornate and expensive 

strutted-corbel timber bridge. Ellerslie Bridge's 

successful defiance of the freak Hopkins River 

floods of 1870, led to Mortlake Shire modeling 

its new main-road bridge at Darlington on the 

Ellerslie design. However, Darlington Bridge 

was not a simple replica. It was broader than 

Ellerslie Bridge, and the shape and 

ornamentation of its masonry wing walls are 

different, as are the cast-iron parapet panels.'  

 

STATEMENT OF CULTURAL HERITAGE 

SIGNIFICANCE 

 

What is Significant? 

The bluestone bridge abutments and wing 

walls with cast iron panels sitting on either side 

of the Mount Emu Creek at Darlington are the 

remnants of a bluestone bridge that was built 

in 1871. Also of significance is the formed ford 

located beneath the bridge. 

 

How is it Significant? 

The pair of stone abutments and four wing 

walls with integrated cast-iron panels of the 

Darlington Bridge over the Mt Emu Creek and 

the formed ford beneath the bridge are 

historically, scientifically and aesthetically 

significant to Corangamite Shire. 

 

Why is it Significant? 

Historically, the bluestone bridge remnants 

and ford are an example of an engineering 

response to the great state-wide flood 

phenomenon of 1870 which washed away the 

earlier timber bridge on this site. These floods 

devastated traditional timber beam and 

laminated timber arch bridges at many Victoria 

main-road crossings, and caused municipal 
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and government engineers to consider viable 

activities such as wrought iron girder bridges. 

Surviving examples of bridges built as 

responses to the great 1870 floods are few, 

and invariably they lack their original timber 

fabric. The remains of an early ford across the 

river, beneath the new concrete bridge is of 

historic importance as a remnant of the pre-

bridge period of crossing Mt Emu Creek. 

(Criteria A & B) 

 

In scientific or technological terms, the use of 

cast iron panels as integral parapet members 

in the bluestone masonry wings is rare in 

Victoria. This feature drew criticism of 

"extravagance" from Shire councillors at 

Darlington in 1871, and its use was then 

defended in terms of lower cost rather than 

aesthetic superiority. These integrated cast-

iron parapets at Darlington distinguish the 

bridge structurally from almost all other 

surviving examples of colonial Victorian 

bridges with stone-masonry abutments and 

wing walls, (the only equivalent example at 

Ellerslie being of a different (heavier, and more 

curved) design). The delicate iron panels at 

Darlington provide the best extant examples of 

this feature. (Criterion F) 

 

Darlington Bridge's masonry wing walls with 

their cast iron parapet panels are also of 

aesthetic importance. Despite the 

disappearance of the bridge's once-handsome 

timber-beam superstructure and tall timber 

piers, the twin stone-masonry and cast iron 

artefacts on either bank of Mt Emu Creek 

adjacent to the modern concrete bridge and 

near the historic Elephant Bridge Hotel remain 

things of beauty beside the modern highway. It 

is an important contribution to the cultural 

landscape. (Criterion E) 

 

 

 
Recommended Extent – Darlington Bridge and Ford 
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2.14 Pircarra Homestead Complex 
 

 
FRONT (EAST) ELEVATION 

 

 
NORTH ELEVATION 

 

 
REAR (WEST) ELEVATION WITH  

GARAGE 

 

 
SHEARER’S QUARTERS 

 

LOCATION 

159 Pircarra Lane, Darlington 

 

FORMER NAMES 

 

ITEM GROUP 

Farming and Grazing 

 

ITEM TYPE 

Homestead Complex 

 

ARCHITECT/DESIGNERS 

W P Knights 

 

 

ARCHITECTURAL STYLES 

Interwar Period – American Bungalow 

 

BUILDER/MAKERS 

 

CONTEXTUAL HISTORY 

 

The first white settlement to the district 

encompassing Corangamite Shire came in the 

form of pastoralists establishing themselves on 

vast tracts of land. By the mid 1840s most of 

the grazeable land throughout the 

Corangamite Shire had been claimed and the 

pastoral claims licensed. The land to the 

south, which was to become known as the 

Heytesbury Forest was not cleared and farmed 

until much later. However the initial squatters 

often moved on, selling their licenses to 

others. For example, Gerangemarajah (later to 

be known as Berry Bank) passed through 3 

owners between 1840 and 1851 when it was 

acquired by James and Thomas Austin and 

they installed their brother-in-law, Joseph 

Gardiner Mack as manager; Glenormiston was 

in the hands of 2 partnerships before Niel 

Black acquired it for himself and his partners 

under the name of Niel Black and Co. A 

number of these squatters were of particular 

significance within the current Corangamite 

Shire; the Manifold brothers at Purrumbete, Dr 

Daniel Curdie at Tandarook, Niel Black at 

Glenormiston, John Thomson at Keilambete, 

Peter McArthur at Meningoort and Nicholas 

Cole at Cloven Hills.  

The initial homestead buildings were simple 

and vernacular in nature, log or slab huts 

where timber was plentiful or wattle and daub, 

roofed in bark and in some cases thatch. In 

these early days the squatters had little 

security of tenure and it is likely that even with 

the lack of resources the squatters were not 

interested in making a substantial investment 

in the form of buildings (although the 

prerequisite for gaining any security of their 

Pre-emptive Rights was to demonstrate the 

presence of improvements on the land). Their 

first objective certainly would have been about 

building their stock levels and gaining a return 

from the land. 

By the late nineteenth century the pastoral 

landscape remained largely unchanged 

despite official efforts to open the country up to 

closer settlement. The land was primarily used 

for grazing sheep and cattle and the 

grasslands had been converted to pastures 

known to the squatters and suitable for their 
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introduced species of sheep and cattle. The 

original squatter families had, however, grown 

and there had been a need to divide up 

properties or acquire additional property to 

accommodate the next generation. Perhaps 

the best known example of this was 

Purrumbete where holdings known as 

Talindert, Danedite and Wiridgil were 

established to accommodate the sons of John 

Manifold. At Glenormiston Niel Black’s 

partnership dissolved in 1868 and that 

property of 43,500 acres was divided into 3 

large properties; The Sisters, Mt Noorat (which 

Black took) and Glenormiston. 

At Meningoort Peter McArthur had 11 children 

(9 survived him) and at the time of his death in 

1897 the property was divided in two with his 

eldest son, J N McArthur. inheriting the 

northern portion (known as Meningoort) and 

the remaining sons dividing up the southern 

portion which was initially know as Warwarick 

(it was subdivided in 1904). 

It wasn’t until the 1860s and 70s that the 

wealth of the pastoralists was translated into 

significant buildings. It is telling that the new 

homestead constructed at Berry Bank in 1851 

was claimed to be the first two storey house in 

the district. The early years had been focused 

on establishing the economic basis of the 

pastoral industry and surviving difficult 

economic times. By the 1860s these 

pastoralists could see their way clear to invest 

in comforts for themselves and their families. 

The large and imposing homestead complexes 

that they built for themselves across the plains 

remain today as important reminders of the 

contribution of these pioneers to the 

development of the Western District. 

The 1890s and early years of the twentieth 

century saw the subdivision of these properties 

for closer settlement. In the northern parts of 

the Shire the smaller farms derived from these 

subdivisions were focused on the growing and 

harvesting of grain, whilst in the central and 

southern areas of the Shire the new farms 

were much smaller and engaged in dairying, a 

new industry that had quickly assumed great 

economic importance to the district. These 

subdivisions and closer settlement greatly 

changed the landscape, with more fences, 

new plantings, more buildings, roads and of 

course the growth of existing towns like 

Camperdown, Terang, Lismore, Skipton and 

Cobden and the springing up of a myriad of 

smaller towns and settlements. 

 

PLACE HISTORY 

 

The history of this property is difficult to piece 

together as it shares its name with the parish 

of Pircarra. 

 

In 1913 Mr. C E Umbers sold the Pircarra 

Estate to A W & H T Dennis of 

Tarndwarncoort. At that time it was reported to 

consist of 1870 acres. It is unclear as to how 

long Umbers had owned the property. 

However, his primary residence appears to 

have been in the Mallee and in 1927 he moved 

his family to NSW. 

 

The Dennis family still owned the property in 

1917 when it was reported that Mr. L Dennis 

had enlisted in the Australian forces fighting in 

Europe. 

 

Between then and 1926 it was acquired by J. 

A. N. & B. E. A. Henty. It is understood that J. 

A. N. was Ava Henty the wife of Harry Henty 

and B. E. A. was Basil Henty, their son, who 

occupied the property. It was during their 

ownership that the new homestead was 

constructed to a design by Camperdown 

architect, W P Knights. Whilst no documentary 

evidence of the design or construction has 

been found, Knight’s daughter Noeline 

Maclachlan in a conversation in 1970 pointed 

to this as one of his works. It is also clear that 

stylistically, this is similar to his designs for Mt 

Myrtoon and East Hill. 

 

By 1930 the Hentys were selling this property 

with a clearing sale of furniture and effects, 

plant and cattle being held on May 29. The 

property was ultimately sold in the twelve 

months prior to 30 June, 1938 by the 

Commonwealth Wool and Produce Co. Ltd on 

behalf of the Hentys. The purchaser was the 

partnership of Dennis Weeks and Richard 

Standish Falkiner. In court proceedings in May 

1938 Falkiner was named as a grazier of 

Pircarra. 

 

Weeks and Falkiner were very short lived 

owners as in August 1938 it was reported that 

the property, at that stage comprising 3840 

acres, had been sold to Mr. L C Reading. The 

Readings occupied the property for some time, 

but by 2005 it was owned by the McGavin, 

Cameron and Richmond families and 

consisted of 1578 hectares and supported a 
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six bedroom, three bathroom homestead with 

a dining room and living room with fireplace. 

 

REFERENCES 
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PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION 

 

The Pircarra homestead is a large house 

probably built in the 1920s. Its most dominant 

architectural feature is its vast terra cotta clad 

main roof. The front elevation features a large 

projecting gable at the southern end with a 

smaller gable end highlighting the entrance to 

the house. There is a smaller gable at the 

northern end. The northern projecting gable 

features mock timber shingling and an attic 

window with Knights’ typical cross hatched 

mullions. The front verandah is contained 

under the main and southern gable roofs and 

is further supported on pebble clad columns. 

 

The northern elevation also features a pair of 

projecting gables. The western (rear elevation) 

features two hipped roof wings enclosing a 

small service yard. These large roofs add to 

the dominant impression of the roof forms on 

this house. 

 

It is a timber framed construction clad in 

weatherboards in a 2 colour scheme featuring 

a dado of dark Indian red and with a light (off-

white) finish above. Such a scheme is not 

atypical for the period of construction of this 

house. The rear wings appear to be a 

combination of weatherboard and cement 

sheet cladding, the latter featuring timber 

cover straps. 

 

The house also features a separate garage 

and workshop building (possibly with staff 

accommodation). This is an unusual and 

important departure from the design of houses 

with stables. By the time of its construction for 

the Hentys the motor car would have been 

becoming more popular. This garage emulates 

the design of the house with a large terra cotta 

clad gable roof over weatherboard and cement 

sheet clad walls. 

 

Remnants of the formal front garden remain in 

front of the east elevation of the house with 

substantial trees in place and remnants of the 

original orchard exist to the north of the house. 

 

Apparently the smaller weatherboard dwelling 

to the north west of the house was used as 

Shearer’s Quarters during the occupancy of 

the Reading family. 

 

The design of this house shows similarities to 

Knights’ design for the Mt Myrtoon homestead, 

utilising dominant roof forms, projecting and 

paired gables and cross-hatched mullions to 

windows. 

 

At the time of visiting the property in 2012 it 

was empty and largely abandoned. Modern 

farm sheds at the rear of the homestead are 

used, but are not of any heritage significance. 

 

STATEMENT OF CULTURAL HERITAGE 

SIGNIFICANCE 

 

What is Significant? 

Pircarra Homestead, including its associated 

garden and garage as constructed in the 

1920s to designs of Camperdown architect W 

P Knights. 

 

How is it Significant? 

The Pircarra Homestead is of local aesthetic 

significance to the Corangamite Shire. 

 

Why is it Significant? 

The Pircarra Homestead is of aesthetic 

significance as a fine example of the American 

bungalow stylistic idiom of the 1920s. Its use 

of a large and dominant roof form, paired, 

projecting gables, cross-hatched window 

mullions, mock shingling, pebble clad 

verandah columns and a separate garage and 

workshop demonstrate a modern approach to 

the design and construction of homesteads in 

this period. This house is typical of the work of 

Camperdown architect, W P Knights during 

this period and bears great similarities to his 

designs for Mt Myrtoon homestead. The 

garage, which emulates the design of the 

house contributes to the aesthetic significance 

of the homestead. (Criteria D & G) 
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PROPOSED HERITAGE OVERLAY EXTENT DEFINED BY RED BORDER 
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2.15 Darlington Mechanics Institute 
 

 
SIDE (EAST) ELEVATION 

 

 
NORTH EAST VIEW WITH ORIGINAL  

HALL IN FOREGROUND 

 

 
SOLDIER SETTLER MEMORIAL 

 

LOCATION 

2 Ware Street, Darlington 

 

FORMER NAMES 

 

ITEM GROUP 

Community Facilities 

 

ITEM TYPE 

Mechanic’s Institute 

 

ARCHITECT/DESIGNERS 

 

ARCHITECTURAL STYLES 

Victorian 

 

BUILDER/MAKERS 

Mr James McQueen 

 

CONTEXTUAL HISTORY 

 

Darlington was originally known to settlers as 

Taylor's Crossing and then as Mount Elephant 

Bridge. 

Although the township site was gazetted in 

1852 with the name of Darlington, the name 

Mount Elephant Bridge continued to be used 

for some time. The hotel erected at the 

crossing place was known as Davidson's or 

the Mount Elephant Bridge Hotel. This was 

licensed as early as 1842. [Age, 17.12.1991, 

p. 28] 

 

Historian Mary Turner Shaw noted the 

importance of this road. It was then 'the main 

route to the west, the most southerly one 

available for wheeled traffic': 'Davidson's Inn 

had stood on the west bank since the early 

forties), and from there the road ran on by way 

of Mt Shadwell to cross the Hopkins River at 

Hexham, and there divided to go southwards 

to Port Fairy or Portland, or northwards to 

Hamilton.' [Turner Shaw, 1969, p. 68] 

 

Taylor's Crossing on the Mount Emu Creek 

was an important crossing place on the Great 

Western Road. This was the route of Western 

District pastoralists and their stock in the 

1840s. Crossings were first made at the rough 

ford that existed here until a bridge was 

allegedly built in 1849. 

 

PLACE HISTORY 

 

The Darlington Mechanics Institute was built 

on land known as The Park, a piece of land 

donated to the community by Thomas Dowling 

and originally planted out by the Hampden 

Shire. The date of construction of the original 

hall is not known. However, in 1908 a public 

meeting agreed that it should proceed with the 

construction of a new hall. This resulted in the 

old hall being turned around to create a 

kitchen and supper room so that its entrance 

faced east and a new 46 ft by 25 ft hall 

constructed to the south of this building. It was 

built by Mr. James McQueen of Terang and 

cost £285/16/9. The money was raised 

through public subscription and a government 

grant of £50. 

 

Thomas Shaw of Wooriwyrite had been a 

Trustee of the Mechanics Institute since it was 

first built and had been a major contributor to 

the construction of the new hall. He died 

before it was completed and in his honour the 
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community subscribed for the erection of an 

inscribed marble honour board in the new hall. 

 

The new hall was opened with a grand concert 

and ball on August 13, 1908. It is clear from 

reports from the minute books that the 

committee was active in supporting local 

activities and providing facilities for those 

activities. In the tradition of Mechanic’s 

Institutes up until 1953 the hall had a billiard 

table and library. In 1958 a Mr. G (Mick) 

Watson commenced showing films in the hall. 

 

A new entrance building was added to the 

southern elevation of the hall in 1973 and it 

was opened on October 12 with a dinner 

dance. The new building included new male 

and female toilets. 

 

The Darlington School closed in 1977 and it is 

assumed that the steel bell tower currently on 

the site was relocated from there at that time. 

A photo of the old Darlington School in 

McGregor and Oaten shows a similar tower 

adjacent to the school. 

 

The Soldier’s Settler Memorial Plaque was 

unveiled in the grounds in 1998. 
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PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION 

 

The Darlington Mechanics Institute consists of 

a large timber framed and weatherboard clad 

hall with a smaller building (the original 

Mechanics Institute) used as a kitchen and 

supper room located transversely at the rear 

(north side).  

 

The main hall and the rear supper room and 

kitchen are both gable roofed, clad in 

corrugated galvanized iron. The main hall has 

a new entrance building constructed against 

the south elevation, but with a lower pitched 

gable roof. This addition provides an entrance 

and toilets to the building. The east elevation 

has three windows and a main doorway with 

highlights. The interior of the main hall is lined 

with pine lining boards and features the 

memorial plaque dedicated to Thomas Shaw 

in 1908. 

 

The supper room and kitchen has its own entry 

porch and a further door and 3 windows to the 

north side 

 

The site also supports a steel framed bell 

tower and a memorial to the soldier settlers of 

the district. The latter was unveiled on 18 

October, 1998 by Mrs Joanne Jackson and 

John Fox, General Manager, Operations of the 

Rural Finance Corporation.  It takes the form 

of two brass plaques, outlining the details of 

the unveiling and a list of post WW 2 soldier 

settlers in the district both set into a basalt 

boulder. 

 

STATEMENT OF CULTURAL HERITAGE 

SIGNIFICANCE 

 

What is Significant? 

The Darlington Mechanics Institute building 

located at 2 Ware Street, Darlington, as 

modified in 1908 and 1973 along with the steel 

framed bell tower and the soldier settler 

memorial  

 

How is it Significant? 

The Darlington Mechanics Institute is of local 

historic and social significance to the 

Corangamite Shire. 

 

Why is it Significant? 

The Darlington Mechanics Institute is of 

historic importance as the main public building 

and facility in the town. Darlington’s role as a 

significant settlement in the district has gone 

through various phases. However, the role of 

the Mechanics Institute has remained constant 

from the time of its initial construction, through 

its major redevelopment in 1908 and further 

redevelopment in 1973. The role of the site on 

which it stands as the repository of public 

memorials such as the bell tower from the 

Darlington School and the Soldier Settler 

Memorial shows its historic importance to the 

town. (Criteria A & B) 

 

The Darlington Mechanics Institute is of social 

significance for its role as a centre of 

community activities for a long period. Records 
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show that it has been used for the traditional 

purpose of a Mechanic’s Institute with a library 

and billiard table. It has also been used for 

concerts, balls, roller skating, a picture theatre 

and numerous meetings for sporting and 

community clubs in the district. Its continuing 

role as a home for the bell tower and the 

Soldier Settler’s memorial attest to that social 

importance in the district. (Criterion G) 

 

 

 

 

 
Recommended Extent – Darlington Mechanics Institute 
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2.16 Residence, Craigmore, 

Derrinallum 
 

 
VIEW FROM HEARDS ROAD 

 

 
FRONT (NORTH) VIEW 

 

 
SIDE (EAST) VIEW 

 

 
REAR VIEW 

 

 

 
CRAIGMORE, FRONT ELEVATION 1983 

 

 
CRAIGMORE, WEST SIDE ELEVATION 1983 

 

 
CRAIGMORE SOON AFTER COMPLETION IN  

c. 1919 

 

LOCATION 

29 Heards Road, Derrinallum 

 

FORMER NAMES 

 

ITEM GROUP 

Farming and Grazing 

 

ITEM TYPE 

House 

 

ARCHITECT/DESIGNERS 

Mr Jas Stewart 

 

ARCHITECTURAL STYLES 

 

BUILDER/MAKERS 
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CONTEXTUAL HISTORY 

 

John Brown was the first to settle in the district 

now including Darlington, Derrinallum and 

Lismore. He arrived in 1840 and made camp 

at Lismore. He eventually settled on the site of 

the present Gala Homestead north of Lismore. 

It was known as Mt. Elephant but the name 

changed to Gala in 1850. John Brown 

possessed the right to graze the areas, which 

were variously sold by him in the 1840s and 

1850s and later became known as Gala, 

Titanga, Larra, Poligolet, Ettrick and Mt. 

Elephant (different location to the original Mt. 

Elephant homestead). These homestead 

properties are all located around Derrinallum 

and were influential on its early development.  

 

A family of particular note in the Derrinallum 

area was the Curries. In 1844 Scotsman, John 

Lang Currie and Thomas Anderson purchased 

the Larra property from James Kinross. J. L 

Currie made his fortune with merino wool and 

extended beyond his original holdings and 

acquired 14,000 acres on the west (Poligolet), 

to the north 17,000 acres (Titanga) and later 

20,000 acres (Gala). J. L. Currie married 

Louise Johnson in 1852 and they had 11 

children. J. L. Currie senior died in 1898 and 

his second son John Lang Currie became the 

owner of Larra. He retained Larra until his 

death in 1935. Another son H. A. Currie 

became the owner of Mt Elephant Station in 

1901. Alan Currie was active in the local 

community and stayed at Mt. Elephant until 

1920 when he purchased and moved to 

Ercildoune Estate near Ballarat.  

 

The first municipal body around Derrinallum 

was proclaimed a district on 28th April 1857, 

and later a Shire on 31st December 1863, 

under the title of the Hampden and Heytesbury 

Road Board. 

 

Louis D’Elboux, a contract surveyor, surveyed 

an area of Derrinallum in 1866 after an 

application by Duncan Stewart Walker to build 

a rural store. The following year Mr. Thornley 

surveyed the area of the current town 

bordered by Robertson Road, Wilson, Ligar 

and Scott Streets. 

 

On October of 1867, the first land sale of 

Derrinallum town blocks was held at 

Camperdown. 

 

In 1867 the village of Tooliorook was 

proclaimed but in 1872 the inhabitants of the 

township applied to have the name of the 

township changed and in 1873 the name of the 

township was changed to Derrinallum. 

 

Derrinallum began with a few houses. The 

occupiers of these homes worked on the 

construction of the roads, served as stone wall 

masons and did general fencing work. During 

the 1870-1880s six families settled in the 

township. These original townspeople were the 

Stone, Bain, Campbell, Evans, Jones and 

Rowland families. 

 

In 1888 the township contained a Post Office 

run by the teacher Mr. W. Saul, a carpenter 

Abel Jones, a storekeeper Richard Jones, a 

Blacksmith Stephen Spokes and a contractor 

William Stone but the township did not initially 

progress and by 1901 there were still only 

seven dwellings in the town. The Post Office 

Directories of Victoria as late as 1898 were still 

describing Derrinallum as a pastoral district 

rather than a township. 

 

The first decade of the twentieth century was 

still a quiet time for the town. While a 

combined public hall and mechanics institute 

was constructed in the town in 1907, only two 

businesses were in operation. These were the 

Coffee Palace established by Abel Jones in 

the 1890s situated where the Post Office 

stands today and a Blacksmith Bill Gullick who 

had commenced his business in 1903.  

 

In 1909 the Parliamentary Standing Committee 

on railways proposed the building of a line 

from Gheringhap to Maroona. A Rail Station 

was built as part of this line about one mile 

east of the town. A passenger service between 

Cressy and Derrinallum commenced on 

Tuesday 19th March 1912. The Green Line as 

it was known was officially opened in May 

1913. 

 

The impact of the line on the prosperity of the 

district was considerable and it undoubtedly 

accelerated closer settlement. Another 

stimulus to the township and district was the 

opening of the Derrinallum Butter Factory in 

1915.  

 

After the WW1 some 40,000 returned 

servicemen and women accepted the offer 

from the Soldier Settlement Board to take up 
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farm and throughout Australia. The post WW1 

scheme was the first to settle Australian 

servicemen and women on Australian land. In 

the 1920s, 300,000 acres of the volcanic 

plains of the Western District of Victoria were 

allocated to these returned servicemen. Of this 

land, 78% was purchased from pastoralists or 

the trustees of pastoral estates and the 

remaining 22% was purchased from small 

landholders. The estates around Derrinallum 

that were acquired for Soldier Settlement 

between 1918 and 1930 included Derrinallum, 

Mt Elephant, Gala, Ettrick, Terrinallum and 

Koort Koort Nong. 

 

Closer settlement following WW1 brought 

about an increase in the farming community 

around Derrinallum and consequently the 

town’s population jumped from 80 to 115. A 

healthy dairying industry also stimulated 

further commercial development in Derrinallum 

and the upgrading of buildings during the inter 

war period. 

 

A fire, the worst in the history of the locality 

swept through the town on January 14, 1944. 

The fire destroyed the old bluestone hotel, 

bakery and a number of other businesses and 

residences. Two churches, the Public Hall and 

some early business premises survived to the 

east end of Main Street and remain today. 

 

Soldier settlement following WW2 was 

extensive in the districts of which Derrinallum 

was a centre and it brought initial prosperity to 

the township. By 1960 however the population 

in and around Derrinallum was dwindling. The 

main reason for this was the decline in the 

dairy industry. 

 

The passenger rail service through Derrinallum 

ceased in 1957 due to the lack of patronage. 

 

PLACE HISTORY 

 

The property at 29 Heards Road Derrinallum is 

one of the Soldier Settlement blocks taken up 

after WW1. The land is part of that purchased 

by the Closer Settlement Board from the 

Derrinallum Estate in 1918. There were 112 

allotments allocated from the Derrinallum 

Estate subdivision. Of these 112 allotments, 

41 were forfeited but most of these were later 

re-disposed of.  

 

In accordance with the Discharged Soldiers’ 

Settlement Act, former soldiers required 

Qualification Certificates to take to up Land for 

Farm Allotments on the specific Estate. They 

then needed to lodge an application with the 

Closer Settlement Board at the Crown Lands 

Office and appear for an interview before the 

Inquiry Board, which was set up in the towns 

closest to the Estate. In this case the Inquiry 

Board was held at Derrinallum. 

 

The stone house located on the property and 

known as Craigmore was one of the houses 

designed by Mr Jas. Stewart on behalf of the 

Closer Settlement Board and for the 

Derrinallum Dairy farms that were allocated as 

part of the scheme. An article in the Lismore, 

Derrinallum & Cressy Advertiser, Wednesday 

2 April 1919, outlined that the cottages on the 

Larra and Poligolet subdivisions were also to 

be built on similar lines. It also outlined that the 

erection of a verandah was to remain in 

abeyance and the Board did not approve of 

adding piggeries to the improvements at any 

rate for the present. 

 

The houses were constructed by a team of 

workers, under the direction of J. Stewart, who 

came and camped on the site while 

constructing the house. A house could be 

constructed in two to four weeks with the 

chimney built in one day. Most of the houses 

were built of locally quarried stone with a few 

houses constructed of timber and tin. 

 

Ron Heard who settled on this property was 

formerly from Derrinallum. He served in WW1. 

When the house was built in c. 1919, Mr. 

Heard insisted that it have a front verandah, 

which he had to pay for himself. 

 

It is assumed that Heard’s Road is named 

after the family and Ron Heard may also have 

been involved in construction of the road. 
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the district around Mt Elephant at Derrinallum, 

Victoria, 2011 

 

PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION 

 

The residence is well set back from the road 

frontage and sits on the top of a rise, enclosed 

by a fence and hedge. At the front of the 

property is a dry stone wall. 

 

The house is constructed of rubble stonework 

with red brick quoins around openings and to 

the corners. It has a hipped/gambrel roof form 

over the main section of the house and there is 

a skillion roofed room across the rear 

elevation. The roofs are clad in corrugated 

metal sheet. Across the front elevation is a 

skillion roofed verandah with square timber 

posts and simple curved brackets to the tops 

of the posts. The front elevation is symmetrical 

with a central front door flanked by a single 

timber framed double hung window. Other 

windows to the building are also single timber 

framed double hung types. There is a tall 

chimney with a brick cornice on the east side 

of the main roof and a simpler, shorter 

chimney to the rear skillion section. 

 

The house is now completely enclosed by a 

tall hedge, which follows the fence line with no 

access through the hedge to the house. 

Access could not be gained at the time of 

undertaking the assessment in September 

2012. 

 

At the rear of the site is a timber framed, gable 

roofed shed with cement sheet cladding and a 

number of miscellaneous tanks. These 

structures do not contribute to the significance 

of the place. 

 

The original house block appears to have been 

subdivided on the east side and sold as 

another residential allotment, however at the 

rear and west side of the property are open 

grazing paddocks. 

 

STATEMENT OF CULTURAL HERITAGE 

SIGNIFICANCE 

 

What is significant? 

Craigmore, located at 29 Heards Road, 

Derrinallum. The original form, materials and 

detailing of the c. 1919 house and surrounding 

fence, as well as the boundary stone walls 

contribute to the significance of the place. 

 

How is it significant? 

Craigmore is of local historic and aesthetic 

significance to Corangamite Shire.  

 

Why is it significant? 

Craigmore is of historical significance as a rare 

substantially intact surviving example of a post 

WW1 Soldier Settlement block with its original 

residence. The house constructed in c. 1919 

represents the post WW1 scheme 

administered by the Closer Settlement Board, 

which was the first to settle Australian 

servicemen and women on Australian land. 

(Criteria A & B) 

 

Craigmore is aesthetically significant as a rare 

intact example of a stone house designed by 

J. Stewart for the soldier settlements on the 

Derrinallum, Larra and Poligolet Estates. 

These buildings were distinctive for their 

construction in locally quarried stone with red 

brick quoins to corners and windows. The 

residence is substantially intact from its 

original construction, retaining the original 

gambrel roof form and cladding, tall chimney 

with cornice, timber framed double hung 

windows and skillion verandah to the front 

which, because it was not part of the design, 

was an added cost to the original owner. The 

fence and hedge around the house, as well as 

the dry stone walls characteristic of the area 

contribute to the aesthetic significance of the 

place. (Criteria D & E) 
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Recommended Extent – Craigmore, Derrinallum 
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2.17 Derrinallum Uniting Church and 

Hall 

 
FRONT VIEW OF SITE 

 

  
UNITING CHURCH HALL 

 

 
SIDE VIEW OF CHURCH 

 

 
REAR VIEW OF CHURCH 

 

LOCATION 

56 Main Street, Derrinallum 

 

FORMER NAMES 

Presbyterian Church 

Jubilee Memorial Church 

 

ITEM GROUP 

Religion 

 

 

ITEM TYPE 

Church 

 

ARCHITECT/DESIGNERS 

Laird & Buchan 

 

ARCHITECTURAL STYLES 

Federation Free Classical 

 

BUILDER/MAKERS 

 

CONTEXTUAL HISTORY 

 

John Brown was the first to settle in the district 

now including Darlington, Derrinallum and 

Lismore. He arrived in 1840 and made camp 

at Lismore. He eventually settled on the site of 

the present Gala Homestead north of Lismore. 

It was known as Mt. Elephant but the name 

changed to Gala in 1850. John Brown 

possessed the right to graze the areas, which 

were variously sold by him in the 1840s and 

1850s and later became known as Gala, 

Titanga, Larra, Poligolet, Ettrick and Mt. 

Elephant (different location to the original Mt. 

Elephant homestead). These homestead 

properties are all located around Derrinallum 

and were influential on its early development.  

 

A family of particular note in the Derrinallum 

area was the Curries. In 1844 Scotsman, John 

Lang Currie and Thomas Anderson purchased 

the Larra property from James Kinross. J. L 

Currie made his fortune with merino wool and 

extended beyond his original holdings and 

acquired 14,000 acres on the west (Poligolet), 

to the north 17,000 acres (Titanga) and later 

20,000 acres (Gala). J. L. Currie married 

Louise Johnson in 1852 and they had 11 

children. J. L. Currie senior died in 1898 and 

his second son John Lang Currie became the 

owner of Larra. He retained Larra until his 

death in 1935. Another son H. A. Currie 

became the owner of Mt Elephant Station in 

1901. Alan Currie was active in the local 

community and stayed at Mt. Elephant until 

1920 when he purchased and moved to 

Ercildoune Estate near Ballarat.  

 

The first municipal body around Derrinallum 

was proclaimed a district on 28th April 1857, 

and later a Shire on 31st December 1863, 

under the title of the Hampden and Heytesbury 

Road Board. 
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Louis D’Elboux, a contract surveyor, surveyed 

an area of Derrinallum in 1866 after an 

application by Duncan Stewart Walker to build 

a rural store. The following year Mr. Thornley 

surveyed the area of the current town 

bordered by Robertson Road, Wilson, Ligar 

and Scott Streets. 

 

On October of 1867, the first land sale of 

Derrinallum town blocks was held at 

Camperdown. 

 

In 1867 the village of Tooliorook was 

proclaimed but in 1872 the inhabitants of the 

township applied to have the name of the 

township changed and in 1873 the name of the 

township was changed to Derrinallum. 

 

Derrinallum began with a few houses. The 

occupiers of these homes worked on the 

construction of the roads, served as stone wall 

masons and did general fencing work. During 

the 1870-1880s six families settled in the 

township. These original townspeople were the 

Stone, Bain, Campbell, Evans, Jones and 

Rowland families. 

 

In 1888 the township contained a Post Office 

run by the teacher Mr. W. Saul, a carpenter 

Abel Jones, a storekeeper Richard Jones, a 

Blacksmith Stephen Spokes and a contractor 

William Stone but the township did not initially 

progress and by 1901 there were still only 

seven dwellings in the town. The Post Office 

Directories of Victoria as late as 1898 were still 

describing Derrinallum as a pastoral district 

rather than a township. 

 

The first decade of the twentieth century was 

still a quiet time for the town. While a 

combined public hall and mechanics institute 

was constructed in the town in 1907, only two 

businesses were in operation. These were the 

Coffee Palace established by Abel Jones in 

the 1890s situated where the Post Office 

stands today and a Blacksmith Bill Gullick who 

had commenced his business in 1903.  

 

In 1909 the Parliamentary Standing Committee 

on railways proposed the building of a line 

from Gheringhap to Maroona. A Rail Station 

was built as part of this line about one mile 

east of the town. A passenger service between 

Cressy and Derrinallum commenced on 

Tuesday 19th March 1912. The Green Line as 

it was known was officially opened in May 

1913. 

 

The impact of the line on the prosperity of the 

district was considerable and it undoubtedly 

accelerated closer settlement. Another 

stimulus to the township and district was the 

opening of the Derrinallum Butter Factory in 

1915.  

 

Closer settlement following World War One 

brought about an increase in the farming 

community and consequently the town’s 

population jumped from 80 to 115. A healthy 

dairying industry also stimulated further 

commercial development in Derrinallum and 

the upgrading of buildings during the inter war 

period. 

 

A fire, the worst in the history of the locality 

swept through the town on January 14, 1944. 

The fire destroyed the old bluestone hotel, 

bakery and a number of other businesses and 

residences. Two churches, the Public Hall and 

some early business premises survived to the 

east end of Main Street and remain today. 

 

Soldier settlement following World War Two 

was extensive in the districts of which 

Derrinallum is a centre and it brought initial 

prosperity to the township. By 1960 however 

the population in and around Derrinallum was 

dwindling. The main reason for this was the 

decline in the dairy industry. 

 

The passenger rail service through Derrinallum 

ceased in 1957 due to the lack of patronage. 

 

PLACE HISTORY 

On 7th October 1868 Reverend Hetherington 

wrote to the Commissioner of Public Lands 

applying for a grant of two acres of land as a 

site for a Presbyterian Church and minister’s 

dwelling. The following year the land was 

granted by the Governor in Council. 

 

The Presbyterians who used the Wesleyan 

Church felt they were in need of their own 

church. A meeting of subscribers to a building 

fund was held on the 13th October 1888. The 

meeting was held in the Wesleyan Church (the 

school) and was convened by Abel Jones, 

William Stone and Mark Edgar, collectors. 

 

The first Presbyterian Church was built by 

Hurnie and Fuller from Camperdown. On 
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Sunday 16th February 1889 the first public 

service was held and on the following Friday, 

the building was formerly opened with a tea 

meeting and concert. 

 

The first trustees of the Tooliorook Church 

were John Logan, John L. Currie, Joseph 

Mack and William Gubbins. 

 

At a meeting on 2 July 1913, the Derrinallum 

Board of Management decided to erect a new 

brick and concrete church. Mr. H. A. Currie 

was the driving force behind the scheme and 

donated £250 towards the cost. 

 

Plans for the new church were accepted from 

the Geelong firm of Messrs Laird & Buchan 

and Messrs Spicer and Screen from 

Camperdown were the successful tenderers. 

 

The inscribed foundation stone of the Jubilee 

Memorial Church was a gift from the architects 

and was set in place by Mrs H. A. Currie on 

Tuesday, 3rd February, 1914. The church was 

completed by May that year. Mrs C. S. Currie 

donated the blue Axminster carpet to finish off 

the church.  

 

The Moderator of the Presbyterian Church of 

Victoria, the Right Rev. J. Crookston, assisted 

by Rev. Forbes, conducted the opening 

ceremony. The congregation gathered outside 

the church was the largest ever assembled in 

Derrinallum. 

 

With the development of a new Presbyterian 

charge the Derrinallum congregation 

purchased J. B. Stone’s residence for a 

manse. 

 

The tennis courts at the rear of the church 

were completed in March of 1935 and on the 

9th of March Mrs J. L. Currie officially opened 

the new courts. 

 

On 28 March 1928, the new Sunday School 

was officially opened with the old church made 

into a Kindergarten classroom. This building 

was lost in the 1944 fire and the current hall 

was constructed in 1946. 

 

The church is now the Uniting Church. 

 

REFERENCES 

McAlpine, R. A., The Shire of Hampden 1863 
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PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION 

The 1914 church is a face red brick building 

with cement dressings. The church is designed 

in the Federation Free Classical style. The 

main nave section has a steep gable roof 

running perpendicular to Main Street with brick 

parapet gable ends and a cement cross 

mounted at the apex of the front gable 

parapet. The end wall facing Main Street 

contains a double fronted porch and above this 

are tall twin segmental arch windows with 

leadlight glazing. Flanking the windows is an 

expressed pilaster, which projects above the 

gable line and terminates just above the porch 

parapet. The gable peak line between the 

pilasters has a cement fluted valence pattern. 

The parapet to the porch is castellated and the 

front elevation contains two twin segmental 

arch windows with entry doors to the two side 

elevations. The side walls are divided evenly 

into bays by brick buttresses with cement 

capping. Each bay contains a single 

segmental arch window with leadlight. The 

rear of the church contains a rectangular wing 

with a rendered castellated parapet and two 

segmentally arched windows on the end wall 

elevation. 

 

To the interior, the ceiling is of Tasmanian oak, 

the walls are finished with roughcast cement 

and the seats, dado and pulpit are American 

oak. 

 

The hall is of timber framed construction with 

an L-shaped plan. The building has a gable 

roof clad in corrugated metal sheet and the 

walls have weatherboards to window sill level 

and strapped fibre cement panels above this. 

There is a gable roofed porch to the front of 

the building with double timber side entry 

doors. 

 

STATEMENT OF CULTURAL HERITAGE 

SIGNIFICANCE 

 

What is significant? 

The Derrinallum Uniting Church and Hall, 

located at 56 Main Street, Derrinallum. The 

original form, materials and detailing of the 

1914 Church and 1946 Hall contribute to the 

significance of the place. 
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How is it significant? 

The Derrinallum Uniting Church and Hall, 

Derrinallum are of local historic, aesthetic and 

social significance to the Corangamite Shire.  

 

Why is it significant? 

The Derrinallum Uniting Church and Hall are of 

historical significance for their demonstration 

of the main growth period in Derrinallum from 

the 1910s to the 1930s. The Church dating 

from 1914 was constructed during a boom 

time in Derrinallum’s history resulting from the 

opening of the railway line from Gheringap to 

Maroona in 1909, closer settlement on land 

from the large stations in the area and a boom 

period in the dairying industry. The site is of 

historical significance for its associations with 

the Currie family who were prominent 

members of the Derrinallum district community 

and extensive landholders around Derrinallum. 

The Presbyterian denomination of the church 

is a testament to the Scottish heritage of the 

Currie family and other Scottish early settlers 

in the area. (Criteria A, B & H) 

 

The Derrinallum Uniting Church is aesthetically 

significant as an excellent intact example of a 

Federation Free Classical Church. Key 

features of the style demonstrated on the 

building include the combined use of red brick 

walls with render dressings, decorative front 

gable end, singular and twin segmental arch 

windows, and castellated render parapets. The 

church is also of aesthetic significance as an 

example of the work of prominent Geelong 

Architects, Laird and Buchan. The timber 

framed hall is of aesthetic significance for 

demonstrating the typical characteristics of a 

1940s church hall. (Criteria D & E) 

 

The Derrinallum Uniting Church & Hall is of 

social significance as a focus for worship and 

as a community gathering place in the 

Derrinallum district since 1889 and up to the 

present day. (Criterion G) 

 

 

 

 

 
Recommended Extent – Derrinallum Uniting Church 
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2.18 Derrinallum Public Hall 
 

 
FRONT (EAST) VIEW 

 

 
EAST AND SOUTH ELEVATIONS 

 

 
NORTH VIEW 

 

LOCATION 

74 Main Street, Derrinallum 

 

FORMER NAMES 

Derrinallum Mechanics Institute 

 

ITEM GROUP 

Community facility 

 

ITEM TYPE 

Hall - public 

 

ARCHITECT/DESIGNERS 

 

ARCHITECTURAL STYLES 

 

BUILDER/MAKERS 

 

CONTEXTUAL HISTORY 

 

John Brown was the first to settle in the district 

now including Darlington, Derrinallum and 

Lismore. He arrived in 1840 and made camp 

at Lismore. He eventually settled on the site of 

the present Gala Homestead north of Lismore. 

It was known as Mt. Elephant but the name 

changed to Gala in 1850. John Brown 

possessed the right to graze the areas, which 

were variously sold by him in the 1840s and 

1850s and later became known as Gala, 

Titanga, Larra, Poligolet, Ettrick and Mt. 

Elephant (different location to the original Mt. 

Elephant homestead). These homestead 

properties are all located around Derrinallum 

and were influential on its early development.  

 

A family of particular note in the Derrinallum 

area was the Curries. In 1844 Scotsman, John 

Lang Currie and Thomas Anderson purchased 

the Larra property from James Kinross. J. L 

Currie made his fortune with merino wool and 

extended beyond his original holdings and 

acquired 14,000 acres on the west (Poligolet), 

to the north 17,000 acres (Titanga) and later 

20,000 acres (Gala). J. L. Currie married 

Louise Johnson in 1852 and they had 11 

children. J. L. Currie senior died in 1898 and 

his second son John Lang Currie became the 

owner of Larra. He retained Larra until his 

death in 1935. Another son H. A. Currie 

became the owner of Mt Elephant Station in 

1901. Alan Currie was active in the local 

community and stayed at Mt. Elephant until 

1920 when he purchased and moved to 

Ercildoune Estate near Ballarat.  

 

The first municipal body around Derrinallum 

was proclaimed a district on 28th April 1857, 

and later a Shire on 31st December 1863, 

under the title of the Hampden and Heytesbury 

Road Board. 

 

Louis D’Elboux, a contract surveyor, surveyed 

an area of Derrinallum in 1866 after an 

application by Duncan Stewart Walker to build 

a rural store. The following year Mr. Thornley 

surveyed the area of the current town 

bordered by Robertson Road, Wilson, Ligar 

and Scott Streets. 

 

In October of 1867, the first land sale of 

Derrinallum town blocks was held at 

Camperdown. 
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In 1867 the village of Tooliorook was 

proclaimed but in 1872 the inhabitants of the 

township applied to have the name of the 

township changed and in 1873 the name of the 

township was changed to Derrinallum. 

 

Derrinallum began with a few houses. The 

occupiers of these homes worked on the 

construction of the roads, served as stone wall 

masons and did general fencing work. During 

the 1870-1880s six families settled in the 

township. These original townspeople were the 

Stone, Bain, Campbell, Evans, Jones and 

Rowland families. 

 

In 1888 the township contained a Post Office 

run by the teacher Mr. W. Saul, a carpenter 

Abel Jones, a storekeeper Richard Jones, a 

Blacksmith Stephen Spokes and a contractor 

William Stone but the township did not initially 

progress and by 1901 there were still only 

seven dwellings in the town. The Post Office 

Directories of Victoria as late as 1898 were still 

describing Derrinallum as a pastoral district 

rather than a township. 

 

The first decade of the twentieth century was 

still a quiet time for the town. While a 

combined public hall and Mechanics Institute 

was constructed in the town in 1907, only two 

businesses were in operation. These were the 

Coffee Palace established by Abel Jones in 

the 1890s situated where the Post Office 

stands today and a Blacksmith Bill Gullick who 

had commenced his business in 1903.  

 

In 1909 the Parliamentary Standing Committee 

on railways proposed the building of a line 

from Gheringhap to Maroona. A Rail Station 

was built as part of this line about one mile 

east of the town. A passenger service between 

Cressy and Derrinallum commenced on 

Tuesday 19th March 1912. The Green Line as 

it was known was officially opened in May 

1913. 

 

The impact of the line on the prosperity of the 

district was considerable and it undoubtedly 

accelerated closer settlement. Another 

stimulus to the township and district was the 

opening of the Derrinallum Butter Factory in 

1915.  

 

Closer settlement following World War One 

brought about an increase in the farming 

community and consequently the town’s 

population jumped from 80 to 115. A healthy 

dairying industry also stimulated further 

commercial development in Derrinallum and 

the upgrading of buildings during the inter war 

period. 

 

A fire, the worst in the history of the locality 

swept through the town on January 14, 1944. 

The fire destroyed the old bluestone hotel, 

bakery and a number of other businesses and 

residences. Two churches, the Public Hall and 

some early business premises survived to the 

east end of Main Street and remain today. 

 

Soldier settlement following World War Two 

was extensive in the districts of which 

Derrinallum is a centre and it brought initial 

prosperity to the township. By 1960 however 

the population in and around Derrinallum was 

dwindling. The main reason for this was the 

decline in the dairy industry. 

 

The passenger rail service through Derrinallum 

ceased in 1957 due to the lack of patronage. 

 

PLACE HISTORY 

 

H. A. Currie donated half an acre of land for 

the purposes of construction of a Mechanics 

Institute in 1905. H. A. Currie also donated £10 

towards the building fund. 

 

Early in 1907 the main hall was built at a cost 

of £270 and it was officially opened in May of 

the same year. A Camperdown concert party 

provided the entertainment at the opening and 

this was followed by a dance. The music was 

provided by G. Watts and G. Skenen with Mr. 

W. Stewart acting as M. C.  

 

The Mechanics Institute trustees appointed 

were Messrs W. Stone, F. Tayor, G. Watts, T. 

Campbell and W. Gullick. The free library with 

Frank McLean operating as librarian was 

opened two days per week. By 1914 the library 

held 380 books. It closed in 1926. 

 

In 1910 the stage and dressing rooms were 

added to the building. To eliminate the debt, 

various fund raising efforts were undertaken 

including fancy dress balls, skating nights, 

card playing, performances and later movies. 

Skating was the main source of debt reducing 

income. 
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Tennis Courts were opened at the site in 

February 1911 with a mixed doubles 

tournament.  

 

The Derrinallum Horticultural Society held their 

first Autumn show at the hall in 1918 and in 

October of that year the Derrinallum Dramatic 

Society performed the Comedy, Facing the 

Music and the drama, The Fifth 

Commandment. 

 

In 1922, a new lean-to was erected to provide 

protection for eating supper and a new floor 

put down. 

 

The picture boom at this time was emerging. 

The touring Star Pictures showed their first film 

in 1925 and in 1931 the first 100% talkie film 

was shown in front of a capacity audience.  

 

A film syndicate was formed under the 

direction of Mr. Alcock and in 1928 a projection 

room was added to the front of the building. 

 

In 1933 plans to extend the hall were 

formulated. By March 1936, £548/8/2 had 

been raised towards the cost of improvements. 

Plans by the architect Mr. Laird were accepted 

and Peters Pty Ltd were the successful 

tenderers. 

 

One major event held at the hall each year, 

between the 1930s and 1950s, was the 

Queen’s Carnival. The carnival was held to 

raise funds for community organisations and 

facilities. 

 

On 26 May 1937, a Grand Opening Ball was 

held to celebrate the opening of the newly 

extended hall. The improvements to the hall 

were a new kitchen, dining hall, extension to 

the dancing hall and new theatre chairs were 

added. The remodeled hall was opened by Mr. 

Primrose, who had acted as secretary and 

later President since 1920. In opening the hall, 

he congratulated the winning Queen of the 

Queen carnival, Miss Bass who had raised in 

excess of £300 towards the alterations. 

 

The hall was clad with steel weatherboards in 

1992. The hall was renamed the Derrinallum 

Community Hall in 1997. The roof was 

replaced in in 1998 and fencing bollards were 

installed in 2003 (funded by the Masonic 

Lodge). 
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PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION 

The Derrinallum Public Hall is located on a 

triangular site on the corner of Main Street and 

Chatsworth Road, Derrinallum. The building 

has two main wings running perpendicular to 

each other forming an L-shaped building. Both 

of the wings have gable roofs clad in 

corrugated metal sheet and both are timber 

framed and clad in weatherboards. 

 

The earliest wing of the building constructed in 

1907 as the Mechanics Institute, fronts the 

intersection of Main Street and Chatsworth 

Road and runs parallel to Main Street. The 

skillion roofed projection room added in 1928 

sits adjacent to the front entry of this wing. 

This wing contains the original main hall and 

stage. There are evenly spaced cylindrical roof 

vents to the roof ridge. There are evenly 

spaced timber framed, double hung windows 

to the side walls. 

 

The later wing (1937) faces, and is 

perpendicular to Main Street. There is a gable 

roofed porch at the intersection of the two 

wings which provides shelter over doors into 

each of the wings. This later wing originally 

housed the dining hall. It has skillion roofed 

wings on both sides of the dining hall. There 

are two brick chimneys to this wing and three 

cylindrical roof vents to one side of the ridge. 

The gable ends have two timber framed 

double hung windows. 

 

STATEMENT OF CULTURAL HERITAGE 

SIGNIFICANCE 

 

What is significant? 

The Derrinallum Public Hall located at 74 Main 

Street, Derrinallum. The form, materials and 

details of the original 1907 hall and 1937 

additions are integral to the significance of the 

place. 

 

How is it significant? 

The Derrinallum Public Hall is of local historic, 

aesthetic and social significance to 

Corangamite Shire. 
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Why is it significant? 

The Derrinallum Public Hall is historically 

significant for its role in the evolution and 

development of community, recreational and 

civic life in Derrinallum. Opened in 1907, the 

building is of historical significance as an early 

civic building demonstrating the establishment 

of the Derrinallum township. The major 

additions initiated in 1933 and completed in 

1937 demonstrate a boom period in the history 

of Derrinallum. (Criteria A & B) 

 

The Derrinallum Public Hall is aesthetically 

significant for exhibiting key characteristics of 

an early 20th century timber public hall. These 

characteristics include the steeply pitched 

gable roof form with wide eaves, skillion roofed 

additions and evenly spaced windows of the 

same type along the side walls. The projection 

room at the front of the 1907 hall is of 

aesthetic significance for demonstrating the 

emergence of the film industry in the 1920s. 

(Criterion D) 

 

The Derrinallum Public Hall is of social 

significance as the focus for community 

activities for Derrinallum and the surrounding 

district from 1907 until the present day. The 

hall has been used for a variety of community 

activities including meetings, performances, 

dances, skating, Queen Carnivals and films. 

The hall was also the meeting place for the 

Derrinallum Horticultural Society and the 

meeting and performance space for the 

Derrinallum Dramatic Society. (Criterion G) 

 

 

 

 

 
Recommended Extent – Derrinallum Public Hall 
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2.19 Former Derrinallum Butter 

Factory 
 

 
DERRINALLUM BUTTER FACTORY AERIAL VIEW 

 

 
VIEW TO BUTTER FACTORY COMPLEX 

 

 
CLUSTER OF FACTORY BUILDINGS 

 

 
FACTORY RESIDENCE 

 

 
BUTTER FACTORY 1916 

Source: McGregor, Pamela & Oaten, Lynton, Mt 

Elephant – A History of Derrinallum & Darlington 

District 

LOCATION 

95 Vite Vite Road, Derrinallum 

 

FORMER NAMES 

 

ITEM GROUP 

Farming and grazing 

 

ITEM TYPE 

Buttery 

 

ARCHITECT/DESIGNERS 

Mr Cowley, architect 

 

ARCHITECTURAL STYLES 

 

BUILDER/MAKERS 

 

CONTEXTUAL HISTORY 

 

DERRINALLUM 

John Brown was the first to settle in the district 

now including Darlington, Derrinallum and 

Lismore. He arrived in 1840 and made camp 

at Lismore. He eventually settled on the site of 

the present Gala Homestead north of Lismore. 

It was known as Mt. Elephant but the name 

changed to Gala in 1850. John Brown 

possessed the right to graze the areas, which 

were variously sold by him in the 1840s and 

1850s and later became known as Gala, 

Titanga, Larra, Poligolet, Ettrick and Mt. 

Elephant (different location to the original Mt. 

Elephant homestead). These homestead 

properties are all located around Derrinallum 

and were influential on its early development.  

 

A family of particular note in the Derrinallum 

area was the Curries. In 1844 Scotsman, John 

Lang Currie and Thomas Anderson purchased 

the Larra property from James Kinross. J. L 

Currie made his fortune with merino wool and 

extended beyond his original holdings and 

acquired 14,000 acres on the west (Poligolet), 

to the north 17,000 acres (Titanga) and later 

20,000 acres (Gala). J. L. Currie married 

Louise Johnson in 1852 and they had 11 

children. J. L. Currie senior died in 1898 and 

his second son John Lang Currie became the 

owner of Larra. He retained Larra until his 

death in 1935. Another son H. A. Currie 

became the owner of Mt Elephant Station in 

1901. Alan Currie was active in the local 

community and stayed at Mt. Elephant until 

1920 when he purchased and moved to 

Ercildoune Estate near Ballarat.  
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The first municipal body around Derrinallum 

was proclaimed a district on 28th April 1857, 

and later a Shire on 31st December 1863, 

under the title of the Hampden and Heytesbury 

Road Board. 

 

Louis D’Elboux, a contract surveyor, surveyed 

an area of Derrinallum in 1866 after an 

application by Duncan Stewart Walker to build 

a rural store. The following year Mr. Thornley 

surveyed the area of the current town 

bordered by Robertson Road, Wilson, Ligar 

and Scott Streets. 

 

On October of 1867, the first land sale of 

Derrinallum town blocks was held at 

Camperdown. 

 

In 1867 the village of Tooliorook was 

proclaimed but in 1872 the inhabitants of the 

township applied to have the name of the 

township changed and in 1873 the name of the 

township was changed to Derrinallum. 

 

Derrinallum began with a few houses. The 

occupiers of these homes worked on the 

construction of the roads, served as stone wall 

masons and did general fencing work. During 

the 1870-1880s six families settled in the 

township. These original townspeople were the 

Stone, Bain, Campbell, Evans, Jones and 

Rowland families. 

 

In 1888 the township contained a Post Office 

run by the teacher Mr. W. Saul, a carpenter 

Abel Jones, a storekeeper Richard Jones, a 

Blacksmith Stephen Spokes and a contractor 

William Stone but the township did not initially 

progress and by 1901 there were still only 

seven dwellings in the town. The Post Office 

Directories of Victoria as late as 1898 were still 

describing Derrinallum as a pastoral district 

rather than a township. 

 

The first decade of the twentieth century was 

still a quiet time for the town. While a 

combined public hall and mechanics institute 

was constructed in the town in 1907, only two 

businesses were in operation. These were the 

Coffee Palace established by Abel Jones in 

the 1890s situated where the Post Office 

stands today and a Blacksmith Bill Gullick who 

had commenced his business in 1903.  

 

In 1909 the Parliamentary Standing Committee 

on railways proposed the building of a line 

from Gheringhap to Maroona. A Rail Station 

was built as part of this line about one mile 

east of the town. A passenger service between 

Cressy and Derrinallum commenced on 

Tuesday 19th March 1912. The Green Line as 

it was known was officially opened in May 

1913. 

 

The impact of the line on the prosperity of the 

district was considerable and it undoubtedly 

accelerated closer settlement. Another 

stimulus to the township and district was the 

opening of the Derrinallum Butter Factory in 

1915.  

 

After the WW1 some 40,000 returned 

servicemen and women accepted the offer 

from the Soldier Settlement Board to take up 

farms throughout Australia. The post WW1 

scheme was the first to settle Australian 

servicemen and women on Australian land. In 

the 1920s, 300,000 acres of the volcanic 

plains of the Western District of Victoria were 

allocated to these returned servicemen. Of this 

land, 78% was purchased from pastoralists or 

the trustees of pastoral estates and the 

remaining 22% was purchased from small 

landholders. The estates around Derrinallum 

that were acquired for Soldier Settlement 

between 1918 and 1930 included Derrinallum, 

Mt Elephant, Gala, Ettrick, Terrinallum and 

Koort Koort Nong. 

 

Closer settlement following WW1 brought 

about an increase in the farming community 

around Derrinallum and consequently the 

town’s population jumped from 80 to 115. A 

healthy dairying industry also stimulated 

further commercial development in Derrinallum 

and the upgrading of buildings during the inter 

war period. 

 

A fire, the worst in the history of the locality 

swept through the town on January 14, 1944. 

The fire destroyed the old bluestone hotel, 

bakery and a number of other businesses and 

residences. Two churches, the Public Hall and 

some early business premises survived to the 

east end of Main Street and remain today. 

 

Soldier settlement following WW2 was 

extensive in the districts of which Derrinallum 

was a centre and it brought initial prosperity to 

the township. By 1960 however the population 
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in and around Derrinallum was dwindling. The 

main reason for this was the decline in the 

dairy industry. The passenger rail service 

through Derrinallum ceased in 1957 due to the 

lack of patronage. 

 

THE DAIRY INDUSTRY 

Prior to the 1880s the Western district was 

pastoral land largely engaged in wool 

production. The Victorian Government had, for 

some time been pressing for closer settlement 

of the land, but this had been successfully 

resisted by the Western District pastoralists. 

 

The new opportunity to take up small holdings 

in the 1880s as a result of the Land Acts 

coincided with emerging developments in the 

dairy industry in Victoria—namely, increased 

mechanisation, plus new research into herd 

management and improvement, and hygiene 

and bacteriology. Dairying in the district quickly 

became profitable with high quality milk 

products being produced on a domestic scale. 

A private butter factory, named Keilamboli, 

was established at Terang in 1885. 

 

The invention of the Centrifugal Separator by 

De Laval in 1878 meant that bulk milk could be 

more easily separated into cream and milk. 

The introduction of these machines to Victoria 

in 1886 resulted in an improved capacity to 

manufacture butter. The rapid expansion of the 

butter factories was also supported by the 

invention of refrigeration, which enabled the 

level of preservatives in butter to be reduced 

and the quality of the product to improve. In 

turn refrigerated rail cars were provided to 

transport the product to ports, opening up a 

new and lucrative export industry. With the 

availability of refrigeration, farmers were able 

to sell their butter and cheese to Melbourne 

and export goods to more distant ports. These 

developments undoubtedly lead to the 

establishment of butter factories across the 

colony.  

 

However, these factories needed dairy farms 

to supply them. The result for the lands across 

the Corangamite Shire was an extensive 

subdivision of the large pastoral estates into 

smaller farms more suited to dairy farming. 

The countryside around Camperdown, Terang 

and Cobden was particularly suited to this form 

of farming, whereas the subdivision of the 

pastoral properties in the northern portions of 

the Shire resulted in the creation of smaller 

grain producing farms. 

 

Concerned with a desire to increase 

productivity, to improve the collective quality of 

their products, and to establish a benchmark of 

quality in a district, local farmers in various 

localities banded together to establish co-

operative butter factories. Here, the latest 

machinery and equipment could be installed, 

and with a large number of milk providers 

involved there were significant economies-of-

scale. The first such co-operative factory was 

the Pioneer Butter Factory, established a 

Cobden in 1888. This was based on a system 

of co-operative ownership and co- operative 

returns, with local farmers owning a share of 

the business. Creameries for the Cobden 

factory were set up at local collection points 

including South Purrumbete.  

 

The Cobden factory was quickly followed by 

the Camperdown Butter Factory established 

by the Manifolds in 1891, the Tandarook 

Cheese Factory in 1894, Glenormiston Butter 

Factory in 1895 and the Terang Cheese and 

Butter Factory was in existence until taken 

over by the Glenormiston Company in 1914. In 

1914 the Derrinallum Co-operative Butter 

Factory commenced operations but in 1926 it 

was purchased by a private firm, Holdenson & 

Neilson. Another privately owned factory was 

established by W. T. Manifold at Purrumbete in 

the 1890s. In 1960 a merger took place of the 

principal companies, Camperdown and 

Glenormiston. 

 

PLACE HISTORY 

Prior to the Butter Factory being built in the 

area, cream from dairy farms was carted to a 

receiving station situated near the Derrinallum 

Railway Station. From here the cream cans 

were picked up by Fred Taylor and carted to 

the Camperdown Butter Factory. 

 

On December 24th 1913, provisional Directors 

for a new Butter Factory at Derrinallum were 

established, being Messrs H. A. Currie, Don 

Oman and the Secretary J. Stewart. They 

selected a site of 11.5 acres near the 

Derrinallum Railway Station. Early the 

following year plans for a new factory prepared 

by Warrnambool architect Mr. Cowley, were 

accepted and by April 15th of that year Mr 

James Hogg had begun erection of the factory. 

Meanwhile dairy farms had been thoroughly 
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established on the Mt Elephant, Larra and 

Poligolet stations to keep up the supply of 

cream to the factory. 

 

Early in 1914, shares were issued and Fred 

Rogers was appointed the first manager of the 

factory. On 21 September 1914 the first 

churning of cream took place at the new 

factory. The butter produced was consigned to 

Western District Factories Co-Operative 

Produce Co. in Melbourne. The butter was 

sent to Melbourne in 56 pound blocks. By 

1916 the factory looked very prosperous with 

good profits indicating that the district was 

capable of producing milk profitably. Mr Barr, 

the new manager reported that the factory was 

making 3 tons of butter per week. Derrinallum 

butter commanded excellent prices in the 

Melbourne market and brought up to top prices 

in London. 

 

Local dairy farmers carted their cream to the 

factory every second day. The Derrinallum 

Butter Factory had 130 suppliers with the 

majority from Mt Elephant, Larra, Closer 

Settlement farms and a few from Vite Vite and 

Pura Pura. The cream from Vite Vite and Pura 

Pura was carted to the factory by rail. During 

this peak period in the 1910s, Holdenson and 

Neilson Fresh Food Pty Ltd operated a depot 

for cream at the Railway Station, which 

reduced the clientele of the Butter Factory. 

 

In 1918 the first dividend of 5% was paid to 

shareholders. Three years later the quantity of 

butter produced was up to 8 tons per week. 

 

Mr G. Primrose and Mr. Percy Clingin were the 

next two managers after Mr. Barr.  

 

On 1 September 1926, the Butter Factory was 

bought out by Holdenson and Neilson Fresh 

Food Pty Ltd. Shareholders had voted in 

favour of the take-over by 210 votes to 21. The 

main reason given was the apparent decline in 

the industry and the lack of local support.  

 

The reasons for the decline in the industry 

included the failure of many Closer Settlement 

Scheme farms due to the uneconomic size of 

the blocks. Another reason was unfavourable 

seasonal conditions for milking cows. The 

atmospheric conditions controlled the 

production of milk. If there was not a good 

autumn (with rain) the growing days of the 

pasture were limited which in turn caused a 

drop in milk supply of the dairy cow. The 

Derrinallum area did not have the best 

seasonal conditions to produce the most out of 

a dairy cow with too little rainfall. Thirdly, motor 

transport and advances in factory and farm 

technology added to the decline of the dairying 

industry in the Derrinallum area. 

 

When Holdenson and Neilson purchased the 

factory they closed their Cream Depot at the 

Railway Station. 

 

In 1931 Holdenson and Neilson began 

producing ice at the factory for local 

consumption. The quality of butter was also at 

a very high peak and the factory obtained a 

silver medal for the standard of its export 

butter. The factory also operated a store to 

service the dairy farmers, selling bran, pollard, 

oats, groceries, clothes, boots, among other 

items. 

 

Mr. N Anderson resigned as the manager of 

the factory in 1933 and Mr. G. Elliot was 

appointed the new manager. The following 

year the butter factory was enlarged. All the 

buildings were painted white and tile floors 

were laid in areas of the factory. 

 

The continual fall in suppliers caused 

Holdenson and Neilson to sell to a large 

factory, the Camperdown Butter Factory. The 

factory operated successfully under the new 

management. However as new technology 

was introduced into the larger butter factories, 

the Camperdown Butter Factory found that it 

was cheaper to pick up the cream and milk by 

lorries and milk tankers transporting the 

produce to Camperdown, using the processing 

equipment of the larger factory. As a result the 

Butter Factory at Derrinallum was closed. 

 

Mr. G. Elliot remained on as a manager until 

1964 when the factory was bought out by the 

Camperdown Co-operative and closed. 
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PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION 

 

The former Butter Factory comprises a 

complex of timber framed factory and 

warehouse buildings clustered together. The 

main factory building is double height with a 

large all encompassing gable roof. It is difficult 

to determine the front orientation of this 

building but it is likely to have originally faced 

east towards Vite Vite Road. There are three 

small gable profile roof lanterns along the ridge 

of this building. There is a gable wing 

extending from the main building towards the 

north. There is also skillion red brick section 

attached to the north west side of this building. 

This building is in poor condition and open to 

the elements on the west side. The other 

buildings to the south of the main factory 

building have gabled roofs, which are clad in 

corrugated iron. The walls are clad in cement 

or corrugated iron sheets. Amongst the 

complex, to the south of the main factory 

building is a large square tapered chimney 

with brick cornicing at the top. 

 

There is a single storey timber framed 

weatherboard clad residence adjacent to the 

factory buildings. The residence faces south 

towards what may have been the rear entry to 

the factory. The residence has a skillion roofed 

verandah across the front with a central door 

and timber framed double hung windows either 

side. The rear of the residence has been 

considerably altered. On the east side is an 

unfinished two storey addition. 

 

STATEMENT OF CULTURAL HERITAGE 

SIGNIFICANCE 

 

What is significant? 

The former Derrinallum Butter Factory located 

at 95 Vite Vite Road, Derrinallum. The form, 

materials and detailing of the factory buildings 

dating up to the closure of the Butter Factory in 

1964, contributes to the significance of the 

place. 

 

How is it significant? 

The former Derrinallum Butter Factory is of 

local historic, aesthetic and social significance 

to Corangamite Shire. 

 

Why is it significant? 

The former Derrinallum Butter Factory is 

historically significant for its role in the 

economic development of Derrinallum and the 

surrounding farming district. Established in 

1914, the factory represents a boom period in 

the settlement around Derrinallum as a result 

of the Closer Settlement Schemes and 

subdivision of the large Estates in the district. 

The factory is of historical significance for its 

initial establishment as a cooperative butter 

factory and for its subsequent sale to private 

owners Holdenson and Neilson in 1926. The 

former Butter Factory is important as a rare 

surviving example of a substantial butter 

factory in the Corangamite Shire and 

particularly in the northern part of the Shire. 

(Criteria A & B) 

 

The former Derrinallum Butter Factory is 

aesthetically significant as a representative 

example of a substantial butter factory 

constructed as a cooperative factory. Although 

in poor condition, the factory complex retains a 

substantial number of buildings demonstrating 

the key characteristics and operations of a 

butter factory dating from the early 20th 

century. A number of other butter factories in 

the Corangamite Shire have been 

considerably altered or do not retain as many 

original structures. The forms, scale, materials 

and layout of the buildings demonstrate this 

aesthetic significance. (Criteria D & E) 

 

The former Derrinallum Butter Factory is of 

social significance as a focus of farming, 

business activity and employment in the 

Derrinallum district from 1914 until 1964. 

(Criterion G) 
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Proposed extent for former Derrinallum Butter Factory 
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2.20 Dixie Public Hall 
 

 
DIXIE PUBLIC HALL SIDE VIEW 

 

 
FRONT ENTRY 

 

 
HALL REAR VIEW 

 

 
SIDE ENTRY AND WINDOW DETAIL 

 
SIDE ANCILLARY BUILDINGS 

 

LOCATION 

Dixie School Road, Dixie 

 

FORMER NAMES 

North Ecklin Mechanics Institute 

 

ITEM GROUP 

Community facility 

 

ITEM TYPE 

Hall - public 

 

ARCHITECT/DESIGNERS 

 

ARCHITECTURAL STYLES 

 

BUILDER/MAKERS 

 

CONTEXTUAL HISTORY 

 

The first person to settle in the area was 

Thomas Richardson. He took up an area of 

13,380 acres in 1844. The property as known 

as Richardson’s Station or Keayang. By 1846 

he had taken Thomas Ayers into partnership. 

On 7th October 1847, a Crown Lease Grant 

was issued to the partners for Keayang 

Station. Keayang Station included much of the 

present day Dixie. 

 

By June 1858 Keayang was held by Thomas 

Ayers and Peter and William McNicol. The 

property was divided in November 1858 and 

Thomas Ayers took the northern section. In 

1868 he divided the property again, and sold 

the eastern portion south of Emu Creek to D. 

S. Waker and J. Paton. This portion became 

known as the Dixie Estate. The partners 

purchased additional land and by 1872 they 

owned over 4600 acres. During the 1870s, 
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smaller settlers also began to buy their own 

land in the area. 

 

A group of businesses bought the Dixie Estate 

in 1886 and made a large profit when they 

subdivided the 4642 acres for re-sale the 

following year. At the sales, potato and grain 

land was sold in blocks of 50 acres and 

upwards and dairying and grazing land was 

sold in blocks of 50 acres and upwards.  

 

The farming population in the area was 

subsequently boosted by this large land sale 

and in 1888 a post office agency was opened. 

In 1891 a school was built on the Terang-

Peterborough Road. In 1891 the Dixie 

Creamery was established and in 1896 Dixie 

Racing Club formed. 

 

With a now vibrant community, a meeting was 

held to discuss the construction of a hall and in 

1897 the North Ecklin Mechanics Institute was 

opened. 

 

The area was initially known as North Ecklin 

but in 1907 the name of the settlement was 

officially changed to Dixie. 

 

The Dixie farming community remained steady 

for many years with its next major boost to the 

population occurring in the 1950s when the 

Soldier Settlement Commission acquired a 

large portion of Keayang in 1951. It was cut up 

into farms varying in size from 150 acres to 

365 acres.  

 

After submitting an application for a holding, 

each returned soldier had to go before the 

commission, and be judged on his eligibility 

and suitability. There were seventeen holdings 

available from the Keayang Estate and most of 

the successful applicants arrived at Dixie at 

the same time – the 14th of 15th of February 

1953. 

 

The Dixie creamery closed in 1950 and the 

post office and State Savings Bank agency 

closed in 1957, however the community 

related to the hall remained active with a new 

tennis court opening in 1962. 

 

Community activities at the Hall remained 

strong well into the 1980s with major 

renovations undertaken in 1987. 

 

PLACE HISTORY 

At a meeting held at North Ecklin on 2 April 

1897, it was decided to erect a Mechanics 

Institute. Mr W. T. Baxter was appointed 

president, and Mr. A W. Hill, the secretary. 

 

Several meetings were held in the next few 

weeks. Mr T Tehan donated a piece of land on 

which to erect the building. J. Tehan was 

elected treasurer, and an account was opened 

in the Colonial Bank, Terang. Subscriptions 

were collected from Dixie, Terang, Cobden 

and South Ecklin.  

 

It was decided that the building should be 40 ft 

by 20 ft. without a stage. All hardwood was to 

be purchased from Messrs Sherber Bros. who 

owned a local sawmill. All other materials were 

purchased from Swanston and Clarke for £33. 

 

The entire cost of the hall was just over £79 

and the Colonial Bank advanced the amount 

not covered by donations. The Dixie Racing 

Club took over the loan later. 

 

Less than eight months after the initial 

meeting, the hall was opened with a grand ball 

on 23 December 1897. 

 

On 10th of January 1900, the secretary was 

instructed to write to the librarian of the public 

library for a case of books, which was the 

beginning of the Dixie Library. 

 

Over the next few years the hall was used for 

Church services, Sunday School, choir 

practices, dances, euchre parties, elections 

and school concerts.  

 

At the end of 1916 it was decided to employ a 

librarian. The conditions of the Government 

grant were that the library must be open to the 

public for at least eight hours per week. Mr. J. 

Carson was appointed to the job. 

 

The Dixie Racing Club always held a ball to 

follow the annual race meeting, and the church 

and tennis club held socials at the hall. In 1919 

a large welcome home social was held for the 

returning soldiers. As well as ordinary dances, 

a special dance and waltzing competition was 

held. 

 

In 1929 the Dixie Scout Pack was formed and 

they used the hall for scout meetings and 

concerts. Settlers dances began in 1932, and 

the hall was hired on several occasions by the 
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Terang mouth organ band for concerts and 

dances.  

 

The Dixie School Mothers Club began holding 

meetings in the hall in 1936, and this was also 

when the Ecklin Football Club began to use 

the hall too. The Dixie Presbyterian Fellowship 

was also formed and these three organisations 

held functions as well as concerts, socials and 

meetings. 

 

Welcome home dances were held in 1946 and 

1947 for returning soldiers from the Second 

World War. In 1948 the library was closed and 

the books donated to the Terang Hospital. 

Electricity was connected to the hall in 1948. 

 

In 1953 repairs were made to the outside of 

the building, and some of the weatherboards 

were replaced with cement sheet. In that year 

a social was held to welcome the Keayang 

Soldier Settlers, and several more men joined 

the hall committee. 

 

Beginning in 1955 the Dixie Herd Testing 

Association and the Victorian Dairying 

Association held meetings in the hall.  

 

It was decided in February 1979 to build a new 

toilet block and a calf drive was held to raise 

funds. Dances were held and in 1980 a 

fashion parade was staged. The toilet block 

was built in 1982, using bricks from the old 

Trufood factory at Glenormiston. 

 

In December 1986 the Heytesbury Shire 

Council agreed to purchase the hall and tennis 

court from the trustees and to pass them on to 

the Crown in due course. In 1987 new 

aluminium windows were installed and the 

exterior of the building was covered in 

hardiplank. The toilet block was also rendered 

at this time.  
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PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION 

Dixie Public Hall is a timber framed building 

with a main gable roof and an intersecting 

gable roofed wing at the rear. The gable end 

front faces east, fronting tennis courts. This 

rear wing extends out both sides of the 

building. The roofs are clad in corrugated 

metal sheet. The walls are clad in hardiplank, 

which was installed over the original 

weatherboard and cement sheet cladding in 

1987. The rear elevation of the building, which 

contains a central chimney is clad in cement 

sheet with strapping. The front elevation 

contains central double doors with vertical 

timber planks. Above the door is a painted 

metal sign with the wording: Dixie Hall Est. 

1897. 

 

The south side elevation contains two tall 

aluminium windows toward the front of the 

building. The north elevation contains centrally 

placed double doors with vertical timber planks 

and a tall aluminium window either side. There 

is another double entry in the east elevation of 

the south side rear wing and the gable end of 

the north side rear wing contains an aluminium 

window. All the aluminium windows are the 

same design and have replaced the original 

timber framed windows in the same location. 

 

On the north side of the building there is a 

skillion roofed rendered brick toilet block. This 

was constructed in 1982 with bricks from the 

old Trufood Factory at Glenormiston. Behind 

this toilet block is a recent gable roofed 

storage building with weatherboard cladding 

and behind the hall is an aluminium shed. 

These three buildings do not contribute to the 

significance of the place. 

 

STATEMENT OF CULTURAL HERITAGE 

SIGNIFICANCE 

 

What is significant? 

The Dixie Public Hall located on Dixie School 

Road, Dixie. The original form, materials and 

details of the 1897 hall are integral to the 

significance of the place. 

 

The three ancillary buildings on the site do not 

contribute to the significance of the place. 

 

How is it significant? 

The Dixie Public Hall is of local historic, 

aesthetic and social significance to the 

Corangamite Shire. 

 

Why is it significant? 

The Dixie Public Hall is historically significant 

for its association with the development of the 

Dixie farming district. Constructed in 1897 as 

Ecklin North Mechanics Institute, the hall 

demonstrates the population boom in the area 
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following the subdivision and sale of the Dixie 

Estate in 1887. The continuing use of the hall 

since that date is testament to the continuing 

strong community in the area, boosted again 

as a result of soldier settlement on former 

Keayang Estate land in 1853. The hall is of 

historical significance for its demonstration of 

the once more populous community in the 

area. (Criteria A & B) 

 

The Dixie Public Hall is aesthetically significant 

for exhibiting key characteristics of an early 

20th century community hall. These 

characteristics include the overall form with 

gable roofs with wide eaves, chimney to the 

kitchen at the rear, consistently scaled 

windows and lightweight wall cladding with a 

corrugated metal sheet clad roof. (Criteria D) 

 

The Dixie Public Hall is of social significance 

as an important focus for community activity in 

the Dixie area since 1897. The hall is 

significant as a former place of worship, 

Sunday School, library from 1900 to 1916, 

social venue and as a meeting place for a 

number of community organisations including 

the Dixie Scout Club, Dixie Racing Club, Dixie 

School Mothers Club and the Dixie Herd 

Testing Association. (Criterion G) 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Recommended Extent – Dixie Public Hall 
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2.21 Karoo House, Dixie 
 

 
NORTH WEST VIEW 

 

 
NORTH ELEVATION WITH PORTICO 

 

 
STABLES 

 

LOCATION 

1249 Cobden Terang Road 

Dixie 

 

FORMER NAMES 

 

ITEM GROUP 

 

Farming and Grazing 

 

ITEM TYPE 

Homestead complex 

 

ARCHITECT/DESIGNERS 

 

ARCHITECTURAL STYLES 

Federation/Edwardian - Bungalow 

 

BUILDER/MAKERS 

 

CONTEXTUAL HISTORY 

 

The first white settlement to the areas that 

today comprise the Shire of Corangamite 

came in the form of grazier-entrepreneurs 

establishing extensive ‘runs’ on which to herd 

their sheep and cattle. By the mid-1840s most 

of the good grazing land in this part of the 

Western District had been occupied by 

pastoralists under Crown license.  The land to 

the south, which was to become known as the 

Heytesbury Forest was not cleared and farmed 

until later.  

Some of the initial squatters moved on, selling 

their licenses, stock, huts and ‘improvements’ 

to others. For example, Gerangemarajah (later 

to be known as Berry Bank) passed through 3 

owners between 1840 and 1851 when it was 

acquired by James and Thomas Austin and 

they installed their brother-in-law, Joseph 

Gardiner Mack as manager. But much of the 

volcanic land in the western plains was 

extremely fertile, and once established, the 

squatters stayed put. Glenormiston was a 

typical example. The license to what was 

originally known as ‘Taylor’s country’ after its 

first manager and which included almost all the 

country west of Camperdown to beyond 

Terang, and running several miles north along 

Mt Emu Creek, was held by the first licensee 

for nine months only before Niel Black 

acquired it for himself and his partners in early 

1840.  A number of other squatters who took 

up runs around the same time were also of 

particular significance within the Shire: the 

Manifold brothers at Purrumbete, Dr Daniel 

Curdie at Tandarook, John Thomson at 

Keilambete, Peter McArthur at Meningoort and 

Nicholas Cole at Cloven Hills.  

The initial homestead buildings were simple 

and vernacular in nature, log or slab huts 

where timber was plentiful or wattle and daub, 

roofed in bark and in some cases thatch. A few 

were embellished with such touches of comfort 

and respectability as glazed windows and 

flower gardens. The squatters, as the name 

denotes, had no security of tenure, being 

obliged to renew their licenses annually, and 

their investments in ‘improvements’ were 

limited to dams, out-station huts to mark their 

boundaries, and measures needed to protect 

their stock from wild dogs or aborigines 

seeking food. Until some security of tenure 

was provided, and they felt settled enough to 

marry, they did not build substantial houses. 
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Their first objective was to build up their flocks 

and herds, clear trees and improve pastures, 

survive the depression of the early 1840s and 

hope for more stable times.    

The first major change came in 1847, when 

Orders-in-Council concerning land rights were 

issued and included the promise of leases for 

squatters in areas well beyond the towns, 

including in Port Phillip’s western district. Many 

then began surveying their runs and took the 

risk of building solid houses, as did Niel Black 

– although the promised leases never 

materialised. The next change came with the 

Gold Rush of the early 1850s. When gold was 

discovered at Ballarat in 1851, the squatters at 

first faced ruin as all their labour disappeared 

to the diggings. But gradually the tide changed 

in their favour, with unlucky prospectors 

returning and the demand for meat and 

agricultural produce soaring due to the influx of 

immigrants. Some squatters began for the first 

time to make substantial profits from their 

years of hard work. Even without real security 

of tenure, they had the money and felt 

confident enough to build better homes and 

other buildings. For example, the new 

homestead constructed at Berry Bank in 1851 

was claimed to be the first two storey house in 

the district. 

In the 1850s and 60s, land in the western 

district was gradually surveyed by the 

government, and put onto the market in lots of 

different sizes. The squatters, who were keen 

to purchase as much of their ‘squattages’ as 

possible, were given the right to purchase a 

homestead lot of 320 or 640 acres (one square 

mile); lot size depended mainly on land quality, 

proximity to water, and whether a township 

was planned. To begin with, freehold was little 

valued and to encourage the squatters to buy, 

they were allowed to purchase as many lots as 

they wanted at the ‘upset’ (minimum) price of 

£1 per acre, to raise revenues for the 

Treasury. This enabled many squatters to gain 

early control over substantial acreages. But by 

the late 1850s a political clamour was 

mounting, to ‘unlock the lands’. The squatters 

were accused of land protectionism, excluding 

small farmers and setting up as an aristocracy 

of landed proprietors inappropriate for the 

young democracy of Victoria. The Gold Rush 

immigrants wanted access to land, and the 

right to settle on it and make a decent living.  

A succession of Land Acts were brought in 

from 1860 onwards that gave precedence to 

‘selectors’ or non-squatters. In fact, making a 

living by regular farming in the western district 

grasslands was not easy on most of the land in 

question, especially where a ‘selection’ was in 

the middle of someone’s existing run. By 

clever deals and by reaching deep into their 

pockets, many squatters managed to defeat 

the Land Acts, consolidating multiple 

purchases of small plots of land into large 

estates. These were rarely equivalent to the 

vast acreages of the early squatting days, but 

they were still very substantial. By this stage 

the improved land could carry more stock. 

Paddocks were fenced, native forests 

uprooted, wind-breaks of pines established, 

imported grasses replaced the native varieties, 

and the landscape began gradually to take on 

the character it has today.  

It was in this period, therefore, that the ‘golden 

age’ of pastoral life began. The squatters – 

now the owners of grazing estates – began 

building large and gracious colonial houses. 

These were typically of one-storey, with shady 

verandahs, fruit orchards, gardens and walks. 

They had elegant reception rooms, where the 

sporting life of hunts, parties and social 

engagements could be carried on in a 

‘civilised’ fashion. Glenormiston, built by Niel 

Black in 1859-60, was an example of a pattern 

of family and social lifestyle as would have 

been enjoyed in country house Britain or 

among the colonial elites at the time. By the 

end of the 1860s, many other similar 

homesteads were well-established in the 

district and a social life among squatters and 

their friends from Melbourne and elsewhere 

was in full swing. The large and imposing 

homestead complexes that they built for 

themselves across the plains remain today as 

important reminders of the contribution of 

these pioneers to the development of the 

Western District. 

Although the landscape had been transformed 

into paddocks and homesteads, and many 

imported trees gave it a more domesticated, 

less indigenous ‘bush’ demeanour, and 

although many small farms now existed as 

well as growing townships, most of it continued 

to be divided into very large land-holdings. In 

the 1870s, some of the grandest of the 

Western District mansions were constructed, 

for example Mount Noorat House by Niel 

Black, in 1877.  

As the original squatter families had grown, 

there was also a need to divide up properties 

or acquire additional property to accommodate 

the next generation. Perhaps the best known 
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example of this was Purrumbete where 

holdings known as Talindert, Danedite and 

Wiridgil were established to accommodate the 

sons of John Manifold. One of Niel Black’s 

three sons re-acquired the original house and 

some of the land at Glenormiston when Finlay 

sold up in the 1890s, and the Black Bros, ran 

what remained of the Mount Noorat, 

Glenormiston and The Sisters runs as an 

agricultural and grazier business. .  The 

Sisters, a run that had originally fallen to 

another of Black’s partners, was re=purchased 

by Black in 1871. 

At Meningoort Peter McArthur had sired 11 

children (9 survived him) and at the time of his 

death in 1897 the property was divided in two 

with his eldest son, J N McArthur. inheriting 

the northern portion (known as Meningoort) 

and the remaining sons dividing up the 

southern portion which was initially know as 

Warwarick (it was subdivided in 1904). 

The 1890s and early years of the twentieth 

century saw the subdivision of these properties 

for closer settlement. In the northern parts of 

the Shire the smaller farms derived from these 

subdivisions were focused on the growing and 

harvesting of grain, whilst in the central and 

southern areas of the Shire the new farms 

were much smaller and engaged in dairying, a 

new industry that had quickly assumed great 

economic importance to the district. These 

subdivisions and closer settlement greatly 

changed the landscape, with more fences, 

new plantings, more buildings, roads and of 

course the growth of existing towns like 

Camperdown, Terang, Lismore, Skipton and 

Cobden and the springing up of a myriad of 

smaller towns and settlements. 

 

The original squatter families remained highly 

influential in these towns and settlements. 

Camperdown has always been seen as a 

Manifold town with that family sponsoring 

many public works in the town. Equally the 

influence of the Black and Thomson families is 

obvious in Terang whilst the Langs of Titanga 

and the Macks of Berry Bank were important in 

Lismore and Daniel Curdie was the patron of 

Cobden. 

PLACE HISTORY 

 

Karoo homestead was built by Frank Coy and 

his family in 1933. The property at Dixie had 

been purchased by his father Frederick Coy 

from Peter McArthur when he was living on his 

property, “Salt Creek” at Woorndoo. 

 

Frederick Coy, father of Frank and “Mick” had 

operated Coy Bros Store in Terang with his 

brother Henry Phillip between 1885 and 1908. 

 

Frank and his family moved to Salt Creek in 

1950 and Karoo was from then occupied by 

his younger brother “Mick”. He had married 

Bess Scott, one of Australia’s top woman 

horse riders from the time. She was well 

known for her promotion of “camp drafting” 

and became the first woman to judge horse 

events at Royal Shows in Melbourne, Sydney 

and Brisbane. She was an enthusiastic 

supporter of local pony clubs and she and 

Mick kept thoroughbred horses at the property. 

 

REFERENCES 

 

Katherine Moloney; Dixie 1844-1988; 

Warrnambool; 1988 

 

PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION 

 

Karoo is a complex of buildings centered on 

the main house. The complex includes stables, 

a carriage shed (with attached 

accommodation) and outbuildings associated 

with the house. 

 

The main house is a moderately sized 

weatherboard building with architectural 

features more usually associated with the 

period prior to WW1. It features a large 

verandah running along the northern side of 

the house and incorporated under the main 

roof with a distinctive gable ended portico over 

the front door. The gable end features mock 

shingling and ventilated timber work all 

supported on heavy paired timber columns. A 

particularly distinctive feature is the decorative 

rafter ends projecting beyond the verandah. 

 

The interior plasterwork with its modest and 

common Adamesque features is more 

indicative of a house built in 1933. 

 

The stables are constructed of concrete blocks 

and feature simple detailing. The stables are in 

poor structural condition. 

 

The large weatherboard former carriage shed 

has a Dutch Gable roof. 
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STATEMENT OF CULTURAL HERITAGE 

SIGNIFICANCE 

 

What is significant? 

Karoo House and its associated stables, 

carriage shed and other outbuildings to the 

extent of the homestead block. 

 

How is it significant? 

It is of local historic, and architectural 

significance to the Corangamite Shire 

 

Why is it significant? 

Karoo is of historic significance as a former 

home of the Coy family and in particular Mick 

and Bess Coy. Bess was a prominent 

horsewoman in Australia and the elements of 

the property devoted to the accommodation of 

thoroughbred horses and the housing of 

equipment and paraphernalia associated with 

equestrian events is of particular significance. 

(Criteria A & B) 

 

The buildings are of aesthetic significance for 

their strong detailing, in particular the portico 

and verandah details, including mock shingling 

and decorative rafter ends projecting beyond 

the verandah eaves. Whilst these are details 

associated with an earlier architectural period 

they remain good examples of this style and 

design. (Criterion F) 

 

 

 

 
Recommended Extent – Karoo House 
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2.22 Puunyart Homestead Complex 

 

 
PUUNYART HOMESTEAD, 1970 

 
PUUNYART STABLES, 1970 

 

 
PUUNYART ORIGINAL DRAWING 

 

LOCATION 

Blind Creek Road, Gnotuk 

 

FORMER NAMES 

 

ITEM GROUP 

Farming and Grazing 

 

ITEM TYPE 

Homestead Complex 

 

 

ARCHITECT/DESIGNERS 

W P Knights  

 

ARCHITECTURAL STYLES 

Edwardian/Federation Queen Anne 

 

BUILDER/MAKERS 

 

CONTEXTUAL HISTORY 

 

The first white settlement to the district 

encompassing Corangamite Shire came in the 

form of pastoralists establishing themselves on 

vast tracts of land. By the mid 1840s most of 

the grazeable land throughout the 

Corangamite Shire had been claimed and the 

pastoral claims licensed. The land to the 

south, which was to become known as the 

Heytesbury Forest was not cleared and farmed 

until much later. However the initial squatters 

often moved on, selling their licenses to 

others. For example, Gerangemarajah (later to 

be known as Berry Bank) passed through 3 

owners between 1840 and 1851 when it was 

acquired by James and Thomas Austin and 

they installed their brother-in-law, Joseph 

Gardiner Mack as manager; Glenormiston was 

in the hands of 2 partnerships before Niel 

Black acquired it for himself and his partners 

under the name of Niel Black and Co. A 

number of these squatters were of particular 

significance within the current Corangamite 

Shire; the Manifold brothers at Purrumbete, Dr 

Daniel Curdie at Tandarook, Niel Black at 

Glenormiston, John Thomson at Keilambete, 

Peter McArthur at Meningoort and Nicholas 

Cole at Cloven Hills.  

The initial homestead buildings were simple 

and vernacular in nature, log or slab huts 

where timber was plentiful or wattle and daub, 

roofed in bark and in some cases thatch. In 

these early days the squatters had little 

security of tenure and it is likely that even with 

the lack of resources the squatters were not 

interested in making a substantial investment 

in the form of buildings (although the 

prerequisite for gaining any security of their 

Pre-emptive. Rights was to demonstrate the 

presence of improvements on the land). Their 

first objective certainly would have been about 

building their stock levels and gaining a return 

from the land. 

By the late nineteenth century the pastoral 

landscape remained largely unchanged 

despite official efforts to open the country up to 

closer settlement. The land was primarily used 
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for grazing sheep and cattle and the 

grasslands had been converted to pastures 

known to the squatters and suitable for their 

introduced species of sheep and cattle. The 

original squatter families had, however, grown 

and there had been a need to divide up 

properties or acquire additional property to 

accommodate the next generation. Perhaps 

the best known example of this was 

Purrumbete where holdings known as 

Talindert, Danedite and Wiridgil were 

established to accommodate the sons of John 

Manifold. At Glenormiston Niel Black’s 

partnership dissolved in 1868 and that 

property of 43,500 acres was divided into 3 

large properties; The Sisters, Mt Noorat (which 

Black took) and Glenormiston. 

Peter McArthur and Nicholas Cole had 

established themselves at Wooriwyrite in 

1839. They were dissatisfied with the water 

supply disposed of part of it to J G Ware and 

moved on to the run that was to become 

Meningoort and West Cloven Hills At first they 

didn’t settle at West Cloven Hills, but in 1842 

the partnership was dissolved and Cole settled 

there. At Meningoort Peter McArthur ran a very 

successful estate and sired 11 children (9 

survived him) and at the time of his death in 

1897 the property was divided in two with his 

eldest son, J N McArthur. inheriting the 

northern portion (known as Meningoort) and 

the remaining sons having access to the 

southern portion which was initially know as 

Warwarick (it was subdivided in 1904). 

It wasn’t until the 1860s and 70s that the 

wealth of the pastoralists was translated into 

significant buildings. It is telling that the new 

homestead constructed at Berry Bank in 1851 

was claimed to be the first two storey house in 

the district. The early years had been focused 

on establishing the economic basis of the 

pastoral industry and surviving difficult 

economic times. By the 1860s these 

pastoralists could see their way clear to invest 

in comforts for themselves and their families. 

The large and imposing homestead complexes 

that they built for themselves across the plains 

remain today as important reminders of the 

contribution of these pioneers to the 

development of the Western District. 

The 1890s and early years of the twentieth 

century saw the subdivision of these properties 

for closer settlement. In the northern parts of 

the Shire the smaller farms derived from these 

subdivisions were focused on the growing and 

harvesting of grain, whilst in the central and 

southern areas of the Shire the new farms 

were much smaller and engaged in dairying, a 

new industry that had quickly assumed great 

economic importance to the district. These 

subdivisions and closer settlement greatly 

changed the landscape, with more fences, 

new plantings, more buildings, roads and of 

course the growth of existing towns like 

Camperdown, Terang, Lismore, Skipton and 

Cobden and the springing up of a myriad of 

smaller towns and settlements. 

 

PLACE HISTORY 

 

Warwarick was originally half of the 12,000 

acres of the old Meningoort Estate. Peter 

McArthur died in 1897 leaving the Meningoort 

half to his eldest son J N McArthur. The 

Warwarick portion was initially leased by two 

other sons Leslie and Ernest, who constructed 

a house for themselves on the estate.  

 

By 1901 there are references to portions of the 

Warwarick estate being offered for sale as 

small dairy farms. By 1904 another brother 

Campbell had purchased 2600 acres and 

ultimately renamed it Puunyart. The 

homestead on this estate was built in 1904 

and is a substantial dwelling designed by 

Camperdown architect, W P Knights. 

 

On Mar 12 1904 J W Crawley advertised for 

tenders for the construction of a house at 

Warwarick for Campbell McArthur. The same 

advertisement appeared in the Camperdown 

Chronicle on March17. One would therefore 

believe that this homestead was designed by 

Crawley, who as Shire Engineer at 

Warrnambool had a private practice. W P 

Knights had worked with Crawley for some 

time prior to 1895, but after then he worked for 

Hamilton and Co in Colac, but by June 1904 

the two had formed a partnership with Crawley 

maintaining an office in Warrnambool and 

Knights establishing an office in Camperdown. 

Given the style and design of the house along 

with the drawings the McArthur commission 

would seem to be Knight’s first project from the 

Camperdown end of the practice. This is 

reinforced by the tender notice of Feb 11 1905, 

placed by Knights for the construction of 

stables for Campbell McArthur and the 

January 17, 1907 advertisement for tenders for 

the construction of an electric lighthouse and 

the January 11, 1911 advertisement for 

painting Puunyart homestead. 
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This is the first reference to the name 

Puunyart. Up until that time the name 

Warwarick had been used. However, the 1904 

subdivision had created a number of other 

properties and it was necessary to differentiate 

this house from the older Warwarick 

homestead owned by Campbell McArthur’s 

brothers. 

 

This homestead is designed in an 

Edwardian/Federation Queen Anne style and 

would have impressed as a substantial house 

in a new style. 

 

REFERENCES 

 

Ray Tonkin; Warburton Perry (Pierre) Knights 

– Architect; History Research Essay; 

University of Melbourne; 1970 

Camperdown Chronicle; 17 March, 1904 

 

PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION 

 

Puunyart is a large house constructed in red 

brick with a complex roof of gables, Dutch 

gables and hips clad in corrugated galvanised 

iron. A prominent feature is the “pepperpot” 

roof over the corner bay. The extensive use of 

curved timber valence decoration and half 

timbering to the gable ends is typical of the 

style.  

 

The main rooms of the house are focused on a 

substantial central hall, which features intricate 

timber fretwork screens. 

 

The stables were designed in a style to match 

the house and features half timbering in the 

gable ends. 

 

 

STATEMENT OF CULTURAL HERITAGE 

SIGNIFICANCE 

 

What is Significant? 

The Puunyart Homestead Complex, including 

its associated land, fences, garden and 

outbuildings (including the stables), as 

constructed in stages from 1904. Of particular 

significance is the homestead originally built in 

1904 for Campbell McArthur following the 

subdivision of the Warwarick portion of the 

original Meningoort Estate. 

 

How is it Significant? 

The Puunyart Homestead Complex is of local 

historic and aesthetic significance to the 

Corangamite Shire. 

 

Why is it Significant? 

The Puunyart Homestead Complex is of 

historic significance as part of the development 

of the large Meningoort Estate. Peter 

McArthur, the original settler at Meningoort 

died in 1897 leaving a large family. In order to 

provide for his family the property was initially 

divided in two with the southern section 

becoming known as Warwarick, named by 

Ernest and Leslie who were successful in a 

tendering process run by the Trustees of the 

estate of Peter McArthur. With the eldest son L 

N McArthur inheriting Meningoort, in 1904 

Campbell McArthur acquired 2600 acres of 

Warwarick which he ultimately named 

Puunyart and on which he built this substantial 

Edwardian – Queen Anne homestead. (Criteria 

A & B) 

 

The Puunyart Homestead Complex is of 

aesthetic significance as a fine and well 

maintained Edwardian/Federation Queen 

Anne complex. The homestead of 1904 was a 

substantial building for its time and the design 

that launched W P Knight’s practice in 

Camperdown. The stables buildings and their 

architectural form are of particular aesthetic 

importance adding to the 

Edwardian/Federation form of the complex. 

(Criterion E) 
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Recommended Extent – Puunyart Homestead Complex 
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2.23 Gnotuk 
 

 
EAST ELEVATION 

 

 
FRONT DOOR 

 

 
FRONT ENTRY DETAIL 

 

  
REAR ELEVATION    

 

  

SOUTH EAST VIEW 

 

 
MEAT HOUSE WITH TANK STAND 

 

 
OLD HOUSE 

 

 
FRONT ELEVATION EARLY VIEW 

 

LOCATION 

34 Gnotuk Lane, Gnotuk 

 

FORMER NAMES 

Basin Banks 

Gnotuk Homestead 

 

ITEM GROUP 

Farming and Grazing 

 

ITEM TYPE 

Residential Buildings (private) 

 

ARCHITECT/DESIGNERS 

W P Knights 

 

ARCHITECTURAL STYLES 

Federation/Edwardian Period – Arts and Crafts 

 

BUILDER/MAKERS 
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CONTEXTUAL HISTORY 

 

The first white settlement to the areas that 

today comprise the Shire of Corangamite 

came in the form of grazier-entrepreneurs 

establishing extensive ‘runs’ on which to herd 

their sheep and cattle. By the mid-1840s most 

of the good grazing land in this part of the 

Western District had been occupied by 

pastoralists under Crown license. The land to 

the south, which was to become known as the 

Heytesbury Forest was not cleared and farmed 

until later.  

 

Some of the initial squatters moved on, selling 

their licenses, stock, huts and ‘improvements’ 

to others. For example, Gerangemarajah (later 

to be known as Berry Bank) passed through 3 

owners between 1840 and 1851 when it was 

acquired by James and Thomas Austin and 

they installed their brother-in-law, Joseph 

Gardiner Mack as manager. But much of the 

volcanic land in the western plains was 

extremely fertile, and once established, the 

squatters stayed put. Glenormiston was a 

typical example: the license to what was 

originally known as ‘Taylor’s country’ after its 

first manager and which included almost all the 

country west of Camperdown to beyond 

Terang, and running several miles north along 

Mt Emu Creek, was held by the first licensee 

for nine months only before Niel Black 

acquired it for himself and his partners in early 

1840.  A number of other squatters who took 

up runs around the same time were also of 

particular significance within the Shire: the 

Manifold brothers at Purrumbete, Dr Daniel 

Curdie at Tandarook, John Thomson at 

Keilambete, Peter McArthur at Meningoort and 

Nicholas Cole at Cloven Hills.  

 

The initial homestead buildings were simple 

and vernacular in nature, log or slab huts 

where timber was plentiful or wattle and daub, 

roofed in bark and in some cases thatch. A few 

were embellished with such touches of comfort 

and respectability as glazed windows and 

flower gardens. The squatters, as the name 

denotes, had no security of tenure, being 

obliged to renew their licenses annually, and 

their investments in ‘improvements’ were 

limited to dams, out-station huts to mark their 

boundaries, and measures needed to protect 

their stock from wild dogs or aborigines 

seeking food. Until some security of tenure 

was provided, and they felt settled enough to 

marry, they did not build substantial houses. 

Their first objective was to build up their flocks 

and herds, clear trees and improve pastures, 

survive the depression of the early 1840s and 

hope for more stable times.  

 

The first major change came in 1847, when 

Orders-in-Council concerning land rights were 

issued and included the promise of leases for 

squatters in areas well beyond the towns, 

including in Port Phillip’s western district. Many 

then began surveying their runs and took the 

risk of building solid houses, as did Niel Black 

– although the promised leases never 

materialised. The next change came with the 

Gold Rush of the early 1850s. When gold was 

discovered at Ballarat in 1851, the squatters at 

first faced ruin as all their labour disappeared 

to the diggings. But gradually the tide changed 

in their favour, with unlucky prospectors 

returning and the demand for meat and 

agricultural produce soaring due to the influx of 

immigrants. Some squatters began for the first 

time to make substantial profits from their 

years of hard work. Even without real security 

of tenure, they had the money and felt 

confident enough to build better homes and 

other buildings. For example, the new 

homestead constructed at Berry Bank in 1851 

was claimed to be the first two storey house in 

the district. 

 

In the 1850s and 60s, land in the western 

district was gradually surveyed by the 

government, and put onto the market in lots of 

different sizes. The squatters, who were keen 

to purchase as much of their ‘squattages’ as 

possible, were given the right to purchase a 

homestead lot of 320 or 640 acres (one square 

mile); lot size depended mainly on land quality, 

proximity to water, and whether a township 

was planned. To begin with, freehold was little 

valued and to encourage the squatters to buy, 

they were allowed to purchase as many lots as 

they wanted at the ‘upset’ (minimum) price of 

£1 per acre, to raise revenues for the treasury. 

This enabled many squatters to gain early 

control over substantial acreages. But by the 

late 1850s a political clamour was mounting, to 

‘unlock the lands’. The squatters were accused 

of land protectionism, excluding small farmers 

and setting up as an aristocracy of landed 

proprietors inappropriate for the young 

democracy of Victoria. The Gold Rush 
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immigrants wanted access to land, and the 

right to settle on it and make a decent living.  

 

A succession of land acts were brought in from 

1860 onwards that gave precedence to 

‘selectors’ or non-squatters. In fact, making a 

living by regular farming in the western district 

grasslands was not easy on most of the land in 

question, especially where a ‘selection’ was in 

the middle of someone’s existing run. By 

clever deals and by reaching deep into their 

pockets, many squatters managed to defeat 

the land acts, consolidating multiple purchases 

of small plots of land into large estates. These 

were rarely equivalent to the vast acreages of 

the early squatting days, but they were still 

very substantial. By this stage the improved 

land could carry more stock. Paddocks were 

fenced, native forests uprooted, wind-breaks of 

pines established, imported grasses replaced 

the native varieties, and the landscape began 

gradually to take on the character it has today.  

It was in this period, therefore, that the ‘golden 

age’ of pastoral life began. The squatters – 

now the owners of grazing estates – began 

building large and gracious colonial houses. 

These were typically of one-storey, with shady 

verandahs, fruit orchards, gardens and walks. 

They had elegant reception rooms, where the 

sporting life of hunts, parties and social 

engagements could be carried on in a 

‘civilised’ fashion. Glenormiston, built by Niel 

Black in 1859-60, was an example of a pattern 

of family and social lifestyle as would have 

been enjoyed in country house Britain or 

among the colonial elites at the time. By the 

end of the 1860s, many other similar 

homesteads were well-established in the 

district, and a social life among squatters and 

their friends from Melbourne and elsewhere 

was in full swing. The large and imposing 

homestead complexes that they built for 

themselves across the plains remain today as 

important reminders of the contribution of 

these pioneers to the development of the 

Western District. 

 

Although the landscape had been transformed 

into paddocks and homesteads, and many 

imported trees gave it a more domesticated, 

less indigenous ‘bush’ demeanour, and 

although many small farms now existed as 

well as growing townships, most of it continued 

to be divided into very large land-holdings. In 

the 1870s, some of the grandest of the 

Western District mansions were constructed, 

for example Mount Noorat House by Niel 

Black, in 1877. In 1868, Niel Black & Co had 

been dissolved, and the land divided into three 

estates of around 10,000 acres each. The 

northern part of Glenormiston, and the house, 

fell by lot to one of the other partners, Alex 

Finlay. On the southern Glenormiston section 

which came to Black, he built first a 

comfortable cottage, and then an Italianate 

mansion at the foot of Mount Noorat, looking 

east across the plains. He called this house 

‘the crowning folly of my life’, wondering if he 

had hopelessly encumbered the next 

generation. By 1890, when depression struck, 

ruining many of the squatters, the era of 

grandiose country house construction – and 

indeed the golden age of pastoralism – was 

over.  

 

As the original squatter families had grown, 

there was also a need to divide up properties 

or acquire additional property to accommodate 

the next generation. Perhaps the best known 

example of this was Purrumbete where 

holdings known as Talindert, Danedite and 

Wiridgil were established to accommodate the 

sons of John Manifold. One of Niel Black’s 

three sons re-acquired the original house and 

some of the land at Glenormiston when Finlay 

sold up in the 1890s, and the Black Bros, ran 

what remained of the Mount Noorat, 

Glenormiston and The Sisters runs as an 

agricultural and grazier business. The Sisters, 

a run of around 6,000 acres, had originally 

fallen to another of Black’s partners, but in 

1871 he had purchased it and included it in his 

own estate.  

 

At Meningoort Peter McArthur had sired 11 

children (9 survived him) and at the time of his 

death in 1897 the property was divided in two 

with his eldest son, J N McArthur inheriting the 

northern portion (known as Meningoort) and 

the remaining sons dividing up the southern 

portion which was initially know as Warwarick 

(it was subdivided in 1904). 

 

The 1890s and early years of the twentieth 

century saw the subdivision of these properties 

for closer settlement. In the northern parts of 

the Shire the smaller farms derived from these 

subdivisions were focused on the growing and 

harvesting of grain, whilst in the central and 

southern areas of the Shire the new farms 

were much smaller and engaged in dairying, a 

new industry that had quickly assumed great 
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economic importance to the district. These 

subdivisions and closer settlement greatly 

changed the landscape, with more fences, 

new plantings, more buildings, roads and of 

course the growth of existing towns like 

Camperdown, Terang, Lismore, Skipton and 

Cobden and the springing up of a myriad of 

smaller towns and settlements.  

 

PLACE HISTORY 

 

The first homestead at Gnotuk was built in 

1861-62 by Archibald Black, nephew of Niel 

Black of Glenormiston. Archie had managed 

Glenormiston when Black was away in 

Scotland during the 1850s, becoming a one-

eighth partner in the firm of Niel Black & Co. In 

1861, Archie and the partners agreed that he 

should be bought out, and the property he 

received as the main component of his 

settlement was at Basin Banks, on the shores 

of Lake Gnotuk. In April 1861, he started to 

build a wooden house, intending to marry and 

bring his bride to a home of her own. By 

February 1862, when the marriage took place, 

the house was ready and they started their 

new life together there. The house cost in 

excess of £2,000, a sum charged to Niel Black 

& Co. 

 

Photos of this house show it to be timber clad. 

However, some of the internal walls of the 

current house, which were retained from the 

old house, are clearly of masonry construction. 

The reason behind this remains a mystery. 

One explanation is that Archie commenced the 

construction of a stone house, but it became 

timber in order to contain costs, which were 

met by Niel Black and Co. 

 

By August 1862, when the settlement of 

Archie’s portion of the Glenormiston estate 

was completed, Archie was well-established at 

Gnotuk and had retained the landscape 

gardener Daniel Bunce to lay out his gardens. 

His first son was born in January 1863, and his 

family thereafter grew rapidly, but his new 

grazing enterprise did not flourish. His own 

behavior also grew increasingly erratic and his 

mental health became impaired. Eventually, 

his wife’s fears for her own and her children’s 

safety led to his entering a private asylum in 

Melbourne, where he died in September 1871 

of a heart attack. Their sixth child was born 

only weeks before his demise.  

 

The Gnotuk estate of 7,760 acres, and the 

house and other assets, had to be sold to pay 

off Archie’s considerable debts. This took 

some time, as he died intestate, insane, and 

carrying heavy mortgages and the legal 

process was protracted. The delay favoured 

Mrs. Black, as wool prices had risen on the 

London market, and prices for land in Victoria 

rose correspondingly. The Gnotuk estate went 

on the market on December 19 1872, and was 

sold to John Cumming & Bros for the 

extraordinary price of £9 5s an acre. At the 

time of Archie’s death 16 months before, there 

was concern that £4 an acre would be 

impossible to realise. The total sale realised 

over £75,000, his debts of £33,000 were 

cleared, and the widow and children were 

additionally well provided for.   

 

John Cumming, who purchased all Black’s 

land including another 2,770 acres of less 

good land elsewhere for the price of £75,000 

altogether, was a very prominent figure in the 

Western District, having purchased the 

Terrinallum station in 1857. He went on to 

become a Member of the Legislative Council 

and died in 1883. By that time he had 

expanded his land holdings to include 7770 

acres at Gnotuk along with properties in NSW 

and Queensland. Gnotuk achieved a level of 

notoriety in 1878 when a cook poisoned all the 

hands on the station. This incident resulted in 

extensive reporting of the trial. 

 

Following the death of Cumming the property 

was purchased by brothers James Hassall and 

George Rowland Hope. James died in 1903 

and this resulted in a major subdivisional sale 

of the property in December, 1903 . This sale 

was held at the Camperdown Mechanic’s Hall. 

At that stage there were seven dairy 

homesteads on the property, all with yards and 

equipment. They were advertised as being 

available as going concerns. The Gnotuk 

Homestead was to be sold with 40 acres and 

the woolshed and other outbuildings on a 

separate 4 acres. Under the terms of the Trust 

George was not able to buy any of the estate, 

but his wife was and she purchased the 40 

acre homestead block. 

 

On January 30, 1908 Camperdown architect 

W P (Perry) Knights advertised for tenders for 

“extensive additions and alterations at Gnotuk 

for G H Hope, Esq.”  The old homestead was 

to be converted into a substantial 
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weatherboard clad homestead. Remnant 

bluestone walls from the old homestead are 

now buried within the house and the new 

building demonstrated the distinctive and 

competent architectural skills of Knights. 

Perhaps the most distinctive features are the 

half timber decoration, timber valence 

decoration of the verandahs and stained glass. 

The interior is grandly decorated with timber 

fireplace surrounds and over mantels and the 

newly fashionable corner fireplaces. The rear 

courtyard was roofed and sports a lantern roof.  

 

Subsequent owners included Mr. and Mrs. E A 

Thornley, Jack Hay, Harry and Edith Piper, 

Cam and Linda Anderson and the current 

owners, Alun and Fiona Morris. 
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PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION 

 

Gnotuk contains a substantial weatherboard 

clad homestead with distinctive federation arts 

and crafts features. The expansive front 

verandah sets off the front entrance with its 

distinctive timber valence decoration. The half 

timber decoration of the exterior of the building 

is itself distinctive and similar to the decorative 

features used by the architect, Perry Knights. 

Knights also used decorative stained glass as 

an important part of the design. It is most 

obvious in the front door surround.  

 

Knights had advertised for tenders for 

‘extensive additions’ to the original homestead 

and it is apparent that retained parts of the old 

homestead include masonry (presumably 

basalt) internal walls. Photos of the original 

homestead, otherwise show that the house 

was dramatically changed from a relatively 

simple Victorian weatherboard villa to its 

current expansive Edwardian form. 

 

Outbuildings include a distinctive tank stand 

with a meat room underneath. 

 

Remnants of the original garden, presumably 

designed by Daniel Bunce remain providing an 

important feature of the property. 

 

STATEMENT OF CULTURAL HERITAGE 

SIGNIFICANCE 

 

What is Significant? 

Gnotuk at 34 Gnotuk Lane, Gnotuk with its 

associated land, fences, garden and 

outbuildings was constructed in 1864 and 

significantly altered in 1908 to a design of local 

architect W P Knights. 

 

How is it Significant? 

Gnotuk is of local historic and aesthetic 

significance in the Corangamite Shire. 

 

Why is it Significant? 

Gnotuk is historically important as the site of 

the original homestead constructed for 

Archibald (Archie) Black, nephew of Niel Black 

and subdivided from the vast Glenormiston 

Estate when Archie broke away from his 

uncle’s company. It is also important for its 

association with the Cumming family and in 

particular with the Hon John Cumming MLC 

who acquired the 7770 acre property from the 

estate of Archibald Black in 1873. This was but 

part of substantial land holdings held by 

Cumming in the western district of Victoria, 

NSW and Queensland. By 1903 the property 

was subdivided into a myriad of smaller blocks 

designed to support the new dairying industry. 

The homestead block was retained by George 

Hope who was responsible for converting the 

original bluestone and timber homestead into 

the substantial timber house that we see today 

(Criteria A & B). 

 

Gnotuk is architecturally significant for its fine, 

if modest Edwardian Arts and Craft detailing all 

carried out in timber. Particular features of 

note are the half timber decoration on the 

exterior of the building, the timber verandah 

with timber valence decoration and the stained 

glass windows. The retained bluestone walls 

of the original homestead remain buried within 

the internal structure of the house. Gnotuk 

enjoys a prime site overlooking Lake Gnotuk 

and its mature garden enhances this vista. 

Original fences and landscaping, in part 

designed by Daniel Bunce are additional 

aspects of considerable aesthetic importance. 

(Criteria E & F) 
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2.24 Former Jancourt State School 

No. 2756 and Former Jancourt 

Hall 
 

 
JANCOURT HALL AND SCHOOL 

 

 
SHELTER SHED AT REAR OF SCHOOL 

 

LOCATION 

2 Clarke’s Road (cnr 2765 Old Port Campbell 

Road), Jancourt 

 

FORMER NAMES 

 

ITEM GROUP 

Education 

Community Facilities 

 

ITEM TYPE 

School – State 

Hall - Public 

 

ARCHITECT/DESIGNERS 

Education Department 

 

ARCHITECTURAL STYLES 

Victorian 

 

BUILDER/MAKERS 

 

CONTEXTUAL HISTORY 

Early in 1840 Dr Curdie and his nephew, 

Daniel Mackinnon, on the advice of the 

Manifolds, took up all the country south of 

Purrumbete, including the present site of 

Cobden (then called Lovely Banks). They 

continued as partners until 1843, when Curdie 

took Tandorook and Mackinnon, in partnership 

with Hugh Scott, kept the Jancourt portion of 

10,000 acres (4047 ha). In 1852 Mackinnon 

and Scott bought the rights to Marida Yallock; 

the partnership was divided and Mackinnon 

took Marida Yallock and Scott took Jancourt. 

Towards the end of the 1860s Hugh Scott 

decided to live in England and appointed 

Daniel Mackinnon his attorney under whose 

control Jancourt remained until the early 

1870s, when he sold it to C. B. Fisher. 

 

As a result of the 1884 Land Act, which came 

into effect in 1885, some larger grazing estates 

cut up parts of their properties and sold them 

as farm (dairying) lots. An area of 1550 acres, 

part of the estate of Daniel Curdie was sold in 

February 1885. Much of the undeveloped land 

in the Parish of Elingamite owned by the Bank 

of Victoria was sold by auction and private 

treaty in March 1885. C. B. Fisher had sold 

Jancourt to David Mitchell, who subdivided 

some of it into farms in the late 1800s.  

 

The 1880s period therefore saw the first spate 

of the subdivision of the larger estates into 

farm-sized blocks and this closer settlement on 

smaller farms began to change the character of 

the district. Much of the area became 

substantially occupied by dairy farmers, who 

supplied Victoria’s first Butter Factory, four 

miles away at Cobden. 

 

PLACE HISTORY 

 

Jancourt State School No. 2756 

School classes were was first taught in the 

Jancourt area in the mid 1880s in the men’s 

quarters of Koortmoolong a 2000 acre property 

owned by Mr. George McConachy, south of the 

junction of the old Port Campbell and 

Princetown roads leading from Cobden. 

 

Mr McConachy donated a piece of land 

opposite his homestead for a school site and it 

was there in the late 1880s that a single 

roomed weatherboard school and a four 

roomed residence were built.  

 

Jancourt State School No. 2756 was officially 

opened in the late 1880s, the first Head 

Teacher being Mr. Clem Baker who had 

previously taught at Koortmoolong. Baker’s 
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four sons, were all pupils of Jancourt School 

and became teachers with the Education 

Department. 

 

Mr. Baker was transferred in August 1891 to 

Buangor. Miss Isobel Vance commenced as 

teacher on September 9 that year. Miss Vance 

stayed until May 1895. Miss Oakley was 

named as her replacement, but Miss Vance 

was back on duty in June of that year. The 

school was classified from sixth to seventh 

class in April 1897.  

 

Miss Vance was promoted and transferred in 

August 1901 and the new teacher was Mr. E. 

Russell.  

 

In 1904 the children at the school were Lily, 

Elsie and Percy Hill; Alice Davis; Annie, Lettie, 

Ernest and H. Pegg; Ella and Reg McConachy; 

Myrtle, Lolla and V. Hay; Grace and Charles 

Roberts; Daisy and Olive Baker; A. McIntyre; 

Harry and T. Myers; Chester and L. Olgilvie 

and J. Meade. 

 

Mr. Ernest Russell was transferred to Brim in 

June 1906. Mr. Woolcock, his replacement did 

not arrive until September.  

 

A tennis court was laid out at the school in 

February 1907. 

 

Miss Duckmanton replaced Mr. Woolcock as 

teacher at the commencement of the 1908 

school year. Miss Duckmanton placed 

emphasis on botany and outside activities and 

the school was the recipient of a second class 

certificate for its garden in October 1912. 

 

Miss McLaren was teaching at Jancourt in the 

early years of the Great War. She was 

transferred to Toolong towards the end of the 

1917 school year. Miss Miles relieved for the 

rest of the year. 

 

Miss Mackay taught for the next two years. Her 

replacement Mr. W. J. Corr commenced at the 

beginning of the 1920 school year. He was the 

son of a former headmaster of Cobden State 

School, and served in the armed forces, and 

won the Military Medal for bravery. 

 

During the decades enrolments rose and fell 

and in 1970 they showed an increase again; 

however enrolments once again declined and 

the school closed down in 1975 and was sold 

for private ownership at that time. 

 

A teacher’s residence was once located on the 

site adjacent to the school building, but this has 

been demolished and only the brick chimney 

remains. A half penny from 1896 was found in 

the mortar of the chimney indicating a possible 

date of construction around 1896. 

 

Jancourt Hall 

A ball was held to mark the opening of a new 

hall at Jancourt on May 17, 1957. The hall was 

originally a church in Camperdown, but was 

replaced with a red brick Anglican Church that 

remains today in Leura Street. The hall was 

moved from Camperdown to a site across the 

road from its current location. Upon its re-

erection in Jancourt, a new roof was 

constructed with a different pitch to the original 

and a new Mountain ash floor was installed. 

The building was purchased with financial 

assistance provided by Cobden and 

Camperdown traders. The Jancourt Progress 

Association arranged the purchase and moving 

of the building to Jancourt. The hall was 

decommissioned and moved to the school site 

in 1987 at which time it was reversed so the 

original front is now facing the rear. 
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PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION 

The site consists of the weatherboard Victorian 

school building, a toilet block and a 

weatherboard hall adjacent to the school 

building. The school building and hall are in line 

with each other and well set back from the 

road. The toilet block sits further back on the 

site adjacent to the school building. 
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The school is an Education Department single 

room 1880s type with a steeply pitched gable 

roofed classroom and a gable roofed entry 

porch/cloak room to one side, at the front. The 

roof is clad in corrugated metal sheet with 

wide, timber lined eaves and a turned timber 

finial to the apex of the gable end. The entry to 

the school is via a side door in the entry porch. 

Adjacent to the gabled entry porch is a large 

twin double hung window with six pane sashes. 

There are six pane hopper sashes above the 

double hung sashes. Above the window at the 

centre of the main gable end is a rectangular 

louvred vent opening. The entry porch has a 

single, centrally placed, timber framed window 

to the front. One side wall of the school 

contains two large timber framed double hung 

windows with six pane sashes. The other side 

contains a blank wall with a brick chimney at 

the centre. 

 

The toilet block is skillion roofed and clad in 

cement sheet and vertical timber cladding. It 

has a vent opening along the length of the 

building below the eaves. Fixed to the shed is a 

timber sign, which contains the name and 

number of the school. It is likely that this was 

originally fixed to the school building. 

 

The front of the Jancourt Hall (which is the 

original rear of the building) sits in line with 

front of the school. It has weatherboard 

cladding and a gable roof clad in corrugated 

metal sheet with wide, unlined eaves. The 

centre of the gable end contains wrought iron 

signage  - JANCOURT HALL. There is a timber 

deck and skillion verandah roof across the front 

of the building and extending to meet the 

school building. This is not original and would 

have been constructed when the hall was 

moved to this site.  

 

There is a single front door to one side of the 

front gable end and two timber framed double 

hung windows with six pane sashes adjacent to 

this. The side walls contain timber framed 

double hung windows. Later timber framed 

additions have been constructed to the rear of 

the hall. 

 

STATEMENT OF CULTURAL HERITAGE 

SIGNIFICANCE 

 

What is significant? 

The former Jancourt State School and Toilet 

Block and Jancourt Hall located at 2 Clarke’s 

Road, Jancourt. The original form, materials 

and detailing of the 1880s weatherboard 

school building, toilet block and hall building 

contribute to the significance of the place. 

 

How is it significant? 

The former Jancourt State School, Toilet Block 

and Jancourt Hall are of local historic, aesthetic 

and social significance to Corangamite Shire.  

 

Why is it significant? 

The former Jancourt State School is historically 

significant for the role it has played in 

education and civic life in Jancourt from the 

1880s to the 1990s. The school was officially 

opened at the site in the late 1880s on land 

donated by Mr. George McConachy of 

Koortmoolong where classes were initially held 

prior to the school being constructed. The 

establishment of a school in Jancourt in the 

late 1880s demonstrates the settlement of the 

area close to Cobden for substantially dairying 

purposes. The toilet block contributes to the 

significance of the place as a surviving school 

yard building demonstrating the earlier 

appearance of the site. The Hall, moved to 

Jancourt in 1957, and School are of historical 

significance for demonstrating that Jancourt 

was once a more populous settlement. (Criteria 

A & B) 

 

The former Jancourt State School is of 

aesthetic significance as a substantially intact 

example of an Education Department Victorian 

weatherboard single room school constructed 

in the 1880s. Key features of the original 

building include the overall form with a single 

steeply pitched gable roofed classroom and a 

gable roofed entry porch, the wide eaves, 

timber finial, brick chimney and original timber 

framed windows with six pane sashes. The 

school sign located on the toilet block 

contributes to the aesthetic significance of the 

place. (Criterion E) 

 

The former Jancourt State School is of social 

significance as the focus of education in the 

Jancourt region from the 1880s until 1975. Past 

pupils of the school have associations with the 

site. The former Jancourt Hall is of social 

significance for its use for community meetings 

and events in the Jancourt district from 1957 

until 1980s. (Criterion G) 
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Recommended Extent – Former Jancourt State School and Hall 
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2.25 Red Hill Public Hall 
 

 
FRONT (SOUTH) VIEW 

 

 
EAST SIDE VIEW 

 

 
WEST SIDE VIEW 

 

 

VIEW FROM REAR TO EAST ELEVATION 

LOCATION 

805 Lavers Hill – Cobden Road, Jancourt East 

 

FORMER NAMES 

Red Hill Recreation Hall 

 

ITEM GROUP 

Community Facilities 

 

ITEM TYPE 

Hall - Public 

 

ARCHITECT/DESIGNERS 

Education Department 

Hall - Public 

 

ARCHITECTURAL STYLES 

Victorian 

 

BUILDER/MAKERS 

 

CONTEXTUAL HISTORY 

Early in 1840 Dr Curdie and his nephew, 

Daniel Mackinnon, on the advice of the 

Manifolds, took up all the country south of 

Purrumbete, including the present site of 

Cobden (then called Lovely Banks). They 

continued as partners until 1843, when Curdie 

took Tandorook and Mackinnon, in partnership 

with Hugh Scott, kept the Jancourt portion of 

10,000 acres (4047 ha). In 1852 Mackinnon 

and Scott bought the rights to Marida Yallock; 

the partnership was divided and Mackinnon 

took Marida Yallock and Scott took Jancourt. 

Towards the end of the 1860s Hugh Scott 

decided to live in England and appointed 

Daniel Mackinnon his attorney under whose 

control Jancourt remained until the early 

1870s, when he sold it to C. B. Fisher. 

 

As a result of the 1884 Land Act, which came 

into effect in 1885, some larger grazing estates 

cut up parts of their properties and sold them 

as farm (dairying) lots. An area of 1550 acres, 

part of the estate of Daniel Curdie was sold in 

February 1885. Much of the undeveloped land 

in the Parish of Elingamite owned by the Bank 

of Victoria was sold by auction and private 

treaty in March 1885. C. B. Fisher had sold 

Jancourt to David Mitchell, who subdivided 

some of it into farms in the late 1800s and 

early 1900s.  

 

The 1880s period therefore saw the first spate 

of the subdivision of the larger estates into 
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farm-sized blocks and this closer settlement on 

smaller farms began to change the character 

of the district. Dairy farmers who supplied 

Victoria’s first Butter Factory, four miles away 

at Cobden, substantially occupied much of the 

area. 

 

Following the previous spate of subdivision of 

larger estates into farm sized lots, there was a 

lull in this activity over the difficult years of the 

1890s, until 1898, when Colantet (owned by 

Haines), near Stonyford was advertised for 

sale in dairy farm sized blocks. This was 

quickly followed in September the same year 

by notice that Jancourt Estate, the property of 

Mr. David Mitchell would be subdivided and 

sold. 

 

The Closer Settlement Act was passed by the 

Victorian parliament in 1898 to encourage the 

breaking up of the large pastoral estates and 

to develop this land for small-scale farming.  

 

One pioneer of the district near Cobden, John 

Rugman, retired from farming in September 

1900 and sold his farmland. His farm was on 

the old Port Campbell Road near the bridge 

over the Curdies River. His neighbor opposite, 

Mr. G. McConachy advertised his 2088 acre 

property, Koormoolong for sale in January 

1901. Later the same year, a large portion of 

Dr. Curdies’ Tandarook Estate was sold. The 

Tandarook sale was quickly followed by the 

sale of a large portion of Leechfield Estate on 

behalf of the executors of the late Peter 

McArthur. The remainder including the 

homestead portion of Tandarook, was sold in 

December 1902.  

 

Later in 1903, a report from the Camperdown 

Chronicle stated that Mr. J. C. Manifold (son of 

John Manifold) of Talindert had initiated a 

system to enable his tenants to purchase land 

on the estate on exceptionally easy terms. In 

1907, the State Government bought 1600 

acres of Keayang Estate for closer settlement. 

An area of 1000 acres, part of the Pirron 

Yalloak Estate was also cut up and thrown 

open for settlement in September 1907. More 

of the Myrniong Estate was sold in 1908 when 

1340 acres were auctioned in lots up to 198 

acres. 

 

The Manifold family disposed of another part 

of Talindert, on the west side of Lake 

Purrumbete in 1911.  

 

In 1917, Closer Settlement Schemes were 

developed for the specific purpose of settling 

returned soldiers on the land. While soldier 

settlement was generally considered to be a 

failure across much of Victoria, there were 

significant successes in the Western District 

where the soil was more fertile, pastures were 

richer, and there was a good annual rainfall. 

Estates that were acquired by the Closer 

Settlement Board after World War I included 

Mt Elephant station and Ettrick. A 2300 acre 

section of Purrumbete Estate, the property of 

William Manifold was bought for soldier 

settlement in 1918. The Soldier Settlement 

Board also bought 712 acres, part of 

Koortmoolong owned by S. and J. McConachy 

in October 1920.  

 

Another important industry operating close to 

the Jancourt East and Red Hill region was 

timber milling in the Heytesbury Forest. Two 

prominent sawmillers operating in the Jancourt 

Parish were McCrae and Fullerton near Scotts 

Creek (around the 1880s) and Goldstraw 

Brothers who operated at the sawmill at 

Jancourt in the early 1900s. The Goldstraw 

Brothers also had sawmills south of Timboon. 

 

Red Hill, located south east of Cobden and 

south of South Purrumbete would have 

developed as a result of the establishment of 

dairy farms on land divided from some of the 

larger estates in the early twentieth century. 

Some of these estates included Manifold’s 

Purrumbete, Haines’ Colantet and 

McConachy’s Koortmoolong. Located close to 

the Heytesbury Forest it is likely that 

settlement in the region also occurred as a 

result of the sawmilling activities in the area. 

 

It appears that the localities of Red Hill and 

Jancourt East were formed at a similar time in 

the 1920s as a result of increased closer 

settlement in the region. Based on the location 

of the hall, Red Hill is located closer towards 

Cobden on the Lavers Hill - Cobden Road. 

Newspaper entries from the 1920s up to the 

1950s indicate that both communities were 

closely associated and worked together in 

establishing community facilities and 

organising community activities.  
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PLACE HISTORY 

Tenders were invited in January 1936 for the 

erection of a hall at Red Hill. Mr W. A 

Finlayson, secretary of the Red Hill Recreation 

Club, called the tenders, which stated that 

plans and specifications could be inspected at 

the offices of A. E. George and Sons, solicitors 

Cobden. 

 

Following the approval by the Public Health 

Department of amendments to the plans and 

specifications for the new public hall to be 

erected at Red Hill, tenders were once again 

called for the erection of a hall in February 

1936. The tender notice in the Camperdown 

Chronicle notes three tenders in relation to 

erection of a hall: Tender 1 - Supply of all 

materials including all flooring, excluding all 

other hardwood; Tender 2  - Supply of all 

hardwood excluding all flooring, quote 

separate, kiln dried weatherboards, or rough 

hardwood weatherboards; Tender 3 - Erection 

of hall, labour only. 

 

Prior to construction of the Recreation Hall 

another hall had recently been established in 

the area. The Jancourt East Memorial Hall 

(also referred to as the Red Hill Memorial Hall) 

had been opened in 1934. The Hall was 

formerly the Church Hall and no longer 

survives. It is likely that this hall was not large 

enough to serve the purposes of the 

Recreation Club and therefore a larger hall, 

the Red Hill Recreation Hall was 

commissioned. 

 

The Jancourt East and District Progress 

Association reformed late in July 1938 with the 

Association meeting on the first Wednesday of 

each month alternately in the Recreation and 

Memorial Halls. 

 

In 1933 the annual Red Hill and Jancourt East 

Sports Day was established and by 1954 this 

annual event was still running. As reported in 

the Camperdown Chronicle, the profits of the 

1954 Red Hill and Jancourt East Sports were 

divided equally between the Jancourt East 

Reserve and the Red Hill Hall indicating that 

facilities from both of the communities were 

still being shared. 

 

The Red Hill Hall is still in operation and land 

was recently donated by the hall committee for 

construction of the CFA building opened in 

2012. 
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DESCRIPTION 

The Red Hill Public Hall consists of a main 

gable roofed hall with later additions to the 

front and rear. The building is timber framed 

with horizontal cladding, some of which is 

plastic sheet cladding over the original 

weatherboards. The original weatherboards 

are still visible on the east elevation as are two 

original timber framed double hung windows 

and double timber doors which have vertical 

timber facing. The original windows on the 

west elevation have been replaced with larger 

aluminium double hung windows. The roof is 

clad in corrugated metal sheet and the eaves 

are wide with exposed rafters. 

 

The gable roof of the hall section runs 

perpendicular to the road and there is a lower 

gable roofed porch across the front end, 

running parallel to the road. To the front of this 

is a tall timber framed parapet and a skillion 

roofed porch enclosed on three sides and 

open on one side. There is a brick skillion 

roofed wing attached to the east elevation of 

the gable roofed porch at the front. This as 

well as the skillion roofed porch are later 

additions to the original building. The gable 

roofed porch may also have been added after 

the original construction in 1936. The tall 

parapet at the front of the gable roofed porch 

contains a metal sign with the wording: Red 

Hill Public Hall Est. 1937. 

 

There is a gable roofed aluminium shed at the 

rear of the building linked to the rear of the hall 

by a gable roofed canopy. There is a verandah 

on the east side of the building, which is not an 
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original feature. Both of these elements are not 

significant and do not contribute to the 

significance of the hall. 

 

STATEMENT OF CULTURAL HERITAGE 

SIGNIFICANCE 

 

What is significant? 

The Red Hill Public Hall located at 805 Lavers 

Hill-Cobden Road, Jancourt East. The original 

form, materials and detailing of the hall is 

integral to the significance of the place. 

 

The aluminium shed linked to the rear of the 

building and the east side verandah do not 

contribute to the significance of the place. 

 

How is it significant? 

The Red Hill Public Hall located at 805 Lavers 

Hill-Cobden Road, Jancourt East, is of local 

historic, aesthetic and social significance to 

Corangamite Shire. 

 

Why is it significant? 

The Red Hill Public Hall is historically 

significant as the only public building surviving 

to demonstrate the once more populous 

district around Red Hill and Jancourt East. The 

hall, constructed in 1936 was titled the Red Hill 

Recreation Hall but has been used by both the 

Red Hill and Jancourt East communities since 

its establishment. The construction of a 

recreation hall in the 1930s shortly after the 

opening of the Jancourt East Memorial Hall 

reflects the high population and active 

community within the area at this time as a 

result of Closer Settlement and the dairying 

industry. (Criteria A & B) 

 

The Red Hill Public Hall, although altered is 

aesthetically significant as an example of a 

1930s rural hall. Original features of note 

include the simple gable roof form of the hall, 

weatherboard clad walls, timber framed, 

double hung windows and louvre vents in the 

gable ends. The building is of aesthetic 

significance as a landmark in the Jancourt 

East District assisted by the tall parapet at the 

front containing painted signage. (Criteria D & 

E) 

 

The Red Hill Public Hall is of social 

significance as a community focus and 

recreation venue for the Red Hill and Jancourt 

East communities since its construction in 

1936. (Criterion G) 

 

 

 

 

 
Recommended Extent – Red Hill Public Hall 
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2.26 Mt Myrtoon 
 

 
ORIGINAL HOMESTEAD   

 

 
EARLY HOMESTEAD WITH PORTICO 

 

 
FRONT ELEVATION (1970) 

 

 
FRONT ELEVATION DETAIL (1970) 

 

 
W P KNIGHTS DRAWING 

 

LOCATION 

Camperdown – Lismore Road, Kariah 

 

FORMER NAMES 

Green Hill 

 

ITEM GROUP 

Farming and Grazing 

 

ITEM TYPE 

Homestead Complex 

 

ARCHITECT/DESIGNERS 

W P Knights 

 

ARCHITECTURAL STYLES 

Interwar Period – American Bungalow 

 

BUILDER/MAKERS 

J M Peters 

 

CONTEXTUAL HISTORY 

 

The first white settlement to the district 

encompassing Corangamite Shire came in 

the form of pastoralists establishing 

themselves on vast tracts of land. By the 

mid 1840s most of the grazeable land 

throughout the Corangamite Shire had 

been claimed and the pastoral claims 

licensed. The land to the south which was 

to become known as the Heytesbury 

Forest was not cleared and farmed until 

much later. However the initial squatters 

often moved on, selling their licenses to 

others. For example, Gerangemarajah 

(later to be known as Berry Bank) passed 
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through 3 owners between 1840 and 1851 

when it was acquired by James and 

Thomas Austin and they installed their 

brother-in-law, Joseph Gardiner Mack as 

manager; Glenormiston was in the hands 

of 2 partnerships before Niel Black 

acquired it for himself and his partners 

under the name of Niel Black and Co. A 

number of these squatters were of 

particular significance within the current 

Corangamite Shire; the Manifold brothers 

at Purrumbete, Dr Daniel Curdie at 

Tandarook, Niel Black at Glenormiston, 

John Thomson at Keilambete, Peter 

McArthur at Meningoort and Nicholas Cole 

at Cloven Hills.  

The initial homestead buildings were 

simple and vernacular in nature, log or 

slab huts where timber was plentiful or 

wattle and daub, roofed in bark and in 

some cases thatch. In these early days the 

squatters had little security of tenure and it 

is likely that even with the lack of 

resources the squatters were not 

interested in making a substantial 

investment in the form of buildings 

(although the prerequisite for gaining any 

security of their Pre-emptive Rights was to 

demonstrate the presence of 

improvements on the land). Their first 

objective certainly would have been about 

building their stock levels and gaining a 

return from the land. 

By the late nineteenth century the pastoral 

landscape remained largely unchanged 

despite official efforts to open the country 

up to closer settlement. The land was 

primarily used for grazing sheep and cattle 

and the grasslands had been converted to 

pastures known to the squatters and 

suitable for their introduced species of 

sheep and cattle. The original squatter 

families had, however, grown and there 

had been a need to divide up properties or 

acquire additional property to 

accommodate the next generation. 

Perhaps the best known example of this 

was Purrumbete where holdings known as 

Talindert, Danedite and Wiridgil were 

established to accommodate the sons of 

John Manifold. At Glenormiston Niel 

Black’s partnership dissolved in 1868 and 

that property of 43,500 acres was divided 

into 3 large properties; The Sisters, Mt 

Noorat (which Black took) and 

Glenormiston. 

At Meningoort Peter McArthur had sired 

11 children (9 survived him) and at the 

time of his death in 1897 the property was 

divided in two with his eldest son, J N 

McArthur. inheriting the northern portion 

(known as Meningoort) and the remaining 

sons dividing up the southern portion 

which was initially know as Warwarick (it 

was subdivided in 1904). 

It wasn’t until the 1860s and 70s that the 

wealth of the pastoralists was translated 

into significant buildings. It is telling that 

the new homestead constructed at Berry 

Bank in 1851 was claimed to be the first 

two storey house in the district. The early 

years had been focused on establishing 

the economic basis of the pastoral industry 

and surviving difficult economic times. By 

the 1860s these pastoralists could see 

their way clear to invest in comforts for 

themselves and their families. The large 

and imposing homestead complexes that 

they built for themselves across the plains 

remain today as important reminders of 

the contribution of these pioneers to the 

development of the Western District. 

The 1890s and early years of the twentieth 

century saw the subdivision of these 

properties for closer settlement. In the 

northern parts of the Shire the smaller 

farms derived from these subdivisions 

were focused on the growing and 

harvesting of grain, whilst in the central 

and southern areas of the Shire the new 

farms were much smaller and engaged in 

dairying, a new industry that had quickly 

assumed great economic importance to 

the district. These subdivisions and closer 

settlement greatly changed the landscape, 

with more fences, new plantings, more 

buildings, roads and of course the growth 

of existing towns like Camperdown, 

Terang, Lismore, Skipton and Cobden and 

the springing up of a myriad of smaller 

towns and settlements. 

 

PLACE HISTORY 

 

On 8 November, 1878 Mr. John Thornton 

of Mt Myrtoon advertised the Green Hill 

property for sale in the Camperdown 

Chronicle. It was advertised as consisting 

of 1,319 acres. It would appear that this 

was, but part of the Mt Myrtoon holdings, 

although some people describe this as an 

early name for Mt Myrtoon. 
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John Thornton died on 15 December, 

1919 and at that time was described as a 

pioneer of the district. He had arrived in 

Australia in 1853, aged 18. He arrived in 

the district in the 1870s, purchasing the Mt 

Myrtoon property where he lived for 50 

years (he was 85 when he died). As well 

as running the property he set up a stock 

agency business in Camperdown, some 5 

years after arriving in the district. It 

operated under various names, but was 

perhaps best known as Thornton and Co 

or Thornton, Palmer and Co until it was 

bought out by Dalgetys. Thornton’s 

obituary outlined his significant 

contribution to the community, including 

his long term engagement as Chairman of 

Directors of the Cobden Butter Factory, a 

position that he held from the inception of 

this pioneer enterprise. 

 

The 1895 photo (see above) of the Mt 

Myrtoon homestead shows a simple 

bluestone house, obviously the home of 

John Thornton. At some stage soon after 

the house appears to have undergone 

alterations and additions, including 

extensions to the rear and the 

reconfiguration of the front verandah to 

incorporate a gabled entry porch and bay 

window. 

 

A statutory notice to creditors was 

advertised in the Melbourne Argus of 20 

Jan, 1921 indicating that probate of 

Thornton’s Will had been given to John 

Herbert Thornton, his son and Harold 

William Grimwade, his son-in-law. John 

Herbert had taken over the property. 

 

The current house was built sometime 

around 1923. Coloured drawings of the 

proposed residence for John Herbert 

Thornton were prepared by Camperdown 

architect W P Knights in July 1922. These 

drawings were in the possession of the 

Thornton family in 1970 and it is 

understood that they still are. No tender 

notice appeared in the local press, but the 

house as it stood in 1970 is similar to that 

which was illustrated in 1922. It is 

understood that the construction was 

completed by J M Peters, a Camperdown 

builder for a sum of £3000 and that the 

house was not built entirely in accordance 

with the Knights concept drawings. 

Differences in all elevations, including 

simplification and reduction in scale, 

support the conjecture that while Knights 

may have provided the initial inspiration for 

the house, it was subsequently delivered 

independently (with cost saving 

adaptations) by the builder J M Peters. 

The current owners John (Jock) and Marie 

Thornton also understand that the differing 

design was also the result of the fact that it 

was constructed using two other existing 

houses moved to the site. Nonetheless, 

the completed house was a large 

farmhouse with distinct forms and features 

referencing back to Knights’ concept 

design. 

 

On 29 November 1930 an auction of the 

property was held at the Mechanic’s Hall, 

Camperdown. The notice of auction 

indicated that the agents were acting 

under the instructions of the trustees of the 

late John H Thornton. It was advertised as 

consisting of 3800 acres and supporting a 

modern homestead. It was offered as a 

whole. Regardless of whether the auction 

actually occurred or the property was 

passed in, it remained in the hands of the 

Thornton family as it still does. 
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PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION 

 

The property was not inspected as part of 

this study and this description relies on 

material included in the 1970 Tonkin study 

which focused solely on the 1923 house. 

Therefore there is no description of other 

buildings on the property. 

 

The house is of weatherboard clad 

construction designed in a bungalow style. 

It was an extensive house of some 22 
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rooms built around a rear courtyard. The 

courtyard was bordered by a large 

servant’s wing and family (described as 

boy’s) accommodation. 

 

The house is dominated by its extensive 

gable roof, clad in corrugated galvanised 

iron. The front elevation is dominated by a 

pair of transverse gables, with the smaller 

offset from the larger and providing a 

focus to the entry. Both gable ends feature 

Knight’s signature rough cast stucco and 

half timbering. Unlike earlier houses by 

Knights this dwelling is less flamboyant 

and the half timbering is simple and in a 

vertical pattern with mock shingles above. 

The smaller gable end is decorated with 

mock shingles. The 1922 drawings, 

however show a more flamboyant design 

with the use of Knight’s more curvaceous 

half timbering finished in dark stain against 

the lighter coloured stucco. 

 

The verandah runs from the entry porch to 

the southern end of the house and is 

incorporated under the main roof. It is 

supported on paired timber columns which 

in turn are supported on cement rendered 

masonry columns. 

 

A number of the windows feature cross-

hatch mullions, a complete departure from 

earlier stained glass and typical of the 

bungalow style. Equally, the chimneys are 

simple square stuccoed structures with 

several of them oriented at 45 degrees to 

the main orientation of the house. Several 

of these features were seen in Knight’s 

work at Milangil, but that house owed far 

more to the English arts and crafts 

tradition, whereas this is showing more 

influence of American architecture, some 

of which had been introduced to Australia 

by W B Griffin. 

 

STATEMENT OF CULTURAL HERITAGE 

SIGNIFICANCE 

 

What is Significant? 

The Mt Myrtoon homestead, including its 

associated land, fences, garden and 

outbuildings, as constructed in 1923/24 

presumably to designs of Camperdown 

architect W P Knights. 

 

 

How is it Significant? 

The Mt Myrtoon homestead is of local 

historic, social and aesthetic significance 

in the Corangamite Shire. 

 

Why is it Significant? 

The Mt Myrtoon homestead is of historic 

and social significance as evidence of the 

long term and continuing economic and 

social role of the Thornton family in the 

district around Camperdown. Built by John 

Herbert Thornton a son of the local 

pioneer and entrepreneur, John Thornton 

it replaced an earlier bluestone homestead 

occupied from the time of the Thornton’s 

arrival at Mt Myrtoon in the 1870s. (Criteria 

A & B) 

 

The Mt Myrtoon homestead is of aesthetic 

significance as an early twentieth century 

example of the domestic designs of 

Camperdown architect W P Knights. 

Although, not constructed to Knights’ 

original concept design, the residence 

demonstrates key features of Knights’ 

designs of the period including the roof 

forms and signature gable end roughcast 

stucco and half timbering. The front 

elevation with its asymmetrical pair of 

projecting gables is of considerable 

importance and demonstrates a use of a 

‘bungalow’ style. The use of timber 

decoration, both as half timbering, mock 

shingling and bracketing is a significant 

feature of the house. (Criterion E) 
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PROPOSED HERITAGE OVERLAY EXTENT DEFINED BY RED BORDER 
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2.27 Milangil Homestead Complex 
 

 
COTTAGE 

 

 
WOOLSHED 

 

 
EASTERN DOORWAY 

 

 
FRONT (SOUTH) ELEVATION 

 

 
NORTH EAST VIEW 

 

 
OUTBUILDING 

 

LOCATION 

285 Milangil Road, Kariah 

 

FORMER NAMES 

 

ITEM GROUP 

Farming and Grazing 

 

ITEM TYPE 

Residential Buildings (private) 

 

ARCHITECT/DESIGNERS 

W P Knights 

 

ARCHITECTURAL STYLES 

Federation/Edward Period - Bungalow 

 

BUILDER/MAKERS 

 

CONTEXTUAL HISTORY 

 

The first white settlement to the district 

encompassing Corangamite Shire came in 

the form of pastoralists establishing 

themselves on vast tracts of land. By the 

mid 1840s most of the grazeable land 

throughout the Corangamite Shire had 

been claimed and the pastoral claims 

licensed. The land to the south which was 

to become known as the Heytesbury 

Forest was not cleared and farmed until 

much later. However the initial squatters 

often moved on, selling their licenses to 

others. For example, Gerangemarajah 

(later to be known as Berry Bank) passed 

through 3 owners between 1840 and 1851 

when it was acquired by James and 

Thomas Austin and they installed their 

brother-in-law, Joseph Gardiner Mack as 

manager; Glenormiston was in the hands 

of 2 partnerships before Niel Black 

acquired it for himself and his partners 

under the name of Niel Black and Co. A 

number of these squatters were of 

particular significance within the current 
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Corangamite Shire; the Manifold brothers 

at Purrumbete, Dr Daniel Curdie at 

Tandarook, Niel Black at Glenormiston, 

John Thomson at Keilambete, Peter 

McArthur at Meningoort and Nicholas Cole 

at Cloven Hills.  

 

The initial homestead buildings were 

simple and vernacular in nature, log or 

slab huts where timber was plentiful or 

wattle and daub, roofed in bark and in 

some cases thatch. In these early days the 

squatters had little security of tenure and it 

is likely that even with the lack of 

resources the squatters were not 

interested in making a substantial 

investment in the form of buildings 

(although the prerequisite for gaining any 

security of their Pre-emptive.Rights was to 

demonstrate the presence of 

improvements on the land). Their first 

objective certainly would have been about 

building their stock levels and gaining a 

return from the land. 

 

By the late nineteenth century the pastoral 

landscape remained largely unchanged 

despite official efforts to open the country 

up to closer settlement. The land was 

primarily used for grazing sheep and cattle 

and the grasslands had been converted to 

pastures known to the squatters and 

suitable for their introduced species of 

sheep and cattle. The original squatter 

families had, however, grown and there 

had been a need to divide up properties or 

acquire additional property to 

accommodate the next generation. 

Perhaps the best known example of this 

was Purrumbete where holdings known as 

Talindert, Danedite and Wiridgil were 

established to accommodate the sons of 

John Manifold. At Glenormiston Niel 

Black’s partnership dissolved in 1868 and 

that property of 43,500 acres was divided 

into 3 large properties; The Sisters, Mt 

Noorat (which Black took) and 

Glenormiston. 

 

At Meningoort Peter McArthur had 11 

children (9 survived him) and at the time of 

his death in 1897 the property was divided 

in two with his eldest son, J N McArthur. 

inheriting the northern portion (known as 

Meningoort) and the remaining sons 

dividing up the southern portion which was 

initially know as Warwarick (it was 

subdivided in 1904). 

It wasn’t until the 1860s and 70s that the 

wealth of the pastoralists was translated 

into significant buildings. It is telling that 

the new homestead constructed at Berry 

Bank in 1851 was claimed to be the first 

two storey house in the district. The early 

years had been focused on establishing 

the economic basis of the pastoral industry 

and surviving difficult economic times. By 

the 1860s these pastoralists could see 

their way clear to invest in comforts for 

themselves and their families. The large 

and imposing homestead complexes that 

they built for themselves across the plains 

remain today as important reminders of 

the contribution of these pioneers to the 

development of the Western District. 

The 1890s and early years of the twentieth 

century saw the subdivision of these 

properties for closer settlement. In the 

northern parts of the Shire the smaller 

farms derived from these subdivisions 

were focused on the growing and 

harvesting of grain, whilst in the central 

and southern areas of the Shire the new 

farms were much smaller and engaged in 

dairying, a new industry that had quickly 

assumed great economic importance to 

the district. These subdivisions and closer 

settlement greatly changed the landscape, 

with more fences, new plantings, more 

buildings, roads and of course the growth 

of existing towns like Camperdown, 

Terang, Lismore, Skipton and Cobden and 

the springing up of a myriad of smaller 

towns and settlements. 

 

PLACE HISTORY 

 

W T Manifold, son of John Manifold 

occupied the Purrumbete run after the 

death of his uncle Peter. His brothers had 

been provided with portions of the estate, 

which were renamed Danedite (Edward), 

Wiridgil (Thomas Peter) and Talindert 

(James Chester). W T and J C had 

acquired Milangil, an off-shoot of Koort 

Koortnong in 1901. In 1904 they sold part 

of their holding to R N McArthur, but 

retained the portion named Milangil after 

the lake, which it included. 

 

On 27 January, 1910, Camperdown 

architect W P Knights advertised in the 
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Camperdown Chronicle for tenders for the 

construction of a cottage and stables at 

Milangil for W T Manifold. This is the first 

evidence of the establishment of a 

homestead complex at Milangil. It is 

unclear as to what building this cottage 

may have been. However, the house 

illustrated (now used as a feed store) may 

have been it. On 30 January 1913 Knights 

advertised for tenders for earthworks 

(plough and scoop) and on 15 February, 

1913 a further tender advertisement 

appeared over Knight’s name for the 

erection of a house at Milangil for W T 

Manifold. This presumably is the 

homestead that we see today and it is 

likely that this was built for W T’s son John 

Manifold. 

 

The substantial woolshed dates from 

around 1913, the same period as the 

homestead and it would be reasonable to 

assume that it was also designed by 

Knights. 

 

The homestead and estate has remained 

in the hands of the Manifold family and in 

2013 is occupied and managed by David 

Manifold. His grandmother Jean Manifold 

had lived there during the middle years of 

the twentieth century. It is understood that 

it was during her occupation that changes 

were made to the rear of the house, 

including the removal of the service wing. 

A copy of the original plans are held at the 

homestead. 

 

REFERENCES 

 

Ray Tonkin; Warburton Perry (Pierre) 

Knights – Architect; History Research 

Essay; University of Melbourne; 1970 

 

PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION 

 

The homestead is a large two storey 

house designed in a broad interpretation 

of the Federation/Edward Bungalow style 

with strong arts and crafts influences and 

Tudoresque overtones. 

 

It is currently painted white, but it is 

assumed that it was originally presented in 

a more typical scheme of browns and 

creams. 

 

It is constructed of brick with a roughcast 

stucco finish and a complex gable and 

hipped roof clad in corrugated galvanised 

iron. The front (south) elevation features a 

broad verandah which returns to the west 

elevation established under the main roof 

form with three projecting gables featuring 

half timbered decoration over a rough cast 

stucco finish. The verandah returns 

around a large semi-octagonal bay at the 

south western corner. It is supported on 

timber columns with typical Knights timber 

decoration. An interesting feature of the 

barge boards is they are cut to 

demonstrate a turn up at their ends. 

 

The second floor of the house is 

incorporated into the massive roof with 

gable end projections providing space and 

light to the upstairs rooms. A significant 

feature is the south facing semi-octagonal 

“belvedere” with its own balcony. The 

projecting gables all feature half timbering 

over rough cast stucco finishes to the 

walls. 

 

The interior also exhibits excellent intact 

examples of the Arts and Crafts style in 

particular the Prenzel staircase and the 

living room and smoking room with their 

timber panelling and joinery. 

 

There are 3 surviving chimneys, all 

finished in rough cast stucco. Two of these 

are set at 45 degrees to the main 

orientation of the house. 

 

At the rear of the house is a garden shed 

designed in a similar style to the main 

house. The unusual “kicked-up” barge 

boards are best seen in this smaller scale 

building. 

 

The garden to the main house is relatively 

simple with a generous driveway passing 

the front elevation with broad expanses of 

lawn and mature exotic trees planted in 

judicious locations around the house. To 

the south of the house is located a grove 

of exotic, largely deciduous trees which 

provides a view to and from the 

homestead through a veil of greenery. 

 

The woolshed is clad in corrugated iron 

with a further massive and dominant roof. 
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The shed is lit by a prominent lantern roof, 

which runs the full length of the shed. 

 

STATEMENT OF CULTURAL HERITAGE 

SIGNIFICANCE 

 

 

What is Significant? 

The Milangil Homestead Complex at 

Kariah, including its associated land, 

fences, garden and Arts and Crafts style 

interior, the early cottage and woolshed as 

constructed between 1910 and 1920 to 

designs of Camperdown architect W P 

Knights. 

 

How is it Significant? 

The Milangil Homestead Complex is of 

local historic and aesthetic significance to 

the Corangamite Shire. 

 

Why is it Significant? 

The Milangil Homestead Complex is of 

historic significance as evidence of the 

long term and continuing economic and 

social role of the Manifold family in the 

district around Camperdown. Built by W T 

Manifold a son of the first generation 

settler, John Manifold for his own son John 

it is a fine example of the provisions made 

for the third generation of prominent 

families in the district. It also demonstrates 

the ongoing wealth of the Manifold family, 

into the twentieth century, derived from the 

enterprise of the first settlers at 

Purrumbete, John and Peter Manifold and 

the continuing enterprise of the second 

generation who had further developed the 

estates that they had inherited. This 

prosperity not only manifested itself in 

large homestead complexes but enabled 

the family to sponsor community facilities 

in surrounding towns, particularly 

Camperdown. The Homestead and 

Woolshed are of historical significance for 

their associations with architect W P 

Knights. (Criteria A & H) 

 

The Milangil homestead complex is of 

aesthetic significance as a fine early 

twentieth century example of the domestic 

designs of Camperdown architect W P 

Knights. This is an advance on his earlier 

Edwardian arts and crafts influenced 

domestic work and shows English 

influences through the use of simple rough 

stucco chimneys and a broader large roof 

form than earlier examples, such as 

Gnotuk House or Puunyart. The verandah 

with its three symmetrically set projecting 

gables is of considerable importance and 

demonstrates a move toward a ‘bungalow’ 

style. The eastern entry with its curved 

door reveals combined with the 

asymmetrical door case is more typical of 

earlier arts and crafts influenced domestic 

designs. The use of timber decoration, 

both as half timbering and verandah 

decoration is a significant feature of the 

house, as is the “turned up” barge boards. 

The interior also exhibits excellent intact 

examples of the Arts and Crafts style in 

particular the Prenzel staircase and the 

living room and smoking room with their 

timber panelling and joinery. The 

woolshed is a substantial building 

demonstrating similar stylistic influences. 

Its large and dominant roof and full length 

lantern are key features contributing to its 

aesthetic significance. (Criteria D & E) 
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Recommended Extent – Milangil Homestead Complex 
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2.28 Former Koallah State School No. 

4225 
 

 
FRONT VIEW OF FORMER KOALLAH SCHOOL 

 

LOCATION 

499 Koallah Road, Koallah 

 

FORMER NAMES 

 

ITEM GROUP 

Education 

 

ITEM TYPE 

School - State 

 

ARCHITECT/DESIGNERS 

 

ARCHITECTURAL STYLES 

Inter - War 

 

BUILDER/MAKERS 

 

CONTEXTUAL HISTORY 

The Manifold brothers, John and Peter claimed 

the Purrumbete run near Camperdown in 1838 

and early in 1840 Dr Curdie and his nephew, 

Daniel Mackinnon, on the advice of the 

Manifolds, took up all the country south of 

Purrumbete, including the present site of 

Cobden (then called Lovely Banks). They 

continued as partners until 1843, when Curdie 

took Tandorook and Mackinnon, in partnership 

with Hugh Scott, kept the Jancourt portion of 

10,000 acres (4047 ha). In 1852 Mackinnon 

and Scott bought the rights to Marida Yallock; 

the partnership was divided and Mackinnon 

took Marida Yallock. Towards the end of the 

1860s Hugh Scott decided to live in England 

and appointed Daniel Mackinnon his attorney 

under whose control Jancourt remained until 

the early 1870s, when he sold it to C. B. 

Fisher. 

 

As a result of the 1884 Land Act, which came 

into effect in 1885, some larger grazing estates 

cut up parts of their properties and sold them 

as farm (dairying) lots. An area of 1550 acres, 

part of the estate of Daniel Curdie was sold in 

February 1885. Much of the undeveloped land 

in the Parish of Elingamite owned by the Bank 

of Victoria was sold by auction and private 

treaty in March 1885. 

 

Following the previous spate of subdivision of 

larger estates into farm sized lots, there was a 

lull in this activity over the difficult years of the 

1890s, until 1898, when Colantet (owned by 

Haines), near Stonyford was advertised for 

sale in dairy farm sized blocks. This was 

quickly followed in September the same year 

by notice that Jancourt Estate, the property of 

Mr. David Mitchell would be subdivided and 

sold. 

 

The Closer Settlement Act was passed by the 

Victorian parliament in 1898 to encourage the 

breaking up of the large pastoral estates and 

to develop this land for small-scale farming.  

 

One pioneer of the district near Cobden, John 

Rugman, retired from farming in September 

1900 and sold his farmland. His farm was on 

the old Port Campbell Road near the bridge 

over the Curdies River. His neighbor opposite, 

Mr. G. McConachy advertised his 2088 acre 

property, Koormoolong for sale in January 

1901. Later the same year, a large portion of 

Dr. Curdies’s Tandarook Estate was sold. The 

Tandarook sale was quickly followed by the 

sale of a large portion of Leechfield Estate on 

behalf of the executors of the late Peter 

McArthur. The remainder including the 

homestead portion of Tandarook, was sold in 

December 1902.  

 

Later in 1903, a report from the Camperdown 

Chronicle stated that Mr. J. C. Manifold (son of 

John Manifold) of Talindert had initiated a 

system to enable his tenants to purchase land 

on the estate on exceptionally easy terms. In 

1907, the State Government bought 1600 

acres of Keayang Estate for closer settlement. 

An area of 1000 acres, part of the Pirron 

Yalloak Estate was also cut up and thrown 

open for settlement in September 1907. More 

of the Myrniong Estate was sold in 1908 when 

1340 acres were auctioned in lots up to 198 

acres. 
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Another part of Talindert, on the west side of 

Lake Purrumbete was disposed of by the 

Manifold family in 1911.  

 

In 1917, Closer Settlement Schemes were 

developed for the specific purpose of settling 

returned soldiers on the land. While soldier 

settlement was generally considered to be a 

failure across much of Victoria, there were 

significant successes in the Western District 

where the soil was more fertile, pastures were 

richer, and there was a good annual rainfall. 

Estates that were acquired by the Closer 

Settlement Board after World War I included 

Mt Elephant station and Ettrick. A 2300 acre 

section of Purrumbete Estate, the property of 

William Manifold was bought for soldier 

settlement in 1918. The Soldier Settlement 

Board also bought 712 acres, part of 

Koortmoolong owned by S. and J. McConachy 

in October 1920.  

 

Koallah is a settlement located south east of 

Lake Purrumbete, in between Pomborneit and 

South Purrumbete. This, as well as other small 

settlements in the area such as Tesbury, 

would have developed as a result of the 

establishment of dairy farms on land divided 

from some of some of the larger estates in the 

early twentieth century. Some of these estates 

included Manifold’s Purrumbete, Haines’ 

Colantet and McConachy’s Koortmoolong. 

 

PLACE HISTORY 

Koallah State School number 4225 was 

erected in 1924 on land purchased from S. H. 

Chambers. The standard 1920s Education 

Department single roomed building was 

opened for 15 children in 1925. Blanche 

Dancocks officially opened the school on the 

15th of April 1925.  

 

Among the head teachers who served at 

Koallah State School were Isabel Friday, 

Murray Callahan, A. Jennings, W. Wall, L. C. 

McLoughlin, Mrs. A. Pyke and G. G. Stubbins. 

 

The school celebrated its golden jubilee on 

Saturday April 12, 1975. Messrs. Arthur Anson 

and Geoff Stubbings conducted the 

celebrations. It was stated that there had been 

38 teachers in the 50 year history of the 

school. 

 

Less than 12 months later, on February 12, 

1976 the school closed. Pupils at the school 

when it closed were Danny Quarrell, Maria 

Place, David Hallyburton, Julie-Ann Place, 

Malcolm Hallyburton and Stephen Place.  

 

REFERENCES 

Australian Dictionary of Biography, Mackinnon, 

Daniel (1818–1889) by J. Ann Hone 

Blake, L. J. (Ed.), Vision and Realisation, A 

Centenary History of State Education in 

Victoria, Education Department of Victoria, 
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PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION 

 

The school building is well set back from the 

road. The school is an Education Department 

single room 1920s type with a gable roofed 

classroom and a gable roofed entry 

porch/cloak room to one side, at the front. This 

porch is offset from the front of the building. 

The roof is clad in corrugated metal sheet with 

wide, timber lined eaves and the walls are clad 

in weatherboards. The entry to the school is 

via a side door in the entry porch. Adjacent to 

the gabled entry porch is a double hung 

window with six pane sashes and a hopper 

sash above. Above the window at the centre of 

the main gable end is a rectangular louvred 

vent opening. The entry porch has a single, 

centrally placed, twin double hung window with 

four pane sashes. One side wall of the school 

contains two twin timber framed double hung 

windows. The other side contains a brick 

chimney at the centre. 

 

STATEMENT OF CULTURAL HERITAGE 

SIGNIFICANCE 

 

What is significant? 

The former Koallah State School No. 4225 

located at 499 Koallah Road, Koallah erected 

in 1924. The original form, materials and 

detailing of the 1920s weatherboard school 

building, contribute to the significance of the 

place. 
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How is it significant? 

The former Koallah State School No. 4225 is 

of local historic, aesthetic and social 

significance to the Shire of Corangamite.  

 

Why is it significant? 

The former Koallah State School is historically 

significant for the role it has played in 

education and civic life in the Koallah area 

from 1925 until 1976. The school was officially 

opened at the site on April 12, 1925 on land 

purchased from S. H. Chambers. The 

establishment of a school in Koallah in the 

1920s demonstrates closer settlement in the 

Pomborneit, Stonyford and South Purrumbete 

area resulting from the sale and subdivision of 

the large pastoral estates such as Purrumbete, 

Colantet and Koortmoolong. Due to the good 

conditions of the soil, much of the land was set 

up as dairy farms. (Criteria A & B) 

 

The former Koallah State School is of 

aesthetic significance as a substantially intact 

example of a 1920s Education Department 

weatherboard single room school. Key 

features of the original building include the 

overall form with a gable roofed classroom and 

a gable roofed entry porch, the wide eaves, 

brick chimney, weatherboard cladding and 

original timber framed double hung windows. 

(Criterion E) 

 

The former Koallah State School is of social 

significance as the focus of education in the 

Koallah region from 1925 until 1976. Past 

pupils of the school have associations with the 

site. (Criterion G) 

 

 

 

 
Recommended Extent – Former Koallah State School 
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2.29 Myrtle Grove 
 

 
WEST ELEVATION 

 

 
NORTH WEST VIEW 

 

 

 
REAR (EAST ELEVATION) 

 

 
STABLES 

 

 

 

ARCHITECT’S DRAWINGS 

 

LOCATION 

1050 Mortlake – Terang Road 

Kolora 

 

FORMER NAMES 

 

ITEM GROUP 

Farming and Grazing 

 

ITEM TYPE 

Homestead Complex 

 

ARCHITECT/DESIGNERS 

Martin and Heard 

 

ARCHITECTURAL STYLES 

Victorian Period 

 

BUILDER/MAKERS 

 

CONTEXTUAL HISTORY 

 

The original inhabitants of this area were the 

Kirrae Wuurong whose land extended from Mt 

Noorat and Lake Keilambete northward to Mt 

Elephant and Mt Fyans. The land around 

Kolora was swampy and would have provided 

plentiful game and food. 

 

In the 1850s and 60s, land in the western 

district was gradually surveyed by the 

government, and put onto the market in lots of 

different sizes. The squatters, who were keen 

to purchase as much of their ‘squattages’ as 

possible, were given the right to purchase a 

homestead lot of 320 or 640 acres (one square 

mile); lot size depended mainly on land quality, 

proximity to water, and whether a township 

was planned. To begin with, freehold was little 

valued and to encourage the squatters to buy, 

they were allowed to purchase as many lots as 

they wanted at the ‘upset’ (minimum) price of 

£1 per acre, to raise revenues for the treasury. 

This enabled many squatters to gain early 
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control over substantial acreages. But by the 

late 1850s a political clamour was mounting, to 

‘unlock the lands’. The squatters were accused 

of land protectionism, excluding small farmers 

and setting up as an aristocracy of landed 

proprietors inappropriate for the young 

democracy of Victoria. The Gold Rush 

immigrants wanted access to land, and the 

right to settle on it and make a decent living.  

A succession of land acts were brought in from 

1860 onwards that gave precedence to 

‘selectors’ or non-squatters. In fact, making a 

living by regular farming in the western district 

grasslands was not easy on most of the land in 

question, especially where a ‘selection’ was in 

the middle of someone’s existing run. By 

clever deals and by reaching deep into their 

pockets, many squatters managed to defeat 

the land acts, consolidating multiple purchases 

of small plots of land into large estates. These 

were rarely equivalent to the vast acreages of 

the early squatting days, but they were still 

very substantial. By this stage the improved 

land could carry more stock. Paddocks were 

fenced, native forests uprooted, wind-breaks of 

pines established, imported grasses replaced 

the native varieties, and the landscape began 

gradually to take on the character it has today. 

 

PLACE HISTORY 

 

In June 1865 William Harris Mathews, a farmer 

and publican from Coghills Creek (north of 

Creswick) took up a Crown lease of 534 acres 

in the Parish of Glenormiston. This land was 

unfenced and uncleared.and a substantial 

section in the north west of the property was 

described as swampy and marshy. 

 

Initially Mathews employed a manager to look 

after the property and it appears that a simple 

wooden cottage with a shingle roof was 

constructed on the property. 

 

In July 1874 Mathews was given freehold title 

to the land after leasing it from the Crown for 

10 years. At this time he had plans drawn up 

by architects Martin and Heard for a 

substantial bluestone house. According to 

Vickers this was part of establishing himself as 

a man of importance and from that time 

described himself as “Grazier” and often 

appended the term Esq. to his name. it is 

notable that he was one of the people who met 

to establish the Glenormiston Butter Factory in 

1895 and in doing so was closely associated 

with the Blacks of Mt Noorat. 

 

Myrtle Grove was built in 1875 to a design of 

architects Martin and Heard. No sooner was it 

finished than Mathews and his wife Mary Jane 

relocated from Coghills Creek. 

 

The stables at the rear of the house were 

constructed in 1877. Ultimately a shearing 

shed was attached to the rear of the stables 

and a sheep dip constructed. 

 

REFERENCES 

 

Kerry Vickers; Miner & Farmer, Publican & 

Grazier: The Life and Times of William Harris 

Mathews of Kolora; Noorat; 2008 

 

PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION 

 

The Myrtle Grove Homestead is a finely 

designed house, constructed of coursed and 

dressed basalt with a hipped slate clad roof. It 

features a verandah on three sides, featuring 

cast iron decorative friezes between cast iron 

columns. 

 

The stables are constructed of coursed, 

undressed basalt with dressed basalt lintels. 

The roof of the stables is a gable form clad in 

corrugated galvanised iron and featuring a loft 

loading dock under a projecting gable. 

 

STATEMENT OF CULTURAL HERITAGE 

SIGNIFICANCE 

 

What is Significant? 

The homestead complex, Myrtle Grove at 

1050 Mortlake – Terang Road, Kolora 

including the house, stables and associated 

nineteenth century buildings and the mature 

garden, driveway and associated plantings. 

 

How is it Significant? 

The homestead complex, Myrtle Grove is of 

local historic and aesthetic significance to the 

Corangamite Shire. 

 

Why is it Significant? 

The homestead complex, Myrtle Grove is of 

historic significance as an example of an early 

pastoral property developed by William 

Matthews following his acquisition of land from 

the Crown. The homestead was built in 1875 

to provide for Matthews and his family and to 
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create the base for Mathew’s successful 

pastoral and dairying pursuits. This homestead 

is of particular significance because it isn’t a 

product of one of the original squatting runs. 

(Criterion A) 

 

The homestead complex, Myrtle Grove is of 

aesthetic significance as an example of a 

finely designed Victorian house, the product of 

otherwise unknown architects, Martin and 

Heard. The stables and attached woolshed 

were built in 1877 and are also a fine design 

from the period. The garden contains a 

number of mature trees and a significant 

aesthetic feature of the property is the 

driveway and its associated plantings. 

(Criterion E) 

 

 

 
Recommended extent for Myrtle Grove 
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2.30 Former Anderson Memorial Hall 
 

 
FMR ANDERSON MEMORIAL HALL AND SOLDIER  

SETTLEMENT MEMORIAL 

 

 
SIDE VIEW OF ANDERSON MEMORIAL HALL 

 

 
SOLDIER SETTLEMENT MEMORIAL  

PLAQUE 

 

LOCATION 

Leslie Manor Road (intersection with 

Homestead Road), Leslie Manor 

 

FORMER NAMES 

 

ITEM GROUP 

Community Facility 

 

ITEM TYPE 

Hall - Public 

 

ARCHITECT/DESIGNERS 

 

ARCHITECTURAL STYLES 

BUILDER/MAKERS 

 

CONTEXTUAL HISTORY 

 

The Empire Settlement Act 

People movement from Britain to Australia had 

ebbed and flowed over the years and 

migration had ceased completely during WW1. 

In the post war period of the 1920s, all 

Australian States strongly advocated the 

development of their unexplored natural 

resources. In addition they sought to fill the 

near empty agricultural areas with an eager 

and hardworking force to generate more wool 

and food, and other primary products. The 

English speaking fellow royalists of good 

British stock were seen as the ideal migrants 

as close ties already existed. 

 

A mutual need existed between the two 

countries. Times were hard in post war Britain. 

There was a need to gear industries from war 

mode to peacetime and absorb people into 

constructive employment. As a solution Britain 

felt it was necessary to redistribute the 

Empire’s population from her own shores. 

Negotiations began to be put in place with 

immigration schemes to encompass all sorts of 

citizens. These concerns led to the enactment 

of the Empire Settlement Act in 1922.  

 

On July 29, 1922 in Melbourne an assembly of 

the Senate and the House of Representatives 

heard the Governor General, Lord Forster, 

read his speech. One of the main matters of 

the new session, being of importance to the 

Commonwealth was on the subject of 

immigration. Large schemes were being 

negotiated with the Governments of the United 

Kingdom and Australia. Agreements included 

jointly assisted passages of immigrants and 

embraced the movement of British ex-military 

officers from India. 

 

Australian Farms Pty Ltd 

While they were enjoying their elevated status 

as the sons of squatters of the previous 

century, a number of gentlemen graziers were 

planning to open the door to a particular type 

of immigrant. A company was formed in 1913 

called Australian Farms Pty Ltd (Aust Farms) 

with a capital of £500,000 in £1 shares. This 

handful of men of power and privilege believed 

the company would be a better vehicle for 

future immigration schemes to embrace men 

of capital from Britain or the colonies and 
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provide Australia with a superior class of men 

of British stock.  

 

Although the company was formed in 1913, by 

1922 Aust Farms had not actually settled any 

migrants. But when wool prices started to 

appreciate after the post war slump, they 

decided to act quickly. The Agent-General for 

Victoria in London, Mr. McWhae became 

aware of an exploitable opportunity in India. 

Growing independent motives had supported 

the Indian Government Army policy to replace 

the British Officers with native born 

commissioned officers. Consequently both 

Indian and British governments felt some 

obligation to the retrenched men and enjoined 

the Dominions to facilitate their entry. In turn 

the Indian Government promised to provide a 

gratuity of £1,500 and a pension of 

approximately £200 - £300 over a three year 

period depending on marital status. 

 

It was a heaven sent opportunity for Aust 

Farms and the Victorian Government. The 

Hon. D. S. Oman, MLA, Minister for Agriculture 

and lands, agreed in principle and was 

prepared to let Aust Farms take the initiative. 

Aust Farms wanted its key entrepreneur to 

travel to India to enlist men from Indian 

regiments. Unofficially, Oman gave his 

approval and Major Alan Currie set off on an 

all expenses paid six month trip to India in the 

guise of a fully endorsed agent of the Victorian 

Government.  

 

An agreement was struck and a bill passed 

whereby the Closer Settlement Board (CSB) 

provided the land and put homesteads on the 

blocks for married men and that Aust Farms 

would provide the security that would provide 

the stock. The total profits for charging the 

landowners for overhead expenses and 

supervision were not to exceed one percent 

and the directors were not to be paid. The 

settlement scheme agreement was also to be 

between the Indian Army Officers (AIOs) and 

Aust Farms not the IAOs and the Victorian 

Government. 

 

The Closer Settlement Board 

As part of the Closer Settlement Act 1922, the 

Closer Settlement Board (CSB) was formed to 

administer the schemes established under the 

Act. Two State appointed officers sat in 

conjunction with the district officer allotting 

blocks to the successful applicants. At this 

time the CSB comprised of Mr. W McIver. The 

Minister of Agriculture was the Hon. Mr D. S. 

Oman, himself a grazier of Lismore and the 

State Member for Hampden.  

 

The CBS scouted around for suitable land for 

the IAOs, already recruited for settlement in 

Australia. The CBS policy made them ignore 

small holdings – they preferred parcels of land 

of about 20,000 acres. 

 

Leslie Manor 

The region now known as Leslie Manor was 

formerly the Punpundah Estate, which 

consisted of 18000 acres situated between 

Foxhow and Pomborneit in the Hampden 

Shire. Punpundah was taken up under license 

by John Hastie and Samuel Proudfoot 

Hawkins in 1841. Hawkins, a land speculator, 

left in 1844 and went to Melville Forest. Hastie 

stayed until 1865 when the license was 

forfeited. It reflected his fatal inertia. He died 

soon after. A bachelor, he left his fortune to the 

University of Melbourne and two churches. 

When George Russell took over in 1867, the 

forfeiture was revoked due to the willingness to 

comply fully with the conditions set down. He 

ran the now named Leslie Manor as a sheep 

station until his demise in 1888. Thereafter it 

was occupied on lease from the Executors of 

the Estate. In 1922 the station was being run 

by Lewis Bell of Strathvean. A party 

comprising Mr McIver, Cr. J. Oman and others 

inspected the estate and announced on 23 

September 1922 that it had been purchased 

for British Officers as grain growing land. 

 

The Board found that about 2000 acres, north 

of the Foxhow Road, was not rich enough for 

the settlers and thought that it should be put 

up for auction later. They were not interested 

in the homestead block of 464 acres. The 

average price paid per acre was six pounds 

fourteen shillings. 

 

By April, 1923 the country was unusually dry 

with an urgent need for rain. By this time a 

number of IAOs had arrived. Twenty four 

allotments were balloted for and given out by 

the CSB on 16 June, 1923 at Hamilton. The 

Board sat under the Chairmanship of T. E. 

Wyatt with E. Burgess and the Land Officer at 

Camperdown, M. Taylor. 

 

With none of the blocks ready by the time the 

IAOs arrived in 1922, they were sent to 
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stations owned by friends of various members 

of Aust Farms. Even after the land was 

secured there was the surveying and division, 

stocking and housing of the men and their 

families as they arrived in 1923. The blocks at 

this time were still without homes and the only 

available accommodation was at Leslie Manor 

Homestead. The owners of the Homestead 

must have been working closely with Aust 

Farms because the manager of their property, 

James Lindsay Whitehead, a former trustee of 

the George Russell Estate, was entrusted with 

the dual role of training and supervision of the 

IAOs as well as the management of the 

Homestead. The new owner was Mrs. 

Anderson of Wallace Avenue, Toorak.  

 

PLACE HISTORY 

The Leslie Manor Hall was originally known as 

the Anderson Memorial Hall in memory of Mrs. 

Jane Anderson’s son Dr. Theodore Anderson. 

Mrs. Anderson erected the hall on a corner of 

the Leslie Manor Homestead site in 1926. 

 

Jane Anderson was the niece of the original 

owner John Hastie and had been born at 

Punpundah as it was then called. It was 

generally believed that one of the factors 

which prompted Mrs. Anderson to purchase 

the homestead and a surrounding area of land 

under the Closer Settlement Board was a 

desire to spend some of her declining years 

amongst the scenes of her earlier days; and in 

1926 she took up residence there after an 

absence of many years. This was preparatory 

to the expected arrival of her son, Dr. 

Theodore Anderson who had retired from his 

medical practice in Perth; however Dr. 

Anderson died on the journey from Perth to his 

new home. 

 

Realising that the settlement was devoid of 

any suitable accommodation for the education 

of children, church services or social 

gatherings, Mrs. Anderson commissioned the 

construction of a hall for the community. Her 

son Theodore died in the period between 

promise of the hall and its construction and 

therefore it was dedicated to him and titled the 

Anderson Memorial Hall.  

 

At first a shell, in time the residents lined it and 

extended the building and bought more land 

for a tennis court. When the children of the 

Estate needed education it was a starting 

point. The hall was also used for many other 

purposes including dances, a church, 

community meetings and social events. 

 

As early as 18 March 1928, those residents 

who wanted local church services held a 

meeting. Rev. Canon Yeo, Vicar of St. Pauls 

Anglican Church, Camperdown, presided. M. 

B. Wettenhall was appointed Hon. Treasurer 

and J. J. Parr, Hon. Secretary. Church 

services held bimonthly at 4pm. Mrs Steele 

lent her piano. Mrs Anderson believed that the 

piano should be bought and offered to finance 

it. Thus it was the job of the choral committee 

to raise the money to repay her. Through the 

efforts of working bees the hall was lined in the 

financial year of 1929/30. At first the average 

attendance was 26, the next year it was 21 

and in 1930 it was only 16. Church services 

ceased in 1969. 

 

Though an aged lady, Mrs Anderson was 

remarkably active and gained much pleasure 

and interest in the working of her property. She 

remained there until the 30th of March, 1931 

when she travelled to her residence in 

Melbourne, with the expectancy of returning to 

Leslie Manor Homestead. However due to ill 

health she never returned and passed away in 

June 1933 at her home, Hybla in Toorak. 

 

A period after the death of Mrs. Anderson, the 

residents were surprised to find that there was 

no independent title to the land as it was still 

part of the Homestead. By then the Wilsons 

had become the owners but they donated the 

land to the community. Part of this 

arrangement involved the appointment of Hall 

trustees: T. Howell, E. Rahles-Rabula and J. 

Hosgood. 

 

In 1938 the exterior of the hall was repainted 

with deep cream walls and moss green 

windows and doors.  

 

The local ladies had a very enthusiastic CWA 

membership. In 1956 under Mrs Helen Carter, 

President, they planted a tree in honour of 

each of the three young men who had made 

the supreme sacrifice during WW2. Plaques 

carry the names of Murray Round, Charles 

Steele and Alan Howell.  

 

The hall was in private co-operative ownership 

until it was sold to a private owner. 
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A memorial to the original Leslie Manor Estate 

settlers was erected by their descendants at 

the front of the site in 2001. 

 

REFERENCES 

Camperdown Chronicle Saturday 29 May, 

1926, Thursday 29 June, 1933, 31 May 1938, 

Tuesday 16 February 1954. 

Kristiansen, Jean G. Brother Officers on the 

Sheep’s Back, An account of the Indian Army 

Officers Settlement in Victoria in the 1920s, 

Jean Gwendolin Kristiansen, 1993. 

 

PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION 

The former Leslie Manor Hall is a timber 

framed, weatherboard clad building with a 

rectangular plan and a gable roof. At the front 

of the building is a centrally placed gable 

roofed entry porch. The gable roofs are clad in 

corrugated metal sheet. The side elevations 

contain tall timber framed casement windows 

with an upper hopper sash. One side also 

contains a brick chimney part way along the 

elevation. Either side of the front porch, the 

front elevation includes the same window as 

the side elevations being a timber framed 

casement with an upper hopper sash. At the 

centre of the front elevation of the porch there 

is a centrally placed timber framed square 

fixed sash window. 

 

At the front of the site, in front of the wire and 

steel stake fence is a memorial to the original 

settlers in the Leslie Manor Estate, erected in 

2001. The memorial comprises a freestanding 

narrow wall constructed of coursed bluestone. 

There is a steel plaque set within the wall 

containing wording and a map of the original 

Leslie Manor Estate Subdivision. The plaque 

contains the following wording: In 

Remembrance of the Settlers and their 

families of the Leslie Manor Estate, who 

arrived following the First World War under the 

Closer Settlement Act 1922. A tribute to their 

courage and endurance. It also provides the 

names and lot allocations for the first settlers 

within the Estate. 

 

STATEMENT OF CULTURAL HERITAGE 

SIGNIFICANCE 

 

What is significant? 

The former Anderson Memorial Hall located on 

Leslie Manor Road, Leslie Manor. The original 

form, materials and details of the 1926 hall and 

the 2001 settlers’ memorial are integral to the 

significance of the site. 

 

How is it significant? 

The former Anderson Memorial Hall, Leslie 

Manor is of local historic, aesthetic and social 

significance to Corangamite Shire. 

 

Why is it significant? 

The former Anderson Memorial Hall is 

historically significant for its association with 

and demonstration of the establishment of the 

Leslie Manor Estate in the mid 1920s. The 

Leslie Manor Estate was created in the mid 

1920s following the Closer Settlement Act 

1922. In an unusual arrangement, an 

agreement was struck between the Closer 

Settlement Board (CSB) and Australian Farm 

Pty Ltd whereby Indian Army Officers took up 

the first available blocks of the Estate with the 

CSB providing the land and houses and 

Australian Farm Pty Ltd securing the stock and 

administering the scheme. The hall is also of 

historical significance for its associations with 

Mrs. Jane Anderson and the original 

Punpundah Estate. Mrs. Anderson, who was a 

niece of the original owner of Punpundah 

Estate, which was later to be known as Leslie 

Manor purchased the Leslie Manor 

Homestead site in 1926. She provided a hall 

for the Leslie Manor Estate community on a 

corner of her land in 1926 and dedicated to the 

memory of her son Dr. Theodore Anderson 

who died in the same year. The hall is of 

historical significance for its demonstration of 

the once more populous community in the 

area. (Criteria A, B & H) 

 

The former Anderson Memorial Hall is 

aesthetically significant for exhibiting key 

characteristics of a 1920s timber public hall. 

These characteristics include the overall form 

with main hall and entry porch, gable roofs 

with wide eaves, weatherboard cladding and 

evenly spaced timber framed windows of the 

same type along the side walls and to the front 

elevation of the hall. (Criterion D) 

 

The former Anderson Memorial Hall is of social 

significance as a focus for community activity 

for the Leslie Manor Estate residents from 

1926 until the late 20th century. The hall is 

significant as a former place of worship and for 

its use as a school and venue for community 

meetings, dances and social activities. 

(Criterion G) 
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2.31 Cottage and former Shop, 10 

Ferrers Street, Lismore 
 

 
SIDE ELEVATION 

 

 
FRONT ELEVATION 

 

LOCATION 

10 Ferrers Street, Lismore (Allotment 1, 

Section 15, Town of Lismore) 

 

FORMER NAMES 

 

ITEM GROUP 

Residential Buildings (Private) 

Commercial 

 

ITEM TYPE 

Cottage 

Shop 

 

ARCHITECT/DESIGNERS 

Not known 

 

ARCHITECTURAL STYLES 

Federation/Edwardian Period 

 

BUILDER/MAKERS 

Not known 

 

CONTEXTUAL HISTORY 

 

Lismore was originally known as Brown’s 

Water Holes because it was located near 

watering holes on the Gala Estate originally 

leased by John Brown. The Aborigines called 

the area Bongerimennin. In 1853 the township 

was renamed Lismore possibly after a town in 

County Waterford, Ireland. 

 

The township area and the suburban 

allotments were first surveyed by Robert D. 

Scott in 1852 and the plan of the township was 

laid before the Executive Council and 

approved on the 4th of March 1853.  This early 

plan included the wide, central High Street, 

which later included a median strip. On the 

28th of September 1853 the first sale of town 

allotments was held in Geelong. Twelve 

allotments were sold in the area bounded by 

Addis, Ferrers, Gray and Cunningham Streets. 

Suburban allotments one to ten, which were 

offered the next day, comprised an area of 69 

acres north of the township. 

 

The township was slow to develop and the 

White Swan Hotel, situated at the foot of the 

hill just over the bridge was Lismore’s first and 

for many years, its only building. It was pulled 

down in 1911 when a new hotel was 

constructed on another site. 

 

The Lismore town centre was scattered from 

the early days with the earliest commercial 

buildings scattered along High Street and Gray 

Street. In 1869 Charles Taylor erected a store, 

carpenter’s shop and dwelling in High Street 

which stood on a block later occupied by 

Bustard’s store. Bustard’s Store constructed in 

1910 was run by the Bustard family until May 

1965. It was destroyed by fire along with Mrs 

Caldow’s fruit and confectionary business, two 

disused shops and a billiard room on February 

4th 1970. 

 

Mail delivery and passenger movement to and 

from the township during the early days was 

by coach. In the 1850s George Currie and 

Thomas Shaw Snr. ran the Currie and Shaw 

coach line from Geelong. The business used a 

stable located in Gray Street. The Western 

Stage Company who established a coach line 

between Geelong and Mortlake carrying mail 

and passengers twice a week replaced this 

coach line. This service was discontinued in 

1885. 

 

Lismore was never a substantial urban centre, 

but went through a growth period between the 

late 1890s up until about 1915 due to closer 

settlement and the coming of the railway in 

1913. 
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The town continued to develop slowly but 

steadily into the twentieth century with the 

commercial centre later focused around the 

intersection of High and Heriot Streets after 

the new Post Office was constructed at this 

intersection in 1924. 

 

After the Second World War, several of the 

surrounding stations were taken over by the 

Soldier Settlement Commission. This brought 

increased activity to the township but once 

again it did not develop as a major district 

centre. 

 

PLACE HISTORY 

 

The original land grant for Allotments 1 & 2 

was to Samuel Perkins in 1899. By 1905 

Perkins, listed as an Overseer had constructed 

and occupied a 4 roomed house. At that time 

the land was described as 1 acre. 

 

By 1910 Catherine Drinnan is listed as the 

occupant and in the following year it appears 

that the land had been subdivided with Robert 

Gibson setting up a butcher’s shop on Lot 1 

and Samuel Perkins holding Lot 2. The 

butcher’s shop continued until 1949 when the 

occupant is listed as Lily Howard, the widow of 

the last butcher, and the property described as 

a house. It has continued as a house since 

then. 

 

REFERENCES 

 

McAlpine, R. A., The Shire of Hampden 1863 

– 1963, Hampden Shire Council, 1963 

Oman, J. R. & Lang, P. S., Browns Water 

Holes. History of Lismore 1840-1980, J. R. 

Oman ‘Rockbank”, Lismore, 1980 

Shire of Hampden Rate Books, Camperdown 

Historical Society 

 

 

 

 

 

PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION 

 

This is a simple gable roofed structure with a 

projecting gable roofed extension and added 

skillion additions at the rear. Presumably the 

original 4 roomed cottage is what we see as 

the section with the verandah facing Ferrers St 

and the extension is the portion added around 

1910 for use as a butcher’s shop. 

 

The whole building is timber framed and would 

have originally been clad in weatherboard. It 

now has a modern applied rendered finish The 

verandah is a simple skillion supported on 

timber posts and with timber  “bracket” 

decoration typical of the Edwardian period. 

 

STATEMENT OF CULTURAL HERITAGE 

SIGNIFICANCE 

 

What is significant? 

The house at 10 Ferrers Street, Lismore 

(Allotment 1, Section 15, Town of Lismore) 

originally constructed in 1905 for Samuel 

Perkins and extended in 1910 when Robert 

Gibson established a butcher’s shop on the 

site. 

 

How is it significant? 

10 Ferrers Street, Lismore is of local historic 

significance in Lismore and to the 

Corangamite Shire 

 

Why is it significant? 

Lismore went through a growth period 

between the late 1890s up until about 1915 

primarily as a consequence of the break up of 

some of the large estates for closer settlement 

and with the arrival of the railway in 1913. 10 

Ferrers St was built at this time (1905) and 

was soon extended to create a butcher’s shop 

(1910). This butcher’s shop continued to 

operate until 1949 when the building totally 

reverted to use as a house. Consequently it is 

historically significant as a rare example in 

Lismore of a pre WW1 house and shop. 

(Criteria A & B) 
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2.32 Lismore Recreation Reserve 
 

 
PAVILION 

 

 
TENNIS PAVILION 

 

 
MEMORIAL GATES 

 

 
GATES PLAQUE 

 

LOCATION 

Seymour Street, Lismore 

 

FORMER NAMES 

 

ITEM GROUP 

Recreation and Entertainment 

 

ITEM TYPE 

Recreation Reserve 

 

ARCHITECT/DESIGNERS 

 

ARCHITECTURAL STYLES 

 

Federation/Edwardian period 

 

BUILDER/MAKERS 

 

 

CONTEXTUAL HISTORY 

 

Lismore was originally known as Brown’s 

Water Holes because it was located near 

watering holes on the Gala Estate originally 

leased by John Brown. The aborigines called 

the area Bongerimennin. In 1853 the township 

was renamed Lismore possibly after a town in 

County Waterford, Ireland. 

 

The township area and the suburban 

allotments were first surveyed by Robert D. 

Scott in 1852 and the plan of the township was 

laid before the executive council and approved 

on the 4th of March 1853.  This early plan 

included the wide central High Street, which 

later included a median strip. On the 28th of 

September 1853 the first sale of town 

allotments was held at in Geelong. Twelve 

allotments were sold in the area bounded by 

Addis, Ferrers, Gray and Cunningham Streets. 

Suburban allotments one to ten, which were 

offered the next day, comprised an area of 69 

acres north of the township. 

 

The township was slow to develop and the 

White Swan Hotel, situated at the foot of the 

hill just over the bridge was Lismore’s first and 

for many years its only building. It was pulled 

down in 1911 when a new hotel was 

constructed on another site. This is the Hotel 

in the precinct located on the corner of High 

and Ferrers Streets. 

 

The Lismore town centre was scattered from 

the early days with the earliest commercial 

buildings scattered along High Street and Gray 

Street. In 1869 Charles Taylor erected a store, 

carpenter’s shop and dwelling in High Street 

which stood on a block later occupied by 

Bustard’s store. Bustard’s Store, constructed 

in 1910 was run by the Bustard family until 

May 1965. It was destroyed by fire along with 
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Mrs Caldow’s fruit and confectionary business, 

two disused shops and a billiard room on 

February 4th 1970. 

 

Mail delivery and passenger movement to and 

from the township during the early days was 

by coach. In the 1850s George Currie and 

Thomas Shaw Snr. ran the Currie and Shaw 

coach line from Geelong. The business used a 

stable located in Gray Street. The Western 

Stage Company who established a coach line 

between Geelong and Mortlake carrying mail 

and passengers twice a week replaced this 

coach line. This service was discontinued in 

1885. 

 

Lismore went through a growth period 

between the late 1890s up until about 1915 

due to closer settlement and the coming of the 

railway in 1913. 

 

The town continued to develop slowly but 

steadily into the twentieth century with the 

commercial centre later focused around the 

intersection of High and Heriot Streets after 

the new Post Office was constructed at this 

intersection in 1924. 

 

After the Second World War, several of the 

surrounding stations were taken over by the 

Soldier Settlement Commission. This brought 

increased activity to the township but it did not 

continue to develop as a major district centre. 

 

PLACE HISTORY 

 

In 1877 the Government granted 36 acres for 

a recreation reserve for Lismore. 

 

The Lismore Cricket Club was formed in 1888 

and it initially played on a ground between the 

Pound dam and the school. The central portion 

of the current clubrooms was constructed on 

the western side of this ground. This pavilion 

was moved to its present site in 1912 when the 

Western Plains Cricket Association was 

formed and a new wicket was laid down at the 

Recreation Reserve. 

 

Also in 1912 the first asphalt tennis court was 

constructed at the north eastern corner of the 

Recreation Reserve. A second court was 

constructed in 1922 and a third in 1937. There 

is no record as to when the pavilion was built, 

but given its similarity to the Cricket pavilion it 

could be expected that it was around 1912. 

 

The Lismore and District Football Association 

was formed in 1910 and games were played 

on the Recreation Reserve. 

 

In 1954 the gates to the reserve were 

constructed as a memorial to Thomas 

Seymour, who had been largely responsible 

for the reservation back in 1877. 

 

REFERENCES 

 

J R Oman & P S Lang; Brown’s Water Holes, 

History of Lismore, 1840 – 1980; Adams 

Printers, Geelong; 1980 

 

R A McAlpine; The Shire of Hampden, 1863-

1963; Terang; 1963 

 

PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION 

 

The Lismore Recreation Reserve is a large 

open space with a cricket/football ground 

bounded by a modern treated pine fence. On 

the southern side of the ground sits a small 

double gabled pavilion with a linking building, 

presumably the original structure moved from 

the first cricket ground in 1912. 

 

The tennis club sits on the north eastern 

corner of the reserve and features asphalt 

courts and a pavilion which is identical to the 

cricket pavilion. 

 

The ground features very little in the way of 

landscaping and plantings, although the far 

side of the reserve is bounded by an avenue of 

radiata pines (Pinus radiata).  

 

It is entered through the Thomas Seymour 

Memorial Gates, which are formed of 6 cement 

rendered masonry columns (3 on each side) 

between each which is constructed a low 

masonry fence and wrought iron balustrading. 

The gates themselves are wrought iron. 

 

STATEMENT OF CULTURAL HERITAGE 

SIGNIFICANCE 

 

What is significant? 

The Lismore Recreation Reserve, as laid out 

between 1877 and 1912 and including the 

cricket and tennis pavilions and the Thomas 

Seymour Memorial Gates. The Pinus radiata 

avenue provides a background to the ground. 
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How is it significant? 

The Lismore Recreation Reserve is of local 

historic and social significance to Lismore and 

the Corangamite Shire. 

 

Why is it significant? 

The Lismore Recreation Reserve is of historic 

significance as a sign of the confidence 

generated in the fledgling town as early as the 

1870s. At that time the town was very small 

and the surrounding countryside was sparsely 

populated and dominated by vast pastoral 

estates. It is of little surprise that it wasn’t until 

1912 that the development of the ground took 

off. By that time the population of the town had 

grown and Lismore had become a commercial 

and service centre for the district. This was a 

direct result of closer settlement created by the 

subdivision of the large estates and the 

conversion of much of the district into a grain 

growing area. The soldier settlement schemes 

that followed WW1 and WW2 helped the 

development of the town even further and lead 

to the greater use of the Recreation Reserve 

for sporting activities. The cricket and tennis 

pavilions, whilst of no great architectural 

presence are important as historical evidence 

of the early development of the ground. 

(Criteria A & C) 

 

The Lismore Recreation Reserve is of social 

significance as a centre of sporting activity in 

the town for more than a century. The various 

fortunes of the Cricket, Football and tennis 

Clubs have played out on this reserve and it 

continues as an important centre of community 

activity in Lismore. (Criterion G) 

 

 

 

 
Recommended Extent – Lismore Recreation Reserve 
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2.33 Lismore Memorial (Croquet and 

Bowling) Club 
 

  
BOWLING CLUB    

 

 
CROQUET CLUB 

 

LOCATION 

30-36 William Street, Lismore 

 

FORMER NAMES 

 

ITEM GROUP 

Recreation and Entertainment 

 

ITEM TYPE 

Bowls Club 

 

ARCHITECT/DESIGNERS 

 

ARCHITECTURAL STYLES 

Post WW2 period 

 

BUILDER/MAKERS 

 

CONTEXTUAL HISTORY 

 

Lismore was originally known as Brown’s Water 

Holes because it was located near watering 

holes on the Gala Estate originally leased by 

John Brown. The Aborigines called the area 

Bongerimennin. In 1853 the township was 

renamed Lismore possibly after a town in 

County Waterford, Ireland. 

 

The township area and the suburban allotments 

were first surveyed by Robert D. Scott in 1852 

and the plan of the township was laid before the 

executive council and approved on the 4th of 

March 1853.  This early plan included the wide 

central High Street, which later included a 

median strip. On the 28th of September 1853 

the first sale of town allotments was held at in 

Geelong. Twelve allotments were sold in the 

area bounded by Addis, Ferrers, Gray and 

Cunningham Streets. Suburban allotments one 

to ten, which were offered the next day, 

comprised an area of 69 acres north of the 

township. 

 

The township was slow to develop and the 

White Swan Hotel, situated at the foot of the hill 

just over the bridge was Lismore’s first and for 

many years its only building. It was pulled down 

in 1911 when a new hotel was constructed on 

another site. This is the Hotel in the precinct 

located on the corner of High and Ferrers 

Streets. 

 

The Lismore town centre was scattered from 

the early days with the earliest commercial 

buildings scattered along High Street and Gray 

Street. In 1869 Charles Taylor erected a store, 

carpenter’s shop and dwelling in High Street 

which stood on a block later occupied by 

Bustard’s store. Bustard’s Store, constructed in 

1910, was run by the Bustard family until May 

1965. It was destroyed by fire along with Mrs 

Caldow’s fruit and confectionary business, two 

disused shops and a billiard room on February 

4th 1970. 

 

Mail delivery and passenger movement to ad 

from the township during the early days was by 

coach. In the 1850s George Currie and Thomas 

Shaw Snr. ran the Currie and Shaw coach line 

from Geelong. The business used a stable 

located in Gray Street. The Western Stage 

Company who established a coach line 

between Geelong and Mortlake carrying mail 

and passengers twice a week replaced this 

coach line. This service was discontinued in 

1885. 

 

Lismore went through a growth period between 

the late 1890s up until about 1915 due to closer 

settlement and the coming of the railway in 

1913 but it never developed into a major district 

centre or township. 
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In 1864 a store was established by James Parry 

in Gray Street. The store was moved to the 

corner of Ferrers and High Streets where A. S. 

Liston built a new building in 1911. This is the 

former Bakery shop with attached dwelling at 36 

Ferrers Street. To the rear of the Bakery and 

residence is a brick and stone bakehouse. 

 

The residence at the corner of Ferrers and High 

Street, operated as the Post Office from the 

1880s up until 1914. It was initially constructed 

as a residence in the early 1880s. 

 

The town continued to develop slowly but 

steadily into the twentieth century with the 

commercial centre later focused around the 

intersection of High and Heriot Streets after the 

new Post Office was constructed at this 

intersection in 1924. 

 

After the Second World War, several of the 

surrounding stations were taken over by the 

Soldier Settlement Commission. This brought 

increased activity to the township but once 

again it did not develop as a major district 

centre. 

 

PLACE HISTORY 

 

In 1948 H T Grimwade donated a piece of land 

in William Street for the construction of an RSL 

clubroom and bowling club. In 1949 a surplus 

army hut was purchased and placed on the site. 

By 1950 the club room and bowling green were 

completed and it was agreed that members of 

the public should be able to use the green. 

 

In 1955 Mrs. N G Dean donated to the public a 

block of land in William Street to the west of the 

RSL block for the establishment of the Norman 

G Dean Memorial Bowling Green. As a result in 

a period of seven years Lismore went from 

having no bowling green to having two. 

 

In 1966 the two clubs amalgamated to create 

the Lismore Memorial Club. 

 

REFERENCES 

 

J R Oman & P S Lang; Brown’s Water Holes, 

History of Lismore, 1840 – 1980; Adams 

Printers, Geelong; 1980 

 

R A McAlpine; The Shire of Hampden, 1863-

1963; Terang; 1963 

 

PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION 

 

The complex consists of a pair of single storey, 

gable roofed clubrooms with associated greens. 

The Bowling Club rooms were originally a 

relocated army hut and the Croquet Club is the 

building originally associated with the Norman G 

Dean Memorial Bowling Club. 

 

STATEMENT OF CULTURAL HERITAGE 

SIGNIFICANCE 

 

What is significant? 

The complex of clubrooms and bowling and 

croquet greens known as the Lismore Memorial 

Club located at 30-36 William Street, Lismore. 

 

How is it significant? 

The Lismore Memorial (Bowling and Croquet) 

Club is of local historic and social significance to 

Lismore and the Corangamite Shire. 

 

Why is it significant? 

The Lismore Memorial (Bowling and Croquet) 

Club is historically important as an indicator of 

the growth of the town of Lismore. Never a large 

centre, it was slow to develop during the 

nineteenth century and it wasn’t until the closer 

settlement era of the early twentieth century and 

the soldier settlement periods after WW1 and 

WW2 that it established itself as a small, but 

important service centre in the district. The 

Bowling and Croquet Club is important as a 

demonstration of the desire of the population to 

improve its access to local sporting facilities in 

the period immediately after WW2. It is also 

important as the site of the first RSL Club in the 

town and the difficulties that this created for non 

returned men and women who wished to play 

bowls. This lead to the creation of the privately 

sponsored Norman G Dean Memorial Bowling 

Green adjacent to the RSL green and their 

subsequent merger to create the Lismore 

Memorial (Bowling and Croquet) Club in 1966. 

(Criteria A & B) 

 

The Lismore Memorial (Bowling and Croquet) 

Club is of social significance as an important 

centre of community activity from the time of the 

establishment of the first RSL Club and bowling 

green in 1948. (Criterion G)
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Recommended Extent – Lismore Memorial Club 
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2.34 Residence, 48 William Street, 

Lismore 
 

 
 

LOCATION 

48 William Street, Lismore 

(Lot 10, Section 8, Town of Lismore) 

 

FORMER NAMES 

Gale’s House 

 

ITEM GROUP 

Residential buildings (private) 

 

ITEM TYPE 

House 

 

ARCHITECT/DESIGNERS 

 

ARCHITECTURAL STYLES 

Federation/Edwardian period 

 

BUILDER/MAKERS 

 

CONTEXTUAL HISTORY 

 

Lismore was originally known as Brown’s 

Water Holes because it was located near 

watering holes on the Gala Estate originally 

leased by John Brown. The aborigines called 

the area Bongerimennin. In 1853 the township 

was renamed Lismore possibly after a town in 

County Waterford, Ireland. 

 

The township area and the suburban 

allotments were first surveyed by Robert D. 

Scott in 1852 and the plan of the township was 

laid before the executive council and approved 

on the 4th of March 1853.  This early plan 

included the wide central High Street, which 

later included a median strip. On the 28th of 

September 1853 the first sale of town 

allotments was held at in Geelong. Twelve 

allotments were sold in the area bounded by 

Addis, Ferrers, Gray and Cunningham Streets. 

Suburban allotments one to ten, which were 

offered the next day, comprised an area of 69 

acres north of the township. 

 

The township was slow to develop and the 

White Swan Hotel, situated at the foot of the 

hill just over the bridge was Lismore’s first and 

for many years its only building. It was pulled 

down in 1911 when a new hotel was 

constructed on another site. This is the Hotel 

in the precinct located on the corner of High 

and Ferrars Streets. 

 

The Lismore town centre was scattered from 

the early days with the earliest commercial 

buildings scattered along High Street and Gray 

Street. In 1869 Charles Taylor erected a store, 

carpenter’s shop and dwelling in High Street 

which stood on a block later occupied by 

Bustard’s store. Bustard’s Store, constructed 

in 1910 was run by the Bustard family until 

May 1965. It was destroyed by fire along with 

Mrs Caldow’s fruit and confectionary business, 

two disused shops and a billiard room on 

February 4th 1970. 

 

Mail delivery and passenger movement to ad 

from the township during the early days was 

by coach. In the 1850s George Currie and 

Thomas Shaw Snr. ran the Currie and Shaw 

coach line from Geelong. The business used a 

stable located in Gray Street. The Western 

Stage Company who established a coach line 

between Geelong and Mortlake carrying mail 

and passengers twice a week replaced this 

coach line. This service was discontinued in 

1885. 

 

Lismore went through a growth period 

between the late 1890s up until about 1915 

due to closer settlement and the coming of the 

railway in 1913. 

 

In 1864 a store was established by James 

Parry in Gray Street. The store was moved to 

the corner of Ferrers and High Streets where 

A. S. Liston built a new building in 1911. This 

is the former Bakery shop with attached 

dwelling at 36 Ferrers Street. To the rear of the 

Bakery and residence is a brick and stone 

bakehouse. 

 

The residence at the corner of Ferrers and 

High Street operated as the Post Office from 
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the 1880s up until 1914. It was initially 

constructed as a residence in the early 1880s. 

 

The town continued to develop slowly but 

steadily into the twentieth century with the 

commercial centre later focused around the 

intersection of High and Heriot Streets after 

the new Post Office was constructed at this 

intersection in 1924. 

 

After the Second World War, several of the 

surrounding stations were taken over by the 

Soldier Settlement Commission. This brought 

increased activity to the township but it did not 

develop as a major district centre. 

 

PLACE HISTORY 

 

At land sales in 1872 John Wilson of the Gala 

Estate acquired all of Sections 9 and 10 and 

the greater proportion of Sections 7 and 11 of 

the township. Wilson died in 1888 and his 

probate papers (dated 31.12.89) indicate that 

he still owned lots 1-10, which consisted of 5 

acres, unimproved. 

 

By 1904 Elizabeth Edgar owned these lots, 

described in the rate books as ½ acre of land 

and house, plus 4½ acres of land. By 1909 the 

house is described as a 6 roomed 

weatherboard house. At that time the other lots 

were owned by Alexander George Edgar, who 

had ½ acre with a 4 roomed house; Leslie 

Valentine Edgar who had 1½  acres and a 4 

roomed weatherboard house and the Edgar 

brothers (William R and James Fraser) who 

held the remaining 2 acres of land. 

 

Elizabeth Edgar had moved to Lismore from 

Derrinallum, where her husband Mark had 

been the licensee of the hotel following his 

death in 1890. Oman and Lang report that she 

had arrived in Lismore with her young family 

on Boxing Day, 1890. Leslie Valentine was the 

fourth son of Mark and Elizabeth. He married 

Alexandrine Brain of Derrinallum in October 

1909 and presumably they initially took up 

residence in the 4 roomed house. 

 

The rate books of 1912-13 show that lot 10 is 

now occupied by Leslie Valentine Edgar, along 

with parts of lots 7 & 8 making up 1 acre, 0 

roods and 4 perches. In 1928-29 the owner is 

H Price, storekeeper, but the size has reduced 

to 2 roods. In 1930-31 it is empty, but owned 

by stock agents Strahan, Murray & Shannon, 

but by 1934-35 it is occupied by merchant, 

John Meyer and owned by William Price. 

 

Therefore, it would appear that the house at 48 

William Street was built as a 6 roomed 

dwelling some time before 1904. The 

appearance and architectural style of the 

house would indicate that it would have been 

built around that time.  

 

REFERENCES 

 

J R Oman & P S Lang; Brown’s Water Holes, 

History of Lismore, 1840 – 1980; Adams 

Printers, Geelong; 1980 

R A McAlpine; The Shire of Hampden, 1863-

1963; Terang; 1963 

Shire of Hampden Rate Books 

Camperdown Chronicle; 23 November, 1909 

 

PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION 

 

48 William Street is a simple Edwardian styled 

weatherboard house with a return verandah, 

all incorporated under the main roof. The roof 

is a series of Dutch gables. The roof is clad in 

corrugated galvanised iron and the verandah 

is supported on square timber columns with 

simple timber bracket decorations. The roof is 

dominated by two large red brick and stucco 

chimneys. 

 

The house is set close to both street 

boundaries with a large hedge on the side 

elevation and an original timber picket fence 

on the William Street elevation. 

 

STATEMENT OF CULTURAL HERITAGE 

SIGNIFICANCE 

 

What is significant? 

The house and land at 48 William Street, 

Lismore on Lot 10, Section 8 of the township 

of Lismore. 

 

How is it significant? 

The house and land at 48 William Street, 

Lismore is of local historic and aesthetic 

significance to the town of Lismore and the 

Corangamite Shire. 

 

Why is it significant? 

The house and land at 48 William Street, 

Lismore is historically significant as a 

prominent and early, substantial dwelling for 

Lismore. It was constructed around 1904 for 
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Mrs Edgar, who appears to have acquired this 

and adjoining allotments in Section 8 for 

herself and family after the death of her 

husband, Mark Edgar of Derrinallum. (Criterion 

A) 

 

The house is of aesthetic significance as a 

modest weatherboard designed using common 

Edwardian stylistic details. It remains largely 

intact and without much in the way of later 

additions. The return verandah, Dutch gable 

roofs and prominent chimneys are of particular 

importance. The timber picket fence appears 

to be original and important for the 

presentation of the house to the street. 

(Criterion D) 

 

 

 

 

 
Recommended Extent – 48 William Street, Lismore 
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2.35 Lismore Masonic Hall 
 

 
FRONT ELEVATION 

 

 
ENTRY 

 

 
FOUNDATION STONE 

 

LOCATION 

56 William Street, Lismore 

 

FORMER NAMES 

 

ITEM GROUP 

Community Facilities 

 

ITEM TYPE 

Hall  

 

ARCHITECT/DESIGNERS 

 

ARCHITECTURAL STYLES 

Edwardian/Federation 

 

BUILDER/MAKERS 

 

CONTEXTUAL HISTORY 

 

Lismore was originally known as Brown’s Water 

Holes because it was located near watering 

holes on the Gala Estate originally leased by 

John Brown. The aborigines called the area 

Bongerimennin. In 1853 the township was 

renamed Lismore possibly after a town in 

County Waterford, Ireland. 

 

The township area and the suburban allotments 

were first surveyed by Robert D. Scott in 1852 

and the plan of the township was laid before the 

executive council and approved on the 4th of 

March 1853.  This early plan included the wide 

central High Street, which later included a 

median strip. On the 28th of September 1853 

the first sale of town allotments was held at in 

Geelong. Twelve allotments were sold in the 

area bounded by Addis, Ferrers, Gray and 

Cunningham Streets. Suburban allotments one 

to ten, which were offered the next day, 

comprised an area of 69 acres north of the 

township. 

 

The township was slow to develop and the 

White Swan Hotel, situated at the foot of the hill 

just over the bridge was Lismore’s first and for 

many years its only building. It was pulled down 

in 1911 when a new hotel was constructed on 

another site. This is the Hotel in the precinct 

located on the corner of High and Ferrers 

Streets. 

 

The Lismore town centre was scattered from 

the early days with the earliest commercial 

buildings scattered along High Street and Gray 

Street. In 1869 Charles Taylor erected a store, 

carpenter’s shop and dwelling in High Street 

which stood on a block later occupied by 

Bustard’s store. Bustard’s Store, constructed in 

1910 was run by the Bustard family until May 

1965. It was destroyed by fire along with Mrs 

Caldow’s fruit and confectionary business, two 

disused shops and a billiard room on February 

4th 1970. 

 

Mail delivery and passenger movement to ad 

from the township during the early days was by 

coach. In the 1850s George Currie and Thomas 

Shaw Snr. ran the Currie and Shaw coach line 

from Geelong. The business used a stable 

located in Gray Street. The Western Stage 

Company who established a coach line 

between Geelong and Mortlake carrying mail 

and passengers twice a week replaced this 
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coach line. This service was discontinued in 

1885. 

 

Lismore went through a growth period between 

the late 1890s up until about 1915 due to closer 

settlement and the coming of the railway in 

1913. 

 

In 1864 a store was established by James Parry 

in Gray Street. The store was moved to the 

corner of Ferrers and High Streets where A. S. 

Liston built a new building in 1911. This is the 

former Bakery shop with attached dwelling at 36 

Ferrers Street. 

 

The residence at the corner of Ferrers and High 

Street, operated as the Post Office from the 

1880s up until 1914. It was initially constructed 

as a residence in the early 1880s. 

 

The town continued to develop slowly but 

steadily into the twentieth century with the 

commercial centre later focused around the 

intersection of High and Heriot Streets after the 

new Post Office was constructed at this 

intersection in 1924. 

 

After the Second World War, several of the 

surrounding stations were taken over by the 

Soldier Settlement Commission. This brought 

increased activity to the township but it did not 

develop as a major district centre. 

 

PLACE HISTORY 

 

The Lismore Masonic Hall was constructed in 

1923. the foundation stone being laid by Mrs 

Oman, the widow of local identity James Oman 

on 19th May of that year 

 

REFERENCES 

 

McAlpine, R. A., The Shire of Hampden 1863 – 

1963, Hampden Shire Council, 1963 

 

Oman, J. R. & Lang, P. S., Browns Water 

Holes. History of Lismore 1840-1980, J. R. 

Oman ‘Rockbank”, Lismore, 1980 

 

PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION 

 

The Lismore Masonic Hall is a single storey red 

brick and cement rendered building sitting 

centrally on a town allotment in Lismore. It’s 

plan takes the form of a truncated cross with 

gable roofs covering each arm. The roofs are 

clad in corrugated galvanised iron and the gable 

end fronting William Street is decorated with 

eaves brackets and half timbering. 

 

 

 

STATEMENT OF CULTURAL HERITAGE 

SIGNIFICANCE 

 

What is significant? 

The Lismore Masonic Hall, 56 William Street, 

Lismore as constructed in 1923 and with 

subsequent sympathetic additions. 

 

How is it significant? 

The Lismore Masonic Hall, 56 William Street, 

Lismore is of local historic, social and 

architectural significance to the Corangamite 

Shire. 

 

Why is it significant? 

The Lismore Masonic Hall, 56 William Street, 

Lismore is of historic significance as one of the 

more substantial buildings constructed in 

Lismore at its height as a local service centre in 

the early years of the twentieth century. The 

town was very small until the subdivision of 

pastoral properties for closer settlement 

occurred at the beginning of the twentieth 

century and in the period 1900 to 1940 Lismore 

saw more building activity than at any other 

phase of its history. This building is an important 

reminder of that period and that the district was 

well enough populated to support a substantial 

Masonic Lodge. (Criterion A) 

 

The Lismore Masonic Hall, 56 William Street, 

Lismore is of social significance as an important 

community facility in the town and district and 

the scene of local social events. (Criterion G) 

 

The Lismore Masonic Hall, 56 William Street, 

Lismore is of architectural significance as one of 

the more substantial buildings in the town. 

Whilst not a great piece of architectural design, 

it is a competent rendering of the popular 

Edwardian/Federation period that extended into 

the post WW1 period. (Criterion E) 
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Recommended Extent – Lismore Masonic Hall 
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2.36 Mt Noorat Homestead 

Complex 
 

  
HOMESTEAD (NOW DEMOLISHED)  

 

 
MT NOORAT GATES AND DRIVEWAY.2012 

 

 
THE HOMESTEAD STABLES, MT NOORAT 2013 

 

 
THE COTTAGE, MT NOORAT c.a 1885 (Joanna 

Eccleston) 

 

 
THE COTTAGE, MT NOORAT 1979 (Collins 

collection, SLV) 

 
THE COTTAGE 2013 

 
COTTAGE STABLES AND CARRIAGE SHED 1979, 

(Collins collection, SLV) 

 
COTTAGE STABLES AND CARRIAGE SHED 2013 

 

 
BLACKS LANE LOOKING EAST 2013 

 

LOCATION 

135 Glenormiston Road and Blacks Lane, 

Noorat 

 

FORMER NAMES 

 

ITEM GROUP 

Farming and Grazing 

 

ITEM TYPE 

Homestead Complex 

 

ARCHITECT/DESIGNERS 

Charles Webb 
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ARCHITECTURAL STYLES 

Victorian Period – Gothic Revival and 

Vernacular 

 

BUILDER/MAKERS 

 

CONTEXTUAL HISTORY 

 

The first white settlement to the areas that 

today comprise the Shire of Corangamite 

came in the form of grazier-entrepreneurs 

establishing extensive ‘runs’ on which to 

herd their sheep and cattle. By the mid-

1840s most of the good grazing land in 

this part of the Western District had been 

occupied by pastoralists under Crown 

license.  The land to the south, which was 

to become known as the Heytesbury 

Forest was not cleared and farmed until 

later.  

Some of the initial squatters moved on, 

selling their licenses, stock, huts and 

‘improvements’ to others. For example, 

Gerangemarajah (later to be known as 

Berry Bank) passed through 3 owners 

between 1840 and 1851 when it was 

acquired by James and Thomas Austin 

and they installed their brother-in-law, 

Joseph Gardiner Mack as manager. But 

much of the volcanic land in the western 

plains was extremely fertile, and once 

established, the squatters stayed put. 

Glenormiston was a typical example: the 

license to what was originally known as 

‘Taylor’s country’ after its first manager 

and which included almost all the country 

west of Camperdown to beyond Terang, 

and running several miles north along Mt 

Emu Creek, was held by the first licensee 

for nine months only before Niel Black 

acquired it for himself and his partners in 

early 1840.  A number of other squatters 

who took up runs around the same time 

were also of particular significance within 

the Shire : the Manifold brothers at 

Purrumbete, Dr Daniel Curdie at 

Tandarook, John Thomson at Keilambete, 

Peter McArthur at Meningoort and 

Nicholas Cole at Cloven Hills.  

The initial homestead buildings were 

simple and vernacular in nature, log or 

slab huts where timber was plentiful or 

wattle and daub, roofed in bark and in 

some cases thatch. A few were 

embellished with such touches of comfort 

and respectability as glazed windows and 

flower gardens. The squatters, as the 

name denotes, had no security of tenure, 

being obliged to renew their licenses 

annually, and their investments in 

‘improvements’ were limited to dams, out-

station huts to mark their boundaries, and 

measures needed to protect their stock 

from wild dogs or aborigines seeking food. 

Until some security of tenure was 

provided, and they felt settled enough to 

marry, they did not build substantial 

houses. Their first objective was to build 

up their flocks and herds, clear trees and 

improve pastures, survive the depression 

of the early 1840s and hope for more 

stable times. 

The first major change came in 1847, 

when Orders-in-Council concerning land 

rights were issued and included the 

promise of leases for squatters in areas 

well beyond the towns, including in Port 

Phillip’s western district. Many then began 

surveying their runs and took the risk of 

building solid houses, as did Niel Black – 

although the promised leases never 

materialised. The next change came with 

the Gold Rush of the early 1850s. When 

gold was discovered at Ballarat in 1851, 

the squatters at first faced ruin as all their 

labour disappeared to the diggings. But 

gradually the tide changed in their favour, 

with unlucky prospectors returning and the 

demand for meat and agricultural produce 

soaring due to the influx of immigrants. 

Some squatters began for the first time to 

make substantial profits from their years of 

hard work. Even without real security of 

tenure, they had the money and felt 

confident enough to build better homes 

and other buildings. For example, the new 

homestead constructed at Berry Bank in 

1851 was claimed to be the first two storey 

house in the district. 

In the 1850s and 60s, land in the western 

district was gradually surveyed by the 

government, and put onto the market in 

lots of different sizes. The squatters, who 

were keen to purchase as much of their 

‘squattages’ as possible, were given the 

right to purchase a homestead lot of 320 

or 640 acres (one square mile); lot size 

depended mainly on land quality, proximity 

to water, and whether a township was 
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planned. To begin with, freehold was little 

valued and to encourage the squatters to 

buy, they were allowed to purchase as 

many lots as they wanted at the ‘upset’ 

(minimum) price of £1 per acre, to raise 

revenues for the treasury. This enabled 

many squatters to gain early control over 

substantial acreages. But by the late 

1850s a political clamour was mounting, to 

‘unlock the lands’. The squatters were 

accused of land protectionism, excluding 

small farmers and setting up as an 

aristocracy of landed proprietors 

inappropriate for the young democracy of 

Victoria. The Gold Rush immigrants 

wanted access to land, and the right to 

settle on it and make a decent living.  

A succession of land acts were brought in 

from 1860 onwards that gave precedence 

to ‘selectors’ or non-squatters. In fact, 

making a living by regular farming in the 

western district grasslands was not easy 

on most of the land in question, especially 

where a ‘selection’ was in the middle of 

someone’s existing run. By clever deals 

and by reaching deep into their pockets, 

many squatters managed to defeat the 

land acts, consolidating multiple 

purchases of small plots of land into large 

estates. These were rarely equivalent to 

the vast acreages of the early squatting 

days, but they were still very substantial. 

By this stage the improved land could 

carry more stock. Paddocks were fenced, 

native forests uprooted, wind-breaks of 

pines established, imported grasses 

replaced the native varieties, and the 

landscape began gradually to take on the 

character it has today.  

It was in this period, therefore, that the 

‘golden age’ of pastoral life began. The 

squatters – now the owners of grazing 

estates – began building large and 

gracious colonial houses. These were 

typically of one-storey, with shady 

verandahs, fruit orchards, gardens and 

walks. They had elegant reception rooms, 

where the sporting life of hunts, parties 

and social engagements could be carried 

on in a ‘civilised’ fashion. Glenormiston, 

built by Niel Black in 1859-60, was an 

example of a pattern of family and social 

lifestyle as would have been enjoyed in 

country house Britain or among the 

colonial elites at the time. By the end of 

the 1860s, many other similar homesteads 

were well-established in the district, and a 

social life among squatters and their 

friends from Melbourne and elsewhere 

was in full swing. The large and imposing 

homestead complexes that they built for 

themselves across the plains remain today 

as important reminders of the contribution 

of these pioneers to the development of 

the Western District. 

Although the landscape had been 

transformed into paddocks and 

homesteads, and many imported trees 

gave it a more domesticated, less 

indigenous ‘bush’ demeanour, and 

although many small farms now existed as 

well as growing townships, most of it 

continued to be divided into very large 

land-holdings. In the 1870s, some of the 

grandest of the Western District mansions 

were constructed, for example Mount 

Noorat House by Niel Black, in 1877. In 

1868, Niel Black & Co had been dissolved, 

and the land divided into three estates of 

around 10,000 acres each. The northern 

part of Glenormiston, and the house, fell 

by lot to one of the other partners, Alex 

Finlay. On the southern Glenormiston 

section, which came to Black, he built first 

a comfortable cottage, and then an 

Italianate mansion at the foot of Mount 

Noorat, looking east across the plains. He 

called this house ‘the crowning folly of my 

life’, wondering if he had hopelessly 

encumbered the next generation. By 1890, 

when depression struck, ruining many of 

the squatters, the era of grandiose country 

house construction – and indeed the 

golden age of pastoralism – was over.  

As the original squatter families had 

grown, there was also a need to divide up 

properties or acquire additional property to 

accommodate the next generation. 

Perhaps the best known example of this 

was Purrumbete where holdings known as 

Talindert, Danedite and Wiridgil were 

established to accommodate the sons of 

John Manifold. One of Niel Black’s three 

sons re-acquired the original house and 

some of the land at Glenormiston when 

Finlay sold up in the 1890s, and the Black 

Bros, ran what remained of the Mount 

Noorat, Glenormiston and The Sisters 

runs as an agricultural and grazier 

business. The Sisters, a run of around 

6,000 acres, had originally fallen to 

another of Black’s partners, but in 1871 he 
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had purchased it and included it in his own 

estate. 

At Meningoort Peter McArthur had 11 

children (9 survived him) and at the time of 

his death in 1897 the property was divided 

in two with his eldest son, J N McArthur 

inheriting the northern portion (known as 

Meningoort) and the remaining sons 

dividing up the southern portion which was 

initially know as Warwarick (it was 

subdivided in 1904). 

The 1890s and early years of the twentieth 

century saw the subdivision of these 

properties for closer settlement. In the 

northern parts of the Shire the smaller 

farms derived from these subdivisions 

were focused on the growing and 

harvesting of grain, whilst in the central 

and southern areas of the Shire the new 

farms were much smaller and engaged in 

dairying, a new industry that had quickly 

assumed great economic importance to 

the district. These subdivisions and closer 

settlement greatly changed the landscape, 

with more fences, new plantings, more 

buildings, roads and of course the growth 

of existing towns like Camperdown, 

Terang, Lismore, Skipton and Cobden and 

the springing up of a myriad of smaller 

towns and settlements. 

 

PLACE HISTORY 

 

Niel Black had settled at Glenormiston in 

1840 and operated his very large holding 

(43,000 acres) on behalf of the company 

Niel Black and Co. In 1868 the lands that 

had by then been purchased at the land 

sales over a period of around 15 years 

consisted of around 20,000 acres on 

Glenormiston, and a further 6,000 acres at 

The Sisters, a run a few miles to the west. 

It was decided to dissolve the partnership 

and divide the assets as equally as 

possible by drawing lots for North 

Glenormiston, South Glenormiston and 

The Sisters. Black hoped to draw North 

Glenormiston, which contained his 

homestead; or if not, to exchange with the 

partner who did so. But Alex Finlay, who 

drew North Glenormiston, refused to 

exchange. Black drew The Sisters, which 

the other partner exchanged for South 

Glenormiston. Without a suitable 

homestead to live in, Black took his family 

to Melbourne, leaving a manager in 

charge. On visits to the property, he 

stayed in the original 1847 stone cottage, 

but this had much deteriorated.  

 

In the early 1870s, Black became 

seriously ill while staying at the old cottage 

for a holiday with his wife and sons, and 

decided that the dwelling must be 

significantly enlarged and improved. He 

also probably began at this time to 

landscape the surrounds of Mt Noorat in a 

picturesque manner. The first building 

complex on the site consisted of a much 

improved Cottage, designed by Charles 

Webb in 1871 (the specification is dated 

March, 1871), together with stables, a 

carriage shed and single men’s quarters. 

The Cottage was built in the early 1870s 

as an Overseer’s Cottage, but was used to 

accommodate Niel Black and his family 

when staying at Mount Noorat. It was a 

four-room cottage with a separate kitchen 

building at the back. Black then began to 

think again about living in Melbourne, and 

decided to build an even more imposing 

house than the one he had lost to Finlay.  

 

Accordingly he sought tenders for a new 

mansion, once more designed by Charles 

Webb. Black had expressed concern 

about the potential cost of his new house 

and originally indicated to Webb that it 

shouldn’t exceed £3000. The accepted 

tender was for £12,000 and the ultimate 

cost was close to £20,000, a vast amount 

at this time. The Italianate mansion, at the 

time arguably the finest in the district and 

certainly the only one of its kind, took more 

than two years to construct, during which 

time Black and his family continued to live 

in Melbourne but often visited at the 

Cottage. 

 

Black moved into his mansion in 1878. It 

contained 38 rooms, and had a 

magnificent stable block, acres of gardens, 

peacocks, a deer park, and every comfort. 

But he lived in what he described as ‘the 

crowning folly of my life’ – so encumbering 

he believed the house would be to the 

next generation – for only two years before 

he died there in 1880. The mansion was 

inherited by his widow and sons. His 

oldest son, Archibald John, and his wife 

Agnes continued to live there in the early 

years of the century, while the house at 
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Glenormiston was re-purchased by one of 

the brothers, and another house, Dalvui, 

was built for the third brother. Mrs. Agnes 

Black, by then a widow of long standing, 

continued to live in Mt Noorat House until 

her death in 1938. When A J Black’s son 

Ian Steuart Black married, the Cottage 

was extended and improved and became 

his family’s home. Ian Black died very 

suddenly in 1939, and his widow decided 

to have the grand house demolished, 

preferring to live in the Cottage with her 2 

children, Niel and Gina. It is still occupied 

by Gina. In the 1970s, after his marriage, 

Niel built a new house at Mount Noorat, on 

the foundations of the original mansion, 

incorporating part of the cellar. 

 

Mt Noorat House was graced with and 

surrounded by a substantial designed 

landscape. This included exotic plantings 

on surrounding paddocks and the slopes 

of Mt Noorat as well as the construction of 

a grand drive to the new homestead from 

McKinnon’s Bridge Road, bordered by an 

avenue of English Elms. The Drive took 

visitors past formal gates with basalt piers 

and past the Cottage to the homestead. 

The original drive and stable block still 

stand, as does much of the landscaping 

and many original trees.  
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PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION 

 

The Cottage is a Gothic revival house of 

some size, built of basalt. It features a 

complex series of gable roofs, originally 

clad in slate and with highly decorated 

barge boards. The 1893 photo shows a 

less complex design, but the 1979 photos 

show evidence of extensive additions. 

These include weatherboard extensions at 

the rear. This picturesque Gothic Revival 

house, inventively enhanced with a 

distinctive iron verandah, elaborate gable 

barges and gothic ornament and together 

with the Classic Revival entry gates of 

finely axed bluestone and wrought iron, 

are notable works of architect Charles 

Webb. 

 

The 1893 photo shows the walls 

distinguished by prominent quoining, but 

by 1979 the building had been totally 

painted white. 

 

The Stables and Carriage Shed are an 

extensive bluestone complex with a simple 

gable roofed clad with galvanized 

corrugated iron. 

 

The bluestone gates are now located on 

the Glenormiston Rd. However, the 

original entry to the Drive was from 

McKinnon’s Bridge Rd (Glenormiston Rd 

was constructed after the development of 

the Mt Noorat Estate) and the avenue of 

English Elms that lines what is now called 

Black’s Lane is part of the Drive. These 

trees are in very poor condition and have 

suckered vigorously. 

 

A relatively modern mud brick house has 

been built on the site of the original Mt 

Noorat Homestead. However the original 

stables and Men’s Quarters, a lrge 

bluestone complex remains. 

 

The landscape surrounding the complex 

remains obvious with extensive plantings 

of exotic trees along the slopes of Mt 

Noorat and in surrounding paddocks. 

 

 

STATEMENT OF CULTURAL HERITAGE 

SIGNIFICANCE 

 

What is Significant? 

The remains of the Mt Noorat Homestead 

Complex, 135 Glenormiston Rd, Noorat 
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including the Gothic Revival Cottage, 

Stables, Carriage Shed, Men’s Quarters, 

Homestead Stables and Entrance Gates 

as designed by well known Melbourne 

architect, Charles Webb between 1868 

and 1878. It also includes the English Elm 

lined Drive, including Black’s Lane 

between McKinnon’s Bridge Road and 

Glenormiston Road and the remnants of 

extensive exotic plantings on Mt Noorat 

and the surrounding pastoral land. 

 

How is it Significant? 

The remains of the Mt Noorat Homestead 

Complex are of local historical, aesthetic 

and social significance to the Corangamite 

Shire. 

 

Why is it Significant? 

The remains of the Mt Noorat Homestead 

Complex are historically important as the 

last home of the eminent pastoralist and 

Western District identity the Hon Niel 

Black MLC. Black had originally taken up 

the 43,000 acre Glenormiston Run in 1840 

on behalf of Niel Black and Co., a 

company established by him along with 

Scottish partners, Finlay and Gladstone. 

This run was broken up between the 

partners in 1868 and Black took the newly 

created Mt Noorat Estate, re-establishing 

himself there with a new homestead 

complex. This complex included a 38 room 

mansion (now demolished) and the 

buildings and landscaping all developed 

between 1868 and 1878. Black died in 

1882, but the complex has remained in the 

family since then and run as a pastoral 

enterprise by his son Archibald Black, his 

son Ian S Black and his son and daughter, 

Niel and Gina Black. (Criteria A & B) 

 

The complex is also important as the 

centre of the estate from which derived 

other properties including Dalvui and 

Gnotuk. The former subdivided for Black’s 

son, Niel Walter Black and the latter for his 

nephew Archibald Black. It was also the 

source of much of the land for the current 

town of Noorat with the family funding the 

construction of that town’s most prominent 

buildings in the Niel Black Memorial 

Presbyterian Church, the Presbyterian 

Manse, and the Niel Walter Black 

Memorial Hall. It is also historically and 

socially important as the basis for much of 

the dairy industry which became an 

economic driver for the district during the 

twentieth century, Niel Black’s sons were 

responsible for the establishment of the 

Glenormiston Butter Factory and much of 

the original Mt Noorat Estate became 

smaller dairy farms, both tenanted and 

later in freehold ownership. (Criterion G) 

 

The complex is aesthetically important for 

its fine Gothic Revival Cottage designed 

using typical architectural features of steep 

gable roofs, clad in slate, elaborate carved 

bargeboards and a recessed verandah 

supported on cast iron columns. It also 

features prominent paired masonry 

chimneys in a typical Gothic style. 

Constructed in the local bluestone it is a 

fine example of the work of prominent 

Melbourne architect Charles Webb. Whilst 

the Stables and Carriage Shed are more 

utilitarian in design they remain as 

prominent and architecturally important 

elements of the complex. The original 

homestead stables and men’s quarters are 

an important and further extensive 

complex of architectural merit designed by 

Webb. (Criteria D & E) 

 

The landscaping around the complex is of 

particular interest and significance. The 

long drive from McKinnon’s Bridge Road is 

lined with English Elms and whilst in need 

of horticultural and arboricultural attention 

demonstrate the grand scale on which the 

complex was conceived. Equally the 

remnant exotic plantings on Mt Noorat and 

in surrounding paddocks is important as a 

remnant of the picturesque landscape 

ambition associated with the development 

of the Estate. (Criterion F) 
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Recommended Extent – Mt Noorat Homestead complex including the full length of Blacks Lane 
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2.37 Glenormiston Cheese & Butter 

Factory Co. Building 
 

  
WEST ELEVATION    

 

 
VIEW FROM SOUTH WEST 

 

 
VIEW FROM NORTH WEST 

 

LOCATION 

604 Terang – Mortlake Road,  

Noorat 

 

FORMER NAMES 

 

ITEM GROUP 

Manufacturing and Processing 

 

ITEM TYPE 

Factory/Plant 

 

ARCHITECT/DESIGNERS 

Robert Kerr 

J W Crawley or Crawley and Knights 

Marcus R Barlow 

 

ARCHITECTURAL STYLES 

Interwar Period, Free Classical 

 

BUILDER/MAKERS 

 

CONTEXTUAL HISTORY 

 

Prior to the 1880’s the Western District was 

pastoral land largely engaged in wool 

production. The Victorian Government had, for 

some time been pressing for closer settlement 

of the land, but this had been successfully 

resisted by the Western District pastoralists. 

 

The invention of the Centrifugal Separator by 

De Laval in 1878 meant that bulk milk could be 

more easily separated into cream and milk. 

The introduction of these machines to Victoria 

in 1886 resulted in an improved capacity to 

manufacture butter and undoubtedly lead to 

the establishment of butter factories across the 

colony. 

 

However, these factories needed dairy farms 

to supply them. The result for the lands across 

the current Corangamite Shire was an 

extensive subdivision of the large pastoral 

estates into smaller farms more suited to dairy 

farming. The countryside around 

Camperdown, Terang and Cobden was 

particularly suited to this form of farming, 

whereas the subdivision of the pastoral 

properties in the northern portions of the Shire 

resulted in the creation of smaller grain 

producing farms. 

 

Victoria’s first butter factory opened at Cobden 

on 10 October, 1888. Within a few months 

factories were operating at Warrnambool, 

Rosebrook, Koroit, Colac and Camperdown as 

well as other places across Victoria. The rapid 

expansion of the butter factories was 

supported by the invention of refrigeration, 

which enabled the level of preservatives in 

butter to be reduced and the quality of the 

product to improve. In turn refrigerated rail 

cars were provided to transport the product to 

ports, opening up a new and lucrative export 

industry. 

 

The subdivision of the pastoral estates got 

underway in the late 1880s. The first 

subdivision sale of Glenormiston took place in 

January, 1889. These sales continued through 

the 1890s and the early years of the twentieth 

century and lead to the creation of many small 

towns and the great expansion of the larger 

towns like Camperdown, Terang and Cobden 
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as service centres for the rapidly increasing 

population across the district. 

 

PLACE HISTORY 

 

On 12 February, 1895 a meeting was held at 

Noorat which resulted in the establishment of 

the Glenormiston Butter and Cheese Factory. 

This was a venture promoted by the Black 

family with the initial shareholders being A J 

Black, William Long, S G Black, Niel W Black, 

Thomas Kelly, William Matthews (of Myrtle 

Grove at Kolora) and Donald Ferguson. The 

Blacks made the old woolshed at 

Glenormiston available for conversion to a 

butter factory and Colac architect Alexander 

Hamilton was engaged to draw up plans for its 

conversion. 

 

By November of that year the building had 

been converted and within three months of 

opening, the original plant had to be enlarged 

to cope with the increased supply of milk. 

 

In 1902 the Directors and shareholders of the 

company decided to erect a creamery or sub-

factory at Noorat. Plans for this building were 

drawn up by Robert Kerr, a Koroit based 

architect. It was a building of 65 ft by 45 ft with 

three receiving lofts, a storage tank platform, a 

store room and workshop, and a 25 ft by 23 ft 

separating room. The floor of the latter was 

laid with tiles as was the store room for cream. 

This was 20 ft by 9 ft and the adjacent room 

was 20 ft by 13 ft 6 in. In addition there was a 

cream wagon shed and a boiler and engine 

room with a 50 ft brick chimney and an office. 

The buildings were constructed on concrete 

footings with several courses of brickwork 

above. However, the main cladding material 

was weatherboard. The new building was 

opened by S G Black in April 1903. This was a 

large building designed to serve a growing 

enterprise. 

 

In 1910 a syndicate, which included A J Black 

acquired the Australian rights to the Trufood 

process which produced powdered milk. As a 

consequence the Trufood Company took over 

the original Glenormiston factory (the 

converted woolshed) and the butter making 

plant was transferred to Noorat. This resulted 

in further extensions to the Noorat buildings. 

By mid 1910 a new brick building (which partly 

exists today) was well under construction, 

consisting of a new separating room and a 

manufacturing room below the boiler room. A 

timber milk lift was constructed to receive the 

milk and cream. 

 

In 1922 it was decided that the existing factory 

was too small and out of date to cope with the 

volume of milk being processed. The company 

engaged J W Crawley, a Warrnambool 

architect to draw up plans for reconstructing 

the original factory. The original scheme 

proved too expensive so a modified scheme 

was produced at an estimated cost of £6,050. 

In May 1923 the Terang Express reported: 

 

Very extensive alterations and additions 

are being made at the Glenormiston Butter 

Factory. The separating room is being 

greatly increased in size and receiving 

platforms are being substituted for the old-

fashioned milk lift. There will be two 

receiving doors for milk and one for cream. 

Extensions and improvements are also 

being made to the manufacturing room; a 

new cool room is being provided, and also 

in a new boiler room, a large boiler and a 

new chimney stack. There will be 

alterations to the engine room, store room, 

and box room, and a new secretary’s office 

and also a board room will be provided. 

The building when remodeled, will be 

constructed wholly of brick and will present 

a very attractive appearance. At the same 

time it is designed so as to be a thoroughly 

workable place. 

 

However, it wasn’t until mid 1924 that the 

works were completed. 

 

The architectural authorship of the new factory 

is something of a mystery. Willingham 

assumes that it was through the partnership of 

Crawley and Knights, a partnership that was 

formed in 1904 to undertake butter factory 

work following their success in winning the 

competition for the design of the Grasmere 

Butter Factory. However, according to Tonkin 

the partnership dissolved in 1909/10 with 

Crawley continuing his practice in 

Warrnambool (he was also the Warrnambool 

Shire Engineer) and Knights firmly established 

and successful in Camperdown. It is clear the 

Crawley was commissioned by the company to 

design the alterations and additions, but did he 

call on Knights to assist him? By 1923 Knights 

had designed buildings in and around Terang. 

However, there is nothing in the design and 
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façade decoration of this factory which points 

to his favoured idiom at that time. If anything it 

dates back to the earlier years of the twentieth 

century. 

 

By 1936 the factory had outgrown its old 

premises and a new factory was built to a 

design of Marcus W Barlow on the site 

adjacent to and north of the old building. It was 

claimed to be one of the most efficient 

factories in Victoria and featured an interior 

free of columns and supports, lit and ventilated 

through a long lantern light running along the 

ridge of the broad gable roof. The interior was 

tiled to a height of 6 ft with ivory coloured tiles 

with the upper walls plastered and enameled 

and the ceiling lined with fibro-cement 

sheeting. 

 

A further extension to the east of the new 

factory was built in the late 1940s/50s to 

provide a further loading bay for whole milk. 

 

By 1969 the factory had ceased to operate. 
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PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION 

 

The complex is a substantial series of linked 

brick buildings, essentially dating from works 

undertaken in 1924 and 1936. 

 

The southern end is a series of structures 

dating from the 1924 works, including two 

projecting brick pavilions with verandahs, 

obviously used as offices and the main factory 

building from that period with its parapetted 

and pedimented front elevation. The parapet is 

decorated with the name of the company and 

date of construction in florid art-nouveau 

lettering and the pediment is also decorated 

with pressed cement in an art-nouveau style. 

These elements are somewhat dated for 1924. 

The complex is a series of gable roofed 

structures sitting behind the parapetted front 

elevation and according to Willingham includes 

portion of the 1910 buildings. This portion of 

the building is dominated by the tall chimney 

constructed as part of the 1924 alterations. 

 

The northern end of the building is the red 

brick, gable roofed ‘new’ factory designed by 

Marcus Barlow. It features a substantial 

monitor roof running the length of the main 

roof and originally featured a loading platform 

at the northern end. Barlow was noted for his 

modern designs and this building used simple 

and strong horizontal and vertical planes. The 

vegetation around the building makes it difficult 

to appreciate this form. 

 

A plan outlining the phases of development 

drawn from Willingham is included in the 

illustrations above. 

 

STATEMENT OF CULTURAL HERITAGE 

SIGNIFICANCE 

 

What is Significant? 

All the buildings and land at 604 Terang-

Mortlake Road, being Lot 3 of Section 21, 

Town of Noorat. This includes the buildings 

and remnants of buildings constructed for the 

Glenormiston Butter and Cheese Factory 

Company Limited after 1910. 

 

How is it Significant? 

The former Glenormiston Butter and Cheese 

Factory is of historic, social and aesthetic 

significance to the Corangamite Shire. 

 

Why is it Significant? 

The complex of buildings known as the former 

Glenormiston Butter and Cheese Factory is 

historically important as one of the most 

significant butter factories in Corangamite and 

Victoria. Commencing its activities at 

Glenormiston in 1895 the Glenormiston Butter 

and Cheese Factory Company Limited quickly 

outgrew its premises at Glenormiston and in 

1902 proceeded to develop a creamery on the 

Noorat site. Following the acquisition of rights 

to use the Trufood process in 1910 the 

company extended the Noorat premises to 

incorporate a new separating room and a 

manufacturing room below the boiler room, 

along with a timber milk lift to receive the milk 

and cream. By 1922 this had again become 

insufficient for the volume of milk being 

processed on the site and as a result the J W 
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Crawley designed buildings at the southern 

end of the complex were constructed. This 

was further supplemented by a ‘new’ factory 

designed by Melbourne architect, Marcus 

Barlow in 1936. In the relatively short period of 

26 years (1910 – 1936) this site became one 

of the most significant milk handling and 

processing plants in the Western District. It sits 

alongside the Camperdown and Cobden 

factories as one of the most significant 

industrial establishments in the Corangamite 

Shire, and is indicative of the massive growth 

of the dairy industry in the district. (Criteria A & 

C) 

 

The former Glenormiston Butter and Cheese 

Factory is of social significance to the 

Corangamite Shire as the most significant 

economic enterprise and employer in the 

township of Noorat and one of the most 

significant enterprises in the district. By 1903 

the premises was processing between 5,000 

and 6,000 gallons of milk in the busy season 

and by 1914 was producing 767 tons of milk 

and cream per annum, making it one of the 

larger factories in the Western District. By 

1923 it was dealing with 400 local suppliers 

who were delivering milk to depots at Terang, 

Kolora, Glenormiston South and Glenormiston 

North. As a consequence it was a significant 

employer in the district and responsible for the 

economic and social well being of a significant 

number of people. (Criterion G) 

 

The factory is of aesthetic significance as an 

industrial enterprise with some architectural 

pretensions. The 1924 façade, whilst 

somewhat dated in its architectural design is 

one of the most impressive buildings in the 

district and sits alongside the commercial 

premises of Terang and Camperdown 

(including the Camperdown Butter Factory) as 

a building designed to impress. The parapeted 

and decorated façade and the projecting office 

buildings are particularly important in this 

regard. (Criterion E)  

 

 
Recommended Extent – Former Glenormiston Butter Factory 
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2.38 Former Rabbit Canning 

Factory 
 

 
FORMER WOOLSHED AND RABBIT CANNING  

FACTORY 

 

 
RABBIT CANNING FACTORY BOILER ROOM  

EXTENSION TO WOOLSHED 

 

 
FORMER RABBIT CANNING FACTORY  

BOILER ROOM 

 

 
FORMER RABBIT CANNING FACTORY REAR 

 

LOCATION: 

2010 Princes Highway, Pirron Yallock 

 

FORMER NAMES 

Stony Rises Woolshed 

 

ITEM GROUP 

Farming and Grazing 

Manufacturing and Processing 

 

ITEM TYPE 

Woolshed 

Cannery 

 

ARCHITECT/DESIGNERS 

 

ARCHITECTURAL STYLES 

 

BUILDER/MAKERS 

 

CONTEXTUAL HISTORY 

Although now considered to be within the 

area of Pirron Yallock, Stony Rises 

Homestead was originally established in 

the Parish of Pomborneit and was closely 

associated with the development of the 

Pomborneit area. 

 

The Pomborneit area is located within the 

Stony Rises and is characterised by stone 

walls initially built for the Manifolds as 

rabbit proof walls. The Manifold family 

brought stone wallers out from Scotland to 

build the walls, beginning in the 1860s and 

from then on, in an area where stones are 

readily available, the wall building tradition 

has continued. 

 

There is a Pomborneit North, Pomborneit 

East and Pomborneit. Articles contained in 

the Camperdown Chronicle newspaper 

indicate that the Pomborneit North and 

Pomborneit communities were closely 

associated and gathered together in either 

of the townships for social and sporting 

occasions, while Pomborneit East, which 

was located within the Stony Rises was 

more independent and associated with 

Pirron Yallock. Although Pomborneit 

ultimately became part of the Shire of 

Heytesbury, its fortunes were much more 

closely allied to Camperdown. 

 

The first land grant in the Parish of 

Pomborneit was to William Roadknight in 

1858. J. H. McVean obtained title to a 

number of lots in 1863. S. Vaughan is 

listed as an original grantee the same 

year. H Mackay and T. McBean were next 
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in the late 1860s, followed until 1873 by M. 

McMahon, H. McVean, J. Cosgrave, J. H. 

Connor, W. McGarvie, W. Hutt, J. Silk and 

E. V. and V. R. Betts. Many more were 

granted in the mid to late 1870s. 

 

Situated on the main Geelong to 

Warrnambool Road, and at the northern 

extremity of the former Shire of 

Heytesbury, Pomborneit was an important 

stopping place on the highway from the 

very earliest days, and a small settlement 

grew up around it. However, most of the 

land in the vicinity was held under grazing 

license, and it was late in the 1860s before 

closer settlement took place in the area. 

 

In the 1860s the rabbit infestation of the 

Stony Rises caused the Manifolds to 

dispose of the north east portion of their 

Purrumbete property, which was in the 

Pomborneit area. Selectors, such as the 

Boyds, Hallyburtons, Lords, Harrisons and 

McGarvies moved in during 1865 as a 

result of the sale of this Manifold land. 

Donald Mackay conducted the first school 

at Pomborneit in the Presbyterian Church 

in 1869. It was recognised by the 

Education Board in 1870. 

 

In 1879 the Baillieres Gazatteer describes 

the postal township of Pomborneit in the 

electorate of Villiers and Heytesbury. At 

that time the population was about 550 

and there was a Presbyterian Church. 

There is no entry in the Gazatteer at this 

time for either Pomborneit East or 

Pomborneit North, so it is assumed that 

these had not developed sufficiently into 

viable communities at this stage. 

 

Following the coming of the railway to 

Camperdown in1883, with a station at 

Pomborneit, many more families moved to 

the area and by 1888 a larger school at 

Pomborneit was required. At this time the 

Purrumbete North School, which had been 

closed was moved to Pomborneit for use 

as the school there. 

 

While a Pomborneit North community had 

developed as a result of early settlers in 

the area, such as the Bakers at Lakeside 

and a school operated in the area from 

1895 but Pomborneit North it did not really 

start to develop as a viable township until 

the Pomborneit Cheese and Butter 

Factory was established in 1892. After this 

time, a cluster of buildings formed around 

the Butter Factory, including a store and 

Post Office in around 1910, a Recreation 

Hall in c. 1902 and St. James Church in 

1913. It was not until 1923 that an 

Education Department School was 

constructed close to the centre of the 

township. The school closed in 1989 and 

was moved to Cobden Technical School. 

 

Due to its remoteness amongst the stones 

and difficulty in access, Pomborneit East 

was the last of the settlements to develop 

as a viable community and it was also the 

most short lived. A postal or telephone 

exchange service operated for Pomborneit 

East from 1937 until 1969 and a school 

operated from 1924 until 1973. A 

creamery association with the 

Camperdown Cheese and Butter Factory, 

operated at Pomborneit East from 1934 to 

about 1960. 

 

The Pomborneit Recreation Reserve was 

established at Pomborneit North in 1933. It 

serviced all Pomborneit communities as 

well as other close settlements such as 

Weerite and Stonyford. 

 

Family names that appear prominently in 

the Camperdown Chronicle entries relating 

to Pomborneit, Pomboneit North and 

Pomborneit East from the 1890s up until 

the 1940s include Harlock, Boyd and 

McGarvie. The Harlock family was 

associated with the Pomborneit North 

property Whirrina. The Boyd family was 

associated with Cherry Brae at 

Pomborneit North and later Braeside 

located at Pomborneit and the McGarvie 

family was associated with Greenwood at 

Pomborneit North. 

 

PLACE HISTORY 

The 30,000 acre Stony Rises run was first 

taken up in 1842 by Messrs B.N. Butcher 

and Dean. During the depression that 

came to a head in 1842-3, Butcher and 

Dean were forced to sell at a considerable 

loss. Mr W. Roadknight purchased the run, 

10,000 sheep, homestead and four 

outstations in 1842. William Roadknight 

and his son Thomas had first visited the 

Port Phillip District from Van Diemen’s 
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Land in 1835, and subsequently landed 

with sheep at Williamstown in 1836. They 

settled first in the Barrabool hills and by 

1838 had extensive runs in the 

Winchelsea District. 

 

An 1848 sketch map of the boundaries of 

the Stony Rises run by Roadknight himself 

shows the home station to the north of 

Pirron Yallock creek. 

 

In 1855 the Stony Rises station was put up 

for auction with homestead and outstation 

buildings, washpool, woolshed and 

garden. This must not have gone ahead, 

as the 1857 Government Gazette shows 

that W. Roadknight senior was still leasing 

the Stony Rises run. From 1847 squatters 

had gained the right to purchase a pre-

emptive right with a maximum area of one 

square mile (640 acres) for each run. The 

area chosen by the squatter usually 

included the homestead and the best 

adjoining land. In 1858 Roadknight 

obtained a pre-emptive right to 640 acres 

in the centre of the Stony Rises run, the 

first in the Pomborneit Shire. 

 

When William Roadknight died in 1862 his 

executors published a preliminary notice of 

the sale of Stony Rises Station, which 

included 12000 sheep and the 640 acres 

pre-emptive right. The February 1863 

auction was postponed until April. The 

notice for the April auction described “the 

first-class squatting property known as the 

Stony Rises Station, comprising of 17,000 

acres, and pre-emptive section of 640 

acres … together with 11,600 sheep … 

improvements consist of dwelling house, 

men’s huts, and garden well stocked with 

fruit trees.” Scotsman Mr Hugh McVean 

purchased the property for £8000. At first 

he put sheep on the run, but then changed 

to running cattle. He had soon laid out 

£2000 on improvements, which included 

huts, stone walls and wood fences. 

 

In June 1865 under the Land Act the 

Pomborneit Area of 18,000 acres was put 

up for lottery. A quarter of this Area was 

from the Manifold’s “Stoney” run, while the 

remainder came from McVean’s Stony 

Rises run. The Pomborneit Parish map 

reveals around 2000 acres of land north 

and east of Roadknight’s pre-emptive right 

had been purchased by McVean by1863. 

 

In June 1867 McVean put up “Stony Rises 

Estate” for sale, with 2,600 acres of 

purchased land, and the right to certain 

Crown Lands with 300 head of “good” 

cattle with the “capability” of 1000 head.  

 

The rabbit plague certainly had an effect 

on the many attempts to sell the whole 

Stony Rises property by the late McVean’s 

trustees. A sale notice appeared in the 

paper again in December 1880 and in 

1882 the trustees were in court in a suit 

over the estate. It transpired that McVean 

had instructed them in his will to carry on 

running his stations, including Stony 

Rises, in order to raise money for his son, 

but the stations had made a loss. The 

Judge decided to permit the sales. Why 

the earlier sale attempts had been made 

was not explained. Accordingly in October 

1882 the estate was again for sale. 

Richmond Henty, of the Portland Henty 

family, must have purchased the property 

at this time, as in 1883 it was reported that 

the Stony Rises estate had been sold to a 

Frenchman who intended to set up a 

vineyard. It transpired in 1884 that this 

sale had not in fact been completed even 

though the Frenchman, Henry De Scamp 

[sic, actually Deschamp], had already part 

paid Richmond Henty who, in the 

meantime, sold the property to a Mr 

Jenkins. In 1886 the property was still 

described as “the late McVean’s Stony 

Rises”, when the homestead was used as 

polling station for Shire of Hampden 

council elections. 

 

The Stony Rises property and an adjacent 

5000 acre property was purchased at a 

low price by the Pomborneit Pastoral and 

Preserving Company, a syndicate of 

Melbourne businessmen, led by Robert 

Inglis, They set about eliminating the 

rabbits by establishing a rabbit canning 

factory in the old woolshed and building 

rabbit proof dry stone walls. The factory 

operated from 1885-92 and in some years 

as many as 1,000,000 rabbits were 

canned and exported to England (1¾ 

rabbits to a 2 lb can). 
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The cause of the rabbit plague in the area 

appears to have originated with the 

release of 24 wild rabbits by Thomas 

Austin on his property, Barwon Park, near 

Winchelsea, Victoria, in October 1859 for 

hunting purposes. 

 

An article in the Brisbane Courier Friday 

11 December 1891 describes the 

operations of the Rabbit Canning Factory: 

 

“The Pomborneit Rabbit Preserving 

Factory is a large concern, giving 

employment to about seventy hands 

during the busy season, providing work 

for a number of trappers and 

distributing in wages and for the 

purchase of rabbits about £400 weekly. 

It is now owned by Mr R. Inglis and is 

under the management of Mr James 

Watson. The building in which the work 

is carried on was originally the station 

woolshed; but when the rabbits took 

possession of the land there was no 

room left for sheep and consequently 

the woolshed became useless for the 

purpose it was originally intended. It 

has now been fitted up with dressing 

tables, preserving pans and the 

machinery and soldering appliances 

necessary for making the tins in which 

the rabbits are put up.” 

 

During the 1890s the 13,000 acre Stony 

Rises Estate was broken up and its 

farmland reduced to less than 2,000 acres. 

The property then had a number of owners 

and by 1925 had been further subdivided 

to 251 acres. In 1936 the Cuolahan family 

purchased the property and carried on 

dairying. During the 1990s, the Cuolahan’s 

sold 240 acres (including the old 

woolshed/rabbit factory/milking shed), but 

retained ownership of the homestead and 

11 acres of land until selling it to Rob & 

Margaret Wuchatsch in November 2005. 
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PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION 

 

The former rabbit canning factory is 

located in a paddock to the west of the 

homestead. The paddocks around the 

factory have boundary drystone walls.  

 

The former rabbit canning factory consists 

of the original woolshed which is timber 
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framed, with an expansive hipped roof. 

The building is open on the north side, but 

this appears to have ben a later alteration 

related to the rabbit canning factory use. 

The west end section of the building has 

stone walls and the south side wall has 

horizontal timber cladding with a series of 

single door openings, relating to the 

location of the internal stalls along this 

side of the building. At the south west 

corner of the building is a semi-circular 

yard with a low stone wall connected to 

the woolshed, which is likely to have been 

used for waste from the rabbit canning 

processes.  

 

At the east end of the former woolshed is 

a stone and brick addition with high and 

lower gable roof running parallel to the hip 

roof of the woolshed. These sections were 

additions made to the woolshed for use as 

a rabbit canning factory. It is understood 

that this section was the boiler room, 

which contained the boiling pans. 

 

STATEMENT OF CULTURAL HERITAGE 

SIGNIFICANCE 

 

What is significant? 

The former Rabbit Canning Factory 

located at 2010 Princes Highway, Pirron 

Yallock consisting of the former woolshed 

with alterations made to convert it to a 

canning factory and associated drystone 

walls. 

 

How is it significant? 

The former Rabbit Canning Factory is of 

local historic and aesthetic significance to 

the Corangamite Shire.  

 

Why is it significant? 

The former Rabbit Canning Factory is of 

historical significance as the former 

woolshed associated with the Stony Rises 

run, which was the first land grant in the 

Parish of Pomborneit. The Stony Rises run 

was first taken up in 1842 by Messrs B.N. 

Butcher and Dean. Mr W. Roadknight 

purchased the run, 10,000 sheep, 

homestead and four outstations from 

Butcher and Dean in 1858. The property is 

of historical significance for the use of the 

former woolshed as a rabbit canning 

factory between 1885 and 1892. This 

former factory is a rare building type and 

demonstrates the extent of the rabbit 

plague that occurred in Victoria during the 

1880s and 1890s as a result of Thomas 

Austin releasing 24 rabbits on his property 

Barwon Park at Winchelsea in 1859. The 

drystone walls are also of historical 

significance for demonstrating the 

practices undertaken to deter the spread 

of rabbits. (Criteria A & B) 

 

The former Rabbit Canning factory is of 

aesthetic significance as an early 

component of the original Stony Rises 

homestead complex and for demonstrating 

key attributes of a highly unusual building 

type – a rabbit canning factory. The 

building still demonstrates its two former 

uses. The main hip roofed section was the 

original woolshed for the Stone Rises run 

constructed in c. 1860 and the internal 

alterations to this building as well as the 

east end brick and stone room used as the 

boiler room and the semi circular stone 

walled yard at the west end demonstrate 

the canning factory use. The drystone 

walls are also of aesthetic significance as 

another physical reminder of the rabbit 

plague in the area during the 1880s and 

1890s. (Criteria D & E) 
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Stony Rises Homestead and Rabbit Canning Factory aerial 

 

 
Recommended Extent – Stony Rises Rabbit Canning Factory 
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2.39 Stony Rises Homestead 

Complex 
 

 
RE-CLAD EARLIEST SECTION OF HOMESTEAD 

 

 
CONNECTION OF EARLIER AND LATER  

SECTIONS OF HOMESTEAD 

 

 
STABLES ATTACHED TO RESIDENCE 

 

 
LATER STONE SECTION OF HOMESTEAD 

 

 
DETACHED COTTAGE 

 

LOCATION: 

2020 Princes Highway, Pirron Yallock 

 

FORMER NAMES 

 

ITEM GROUP 

Farming and Grazing 

 

ITEM TYPE 

Homestead Complex 

 

ARCHITECT/DESIGNERS 

 

ARCHITECTURAL STYLES 

 

BUILDER/MAKERS 

 

CONTEXTUAL HISTORY 

Although now considered to be within the area 

of Pirron Yallock, Stony Rises Homestead was 

originally established in the Parish of 

Pomborneit and was closely associated with 

the development of the Pomborneit area. 

 

The Pomborneit area is located within the 

Stony Rises and is characterised by stone 

walls initially built for the Manifolds as rabbit 

proof walls. The Manifold family brought stone 

wallers out from Scotland to build the walls, 

beginning in the 1860s and from then on, in an 

area where stones are readily available, the 

wall building tradition has continued. 

 

There is a Pomborneit North, Pomborneit East 

and Pomborneit. Articles contained in the 

Camperdown Chronicle newspaper indicate 

that the Pomborneit North and Pomborneit 

communities were closely associated and 

gathered together in either of the townships for 

social and sporting occasions, while 

Pomborneit East, which was located within the 

Stony Rises was more independent and 

associated with Pirron Yallock. Although 

Pomborneit ultimately became part of the 
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Shire of Heytesbury, its fortunes were much 

more closely allied to Camperdown. 

 

The first land grant in the Parish of Pomborneit 

was to William Roadknight in 1858. J. H. 

McVean obtained title to a number of lots in 

1863. S. Vaughan is listed as an original 

grantee the same year. H Mackay and T. 

McBean were next in the late 1860s, followed 

until 1873 by M. McMahon, H. McVean, J. 

Cosgrave, J. H. Connor, W. McGarvie, W. 

Hutt, J. Silk and E. V. and V. R. Betts. Many 

more were granted in the mid to late 1870s. 

 

Situated on the main Geelong to Warrnambool 

Road, and at the northern extremity of the 

former Shire of Heytesbury, Pomborneit was 

an important stopping place on the highway 

from the very earliest days, and a small 

settlement grew up around it. However, most 

of the land in the vicinity was held under 

grazing license, and it was late in the 1860s 

before closer settlement took place in the area. 

 

In the 1860s the rabbit infestation of the Stony 

Rises caused the Manifolds to dispose of the 

north east portion of their Purrumbete 

property, which was in the Pomborneit area. 

Selectors, such as the Boyds, Hallyburtons, 

Lords, Harrisons and McGarvies moved in 

during 1865 as a result of the sale of this 

Manifold land. Donald Mackay conducted the 

first school at Pomborneit in the Presbyterian 

Church in 1869. It was recognised by the 

Education Board in 1870. 

 

In 1879 the Baillieres Gazatteer describes the 

postal township of Pomborneit in the electorate 

of Villiers and Heytesbury. At that time the 

population was about 550 and there was a 

Presbyterian Church. There is no entry in the 

Gazatteer at this time for either Pomborneit 

East or Pomborneit North, so it is assumed 

that these had not developed sufficiently into 

viable communities at this stage. 

 

Following the coming of the railway to 

Camperdown in1883, with a station at 

Pomborneit, many more families moved to the 

area and by 1888 a larger school at 

Pomborneit was required. At this time the 

Purrumbete North School, which had been 

closed was moved to Pomborneit for use as 

the school there. 

 

While a Pomborneit North community had 

developed as a result of early settlers in the 

area, such as the Bakers at Lakeside and a 

school operated in the area from 1895 but 

Pomborneit North it did not really start to 

develop as a viable township until the 

Pomborneit Cheese and Butter Factory was 

established in 1892. After this time, a cluster of 

buildings formed around the Butter Factory, 

including a store and Post Office in around 

1910, a Recreation Hall in c. 1902 and St. 

James Church in 1913. It was not until 1923 

that an Education Department School was 

constructed close to the centre of the 

township. The school closed in 1989 and was 

moved to Cobden Technical School. 

 

Due to its remoteness amongst the stones and 

difficulty in access, Pomborneit East was the 

last of the settlements to develop as a viable 

community and it was also the most short 

lived. A postal or telephone exchange service 

operated for Pomborneit East from 1937 until 

1969 and a school operated from 1924 until 

1973. A creamery association with the 

Camperdown Cheese and Butter Factory, 

operated at Pomborneit East from 1934 to 

about 1960. 

 

The Pomborneit Recreation Reserve was 

established at Pomborneit North in 1933. It 

serviced all Pomborneit communities as well 

as other close settlements such as Weerite 

and Stonyford. 

 

Family names that appear prominently in the 

Camperdown Chronicle entries relating to 

Pomborneit, Pomboneit North and Pomborneit 

East from the 1890s up until the 1940s include 

Harlock, Boyd and McGarvie. The Harlock 

family was associated with the Pomborneit 

North property Whirrina. The Boyd family was 

associated with Cherry Brae at Pomborneit 

North and later Braeside located at 

Pomborneit and the McGarvie family was 

associated with Greenwood at Pomborneit 

North. 

 

PLACE HISTORY 

The 30,000 acre Stony Rises run was first 

taken up in 1842 by Messrs B.N. Butcher and 

Dean. During the depression that came to a 

head in 1842-3, Butcher and Dean were forced 

to sell at a considerable loss. Mr W. 

Roadknight purchased the run, 10,000 sheep, 

homestead and four outstations in 1842. 
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William Roadknight and his son Thomas had 

first visited the Port Phillip District from Van 

Diemen’s Land in 1835, and subsequently 

landed with sheep at Williamstown in 1836. 

They settled first in the Barrabool hills and by 

1838 had extensive runs in the Winchelsea 

District. 

 

An 1848 sketch map of the boundaries of the 

Stony Rises run by Roadknight himself shows 

the home station to the north of Pirron Yallock 

creek. 

 

In 1855 the Stony Rises station was put up for 

auction with homestead and outstation 

buildings, washpool, woolshed and garden. 

This must not have gone ahead, as the 1857 

Government Gazette shows that W. 

Roadknight senior was still leasing the Stony 

Rises run. From 1847 squatters had gained 

the right to purchase a pre-emptive right with a 

maximum area of one square mile (640 acres) 

for each run. The area chosen by the squatter 

usually included the homestead and the best 

adjoining land. In 1858 Roadknight obtained a 

pre-emptive right to 640 acres in the centre of 

the Stony Rises run, the first in the Pomborneit 

Shire. 

 

When William Roadknight died in 1862 his 

executors published a preliminary notice of the 

sale of Stony Rises Station, which included 

12000 sheep and the 640 acres pre-emptive 

right. The February 1863 auction was 

postponed until April. The notice for the April 

auction described “the first-class squatting 

property known as the Stony Rises Station, 

comprising of 17,000 acres, and pre-emptive 

section of 640 acres … together with 11,600 

sheep … improvements consist of dwelling 

house, men’s huts, and garden well stocked 

with fruit trees.” Scotsman Mr Hugh McVean 

purchased the property for £8000. At first he 

put sheep on the run, but then changed to 

running cattle. He had soon laid out £2000 on 

improvements, which included huts, stone 

walls and wood fences. 

 

In June 1865 under the Land Act the 

Pomborneit Area of 18,000 acres was put up 

for lottery. A quarter of this Area was from the 

Manifold’s “Stoney” run, while the remainder 

came from McVean’s Stony Rises run. The 

Pomborneit Parish map reveals around 2000 

acres of land north and east of Roadknight’s 

pre-emptive right had been purchased by 

McVean by1863. 

 

In June 1867 McVean put up “Stony Rises 

Estate” for sale, with 2,600 acres of purchased 

land, and the right to certain Crown Lands with 

300 head of “good” cattle with the “capability” 

of 1000 head.  

 

The 1870 for sale notice provided a lengthy 

description of the property. 

 

The STONY RISES ESTATE, situated 

between Colac and Camperdown, containing 

about 2561 acres purchased land, and 2201 

do [ditto] selected land; the whole forming one 

of the most compact and desirable properties 

to be met with, richly grassed and well 

watered, and fenced in with upwards of 15 

miles of fencing, principally substantial stone 

walls. The improvements are very complete 

and of the most durable description, all the 

buildings being of stone. They comprise 10-

roomed verandah cottage, with kitchen, pantry, 

scullery, and servant's room; smaller detached 

cottage, woolshed for eight shearers, screw-

press, drafting-yards, dip, and every other 

requisite for the efficient working of the station. 

On, and forming part of the property is the 

STONY RISES HOTEL, situated on the road 

from Colac to Camperdown, a comfortable 

stone built house of 11 rooms, with all the 

necessary offices, including a 12 stalled 

stable. This establishment is let at a good rent 

to a respectable tenant, and does an excellent 

business.” 

 

The stone homestead and cottage are 

believed to have been built around 1863-64, 

by the MacVean family, as earlier reports only 

describe the improvements as ‘two slab huts 

and a woolshed.’  

 

The rabbit plague certainly had an effect on 

the many attempts to sell the whole Stony 

Rises property by the late McVean’s trustees. 

A sale notice appeared in the paper again in 

December 1880 and in 1882 the trustees were 

in court in a suit over the estate. It transpired 

that McVean had instructed them in his will to 

carry on running his stations, including Stony 

Rises, in order to raise money for his son, but 

the stations had made a loss. The Judge 

decided to permit the sales. Why the earlier 

sale attempts had been made was not 

explained. Accordingly in October 1882 the 
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estate was again for sale. Richmond Henty, of 

the Portland Henty family, must have 

purchased the property at this time, as in 1883 

it was reported that the Stony Rises estate had 

been sold to a Frenchman who intended to set 

up a vineyard. It transpired in 1884 that this 

sale had not in fact been completed even 

though the Frenchman, Henry De Scamp [sic, 

actually Deschamp], had already part paid 

Richmond Henty who, in the meantime, sold 

the property to a Mr Jenkins. In 1886 the 

property was still described as “the late 

McVean’s Stony Rises”, when the homestead 

was used as polling station for Shire of 

Hampden council elections. 

 

The Stony Rises property and an adjacent 

5000 acre property was purchased at a low 

price by the Pomborneit Pastoral and 

Preserving Company, a syndicate of 

Melbourne businessmen, led by Robert Inglis, 

They set about eliminating the rabbits by 

establishing a rabbit canning factory in the old 

woolshed (now located on a separate property 

at 2010 Princes Highway) and building rabbit 

proof dry stone walls. The factory operated 

from 1885-92 and in some years as many as 

1,000,000 rabbits were canned and exported 

to England (1¾ rabbits to a 2 lb can). 

 

During the 1890s the 13,000 acre Stony Rises 

Estate was broken up and its farmland 

reduced to less than 2,000 acres. The property 

then had a number of owners and by 1925 had 

been further subdivided to 251 acres. In 1936 

the Cuolahan family purchased the property 

and carried on dairying. During the 1990s, the 

Cuolahan’s sold 240 acres (including the old 

woolshed/rabbit factory/milking shed), but 

retained ownership of the homestead and 11 

acres of land until selling it to Rob & Margaret 

Wuchatsch in November 2005. 
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PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION 

 

The homestead consists of two main sections. 

The earliest section (c. 1840s) was a 

rectangular timber slab building, which now 

forms the front section of the residence. This 

section has been altered since its original 

construction with new internal lining, external 

horizontal timber cladding and new roof. The 

original slab walls of the hut are no longer 

intact under the new external cladding, 

although some slabs are said to remain. Some 

original shingles also remain under the new 

roof over the former slab hut. The roof has a 

gable form with corrugated metal sheet 
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cladding. There is also a later gable roofed 

verandah to the front of the building. 

 

The main section of the homestead consists of 

a long random course stone, hip roofed 

building which connects into the rear of the 

earlier timber clad section. The southern 

section of this building, behind the earlier 

section forms the residential part of the 

building, while the northern end incorporates 

the stables. The stables have open slit 

openings to the rear wall and double timber 

stable doors to the front. The residential 

section contains rectangular windows with 

timber framed fixed twelve pane sashes to the 

front and double hung windows with six pane 

sashes to the rear. There are two short stone 

chimneys at either end of the residential wing. 

There is a skillion roofed verandah along the 

rear elevation of the long stone building. This 

is not original. The timber shingles to the 

original roof are intact under the current 

corrugated iron cladding. 

 

To the rear of the residential wing is a 

detached stone cottage running perpendicular 

to the main house, which may have been 

workers quarters. The building has a hipped 

roof and contains three rooms with separate 

external entry doors and two central brick 

chimneys. The doors to this building are 

vertical timber lined and the windows are 

double hung with six pane sashes. 

 

There is a mature hedge across the front of 

the property with a return on the west side. 

This was most likely planted in the 1880s to 

protect the orchard located in this area. 

Several old walnut and pear trees survive as 

evidence of the orchard. 

 

STATEMENT OF CULTURAL HERITAGE 

SIGNIFICANCE 

 

What is significant? 

Stony Rises Homestead Complex located at 

2020 Princes Highway, Pirron Yallock. The 

significant elements of the complex include the 

homestead and attached stables, detached 

stone cottage, dry stone walls and hedge, 

walnut trees and pear trees which are 

remnants of the early orchard. 

 

How is it significant? 

Stony Rises Homestead Complex is of local 

historic and aesthetic significance to the 

Corangamite Shire.  

 

Why is it significant? 

Stony Rises Homestead Complex is of 

historical significance as the original 

homestead section of the Stony Rises run, 

which was taken up by William Roadknight in 

1858 as the first land grant in the Parish of 

Pomborneit. Stony Rises run was first taken up 

in 1842 by Messrs B.N. Butcher and Dean. Mr 

W. Roadknight had purchased the run, 10,000 

sheep, homestead and four outstations from 

Butcher and Dean in 1842. The homestead 

complex is of significance for demonstrating 

the ownership of the property by Hugh 

McVean between 1862 and c. 1880 during 

which time the stone buildings were 

constructed on the property. (Criteria A & B) 

 

Stony Rises Homestead Complex is of 

aesthetic significance as a rare surviving 

example of a c. 1860s homestead complex 

incorporating the original c. 1840s timber slab 

residence. Significant components of the 

complex include the reclad earlier timber slab 

building, the unusual 1860s combined 

homestead and stables constructed from local 

stone, detached stone cottage, stone walls 

and walnut trees, pear trees and a surrounding 

hedge at the front of the property, which are 

remnants of the early orchard. Original 

features of note on the buildings include the 

timber framed double hung windows with six 

pane sashes, surviving original timber shingles 

under the current corrugated iron roof, the slit 

openings to the stables and the stone 

chimneys. (Criteria D & E) 
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Recommended Extent – Stone Rises Homestead Complex 
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2.40 Residence and former Post 

Office, Pomborneit 
 

 
PRINCES HIGWAY VIEW OF RESIDENCE AND  

FORMER POST OFFICE 

 

 
NATIONAL ARCHIVES IMAGE OF POMBORNEIT  

POST OFFICE  

 

LOCATION: 

2601 Princes Highway, Pomborneit 

 

FORMER NAMES 

 

ITEM GROUP 

Postal and Telecommunications 

 

ITEM TYPE 

Post Office 

 

ARCHITECT/DESIGNERS 

 

ARCHITECTURAL STYLES 

 

BUILDER/MAKERS 

 

CONTEXTUAL HISTORY 

The Pomborneit area is located within the 

Stony Rises and is characterised by stone 

walls initially built for the Manifolds as rabbit 

proof walls. The Manifold family brought stone 

wallers out from Scotland to build the walls, 

beginning in the 1860s and from then on, in an 

area where stones are readily available, the 

wall building tradition has continued. 

 

There is a Pomborneit North, Pomborneit East 

and Pomborneit. Articles contained in the 

Camperdown Chronicle newspaper indicate 

that the Pomborneit North and Pomborneit 

communities were closely associated and 

gathered together in either of the townships for 

social and sporting occasions, while 

Pomborneit East, which was located within the 

Stony Rises was more independent and 

associated with Pirron Yallock. Although 

Pomborneit ultimately became part of the 

Shire of Heytesbury, its fortunes were much 

more closely allied to Camperdown. 

 

The first land grant in the Parish of Pomborneit 

was to William Roadknight in 1858. J. H. 

McVean obtained title to a number of lots in 

1863. S. Vaughan is listed as an original 

grantee the same year. H Mackay and T. 

McBean were next in the late 1860s, followed 

until 1873 by M. McMahon, H. McVean, J. 

Cosgrave, J. H. Connor, W. McGarvie, W. 

Hutt, J. Silk and E. V. and V. R. Betts. Many 

more were granted in the mid to late 1870s. 

 

Situated on the main Geelong to Warrnambool 

Road, and at the northern extremity of the 

former Shire of Heytesbury, Pomborneit was 

an important stopping place on the highway 

from the very earliest days, and a small 

settlement grew up around it. However, most 

of the land in the vicinity was held under 

grazing license, and it was late in the 1860s 

before closer settlement took place in the area. 

 

In the 1860s the rabbit infestation of the Stony 

Rises caused the Manifolds to dispose of the 

north east portion of their Purrumbete 

property, which was in the Pomborneit area. 

Selectors, such as the Boyds, Hallyburtons, 

Lords, Harrisons and McGarvies moved in 

during 1865 as a result of the sale of this 

Manifold land. Donald Mackay conducted the 

first school at Pomborneit in the Presbyterian 

Church in 1869. It was recognised by the 

Education Board in 1870. 

 

In 1879 the Baillieres Gazatteer describes the 

postal township of Pomborneit in the electorate 

of Villiers and Heytesbury. At that time the 

population was about 550 and there was a 

Presbyterian Church. There is no entry in the 

Gazatteer at this time for either Pomborneit 

East or Pomborneit North, so it is assumed 
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that these had not developed sufficiently into 

viable communities at this stage. 

 

Following the coming of the railway to 

Camperdown in1883, with a station at 

Pomborneit, many more families moved to the 

area and by 1888 a larger school at 

Pomborneit was required. At this time the 

Purrumbete North School, which had been 

closed was moved to Pomborneit for use as 

the school there. 

 

While a Pomborneit North community had 

developed as a result of early settlers in the 

area, such as the Bakers at Lakeside and a 

school operated in the area from 1895 but 

Pomborneit North it did not really start to 

develop as a viable township until the 

Pomborneit Cheese and Butter Factory was 

established in 1892. After this time, a cluster of 

buildings formed around the Butter Factory, 

including a store and Post Office in around 

1910, a Recreation Hall in c. 1902 and St. 

James Church in 1913. It was not until 1923 

that an Education Department School was 

constructed close to the centre of the 

township. The school closed in 1989 and was 

moved to Cobden Technical School. 

 

Due to its remoteness amongst the stones and 

difficulty in access, Pomborneit East was the 

last of the settlements to develop as a viable 

community and it was also the most short 

lived. A postal or telephone exchange service 

operated for Pomborneit East from 1937 until 

1969 and a school operated from 1924 until 

1973. A creamery association with the 

Camperdown Cheese and Butter Factory, 

operated at Pomborneit East from 1934 to 

about 1960. 

 

The Pomborneit Recreation Reserve was 

established at Pomborneit North in 1933. It 

serviced all Pomborneit communities as well 

as other close settlements such as Weerite 

and Stonyford. 

 

Family names that appear prominently in the 

Camperdown Chronicle entries relating to 

Pomborneit, Pomboneit North and Pomborneit 

East from the 1890s up until the 1940s include 

Harlock, Boyd and McGarvie. The Harlock 

family was associated with the Pomborneit 

North property Whirrina. The Boyd family was 

associated with Cherry Brae at Pomborneit 

North and later Braeside located at 

Pomborneit and the McGarvie family was 

associated with Greenwood at Pomborneit 

North. 

 

PLACE HISTORY 

 

In the 1868 Postal Rolls, Alexander Boyd, 

Corangamite Farmer, was listed for the 

Stonyford Postal Village, Hampden Shire. The 

first Post office at Pomborneit was at Bowkers 

home then at the Railway Station for the 1897-

8 period. Mrs Burns then operated the first 

Post Office at 2601 Princes Highway. The 

building had formerly been a Butchers Shop 

run by Duncan McFarland Brown and at the 

time it first became the Post Office it was also 

a General Store. Mrs Williams ran the Post 

Office from 1910 and then her daughter Mrs. 

Densmore ran it until 1953. Mrs. Kathleen 

McKenzie, Mrs Williams’ granddaughter took 

over from Mrs Densmore and remained as 

postmistress until her death in 1982. Upon Mrs 

McKenzies’ death the Post Office was closed. 
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PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION 

The residence and former post office 

constructed in circa 1890s is a timber framed, 

weatherboard clad building constructed to the 

street line (Princes Highway). It has a gable 

roof clad in corrugated iron. The main gable 

roof runs parallel with the Princes Highway 

and encloses the residential section of the 

building while a gable wing, projecting out from 

the main gable defines the former Post Office 

section of the building. 
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The residential section has a central single 

front door flanked by a single timber framed 

double hung window. The gable end elevation 

of the Post Office section is now a blank wall 

of weatherboards but when it operated as a 

Post Office this elevation contained a single 

entry door and a high windows, which may 

have operated as a servery. 

 

A skillion roofed verandah extends across the 

long front elevation enclosing the residential 

and former Post Office section. 

 

STATEMENT OF CULTURAL HERITAGE 

SIGNIFICANCE 

 

What is significant? 

The Residence and former Post Office located 

at 2601 Princes Highway Pomborneit. The 

original form, materials and detailing of the 

residence and former Post Office is integral to 

the significance of the place. 

 

How is it significant? 

The Residence and former Pomborneit Post 

Office is of local historic, aesthetic and social 

significance to the Corangamite Shire.  

 

Why is it significant? 

The Residence and former Pomborneit Post 

Office is historically significant for its use as 

the Pomborneit Post Office from c. 1902 until 

the 1980s. It is also of historical importance as 

a rare surviving example of a commercial 

building in the Pomborneit district, 

demonstrating the once more populous 

township. Constructed in circa 1890s the 

combined shop and residence demonstrates a 

boom period in the history of the Pomborneit 

district following the sale of a large portion of 

Manifold land and the coming of the railway to 

Camperdown in 1883. (Criteria A & B) 

 

The Residence and former Pomborneit Post 

Office is of aesthetic significance as a 

substantially intact example of an Edwardian 

style combined residence and Post Office. Key 

features of the original building include the 

overall form with gable roofs and skillion 

roofed verandah across the front, timber 

framed double hung windows and 

weatherboard cladding. The distinction 

between the post office and residential section 

as defined by the front roof forms is significant 

in demonstrating the former combined 

commercial and residential use of the building. 

(Criterion E) 

 

The Residence and former Pomborneit Post 

Office is of social significance as a community 

gathering place in the district from the 1890s 

until 1982. (Criterion G) 

 

 

 
Recommended Extent – Residence and Former Pomborneit Post Office 
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2.41 Former Presbyterian Church and 

Sunday School 
 

 
FRONT VIEW FROM THE ROAD 

 

 
FRONT CORNER VIEW 

 

LOCATION: 

2697 Princes Highway, Pomborneit 

 

FORMER NAMES 

 

ITEM GROUP 

Religion 

 

ITEM TYPE 

Church 

 

ARCHITECT/DESIGNERS 

 

ARCHITECTURAL STYLES 

 

BUILDER/MAKERS 

Stonework - Mr. R. Bell of Colac and Messrs 

Hallyburton and McCabe doing the stonework 

Carpentry - Messrs McCrae and Fullarton 

 

CONTEXTUAL HISTORY 

The Pomborneit area is located within the 

Stony Rises and is characterised by stone 

walls initially built for the Manifolds as rabbit 

proof walls. The Manifold family brought stone 

wallers out from Scotland to build the walls, 

beginning in the 1860s and from then on, in an 

area where stones are readily available, the 

wall building tradition has continued. 

 

There is a Pomborneit North, Pomborneit East 

and Pomborneit. Articles contained in the 

Camperdown Chronicle newspaper indicate 

that the Pomborneit North and Pomborneit 

communities were closely associated and 

gathered together in either of the townships for 

social and sporting occasions, while 

Pomborneit East, which was located within the 

Stony Rises was more independent and 

associated with Pirron Yallock. Although 

Pomborneit ultimately became part of the 

Shire of Heytesbury, its fortunes were much 

more closely allied to Camperdown. 

 

The first land grant in the Parish of Pomborneit 

was to William Roadknight in 1858. J. H. 

McVean obtained title to a number of lots in 

1863. S. Vaughan is listed as an original 

grantee the same year. H Mackay and T. 

McBean were next in the late 1860s, followed 

until 1873 by M. McMahon, H. McVean, J. 

Cosgrave, J. H. Connor, W. McGarvie, W. 

Hutt, J. Silk and E. V. and V. R. Betts. Many 

more were granted in the mid to late 1870s. 

 

Situated on the main Geelong to Warrnambool 

Road, and at the northern extremity of the 

former Shire of Heytesbury, Pomborneit was 

an important stopping place on the highway 

from the very earliest days, and a small 

settlement grew up around it. However, most 

of the land in the vicinity was held under 

grazing license, and it was late in the 1860s 

before closer settlement took place in the area. 

 

In the 1860s the rabbit infestation of the Stony 

Rises caused the Manifolds to dispose of the 

north east portion of their Purrumbete 

property, which was in the Pomborneit area. 

Selectors, such as the Boyds, Hallyburtons, 

Lords, Harrisons and McGarvies moved in 

during 1865 as a result of the sale of this 

Manifold land. Donald Mackay conducted the 

first school at Pomborneit in the Presbyterian 

Church in 1869. It was recognised by the 

Education Board in 1870. 

 

In 1879 the Baillieres Gazatteer describes the 

postal township of Pomborneit in the electorate 

of Villiers and Heytesbury. At that time the 

population was about 550 and there was a 

Presbyterian Church. There is no entry in the 
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Gazatteer at this time for either Pomborneit 

East or Pomborneit North, so it is assumed 

that these had not developed sufficiently into 

viable communities at this stage. 

 

Following the coming of the railway to 

Camperdown in1883, with a station at 

Pomborneit, many more families moved to the 

area and by 1888 a larger school at 

Pomborneit was required. At this time the 

Purrumbete North School, which had been 

closed was moved to Pomborneit for use as 

the school there. 

 

While a Pomborneit North community had 

developed as a result of early settlers in the 

area, such as the Bakers at Lakeside and a 

school operated in the area from 1895 but 

Pomborneit North it did not really start to 

develop as a viable township until the 

Pomborneit Cheese and Butter Factory was 

established in 1892. After this time, a cluster of 

buildings formed around the Butter Factory, 

including a store and Post Office in around 

1910, a Recreation Hall in c. 1902 and St. 

James Church in 1913. It was not until 1923 

that an Education Department School was 

constructed close to the centre of the 

township. The school closed in 1989 and was 

moved to Cobden Technical School. 

 

Due to its remoteness amongst the stones and 

difficulty in access, Pomborneit East was the 

last of the settlements to develop as a viable 

community and it was also the most short 

lived. A postal or telephone exchange service 

operated for Pomborneit East from 1937 until 

1969 and a school operated from 1924 until 

1973. A creamery association with the 

Camperdown Cheese and Butter Factory, 

operated at Pomborneit East from 1934 to 

about 1960. 

 

The Pomborneit Recreation Reserve was 

established at Pomborneit North in 1933. It 

serviced all Pomborneit communities as well 

as other close settlements such as Weerite 

and Stonyford. 

 

Family names that appear prominently in the 

Camperdown Chronicle entries relating to 

Pomborneit, Pomboneit North and Pomborneit 

East from the 1890s up until the 1940s include 

Harlock, Boyd and McGarvie. The Harlock 

family was associated with the Pomborneit 

North property Whirrina. The Boyd family was 

associated with Cherry Brae at Pomborneit 

North and later Braeside located at 

Pomborneit and the McGarvie family was 

associated with Greenwood at Pomborneit 

North. 

 

PLACE HISTORY 

In 1868 a group of early settlers held a 

meeting at C. H. Bowker’s house near Mt. 

Porndon to discuss the construction of a 

church and schoolroom in connection with the 

Camperdown Presbyterian Church. At that 

meeting it was decided that Mr. Bowker would 

excise a two acre block of his land for 

purposes of the church and school. 

 

The first committee consisted of Messrs. J. 

Walls, C. H. Bowker, W. Armitage, K. Harris 

and D. Cameron. Messrs W. McCabe and W. 

T. Allen were appointed president and 

treasurer. 

 

On 28 May 1869, the present site was 

reserved for the school and church, being 

excised from Mr. C. H. Bowkers selection. 

 

On 2nd August 1969, the name of William 

MacGarvie of Greenwood was added to the 

committee. In December 1869 at a meeting of 

the committee, Messrs Adam Hallyburton and 

George Harrison were appointed as clerke of 

works. 

 

The stonework of the building (now the wing at 

the rear of the building) was let to Mr. R. Bell 

of Colac and the carpentry works to Messrs 

McCrae and Fullarton of Camperdown. The 

first building was found to be too small and the 

present church section was erected soon after 

with Messrs Hallyburton and McCabe doing 

the stonework and the carpentry again 

undertaken by Messrs McCrae and Fullarton. 

 

The building began to operate as a school. 

Later, the Board of Education desired the 

building as a school, but their offer was not 

considered satisfactory; so arrangements were 

made for the Board of Education to rent the 

school during the week, with church services 

held as usual on Sundays. Twenty five 

children’s names are recorded for June 1870. 

Enrolment grew to about 60 after the railway 

went through in 1883. 

 

There was also an understanding that any 

Protestants would have the use of the building 
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when not occupied by the Presbyterian 

Church. This arrangement lasted until in 1910 

the Church of England decided to erect their 

own church in the area and as a result in 1913 

St James Church opened in Pomborneit North. 

 

During 1902 the school moved from the 

Presbyterian Church to the site near the 

railway station where the closed Purrumbete 

North School building had been brought for the 

purpose.  

 

The church continued to operate into the 

1980s. It is now a private residence. 
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PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION 

The former Church and School is set well back 

from the street, on a rise and surrounded by 

boundary dry stone walls. The building is 

constructed of local stone and consists of two 

main wings set behind one another and a 

porch entry to the front. The rear wing is the 

earliest and is narrower than the nave of the 

church, which was built a couple of years later. 

Both wings have gable roofs perpendicular to 

the street. The roofs are clad in corrugated 

metal sheet. The rear wing has two timber 

framed double hung windows to one side and 

the other side has later skillion additions (not 

undertaken during its use as a church) clad in 

corrugated iron. The main nave wing has two 

evenly spaced timber framed double hung 

windows to the side elevation. The small gable 

roofed porch is centrally placed on the front 

gable elevation with a timber framed double 

hung window in the end wall either side of the 

porch. Entry to the porch is through double 

timber doors on one side elevation. The porch 

has a single timber framed window on the front 

elevation. 

 

STATEMENT OF CULTURAL HERITAGE 

SIGNIFICANCE 

 

What is significant? 

The former Pomborneit Presbyterian Church 

and School located at 2697 Princes Highway, 

Pomborneit and constructed between 1869 

and 1873. The original form, materials and 

detailing of the stone former church and school 

contributes to the significance of the place. 

 

How is it significant? 

The former Pomborneit Presbyterian Church 

and School, 2697 Princes Highway, 

Pomborneit is of local historic, aesthetic and 

social significance to the Shire of 

Corangamite.  

 

Why is it significant? 

The former Pomborneit Presbyterian Church 

and School are historically significant for the 

role it has played establishment and 

development of the Pomborneit community. 

Constructed between 1869 and 1873 the 

former church and school reflects the 

settlement of the Pomborneit district by a 

number of key landholders. The Presbyterian 

denomination of the church demonstrates the 

high population of Scottish settlers in the area. 

The building is of historical significance for its 

use as the Pomborneit school until 1902 when 

the pupils were moved to a newly relocated 

school in Pomborneit near the railway station. 

The building is also of historical significance 

for its use by the Protestant community up until 

1910 when they had their own church 

constructed in Pomborneit North. (Criteria A & 

B)  

 

The former Pomborneit Presbyterian Church 

and School are of aesthetic significance as a 

substantially intact example of a late Victorian 

small stone rural church and school. Key 

features of the original building include the 

overall form with a single gable roofed nave 

and gable roofed rear school wing and front 

porch entry, stonework using local stone and 

timber framed double hung windows. The 

boundary dry stone walls contribute to the 

aesthetic significance of the site. (Criterion E) 

 

The former Pomborneit Presbyterian Church 

and School are of social significance as a 
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focus for worship and as a community 

gathering place in the district from 1869 until 

the 1980s. It is also of social significance for its 

use as the Pomborneit School from 1870 until 

1902. (Criterion G) 

 

 

 
Recommended Extent – Former Presbyterian Church and School, Pomborneit 
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2.42 Braeside Farmhouse 
 

 
FRONT OF THE RESIDENCE BEHIND FENCE  

AND FORMER CAMPERDOWN BOTANICAL  

GARDENS GATES 

 

 
FRONT OF THE RESIDENCE WUTH RETURN  

VERANDAH AND GABLE WINGS WITH BAY  

WINDOWS 

 

 
HISTORICAL PHOTOGRAPH OF THE RECENTLY  

COMPLETED RESIDENCE 

SOURCE: CAMPERDOWN AND DISTRICT  

HISTORICAL SOCIETY 

 
THE FORMER POMBORNEIT STATE SCHOOL  

1031 NOW AT BRAESIDE 

 

LOCATION 

2761 Princes Highway, Pomborneit 

FORMER NAMES 

 

ITEM GROUP 

Residential (private) 

Educational 

 

ITEM TYPE 

Homestead building 

Primary School- State 

 

ARCHITECT/DESIGNERS 

 

ARCHITECTURAL STYLES 

Federation 

 

BUILDER/MAKERS 

Turner Fewtrell - builder 

 

CONTEXTUAL HISTORY 

The Pomborneit area is located within the 

Stony Rises and is characterised by stone 

walls initially built for the Manifolds as rabbit 

proof walls. The Manifold family brought stone 

wallers out from Scotland to build the walls, 

beginning in the 1860s and from then on, in an 

area where stones are readily available, the 

wall building tradition has continued. 

 

There is a Pomborneit North, Pomborneit East 

and Pomborneit. Articles contained in the 

Camperdown Chronicle newspaper indicate 

that the Pomborneit North and Pomborneit 

communities were closely associated and 

gathered together in either of the townships for 

social and sporting occasions, while 

Pomborneit East, which was located within the 

Stony Rises was more independent and 

associated with Pirron Yallock. Although 

Pomborneit ultimately became part of the 

Shire of Heytesbury, its fortunes were much 

more closely allied to Camperdown. 

 

The first land grant in the Parish of Pomborneit 

was to William Roadknight in 1858. J. H. 

McVean obtained title to a number of lots in 

1863. S. Vaughan is listed as an original 

grantee the same year. H Mackay and T. 

McBean were next in the late 1860s, followed 

until 1873 by M. McMahon, H. McVean, J. 

Cosgrave, J. H. Connor, W. McGarvie, W. 

Hutt, J. Silk and E. V. and V. R. Betts. Many 

more were granted in the mid to late 1870s. 

 

Situated on the main Geelong to Warrnambool 

Road, and at the northern extremity of the 
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former Shire of Heytesbury, Pomborneit was 

an important stopping place on the highway 

from the very earliest days, and a small 

settlement grew up around it. However, most 

of the land in the vicinity was held under 

grazing license, and it was late in the 1860s 

before closer settlement took place in the area. 

 

In the 1860s the rabbit infestation of the Stony 

Rises caused the Manifolds to dispose of the 

north east portion of their Purrumbete 

property, which was in the Pomborneit area. 

Selectors, such as the Boyds, Hallyburtons, 

Lords, Harrisons and McGarvies moved in 

during 1865 as a result of the sale of this 

Manifold land. Donald Mackay conducted the 

first school at Pomborneit in the Presbyterian 

Church in 1869. It was recognised by the 

Education Board in 1870. 

 

In 1879 the Baillieres Gazatteer describes the 

postal township of Pomborneit in the electorate 

of Villiers and Heytesbury. At that time the 

population was about 550 and there was a 

Presbyterian Church. There is no entry in the 

Gazatteer at this time for either Pomborneit 

East or Pomborneit North, so it is assumed 

that these had not developed sufficiently into 

viable communities at this stage. 

 

Following the coming of the railway to 

Camperdown in1883, with a station at 

Pomborneit, many more families moved to the 

area and by 1888 a larger school at 

Pomborneit was required. At this time the 

Purrumbete North School, which had been 

closed was moved to Pomborneit for use as 

the school there. 

 

While a Pomborneit North community had 

developed as a result of early settlers in the 

area, such as the Bakers at Lakeside and a 

school operated in the area from 1895 at 

Pomborneit North it did not really start to 

develop as a viable township until the 

Pomborneit Cheese and Butter Factory was 

established in 1892. After this time, a cluster of 

buildings formed around the Butter Factory, 

including a store and Post Office in around 

1910, a Recreation Hall in c. 1902 and St. 

James Church in 1913. It was not until 1923 

that an Education Department School was 

constructed close to the centre of the 

township. The school closed in 1989 and was 

moved to Cobden Technical School. 

 

Due to its remoteness amongst the stones and 

difficulty in access, Pomborneit East was the 

last of the settlements to develop as a viable 

community and it was also the most short 

lived. A postal or telephone exchange service 

operated for Pomborneit East from 1937 until 

1969 and a school operated from 1924 until 

1973. A creamery association with the 

Camperdown Cheese and Butter Factory, 

operated at Pomborneit East from 1934 to 

about 1960. 

 

The Pomborneit Recreation Reserve was 

established at Pomborneit North in 1933. It 

serviced all Pomborneit communities as well 

as other close settlements such as Weerite 

and Stonyford. 

 

Family names that appear prominently in the 

Camperdown Chronicle entries relating to 

Pomborneit, Pomboneit North and Pomborneit 

East from the 1890s up until the 1940s include 

Harlock, Boyd and McGarvie. The Harlock 

family was associated with the Pomborneit 

North property Whirrina. The Boyd family was 

associated with Cherry Brae at Pomborneit 

North and later Braeside located at 

Pomborneit and the McGarvie family was 

associated with Greenwood at Pomborneit 

North. 

 

PLACE HISTORY 

The Farmhouse was built by the well known 

local builder Turner Fewtrell in 1911 for James 

and Mary Boyd and family. 

 

James Alexander Boyd of Braeside came to 

Camperdown in 1865 with his parents who 

stayed in the town for about two years and 

then settled at Pomborneit on a farm known as 

Zed Bee. His father Alexander Boyd died in 

1871 and willed his farm known as Zed Bee to 

James then only 14 years of age. When aged 

19 James married the local school teacher 

Mary Louise Cooper. James and Mary went to 

live at Lakeside where James was a dairy 

farmer. In 1886 James purchased Cherry Brae 

Pomborneit North from D. N. Moodie by which 

time the couple had seven children. Dairying 

was still James’ occupation while at Cherry 

Brae and he used to send his cream by train to 

Geelong. Four more children were born at 

Cherry Brae. In 1904 a small hall was built on 

the corner of the Cherry Brae property nearest 

to the highway, the cost of £60 being born by 

local families. 
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James and Mary with their two young 

daughters Annie and Minnie moved to a new 

house called Braeside in 1911. James and 

Mary were both proactive Pomborneit 

community members and in particular were 

heavily involved in the establishment of the 

Pomborneit Recreation Reserve in 1934 and 

its ongoing progress and management. Mary 

Boyd died in July 1940 and James Boyd died 

in November 1944. 

 

In 1997 the former Pomborneit School building 

was shifted to the site and attached to the 

Farmhouse. The Pomborneit State School 

1031, which was formerly the Purrumbete 

North School had been moved to the 

Pomborneit School site for use as their school 

in 1888. 

 

The front cast iron gates reportedly originate 

from the Camperdown Botanical Gardens. 
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PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION 

Braeside is a substantial weatherboard 

farmhouse built in the Federation style but with 

some Victorian features. The residence is well 

setback from the highway and is entered via a 

driveway to the east of the residence, which 

swings around across the front. There is a tall 

picket fence with cast iron gates to the front 

with a large lawn area between this fence and 

the residence. The residence has a diagonally 

aligned form and an asymmetrical 

composition. 

 

The residence has a complex roofline with a 

main gambrel roof, a bullnose verandah 

wrapping around the corner of the building and 

a projecting gable wing at each corner 

terminating the verandah. There is also a 

gable roof in the front section of the roof that 

does not form a bay. The roof has wide, timber 

lined eaves and is clad in corrugated metal 

sheet. 

 

The two corner wings have bay windows of 

differing profiles, one is square, while the other 

is hexagonal. The bay windows also have 

individual hood roofs. The square bay has a 

hipped roof hood and the hexagonal bay has a 

gable hood with brackets in the same style as 

the wing gable. The windows to the bays are 

timber framed and hung with the upper sashes 

divided into nine panes with coloured glass. 

 

The verandah has a timber framed cast iron 

lacework frieze with cast iron lacework 

brackets to the coupled square timber turned 

posts. This use of lacework in the frieze as 

well as the bullnose profile of the verandah are 

commonly associated with Victorian style 

residences rather that Federation style 

dwellings. 

 

Other features of the residence include paired 

timber framed double hung windows to the 

front elevations and the elaborate paneled 

front door with sidelight and highlight windows. 

 

The former Pomborneit Primary school has 

been connected to the east side of the original 

residence via a weatherboard link. Exterior 

alterations have been undertaken to match it 

with the original residence, however the 

original external walls and roof form of the 

former schoolroom has been retained. 

 

STATEMENT OF CULTURAL HERITAGE 

SIGNIFICANCE 

 

What is significant? 

Braeside located at 2761 Princes Highway, 

Pomborneit. The original form, materials and 

detailing of the 1911 farmhouse and the former 

Pomborneit State School is integral to the 

significance of the place. 

 

How is it significant? 

Braeside is of local historic and aesthetic 

significance to the Corangamite Shire. 
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Why is it significant? 

Braeside is historically significant as the 

second, more opulent former home of 

prominent Pomborneit community members 

and dairy farmers James and Mary Boyd and 

their family. James Boyd originally came to the 

Pomborneit district as a boy in the 1860s. After 

marrying, James and Mary lived for a period at 

Cherry Brae and then moved into the newly 

built Braeside in 1911. The residence is of 

historical significance for demonstrating the 

prosperous time in the history of the 

Pomborneit district due to the booming dairy 

industry. The property is also of historical 

significance for incorporating the former 

Pomborneit State School 1031, moved to the 

site and attached to the residence in 1997. 

The school, formerly from Purrumbete North, 

operated at Pomborneit from 1888 until its 

closure in 1982. (Criteria A, B & H) 

 

Braeside is of aesthetic significance as a 

picturesque and substantially intact example of 

a Federation style homestead with some 

Victorian style detailing. Features of note 

include the diagonally aligned form, 

asymmetrical composition, complex roof form, 

gable end half timbering, and gable bays with 

bay windows, and the paired timber framed 

double hung windows. The Victorian style 

detailing of note includes the bullnose profile 

verandah and framed cast iron lacework frieze 

and post brackets. (Criteria D & E) 

 

 
PROPOSED HERITAGE OVERLAY EXTENT FOR BRAESIDE DEFINED BY WHITE BORDER 
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2.43 Former Pomborneit East State 

School No. 4126 
 

 
POMBORNEIT EAST STATE SCHOOL VIEW FROM 

HAWKS NEST ROAD 

 

 
SIGN IN FRONT OF POMBORNEIT EAST STATE 

SCHOOL 

 

LOCATION 

649 Hawks Nest Road, Pomborneit East 

 

FORMER NAMES 

Corangamite State School 

Hawksnest School 

 

ITEM GROUP 

Education 

 

ITEM TYPE 

School – State Public 

 

ARCHITECT/DESIGNERS 

 

ARCHITECTURAL STYLES 

 

BUILDER/MAKERS 

 

CONTEXTUAL HISTORY 

 

The Pomborneit area is located within the 

Stony Rises and is characterised by stone 

walls initially built for the Manifolds as rabbit 

proof walls. The Manifold family brought stone 

wallers out from Scotland to build the walls, 

beginning in the 1860s and from then on, in an 

area where stones are readily available, the 

wall building tradition has continued. 

 

There is a Pomborneit North, Pomborneit East 

and Pomborneit. Articles contained in the 

Camperdown Chronicle newspaper indicate 

that the Pomborneit North and Pomborneit 

communities were closely associated and 

gathered together in either of the townships for 

social and sporting occasions, while 

Pomborneit East, which was located within the 

Stony Rises was more independent and 

associated with Pirron Yallock. Although 

Pomborneit ultimately became part of the 

Shire of Heytesbury, its fortunes were much 

more closely allied to Camperdown. 

 

The first land grant in the Parish of Pomborneit 

was to William Roadknight in 1858. J. H. 

McVean obtained title to a number of lots in 

1863. S. Vaughan is listed as an original 

grantee the same year. H Mackay and T. 

McBean were next in the late 1860s, followed 

until 1873 by M. McMahon, H. McVean, J. 

Cosgrave, J. H. Connor, W. McGarvie, W. 

Hutt, J. Silk and E. V. and V. R. Betts. Many 

more were granted in the mid to late 1870s. 

 

Situated on the main Geelong to Warrnambool 

Road, and at the northern extremity of the 

former Shire of Heytesbury, Pomborneit was 

an important stopping place on the highway 

from the very earliest days, and a small 

settlement grew up around it. However, most 

of the land in the vicinity was held under 

grazing license, and it was late in the 1860s 

before closer settlement took place in the area. 

 

In the 1860s the rabbit infestation of the Stony 

Rises caused the Manifolds to dispose of the 

north east portion of their Purrumbete 

property, which was in the Pomborneit area. 

Selectors, such as the Boyds, Hallyburtons, 

Lords, Harrisons and McGarvies moved in 

during 1865 as a result of the sale of this 

Manifold land. Donald Mackay conducted the 

first school at Pomborneit in the Presbyterian 

Church in 1869. It was recognised by the 

Education Board in 1870. 

 

In 1879 the Baillieres Gazatteer describes the 

postal township of Pomborneit in the electorate 

of Villiers and Heytesbury. At that time the 

population was about 550 and there was a 

Presbyterian Church. There is no entry in the 
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Gazatteer at this time for either Pomborneit 

East or Pomborneit North, so it is assumed 

that these had not developed sufficiently into 

viable communities at this stage. 

 

Following the coming of the railway to 

Camperdown in1883, with a station at 

Pomborneit, many more families moved to the 

area and by 1888 a larger school at 

Pomborneit was required. At this time the 

Purrumbete North School, which had been 

closed was moved to Pomborneit for use as 

the school there. 

 

While a Pomborneit North community had 

developed as a result of early settlers in the 

area, such as the Bakers at Lakeside and a 

school operated in the area from 1895, 

Pomborneit North did not really start to 

develop as a viable township until the 

Pomborneit Cheese and Butter Factory was 

established in 1892. After this time, a cluster of 

buildings formed around the Butter Factory, 

including a store and Post Office in around 

1910, a Recreation Hall in c. 1902 and St. 

James Church in 1913. It was not until 1923 

that an Education Department School was 

constructed close to the centre of the 

township. The school closed in 1989 and was 

moved to Cobden Technical School. 

 

Due to its remoteness amongst the stones and 

difficulty in access, Pomborneit East was the 

last of the settlements to develop as a viable 

community and it was also the most short 

lived. A postal or telephone exchange service 

operated for Pomborneit East from 1937 until 

1969 and a school operated from 1924 until 

1973. A creamery association with the 

Camperdown Cheese and Butter Factory, 

operated at Pomborneit East from 1934 to 

about 1960. 

 

The Pomborneit Recreation Reserve was 

established at Pomborneit North in 1933. It 

serviced all Pomborneit communities as well 

as other close settlements such as Weerite 

and Stonyford. 

 

Family names that appear prominently in the 

Camperdown Chronicle entries relating to 

Pomborneit, Pomboneit North and Pomborneit 

East from the 1890s up until the 1940s include 

Harlock, Boyd and McGarvie. The Harlock 

family was associated with the Pomborneit 

North property Whirrina. The Boyd family was 

associated with Cherry Brae at Pomborneit 

North and later Braeside located at 

Pomborneit and the McGarvie family was 

associated with Greenwood at Pomborneit 

North. 

 

PLACE HISTORY 

 

The Pomborneit East Primary School opened 

in 1924. It was initially known as Corangamite 

4126 but the name was changed to 

Pomborneit East during the 1930s. The school 

was also locally known as Hawksnest School 

due to its location on the Hawksnest Road. 

 

The Education Department School was built 

on land purchased from the Kelly family. Hugh 

Spurrell served as the Head Teacher during 

1924-27.  

 

In 1931 the Pomborneit East School won the 

ANA Prize. 

 

When the school closed in the early 1970s, the 

building and land were sold back to the Kelly 

family. 

 

Richard E. McGarvie attended the school. 

Richard McGarvie was appointed to the 

Supreme Court of Victoria on 1 June 1976, 

and served as a judge until 22 April 1992. He 

was appointed Governor of Victoria from 1992 

to 1997. 

 

PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION 

 

The Pomborneit East State School is an 

Education Department 1920s type single room 

school with a gable roof. It is a timber framed 

building with weatherboard cladding and the 

roof is clad in corrugated metal sheet with wide 

eaves and exposed rafters. The front gable 

end wall contains a bank of three double hung 

windows with six pane sashes and a row of 

hopper windows above these. 

 

The building is substantially intact but in poor 

condition. 
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STATEMENT OF CULTURAL HERITAGE 

SIGNIFICANCE 

 

What is significant? 

The former Pomborneit East State School 

located at 649 Hawks Nest Road, Pomborneit 

East. The original form, materials and detailing 

of the 1924 weatherboard school building is 

integral to the significance of the place. 

 

How is it significant? 

The former Pomborneit East State School is of 

local historic, aesthetic and social significance 

to Corangamite Shire. 

 

Why is it significant? 

The former Pomborneit East State School is 

historically significant for the role it played in 

education in the Pomborneit East area from 

the 1920s until the early 1970s. Erected on 

this site in 1924, the school was located on 

land purchased from the Kelly family. The 

establishment of a school in Pomborneit East 

in the 1920s demonstrates the surge in 

settlement of the area due to dairy farming. 

The school is of historical significance for 

demonstrating that Pomborneit East was once 

a more populous settlement. The school is 

also of historical significance for its 

associations with Richard E. McGarvie, 

Victoria Supreme Court Judge from 1976 until 

1992 and Governor of Victoria from 1992 until 

1997. (Criteria A, B & H) 

 

The former Pomborneit East State School is of 

aesthetic significance as a substantially intact 

example of an Education Department Victorian 

weatherboard single room school constructed 

in the 1920s. The retention of key 

characteristics such as the gable roofed form, 

weatherboard cladding and banks of timber 

framed windows clearly demonstrates the 

period in which the school was constructed 

and the Education Department school design 

of the 1920s. (Criterion E) 

 

The former Pomborneit East State School is of 

social significance as the focus of education in 

the Pomborneit East from the 1924 and the 

early 1970s. Past pupils of the school have 

associations with the site. The site is also of 

social significance as the only public building 

located in the settlement and therefore an 

important community gathering place for the 

period it was in operation. (Criterion G) 

 

 

 

 
Recommended Extent – Pomborneit East State School 
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2.44 Former Pomborneit East 

Creamery 
 

 
FRONT VIEW OF FORMER CREAMERY 

 

LOCATION:  

901 Hawks Nest Road, Pomborneit East 

 

FORMER NAMES 

 

ITEM GROUP 

Farming and grazing 

 

ITEM TYPE 

Creamery 

 

ARCHITECT/DESIGNERS 

 

ARCHITECTURAL STYLES 

Inter-war industrial 

 

BUILDER/MAKERS 

 

CONTEXTUAL HISTORY 

The Pomborneit area is located within the 

Stony Rises and is characterised by stone 

walls initially built for the Manifolds as rabbit 

proof walls. The Manifold family brought stone 

wallers out from Scotland to build the walls, 

beginning in the 1860s and from then on, in an 

area where stones are readily available, the 

wall building tradition has continued. 

 

There is a Pomborneit North, Pomborneit East 

and Pomborneit. Articles contained in the 

Camperdown Chronicle newspaper indicate 

that the Pomborneit North and Pomborneit 

communities were closely associated and 

gathered together in either of the townships for 

social and sporting occasions, while 

Pomborneit East, which was located within the 

Stony Rises was more independent and 

associated with Pirron Yallock. Although 

Pomborneit ultimately became part of the 

Shire of Heytesbury, its fortunes were much 

more closely allied to Camperdown. 

 

The first land grant in the Parish of Pomborneit 

was to William Roadknight in 1858. J. H. 

McVean obtained title to a number of lots in 

1863. S. Vaughan is listed as an original 

grantee the same year. H Mackay and T. 

McBean were next in the late 1860s, followed 

until 1873 by M. McMahon, H. McVean, J. 

Cosgrave, J. H. Connor, W. McGarvie, W. 

Hutt, J. Silk and E. V. and V. R. Betts. Many 

more were granted in the mid to late 1870s. 

 

Situated on the main Geelong to Warrnambool 

Road, and at the northern extremity of the 

former Shire of Heytesbury, Pomborneit was 

an important stopping place on the highway 

from the very earliest days, and a small 

settlement grew up around it. However, most 

of the land in the vicinity was held under 

grazing license, and it was late in the 1860s 

before closer settlement took place in the area. 

 

In the 1860s the rabbit infestation of the Stony 

Rises caused the Manifolds to dispose of the 

north east portion of their Purrumbete 

property, which was in the Pomborneit area. 

Selectors, such as the Boyds, Hallyburtons, 

Lords, Harrisons and McGarvies moved in 

during 1865 as a result of the sale of this 

Manifold land. Donald Mackay conducted the 

first school at Pomborneit in the Presbyterian 

Church in 1869. It was recognised by the 

Education Board in 1870. 

 

In 1879 the Baillieres Gazatteer describes the 

postal township of Pomborneit in the electorate 

of Villiers and Heytesbury. At that time the 

population was about 550 and there was a 

Presbyterian Church. There is no entry in the 

Gazatteer at this time for either Pomborneit 

East or Pomborneit North, so it is assumed 

that these had not developed sufficiently into 

viable communities at this stage. 

 

Following the coming of the railway to 

Camperdown in1883, with a station at 

Pomborneit, many more families moved to the 

area and by 1888 a larger school at 

Pomborneit was required. At this time the 

Purrumbete North School, which had been 

closed was moved to Pomborneit for use as 

the school there. 

 

While a Pomborneit North community had 

developed as a result of early settlers in the 

area, such as the Bakers at Lakeside and a 
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school operated in the area from 1895 

Pomborneit North did not really start to 

develop as a viable township until the 

Pomborneit Cheese and Butter Factory was 

established in 1892. After this time, a cluster of 

buildings formed around the Butter Factory, 

including a store and Post Office in around 

1910, a Recreation Hall in 1904 and St. James 

Church in 1913. It was not until 1923 that an 

Education Department School was constructed 

close to the centre of the township. The school 

closed in 1989 and was moved to Cobden 

Technical School. 

 

Due to its remoteness amongst the stones and 

difficulty in access, Pomborneit East was the 

last of the settlements to develop as a viable 

community and it was also the most short 

lived. A postal or telephone exchange service 

operated for Pomborneit East from 1937 until 

1969 and a school operated from 1924 until 

1973. A creamery associated with the 

Camperdown Cheese and Butter Factory, 

operated at Pomborneit East from 1934 to 

about 1960. 

 

The Pomborneit Recreation Reserve was 

established at Pomborneit North in 1933. It 

serviced all Pomborneit communities as well 

as other close settlements such as Weerite 

and Stonyford. 

 

Family names that appear prominently in the 

Camperdown Chronicle entries relating to 

Pomborneit, Pomboneit North and Pomborneit 

East from the 1890s up until the 1940s include 

Harlock, Boyd and McGarvie. The Harlock 

family was associated with the Pomborneit 

North property Whirrina. The Boyd family was 

associated with Cherry Brae at Pomborneit 

North and later Braeside located at 

Pomborneit and the McGarvie family was 

associated with Greenwood at Pomborneit 

North. 

 

Dairying 

Prior to the 1880s the Western district was 

pastoral land largely engaged in wool 

production. The Victorian Government had, for 

some time been pressing for closer settlement 

of the land, but this had been successfully 

resisted by the western District pastoralists. 

 

The new opportunity to take up small holdings 

in the 1880s as a result of the Land Acts 

coincided with emerging developments in the 

dairy industry in Victoria—namely, increased 

mechanisation, plus new research into herd 

management and improvement, and hygiene 

and bacteriology. Dairying in the district quickly 

became profitable with high quality milk 

products being produced on a domestic scale. 

A private butter factory, named Keilamboli, 

was established at Terang in 1885. 

 

The invention of the Centrifugal Separator by 

De Laval in 1878 meant that bulk milk could be 

more easily separated into cream and milk. 

The introduction of these machines to Victoria 

in 1886 resulted in an improved capacity to 

manufacture butter. The rapid expansion of the 

butter factories was also supported by the 

invention of refrigeration, which enabled the 

level of preservatives in butter to be reduced 

and the quality of the product to improve. In 

turn refrigerated rail cars were provided to 

transport the product to ports, opening up a 

new and lucrative export industry. With the 

availability of refrigeration, farmers were able 

to sell their butter and cheese to Melbourne 

and export goods to more distant ports. These 

developments undoubtedly lead to the 

establishment of butter factories across the 

colony.  

 

However, these factories needed dairy farms 

to supply them. The result for the lands across 

the Corangamite Shire was an extensive 

subdivision of the large pastoral estates into 

smaller farms more suited to dairy farming. 

The countryside around Camperdown, Terang 

and Cobden was particularly suited to this form 

of farming, whereas the subdivision of the 

pastoral properties in the northern portions of 

the Shire resulted in the creation of smaller 

grain producing farms. 

 

Victorian Government assistance to the dairy 

industry commenced in the late 1880s. From 

1888 until 1894 the Government supplied 

grants and gave bonuses to manufacturers for 

the purpose of establishing butter factories, 

creameries and cheese factories in Victoria. 

Tariffs also helped to protect local production 

from cheaper imports. Health authorities 

recognised that butter made in the old way 

was not of uniform quality and if exports were 

to increase, the product had to be improved. 

 

Concerned with a desire to increase 

productivity, to improve the collective quality of 

their products, and to establish a benchmark of 
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quality in a district, local farmers in various 

localities banded together to establish co-

operative butter factories. Here, the latest 

machinery and equipment could be installed, 

but with a large number of milk providers 

involved there were significant economies-of-

scale. The first such co-operative factory was 

the Pioneer Butter Factory, established a 

Cobden in 1888. This was based on a system 

of co-operative ownership and co- operative 

returns, with local farmers owning a share of 

the business. Creameries for the Cobden 

factory were set up at local collection points 

including South Purrumbete.  

 

The dairy industry was transformed during the 

1890s and in the early 1900s in response to 

the burgeoning export market. The building of 

further spur railway lines throughout rural 

Victoria also immeasurably helped dairy 

farmers and enabled them to deliver their 

butter and cheese quickly to the major depots 

without deterioration in quality. High returns 

from dairying relative to other forms of farming 

resulted in rapid growth in the number of 

farms, not only in the Western District, but 

throughout Victoria. 

 

The Cobden factory was quickly followed by 

the Camperdown Butter Factory established 

by the Manifolds in 1891, the Tandarook 

Cheese Factory in 1894, Glenormiston Butter 

Factory in 1895 and the Terang Cheese and 

Butter Factory was in existence until taken 

over by the Glenormiston Company in 1914. In 

1914 the Derrinallum Co-operative Butter 

Factory commenced operations but in 1926 it 

was purchased by a private firm, Holdenson & 

Neilson. Another privately owned factory was 

established by W. T. Manifold at Purrumbete in 

the 1890s. In 1960 a merger took place of the 

principal companies, Camperdown and 

Glenormiston. 

 

PLACE HISTORY 

The Heytesbury Shire Council approved of the 

application for a new creamery at Pomborneit 

East by the Camperdown Cheese and Butter 

Factory Co. Ltd in August 1934. 

 

A tender notice for the construction of the 

creamery appeared in the Camperdown 

Chronicle 9 January 1934 as follows: 

The Camperdown Cheese and Butter 

Factory Coy. Ltd. Invites tenders for the 

erection of a creamery at Pomborneit East. 

Plans and Specifications can be seen at 

this office. The lowest or any tender will not 

necessarily be accepted. Tenders close at 

the Company’s registered office, 

Camperdown at noon on Tuesday 30th 

January 1934. J. Proud, Manager and 

Secretary. 

 

The 'Camperdown Cheese and Butter Factory 

Company Limited' was first registered on 15 

June 1891 and within weeks the tender of the 

Melbourne builder Thomas Edwards to build 

the new factory was accepted at £427. The 

new timber and weatherboard butter factory 

was opened on 16 November 1891, with the 

first sale of 'Leura' brand butter to the 

Melbourne export agents being made in early 

December. When leading Camperdown 

pastoralists, including the Manifold families at 

Purrumbete and Wiridgil, embraced the dairy 

industry and subdivided large tracts of their 

estates into lush dairy farms in the mid-1890s, 

milk production boomed and the primitive 

factory buildings and plant at Camperdown 

could not cope. Satellite factories and 

creameries were built at Pomberneit, Bookar 

and Bostock's Creek, and the Camperdown 

factory had to be expanded and improved on a 

number of occasions to meet suppliers' needs 

and technological advances in milk storage 

and butter production. 

 

Issues with regard to the bad condition of 

Hawks Nest Road affecting access to the 

creamery were brought to the attention of 

Heytesbury Council by Mr Keith McGarvie 

chairman of directors of the Camperdown 

Cheese and Butter Factory as well as local 

residents S. Carson, M. Maloney, D. 

Alexander, and A. Carson in 1949. Mr Carson 

stated that there were 34 ratepayers in 

Pomborneit East area, which was termed the 

neglected corner of the shire. The district 

supported 1300 milking cows and was equal to 

the best land in the shire.  

 

The Creamery was obviously still going strong 

in 1949 when this article was written. It is 

unknown when the Pomboneit Creamery 

closed, however it is likely to have coincided 

with the merger of the Glenormiston and 

Camperdown Butter Factories in 1960. 
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PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION 

The former creamery is located on a right 

angle turn in the Hawks Nest Road. It is a red 

brick building set back from the road with a 

central gable roofed wing of double height and 

symmetrical single storey wings either side 

with flat parapets. The central wing has a 

gable parapet that is stepped at the ends. All 

parapets have a cement render capping. 

There is a brick pilaster at each end of each of 

the wings, which also have a central window 

opening (now covered over). The pilasters and 

parapet roofs are key features of Inter-War 

industrial buildings. 

 

A cantilever canopy spans the front of the 

central wing and under this a large opening, 

which has been closed over. It is assumed that 

trucks delivered and collected cream from this 

central point. Projecting from under the canopy 

is a small square office with brick walls and a 

skilllion roof at the same angle as the canopy 

roof. 

 

STATEMENT OF CULTURAL HERITAGE 

SIGNIFICANCE 

 

What is significant? 

The former Pomborneit East Creamery located 

at 901 Hawks Nest Road, Pomborneit East. 

The original form, materials and details of the 

1934 Creamery are integral to the significance 

of the place. 

 

How is it significant? 

The former Pomborneit East Creamery is of 

local historic, aesthetic and social significance 

to Corangamite Shire. 

 

Why is it significant? 

The former Pomborneit East Creamery is 

historically significant for its construction and 

use as a creamery related to the Camperdown 

Cheese and Butter Factory. The building is 

significant for its demonstration of the booming 

dairy industry in the southern part of the Shire 

stimulated by the excellent dairying land made 

available by the initial phase of closer 

settlement and subdivision of the large 

pastoral estates at the end of the 19th century, 

as well as developments in the dairy industry 

that made it more efficient. The building, 

constructed in 1934 also demonstrates the 

formerly large dairy farming community in the 

Pomborneit East district, which could once 

sustain its own Creamery. (Criteria A & B) 

 

The former Pomborneit East Creamery is 

aesthetically significant as a rare surviving, 

substantially intact example of a creamery 

constructed in the Corangamite Shire. A 

number of dairy related buildings were 

constructed in the Shire as a result of the 

dairying boom, however many of these 

buildings have been considerably altered or 

demolished. The former creamery 

demonstrates the layout and key features of a 

creamery constructed in the inter-war period. 

Features of particular note include the overall 

form with a central gable parapet wing and flat 

parapet wings either side, the brick pilasters, 

the small brick office and the skillion cantilever 

canopy forming the delivery and collection bay. 

(Criteria D & E) 

 

The former Pomborneit East Creamery is of 

social significance as an important focus of 

farming and business activity in the 

Pomborneit East district, The Creamery, which 

was a collection and delivery point for the local 

farmers milk and cream, provided an important 

connection to the greater Corangamite district 

for the otherwise remote community. (Criterion 

G)  
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Recommended Extent – Former Pomborneit East Creamery 
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2.45 Lakeside Homestead 
 

 
FRONT VIEW 

 

 
SIDE FRONT VIEW 

 

 
REAR VIEW 

 

 
FRONT ROOF DETAIL 

 

 
REAR ROOF DETAIL 

 

 
FRONT GATE AND STONE WALL 

 

 
THE HOMESTEAD SOON AFTER COMPLETION 1909 

 

LOCATION 

50 Oppenheims Outlet Road, Pomborneit 

North 

 

FORMER NAMES 

 

ITEM GROUP 

Farming and Grazing 

 

ITEM TYPE 

Homestead 

 

ARCHITECT/DESIGNERS 

Michael McCabe 
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ARCHITECTURAL STYLES 

Federation Free Style 

 

BUILDER/MAKERS 

McCrae and Fullarton 

 

CONTEXTUAL HISTORY 

 

The first white settlement to the district 

encompassing Corangamite Shire came in the 

form of pastoralists establishing themselves on 

vast tracts of land. By the mid 1840s most of 

the grazeable land throughout the Corangamite 

Shire had been claimed and the pastoral 

claims licensed. The land to the south, which 

was to become known as the Heytesbury 

Forest was not cleared and farmed until much 

later. However the initial squatters often moved 

on, selling their licenses to others. For 

example, Gerangemarajah (later to be known 

as Berry Bank) passed through 3 owners 

between 1840 and 1851 when it was acquired 

by James and Thomas Austin and they 

installed their brother-in-law, Joseph Gardiner 

Mack as manager; Glenormiston was in the 

hands of 2 partnerships before Niel Black 

acquired it for himself and his partners under 

the name of Niel Black and Co. A number of 

these squatters were of particular significance 

within the current Corangamite Shire; the 

Manifold brothers at Purrumbete, Dr Daniel 

Curdie at Tandarook, Niel Black at 

Glenormiston, John Thomson at Keilambete, 

Peter McArthur at Meningoort and Nicholas 

Cole at Cloven Hills.  

 

The initial homestead buildings were simple 

and vernacular in nature, log or slab huts 

where timber was plentiful or wattle and daub, 

roofed in bark and in some cases thatch. In 

these early days the squatters had little 

security of tenure and it is likely that even with 

the lack of resources the squatters were not 

interested in making a substantial investment in 

the form of buildings (although the prerequisite 

for gaining any security of their Pre-

emptive.Rights was to demonstrate the 

presence of improvements on the land). Their 

first objective, certainly would have been about 

building their stock levels and gaining a return 

from the land. 

 

By the late nineteenth century the pastoral 

landscape remained largely unchanged despite 

official efforts to open the country up to closer 

settlement. The land was primarily used for 

grazing sheep and cattle and the grasslands 

had been converted to pastures known to the 

squatters and suitable for their introduced 

species of sheep and cattle. The original 

squatter families had, however, grown and 

there had been a need to divide up properties 

or acquire additional property to accommodate 

the next generation. Perhaps the best known 

example of this was Purrumbete where 

holdings known as Talindert, Danedite and 

Wiridgil were established to accommodate the 

sons of John Manifold. At Glenormiston Niel 

Black’s partnership dissolved in 1868 and that 

property of 43,500 acres was divided into 3 

large properties; The Sisters, Mt Noorat (which 

Black took) and Glenormiston. 

 

At Meningoort Peter McArthur had 11 children 

(9 survived him) and at the time of his death in 

1897 the property was divided in two with his 

eldest son, J N McArthur. inheriting the 

northern portion (known as Meningoort) and 

the remaining sons dividing up the southern 

portion which was initially know as Warwarick 

(it was subdivided in 1904). 

 

It wasn’t until the 1860s and 70s that the 

wealth of the pastoralists was translated into 

significant buildings. It is telling that the new 

homestead constructed at Berry Bank in 1851 

was claimed to be the first two storey house in 

the district. The early years had been focussed 

on establishing the economic basis of the 

pastoral industry and surviving difficult 

economic times. By the 1860s these 

pastoralists could see their way clear to invest 

in comforts for themselves and their families. 

The large and imposing homestead complexes 

that they built for themselves across the plains 

remain today as important reminders of the 

contribution of these pioneers to the 

development of the Western District. 

 

The 1890s and early years of the twentieth 

century saw the subdivision of these properties 

for closer settlement. In the northern parts of 

the Shire the smaller farms derived from these 

subdivisions were focussed on the growing and 

harvesting of grain, whilst in the central and 

southern areas of the Shire the new farms 

were much smaller and engaged in dairying, a 

new industry that had quickly assumed great 

economic importance to the district. These 

subdivisions and closer settlement greatly 

changed the landscape, with more fences, new 

plantings, more buildings, roads and of course 
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the growth of existing towns like Camperdown, 

Terang, Lismore, Skipton and Cobden and the 

springing up of a myriad of smaller towns and 

settlements. 

 

However, the original squatter families 

remained highly influential in these towns and 

settlements. Camperdown has always been 

seen as a Manifold town with that family 

sponsoring many public works in the town. 

Equally the influence of the Black and 

Thomson families is obvious in Terang whilst 

the Langs of Titanga and the Macks of Berry 

Bank were important in Lismore and Daniel 

Curdie was the patron of Cobden. 

 

PLACE HISTORY 

 

Edmund and Bridget Baker migrated to 

Australia from Ennis in County Clare in 1851 

and in February 1852 they landed at Geelong. 

They came to Australia with their two boys, 

Thomas and John and daughter, Norah. They 

were met at Geelong by Mr. J. G. Ware of 

Koort Koort Nong near Camperdown and he 

immediately gave them a job at his property. 

They came by bullock wagon from Geelong to 

Koort Koort Nong and it took them about three 

weeks to a month because they had to come 

around via Cressy, which was the only way 

through at the time. 

 

They were only at Koort Koort Nong for two 

years when Edmund was riding home one 

night to the homestead. He leant over the side 

of his horse’s shoulder to take the chain off the 

knob of the gates and the horse reared up, fell 

straight backwards and killed him. Bridget then 

had to leave the property with four young 

children aged about eleven, nine and seven 

and a fourth son Jim, about two. John and 

Peter Manifold rented the family a house in 

Camperdown and Bridget reared the children 

on her own.  

 

The eldest boy, Thomas left school at 13 to join 

a team, which was surveying the land from 

Camperdown to Warrnambool and between 

Lismore and Derrinallum. After several years 

he became the man in charge of the survey 

gang. John also had to leave school at 13 to 

earn some money for their mother so he 

worked with the survey gang too. At the age of 

18-19 John had saved enough money to buy a 

wagon and six bullocks, and then began 

carting wool from Hamilton and Geelong and 

returning with stores for the stations, one of 

which was Purrumbete owned by the 

Manifolds. 

 

When land became available for selection in 

1866 John and Thomas were granted 270 

acres at Taaraak half way between Lismore 

and Camperdown.  

 

On one of his return trips from carting wool and 

collecting stores John called at Mr Manifold’s 

Purrumbete Station and Mr Manifold asked him 

if he and his brother Tom would consider 

selling their piece of land at Taarack, which 

was on his northern boundary. After 

consultation with Thomas, they decided to sell 

the land and then looked around for some 

more land to purchase. At this time land at 

Pomborneit had been granted to selectors and 

they went over to Pomborneit and in 1866 

purchased the area now known as Lakeside 

from various individual selections. 

 

A particular feature of Lakeside is the beautiful 

stone wall built in the 1860s. This entailed a 

fence approximately 3-4 miles. These fences 

were built completely rabbit proof to stop the 

spread of rabbits from the Stony rises country 

fronting Lake Corangamite in the plains 

country. These walls were built by local expert 

stone wallers from the well known families of 

the Breens, Bateman, Ball, Ryan, Harlock, 

Castle, Larkins, Fleming and Campbell to 

name a few – who were operating in the 

Pomborneit area who in turn were trained in 

their profession by stone wallers brought out 

from Scotland by Mr Manifold of Purrumbete. 

These walls were built approximately six feet 

high with a large stone on top projecting over 

each side of the fence. This was to prevent the 

rabbit running up the wall and over the top.  

 

The original home, a weatherboard house of 

eight rooms was situated approximately one 

mile north of the present home. It began as a 

small house but as the family increased it 

became necessary to move some of the small 

cottages from the various firms they had 

bought and contained them in one large house. 

This house was destroyed by fire in 1920 

(unoccupied).  

 

In 1880 John and Thomas dissolved the 

partnership with John retaining Lakeside. 

Thomas moved to Colac and along with a 

syndicate, including Sir David Syme of the Age, 
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purchased Cororooke Estate for the purpose of 

subdivision. 

 

The present Lakeside homestead was built in 

1908 (approx) by Camperdown builders 

McCrae and Fullarton. It was designed and the 

construction supervised by well-known 

architect and friend of John Baker, Michael 

McCabe. 

 

Lakeside is a solid brick home with a triple 

brick foundation based on bluestone. Thirty five 

thousand bricks were used in its construction 

and the complete home without furnishings 

cost £300. This price included a hot water 

service through a large stone in the kitchen and 

the home was fitted with carbine gas lights in 

every room. 

 

The bricks were made by Hoffmans of 

Melbourne and trucked by rail to Pomborneit 

Railway Station and carted to the site by 

wagon and horses by George Rentoul. Mr. 

Rentoul was the teamster on Lakeside for forty 

five years. Prior to taking the job he had been a 

bullock driver on the Hamilton-Geelong wool 

run. 

 

A Lincoln stud was established at Lakeside in 

1872 by the purchase of 300 stud ewes and 

five stud rams from Aringa station near Port 

Fairy. In later years both ewes and rams from 

the Lakeside stud took prizes at Melbourne, 

Sydney and Brisbane shows with what was 

probably the most outstanding award gained in 

1899. This was when Lincoln wool from the 

stud won a Diploma Gold Medal award for pure 

Lincoln wool at the Great Britain Exhibition held 

at Earls Court, London. 

 

In 1916 The Leader reported that: 

Messrs Baker and Sons were successful 

prize winners in the past, but owing to 

time and expense involved in getting 

sheep in their show condition, the 

Lakeside Lincolns have not been seen in 

the competitions of recent years. However 

breeders who have purchased sheep from 

Lakeside flock have not hesitated to enter 

the sheep in various shows and they have 

been duly rewarded for their trouble. 

 

When the Butter Factory was operating on the 

highway at Pomborneit North, John Baker of 

Lakeside had a contract to supply 100 tons of 

firewood per year for the furnaces. This wood 

was cut from the barrier portion of Lakeside by 

Sandy Stewart and George Rentoul. In 

summer time the wood was carted by horse 

and dray from the barriers to an unused lane 

beside the property where it was stacked and 

then transferred to the factory by horses and 

wagon during the year. 

 

During this time a large dairy was also 

operating near the old homestead, where they 

milked 120 cows by hand with eight milkers. 

The milk was separated at the dairy and the 

cream carted by horse and lorry to the 

Pomborneit factory where it was made into 

butter. 

 

In 1909 a sale notice for the property appeared 

in the Camperdown Chronicle describing 

features of the property as follows: 

 

1784 Acres, "LAKESIDE" Rich Volcanic 

land 

 

"Lakeside" Estate has been in possession 

of Mr. Baker for the past 35 years, and it 

was on this fine property where he has 

established his well known breed of 

Lincoln sheep. It comprises exceptionally 

rich early dairying land, heavily grassed 

rye grass flats, and some very rich brown 

and black volcanic soil, highly suitable for 

onion growing, or almost any kind of 

crops, and is one of the finest dairying and 

fattening properties in the State. Butter 

Factory 2 miles distant, Railway Station 4 

miles, Camperdown 11 miles, Colac 23 

miles. Good metalled road to, and partly 

round the property, which is subdivided 

into 8 handy sized farms, all watered by 

windmills, and conveniently fenced for 

subdivisional purposes.  

 

The Homestead, which is a new and up to 

date brick residence, containing 18 rooms, 

and equipped by all the latest 

conveniences, will be offered with 305 

acres of very prime early dairying and 

agricultural land, subdivided into 5 

paddocks and watered by windmills. 

There are also fine, bricked milking yards 

and sheds on this block. 

 

The Old Homestead will be offered with 

240 acres prime dairying and agricultural 

land. Good 7-roomed house, fruit garden, 

10.bailed cow shed, and stone paved 
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yards, large barn, stables, coach house, 

and hay loft. Watered by windmill.  

 

The homestead section of the property does 

not appear to have sold at this time as it was 

still in the possession of Mr. Baker upon his 

death in 1921. 

 

After the death of Mr Baker in 1921 the 

property was sold to Mr Phil Lock in 1923. 

Later the property was sold to Mr Lionel J. 

Weatherly of Wodoongoom, Mortlake. In 1929, 

during the ownership by Weatherly, Mr. 

Mackenzie took over management, and with 

his family, he resided at, and managed the 

property until 1962. On the death of Mr 

Weatherly the property was subdivided and Mr 

Peter Boyd acquired the homestead portion of 

the acres. 

 

Nora Baker, the daughter of Edmund and 

Bridget Baker married Richard Cosgrove and 

as she had no family, left her estate to build the 

Terang Hospital. The younger brother James 

Baker who was born in Australia acquired a 

property at Noorat. 

 

ARCHITECT, MICHAEL McCABE 

The second son of Mr and Mrs John McCabe, 

Michael McCabe was born in Camperdown in 

1867. He was educated in Camperdown and 

later in Melbourne where he studied 

architecture. Mr McCabe practiced as an 

architect in Camperdown and was responsible 

for the design of many prominent Camperdown 

buildings and other homesteads and hotels in 

the district. Amongst the buildings in 

Camperdown designed by him are the 

Camperdown Clocktower, the Hampden and 

commercial Hotels, Leura Hotel additions, the 

Catholic Church and convent as well as a 

number of homesteads in the district including 

Lakeside and the Grand Central Hotel, Cobden 

and the Wheatsheaf Hotel, Terang.  

 

In 1916 he was appointed to relieve the 

Heytesbury Shire secretary while he was on 

active service and from Cobden went to 

Wonthaggi, where he was town clerk. He later 

held similar positions at Hamilton, Nhill, 

Seymour and for three years at Echuca before 

his death in 1944 at the age of 77. 
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PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION 

 

Lakeside Homestead is located at the end of a 

short driveway leading from Oppenheims 

Outlet Road. There is a circular driveway in 

front of the main entry to the residence and the 

driveway also leads to the rear service yard. 

The centre of the circular driveway is hedged 

with a central fountain. 

 

The front Oppenheims Road boundary is 

defined by a dry stone wall constructed in the 

1860s as a rabbit proof fence. These walls 

were built approximately six feet high with a 

large stone on top projecting over each side of 

the fence. This was to prevent the rabbits 

running up the wall and over the top.  

 

The homestead is an elaborate Federation 

style face red brick residence with render 

dressings. It has a dramatic V-shaped frontage 

with a central tower with candle-snuffer roof, 

over the entry. The roof to the tower has lead 

diamond shaped shingle cladding. 

 

The roof, which consists of a series of gambrel 

forms has corrugated metal sheet cladding with 

decorative terracotta ridging. On the elevations 

of the front V-form, the lower section of 

gambrel roofs, form the verandah and the 

gable ends above have half timbering detail. 

The end wings formed by the front V-shaped 

floor plan have rectangular bay windows, which 

extend to the gable ends. The roof also 

features tapered rectangular chimneys with 

render bands, wide cornices and terracotta 

chimney pots. There are framed louvre vents in 

the small gable ends of the gambrel roof and 

the roof also features a small square turret vent 
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and a dormer window visible from the rear 

elevation.  

 

There is a return verandah, which steps in an 

out with the bays. The skillion roof to the 

verandah extends from the roof line with wide 

eaves and exposed rafters. The verandah is 

supported by fluted concrete columns on 

square brick plinths with render bands.  

 

The front bays have large central windows with 

side casement sashes with highlight leadlight 

windows. Other windows to the homestead are 

timber framed and double hung. Most windows 

have external timber louvre shutters. These 

shutters are a later change. Window sills are 

moulded cement render. 

 

STATEMENT OF CULTURAL HERITAGE 

SIGNIFICANCE 

 

What is significant? 

Lakeside Homestead located at 50 

Oppenheims Outlet Road, Pomborneit North 

and constructed c. 1909. The original form, 

materials and detailing of the 1909 homestead, 

stone walls and garden setting contribute to the 

significance of the place. 

 

How is it significant? 

Lakeside Homestead located at 50 

Oppenheims Outlet Road, Pomborneit North is 

of local historic and aesthetic significance to 

Corangamite Shire. 

 

Why is it significant? 

Lakeside Homestead is historically significant 

as a substantial early 20th century homestead 

associated with early settlement and the wool 

industry in the Pomborneit district. The existing 

brick homestead constructed in 1909 replaced 

an earlier more modest weatherboard 

homestead and demonstrates the gained 

prosperity of the prominent owner John Baker. 

The property is of historical significance for its 

associations with district pioneers John and 

Thomas Baker who came to the area with their 

parents in 1851. The brothers purchased the 

property in 1866 from various individual 

selections. In 1880 John and Thomas 

dissolved the partnership with John retaining 

Lakeside and Thomas continuing his 

successful career as a surveyor and property 

developer. Thomas moved to Colac and along 

with a syndicate, including Sir David Syme of 

the Age, and purchased Cororooke Estate for 

the purpose of subdivision. John Baker went on 

to become a respected and successful Lincoln 

sheep breeder and in 1899 wool from his stud 

won a Diploma Gold Medal award for pure 

Lincoln wool at the Great Britain Exhibition held 

at Earls Court, London. (Criteria A, B & H)  

 

Lakeside Homestead is of aesthetic 

significance as an excellent intact example of a 

Federation Freestyle homestead, designed by 

prominent local architect Michael McCabe. Key 

features of the homestead include the complex 

roof form with a combination of hips and 

gables, tower with candle snuffer roof, V-

shaped floor planning, decorative timberwork, 

deep verandah with wide eaves supported on 

fluted columns on brick plinths, chimneys with 

render banding, cornices and terracotta 

chimney pots, half timbering decoration to 

gable ends and terracotta ridging to the roof, 

timber framed casement and double hung 

windows and leadlight glazing. The garden 

setting with lawns and exotic specimen 

plantings, circular driveway and boundary dry 

stone walls contribute to the aesthetic 

significance of the property. (Criterion E) 
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PROPOSED HERITAGE OVERLAY EXTENT FOR LAKESIDE HOMESTEAD DEFINED BY WHITE BORDER 
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2.46 Greenwood Farm Complex 
 

 
VIEW FROM PRINCES HIGHWAY ENTRY 

 

 
FRONT VIEW OF RESIDENCE 

 

LOCATION: 

2806 Princes Highway, Pomborneit 

 

FORMER NAMES 

 

ITEM GROUP 

Farming and Grazing 

 

ITEM TYPE 

Dairy 

 

ARCHITECT/DESIGNERS 

 

ARCHITECTURAL STYLES 

Edwardian 

 

BUILDER/MAKERS 

 

CONTEXTUAL HISTORY 

The Pomborneit area is located within the 

Stony Rises and is characterised by stone 

walls initially built for the Manifolds as rabbit 

proof walls. The Manifold family brought stone 

wallers out from Scotland to build the walls, 

beginning in the 1860s and from then on, in an 

area where stones are readily available, the 

wall building tradition has continued. 

 

There is a Pomborneit North, Pomborneit East 

and Pomborneit. Articles contained in the 

Camperdown Chronicle newspaper indicate 

that the Pomborneit North and Pomborneit 

communities were closely associated and 

gathered together in either of the townships for 

social and sporting occasions, while 

Pomborneit East, which was located within the 

Stony Rises was more independent and 

associated with Pirron Yallock. Although 

Pomborneit ultimately became part of the 

Shire of Heytesbury, its fortunes were much 

more closely allied to Camperdown. 

 

The first land grant in the Parish of Pomborneit 

was to William Roadknight in 1858. J. H. 

McVean obtained title to a number of lots in 

1863. S. Vaughan is listed as an original 

grantee the same year. H Mackay and T. 

McBean were next in the late 1860s, followed 

until 1873 by M. McMahon, H. McVean, J. 

Cosgrave, J. H. Connor, W. McGarvie, W. 

Hutt, J. Silk and E. V. and V. R. Betts. Many 

more were granted in the mid to late 1870s. 

 

Situated on the main Geelong to Warrnambool 

Road, and at the northern extremity of the 

former Shire of Heytesbury, Pomborneit was 

an important stopping place on the highway 

from the very earliest days, and a small 

settlement grew up around it. However, most 

of the land in the vicinity was held under 

grazing license, and it was late in the 1860s 

before closer settlement took place in the area. 

 

In the 1860s the rabbit infestation of the Stony 

Rises caused the Manifolds to dispose of the 

north east portion of their Purrumbete 

property, which was in the Pomborneit area. 

Selectors, such as the Boyds, Hallyburtons, 

Lords, Harrisons and McGarvies moved in 

during 1865 as a result of the sale of this 

Manifold land. Donald Mackay conducted the 

first school at Pomborneit in the Presbyterian 

Church in 1869. It was recognised by the 

Education Board in 1870. 

 

In 1879 the Baillieres Gazatteer describes the 

postal township of Pomborneit in the electorate 

of Villiers and Heytesbury. At that time the 

population was about 550 and there was a 

Presbyterian Church. There is no entry in the 

Gazatteer at this time for either Pomborneit 

East or Pomborneit North, so it is assumed 

that these had not developed sufficiently into 

viable communities at this stage. 
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Following the coming of the railway to 

Camperdown in1883, with a station at 

Pomborneit, many more families moved to the 

area and by 1888 a larger school at 

Pomborneit was required. At this time the 

Purrumbete North School, which had been 

closed was moved to Pomborneit for use as 

the school there. 

 

While a Pomborneit North community had 

developed as a result of early settlers in the 

area, such as the Bakers at Lakeside and a 

school operated in the area from 1895 but 

Pomborneit North it did not really start to 

develop as a viable township until the 

Pomborneit Cheese and Butter Factory was 

established in 1892. After this time, a cluster of 

buildings formed around the Butter Factory, 

including a store and Post Office in around 

1910, a Recreation Hall in c. 1902 and St. 

James Church in 1913. It was not until 1923 

that an Education Department School was 

constructed close to the centre of the 

township. The school closed in 1989 and was 

moved to Cobden Technical School. 

 

Due to its remoteness amongst the stones and 

difficulty in access, Pomborneit East was the 

last of the settlements to develop as a viable 

community and it was also the most short 

lived. A postal or telephone exchange service 

operated for Pomborneit East from 1937 until 

1969 and a school operated from 1924 until 

1973. A creamery association with the 

Camperdown Cheese and Butter Factory, 

operated at Pomborneit East from 1934 to 

about 1960. 

 

The Pomborneit Recreation Reserve was 

established at Pomborneit North in 1933. It 

serviced all Pomborneit communities as well 

as other close settlements such as Weerite 

and Stonyford. 

 

Family names that appear prominently in the 

Camperdown Chronicle entries relating to 

Pomborneit, Pomboneit North and Pomborneit 

East from the 1890s up until the 1940s include 

Harlock, Boyd and McGarvie. The Harlock 

family was associated with the Pomborneit 

North property Whirrina. The Boyd family was 

associated with Cherry Brae at Pomborneit 

North and later Braeside located at 

Pomborneit and the McGarvie family was 

associated with Greenwood at Pomborneit 

North. 

 

 

 

 

PLACE HISTORY 

 

The land on which Greenwood sits, was 

selected by William McGarvie in the early 

1870s. William McGarvie, an illiterate labourer 

from County Donegal, Ireland, had emigrated 

to Australia in 1844 and worked as a bullock 

driver at Colac before selecting land at 

Pomborneit.  

 

Dairying started on the property in 1872. 

Legend has it that Mrs McGarvie made 

cheese, which her husband carted in bullock 

wagon to Ballarat to sell at the diggings. 

Greenwood, passed to William junior in 1888 

and dairying was carried on at the property 

under his ownership. A registered Jersey stud 

was established at Greenwood in 1908. 

William Junior’s first wife, Jean (nee Archer) 

was assistant teacher at Pomborneit State 

School. She died as a young woman and 

William re-married. His second wife lived to 

her 100th year in about 1963. The current 

farmhouse, Greenwood was built in 1908 

when under the ownership of William Jnr. 

When William Jnr died in 1922, the property 

was divided between his two sons David and 

Keith, with Keith remaining at the property and 

carrying on the stud and dairy farm.  

 

Keith, born 13 March 1891, held positions on 

many committees as a bachelor for most of his 

life. He was chairman of Directors of 

Camperdown Butter Factory, a councillor of 

Heytesbury Shire and served for a term as the 

local member for Warrnambool in State 

Government. Keith died in 1969. 

 

Keith McGarvie (1891-1969) 

 

Keith was educated at Pomborneit State 

School, Camperdown Church of England 

Grammar School and Dookie Agricultural 

College. He enlisted in the Australian Imperial 

Force in August 1914 and served at Gallipoli in 

April-May 1915 as a sergeant in the 8th 

Battalion; afflicted with rheumatism, he was 

repatriated and discharged in December 1915. 
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Following his return, McGarvie gradually 

improved the stud. In 1933 he won an award 

for the best-producing Jersey cow in Victoria 

and Australia. He joined the Victorian branch 

of the Australasian (Australian) Jersey Herd 

Society in 1934, and was its president (1935 

and 1946), vice-president (1936-38) and 

honorary treasurer (1958-69). In 1964 he was 

to become patron. Keen to further his 

understanding of agriculture, he travelled to 

the United States of America in 1926 and 

1937. At the manse of St Andrew's 

Presbyterian Church, Colac, on 26 June 1940 

he married Evelyn Johnstone, née Burrows, a 

44-year-old widow. 

 

Having worked (from 1932) to transform the 

local co-operative dairy-factory into the 

Camperdown-Glenormiston Dairy Co. Ltd, he 

chaired its board in 1948-64. He was also 

chairman of the Western District Co-operative 

Co. Ltd (1949-64), the Co-operative Insurance 

Co. of Australia and the Colac Brick Co. Ltd. 

 

McGarvie was president of the Camperdown 

Pastoral and Agricultural Society. He was 

elected a councillor (1940) and life councillor 

(1960) of the Royal Agricultural Society of 

Victoria, and served for many years as 

chairman of the dairy-cattle committee and 

steward-in-chief of dairy cattle. Calf clubs, the 

forerunners of the Young Farmers' Movement, 

benefited from his enthusiasm. In addition, he 

was president (1941-43) of the Chamber of 

Agriculture of Victoria and a member of the 

agricultural committee of the Nuffield 

Foundation. 

 

In 1933 he stood as the United Australia Party 

candidate and won the by-election for the seat 

of Warrnambool in the Legislative Assembly. 

Defeated in 1935, he unsuccessfully contested 

Warrnambool (1937 and 1940), Polwarth (by-

election 1940) and Hampden (1952); he was 

also defeated for South-Western Province in 

the elections for the Legislative Council in 

1952. 

 

McGarvie maintained his links with former 

Anzacs, belonged to several Masonic lodges, 

and served as a magistrate and as a 

Heytesbury Shire councillor (1933-36). A fine 

rifle-shot, he competed in England in 1937, 

winning a Bisley spoon and badge. McGarvie 

died on 5 October 1969 at Colac and was 

buried in Camperdown cemetery; he had no 

children. 
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PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION 

The farmhouse is well set back from the 

highway with open paddocks in front and a 

tree lined driveway to the west side of the 

building. 

 

The Greenwood residence is a moderately 

sized weatherboard farmhouse. The building is 

symmetrical to the front with a main hipped 

roof running parallel to the highway and with a 

gable roofed projecting bay at each end of the 

front elevation. There is a skilllion roofed 

verandah across the front and returning on 

both sides. The verandah has turned timber 

posts and a simple timber fretwork frieze. 

There is a gable in the centre of the verandah, 

which marks the central entry. Windows are 

timber framed and double hung with tripartite 

windows a feature of the front elevation. The 

roof features four brick chimneys with 

cornicing to the tops.  

 

STATEMENT OF CULTURAL HERITAGE 

SIGNIFICANCE 

 

What is significant? 

Greenwood Farm Complex located at 2806 

Princes Highway, Pomborneit. The original 

form, materials and detailing of the 1908 

farmhouse, its outbuildings and setting are 

integral to the significance of the place. 
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How is it significant? 

Greenwood Farm Complex is of local historic 

and aesthetic significance to Corangamite 

Shire.  

 

Why is it significant? 

Greenwood Farm Complex is historically 

significant as a substantial dairying property 

established by the McGarvie family in the 

1870s. The McGarvie family were prominent 

members of the Pomborneit district 

community. The picturesque residence 

constructed in 1908 demonstrates the success 

of dairy farming business during this period as 

a result of the farming skills of the owners, 

assisted by the rich volcanic soil in the stony 

rises area. The property is of historical 

significance for its associations with prominent 

Victorian, Keith McGarvie. Keith McGarvie was 

a successful dairy farmer at this property as 

well as a member of numerous Agricultural 

organisations and Boards and in 1933 he 

stood as the United Australia Party candidate 

and won the by-election for the seat of 

Warrnambool in the Legislative Assembly. He 

was defeated in 1935. (Criteria A, B & H) 

 

Greenwood Farm Complex is of aesthetic 

significance as a picturesque and substantially 

intact example of an Edwardian style 

farmhouse demonstrating key characteristics 

of its period and style. These characteristics 

include the return verandah with turned timber 

posts and a fretwork timber frieze, the hipped 

roof with front gable bays, timber framed 

double hung windows and red brick chimneys 

with cornicing. The tree lined driveway, stone 

walls and farm outbuildings to the rear of the 

homestead contribute to the aesthetic 

significance of the dairy farm setting. (Criteria 

D & E) 

 

 

 
PROPOSED EXTENT OF HERITAGE OVERLAY FOR GREENWOOD FARM COMPLEX DEFINED BY WHITE BORDER 
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2.47 Pomborneit Recreation Reserve 
 

 
POMBORNEIT RECREATION RESERVE AERIAL 

 

 
RECENT PAVILION AND RECENT FENCE AND  

EARLY GATE 

 

 
SPORTS GROUND 

 

 
WAR MEMORIAL GATES FROM  

POMBORNEIT STATE SCHOOL 

 

 
HARLOCK FAMILY PLANTATION  

MEMORIAL 

 

 
WAR MEMORIAL SEAT 

 

LOCATION: 

Princes Highway, Weerite 

 

FORMER NAMES 

 

ITEM GROUP 

Recreation and Entertainment 

 

ITEM TYPE 

Recreation Reserve 

 

ARCHITECT/DESIGNERS 

 

ARCHITECTURAL STYLES 

 

BUILDER/MAKERS 

 

CONTEXTUAL HISTORY 

The Pomborneit area is located within the 

Stony Rises and is characterised by stone 

walls initially built for the Manifolds as rabbit 

proof walls. The Manifold family brought stone 

wallers out from Scotland to build the walls, 

beginning in the 1860s and from then on, in an 

area where stones are readily available, the 

wall building tradition has continued. 

 

There is a Pomborneit North, Pomborneit East 

and Pomborneit. Articles contained in the 
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Camperdown Chronicle newspaper indicate 

that the Pomborneit North and Pomborneit 

communities were closely associated and 

gathered together in either of the townships for 

social and sporting occasions, while 

Pomborneit East, which was located within the 

Stony Rises was more independent and 

associated with Pirron Yallock. Although 

Pomborneit ultimately became part of the 

Shire of Heytesbury, its fortunes were much 

more closely allied to Camperdown. 

 

The first land grant in the Parish of Pomborneit 

was to William Roadknight in 1858. J. H. 

McVean obtained title to a number of lots in 

1863. S. Vaughan is listed as an original 

grantee the same year. H Mackay and T. 

McBean were next in the late 1860s, followed 

until 1873 by M. McMahon, H. McVean, J. 

Cosgrave, J. H. Connor, W. McGarvie, W. 

Hutt, J. Silk and E. V. and V. R. Betts. Many 

more were granted in the mid to late 1870s. 

 

Situated on the main Geelong to Warrnambool 

Road, and at the northern extremity of the 

former Shire of Heytesbury, Pomborneit was 

an important stopping place on the highway 

from the very earliest days, and a small 

settlement grew up around it. However, most 

of the land in the vicinity was held under 

grazing license, and it was late in the 1860s 

before closer settlement took place in the area. 

 

In the 1860s the rabbit infestation of the Stony 

Rises caused the Manifolds to dispose of the 

north east portion of their Purrumbete 

property, which was in the Pomborneit area. 

Selectors, such as the Boyds, Hallyburtons, 

Lords, Harrisons and McGarvies moved in 

during 1865 as a result of the sale of this 

Manifold land. Donald Mackay conducted the 

first school at Pomborneit in the Presbyterian 

Church in 1869. It was recognised by the 

Education Board in 1870. 

 

In 1879 the Baillieres Gazatteer describes the 

postal township of Pomborneit in the electorate 

of Villiers and Heytesbury. At that time the 

population was about 550 and there was a 

Presbyterian Church. There is no entry in the 

Gazatteer at this time for either Pomborneit 

East or Pomborneit North, so it is assumed 

that these had not developed sufficiently into 

viable communities at this stage. 

 

Following the coming of the railway to 

Camperdown in1883, with a station at 

Pomborneit, many more families moved to the 

area and by 1888 a larger school at 

Pomborneit was required. At this time the 

Purrumbete North School, which had been 

closed was moved to Pomborneit for use as 

the school there. 

 

While a Pomborneit North community had 

developed as a result of early settlers in the 

area, such as the Bakers at Lakeside and a 

school operated in the area from 1895 but 

Pomborneit North it did not really start to 

develop as a viable township until the 

Pomborneit Cheese and Butter Factory was 

established in 1892. After this time, a cluster of 

buildings formed around the Butter Factory, 

including a store and Post Office in around 

1910, a Recreation Hall in c. 1902 and St. 

James Church in 1913. It was not until 1923 

that an Education Department School was 

constructed close to the centre of the 

township. The school closed in 1989 and was 

moved to Cobden Technical School. 

 

Due to its remoteness amongst the stones and 

difficulty in access, Pomborneit East was the 

last of the settlements to develop as a viable 

community and it was also the most short 

lived. A postal or telephone exchange service 

operated for Pomborneit East from 1937 until 

1969 and a school operated from 1924 until 

1973. A creamery association with the 

Camperdown Cheese and Butter Factory, 

operated at Pomborneit East from 1934 to 

about 1960. 

 

The Pomborneit Recreation Reserve was 

established at Pomborneit North in 1933. It 

serviced all Pomborneit communities as well 

as other close settlements such as Weerite 

and Stonyford. 

 

Family names that appear prominently in the 

Camperdown Chronicle entries relating to 

Pomborneit, Pomboneit North and Pomborneit 

East from the 1890s up until the 1940s include 

Harlock, Boyd and McGarvie. The Harlock 

family was associated with the Pomborneit 

North property Whirrina. The Boyd family was 

associated with Cherry Brae at Pomborneit 

North and later Braeside located at 

Pomborneit and the McGarvie family was 

associated with Greenwood at Pomborneit 

North. 
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PLACE HISTORY 

 

The Pomborneit Recreation Reserve was 

opened in May 1933. It opened on an 

approximately 8 acre site that had been 

acquired by the Council and gazetted as a 

sports enclosure. This process to secure the 

land and have it gazetted as a Reserve had 

taken a number of years. East Ward 

Councillors and James Boyd were 

instrumental in obtaining the land and gazettal. 

 

Mrs Mary Boyd had been instrumental in 

raising funds to have the ground fenced, a 

pavilion erected and an entrance gate 

constructed by the time of the opening. 

 

Mr Ron Brisbane, who resided at the property 

nearly directly opposite the Sports Ground was 

chairman of the Recreation Reserve Trustees 

at the time of the opening. Councillors 

McDowall and Russell attended the opening 

with Cr. McDowall declaring the ground open. 

 

The ground was used for many sporting 

activities over the years, including district 

cricket matches, cycling, running, inter-school 

sports competitions and the annual Boxing 

Day sports picnic day. 

 

Schools that formed part of the Pomboneit 

district inter-school sports over the years 

included South Purrumbete, Pomborneit, 

Pomborneit North, Pomborneit East, Weerite, 

Koallah, Swan Marsh, Stoneyford and Pirron 

Yallock. 

 

The Pomborneit WWII Memorial Seat, inside 

the Recreation Reserve, is dedicated to the 

memory of members of the cricket club who 

served during the Second World War. 

 

The Memorial Gates, which were originally 

built at Pomborneit State School to 

commemorate the service of local soldiers in 

WW1 were moved to the site in 1997 when the 

school closed. 
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PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION 

The Pomborneit Recreation Reserve consists 

of a single oval sports field with a recent brown 

brick pavilion and amenities buildings at the 

west end of the ground. The sports field is 

fenced with low concrete bollards with chain 

between. 

 

Early elements of significance include the 

bluestone memorial seat, war memorial gates 

relocated from the Pomborneit State School, a 

Harlock family plantation memorial and an iron 

gate with concrete pillars either side at the 

front of the pavilion. The timber picket fence at 

the front of the pavilion and either side of the 

gate is a recent addition (2010). 

 

While the Harlock plantation memorial is 

extant, the trees planted in the early days of 

the Reserve have not survived. 

 

STATEMENT OF CULTURAL HERITAGE 

SIGNIFICANCE 

 

What is significant? 

The Pomborneit Recreation Reserve located 

on the Princes Highway, Weerite. The sport’s 

ground, memorial gates, memorial seat, gate 

in front of the pavilion and the Harlock 

plantation memorial contribute to the 

significance of the place.  

 

How is it significant? 

The Pomborneit Recreation Reserve is of local 

historic, aesthetic and social significance to the 

Shire of Corangamite. 

 

Why is it significant? 

The Pomborneit Recreation Reserve is of 

historical significance for its role in the 

community and recreational development of 

the Pomborneit district community from 1934. 

Local residents of Pomborneit were 

instrumental in establishing the Reserve and 

since that time it has been the focus for 
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sporting activities for the Pomborneit district. 

(Criterion A)  

 

The Pomborneit Recreation Reserve is of 

aesthetic significance for its demonstration of 

the principle characteristics of a rural 

community sports ground established in the 

1930s. These characteristics include the oval 

suitable for a number of different sports with 

simple fencing, gate in front of the pavilion and 

war memorials that have been moved to the 

site. (Criterion D) 

 

The Pomborneit Recreation Reserve is of 

social significance as a community and 

recreation focus for the Pomborneit district 

from 1933 until the present day. (Criterion G) 

 

 
Recommended Extent – Pomborneit Recreation Reserve 
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2.48 Port Campbell Rocket Shed 
 

  
NORTH EAST VIEW   

 

 
EAST ELEVATION 

 

LOCATION 

Lord Street, Port Campbell 

 

FORMER NAMES 

 

ITEM GROUP 

Transport - Water 

 

ITEM TYPE 

Port Facility 

 

ARCHITECT/DESIGNERS 

Ports and Harbours Department 

 

ARCHITECTURAL STYLES 

Inter War Period 

 

BUILDER/MAKERS 

Ports and Harbours Department 

 

CONTEXTUAL HISTORY 

 

European exploration and settlement at Port 

Campbell came later than other parts of the 

western coast, probably because of its 

inaccessibility over land. It would appear that 

the sealers and whalers who operated along 

the western coast had probably used the bay 

and it is reputed that Captain Alexander 

Campbell, manager of the Port Fairy Whaling 

Station came into the bay in the 1840s. There 

were pastoral establishments along the coast 

during the 1840s, but the township of Port 

Campbell wasn’t surveyed until 1875. the first 

land sales took place in December, 1878. 

 

By 1879 the population is reported to be 138 

and there was a church, but no hotel. 

 

In the early days all supplies came to Port 

Campbell by boat, as the roads out of the town 

were difficult to use and travel by road was 

slow. 

 

By 1886 the town was described as a thriving 

port with a population of 300 in the township 

and its immediate neighbourhood. 

 

The railway reached Timboon in 1892 and as 

a consequence the early years of the twentieth 

century saw the growth of the tourist industry. 

Visitors were able to travel to Timboon by rail 

and then take the much shorter overland trip to 

Port Campbell where they took up residence in 

the newly established guest houses. 

 

Like the rest of the country the 1930 

Depression impacted on the economy of the 

town. However, the construction of the Great 

Ocean Road and the opening of the Bailey 

Settlement (also called the Heytesbury Closer 

Settlement Scheme) provided a new impetus 

to economic activity of the town. Following 

WW2 the Heytesbury Settlement provided 

further agricultural development in the 

hinterland and the tourist industry developed 

apace. 

 

PLACE HISTORY 

 

The Loch Ard disaster prompted the Ports and 

Harbour Authority to deploy rocket equipment 

and other life saving apparatus at Port 

Campbell.  

 

The original rocket shed was built in 1878 to 

house the rocket and mortar apparatus of the 

Port Campbell Rocket Crew, founded in the 

same year. The officer in charge of the crew 

and the equipment was the Port Campbell 

policeman and a captain and crew was 

selected from local volunteers. The Port 

Campbell Rocket Crew went to the rescue of 

sailors from the vessels Fiji (near Moonlight 

Heads) and Newfield.  

 

On 1 December 1936 the Camperdown 

Chronicle reported that the Ports and Harbours 

Department were, that week, shifting the old 
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Rocket Shed and Goods Shed and were 

building a new and up-to-date rocket house. 

 

In August 1938 the new shed was in place and 

the following report of practice at Port 

Campbell appeared in the Camperdown 

Chronicle. 

 

ROCKET LIFE SAVING PRACTICE Mr. W. 

J. Breen, State Controller of Life-Saving 

Apparatus, and a number of residents 

viewed rocket practice at Port Campbell 

and Princetown during last week, and those 

seeing it for the first time realised how at 

times rockets alone can save lives when all 

other means have failed. Port Campbell 

has one of the best bases in the State. 

Reorganised last year, when the Public 

Works Department removed the old 

customs buildings and erected a new 

rocket shed nearby, the crew has now 

under the able direction of its controlling 

officer, Constable E. Opperman erected the 

mast in a new position across the bay so 

that tests can be made under almost similar 

conditions to an actual case of shipwreck or 

drowning. At the Port Campbell 

demonstration two rockets were used. The 

first, a small one was too low. and struck 

the top of the cliff. The second, a large 

type.' crossed over its objective, falling 15; 

feet to the north. A hawser was quickly 

drawn into position, a breeches buoy being 

used, and a resident drawn over the water 

and returned, proving all equipment to be in 

(CC 18 Aug., 1938) 

 

The shed is currently used to display the 

rocket and mortar equipment, and has been 

modified for display purposes with the addition 

of a large window. 
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PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION 

 

The Rocket Shed is a small, square plan; 

single-room weatherboard building with a 

Dutch gable roof clad in corrugated colorbond 

sheeting. 

 

It is sited above the jetty and in full view of the 

Port Campbell harbour. 

 

STATEMENT OF CULTURAL HERITAGE 

SIGNIFICANCE 

 

What is Significant? 

The Port Campbell Rocket Shed as placed on 

its current site in Lord Street, Port Campbell in 

1936. 

 

How is it Significant? 

The Port Campbell Rocket Shed is of local 

historic, social and aesthetic significance in the 

Corangamite Shire. 

 

Why is it Significant? 

The Port Campbell Rocket Shed is of historic 

significance as the second rocket shed in the 

Port Campbell township. Built in1936 to a 

design by the Ports and Harbours Department 

it replaced the original shed, which had been 

constructed in 1878 following the Loch Ard 

disaster of that year. The link to the Loch Ard 

disaster is in itself of considerable historical 

importance as it pointed to the critical strategic 

position of Port Campbell on the western 

coast. (Criteria A & B) 

 

The Port Campbell Rocket Shed is of social 

significance to the town of Port Campbell. 

Whilst a small structure its importance to the 

town as the centre of an important community 

activity is demonstrated by the popularity of 

practice sessions for spectators. Managed by 

the local policeman the volunteer Rocket Crew 

was a significant organisation in the town, in 

the same way as the CFA and SES are in 

2013. (Criterion G) 

 

The Port Campbell Rocket Shed is of aesthetic 

significance as a small but prominent building 

designed and constructed by the Ports and 

Harbours Department in 1936. The siting of 

the shed immediately above the Port Campbell 

Wharf and in full view of the Port Campbell 

Harbour is of importance. (Criterion F) 
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Recommended Extent – Port Campbell Rocket Shed 
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2.49 Port Campbell Hall 
 

  
SOUTH WEST VIEW   

 

 
NORTH EAST VIEW 

 

 
MEMORIAL HORSE TROUGH  

 

 
1888 Port Campbell Hall destroyed by fire in 1949 

 

LOCATION 

42 Lord Street, Port Campbell 

 

FORMER NAMES 

Port Campbell Mechanics Institute 

 

ITEM GROUP 

Community Facilities 

 

ITEM TYPE 

Hall - Public 

ARCHITECT/DESIGNERS 

 

ARCHITECTURAL STYLES 

Interwar Period 

 

BUILDER/MAKERS 

 

CONTEXTUAL HISTORY 

 

European exploration and settlement at Port 

Campbell came later than other parts of the 

western coast, probably because of its 

inaccessibility over land. It would appear that 

the sealers and whalers who operated along 

the western coast had probably used the bay 

and it is reputed that Captain Alexander 

Campbell, manager of the Port Fairy Whaling 

Station came into the bay in the 1840s. There 

were pastoral establishments along the coast 

during the 1840s, but the township of Port 

Campbell wasn’t surveyed until 1875. The first 

land sales took place in December 1878. 

 

By 1879 the population was reported to be 138 

and there was a church, but no hotel. 

 

In the early days all supplies came to Port 

Campbell by boat, as the roads out of the town 

were difficult to use and travel by road was 

slow. 

 

By 1886 the town was described as a thriving 

port with a population of 300 in the township 

and its immediate neighbourhood. 

 

The railway reached Timboon in 1892 and as 

a consequence the early years of the twentieth 

century saw the growth of the tourist industry. 

Visitors were able to travel to Timboon by rail 

and then take the much shorter overland trip to 

Port Campbell where they took up residence in 

the newly established guest houses. 

 

Like the rest of the country the 1930 

Depression impacted on the economy of the 

town. However, the construction of the Great 

Ocean Road and the opening of the Bailey 

Settlement (also called the Heytesbury Closer 

Settlement Scheme) provided a new impetus 

to economic activity of the town. Following 

WW2 the Heytesbury Settlement provided 

further agricultural development in the 

hinterland and the tourist industry developed 

apace. 
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PLACE HISTORY 

 

The original Port Campbell Hall had been built 

in 1888 as a Mechanic’s Institute. It was 

completely destroyed in a fire on 8 January 

1949. The losses included theatre seats, a 

library of 1000 books, a piano, two film 

projectors and films. It would appear that the 

hall committee had, prior to the fire been 

discussing the construction of a new hall. It 

was insured for £400. 

 

By 5 May a permit had been granted for the 

construction of a new hall and by the following 

January the hall committee had gratefully 

accepted a grant of £1500 for its construction. 

 

It wasn’t until April 1952 that the Rosebrook 

(near Port Fairy) Hall was purchased at a cost 

of £1625 and moved to Port Campbell. 

Apparently the building had been constructed 

at Rosebrook around 1930 by Mr. Les Fussell, 

who by 1950 was working as a fisherman out 

of Port Campbell. 

 

The building must have been in place by the 

beginning of 1954 when there was a request to 

the Heytesbury Shire to provide a tank at the 

hall in order for water to be connected to the 

kitchen. 

 

The building was used as the local hall until 

1976 when the new pavilion at the recreation 

reserve was opened. At that time the hall was 

offered to the Heytesbury District Historical 

Society, which opened its current museum in 

1978. 

 

The memorial horse trough that is located 

adjacent to the hall was dedicated in 

September, 1934. It was donated by Mrs. 

Margaret McIntyre as a memorial to her 

husband Major Hector McIntyre who had 

served in the Light Horse and died at Ypres in 

1917. This was one of two memorials donated 

by Mrs. McIntyre at that time. The other is a 

granite drinking fountain located on the Murray 

Reserve above the beach which is a memorial 

to the McIntyre family, the first settlers of Port 

Campbell. 
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DESCRIPTION 

 

The Port Campbell Hall is a simple gable 

roofed weatherboard building. The building 

was removed from Rosebrook in the early 

1950s and adapted for use by the community 

at Port Campbell and since 1978 as a 

museum. These adaptations include the 

construction of a gable roofed entry porch to 

the west elevation and a skillion roofed 

verandah to the north and east. This verandah 

structure includes a kitchen wing in the south 

east corner of the building. 

 

The interior is a large timber lined space with a 

stage at the eastern end. 

 

The memorial horse trough is a simple carved 

granite structure with a bronze plaque outlining 

its purpose and role as a memorial to Major 

Hector McIntyre. 

 

STATEMENT OF CULTURAL HERITAGE 

SIGNIFICANCE 

 

What is Significant? 

The Port Campbell Hall as placed on its 

current site in 1954 along with the granite 

memorial horse trough located adjacent to the 

building. 

 

How is it Significant? 

The Port Campbell Hall and Horse Trough are 

of local historic and social significance to the 

Corangamite Shire. 

 

Why is it Significant? 

The Port Campbell Hall is of historic 

significance as the second manifestation of a 

community hall and gathering space in the 

Port Campbell township. Relocated from 

Rosebrook near Port Fairy and adapted for the 

Port Campbell community in 1953/54, it 

replaced an earlier building, which had burnt 

down in 1949. It remains as the district’s 

historical museum and as such plays a critical 

role in the history of Port Campbell and the 

http://search.slv.vic.gov.au/primo_library/libweb/action/display.do?tabs=detailsTab&ct=display&fn=search&doc=SLV_VOYAGER911060&indx=1&recIds=SLV_VOYAGER911060&recIdxs=0&elementId=0&renderMode=poppedOut&displayMode=full&frbrVersion=&dscnt=0&onCampus=false&query=any%2Ccontains%2CIf+the+Walls+could+Speak&tab=default_tab&dstmp=1353412081792&vl(10247183UI0)=any&search_scope=Everything&fromLogin=true&vl(1UIStartWith0)=contains&bulkSize=10&vl(freeText0)=If+the+Walls+could+Speak&group=ALL&vid=MAIN&institution=SLVPRIMO
http://search.slv.vic.gov.au/primo_library/libweb/action/display.do?tabs=detailsTab&ct=display&fn=search&doc=SLV_VOYAGER911060&indx=1&recIds=SLV_VOYAGER911060&recIdxs=0&elementId=0&renderMode=poppedOut&displayMode=full&frbrVersion=&dscnt=0&onCampus=false&query=any%2Ccontains%2CIf+the+Walls+could+Speak&tab=default_tab&dstmp=1353412081792&vl(10247183UI0)=any&search_scope=Everything&fromLogin=true&vl(1UIStartWith0)=contains&bulkSize=10&vl(freeText0)=If+the+Walls+could+Speak&group=ALL&vid=MAIN&institution=SLVPRIMO
http://search.slv.vic.gov.au/primo_library/libweb/action/display.do?tabs=detailsTab&ct=display&fn=search&doc=SLV_VOYAGER911060&indx=1&recIds=SLV_VOYAGER911060&recIdxs=0&elementId=0&renderMode=poppedOut&displayMode=full&frbrVersion=&dscnt=0&onCampus=false&query=any%2Ccontains%2CIf+the+Walls+could+Speak&tab=default_tab&dstmp=1353412081792&vl(10247183UI0)=any&search_scope=Everything&fromLogin=true&vl(1UIStartWith0)=contains&bulkSize=10&vl(freeText0)=If+the+Walls+could+Speak&group=ALL&vid=MAIN&institution=SLVPRIMO
http://search.slv.vic.gov.au/primo_library/libweb/action/display.do?tabs=detailsTab&ct=display&fn=search&doc=SLV_VOYAGER911060&indx=1&recIds=SLV_VOYAGER911060&recIdxs=0&elementId=0&renderMode=poppedOut&displayMode=full&frbrVersion=&dscnt=0&onCampus=false&query=any%2Ccontains%2CIf+the+Walls+could+Speak&tab=default_tab&dstmp=1353412081792&vl(10247183UI0)=any&search_scope=Everything&fromLogin=true&vl(1UIStartWith0)=contains&bulkSize=10&vl(freeText0)=If+the+Walls+could+Speak&group=ALL&vid=MAIN&institution=SLVPRIMO
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Heytesbury district. The placement of the 

memorial horse trough on the site adjacent to 

the hall in 1934 was an important historical 

event in the town. Constructed as a memorial 

to Major Hector McIntyre, a member of the 

Light Horse who had died at Ypres in 1917 it is 

one of a pair of memorials in Port Campbell 

that commemorate the role of the pioneer 

McIntyre family in the district. (Criteria A & B) 

 

The Port Campbell Hall is of social significance 

to the town of Port Campbell. The loss of the 

original hall and its contents in 1949 was a 

disaster and immediately the town put in place 

plans to replace it. At the time of its destruction 

the building was serving the community as a 

library and picture theatre as well as a place of 

congregation. It wasn’t until 1954 that the 

relocated hall was in place. It continued to play 

a key social role in the community as a place 

of assembly, until 1976 when it was handed 

over to the Heytesbury District Historical 

Society for use as a local museum. It 

continues in that role and is an important 

community resource. (Criterion G) 

 

 

 

 

 
Recommended Extent – Port Campbell Hall 
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2.50 Sherbrooke Lodge 
 

 
SHERBROOKE LODGE ENTRY AT THE END  

OF SHERBROOKE LODGE ROAD 

 

 
FRONT OF RESIDENCE FACING SOUTH  

TOWARDS THE OCEAN 

 

 
REAR OF RESIDENCE (NORTH) 

 

 
SHED TO THE REAR OF THE RESIDENCE 

 
LARGE SHED TO THE EAST OF THE  

RESIDENCE 

 

LOCATION 

49 Sherbrooke Lodge Road, Port Campbell 

 

FORMER NAMES 

 

ITEM GROUP 

Recreation & Entertainment  

 

ITEM TYPE 

Guest House 

 

ARCHITECT/DESIGNERS 

 

ARCHITECTURAL STYLES 

 

BUILDER/MAKERS 

 

CONTEXTUAL HISTORY 

From the 1860s, the coastal area to be known 

as Princetown (surveyed c.1867) was 

becoming a favourite summer destination of 

local squatting families, including the Curdies, 

McArthurs, and Rutledges, many of whom 

purchased allotments there and erected 

holiday houses near the cliffs. A length of 

coastline at Princetown was reserved for 

public purposes in 1873 to protect the fragile 

cliffs from development. 

 

Nineteenth-century visitors to Port Campbell 

and its coastal hinterland marvelled at the 

area’s remarkable natural beauty, especially 

the vertical limestone cliffs, its evident fertility, 

its dense forests of valuable timber, and its 

opportunities for fishing and shooting. Any 

potential large-scale development of this area 

was hampered by isolation and dense forests, 

inadequate transport, poor roads and a lack of 

close markets, leaving it a quiet and peaceful 

place for a holiday. By the mid 1880s, Port 

Campbell was an isolated port town with a 

population of 300 people. 
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Before the 1890s, it was possible to take a 

coach to Scotts Creek then to travel by coach 

to Port Campbell, but this was slow and 

uncomfortable. In 1892 after the railway had 

arrived at Timboon, this meant just a short 

coach trip from Timboon to Port Campbell. The 

arrival of the railway triggered a new period of 

growth of Port Campbell as a tourist 

destination. Visitor numbers increased and 

new holiday accommodation was built. In 

1897, Port Campbell was described as the 

centre of a ‘magnificent tourist district’ with one 

boarding house and a hotel for visitors; there 

were three boarding-houses at nearby 

Princetown. Guesthouses at Port Campbell 

included River Nook, Sherbrooke Lodge, Bute 

House, Sea Foam, Ocean House and the Port 

Campbell Hotel. 

 

The construction of the Great Ocean Road in 

the 1920s, which opened through Port 

Campbell in 1935 and Princetown, opened the 

way for more tourists. The motor car also 

allowed visitors to explore places further afield 

that previously had been isolated. The advent 

of the motor car led to motels being 

established at Port Campbell, and, later, 

camping and caravan parks. There was a 

camping ground on the river bank by the 

1950s. 

 

PLACE HISTORY 

William Rutledge, a rich merchant banker from 

Port Fairy, allegedly built Sherbrooke Lodge as 

a retreat. While there is evidence to suggest 

that it was a Rutledge who originally had the 

house built, there is some doubt as to whether 

it was William Rutledge. A Camperdown 

Chronicle article from Tuesday 17 September 

1889 outlines that Mr. Rutledge’s villa near 

Sherbrook was near completion: 

 

“We have had two visits from the 

small S. S. Eclipse from Port 

Fairy. She brought some furniture 

for Mr. Rutledge’s villa residence, 

which is now fast approaching 

completeness near Sherbrooke.” 

 

While this is likely to be Sherbrooke Lodge, the 

Mr. Rutledge mentioned cannot be the Port 

Fairy merchant banker William Rutledge as he 

died in 1876, and the two brothers Lloyd and 

Richard, who followed William to Port Fairy 

had also died by this time. The Mr Rutledge in 

question while not a son of William Rutledge 

(he did not have any children) may have been 

a son of either Lloyd or Richard. 

 

It is worth noting that a 1904 Camperdown 

Chronicle article, which discusses the 

upgrading of roads in the Port Campbell and 

Sherbrooke district refers to an area known as 

Rutledge’s Hill. This further confirms the 

Rutledge association with the district. 

 

There is more certainty to the reported 

information that the Anderson family ran the 

residence as a guesthouse (named 

Sherbrooke Lodge) from at least the early 

1900s. A number of articles in the 

Camperdown Chronicle make reference to 

Sherbrooke Lodge, which is run by the 

Andersons. 

 

Mr and Mrs James Anderson moved from 

Linton to Sherbrooke in 1878. It is unknown 

when they took up residence at Sherbrooke 

Lodge, but in 1913 a wedding of one of their 

sons was being held at Sherbrooke Lodge. 

James Anderson died in 1914 leaving a 

widow, seven sons and three daughters. Mrs 

James Anderson, along with the youngest son 

died in 1915. 

 

It appears that the Anderson family came early 

to Port Fairy and one of the daughters of the 

original couple acquired Sherbrooke Lodge 

and it was run by her and some her siblings. 

 

Articles in the late 1930s refer to Sherbrooke 

Lodge being run by the Misses Anderson, so it 

is assumed that the daughters retained the 

property after their parents’ death. A death 

notice in the Camperdown Chronicle in 1949 

reports the death of Miss Caroline Anderson of 

Port Cambell at the age of 84. The death 

notice describes that she had come to Port 

Campbell with her parents 71 years earlier and 

had later acquired the well known guest house 

Sherbrooke Lodge. 

 

It is assumed that upon Caroline Anderson’s 

death or not long prior, the ownership of 

Sherbrooke Lodge changed. Later owners of 

the property were William Lord and Mr 

Brumby. 
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PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION 

 

The property has a farmland setting and is 

located on a dirt track leading off from the 

Great Ocean Road. The area is known as the 

Sherbrook due to its proximity to the 

Sherbrook River. The residence is set back 

from the gate with a driveway to the west side 

of the house leading to the rear of the dwelling. 

 

The residence is an Edwardian style 

weatherboard building with a main hipped roof 

and projecting front gable wing. The gable end 

has a timber filigree bargeboard. There is a 

skillion roofed verandah across the front 

terminating at the gable wing and returning 

around the east side. The roofs are clad in 

corrugated metal sheet. There is a front door 

where the projecting gable wing intersects with 

the main house and a tripartite window 

adjacent to this. The window is not original. 

The projecting gable wing has a central timber 

framed window.  

 

At the rear of the building is a small and large 

timber framed outbuilding with corrugated iron 

cladding. To the east of the house in the side 

paddock is what appears to be a shearing 

shed. It had timber cladding and a gable roof 

clad in corrugated iron. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

STATEMENT OF CULTURAL HERITAGE 

SIGNIFICANCE 

 

 

What is significant? 

Sherbrooke Lodge located at 49 Sherbrooke 

Lodge Road, Port Campbell. The residence, 

outbuildings and setting contribute to the 

significance of the place.  

 

How is it significant? 

Sherbrooke Lodge is of local historic and 

aesthetic significance to Corangamite Shire. 

 

Why is it significant? 

Sherbrooke Lodge is historically significant as 

an early example of a holiday house in the 

Port Campbell District. Originally constructed 

for Mr. Rutledge of Port Fairy in 1889, it was 

apparently used by the original owner as a 

retreat. The property is historically significance 

for its later use as a guest house, and it is an 

early surviving example of a guest house in 

the Port Campbell district which were once 

dotted in and around Port Campbell. The 

house demonstrates the early establishment of 

the Port Campbell area and the Great Ocean 

Road as a tourist district. It is historically 

significant for its associations with the wealthy 

Rutledge family of Port Fairy and the Anderson 

family who were early and long term residents 

of the Port Campbell district. (Criteria A, B & 

H) 

 

Sherbrooke Lodge is aesthetically significant 

as a rare surviving example of an early holiday 

retreat constructed in the Victorian period and 

guest house used in the early to mid 20th 

century. Although altered, the residence still 

demonstrates some key original attributes 

including the main hipped roofed form with 

projecting gable front wing, return skillion 

roofed verandah and decorative timber 

bargeboard to the gable end. The placement 

of the residence on the rise facing towards the 

ocean and the farm outbuildings contributes to 

the aesthetic significance of the place. (Criteria 

D & E) 
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Recommended Extent - Sherbrooke Lodge 
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2.51 Sherbrooke Guide Camp 
 

 
c. 1920S ACCOMMODATION BUILDING 

 

 
OUTBUILDINGS 

 

 
LATER ACCOMMODATION BUILDING 

 

LOCATION 

Yaruck Road, Port Campbell 

 

FORMER NAMES 

Forest Commission House 

Ranger’s House 

 

ITEM GROUP 

 

ITEM TYPE 

 

ARCHITECT/DESIGNERS 

 

ARCHITECTURAL STYLES 

Inter war bungalow 

 

BUILDER/MAKERS 

 

CONTEXTUAL HISTORY 

From the 1860s, the coastal area to be known 

as Princetown (surveyed c.1867) was 

becoming a favourite summer destination of 

local squatting families, including the Curdies, 

McArthurs, and Rutledges, many of whom 

purchased allotments there and erected 

holiday houses near the cliffs. A length of 

coastline at Princetown was reserved for 

public purposes in 1873 to protect the fragile 

cliffs from development. 

 

Nineteenth-century visitors to Port Campbell 

and its coastal hinterland marvelled at the 

area’s remarkable natural beauty, especially 

the vertical limestone cliffs, its evident fertility, 

its dense forests of valuable timber, and its 

opportunities for fishing and shooting. Any 

potentially large-scale development of this 

area was hampered by isolation, dense 

forests, inadequate transport, poor roads and 

a lack of close markets. As a result it was left 

as a quiet and peaceful place for a holiday. By 

the mid 1880s, Port Campbell was an isolated 

port town with a population of 300 people. 

 

Before the 1890s, it was possible to take a 

coach to Scotts Creek then to travel by coach 

to Port Campbell, but this was slow and 

uncomfortable. In 1892 after the railway had 

arrived at Timboon, this meant just a short 

coach trip from Timboon to Port Campbell. The 

arrival of the railway triggered a new period of 

growth of Port Campbell as a tourist 

destination. Visitor numbers increased and 

new holiday accommodation was built. In 

1897, Port Campbell was described as the 

centre of a ‘magnificent tourist district’ with one 

boarding house and a hotel for visitors; there 

were three boarding-houses at nearby 

Princetown. Guesthouses at Port Campbell 

included River Nook, Sherbrooke Lodge, Bute 

House, Sea Foam, Ocean House and the Port 

Campbell Hotel. 

 

The construction of the Great Ocean Road in 

the 1920s, which opened through to Port 

Campbell in 1935 and Princetown, opened the 

way for more tourists. The motor car also 

allowed visitors to explore places further afield 

that previously had been isolated. The advent 

of the motor car led to motels being 

established at Port Campbell, and, later, 

camping and caravan parks. There was a 

camping ground on the river bank by the 

1950s. 
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PLACE HISTORY 

The original weatherboard residence and 

corrugated iron clad outbuildings appear to 

have been constructed in the Inter-War period.  

 

The buildings are located on Crown Land, 

which was formerly part of the Waarre pine 

plantation established by the Forestry 

Commission in the 1920s. The plantation was 

known as the Waarre Planation as it is located 

in the Parish of Waarre. The plantation was 

experimental and in the 1950s it was declared 

unsuccessful with some of the planted blocks 

abandoned. The grass-tree plain soil on these 

failed blocks had proven to be unsuitable for 

the pines. 

 

The original use of the property is assumed to 

have been for the Forest Ranger employed to 

manage the experimental planation. A 

Camperdown Chronicle Article from 1926 

mentions the Ranger’s house, which was just 

over the Sherbrooke River at Port Campbell 

and it is assumed that this is the house that 

was being referred to. A Forest Commission 

House resided in by Mr. Macindoe, is also 

mentioned in the same paper in 1930. Mr T. 

Macindoe was in charge of the Waarre pine 

plantation from 1927. He was succeeded by 

Mr. Incoll of Beech Forest, who held the 

position until 1937. 

 

Given the plantation was declared 

unsuccessful in the 1950s, it is assumed that a 

Forest Commission house was no longer 

required and the fell into disuse at this time. 

The property remained Crown Land and was 

later leased for use as a Girl Guide Camp. 

 

The additional accommodation dormitory and 

barbecue area have been added since the Girl 

Guides have been using the property as a 

camp. 

 

The property is now owned by Department of 

Sustainability of Environment (DSE) and is 

located in the Port Campbell National Park. 

The Girl Guide Association currently still 

leases the property from DSE for use as a 

camp. 
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PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION 

The property contains a weatherboard inter-

war residence with a main gable roof and 

skillion roofed verandah across the front. The 

roof has wide eaves, which are lined and 

supported on triangular timber brackets at the 

corners. The roofline of the gable at the rear 

has been extended to form a sleepout across 

the back of the residence. At the front there is 

a central recessed entry and timber framed 

tripartite windows either side. The two 

extensions on the east end of the building do 

not contribute to the significance of the 

residence. 

 

There is a small and large early outbuilding. 

They are both timber framed with corrugated 

iron sheet roof and wall cladding. The larger 

shed to the rear of the site has a skillion roof 

and a set of timber double doors and two 

single doors. This appears to have been a 

workshop and truck storage. The smaller 

outbuilding has a steel chimney at one end 

indicating that this may have been a laundry or 

shower block. 

 

The pine trees appear to be remnants from the 

former pine plantation in the Sherbrooke area. 

 

The panel clad accommodation block with a 

gable roof and aluminium windows is not a 

significance building on the site. 

 

STATEMENT OF CULTURAL HERITAGE 

SIGNIFICANCE 

 

What is significant? 

Sherbrooke Guide Camp located on Yaruck 

Road, Port Campbell. The weatherboard 

accommodation building, corrugated iron clad 

outbuildings and remnant tree plantation 

setting contribute to the significance of the 

place.  
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How is it significant? 

Sherbrooke Guide Camp is of local historic, 

aesthetic and social significance to 

Corangamite Shire. 

 

Why is it significant? 

Sherbrooke Guide Camp is historically 

significant as an example of a holiday camp 

established on the Great Ocean Road and 

close to Port Fairy. The site is of historical 

significance for its associations with the Forest 

Commission who established an experimental 

pine plantation in the area in the 1920s. The 

Inter War house was constructed by the Forest 

Commission to house the ranger responsible 

for managing the plantation. Ultimately the 

experimental plantation was unsuccessful 

(declared by the 1950s), but the residence 

remained on Crown Land and the site was 

later leased to the Girl Guides as a recreation 

Camp. The camp is of historical significance 

for its use as a recreational camp, with specific 

use by the Girl Guide Association. (Criteria A & 

B) 

 

Sherbrook Guide Camp is aesthetically 

significant for containing a rare surviving 

example of an Inter-War period Forest 

Commission house. The site retains early 

intact features including a weatherboard 

residence and two corrugated iron clad 

outbuildings. Key original features of the 

residence include the main gable roofed form, 

sleepout at the rear, skillion roofed front 

verandah, recessed entry porch and timber 

framed tripartite windows. The placement of 

the residence facing towards the ocean and 

the remnant plantation pines on the site 

contribute to the aesthetic significance of the 

place. (Criteria D & E) 

 

Sherbrooke Guide Camp is socially significant 

for its associations with the Girl Guide 

movement in Victoria. Past visitors to the camp 

have associations with the place. (Criterion G) 

 

 

 
 

 
Recommended Extent – Sherbrooke Guide Camp
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2.52 St Andrews Church, Simpson 
 

 
FRONT (NORTH) AND ROAD (WEST) SIDE  

ELEVATION 

 

 
FRONT AND EAST SIDE ELEVATION 

 

LOCATION 

2435 Lavers Hill - Cobden Road, Simpson 

 

FORMER NAMES 

 

ITEM GROUP 

Religion 

 

ITEM TYPE 

Church 

 

ARCHITECT/DESIGNERS 

J. W. Henry 

 

ARCHITECTURAL STYLES 

 

BUILDER/MAKERS 

 

CONTEXTUAL HISTORY 

As early as 1875 families were moving into the 

Timboon district which was covered in scrub 

and timber. Mr Callaway, one early arrival, 

successfully established a hops industry. 

Timboon hops gained world wide acclaim. 

Unfortunately the industry was subsequently 

wiped out by a pest plague. Other families 

followed and names such as Cowley, 

Easterbrook, Robilliard, Brown and Beames 

appeared on early titles. 

 

While timber milling was the main industry at 

the time, bolstered by the huge demand for 

firewood as other industries such as lime 

works developed, others were determined to 

establish farms in the cleared forest. Lack of 

machinery and information about fertiliser 

requirements on varying soil types throughout 

the region restricted the pioneers success. 

Axes saws and stump grubbers were the main 

implements available in those days, and the 

normal method of establishing pasture was to 

burn the logs and scrub and throw the seed 

out on the ashes. While reasonably successful 

on certain soil types, the early settlers soon 

came to recognize the areas where this 

method would work. They concentrated on 

these areas and dodged the grass - tree and 

forest land which from experience they would 

not grow pasture. 

 

As early as 1907 the Agriculture Department 

had control over a large area of grass tree 

country at Jancourt, later known as Howards 

Plain. This land was developed using steam 

engines and five furrow ploughs. It 

subsequently remained Crown Land until 

taken over by the Rural Finance and 

Settlement Commission in the late 1950s. 

Apart from that development, most of the 

clearing and settling of forest land appears to 

have taken place in the forest west of the Port 

Campbell-Cobden Road, in the Brucknell, 

Paaratte, Newfield areas. Lying between those 

areas and the Carlisle River was a large forest 

which was largely untouched and which was to 

become the Heytesbury Settlement. 

 

In the late 1920s and into the 1930s forest 

land was allocated to settlers under the Bailey 

Settlement Scheme and again much of this 

was west of the Cobden-Port Campbell Road. 

While this scheme attracted criticism over the 

years it did provide an opportunity for many 

young people to own their own farm. Few if 

any original settlers remain today but several 

of their descendants still farm in the district. In 

the 1920s some of these blocks were allocated 

under the Soldier Settlement Act. Probably the 

start of WW2 saw the end of the Bailey 

scheme. 

 

In April 1946 a conference was held at 

Cooriemungle Prison to discuss soldier 

settlement in the Heytesbury Forest. Members 

of the Soldier Settlement Commission were 
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impressed with the way that the land was 

being worked, and the results. As a result of 

the visit it was decided to recommend soldier 

settlement in Crown areas around the prison. 

Blocks were to be 150 acres in timbered areas 

and 200 acres in grass – tree country. It was 

suggested that there was 50,000 acres of first 

class land in the district, which would 

repatriate 300 soldiers. It was at this stage that 

approximately 1900 acres, previously under 

the control of Cooriemungle, was relinquished 

to the Soldier Settlement Commission for 

development. 

 

At the end of the war local people also showed 

renewed interest in further development of the 

forest for closer settlement. A repatriation 

committee was formed spearheaded by D. D. 

McKenzie, a local grazier. The committee met 

with Government Officials including 

representatives of the Soldier Settlement 

Commission, the CSIRO and Department of 

Agriculture. As a result the Government 

decided to set aside an area of around 200 

acres, which would become an experimental 

area using various fertilizers and pasture 

species. The outcome of this experiment 

would then determine whether large scale 

development over a wide area was feasible. 

 

Encouraged by the results on the experimental 

blocks, the Rural Finance and Settlement 

Commission (a body formed by amalgamating 

the Rural Finance commission and the earlier 

Soldier Settlement Commission) decided to 

push ahead with large scale development of a 

triangle of land between Cobden, Princetown 

and the foothills of the Otways. By August 

1955 a start had been made on the survey of a 

road through 12000 acres of the Heytesbury 

area, which was intended to be developed for 

land settlement and William (Bill) Melrose was 

appointed as manager of the project. 

 

Large scale clearing operations were begun in 

1956. All the initial clearing was done by huge 

American type bulldozers and slashers, 

developed during the war to push through 

jungle and construct aerodromes. Special 

teams put up the fences, dug the dams and 

built the houses. Farms averaged 180 acres 

and were provided complete with house, dairy, 

sheds and boundary fence. Settlers had to 

work the place for six years before being able 

to sell. Settlement was stopped in 1970 

because of over production in the dairying 

industry and at that time there were 352 blocks 

in use. 

 

The planning and development of the Simpson 

township was brought about by the Heytesbury 

Project Farming community’s need for a 

localized shopping, education and religious 

centre. At first the site consisted of caravans 

and tents and homes for permanent 

employees, the main administrative offices, 

and workshops were rapidly constructed. As 

the farms were settled and the administrative 

staff increased, service industries moved into 

the area to cater for the needs of a growing 

population. 

 

The actual position of the township area was 

brought about because at the time, the 

Commission had its administrative centre 

established at where the access road ended. It 

had all the facilities, which would be required 

for the building of a township, eg. Electricity, 

water and access roads.  

 

The Lands & Survey Department who did the 

Commission’s survey work was asked to plan 

a small sub-divisional township as the 

Commission required some small allotments to 

sell to private purchasers who wanted to 

establish an oil depot and general store for the 

needs of the Commission’s developmental 

staff requirements. 

 

This plan was used for only a short time as the 

community need grew very rapidly as settlers 

occupied the new farms and pressure from 

Government Departments and private 

concerns to purchase more land caused the 

Commission to request from the Town and 

Country Planning Board a design for a 

township for the district. The design was 

generally accepted and from then on became 

the basis of the town as it is today. 

 

At the beginning the town was under the 

control of both the Heytesbury and Otway 

Shires as their common boundaries went 

along the Cobden-Lavers Hill Road. Because 

of the difficulties encountered with two 

Municipalities in dual control, the Department 

of Local Government with agreement with all 

bodies concerned, altered the boundaries so 

that all the Town would be in the Shire of 

Heytesbury. 
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A Hospital Auxiliary and a Mothers’ Club were 

two of the first organisations formed in 1961. 

Almost without exception the new settlers had 

young and growing families and the need for 

these groups was evident. The first sporting 

body a tennis club was formed in 1961. 

 

In 1961 The Cooriejong Progress Association 

was formed. The president was J O’Keefe and 

K. Aisbett was secretary. Over the years the 

Association had name changes, becoming The 

Heytesbury Settlers Progress Association and 

then in 1965 Simpson and District Progress 

Association. 

 

The Methodists and Presbyterians who had 

agreed to form a United Church purchased the 

Timboon South Church Hall and moved it onto 

the church block in Williams Road. A 

dedication service was held on 1 December 

1961. 

 

In 1961 the Commission called tenders for the 

purchase of a block of land on which to erect a 

General Store. The successful tenderer was 

Sam and Peg Ralph from Ararat. They 

received a Crown Grant on 25 October 1961 

and subsequently built a residence and store 

which served the people of the district for 

many years.  

 

The town was officially named Simpson in 

1962, named after the Soldier Settlement 

Scheme Chairman Mr. H. L. Simpson.  

 

In 1962 the Anglican parishioners erected a 

church on the block at the junction of the 

Lavers Hill and Princetown Roads and this 

Church was dedicated later that year.  

 

On 12 September 1963, the Most Reverent R. 

A. Mulkearns, Bishop of Ballarat opened the St 

Andrews Memorial Church on the Lavers Hill 

Road. 

 

In 1964 the Otway Shire approved the site 

opposite the Shell Depot for a hall and 

recreation reserve. In 1965 the Recreation 

Reserve was developed. The Commission 

supported the work carried our by local 

working bees by providing men and 

equipment. 

 

In 1966 the Housing Commission purchased 

land in the township area, proposing to build 

35 houses. 

 

On 27 October 1966 the Premier Sir Henry 

Bolte officially opened the Kraft factory at 

Simpson. Approximately 1000 guests attended 

the opening and inspected the factory. In 

addition to the factory, Kraft built four staff 

houses and a hostel for single employees. 

Graham Bell was the resident manager and 

together with his wife, Choral and family 

supported the growth and development of 

Simpson and District.  

 

By 1967 the township was taking shape. The 

Housing Commission had erected ten houses, 

streets had been constructed and named, 

sewerage system installed and Otway Water 

connected. The Town and Country Planning 

Board provided for a town with a population of 

3000 to be developed in three stages. The first 

stage was for 500 people increasing to 1500 

people and finally a population of 3000. 

 

The Simpson Football Club moved from Scotts 

Creek to the new reserve at Simpson in 1968. 

The Simpson Reserve with newly completed 

pavilion was officially opened in April 1969. 

 

The Education Department called tenders for 

building the school, to be opened in 1971. Bad 

weather delayed the work and the school was 

finally opened in February 1972. 

 

The Heytesbury Shire Council at its November 

1970 meeting, approved plans for a hotel-

motel at Simpson. The next year construction 

commenced and the hotel finally opened on 

Saturday 1 October 1972. 

 

In 1970 the Heytesbury Historical Society was 

formed following discussions regarding the 

preservation of equipment to development the 

settlement especially the Hi-ball. In 1976 the 

Historical Park was opened that included the 

preserved Hi-ball.  

 

The Public Hall was officially opened by the 

Governor Sir Henry Winneke on 2 April 1976. 

 

When the Commission vacated the 

administration centre in 1971, the Shire agreed 

to purchase all land the Commission owned in 

the township. The administration site was 

developed into a bowling green using the 

office building as the clubhouse. 
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The township of Simpson continued to grow 

over the next few years with more Commission 

houses built, new businesses appearing and 

private houses being built or purchased by 

families moving into the area to work or retire.  

 

State government policy of re-locating 

underprivileged families from high rise housing 

units to Simpson was well intended but 

unsuccessful. The lifestyle of some of these 

families was quite foreign to country folk and 

created tension between the residents. By the 

early 1980s there were growing social 

problems. 

 

The Progress Association, together with the 

Shire of Heytesbury and the Department of 

Community Services worked together to 

address the problem. The Government moved 

unhappy residents out of the area and several 

houses were removed to provide more 

recreation space for remaining and future 

residents. 

 

PLACE HISTORY 

 

In 1959 Church authorities indicated the need 

for sites for churches in the developing 

Simpson township and in 1961 the Rural 

Finance Commission granted the various 

denominations two acre blocks for £50 each, 

which was the cost of clearing the block. 

 

The Methodists and Presbyterians who had 

agreed to form a United Church purchased the 

Timboon South Church Hall and moved it onto 

the church block in Williams Road. A 

dedication service was held on 1 December 

1961. 

 

In 1962 the Anglican parishioners erected a 

church on the block at the junction of the 

Lavers Hill and Princetown Roads and this 

Church was dedicated later that year. 

 

St. Andrews Catholic Church was the third 

church to be constructed in Simpson on land 

allocated by the Rural Finance Commission. 

 

During 1963 the Catholic community was busy 

building a church on the land on the Lavers Hill 

Road. Local members of the congregation 

supplied much of the labour for construction of 

the church. The building was designed by a 

specialist church architect, Mr. J. W. Henry of 

Hamilton and was described as ultra modern. 

On 12 September 1963, the Most Reverent R. 

A. Mulkearns, Bishop of Ballarat opened the 

Church and then the St. Andrews Memorial 

Church was blessed and officially opened on 

Sunday, July 12, 1964, by Rev. J. P. O’Collins, 

Bishop of Ballarat before a gathering of 500 

people. 

 

Being architect designed, brick and of a much 

larger scale, the Catholic Church was grander 

than the other two churches already 

constructed in the town. It cost £14,500 and 

had a seating capacity of 500. 

 

Another brick, architect designed church on a 

similar scale was opening in the town in 

November 1964. This was the church 

constructed for the United Presbyterian – 

Methodist Congregation and replaced the 

earlier Timboon South Hall building which had 

been moved to the town and used by the 

congregation since 1961. 

 

A new Parish of the Catholic Church was 

created in Simpson in 1971, and Reverend Fr. 

R. Markey was installed as the first Parish 

Priest. Simpson had formerly been part of the 

Camperdown Parish, but was created as a 

parish in its own right because of the growth of 

the Heytesbury settlement.  
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PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION 

 

The St. Andrews Memorial Church is 

constructed of cream brick with a steel gable 

shaped frame. The roof is a tall gable with a 

tapered gable end to the front with wide eaves. 

The gable runs parallel with the road. A tall 

cross extends up above the ridge at the gable 

end where it meets the wall. The line of the 

cross is expressed in the front wall above the 

entry doors. There is a projecting gable wing 
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on the south west corner facing the road. This 

gable also has a tapered gable end with wide 

eaves and a cross extending from the gable 

end ridge. The roof is clad in corrugated metal 

sheet.  

 

A feature of the church is the exposed gable 

frame members to the side of the nave extend 

beyond the walls and terminate at an individual 

exposed concrete footing. This divides the 

nave into bays, much like a modern 

interpretation of buttressing. 

 

The side walls of the nave originally contained 

full length windows of green tinted cathedral 

glass; however the base of these windows has 

been replaced with a red brick wall, so there is 

now a ribbon of high windows at the top of this 

wall. 

 

The side walls of the nave extend beyond the 

front (north) wall by approximately a metre and 

the roof eaves extend to the end of the walls. 

This forms a canopy over the front entry, which 

is slightly recessed and consists of double 

glazed doors with a floor to ceiling glazed 

window either side. Above the entry doors 

there is horizontal timber paneling, which 

projects at the centre line. On the left hand 

side of the paneling is the title of the church in 

metal lettering. 

 

STATEMENT OF CULTURAL HERITAGE 

SIGNIFICANCE 

 

What is significant? 

St Andrews Catholic Church located at 2435 

Lavers Hill – Cobden Road. The form, 

materials and details of the original 1963 

Church are integral to the significance of the 

place. 

 

 

How is it significant? 

St Andrews Catholic Church, Simpson is of 

local historic, aesthetic and social significance 

to Corangamite Shire. 

 

Why is it significant? 

St Andrews Catholic Church, Simpson is 

historically significant for the role it has played 

in the development of community life in 

Simpson. Completed in 1963, the scale and 

capacity of the church illustrates the 

aspirations of the early settlers in the Simpson 

Township and the expected growth of the 

area. The church, substantially constructed by 

the local Catholic community demonstrates the 

rapid growth of the Simpson dairying 

community, which had only begun to develop 

in 1959. The 1960s design of the church 

provides a reminder of the early development 

period of the new township in the late 1950s 

and early 1960s and the importance of church 

establishment in that early development. 

(Criteria A & B) 

 

St Andrews Catholic Church, Simpson is 

aesthetically significant as an excellent, 

substantially intact example of a 1960s, 

architect designed church. Key features of the 

building include the tall gable roof forms with 

tapering gable fronts with wide eaves, tall steel 

crosses at the front of the gable ends and the 

steel gable profile frame, which extends 

beyond the walls providing a modern version 

of buttressing. The Church is of aesthetic 

significance as a physical manifestation of the 

hopes and aspirations of the young Simpson 

community. (Criterion D) 

 

St Andrews is of social significance as the 

focus for the Catholic congregation in Simpson 

since its construction in 1963. (Criterion G) 
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Recommended Extent – St Andrews Church 
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2.53 Simpson Cheese Factory and 

Workers’ Houses 
 

 
SIMPSON CHEESE FACTORY, FRONT 

 

 
SIMPSON CHEESE FACTORY ADMINISTRATION 

 

 
2480 LAVERS HILL-COBDEN ROAD, CHEESE  

FACTORY RESIDENCE 

 

 
2478 LAVERS HILL-COBDEN ROAD, CHEESE  

FACTORY RESIDENCE 

 

 
2476 LAVERS HILL-COBDEN ROAD, CHEESE  

FACTORY RESIDENCE 

 

 
2474 LAVERS HILL-COBDEN ROAD, CHEESE  

FACTORY RESIDENCE 

 

 
2470 LAVERS HILL-COBDEN ROAD, CHEESE  

FACTORY RESIDENCE 

 

 
2468 LAVERS HILL-COBDEN ROAD, CHEESE  

FACTORY, MANAGER’S RESIDENCE 

 

LOCATION 

Factory – 2482 Lavers Hill – Cobden Road 

House – 2468 Lavers Hill – Cobden Road 

House – 2470 Lavers Hill – Cobden Road 

House – 2474 Lavers Hill – Cobden Road 

House – 2476 Lavers Hill – Cobden Road 

House – 2478 Lavers Hill – Cobden Road 
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House – 2480 Lavers Hill – Cobden Road 

 

FORMER NAMES 

Kraft Factory, Simpson 

 

ITEM GROUP 

Manufacturing and Processing 

 

ITEM TYPE 

Factory 

 

ARCHITECT/DESIGNERS 

 

ARCHITECTURAL STYLES 

 

BUILDER/MAKERS 

 

CONTEXTUAL HISTORY 

As early as 1875 families were moving into the 

Timboon district which was covered in scrub 

and timber. Mr Callaway, one early arrival, 

successfully established a hops industry. 

Timboon hops gained world wide acclaim. 

Unfortunately the industry was subsequently 

wiped out by a pest plague. Other families 

followed and names such as Cowley, 

Easterbrook, Robilliard, Brown and Beames 

appeared on early titles. 

 

While timber milling was the main industry at 

the time, bolstered by the huge demand for 

firewood as other industries such as lime 

works developed, others were determined to 

establish farms in the cleared forest. Lack of 

machinery and information about fertiliser 

requirements on varying soil types throughout 

the region restricted the pioneers success. 

Axes saws and stump grubbers were the main 

implements available in those days, and the 

normal method of establishing pasture was to 

burn the logs and scrub and throw the seed 

out on the ashes. While reasonably successful 

on certain soil types, the early settlers soon 

came to recognize the areas where this 

method would work. They concentrated on 

these areas and dodged the grass tree and 

forest land which from experience they would 

not grow pasture. 

 

As early as 1907 the Agriculture Department 

had control over a large area of grass - tree 

country at Jancourt, later known as Howards 

Plain. This land was developed using steam 

engines and five furrow ploughs. It 

subsequently remained Crown Land until 

taken over by the Rural Finance and 

Settlement Commission in the late 1950s. 

Apart from that development, most of the 

clearing and settling of forest land appears to 

have taken place in the forest west of the Port 

Campbell-Cobden Road, in the Brucknell, 

Paaratte, Newfiled areas. Lying between those 

areas and the Carlisle River was a large forest 

which was largely untouched and which was to 

become the Heytesbury Settlement. 

 

In the late 1920s and into the 1930s forest 

land was allocated to settlers under the Bailey 

Settlement Scheme and again much of this 

was west of the Cobden-Port Campbell Road. 

While this scheme attracted criticism over the 

years it did provide an opportunity for many 

young people to own their own farm. Few if 

any original settlers remain today but several 

of their descendants still farm in the district. In 

the 1920s some of these blocks were allocated 

under the Soldier Settlement Act. Probably the 

start of WW2 saw the end of the Bailey 

scheme. 

 

In April 1946 a conference was held at 

Cooriemungle Prison to discuss soldier 

settlement in the Heytesbury Forest. Members 

of the Soldier Settlement Commission were 

impressed with the way that the land was 

being worked, and the results. As a result of 

the visit it was decided to recommend soldier 

settlement in Crown areas around the prison. 

Blocks were to be 150 acres in timbered areas 

and 200 acres in grass – tree country. It was 

suggested that there was 50,000 acres of first 

class land in the district, which would 

repatriate 300 soldiers. It was at this stage that 

approximately 1900 acres, previously under 

the control of Cooriemungle, was relinquished 

to the Soldier Settlement Commission for 

development. 

 

At the end of the war local people also showed 

renewed interest in further development of the 

forest for closer settlement. A repatriation 

committee was formed spearheaded by D. D. 

McKenzie, a local grazier. The committee met 

with Government Officials including 

representatives of the Soldier Settlement 

Commission, the CSIRO and the Department 

of Agriculture. As a result the Government 

decided to set aside an area of around 200 

acres, which would become an experimental 

area using various fertilizers and pasture 

species. The outcome of this experiment 
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would then determine whether large scale 

development over a wide area was feasible. 

 

Encouraged by the results on the experimental 

blocks, the Rural Finance and Settlement 

Commission (a body formed by amalgamating 

the Rural Finance commission and the earlier 

Soldier Settlement Commission) decided to 

push ahead with large scale development of a 

triangle of land between Cobden, Princetown 

and the foothills of the Otways. By August 

1955 a start had been made on the survey of a 

road through 12,000 acres of the Heytesbury 

area, which was intended to be developed for 

land settlement and William (Bill) Melrose was 

appointed as manager of the project. 

 

Large scale clearing operations were begun in 

1956. All the initial clearing was done by huge 

American type bulldozers and slashers, 

developed during the war to push through 

jungle and construct aerodromes. Special 

teams put up the fences, dug the dams and 

built the houses. Farms averaged 180 acres 

and were provided complete with house, dairy, 

sheds and boundary fence. Settlers had to 

work the place for six years before being able 

to sell. Settlement was stopped in 1970 

because of over production in the dairying 

industry and at that time there were 352 blocks 

in use.  

 

The planning and development of the Simpson 

township was brought about by the Heytesbury 

Project Farming community’s need for a 

localized shopping, education and religious 

centre. At first the site consisted of caravans 

and tents and homes for permanent 

employees, the main administrative offices, 

and workshops were rapidly constructed. As 

the farms were settled and the administrative 

staff increased, service industries moved into 

the area to cater for the needs of a growing 

population. 

 

The actual position of the township area was 

brought about because at the time, the 

Commission had its administrative centre 

established at where the access road ended. It 

had all the facilities that would be required for 

the building of a township, eg. Electricity, water 

and access roads.  

 

The Lands & Survey Department who did the 

Commission’s survey work was asked to plan 

a small sub-divisional township as the 

Commission required some small allotments to 

sell to private purchasers who wanted to 

establish an oil depot and general store for the 

needs of the Commission’s developmental 

staff requirements. 

 

This plan was used for only a short time as the 

community need grew very rapidly as settlers 

occupied the new farms and pressure from 

Government Departments and private 

concerns to purchase more land caused the 

Commission to request from the Town and 

Country Planning Board a design for a 

township for the district. The design was 

generally accepted and from then on became 

the basis of the town as it is today. 

 

At the beginning the town was under the 

control of both the Heytesbury and Otway 

Shires as their common boundaries went 

along the Cobden-Lavers Hill Road. Because 

of the difficulties encountered with two 

Municipalities in dual control, the Department 

of Local Government with agreement with all 

bodies concerned altered the boundaries so 

that all the town would be in the Shire of 

Heytesbury. 

 

As early as 1959 Church authorities indicated 

the need for sites for churches and in 1961 the 

Commission finally granted the various 

denominations two acre blocks for 50 pounds 

each – the cost of clearing. As building or 

setting up churches did not take place until 

1961, this fits in with the concept that most 

things got under way from 1961 onwards. 

 

A Hospital Auxiliary and a Mothers’ Club were 

two of the first organisations formed in 1961. 

Almost without exception the new settlers had 

young and growing families and the need for 

these groups was evident. The first sporting 

body a tennis club was formed in 1961. 

 

In 1961 The Cooriejong Progress Association 

was formed. The president was J O’Keefe and 

K. Aisbett was secretary. Over the years the 

Association had name changes, becoming The 

Heytesbury Settlers Progress Association and 

then in 1965 Simpson and District Progress 

Association. 

 

The Methodists and Presbyterians who had 

agreed to form a United Church purchased the 

Timboon South Church Hall and moved it onto 

the church block in Williams Road. A 
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dedication service was held on 1 December 

1961. 

 

In 1961 the Commission called for tenders for 

the purchase of a block of land on which to 

erect a General Store. The successful tenderer 

was Sam and Peg Ralph from Ararat. They 

received a Crown Grant on 25 October 1961 

and subsequently built a residence and store, 

which served the people of the district for 

many years.  

 

The town was officially named Simpson in 

1962, named after the Soldier Settlement 

Scheme Chairman Mr. H. L. Simpson.  

 

In 1962 the Anglican parishioners erected a 

church on the block at the junction of the 

Lavers Hill and Princetown Roads and this 

Church was dedicated later that year.  

 

During 1963 the Catholic community was busy 

building a church on the land on the Lavers Hill 

Road. Settlers supplied much of the labour 

and on 12 September the Most Reverent R. A. 

Mulkearns, Bishop of Ballarat opened the 

church. The church and presbytery were most 

impressive cream brick structures and no 

doubt the envy of the two other churches at 

Simpson. 

 

In 1964 the Otway Shire approved the site 

opposite the Shell Depot for a hall and 

recreation reserve. In 1965 the Recreation 

Reserve was developed. The Commission 

supported the work carried out by local 

working bees by providing men and 

equipment. 

 

In 1966 the Housing Commission purchased 

land in the township area, proposing to build 

35 houses. 

 

On 27 October 1966 the Premier Sir Henry 

Bolte officially opened the Kraft factory at 

Simpson. Approximately 1000 guests attended 

the opening and inspected the factory. In 

addition to the factory, Kraft built four staff 

houses and a hostel for single employees. 

Graham Bell was the resident manager and 

together with his wife, Choral and family 

supported the growth and development of 

Simpson and District.  

 

By 1967 the township was taking shape. The 

Housing Commission had erected ten houses, 

streets had been constructed and named, 

sewerage system installed and Otway Water 

connected. The Town and Country Planning 

Board provided for a town with a population of 

3000 to be developed in three stages. The first 

stage was for 500 people increasing to 1500 

people and finally a population of 3000. 

 

The Simpson Football Club moved from Scotts 

Creek to the new reserve at Simpson in 1968. 

The Simpson Reserve with newly completed 

pavilion was officially opened in April 1969. 

 

The Education Department called tenders for 

building the school, to be opened in 1971. Bad 

weather delayed the work and the school was 

finally opened in February 1972. 

 

The Heytesbury Shire Council at its November 

1970 meeting, approved plans for a hotel-

motel at Simpson. The next year construction 

commenced and the hotel finally opened on 

Saturday 1 October 1972. 

 

In 1970 the Heytesbury Historical Society was 

formed following discussions regarding the 

preservation of equipment to development the 

settlement especially the Hi-ball. In 1976 the 

Historical Park was opened that included the 

preserved Hi-ball.  

 

The Public Hall was officially opened by the 

Governor Sir Henry Winneke on 2 April 1976. 

 

When the Commission vacated the 

administration centre in 1971, the Shire agreed 

to purchase all land the Commission owned in 

the township. The administration site was 

developed into a bowling green using the 

office building as the clubhouse. 

 

The township of Simpson continued to grow 

over the next few years with more Commission 

houses built, new businesses appearing and 

private houses being built or purchased by 

families moving into the area to work or retire.  

 

State government policy of re-locating 

underprivileged families from high rise housing 

units to Simpson was well intended but 

unsuccessful. The lifestyle of some of these 

families was quite foreign to country folk and 

created tension between the residents. By the 

early 1980s there were growing social 

problems. 
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The Progress Association, together with the 

Shire of Heytesbury and the Department of 

Community Services successfully addressed 

and rectified the problem. The Government 

moved unhappy residents out of the area and 

several houses were removed to provide more 

recreation space for remaining and future 

residents. 

 

PLACE HISTORY 

At the annual meeting of the Cobden Pioneer 

Cheese and Butter Factory Company in 1958 

it was announced that a letter had been 

received from the chairman of the Dairy 

Produce Board stating that Kraft Pty Ltd, had 

applied for a licence to build a cheese factory 

in the Cooriemungle area. He said meetings 

had been arranged at both Timboon and 

Cobden to protest against the granting of the 

licence. The meeting carried a vote of 

confidence for any action by the Cobden 

company to keep Kraft out of the area. About 

the same time, at the Heytesbury Shire 

Council meeting on October 16, support for the 

dairy factory company’s position was almost 

unanimous following a deputation from the 

factory directorate. Cr. Plozza, in opposing the 

resolution of support, believed the subject was 

not an appropriate one in which the Council 

should participate. 

 

Notwithstanding the local protests, it was 

learnt in early November that a licence had 

been granted to Kraft. District delegates of the 

Victorian Dairyfarmers’ Association protested 

strongly to their executive at a meeting in 

Melbourne, and it was agreed that the Minister 

of Agriculture, Mr. Chandler, be asked to have 

the granting of the licence re-examined. 

 

It appears that this request was not successful, 

as on 27 October 1966 the Premier Sir Henry 

Bolte officially opened the Kraft factory at 

Simpson. Premier Bolte was accompanied by 

a group of other ministers and 

parliamentarians, and representative of the 

Rural Finance and Settlement Commission 

and other department officers. Mr. H. L. 

Simpson former chairman of the Rural Finance 

and Settlement Commission after whom the 

Simpson was named, was also in attendance. 

The Premier was welcomed by the Chairman 

and Managing Director of Kraft, Mr. G. H. 

Osborne. Mr. Osborne said the company had 

built the best factory possible and would 

produce many varieties of cheese, some of 

which were only available in Australia after 

importation from Europe. 

 

Approximately 1000 guests attended the 

opening and inspected the factory. In addition 

to the factory, Kraft built four staff houses and 

a hostel for single employees. Graham Bell 

was the first resident manager and together 

with his wife, Choral and family they supported 

the growth and development of Simpson and 

district. 

 

Dairy Farmers Milk Cooperative sold the 

Simpson Factory operation to National Foods 

in 2008. The site is owned by Warrnambool 

Cheese and Dairy and the Dairy Farmers Milk 

Cooperative supplies milk to the factory. 
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PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION 

The factory is set back from the road with an 

asphalt paved car park in front at the north end 

and a delivery bay for trucks at the south end. 

The factory building a series of low gable 

roofed double height brick wings and a single 

storey hipped wing in the northeast corner 

fronting the car park that comprises the 

administration section. The front elevation of 

this administration section is clad with painted 

metal sheet. Skillion roofed offices cream 

project out from this wing, towards the car 

park. Later additions to the factory at the north 

end and the rear (west) have skillion roofs and 

lightweight sheet cladding. 

 

There is a grassed field at the north end of the 

factory between the factory building and the 

six workers’ residences. There is a row of 

cypresses to the rear of the factory and to the 

north side of the field. 

 

All of the residences are cream brick and 

double fronted with a projecting front wing and 

hipped roofs. The five residences closest to 
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the factory are the original dwellings 

constructed at the same time as the factory. 

The end residence has been constructed at a 

later date and has a higher pitched roof and 

aluminium windows. The four original 

residences have low pitched hip roofs and twin 

and tripartite timber framed, double hung 

windows. Three of the dwellings have small 

flat roofed from porches with a steel pipe post. 

The other two dwellings closest to the factory 

are a reflection of each other in form and plan 

and have small porches with roofs formed by 

an overhang of the hipped roofs of the front 

projecting wing. These two dwellings nearest 

to the factory are wider with more windows to 

the front elevation and appear to have been 

the hostels for single workers. 

 

STATEMENT OF CULTURAL HERITAGE 

SIGNIFICANCE 

 

What is significant? 

Simpson Cheese Factory and Houses located 

on Lavers Hill-Cobden Road, Simpson. The 

form, materials and details of the original 1966 

Factory, six original workers’ houses and the 

border cypress plantings are integral to the 

significance of the place. 

 

How is it significant? 

The Simpson Cheese Factory and Workers’ 

Houses are of local historic, aesthetic and 

social significance to Corangamite Shire. 

 

 

 

 

Why is it significant? 

The Simpson Cheese Factory and Workers’ 

Houses are of historical significance for their 

pivotal role in the development of the dairy 

industry in the Heytesbury settlement 

established by the Rural Finance and 

Settlement Commission in the late 1950s and 

1960s. The factory was opened in 1966 as a 

direct result of the high concentration of dairy 

farms established in the area as part of the 

Heytesbury settlement. Settlement was 

stopped in 1970 because of over production in 

the dairying industry and at that time there 

were 352 blocks in use for dairying. The 

factory complex is also of historical 

significance for its pivotal role in the settlement 

and development of Simpson as a township. 

The factory is a major employer in the area 

and demonstrates the dairying focus of the 

Simpson district. (Criterion A) 

 

The Simpson Cheese Factory and Workers’ 

Houses are aesthetically significant as a 

substantially intact example of a 1960s factory 

complex demonstrating key features of its type 

and period of construction. The construction of 

workers’ houses associated with a factory is a 

rare factory complex type in Victoria and 

retention of the houses and their association 

with the factory is more rare. (Criteria B & D) 

 

The Simpson Cheese Factory and Workers’ 

Houses are of social significance as an 

employment focus for the Simpson township 

since its establishment. (Criterion G) 

 

 
Recommended Extent – Simpson Cheese Factory and Workers’ Houses
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2.54 Langi Willi Homestead Complex 
 

 
MAIN 1903 HOUSE 

 

 
MAIN HOUSE FRONT 

 

 
BRICK SHEARERS’ QUARTERS 

 

 
OUTBUILDINGS 

 

 
TIMBER SHEARERS’ AND MANAGER’S  

QUARTERS 

 

LOCATION 

3980 Glenelg Highway, Skipton 

 

FORMER NAMES 

Bamgamie 

 

ITEM GROUP 

Farming and Grazing 

 

ITEM TYPE 

Homestead 

 

ARCHITECT/DESIGNERS 

Charles D’Ebro – 1903 house 

 

ARCHITECTURAL STYLES 

Arts and Crafts Free Style  - 1903 house 

 

BUILDER/MAKERS 

 

CONTEXTUAL HISTORY 

The first white settlement to the district 

encompassing Corangamite Shire came in the 

form of pastoralists establishing themselves 

on vast tracts of land. By the mid 1840s most 

of the grazeable land throughout the 

Corangamite Shire had been claimed and the 

pastoral claims licensed. The land to the 

south, which was to become known as the 

Heytesbury Forest was not cleared and 

farmed until much later. However the initial 

squatters often moved on, selling their 

licenses to others. For example, 

Gerangemarajah (later to be known as Berry 

Bank) passed through 3 owners between 

1840 and 1851 when it was acquired by 

James and Thomas Austin and they installed 

their brother-in-law, Joseph Gardiner Mack as 

manager; Glenormiston was in the hands of 2 

partnerships before Niel Black acquired it for 

himself and his partners under the name of 

Niel Black and Co. A number of these 

squatters were of particular significance within 

the current Corangamite Shire; the Manifold 

brothers at Purrumbete, Dr Daniel Curdie at 

Tandarook, Niel Black at Glenormiston, John 

Thomson at Keilambete, Peter McArthur at 

Meningoort and Nicholas Cole at Cloven Hills.  

 

Pastoral settlement in Skipton dates from 

1839 when three Scotsmen, Alexander 

Anderson, William Wright and James 

Montgomery settled on land by the Emu Creek 

in what is now the township of Skipton, 
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Victoria.  They called their run "Bamgamie", 

and built a hut on high ground at a place 

where it was possible to ford the creek. This 

spot is now marked with a cairn in Stewart 

Park. Over time Bamgamie was divided, firstly 

into "Baangal" and "Langi Willi", and later 

subdivided again into "Banongill", 

"Borriyalloak", "Mt Widderin" and 

"Mooramong". 

 

The initial homestead buildings were simple 

and vernacular in nature, log or slab huts 

where timber was plentiful or wattle and daub, 

roofed in bark and in some cases thatch. In 

these early days the squatters had little 

security of tenure and it is likely that even with 

the lack of resources the squatters were not 

interested in making a substantial investment 

in the form of buildings (although the 

prerequisite for gaining any security of their 

pre-emptive rights was to demonstrate the 

presence of improvements to the land). Their 

first objective certainly would have been to 

build up their stock levels and gain a return 

from the land. 

 

By the late nineteenth century the pastoral 

landscape remained largely unchanged 

despite official efforts to open the country up 

to closer settlement. The land was primarily 

used for grazing sheep and cattle and the 

grasslands had been converted to pastures 

known to the squatters and suitable for their 

introduced species of sheep and cattle. The 

original squatter families had, however, grown 

and there had been a need to divide up 

properties or acquire additional property to 

accommodate the next generation. Perhaps 

the best known example of this was 

Purrumbete where holdings known as 

Talindert, Danedite and Wiridgil were 

established to accommodate the sons of John 

Manifold. At Glenormiston Niel Black’s 

partnership dissolved in 1868 and that 

property of 43,500 acres was divided into 3 

large properties; The Sisters, Mt Noorat 

(which Black took) and Glenormiston. 

 

At Meningoort Peter McArthur had 11 children 

(9 survived him) and at the time of his death in 

1897 the property was divided in two with his 

eldest son, J N McArthur inheriting the 

northern portion (known as Meningoort) and 

the remaining sons dividing up the southern 

portion which was initially know as Warwarick 

(it was subdivided in 1904). 

 

It wasn’t until the 1860s and 70s that the 

wealth of the pastoralists was translated into 

significant buildings. It is telling that the new 

homestead constructed at Berry Bank in 1851 

was claimed to be the first two storey house in 

the district. The early years had been 

focussed on establishing the economic basis 

of the pastoral industry and surviving difficult 

economic times. By the 1860s these 

pastoralists could see their way clear to invest 

in comforts for themselves and their families. 

The large and imposing homestead 

complexes that they built for themselves 

across the plains remain today as important 

reminders of the contribution of these pioneers 

to the development of the Western District. 

 

The 1890s and early years of the twentieth 

century saw the subdivision of these 

properties for closer settlement. In the 

northern parts of the Shire the smaller farms 

derived from these subdivisions were 

focussed on the growing and harvesting of 

grain, whilst in the central and southern areas 

of the Shire the new farms were much smaller 

and engaged in dairying, a new industry that 

had quickly assumed great economic 

importance to the district. These subdivisions 

and closer settlement greatly changed the 

landscape, with more fences, new plantings, 

more buildings, roads and of course the 

growth of existing towns like Camperdown, 

Terang, Lismore, Skipton and Cobden and the 

springing up of a myriad of smaller towns and 

settlements. 

 

However, the original squatter families 

remained highly influential in these towns and 

settlements. Camperdown has always been 

seen as a Manifold town with that family 

sponsoring many public works in the town. 

Equally the influence of the Black and 

Thomson families is obvious in Terang whilst 

the Langs of Titanga and the Macks of Berry 

Bank were important in Lismore and Daniel 

Curdie was the patron of Cobden. 

 

PLACE HISTORY 

Bamgamie, also known as Langi Willi 

originally comprised 21,374 acres holding 100 

cattle and 10,000 sheep and was located at 

Mount Emu Creek, Skipton. It was taken up by 

June 1838, by Wright, Montgomerie and 

Anderson Jnr. who held it until 1845, when 

Bamgamie was divided into two sections. 
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Wright and Montgomerie named theirs Langi 

Willi, while Alexander Anderson’s section was 

named Bangal. 

 

In 1852, William Mitchel (Mitchell) purchased 

the right to Langi Willi. Prior to taking over 

Langi Willi, Mitchell had a cattle station in the 

Mount Gambier district. He reputedly spent 

much of his time at the Melbourne Club, rather 

than at Langi Willi and eventually sold the 

property at a handsome profit with a large 

stock of sheep. 

 

In 1859 Philip Russell, James Aitken and 

Andrew Porteous purchased the Langi Willi 

station in partnership. Philip Russell who was 

the major shareholder, had been overseer of 

the property while it was in Mitchell’s 

ownership, possibly from as early as 1852. 

 

James Aitken of Torbain, Boundary had an 

interest in and managed Langi Willi, Skipton 

and Banyenong, Donald until 1881 when he 

joined Dalgety Blackwood and Co. 

 

Philip Russell of Carngham owned large areas 

of grazing land in Victoria, chiefly around the 

Ballarat district. He arrived in Victoria from 

Tasmania in 1843 and immediately with his 

brother James purchased the insolvent estate 

of J. D. Ballie, 3500 sheep and the right to 

Carnghame station, 30,000 acres south of 

Lake Burrumbeet. Philip Russell was a 

breeder of stud sheep, specialising in growing 

fine Merino wool and was for six years the 

president of the Ballarat Agricultural and 

Pastoral Society. In the 1880s he dominated 

the Merino sheep industry having perfected 

sheep washing techniques, which aided the 

fame of his wool. Philip died at Carngham 14 

July 1892. 

 

Philip Russell’s sons from his first marriage to 

Anne Lewis were James and George. Upon 

the death of Philip, James inherited Carngham 

and George inherited Langi Willi. At that time 

Langi Willi comprised 22,000 acres. George 

Russell spent most of his time at Langi Willi 

and was known throughout Victoria. In 1903 

he built the present homestead at Langi Willi 

designed by Charles D’Ebro. At the time of his 

death in May 1914, the Langi Willi brand was 

said to be one of the most noted clips in the 

wool world. Like his father, George had 

continued to specialise in growing fine Merino 

wool. George was also known in horse racing 

circles, particularly jumpers, one of the best 

known being Domino, which won the Caulfield 

Grand National Steeplechase in 1899.  

 

In 1892 George was elected to the Victorian 

Legislative Assembly as the member for 

Grenville, and he retained the seat until 1900 

when he retired. George Russell died in May 

1914 at which time his estate was 

administered by executors including his 

nephew, Philip Russell of Carngham. 

 

The late George Russell (born 1857) had 

married Mary Irene Miller and they had two 

daughters, Jean (Murial Jean) and Joyce. 

Joyce married Arthur Yencken and after 

Yencken’s premature death she married Sir 

Dennis Pilditch. In June 1933 Jean married 

Ewen Daniel Mackinnon of Marida Yallock 

near Camperdown. On the death of his father, 

Donald in 1932, Ewen Daniel Mackinnon had 

gained an interest in Marida Yallock. 

 

In 1933 Dan and Jean went to live at Langi 

Willi and they spent the greater part of their 

lives there. Like his father, Mackinnon was 

well known and active in grazing, horse 

racing, politics and public service. In 1966 he 

was awarded a C. B. E. for his record of public 

service and died in 1983 leaving a wife, Murial 

Jean, a son, William, daughter, Patricia and 

several grandchildren. 

 

In 1978, the occupiers were Mr. and Mrs. E. 

D. Mackinnon and the area of the portion of 

Langi Willi estate was 3,525 acres. William 

Mackinnon and his family occupied the 

property after his father’s death in 1983. 

 

Architect Charles D’Ebro 

Architect Charles D’Ebro was born in London 

in October 1850, reputedly being the only child 

of a Spanish baron and artist, Charles 

D’Almonos D’Ebro of Castellan descent and 

Frances McCarty of a famous Irish family. 

Initially interested in painting, D’Ebro found 

that his talents lay with civil engineering and 

was articled to W. R. Kinipple, a well known 

London engineer, completing them in 1873. 

 

He applied for a position as an assistant 

engineer with the South Australian Colonial 

Government Railways and gaining the position 

left London for Australia in 1876. He remained 

there until 1881 when he joined Melbourne 

architect-engineer, John H. Grainger. 
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Grainger and D’Ebro won the Princes Bridge 

design competition along with the design for a 

model villa for the new estate of Grace Park in 

1884.The partnership dissolved in 1885, with 

major projects after that date being the 

Camperdown homestead, Meningoort, The 

Premier Permanent Building Society and the 

Collins Street offices and works of The Age 

newspaper. In 1891 D’Ebro married Blanche 

Tracey. The couple had one daughter and 

lived in St. Georges Road, Toorak. 

 

He won second prize for his design for 

Flinders Street Railway Station in 1900 and 

first prize for the Adelaide Abattoirs in 1910. 

He designed the Angliss freezing works at 

Footscray in 1903.  

 

In 1916, his assistant N. W. G. Meldrum 

became a partner and later Wagstaff was 

admitted to the partnership. In 1920 A. C. 

Mackenzie also became a partner in what 

became D’Ebro Mackenzie & Meldrum. 

D’Ebro died 23 June 1920 in Perth, while on a 

business trip for the Western Australian Meat 

Export Co. The practice ceased in 1927. 

 

REFERENCES 

National Trust of Australia (Victoria) 

Classification Report for Langi Willi – File 

B4567 

McAlpine, R. A., The Shire of Hampden 1863-

1963, Terang Express, 1963 

 

PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION 

The Homestead complex includes the 

following buildings: 

 Main two storey brick homestead 1903 

 Former timber homestead and attached 
wing c. 1850s and 1870s 

 Timber woolshed and ancillary buildings 
c. 1870s 

 Brick shearers quarters c. 1890 

 Stone sheep wash building c. 1870 

 Second timber woolshed on former 
railway c. 1900 

 Gatekeepers House c. 1890 
 

The main house 

The 1903 homestead is a two storey brick 

residence constructed in the Arts and Crafts 

Free Style with render dressings. The house is 

elevated on a slight podium. Across the front 

of the house is a series of linked pavilions, 

each possessing a different roof treatment and 

scale with a two level timber verandah at the 

south end and a small open balcony at the 

other. The southern pavilion has a Dutch hip 

roof profile with a projecting gabled room bay 

with verandah. Next to it is a hip roofed, 

cement rendered tower with a multi paned 

oculus and a hipped wing set in front of it. 

These elements cut into the main gabled roof 

line with a secondary gable roof bay which 

extends north and has a half timbered gable 

end.  

 

The next major wing is castellated with 

buttressing and a bartizan at one corner 

topped with a cast iron and wrought iron 

pinnacle. This tower marks the drop in the 

main gabled ridge line and the introduction of 

gable wings at the north west corner of the 

main elevation. Decorative terracotta 

shingling, in differing patterns, is used on 

flared skirt-like hoods, which shelter casement 

window groups at ground floor level.  

 

The south-west elevation reveals another 

assembly of differing roof forms with another 

timber verandah at ground level only and 

unifying the two two storey gabled wings 

which comprise the corner.  

 

Window forms are varied to suit each 

elevation, sometimes two pane double hung, 

sometimes double hung but with an upper 

multi paned sash. There are many casement 

windows, some leadlight, others with timber 

mullions, some with segmental arch tops, 

others rectangular and others fully arched. 

Chimneys are expressed of red brick and 

have ribbon shafts, with a rendered simple 

corbelled capping and terracotta pots. Roof 

cladding is Marseilles terracotta tiles with 

terracotta ridging and gable finials. 

 

The early homestead 

The original homestead is located at the end 

of the main drive, facing in the opposite 

direction, before the drive turns eastward to 

reach the main house. The weatherboard 

house consists of two major wings from 

differing periods. The earlier wing dating from 

the c. 1850s has a hipped roof and encircling 

verandah, roofed as an extension of the main 

roof line. The later wing has a pyramidal 

hipped roof with a concave verandah. The 

wing walls and verandah sit on basalt footings. 

The later wing has rendered brick chimneys 
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with slim cornices and full length double hung 

windows. 

 

Timber Shearers’ and Manager’s Quarters 

This building is located to the south of the 

original homestead. It is a weatherboard 

building with a gable roof with fretwork gable 

fascias in the Gothic revival manner. This 

indicates it dates from c. 1870. Similar fascia 

have been applied to what may be a gabled 

bellcote set on the ridge at the north end of 

the building. A brick chimney marks the 

shearers rooms at the south end. Windows 

are timber framed and double hung. 

 

Brick Shearers’ Quarters 

Located in open pasture on a track linking the 

house with the later woolshed and well to the 

west of the house yard is the brick shearers’ 

quarters constructed in c. 1890-1900. The 

quarters have bi-chrome brick walls (red with 

cream trim) and twin parapeted gables linked 

by a timber post verandah with simple iron 

brackets. The valley hipped roof is clad with 

corrugated iron and the chimneys are of 

similar brickwork with simple corbelled 

cornices. Windows are double hung and multi-

paned. 

 

Garden 

The garden as described in 1929 contained 

open lawns, a lake, pergola and arbour 

creating an impressive parkland. Formal 

cypress hedges divide the garden into spaces 

and golden and green cypress provide a 

feature on the main lawn and other parts of 

the garden. There is a kitchen garden 

separated from the main garden by a hedge. 

There are a number of arbours, one an 

extensive strap iron frame with timber 

uprights. Distinctive trees such as the Bunya 

Bunya, pines and cypress, and beds of 

variegated agave, typical of planting schemes 

of the 19th century are a feature of the garden. 

The main house is reached by the gravel 

drive, which terminates in an oval garden bed 

setting off the main façade of the house. A row 

of mature pines are a dominant element 

adjacent to the house. A slate roofed tennis 

pavilion of lattice timber is adjacent to the 

grassed tennis court, framed with cypress 

hedging. 

 

 

 

STATEMENT OF CULTURAL HERITAGE 

SIGNIFICANCE 

 

What is significant? 

Langi Willi Homestead Complex and Gardens 

located at 3980 Glenelg Highway, Skipton. 

 

How is it significant? 

Langi Willi Homestead Complex and Gardens 

is of local historic and aesthetic significance to 

Corangamite Shire. 

 

Why is it significant? 

Langi Willi Homestead Complex and Gardens 

is historically significant for its association with 

the early pastoral settlement of the 

Corangamite Shire. The pastoral run originally 

known as Bamgamie was first taken up in 

1838 by Wright, Montgomery and Anderson 

Jnr. who held it until 1845 when it was divided 

into two sections. Wright and Montgomery 

named their section Langi Willi, while 

Alexander Anderson’s section was named 

Bangal. The property is also of historical 

significance for its associations with the 

important Russell and Mackinnon families and 

other pastoral properties of the Western 

District, in particular those owned by the same 

families. The Russell family was well known 

for their fine Merino wool production as well as 

their associations with the horse racing 

industry. (Criteria A, B & H)  

 

The 1903 homestead at Langi Willi is of 

aesthetic significance as an excellent example 

of a two storey brick homestead constructed in 

the Arts and Crafts Free Style and designed 

by prominent Melbourne architect Charles 

D’Ebro. The property is of aesthetic 

significance for its combination of main house, 

earlier homestead, working buildings, 

outbuildings and formal garden setting which 

form an ensemble typifying a pastoral property 

of the upper middle classes in Victoria in the 

late and19 th and early 20th centuries. Of 

particular note is the unusual design of the c. 

1870s brick shearers’ quarters. The property 

is of aesthetic significance for its impressive 

garden setting including ornamental lake, 

formal garden beds, hedging contrasting with 

lawn areas, tennis court and pavilion and the 

cedar avenue and rows of pines. (Criteria D & 

E) 
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PROPOSED HERITAGE OVERLAY EXTENT DEFINED BY WHITE BORDER 
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2.55 Skipton State School No. 582 
 

  
FRONT ELEVATION 

 

 
CORNER VIEW 

 

 
REAR LATER BRICK AND WEATHERBOARD  

ADDITIONS 

 

LOCATION 

7 Montgomery Street, Skipton 

 

FORMER NAMES 

 

ITEM GROUP 

Education 

 

ITEM TYPE 

School - State 

 

ARCHITECT/DESIGNERS 

Education Department 

 

ARCHITECTURAL STYLES 

Victorian 

 

BUILDER/MAKERS 

CONTEXTUAL HISTORY 

Pastoral settlement in Skipton dates from 1839 

when three Scotsmen, Alexander Anderson, 

William Wright and James Montgomery settled 

on land by the Emu Creek in what is now the 

township of Skipton, Victoria.  They called their 

run "Bamgamie", and built a hut on high 

ground at a place where it was possible to ford 

the creek. This spot is now marked with a cairn 

in Stewart Park. Over time Bamgamie was 

divided, firstly into "Baangal" and "Langi 

Willi", later subdivided again into "Banongill", 

"Borriyalloak", "Mt Widderin" and 

"Mooramong". 

 

Skipton township was first surveyed in 1852 by 

Thomas Watson, who set out twenty half acre 

lots to the section. A notice appeared in the 

Government Gazette on 29th of July of that 

year: 

A site has been fixed for a village….Skipton at 

Wright and Montgomery’s Station on the Emu 

Creek. This location for a village was most 

likely selected due to its proximity to Emu 

Creek as well as the presence of an easy 

crossing of the Creek. It was also the location 

where tracks from Melbourne and Geelong 

met and led on to Hamilton or Portland. At this 

stage a practicable route to Portland south of 

lake Colac and through the Stony Rises had 

not been found, and a number of years passed 

before this was possible. 

 

The first land sale resulting from the 1852 

survey was held in Geelong on 14 April 1852 

with ten lots in sections one and two were 

submitted. These lots were located on the 

north and south sides of Montgomery Street 

and were purchased by Thomas Curle, Peter 

McVicar, James Noble, Hugh Wilson and 

Timothy Handyman. For the second sale, also 

held at Geelong at the end of August 1852 a 

further ten lots were put up and the purchasers 

of these lots included John Jackson, Michael 

Lyons, William Stirling, Augustus Dennys and 

William Fraser. 

 

The earliest crossings of the Emu Creek were 

at a stone ford a short distance to the north of 

the present bridge, which replaced the earlier 

timber trestle bridge from the 1860s. A 

bluestone bridge was constructed in 1877 and 

stood until its demolition and replacement in 

2007. In 1877 the creek formed the boundary 

between the Shires of Ripon and the Shire of 

Hampden and much of Skipton’s early 
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development was on the Ripon side of the 

Creek. A century later in 1977, the Shire of 

Hampden annexed the portion of Ripon Shire 

within the town boundaries. 

 

Skipton was very appropriately named after 

the English town of the same name - Skipton 

meaning sheep town.  Skipton was the central 

point for the major sheep-stations of the district 

and was for at least a generation, the main 

centre of the pure wool industry and important 

in the improvement of merino sheep breeding. 

It was as a result of this key location within the 

sheep district that Skipton steadily developed 

as a township during the 1850s and 1860s.  

 

Skipton’s economy was agriculturally based 

and the town continued to flourish during the 

1870s and into the 1880s mainly as a result of 

the servicing of the surrounding large 

homestead properties. In the district 

surrounding Skipton there are a dozen or so 

homesteads. In the early days the homesteads 

were like small self-contained towns. At 

Corranballac there were sixteen dwellings 

other than the homestead itself. Much 

employment and business was created in the 

town as a result of these homesteads. These 

large holdings have been steadily reduced 

particularly before and after the two World 

Wars for Closer and Soldier settlement, 

creating the farming areas of Langi Willi, Mt 

Emu, Mooramong, Stoneleigh, Carranballac, 

Vite Vite, Mingay, Bradvale, Mt Bute, 

Willowvale and Mannibadar. 

 

A railway line from Ballarat to the mining fields 

at Scarsdale was extended during the 1880s 

to Linton, and the terminus served the station 

properties around Skipton as well as the 

township itself. A strong movement headed by 

the Progress Association sought to have the 

railway extended to Skipton. Finally in 1913 a 

survey of the proposed line extension was 

undertaken. Construction of the line was 

commenced in 1914 under the supervision of 

Engineer Mackey. On Tuesday January 19, 

1916, the line was formally opened. 

 

PLACE HISTORY 

The only educational facilities within the town 

prior to 1863 were classes conducted by Mrs 

William Parsons in a four-roomed cottage in 

which her husband also ran a boot store. This 

is the residence located adjacent to the court 

house on the south side of Montgomery Street. 

A Common School was opened on 9th October 

1864 in Cleveland Street, however by the 

1880s and with the increasing population of 

Skipton, further school accommodation was 

required. The site of the existing school was 

not considered appropriate for expansion so 

the parents applied to the Education 

Department for a new, larger school on a more 

appropriate site. 

 

As a result, Skipton State School No. 582 

located on a new elevated site in Montgomery 

Street was opened in June 1888. A pubic 

holiday on the anniversary of the Queen’s 

Jubilee was declared to mark the occasion. As 

part of the celebrations Mr. R. Chirnside had 

invited the children of Springvale, Spring Hill 

and Skipton Schools to a meal at the 

Mechanics Institute. The invitation was also 

extended to everyone in the district. The day’s 

proceedings were commenced by a 

procession of the school pupils, followed by 

the people of Skipton from the old school to 

the new school. Mr. W. H. Uren M. L. A. for 

Ripon and Hampden, then officially opened the 

school. 

 

Harry Hardy was the first Head Teacher at the 

new school and served in this role for thirteen 

years. The original building had two 

classrooms and an entry porch at either end. It 

cost £800 and was erected by contractor Mr. 

D. Brown. 

 

With a still increasing population in Skipton, a 

third brick classroom was added to the south 

side of the building in 1915. By the 1930s 

enrolment had reached 100 at which time 

Harold Peart, a Gallipolli veteran was the Head 

Teacher. 

 

A notable pupil of the School was Henry Bolte, 

Victoria’s Premier from June 1955 until August 

1972. Additional classrooms added in 1957 

and 1969 reflect the steady growth in 

population in the area during these periods. 
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PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION 

The school has been constructed in stages but 

the original 1888 section of the building is 

clearly distinguishable and remarkably intact. It 

has a rectangular plan with a gambrel roof clad 

in corrugated metal sheet. The roof contains a 

central pyramidal roofed bell tower and the 

eaves extend on the north side forming a 

canopy over the windows. There are two 

banks of four windows on the north side. They 

contain timber framed double hung windows 

with a hopper window above. The double hung 

sashes have six panes and the hopper 

windows have three. At either end of the 

building is a small gable roofed entry porch 

with an entry door in the side elevation. Above 

the porch on the end walls is a row of three 

small square windows. Other decoration 

includes cream brick banding and turned 

timber brackets under the eaves. 

 

The 1915 brick addition forms a south east 

wing extending from the original school. This 

wing has face brick walls in the same colour as 

the original building and a gable roof clad in 

corrugated metal sheet. The end wall contains 

a bank of four double hung windows with 

hopper windows above. As with the windows 

on the original section, the double hung 

sashes have six panes and the hopper 

windows have three. 

 

Adjacent to the 1915 wing and concealing the 

remainder of the south elevation of the 1888 

building is a weatherboard 1920s rural school 

building that has been relocated from another 

site. The origin of this school is unknown. 

 

There is a skillion roofed wing on the east side 

of the school which appear to be a 

combination of additions from the 1950s, 60s 

and 80s. On the edge of the oval is a hall 

building constructed in the 2000s. 

 

STATEMENT OF CULTURAL HERITAGE 

SIGNIFICANCE 

 

What is significant? 

The Skipton State School located at 7 

Montgomery Street, Skipton. The original form, 

materials and detailing of the 1888 brick 

school building and the 1915 brick wing 

contribute to the significance of the place. 

 

How is it significant? 

The Skipton State School at 7 Montgomery 

Street, Skipton is of local historic, aesthetic 

and social significance to Corangamite Shire.  

 

Why is it significant? 

The Skipton State School is historically 

significant for the role it has played in 

education in the Skipton district since 1888. 

The establishment of a larger school in Skipton 

in the late 1880s demonstrates the increasing 

population in the area due to the large number 

of homesteads in surrounding the township. 

(Criteria A & B) 

 

The Skipton State School is of aesthetic 

significance as a substantially intact example 

of an Education Department Victorian brick 

school constructed in the 1880s. Key features 

of the original building include the overall form 

with a gambrel roof and gable roofed porches 

at either end, bell tower mounted on the roof, 

red brick walls with cream brick banding, and 

turned timber brackets to the eaves. The 1915 

brick classroom with a gable roof also 

contributes to the aesthetic significance of the 

building. The large bank of timber framed 

windows with six pane sashes on this wing as 

well as the original wing are of significance 

and most likely date from the 1915 period. The 

school sign located on the original school 

building contributes to the aesthetic 

significance of the place. (Criterion E) 

 

The former Skipton State School is of social 

significance as the focus of education in the 

Skipton region from 1888 to the present day. 

Past pupils of the school have associations 

with the site. (Criterion G) 
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2.56 Residence, 25 Smythe Street, 

Skipton 
 

 
FRONT, SMYTHE STREET VIEW 

 

 
NORTH WEST VIEW 

 

 
NORTH EAST VIEW 

 

LOCATION 

25 Smythe Street, Skipton 

 

FORMER NAMES 

 

ITEM GROUP 

Residential Buildings (private) 

 

ITEM TYPE 

House 

 

ARCHITECT/DESIGNERS 

Soldier Settlement Commission 

 

ARCHITECTURAL STYLES 

 

BUILDER/MAKERS 

CONTEXTUAL HISTORY 

 

Pastoral settlement in Skipton dates from 1839 

when three Scotsmen, Alexander Anderson, 

William Wright and James Montgomery settled 

on land by the Emu Creek in what is now the 

township of Skipton, Victoria.  They called their 

run "Bamgamie", and built a hut on high 

ground at a place where it was possible to ford 

the creek. This spot is now marked with a cairn 

in Stewart Park. Over time Bamgamie was 

divided, firstly into "Baangal" and "Langi 

Willi", later subdivided again into "Banongill", 

"Borriyalloak", "Mt Widderin" and 

"Mooramong". 

 

Skipton township was first surveyed in 1852 by 

Thomas Watson, who set out twenty half acre 

lots to the section. A notice appeared in the 

Government Gazette on 29th of July of that 

year: 

A site has been fixed for a village….Skipton at 

Wright and Montgomery’s Station on the Emu 

Creek. This location for a village was most 

likely selected due to its proximity to Emu 

Creek as well as the presence of an easy 

crossing of the Creek. It was also the location 

where tracks from Melbourne and Geelong 

met and led on to Hamilton or Portland. At this 

stage a practicable route to Portland south of 

lake Colac and through the Stony Rises had 

not been found, and a number of years passed 

before this was possible. 

 

The first land sale resulting from the 1852 

survey was held in Geelong on 14 April 1852 

with ten lots in sections one and two were 

submitted. These lots were located on the 

north and south sides of Montgomery Street 

and were purchased by Thomas Curle, Peter 

McVicar, James Noble, Hugh Wilson and 

Timothy Handyman. For the second sale, also 

held at Geelong at the end of August 1852 a 

further ten lots were put up and the purchasers 

of these lots included John Jackson, Michael 

Lyons, William Stirling, Augustus Dennys and 

William Fraser. 

 

Skipton was the central point for the major 

sheep-stations of the district and was for at 

least a generation, the main centre of the pure 

wool industry and important in the 

improvement of merino sheep breeding. It was 

as a result of this key location within the sheep 

district that Skipton steadily developed as a 

township during the 1850s and 1860s.  
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Because Skipton was located just beyond the 

line of gold bearing ground with an 

agriculturally based economy, the population 

of Skipton has remained comparatively stable 

throughout its history.  

 

Squatters came to the fertile grazing land. In 

the district surrounding Skipton there are a 

dozen homesteads, all still on substantial 

acreages. In the early days the homesteads 

were rather like small self-contained towns. On 

Carranballac there were sixteen dwellings 

other than the homestead itself, and in 1919 

Gordon Chirnside dammed the Mt Emu Creek 

to create a hydro electric system which served 

all the buildings including the large woolshed. 

Much employment and business was created 

in the town as a result of the homesteads. 

These large holdings were steadily reduced, 

particularly before and after the two World 

Wars for Closer and Soldier Settlement, 

creating the neighbouring farming areas of 

Langi Willi, Mt. Emu, Mooramong, Stoneleigh, 

Carranballac, Vite Vite, Mingay, Bradvale, Mt 

Bute, Willowvale and Mannibadar. 

 

Mt Bute WW1 Soldier Settlement 

In 1917, under the provisions of the 

Discharged Soldiers' Settlement Act, the 

government undertook the settlement of 

discharged soldiers on lands set aside 

exclusively for them as a reward for their war 

service. Special conditions such as low 

interest finance and no repayments for the first 

3 years on 36 year purchase leases were 

introduced for the settlement of discharged 

soldiers. From 1922 assisted British 

immigrants were settled on the land as part of 

the Closer Settlement schemes. In 1938 

further legislation was introduced to make 

similar provision for the settlement of 

discharged soldiers from World War II. 

 

Mt. Bute Station was first settled by Duncan 

Hoyle who came to Australia in 1832.  The run 

is named for the Isle of Bute, not far off the 

western coast of Scotland and his home town 

of Greenock. He was a wine merchant and 

well known boat builder who settled in 

Melbourne. He squatted (or took up selection) 

on Mt Bute in 1838, and in about 1844 sold to 

his brother, John. By 1845 the run was 63,000 

acres and ran 56,000 sheep. The property 

later passed to Oakley and Pettett, and again 

to Matthew Baird and Others.  In 1882 it was 

bought by Samuel Wilson, an Irishman from 

Antrim, at one time a miner on the diggings at 

Ballarat, Bendigo and the Ovens, who with his 

brothers owned vast tracts of property around 

Victoria and elsewhere – among them 

Longerenong, Ercildoune, and stations in the 

Murrumbidgee and Queensland.  Samuel did 

not live at Mt Bute, he preferred Ercildoune, 

but the property prospered under Managers.  

One of Wilson’s four sons married Lady Sarah 

Spencer-Churchill.  Lieut-Col Gordon Chesney 

Wilson served as aide-de-camp to Col. Robert 

Baden-Powell at the Siege of Mafeking, while 

his wife, Lady Sarah, was War Correspondent 

to the Daily Mail in London. All four of Samuel 

Wilson’s sons served in the British forces 

during World War 1, and all four died. Lady 

Sarah retained Mt Bute, remaining in England 

as absentee landlord, and as a result of this 

the entire property was acquired for Soldier 

Settlement in 1921 when 95 ex-servicemen 

were allocated farms. At this time the estate 

was measured at 48,292 acres, stretching 

from Pittong in the north, with Naringal as its 

eastern boundary, Borriyalloak to the west, 

and almost to Lismore at the south.  It was 

subdivided into 123 allotments, ranging in area 

from 279 acres to 789 acres.  The land was 

described as being suitable for grazing and 

mixed farming but it was a battle for these 

early settlers to wrest a living from the land. 

 

PLACE HISTORY 

It is believed that the house located at 25 

Smythe Street, Skipton is a WW1 Soldier 

Settlement house that has been brought in to 

Skipton from Bradvale, which was a settlement 

formed as a result of the Mt. Bute Soldier 

Settlement. 

 

There have only been two long term owners of 

25 Smythe Street, the Daly family and the 

Brownbills. The Daly family was one of the 

Soldier Settler families allocated a block in the 

Mt Bute Soldier Settlement. Records indicate 

that their original Soldier Settlement house 

was destroyed in the 1944 bush fires. This 

residence is therefore not their original soldier 

settlement house but may have been a surplus 

building from one of the abandoned blocks.  

 

REFERENCES 
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PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION 

 

The building is a small weatherboard dwelling 

that has been constructed in two main stages. 

The earliest section, which would have been 

the original Soldier Settlement design is a 

gable roofed building with a front corner porch 

cut out under the main roof line. This forms a 

projecting room adjacent to the porch and two 

rooms to the rear. What may have been a 

verandah formed by a continuation of the 

gable roof at the rear has been filled to provide 

more enclosed space in the original building. 

There is a single door and timber framed 

double hung window under the porch. 

 

There is a small gable roofed wing with a lower 

roof that the main section, extending from the 

rear west side of the house. This is most likely 

to have been added after it was moved to 

Skipton from the Soldier Settlement. 

 

STATEMENT OF CULTURAL HERITAGE 

SIGNIFICANCE 

 

What is significant? 

The residence at 25 Smythe Street, Skipton. 

The form, materials and details of the original 

WW1 Soldier Settlement House is integral to 

the significance of the place. 

 

How is it significant? 

The residence at 25 Smythe Street, Skipton is 

of local historic and aesthetic significance to 

Corangamite Shire. 

 

Why is it significant? 

The residence at 25 Smythe Street, Skipton is 

historically significant as a rare intact example 

of a WW1 Soldier Settlement house. The 

house is likely to have been moved from 

Bradvale, which was a settlement formed as a 

result of the Mt. Bute Soldier Settlement. In 

1917, under the provisions of the Discharged 

Soldiers' Settlement Act, the government 

undertook the settlement of discharged 

soldiers on lands set aside exclusively for 

them as a reward for their war service. The Mt 

Bute Estate, first settled by Duncan Hoyle was 

acquired for Soldier Settlement in 1921, when 

95 ex-servicemen were allocated farms. 

(Criteria A & B) 

 

The residence at 25 Smythe Street, Skipton is 

aesthetically significant as a rare intact 

example of a WW1 Soldier Settlement House. 

The residence demonstrates the key 

characteristics of the WW1 Soldier Settlement 

House including the small scale, minimum 

number of rooms and simplicity of design with 

minimum detailing. (Criterion D) 

 

 

 

 
Recommended Extent – 25 Smythe Street, Skipton 
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2.57 Former Home of Sir Henry Bolte, 

Skipton 
 

 
FRONT OF THE RESIDENCE (FACING WRIGHT  

STREET) 

 

 
VIEW TO THE SIDE OF THE RESIDENCE LOOKING  

OVER EMU CREEK 

 

LOCATION 

44 Wright Street, Skipton 

 

FORMER NAMES 

 

ITEM GROUP 

Residential Private 

 

ITEM TYPE 

House 

 

ARCHITECT/DESIGNERS 

 

ARCHITECTURAL STYLES 

 

BUILDER/MAKERS 

 

CONTEXTUAL HISTORY 

Pastoral settlement in Skipton dates from 1839 

when three Scotsmen, Alexander Anderson, 

William Wright and James Montgomery settled 

on land by the Emu Creek in what is now the 

township of Skipton, Victoria.  They called their 

run "Bamgamie", and built a hut on high 

ground at a place where it was possible to ford 

the creek. This spot is now marked with a cairn 

in Stewart Park. Over time Bamgamie was 

divided, firstly into "Baangal" and "Langi 

Willi", later subdivided again into "Banongill", 

"Borriyalloak", "Mt Widderin" and 

"Mooramong". 

 

Skipton township was first surveyed in 1852 by 

Thomas Watson, who set out twenty half acre 

lots to the section. A notice appeared in the 

Government Gazette on 29th of July of that 

year: 

A site has been fixed for a village….Skipton at 

Wright and Montgomery’s Station on the Emu 

Creek. This location for a village was most 

likely selected due to its proximity to Emu 

Creek as well as the presence of an easy 

crossing of the Creek. It was also the location 

where tracks from Melbourne and Geelong 

met and led on to Hamilton or Portland. At this 

stage a practicable route to Portland south of 

lake Colac and through the Stony Rises had 

not been found, and a number of years passed 

before this was possible. 

 

The first land sale resulting from the 1852 

survey was held in Geelong on 14 April 1852 

with ten lots in sections one and two were 

submitted. These lots were located on the 

north and south sides of Montgomery Street 

and were purchased by Thomas Curle, Peter 

McVicar, James Noble, Hugh Wilson and 

Timothy Handyman. For the second sale, also 

held at Geelong at the end of August 1852 a 

further ten lots were put up and the purchasers 

of these lots included John Jackson, Michael 

Lyons, William Stirling, Augustus Dennys and 

William Fraser. 

 

Skipton was the central point for the major 

sheep-stations of the district and was for at 

least a generation, the main centre of the pure 

wool industry and important in the 

improvement of merino sheep breeding. It was 

as a result of this key location within the sheep 

district that Skipton steadily developed as a 

township during the 1850s and 1860s.  

 

A pound was established in the town in 1853 

and John McLaurin appointed pound keeper 

on 22nd December of the same year. 

 

Prior to the establishment of a public hall, the 

hotel was the focal point of the town. It was the 

district centre for public meetings, official 

functions, private and professional 
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consultations and courts of petty sessions and 

polling. Skipton’s first hotel, the Eagle Inn, 

which stood on the site of the current Post 

Office was destroyed by fire in 1857. The 

Skipton Hotel was built by James Madden and 

John Tait circa 1858 and followed on from the 

Eagle Inn as the civic centre of the township. 

The Ripon Hotel was also constructed in the 

1850s. 

 

On 21st September 1860, Skipton was 

appointed a place where a Court of Petty 

Sessions could be held and this occurred on 

the first Wednesday of each month at the 

Skipton Hotel. This was up until 1867 when the 

portable court house building from Fiery Creek 

(now Beaufort) was moved to Skipton. 

 

A Common School was opened on 9th October 

1864. This building, located in Clevelend 

Street was later used as a Sunday School by 

the Presbyterians and when the State School 

opened in 1888 it was sold to the Freemasons 

who added a brick addition.  

 

A railway line from Ballarat to the mining fields 

at Scarsdale was extended to Linton during 

the 1880s. A strong movement headed by the 

Progress Association sought to have the 

railway extended to Skipton and finally in 1916 

the extension of the line to Skipton was 

completed. 

 

In 1905 the present Mechanics Institute 

opened to which was added a spacious supper 

room in 1932. In 1939 a complete new front 

was given to the building in addition to other 

extensions. From 1852 when the township was 

surveyed, the mail was handled by Elders’ 

Store until the present Post Office was built in 

1913. 

 

Because Skipton was located just beyond the 

line of gold bearing ground with an 

agriculturally based economy, the population 

of Skipton has remained comparatively stable 

throughout its history.  

 

Squatters came to the fertile grazing land. In 

the district surrounding Skipton there are a 

dozen homesteads, all still on substantial 

acreages. In the early days the homesteads 

were rather like small self-contained towns. On 

Carranballac there were sixteen dwellings 

other than the homestead itself, and in 1919 

Gordon Chirnside dammed the Mt Emu Creek 

to create a hydro electric system which served 

all the buildings including the large woolshed. 

Much employment and business was created 

in the town as a result of the homesteads. 

These large holdings were steadily reduced, 

particularly before and after the two World 

Wars for Closer and Soldier Settlement, 

creating the neighbouring farming areas of 

Langi Willi, Mt. Emu, Mooramong, Stoneleigh, 

Carranballac, Vite Vite, Mingay, Bradvale, Mt 

Bute, Willowvale and Mannibadar. 

 

PLACE HISTORY 

 

Built around 1910 by Walter Stoddart, this 

property is affectionately known as the Bolte 

House due to its connection with the family of 

Victoria’s longest serving Premier (1955-72). 

In 1926 it was purchased by Harry and Anna 

Bolte (nee Warren) whose families were for 

many years associated with Skipton’s two 

hotels – the Ripon Hotel in Bridge Street and 

the Skipton Hotel in Montgomery Street. Harry 

and Anna lived in this home for 37 years. Their 

sons Henry, born in 1908 in Ballarat and his 

brother Bill born in 1911, grew up in Skipton 

attending the local State school. Henry was 

reputedly mad on sport – playing for the local 

cricket and football teams, fishing and 

swimming in the nearby creek and was a 

better than average student. He married Edith 

(Jill) Elder from that long established local 

family, and went on to become both farmer 

and politician, receiving a Knighthood for his 

services to the State in 1972. For many years 

this was the home of Helen and Gordon Wise. 

 

Sir Henry Edward Bolte (1908-1990), farmer 

and premier, was born on 20 May 1908 at 

Ballarat East, elder son of Victorian-born 

parents James Henry (Harry) Bolte, miner, and 

his wife Anna Jane, née Martin. Harry was 

also a moderately successful handyman, 

shepherd and occasional prospector. His 

German parents had fled to England in 1847 

and then migrated to Victoria in 1852. Anna’s 

maternal grandparents were also of German 

origin. In 1892 her mother had married a 

second time, to William Warren. When Henry 

was born his parents moved to Skipton. The 

focal points of his childhood were the Ripon 

Hotel, owned by his father until 1921; the 

larger Skipton Hotel, owned by the Warrens 

until 1921, when they sold it to the Boltes; and 

the Skipton State School, where F. A. Moore, 

an Anglican churchman and Empire loyalist, 
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was headmaster. Henry was conscious of the 

disadvantage of his German background 

during World War I; he later said that it had 

toughened him. 

 

In 1922, with the assistance of a junior 

technical scholarship, he became a boarder at 

Ballarat Church of England Grammar School. 
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PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION 

The residence with the address 44 Smythe 

Street actually fronts Wright Street and is 

located on the east bank of the Emu Creek 

near the centre of Skipton Township. It has a 

prominent location in the township with views 

to the house gained across Steward Park, 

which was formerly the Police Paddock. 

 

The Wright Street front of the property is 

bounded by a timber picket fence, which is not 

original. The garage on the east side of the 

house is also not original. Later alterations 

have been undertaken to the west side of the 

residence facing the Emu Creek.  

 

The original building on the site is a modest 

scale Edwardian style weatherboard residence 

facing Wright Street. The residence has an M-

shaped hipped roof with a projecting gable 

wing to the north west corner facing Wright 

Street. The gable end has a boxed barge 

board and half timbering on a stucco finish to 

the gable end. There is a timber finial to the 

apex of the gable. The roof is clad in painted 

corrugated iron sheet. 

 

The front door to the residence is located in 

the front elevation where the main section of 

the house intersects with the projecting gable 

wing. The door has sidelight and highlight 

windows. 

 

A return verandah extends from this wing, 

across the front of the building and along the 

east side. The roof of the verandah has a 

bullnose profile, and is supported by square 

timber posts with curved timber brackets. The 

verandah also has a timber fretwork frieze with 

a pattern of regularly spaced struts. 

 

The windows to the front section of the 

residence are twin timber framed and double 

hung. The central window to the gable end 

elevation of the projecting front wing has a 

skillion hood over, which is supported on 

timber strut, triangular brackets.  

 

STATEMENT OF CULTURAL HERITAGE 

SIGNIFICANCE 

 

What is significant? 

The residence at 44 Wright Street, Skipton. 

The form, materials and details of the original 

1910 house are integral to the significance of 

the place. 

 

How is it significant? 

The residence at 44 Wright Street, Skipton is 

of local historic and aesthetic significance to 

Corangamite Shire. 

 

Why is it significant? 

The Wright Street residence is of historical 

significance as the childhood home of the 

former Premier of Victoria Sir Henry Bolte. 

Henry Bolte, Victoria’s longest serving Premier 

from 1955 to 1937, lived at the house with his 

parents from the age of 3, until he went to High 

School. The residence is also of historical 

significance for its associations with Harry and 

Anna Bolte who were prominent members of 

the Skipton community and were involved with 

the operation of Skipton’s two Hotels. (Criteria 

A, B & H) 

 

The Wright Street residence is aesthetically 

significant for as a substantially intact and 

impressive example of an Edwardian 

residence located in a prominent location on 

the Emu Creek in the Skipton Township. The 

residence retains a number of original features 

demonstrating the Edwardian style including 

the overall form with main hipped roof and 

projecting gable wing, twin timber framed, 

double hung windows, timber decoration to the 

gable end wing, return verandah with timber 

fretwork frieze and brackets, the front door 

with sidelight and highlight windows and 

skillion hood with brackets over the front gable 

wing window. (Criterion D) 
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2.58 Former South Purrumbete 

Creamery 
 

 
FRONT VIEW FROM COBDEN-STONYFORD  

ROAD 

 

 
EAST SIDE ELEVATION 

 

 
EAST SIDE AND REAR  

 

LOCATION 

1064 Cobden-Stoneyford Road, South 

Purrumbete 

 

FORMER NAMES 

South Purrumbete Hall 

 

ITEM GROUP 

Farming and grazing 

 

ITEM TYPE 

Creamery 

 

ARCHITECT/DESIGNERS 

 

ARCHITECTURAL STYLES 

BUILDER/MAKERS 

Messrs. Fiddes and Morgan. 

 

CONTEXTUAL HISTORY 

 

SOUTH PURRUMBETE 

Land grants in the parish of South Purrumbete 

commenced in 1855, with J. and P. Manifold 

obtaining a number of lots. They were followed 

in 1860 by Hugh Scott, similarly with a number 

of lots. C. C. Skarratt, in 1864 was granted two 

lots each of 20 acres, just north of the main 

Cobden to Stonyford Road on the west side of 

Sefton’s Road. Other grants before 1873 

included A. Lang, W. W. Allen, F. Scott, R. 

Trotter, A. Darcy, J. Stack, M. Sexton, T. R. 

Oddie, P. McMahon, J. Foster, R. Turnbridge 

and J. Moffat. 

 

As a result of the 1884 Land Act, which came 

into effect in 1885, some larger grazing estates 

cut up parts of their properties and sold them 

as farm (dairying) lots. An area of 1550 acres, 

part of the estate of Daniel Curdie was sold in 

February 1885. Much of the undeveloped land 

in the Parish of Elingamite owned by the Bank 

of Victoria was sold by auction and private 

treaty in March 1885. Captain Haines’ property 

at Pomborneit and South Purrumbete was cut 

up for sale in agriculture sized blocks in 

September 1886. Dixie estate, which had not 

long been in the hands of a syndicate, was cut 

up and sold early in 1887. 

 

THE DAIRY INDUSTRY 

Prior to the 1880s the Western district was 

pastoral land largely engaged in wool 

production. The Victorian Government had, for 

some time been pressing for closer settlement 

of the land, but this had been successfully 

resisted by the western District pastoralists. 

 

The new opportunity to take up small holdings 

in the 1880s as a result of the Land Acts 

coincided with emerging developments in the 

dairy industry in Victoria—namely increased 

mechanisation plus new research into herd 

management and improvement, and hygiene 

and bacteriology. Dairying in the district quickly 

became profitable with high quality milk 

products being produced on a domestic scale. 

A private butter factory, named Keilamboli, 

was established at Terang in 1885. 
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The invention of the Centrifugal Separator by 

De Laval in 1878 meant that bulk milk could be 

more easily separated into cream and milk. 

The introduction of these machines to Victoria 

in 1886 resulted in an improved capacity to 

manufacture butter. The rapid expansion of the 

butter factories was also supported by the 

invention of refrigeration, which enabled the 

level of preservatives in butter to be reduced 

and the quality of the product to improve. In 

turn refrigerated rail cars were provided to 

transport the product to ports, opening up a 

new and lucrative export industry. With the 

availability of refrigeration, farmers were able 

to sell their butter and cheese to Melbourne 

and export goods to more distant ports. These 

developments undoubtedly lead to the 

establishment of butter factories across the 

colony.  

 

However, these factories needed dairy farms 

to supply them. The result for the lands across 

the Corangamite Shire was an extensive 

subdivision of the large pastoral estates into 

smaller farms more suited to dairy farming. 

The countryside around Camperdown, Terang 

and Cobden was particularly suited to this form 

of farming, whereas the subdivision of the 

pastoral properties in the northern portions of 

the Shire resulted in the creation of smaller 

grain producing farms. 

 

Concerned with a desire to increase 

productivity, to improve the collective quality of 

their products, and to establish a benchmark of 

quality in the district, local farmers in various 

localities banded together to establish co-

operative butter factories. Here, the latest 

machinery and equipment could be installed, 

but with a large number of milk providers 

involved there were significant economies-of-

scale. The first such co-operative factory was 

the Pioneer Butter Factory, established in 

Cobden in 1888. This was based on a system 

of co-operative ownership and co- operative 

returns, with local farmers owning a share of 

the business. Creameries for the Cobden 

factory were set up at local collection points 

including South Purrumbete.  

 

The Cobden factory was quickly followed by 

the Camperdown Butter Factory established 

by the Manifolds in 1891, the Tandarook 

Cheese Factory in 1894, Glenormiston Butter 

Factory in 1895 and the Terang Cheese and 

Butter Factory was in existence until taken 

over by the Glenormiston Company in 1914. In 

1914 the Derrinallum Co-operative Butter 

Factory commenced operations but in 1926 it 

was purchased by a private firm, Holdenson & 

Neilson. Another privately owned factory was 

established by W. T. Manifold at Purrumbete in 

the 1890s. In 1960 a merger took place of the 

principal companies, Camperdown and 

Glenormiston. 

 

PLACE HISTORY 

In May 1900, Mr. John Thornton, Chairman of 

Directors of the Cobden Pioneer Butter 

Factory and five of his co-directors visited 

South Purrumbete to fix a site for construction 

of a creamery. And the secretary Mr. 

Darbridge was present to receive application 

fees and shares and to enroll local 

shareholders. The proposed site in Mr. P. 

Nehill’s paddock was inspected but rejected 

due to traffic concerns. The alternative site in 

the north east corner of Mr. J. Hose’s paddock 

was then inspected and met the approval of 

the directors. The application fees on 775 

shares were there and then paid to the 

secretary by the dairymen present. When the 

whole of the applications were in , it was 

expected that the number of shares applied for 

would exceed 800. 

 

The South Purrumbete Creamery was 

completed in August 1900 as a sub branch of 

the Cobden Pioneer Butter Factory. The 

contractors for construction of the creamery 

were Messrs. Fiddes and Morgan. Mr. John 

McKenzie was appointed as the first manager 

of the creamery. 

 

The Cobden Pioneer Butter Factory was 

established in Cobden in 1888 and due to its 

success by 1900 creameries in association 

with the factory had also been established at 

Dixie, Port Campbell, Scott’s Creek and 

Bostock’s Creek. 

 

By the early 1950s the Purrumbete Creamery 

was still in operation with the Camperdown 

Chronicle reporting in 1951 that the existing 

manager’s residence was to be removed and 

new residence erected at the creamery. By the 

late 1950s however, the building was no 

longer in use as a creamery, as the 

Camperdown Chronicle reported that a grand 

ball was held in June 1959 to open the building 

as the South Purrumbete Hall. The Minister for 
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Education at the time, Mr. J. S. Bloomfield, 

MLA, officially opened the hall. 

 

The hall had been converted into a community 

centre as a result of fund raising and volunteer 

labour by the local residents. 

 

Prior to the conversion of the former creamery 

as a their public hall, the South Purrumbete 

community had shared a hall with the 

Carpendeit community. The hall, located at 

Carpendeit was constructed in 1913. The hall 

was sometimes referred to as the Carpendeit 

Hall and other times referred to as the South 

Purrumbete and Carpendeit Public Hall, but 

entries in the Camperdown Chronicle from 

1913 through to the 1930s clearly reference 

use of the hall by both communities. 

 

In 2010 the South Purrumbete Hall (former 

Creamery) was decommissioned as a public 

hall and sold to a private owner. 
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PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION 

The building consists of three gable wings, 

side by side. Two wings are aligned at the 

front of the building, with differing depths. The 

wider gable wing on the eastern side has brick 

walls and a single room depth. The central 

wing is the longest and would have formerly 

formed the hall. It is of lightweight construction 

and has sheet wall cladding. Adjacent to this is 

the western gable wing, which is set back from 

the front. A wide skillion roofed verandah with 

an elevated platform spans across the two 

gable wings at the front. 

 

 

 

 

STATEMENT OF CULTURAL HERITAGE 

SIGNIFICANCE 

 

What is significant? 

The former South Purrumbete Creamery 

located at 1064 Cobden-Stoneyford Road. The 

original sections of the 1900 Creamery and 

1959 hall contribute to the significance of the 

place. Changes made to the building after its 

use as a hall are not significant.  

 

How is it significant? 

The former South Purrumbete Creamery at 

1064 Cobden-Stoneyford Road, South 

Purrumbete is of local historic, aesthetic and 

social significance to Corangamite Shire. 

 

Why is it significant? 

The former South Purrumbete Creamery is 

historically significant for its original 

construction and use as a creamery. 

Constructed in 1900 the building was originally 

a sub branch of the Cobden Pioneer Butter 

Factory. The building is significant for its 

demonstration of the booming dairy industry in 

the area stimulated by the excellent dairying 

land made available by the initial phase of 

closer settlement and subdivision of the large 

pastoral estates at the end of the 19th century 

as well as developments in the dairy industry 

that made it more efficient. The building is 

historically significant for its conversion and 

use as the South Purrumbete Public Hall from 

1959 until 2009. The conversion of the building 

to a hall was a significant undertaking by the 

local community, which demonstrates the 

importance placed on the provision of local 

gathering places and the strong community in 

existence in the area in the 1950s. (Criteria A 

& B) 

 

The former South Purrumbete Creamery is 

aesthetically significant as a representative 

example of an early creamery from the early 

twentieth century, but more distinctively, as an 

example of an unusual building conversion. 

The conversion of the creamery building to a 

Public Hall demonstrates resourcefulness by 

the local community. The form and materials of 

the building demonstrate this aesthetic 

significance. The brick wing is significant as a 

remnant of the original factory while the hall 

and supper room gable wings demonstrate the 

use of the building as a hall. The front skillion 

verandah across the two front gable wings is 

an early feature and contributes to the 
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aesthetic significance of the building. (Criteria 

D & E) 

 

The former South Purrumbete Creamery is of 

social significance as, initially a focus of 

farming and business activity in the area, and 

later as a community focus and meeting place 

when in use as a Public Hall. (Criterion G) 

 

 

 

 

 
Recommended Extent – former South Purrumbete Creamery 
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2.59 Former St Brigids Catholic 

Church 
 

 
VIEW TO CHURCH FROM COBDEN-STONYFORD  

ROAD 

 

LOCATION 

2 Walsh’s Road, South Purrumbete 

 

FORMER NAMES 

Roman Catholic Church, South Purrumbete 

 

ITEM GROUP 

Religion 

 

ITEM TYPE 

Church 

 

ARCHITECT/DESIGNERS 

 

ARCHITECTURAL STYLES 

Inter-War Bungalow style 

 

BUILDER/MAKERS 

J. Pyke 

 

CONTEXTUAL HISTORY 

 

Land grants in the parish of South Purrumbete 

commenced in 1855, with J. and P. Manifold 

obtaining a number of lots. They were followed 

in 1860 by Hugh Scott, similarly with a number 

of lots. C. C. Skarratt, in 1864 was granted two 

lots each of 20 acres, just north of the main 

Cobden to Stonyford Road on the west side of 

Sefton’s Road. Other grants before 1873 

included A. Lang, W. W. Allen, F. Scott, R. 

Trotter, A. Darcy, J. Stack, M. Sexton, T. R. 

Oddie, P. McMahon, J. Foster, R. Turnbridge 

and J. Moffat. 

 

As a result of the 1884 Land Act, which came 

into effect in 1885, some larger grazing estates 

cut up parts of their properties and sold them 

as farm (dairying) lots. An area of 1550 acres, 

part of the estate of Daniel Curdie was sold in 

February 1885. Much of the undeveloped land 

in the Parish of Elingamite owned by the Bank 

of Victoria was sold by auction and private 

treaty in March 1885. Captain Haines’ property 

at Pomborneit and South Purrumbete was cut 

up for sale in agriculture sized blocks in 

September 1886. Dixie estate, which had not 

long been in the hands of a syndicate, was cut 

up and sold early in 1887. 

 

The Nehill family, who donated land for the 

new church in 1934 were prominent in the 

South Purrumbete farming community. Patrick 

Nehill bought the original Nehill property in 

1874 after he had leased it for six years. 

Alexander Nehill and his brothers, Peter and 

Joe were the third generation to live at the 

property. The trio of brothers used draught 

horses to work the land until 1978, and used 

traditional farming practices to manage their 

property. 

 

PLACE HISTORY 

A catholic church was in existence in South 

Purrumbete by 1899 as it was reported that 

the South Purrumbete Catholic Community 

conducted a ball in August that year to raise 

funds to help pay for work done to increase the 

size of their church. 

 

Following the 1899 expansion of the church, 

the Catholic community in the area must have 

continued to increase, as in March 1925 it was 

reported in the Camperdown Chronicle that a 

new Catholic Church was to be built in the 

near future as the congregation had practically 

doubled in the last few years and the present 

building was far too small. 

 

It appears that it was nearly another 10 years 

before these plans for a new, larger church 

were implemented. A meeting was held after 

the morning service at the South Purrumbete 

Catholic Church on Sunday 8 July 1934 to 

decide on a site and committee for the new 

church. Mr. E. Nehill’s offer of an acre of land 

was accepted at the meeting and the 

committee elected included Messrs. H. T. 

Jones, J. L. and T. Foster, J. Darcy Jnr, W. 

Nehill, V. Kavanagh, G. Scanlon and 

Mesdames Nicol, Darcy, M. Foster, Horan, 

Thornton, Osborne and Miss. D. Walsh. 
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The Catholic Community of South Purrumbete 

conducted social functions, and donated 

generously towards a new church and in July 

1935, fund raising efforts were in full swing 

with a Catholic Ball held in the Stonyford Hall 

in aid of the building funds. 

 

By August 1935 the new church was under 

construction by contractor Mr. J. Pyke and in 

October 1935, Rev. D. Foley, Bishop of 

Ballarat, consecrated the completed church. 

The new church cost £1,411.  

 

The first wedding was held in the South 

Purrumbete Church in January 1936 when 

Ruth Foster of Cobden was wed to Desmond 

Walsh of South Purrumbete. 

 

Entries in the Camperdown Chronicle, 

regarding the church either refer to it as the 

Roman Catholic Church or St. Brigids. 

 

The church is now a private residence. 
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PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION 

The former Roman Catholic Church is located 

on the corner of Walsh’s Road and the 

Cobden Stonyford Road. The building is 

centrally placed on a triangular site. The peak 

of the triangular site faces the Cobden-

Stonyford Road and the front of the former 

church faces this road. There are border 

plantings of cypress trees on all three sides 

with a small gap at the peak of the site, which 

has a timber post and rail fence. Entry to the 

site is from Clarkes Road towards the rear of 

the church. 

 

The former church is a timber framed building 

constructed in the Inter-War Bungalow style. 

The building is unusually large for a rural 

timber church. The building has a tall gable 

roofed nave with a with a lower projecting 

gable wing at the rear on the Clarkes Road 

side. There is a small gable roofed porch 

placed central on the front gable end elevation. 

The roof is clad in corrugated metal sheet with 

wide timber lined eaves with corner timber 

brackets. The walls are clad in horizontal 

weatherboards with the upper section of the 

gable ends under the eaves, clad in vertical 

timber with base valance. The front gable end 

and the east side gable end contains narrow, 

tall, rectangular louvred vent. 

 

The timber framed window openings are 

rectangular while the upper sash of the double 

hung sashes has a peaked profile. The 

windows have diamond pattern leadlight 

glazing. The side walls contain evenly spaced 

rectangular windows with a single double hung 

sash. The front elevation of the front porch has 

a tripartite rectangular window with narrow, 

vertical fixed sashes. There is a side entry into 

this porch entry and a double hung window 

either side of the porch on the front, end 

elevation of the nave. 

 

STATEMENT OF CULTURAL HERITAGE 

SIGNIFICANCE 

 

What is significant? 

The former St. Brigid’s Catholic Church and its 

setting located at 2 Walsh’s Road, South 

Purrumbete. The form, materials and details of 

the original 1935 church, cypress border 

plantings and timber post and rail fence are 

integral to the significance of the place. 

 

How is it significant? 

The former St. Brigid’s Catholic Church is of 

local historic, aesthetic and social significance 

to Corangamite Shire. 

 

Why is it significant? 

The former St. Brigid’s Catholic Church is 

historically significant for its role in the 

development of the South Purrumbete 

community. Opened in 1935, the building 

replaced an earlier Catholic Church building in 

the district, which could no longer 

accommodate the rapidly growing Catholic 

congregation. The construction of a larger 

church in the 1930s demonstrates the strength 
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of the farming community in the area during 

this period. The former church is of historical 

significance for its demonstration of the large 

number of Catholic settlers in the South 

Purrumbete area and for its associations with 

the Nehill family who donated the land for the 

church and were prominent farmers in the 

area. (Criteria A, B & H) 

 

The former St. Brigid’s Catholic Church is 

aesthetically significant as an unusually large 

timber rural church constructed in the Inter-

War Bungalow style. The building is 

remarkably intact from its original construction 

and demonstrates a number of key 

characteristics of the Inter-War Bungalow style 

including the all encompassing gable roof 

forms with wide eaves, turned timber corner 

brackets, vertical timbering with valance to 

gable ends and timber framed double hung 

windows with an upper peaked sash and 

diamond leadlight glazing. (Criteria D & E) 

 

The former St. Brigid’s Catholic Church is of 

social significance as the religious focus for 

the South Purrumbete Catholic Community 

from 1935. (Criterion G) 

 

 

 

 

 
Recommended Extent – Former St Brigids Catholic 
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2.60 Terang Community Hospital 
 

 
FRONT ELEVATION 

 

 
FOUNDATION STONE 

 

 
SIDE ELEVATION 

 

LOCATION 

13 Austin Avenue, Terang 

 

FORMER NAMES 

Norah Cosgrove, Terang and District 

Community Hospital 

 

ITEM GROUP 

Health Services 

 

ITEM TYPE 

Hospital 

 

ARCHITECT/DESIGNERS 

 

ARCHITECTURAL STYLES 

Interwar Period Georgian Revival 

 

BUILDER/MAKERS 

 

CONTEXTUAL HISTORY 

 

The Glenormiston run was the first land taken 

up in the district, by Frederick Taylor on behalf 

of Messrs McKillop and Smith in 1839. In 

January 1840 the property was acquired by 

Niel Black and Co, a partnership formed by 

Black in Scotland. Donald McNicol, an 

employee of Niel Black built a hut on the banks 

of Lake Terang in 1840. The lake was then a 

beautiful sheet of water having a maximum 

depth of 21 feet and stretching almost from the 

Dixie Road to the Warrnambool Road. 

Surrounded by trees, ti-trees and ferns so that 

it was difficult to glimpse the water, so dense 

was the timber, 'Many Aboriginal people were 

about and their mia mias dotted the banks of 

the lake.’ 

In 1855 Terang was surveyed und the first sale 

of township allotments took place in the same 

year. The slow growth of the town is best 

illustrated by the fact that in 1857 there were 

four houses in Terang and 25 years later there 

were still only 600 people residing in the town 

area. The town slowly grew until the 

subdivision of the large pastoral estates. 

Glenormiston was broken up in 1889 with 

Keilambete and Mt Noorat following soon after. 

These subdivisions created a multitude of 

smaller dairy farms, which in turn supplied the 

newly established butter factories and 

creameries. It also led to a greater density of 

population in the surrounding districts with a 

corresponding growth of the town in order to 

provide services to this population. 

 

Following the establishment of the Shire of 

Hampden in 1863 it took responsibility for 

dealing with infectious diseases. This was 

primarily managed through the activities of 

council officers and inspectors, who reported 

situations, which might promote the spread of 

disease. The Shire also appointed a local 

doctor as the Shire Health Officer, who had 

responsibility for investigating outbreaks of 

infectious disease and ordering the measures, 

which were to be taken to deal with the 

outbreak. Infectious diseases hospitals were 

rare and infectious disease wards in public 

hospitals were not common. The health and 

care needs of infectious cases and maternity 
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cases tended to be dealt with through smaller 

private hospitals, often managed by a nurse 

and with a specific association with a local 

doctor. 

 

Major outbreaks of disease brought all 

resources to bear. One of the most significant 

was the outbreak of Spanish Influenza across 

the world in 1919. In Terang this resulted in 

special care arrangements being put in place, 

including the establishment of an emergency 

hospital in the Presbyterian Sunday School 

under the charge of Nurse “Janey” Long. 

 

Terang had resident doctors from 1883 and 

they came to and went from the town with 

some regularity. Private hospitals were 

established in buildings primarily constructed 

as houses and these were used by doctors 

requiring hospital care for their patients. 

Buildings at 41 Baynes Street, 2 Black Street, 

33 Estcourt Street and 35 Dow Street were 

known to be private hospitals run by nurses. 

 

PLACE HISTORY 

 

By the 1920s many people in Terang, 

including long-standing and influential doctors 

believed that the town deserved more than the 

elementary hospital services that were 

available to them. This view was exacerbated 

by the fact that the Manifold family had 

donated a building in Camperdown for 

development of a hospital as early as 1909 

and that hospital was well developed and 

publicly supported by the 1920s. 

 

Mrs. Norah Cosgrove died on Jan 28 1928 and 

left her estate of more than £9,000 for the 

erection of a public hospital in Terang. It 

wasn’t until February 1933 that this was 

announced at a public meeting in Terang and 

it took an order of the Supreme Court of 6 

December 1933 before the endowment was 

fixed. 

 

These delays had arisen because of the terms 

of the Will which had set out to enable the 

appointed trustees to invest in land, buildings 

for the establishment of a public hospital or for 

the maintenance and support of a public 

hospital in Terang. The newly established 

Hospitals and Charities Board had declared 

that no more solely public hospitals were to be 

built in Victoria, but that it would support the 

establishment of community hospitals, which 

provided hospital services to a mix of public, 

intermediate and private patients. It was the 

decision of the Supreme Court that opened the 

way for the Trustees to apply the estate to the 

support and maintenance of the public and 

intermediate sections of a community hospital. 

 

As a result, the community raised the funds for 

the purchase of land, erection of the building 

and its furnishing and equipping, with the 

hospital’s maintenance and operation being 

supported by the income derived from the 

Norah Cosgrove estate.  

 

The raising of the necessary funds was not 

easy. However, the committee set out with 

vigour to achieve its objective, applying a 

systematic and thorough process of 

approaching everyone in the community to 

contribute. This even involved the 

establishment of 10 hospital committees in the 

surrounding districts and settlements with 

those committees charged with approaching 

all members of their communities. It was a 

truly community effort with contributions 

coming from dairy farmers foregoing a portion 

of their monthly milk cheque, wage earners 

having deductions taken from their pay (all 

employees of the Trufood factory at 

Glenormiston made contributions for at least 2 

years) and non wage earners being asked for 

contributions. 

 

Cr E J Kelly, Chairman of the committee, 

himself provided the land for the hospital and 

Thomas Banks of Terang and Mrs. Sargeant 

of Dixie donated adjoining land so that road 

could be constructed to the hospital. 

 

A tender of £8219/1/6 was accepted for a 

building to be constructed from Mt Gambier 

stone with a tiled roof. The Foundation Stone 

was laid on 20 August, 1935 by the surviving 

Trustees of the Norah Cosgrove estate (Mr. W 

K McKinnon, Mr. M T Doyle and Miss Mary 

Bradshaw, the daughter of the deceased 

trustee, Mr. J Bradshaw). The new 14 bed 

hospital was subsequently opened on 23 

November 1935 by the Governor of Victoria, 

Lord Huntingfield. 

 

The Plan of Gardens and Planting Layout 

surviving at the hospital was prepared by Hugh 

Linacre, Superintendent of State Parks and 

Gardens in December 1936. There is no 
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evidence of the implementation of this plan on 

the hospital site. 

 

A further wing was opened in 1957, a new 

Aged Care Hostel was completed in 1977 and 

a new building for the Day Hospital was 

completed in 1985. 
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PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION 

 

The building is a complex dominated by the 

original two storey wing facing Austin Street. 

Designed in a modest interpretation of the 

prevailing Georgian Revival style of the day, it 

is constructed of Mt Gambier stone with a 

cement render finish. The hipped roof is clad 

with cement tiles and the elevations are 

punctuated by regular fenestration of 

rectangular windows to the first floor and 

paired arched windows to the ground floor 

(these windows were originally openings to 

ground floor porches at either end of the 

ground floor. All original windows have been 

replaced. 

 

The original rear wing is also of rendered 

masonry construction with a hipped and gable 

roof clad in cement tiles. It has been 

extensively added to and altered, although 

remnants of the original building are still clearly 

obvious. 

 

The interior of both original sections of the 

building has undergone significant changes 

and it is unlikely that any substantial original 

features could be found. 

 

The 1957 wing and the Aged Care Hostel are 

of designs relevant to the time of their 

construction and of little significance to the 

original presentation of the building. 

 

 

 

STATEMENT OF CULTURAL HERITAGE 

SIGNIFICANCE 

 

What is significant? 

The Terang Community Hospital at 13 Austin 

Avenue, Terang. The external fabric of the 

original two storey front building and the 

external remains of the original single storey 

1935 wing are of specific significance. 

 

How is it significant? 

It is of historic, social and architectural 

significance to the Corangamite Shire. 

 

Why is it significant? 

The Terang Community Hospital is historically 

significant for its role in the evolution and 

development of health services in Terang and 

district. Opened in 1935, following a major 

bequest by Norah Cosgrove and a major 

public subscription campaign, the building is of 

historic significance as an important building 

demonstrating a significant public enterprise 

and community commitment in Terang and 

district. The subsequent additions demonstrate 

the importance and growth of the hospital and 

the ongoing commitment of the community to 

its survival and importance to the community. 

(Criteria A & B) 

 

The Terang Community Hospital is 

aesthetically significant for its distinctive, but 

modest interpretation of the twentieth century 

Georgian Revival. These characteristics 

include the steeply pitched tiled roof form and 

the flat faced elevations with a modest port-

cochere on the eastern elevation. The original 

building is domestic in its scale and given its 

siting above the town, a local icon. (Criterion 

D) 

 

The Terang Community Hospital is of social 

significance as the focus of a strong 

community commitment to establish and 

maintain a high level of health services in 

Terang. The endeavour and commitment 

demonstrated as the community raised funds 

for the building of the hospital and pursued 

official agreement to its construction has 

continued throughout its history and the 

hospital continues to be a major publicly 

supported enterprise in Terang. (Criterion G) 
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Recommended Extent – Terang Community Hospital 
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2.61 Residence, 41 Baynes Street, 

Terang 
 

 
NW ELEVATION 

 

 
NE ELEVATION 

 

 
1990 VIEW from Margaret J Baker 

 

LOCATION 

41 Baynes Street, Terang 

Lot 1 of TP81229 and Lot 1 of TP84911 

 

FORMER NAMES 

 

ITEM GROUP 

Health Services 

 

ITEM TYPE 

Hospital 

 

ARCHITECT/DESIGNERS 

 

ARCHITECTURAL STYLES 

Edwardian 

 

BUILDER/MAKERS 

 

 

CONTEXTUAL HISTORY 

 

In 1855 Terang was surveyed and the first sale 

of township allotments took place in the same 

year. The slow growth of the town is best 

illustrated by the fact that in 1857 there were 

four houses in Terang and 25 years later there 

were still only 600 people residing in the town 

area. The town slowly grew until the 

subdivision of the large pastoral estates. 

Glenormiston was broken up in 1889 with 

Keilambete and Mt Noorat following soon after. 

These subdivisions created a multitude of 

smaller dairy farms, which in turn supplied the 

newly established butter factories and 

creameries. It also led to a greater density of 

population in the surrounding districts with a 

corresponding growth of the town in order to 

provide services to this population. 

 

Following the establishment of the Shire of 

Hampden in 1863 it took responsibility for 

dealing with infectious diseases. This was 

primarily managed through the activities of 

council officers and inspectors, who reported 

situations, which might promote the spread of 

disease. The Shire also appointed a local 

doctor as the Shire Health Officer, who had 

responsibility for investigating outbreaks of 

infectious disease and ordering the measures, 

which were to be taken to deal with the 

outbreak. Infectious diseases hospitals were 

rare and infectious disease wards in public 

hospitals were not common. The health and 

care needs of infectious cases and maternity 

cases tended to be dealt with through smaller 

private hospitals, often managed by a nurse 

and with a specific association with a local 

doctor. 

 

Terang had resident doctors from 1883 and 

they came to and went from the town with 

some regularity. Private hospitals were 

established in buildings primarily constructed 

as houses and these were used by doctors 

requiring hospital care for their patients. 

Buildings at 41 Baynes Street, 2 Black Street, 

33 Estcourt Street and 35 Dow Street were 

known to be private hospitals run by nurses. 

 

PLACE HISTORY 

 

By 1908 this property was listed as an eight 

roomed weatherboard house occupied by 

Nurse, Amy Walker McNulty. The property was 

owned by A J Black of Mt Noorat. 
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Margaret Baker’s history of health services in 

Terang reveals that in 1907 this was described 

as a 6 room weatherboard house operated as 

a hospital by Madelaine Ray. By 1916 it was 

still an eight roomed weatherboard house, but 

with a cottage and run as a hospital by Miss 

Margaret McFarlane. By 1920 she owned the 

building, but handed over the running of the 

hospital to Nurse Christian. Jessie Blain 

brought the business in 1924 and Sister Carrie 

Guest was the last operator from 1927 until it 

closed in 1945. 

 

A photograph in this history (see above) shows 

the building to be more extensive than remains 

today. Baker describes the ‘hospital’ as 

consisting of two buildings with the “cottage” 

used as an isolation ward and joined to the 

main building by a covered walkway. 

 

The cottage was demolished as part of the 

extensive renovations undertake by the current 

owners. 

 

REFERENCES 

 

Shire of Hampden Rate Books 

Margaret J Baker; But Generations to Come; 

The Evolution of Health Services in Terang 

and District; Terang; 1990. 

 

PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION 

 

The building is now a large weatherboard 

Edwardian villa with an elaborate hipped 

corrugated metal clad roof. It features a 

recessed verandah with timber valence 

decoration and timber brackets. 

 

The prominent red brick chimneys are an 

important feature of the building. 

 

The house has undergone recent extensive 

repairs and restoration with the installation of 

sympathetic new windows and repainting in 

sympathetic colours. 

 

STATEMENT OF CULTURAL HERITAGE 

SIGNIFICANCE 

 

What is significant? 

41 Baynes Street, Terang. The external fabric 

of the building is of specific significance. 

 

How is it significant? 

It is of historic and architectural significance to 

the Corangamite Shire. 

 

Why is it significant? 

41 Baynes Street is historically significant for 

its role in the evolution and development of 

health services in Terang and district. Opened 

around 1907, the building is of historical 

significance as one of a number of private 

hospitals that existed in Terang up until the 

middle of the twentieth century and were a 

vital part of health care in the district until the 

opening of the Terang Community Hospital in 

1935. (Criteria A & B) 

 

41 Baynes Street is aesthetically significant for 

its distinctive, but modest interpretation of the 

early twentieth century Edwardian domestic 

architecture. These characteristics include the 

complex hipped roof form and the timber 

decoration of the verandah and gable ends. 

The building as it stands is but part of the 

original building used as a private hospital. 

(Criterion F) 

 

 

 
Recommended Extent – 41 Baynes Street, Terang 
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2.62 Residence, 95 Baynes Street, 

Terang 
 

 
NW ELEVATION 

 

 
BUNYA PINE AND OTHER TREES IN GARDEN 

 

 
1917 PHOTOGRAPHS (from CLARE BANKS) 

 

LOCATION 

95 Baynes Street, Terang 

Lot 1 of TP21469 

Allotments 10 & 11 of Overend’s Subdivision 

 

 

FORMER NAMES 

 

ITEM GROUP 

Residential buildings (private) 

 

ITEM TYPE 

House 

 

ARCHITECT/DESIGNERS 

 

ARCHITECTURAL STYLES 

Edwardian 

 

BUILDER/MAKERS 

 

CONTEXTUAL HISTORY 

 

In 1855 Terang was surveyed und the first sale 

of township allotments took place in the same 

year. The slow growth of the town is best 

illustrated by the fact that in 1857 there were 

four houses in Terang and 25 years later there 

were still only 600 people residing in the town 

area. The town slowly grew until the 

subdivision of the large pastoral estates. 

Glenormiston was broken up in 1889 with 

Keilambete and Mt Noorat following soon after. 

These subdivisions created a multitude of 

smaller dairy farms, which in turn supplied the 

newly established butter factories and 

creameries. It also led to a greater density of 

population in the surrounding districts with a 

corresponding growth of the town in order to 

provide services to this population. 

 

Overend’s Subdivision was created following 

the sale of land held by the estate of 

bootmaker, William Overend who had died in 

1877. This subdivision occurred in 1905 with 

the sale of land taking place at the Commercial 

Hotel on 2 February 1905. 

 

PLACE HISTORY 

 

This house was constructed in 1913 by 

Thomas McConnell for accountant, Thompson 

Allen. It was recorded in the Shire of Hampden 

Rate Books for the 1912/13 year as a fenced 

allotment, but in the following year it was 

reported as a new house. 

 

REFERENCES 

 

Shire of Hampden Rate Books 1912/13 and 

1913/14 
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The Argus (Melbourne) 8 February 1910 

Camperdown Chronicle, 28 January, 1905 and 

14 November, 1907 

Pers comm; Clare Banks, March 2013 

 

PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION 

 

This is a weatherboard house, which utilises 

design elements from the Edwardian era. It 

has a hipped and gabled roof with projecting 

gables to the west and north complemented by 

recessed verandahs to both elevations. Each 

gable end has pressed metal cladding in the 

pediment with simple vertical timber 

decoration. The roof is clad in corrugated 

galvanised iron and the roofscape features 

prominent brick chimneys (now painted). 

 

The associated mature garden is a prominent 

feature of the site with a large, and mature 

Norfolk Island pine and Golden Elm. These are 

complemented by other large plantings. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

STATEMENT OF CULTURAL HERITAGE 

SIGNIFICANCE 

 

What is significant? 

95 Baynes Street, Terang. The external fabric 

of building and the mature plantings to the 

associated garden are of specific significance. 

 

How is it significant? 

95 Baynes Street, Terang is of aesthetic 

significance to the Corangamite Shire 

 

Why is it significant? 

95 Baynes Street is aesthetically significant for 

its distinctive, but modest interpretation of the 

early twentieth century Edwardian domestic 

architecture. These characteristics include the 

complex hipped and gabled roof form, the 

recessed verandahs with associated timber 

decoration along with the pressed metal 

pediments and associated timber decoration 

as well as the prominent brick chimneys. 

(Criterion D) 

 

The site is also of aesthetic significance for its 

mature and prominent garden, including the 

prominent Norfolk Island Pine (Araucaria 

heterophylla) and Golden Elm. (Ulmus glabra) 

(Criterion E) 

 

 

 
Recommended Extent – 95 Baynes Street, Terang 
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2.63 Uffington House and Garden 
 

 
FRONT (NORTH) ELEVATION, 2012 

 

 
SIDE (EAST) ELEVATION, 2012 

 

 
GARDEN, 2012 

 

 
SUBDIVISION PLAN, 1906 

 

LOCATION 

140 Bend Road Terang 

 

FORMER NAMES 

Fineview 

 

ITEM GROUP 

Farming and Grazing 

 

ITEM TYPE 

Homestead 

 

ARCHITECT/DESIGNERS 

 

ARCHITECTURAL STYLES 

Victorian – Rustic Gothic 

 

BUILDER/MAKERS 

 

CONTEXTUAL HISTORY 

 

The first white settlement to the district 

encompassing Corangamite Shire came in the 

form of pastoralists establishing themselves on 

vast tracts of land. By the mid 1840s most of 

the grazeable land throughout the 

Corangamite Shire had been claimed and the 

pastoral claims licensed. The land to the 

south, which was to become known as the 

Heytesbury Forest was not cleared and farmed 

until much later. However the initial squatters 

often moved on, selling their licenses to 

others. For example, Gerangemarajah (later to 

be known as Berry Bank) passed through 

three owners between 1840 and 1851 when it 

was acquired by James and Thomas Austin 

and they installed their brother-in-law, Joseph 

Gardiner Mack as manager; Glenormiston was 

in the hands of two partnerships before Niel 

Black acquired it for himself and his partners 

under the name of Niel Black and Co. A 

number of these squatters were of particular 

significance within the current Corangamite 

Shire; the Manifold brothers at Purrumbete, Dr 

Daniel Curdie at Tandarook, Niel Black at 

Glenormiston, John Thomson at Keilambete, 

Peter McArthur at Meningoort and Nicholas 

Cole at Cloven Hills.  

The initial homestead buildings were simple 

and vernacular in nature, log or slab huts 

where timber was plentiful or wattle and daub, 

roofed in bark and in some cases thatch. In 

these early days the squatters had little 

security of tenure and it is likely that even with 

the lack of resources the squatters were not 

interested in making a substantial investment 
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in the form of buildings (although the 

prerequisite for gaining any security of their 

Pre-emptive.Rights was to demonstrate the 

presence of improvements on the land). Their 

first objective certainly would have been about 

building their stock levels and gaining a return 

from the land. 

By the late nineteenth century the pastoral 

landscape remained largely unchanged 

despite official efforts to open the country up to 

closer settlement. The land was primarily used 

for grazing sheep and cattle and the 

grasslands had been converted to pastures 

known to the squatters and suitable for their 

introduced species of sheep and cattle. The 

original squatter families had, however, grown 

and there had been a need to divide up 

properties or acquire additional property to 

accommodate the next generation. Perhaps 

the best known example of this was 

Purrumbete where holdings known as 

Talindert, Danedite and Wiridgil were 

established to accommodate the sons of John 

Manifold. At Glenormiston Niel Black’s 

partnership dissolved in 1868 and that 

property of 43,500 acres was divided into 3 

large properties; The Sisters, Mt Noorat (which 

Black took) and Glenormiston. 

At Meningoort Peter McArthur had sired 11 

children (9 survived him) and at the time of his 

death in 1897 the property was divided in two 

with his eldest son, J N McArthur. inheriting 

the northern portion (known as Meningoort) 

and the remaining sons dividing up the 

southern portion which was initially know as 

Warwarick (it was subdivided in 1904). 

It wasn’t until the 1860s and 70s that the 

wealth of the pastoralists was translated into 

significant buildings. It is telling that the new 

homestead constructed at Berry Bank in 1851 

was claimed to be the first two storey house in 

the district. The early years had been focused 

on establishing the economic basis of the 

pastoral industry and surviving difficult 

economic times. By the 1860s these 

pastoralists could see their way clear to invest 

in comforts for themselves and their families. 

The large and imposing homestead complexes 

that they built for themselves across the plains 

remain today as important reminders of the 

contribution of these pioneers to the 

development of the Western District. 

The 1890s and early years of the twentieth 

century saw the subdivision of these properties 

for closer settlement. In the northern parts of 

the Shire the smaller farms derived from these 

subdivisions were focused on the growing and 

harvesting of grain, whilst in the central and 

southern areas of the Shire the new farms 

were much smaller and engaged in dairying, a 

new industry that had quickly assumed great 

economic importance to the district. These 

subdivisions and closer settlement greatly 

changed the landscape, with more fences, 

new plantings, more buildings, roads and of 

course the growth of existing towns like 

Camperdown, Terang, Lismore, Skipton and 

Cobden and the springing up of a myriad of 

smaller towns and settlements. 

 

Close to the town of Terang is the property 

Keayang. The original settler of Keayang was 

Thomas Richardson who took up the run in 

1844. Hence it was known as Richardson’s 

station. At that time it consisted of 13,380 

acres. In 1846 he was joined by Thomas 

Ayres.  

 

PLACE HISTORY 

 

In 1857/8 Ayres formed a partnership with 

Peter and William McNicol and Richardson 

sold his portion of the property to Peter 

McNicol. The new partnership subdivided the 

property into North Keayang and South 

Keayang. The north was taken by Ayres and 

the south by the McNicols. 

 

Having sold his interest in Keayang to McNicol 

Richardson purchased land on the north side 

of the Mt Emu Creek and called the new 

property Fineview. He built a new house (now 

called Uffington) and lived in it until he died 

there in August 1858. 

 

This is the bluestone house that we see today.  

 

His son, William Richardson some years later 

sold the property to Peter McWilliam It is 

unclear as to when it was re-named Uffington 

and what continued to be known as Fineview. 

In October, 1874, Colac architect, Alexander 

Hamilton advertised for tenders for the 

erection of a residence for David McWilliam, 

Esq., Fine View. It is unclear as to which 

house this was.  

 

In 1901 Arthur Staughton married and it was 

stated that he and is new wife would make 

their new home at Fineview. However by 1905 

the property Uffington was owned by Mr. 

Matthew Lang. His death in June of that year 
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would seem to have inspired the subdivision 

and sale of the property into 15 lots and on 4 

Dec 1906. The homestead was sold as part of 

lot 1. 

 

REFERENCES 

 

Katherine Moloney; Dixie 1844-1988; 

Warrnambool; 1988 

Camperdown Chronicle; 17 July, 1902; 24 

June, 1905 

Australian Town and Country Journal (NSW); 

Melbourne Lady’s Letter; 10 Aug, 1901; p41 

Howe Thornton and Palmer with Fisken, Read 

and Co; Poster advertising the Sale of lands at 

Uffington; Dec, 1906 

Warrnambool Examiner, 20 October, 1874 

 

PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION 

 

Uffington Homestead is a simple 6 roomed 

bluestone house designed in a Victorian - 

Rustic Gothic style. 

 

The front elevation presents two gable roofs to 

the north elevation, with each gable end 

finished with simple “gothic” bargeboards. The 

recessed skillion verandah appears to be a 

later addition using simple turned timber 

columns. 

 

The roof of the house was altered in the mid 

twentieth century with an elevated form 

designed to accommodate a useable roof 

space. 

 

The surviving original windows are glazed with 

two six paned sashes 

 

A renovated rear addition would seem to be 

the original kitchen wing. 

 

At some stage the bluestone walls of the 

building were found to be moving. This has 

resulted in the insertion of steel rods across 

the structure in both directions, but has 

resulted in a strange arrangement where these 

rods are exposed within the rooms. 

 

The garden associated with the house is 

largely a modern design. However, a large 

Norfolk Island Pine (Araucaria heterophylla) 

dominates the front elevation and sits in the 

centre of the original carriage circle. 

 

STATEMENT OF CULTURAL HERITAGE 

SIGNIFICANCE 

 

What is significant? 

Uffington, 140 Bend Road, Terang and its 

associated landscaping to the extent of the 

homestead block. Later farm buildings are not 

considered significant. 

 

How is it significant? 

Uffington, 140 Bend Road, Terang is of historic 

and architectural significance to the 

Corangamite Shire 

 

Why is it significant? 

Uffington, 140 Bend Road, Terang is of historic 

significance as an early homestead built by 

pioneer Thomas Richardson for his own use in 

1857. He died there in 1858. Richardson, 

along with Thomas Ayres had been 

responsible for settling the famous Keayang 

run. Subsequent owners included Matthew 

Lang, a prominent local businessman who 

died in 1905. It was his death that lead to the 

1906 subdivision of the property into 15 lots. 

(Criterion A) 

 

Uffington, 140 Bend Road, Terang is of 

aesthetic significance as an unusual domestic 

Gothic design in the Corangamite Shire. The 

house is a relatively simple construction using 

coursed basalt, and featuring simple gothic 

bargeboards and retaining twelve paned 

windows. (Criterion D) 
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PROPOSED EXTENT OF HERITAGE OVERLAY FOR UFFINGTON DEFINED BY RED BORDER 
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2.64 Residence, 26 Bolivar Street, 

Terang 
 

 
SOUTH EAST VIEW 

 

 
SIDE ENTRANCE 

 

 
SOUTH GABLE END 

 

LOCATION 

26 Bolivar Street, Terang 

Allotments 18 & 19, Overend’s Subdivision, 

Town of Terang 

 

FORMER NAMES 

 

ITEM GROUP 

Residential Buildings (private) 

 

ITEM TYPE 

House 

 

ARCHITECT/DESIGNERS 

 

ARCHITECTURAL STYLES 

Edwardian 

 

BUILDER/MAKERS 

CONTEXTUAL HISTORY 

 

In 1855 Terang was surveyed und the first sale 

of township allotments took place in the same 

year. The slow growth of the town is best 

illustrated by the fact that in 1857 there were 

four houses in Terang and 25 years later there 

were still only 600 people residing in the town 

area. The town slowly grew until the 

subdivision of the large pastoral estates. 

Glenormiston was broken up in 1889 with 

Keilambete and Mt Noorat following soon after. 

These subdivisions created a multitude of 

smaller dairy farms, which in turn supplied the 

newly established butter factories and 

creameries. It also led to a greater density of 

population in the surrounding districts with a 

corresponding growth of the town in order to 

provide services to this population. 

 

PLACE HISTORY 

 

The allotment that this house was constructed 

on was part of Overend’s subdivision. William 

Overend had died in 1877 leaving a large 

parcel of land on the edge of the surveyed 

township. It wasn’t until 1905 that this land was 

subdivided and offered for sale, following an 

order of the Victorian Supreme Court. The lots 

were auctioned on the 23 February and it was 

reported that they all sold with the total 

proceeds being more than £4000. This caused 

some surprise, as the property had been 

valued at £324 for the purposes of probate 

after Overend’s death. 

 

It appears that this house was constructed in 

the period 1905 – 1908 for Charles Arthur 

Brown, storekeeper. He owned and occupied it 

until 1936 when it was sold to Archibald 

Ferguson, grazier who owned and occupied it 

until 1948 when the Shire of Hampden Rate 

Books list it as owned by the Estate of 

Archibald Ferguson. He must have died in 

1948 as the property was advertised for 

auction on 14 December in the Camperdown 

Chronicle of 9 December. The property was 

purchased by the Presbyterian Trustees, who 

held it until 1955 when it was purchased by Mr. 

Ron Murnane. 

 

The Rate Books in the period of the 

Presbyterian Church ownership list it as the 

Presbyterian Manse. Presumably the former 

manse at 1 McWilliam Street had ceased to be 
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used for that purpose in 1948 and the Minister 

moved into 26 Bolivar Street. 

 

REFERENCES 

 

Shire of Hampden Rate Books; 1904 – 1961. 

Camperdown Chronicle; 28 Jan, 1905; 14 Nov, 

1907 

The Advertiser (Adelaide); 24 Oct, 1905 

The Argus (Melbourne); 8 Feb, 1910 

 

PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION 

 

The house at 26 Bolivar Street is a large 

weatherboard Edwardian bungalow, 

dominated by a hipped and gabled roof clad in 

corrugated galvanized iron. The house has two 

entries. One facing Bolivar Street and a more 

formal entrance on the side (east) elevation 

marked by a gable end projecting from the 

hipped roof. This entry is set into a bay and is 

approached from a small flight of steps onto 

the verandah. 

 

The verandah runs around two sides (east and 

south) of the house and sits underneath the 

main roof canopy. It is supported on turned 

timber posts and boasts simple timber 

valencing. 

 

The gable ended portions of the roof are also 

decorated with half timbering over a rough cast 

stucco. 

 

The chimneys are simple brick forms finished 

in rough cast cement stucco. This form of 

chimney has moved away from the corbelled 

brick versions that were more popular in the 

early years of the twentieth century. 

 

STATEMENT OF CULTURAL HERITAGE 

SIGNIFICANCE 

 

What is significant? 

26 Bolivar Street, Terang, being allotments 18 

& 19 of Overend’s subdivision. 

 

How is it significant? 

26 Bolivar Street, Terang is of local aesthetic 

and social significance to the Corangamite 

Shire. 

 

Why is it significant? 

26 Bolivar Street, Terang is of architectural 

significance as a large Edwardian house 

constructed at the time of great expansion of 

the town of Terang. It demonstrates the 

predominant stylistic features of other houses 

of its time; rough cast stucco and half 

timbering, turned timber verandah columns 

and simple timber valencing. However, the 

large roof form and simple chimneys 

demonstrate a move away from the 

predominant arts and crafts style of the early 

years of the twentieth century towards an 

architecture more commonly identified as a 

bungalow. This style became more prevalent 

in the period after WW1 (Criterion F) 

 

26 Bolivar Street is also of aesthetic 

significance for its large Norfolk Island pine 

located at the front of the house. (Criterion E) 

 

26 Bolivar Street, Terang is of some social 

significance as the Presbyterian Manse for the 

short period between 1948 and 1955. 

(Criterion G)

 

 
Recommended Extent – 26 Bolivar Street, Terang
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2.65 Residence, Karawah, 30 Burkes 

Road, Terang 
 

 
SOUTH WEST VIEW 

 

 
WEST ELEVATION 

 

 
FRONT DOOR 

 

LOCATION 

 

Kawarah, 30 Burke’s Rd, Terang 

Parts 1 & 2 on Title Plan 366075L (formerly 

known as part of CA 8, part of CA 2, Section 

A, Parish of Terang) 

 

FORMER NAMES 

 

ITEM GROUP 

Residential buildings (private) 

 

 

ITEM TYPE 

House 

 

ARCHITECT/DESIGNERS 

 

ARCHITECTURAL STYLES 

Edwardian 

 

BUILDER/MAKERS 

 

CONTEXTUAL HISTORY 

 

The Glenormiston run was the first land taken 

up In the district, by Frederick Taylor on behalf 

of Messrs McKillop and Smith in 1839. In 

January 1840 the property was acquired by 

Niel Black and Co, a partnership formed by 

Black in Scotland. Donald McNicol an 

employee of Nlel Black built a hut on the banks 

of Lake Terang in 1840 The lake was then a 

beautiful sheet of water having a maximum 

depth of 21 feel and stretching almost from the 

Dixie Road to the \\'arrnambool Road. 

Surrounded by trees, ti-trees and ferns so that 

it was difficult to glimpse the water, so dense 

was the timber, 'Many Aboriginal people were 

about and their mia mlas dotted the banks of 

the lake. 

In 1855 Terang was surveyed und the first sale 

of township allotments took place in the same 

year. The slow growth of the town is best 

illustrated by the fact that in 1857 there were 

four houses in Terang and 25 years later there 

were still only 600 people residing in the town 

area. The town slowly grew until the 

subdivision of the large pastoral estates. 

Glenormiston was broken up in 1889 with 

Keilambete and Mt Noorat following soon after. 

These subdivisions created a multitude of 

smaller dairy farms, which in turn supplied the 

newly established butter factories and 

creameries. It also led to a greater density of 

population in the surrounding districts with a 

corresponding growth of the town in order to 

provide services to this population 

 

PLACE HISTORY 

 

Kawarah was built in 1907 for the Coy family. 

Henry Phillip Coy had purchased the site in 

June 1905 and set about building a family 

home. The designer of the house hasn’t been 

identified. However its sophisticated detailing 

would indicate that an architect was involved in 

its design. 
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Coy and his brother Frederick Charles Coy 

had purchased Matthew Laing’s general store 

in High St Terang in 1885 and established and 

developed it as Coy Bros. it was to become 

the most significant commercial business in 

the town and in 1908 was sold to the Terang 

and District Co-operative. 

 

Henry was elected to the Hampden Shire 

Council in 1904 and held his position on the 

Council for many years. He died in 1927 and 

whilst he retained ownership of 30 Burke’s 

Road until then, he was a resident of Malvern 

at the time of his death. 

 

It is known that for a period between 1909 and 

1911 the house was used as a Catholic 

Presbytery and occupied by Father Daniel 

Foley until the new Presbytery was ready for 

occupation in late 1911. 

 

Following Coy’s death in May 1927 the 

property was sold to Ellen Scullion. However 

her ownership only lasted 12 months until it 

was purchased and occupied by John Thomas 

Slattery, a stock agent. He died in 1967 and it 

would seem that he lived in the house for all of 

that time. 

 

REFERENCES 

 

Title for 30 Burke’s Road, Terang 

Camperdown Chronicle; 30 August, 1904; 12 

May, 1927 

 

PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION 

 

Kawarah, 30 Burke’s Road is a strongly 

detailed timber Edwardian/Federation villa 

constructed in 1905. Its stylistic origins are 

from the Federation domestic Queen Anne. 

 

It features a hipped and gable roof clad in 

corrugated galvanised iron with two heavy 

cement rendered Victorian chimneys. The 

building is clad in block faced weatherboards. 

It features a verandah protecting the south and 

west elevations. This verandah is supported 

on elaborate turned timber posts and is 

enhanced by a complex timber frieze or 

valence decoration. 

 

The south projecting room is finished with 

elaborately decorated gable ends and features 

a rectangular bay window covered by a skillion 

canopy. The west projecting room is also 

finished with an elaborately decorated gable 

end and the elevation features another skillion 

roofed canopy over the window. 

 

The house sits on a large allotment with a 

mature garden and behind a large cypress 

hedge. 

 

STATEMENT OF CULTURAL HERITAGE 

SIGNIFICANCE 

 

What is significant? 

Kawarah at 30 Burkes Road Terang being part 

of Crown Allotment 2 and part of Crown 

Allotment 8, parish of Terang as constructed 

for Henry Phillip Coy in 1905. 

 

How is it significant? 

Kawarah at 30 Burkes Road Terang is of local 

historic, social and architectural significance to 

the Corangamite Shire 

 

Why is it significant? 

Kawarah at 30 Burkes Road Terang is of 

historic significance as the home of at least 

two prominent citizens of Terang. First, Henry 

Phillip Coy, long serving member of the 

Council of Hampden Shire and for 23 years 

proprietor (with his brother Frederick) of Coy 

Bros general store for whom the house was 

built. Second, John Thomas Slattery, a well 

known stock agent, who occupied the house 

for 39 years. It is a prominent and handsome 

building, which would have always been seen 

as an important residence in the town. 

(Criterion A) 

 

Kawarah is of social significance for its role in 

accommodating these two prominent citizens, 

but also for its role as a temporary Catholic 

Presbytery between 1909 and 1911. (Criteria 

G & H) 

 

Kawarah is of architectural significance as a 

modestly sized Edwardian Queen Anne timber 

villa, but with complex decorative detailing in 

timber. The elaborate timber columns of the 

verandah along with its unusual frieze or 

valence decoration are of particular note. The 

garden at Kawarah is of aesthetic importance 

and in particular the dominant cypress hedge 

is significant. (Criterion E) 
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2.66 St Thomas Church Hall 
 

  
NORTH EAST VIEW   

 

 
WINDOW DETAIL  

 

 
FOUNDATION STONE 

 

 
INTERIOR LOOKING EAST 

 

LOCATION 

20 Estcourt Street, Terang 

 

FORMER NAMES 

 

ITEM GROUP 

Religion 

 

ITEM TYPE 

Hall 

 

ARCHITECT/DESIGNERS 

ARCHITECTURAL STYLES 

Inter-War Gothic 

 

BUILDER/MAKERS 

 

CONTEXTUAL HISTORY 

 

The first Catholic Church in Terang, St Peter’s 

was opened in May 1869 by Bishop Gould. At 

that time Terang formed part of the Parish 

based on Warrnambool. 

 

In 1870 a new parish was formed covering 

Mortlake, Terang and Garvoc under the 

leadership of Father J F Fitzgerald. In 1880 

Father John Herbert was appointed as parish 

priest. He oversaw the expansion of the Parish 

with the construction of the Church of the 

Immaculate Conception at Garvoc in 1883, a 

new school at Garvoc in 1885, a new church at 

Panmure in 1896 and of course the 

development of the second Catholic Church in 

Terang as well as the construction of a new 

school and convent in Terang in 1907. 

 

This was a period of great population growth in 

the district. A number of the large pastoral 

estates had been broken up with the creation 

of many small farms devoted to dairying. This 

had been necessary to supply the newly 

established butter factories throughout the 

district. This also led to the expansion of the 

Catholic community in the district and the 

consequent call for churches and schools. 

 

By far the largest and most impressive church 

in the town was the Thomson Memorial 

Presbyterian Church constructed on a 

prominent site on the Warrnambool Road and 

above the northern bank of Lake Terang. It 

had been built in 1890 as a memorial to the 

late John Thomson, the prominent pastoralist 

and owner of the significant Keilambete 

Estate. 

 

PLACE HISTORY 

 

St Thomas’ Hall was built in Estcourt Street in 

1930. The foundation stone was laid by the 

Parish priest, Dean Devane on 27 July 1930. it 

was completed and opened on 1 Dec. with the 

event being celebrated with a three day 

bazaar. 

 

The hall was used extensively for balls, fairs, 

bazaars and other community events from the 
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time of its construction. In 2012 it was 

advertised for sale. 

 

In 1947 Dean Michael Mulcahy was appointed 

Parish Priest and during his time the allotment 

next to the hall was acquired with the purpose 

of building a new War Memorial Church. This 

never proceeded and it was in 1972 that 

moves were taken to build a new Church and 

Presbytery on a site adjacent to the Convent 

and School. 

 

REFERENCES 

 

St Thomas Apostle Parish, Terang, 1908-

1974; A Commemorative Booklet on the 

Occasion of the Opening of our new Parish 

Church and Presbytery; Terang; Dec 1, 1974 

 

PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION 

 

The impressive face red brick building includes 
a large open hall area with a nail-less timber 
dance floor. The building is more than 350 sq 
M in size. and sits on a large 2580sqm site 
spread over 4 titles. It has a colorbond roof. It 
is a simple design featuring 15 pane windows 
on both the north and south elevations. 

At the rear under a skillion roofed structure is a 
kitchen, supper & meeting rooms plus toilet 
area. 

The building is not decorated to any extent, but 
does feature simple round stained glass 
windows on either side of the entry porch. 

 

 

STATEMENT OF CULTURAL HERITAGE 

SIGNIFICANCE 

 

What is significant? 

The former St Thomas Hall, 20 Estcourt Street 

as constructed in 1930 and its associated land, 

including the vacant allotment immediately to 

the north of the hall, but excluding the 

corrugated galvanised iron structures at the 

rear of the main building. 

 

How is it significant? 

The former St Thomas Hall, 20 Estcourt Street 

is of local historic, social and architectural 

significance to the Corangamite Shire. 

 

 

 

 

Why is it significant? 

The former St Thomas Hall, Estcourt Street is 

of historic significance as a key component of 

the growth and development of the Catholic 

community in Terang during the first 50 years 

of the twentieth century. The first Catholic 

Church was built on the corner of Lyons Street 

and Bolivar Street in 1869. With a great 

expansion of the congregation in the latter 

years of the nineteenth century the second 

church was built on the southern side of the 

town in 1901. Soon after a new Presbytery 

was built adjacent to the Church, but St 

Thomas Convent and School stayed at the old 

Lyons Street site. It soon became apparent 

that the town would not develop on the south 

side of Lake Terang in the way that it did on 

the north side and the church complex 

remained isolated in that location. The 

construction of the hall in Estcourt Street in 

1930 was the first move of the Catholics back 

into the centre of town, with Dean Mulcahy 

acquiring the adjacent land after 1947 with 

plans to construct a new Church adjacent to 

the hall. Ultimately it wasn’t until 1974 that a 

new Church and Presbytery were opened, 

opposite the original Lyons and Bolivar Streets 

site. (Criterion A) 

The former St Thomas Hall, 20 Estcourt Street 

is of social significance as an important 

element of the Catholic community’s extensive 

presence in Terang. Located close to the 

centre of the town this building played an 

important role as the centre of Catholic social 

activities from the time of its construction in 

1930. (Criterion G) 

 

The former St Thomas Hall, Estcourt Street is 

of architectural significance as a well designed 

and substantial red brick building in Terang. 

Aside from the Public Hall in High Street it is 

by far the most substantial place of public 

assembly in the town. The design is a simple 

version of Inter-War Gothic, with no great 

architectural pretensions. (Criterion E) 
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Recommended Extent – St Thomas Hall, Terang 
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2.67 St Thomas the Apostle Church 

and former Presbytery 
 

 
NORTH WEST VIEW (BETWEEN 1920 AND 1954) 

STATE LIBRARY OF VICTORIA COLLECTION 

 

  
NORTH EAST VIEW    

 

 
SACRISTY, WEST ELEVATION 

 

 
FORMER PRESBYTERY NORTH ELEVATION 

 
FORMER PRESBYTERY, NORTH EAST VIEW 

 

 
FORMER PRESBYTERY FOUNDATION STONE 

 

LOCATION 

Cemetery Road, Terang 

 

FORMER NAMES 

St Peters 

 

ITEM GROUP 

Religion 

 

ITEM TYPE 

Church 

Residential buildings (private) 

 

ARCHITECT/DESIGNERS 

John Nutting (church) 

Michael McCabe (presbytery) 

 

ARCHITECTURAL STYLES 

Victorian Academic Gothic (church) 

Federation/Edwardian classical (presbytery) 

 

BUILDER/MAKERS 

Wooles and Carpenter (altar) 

 

CONTEXTUAL HISTORY 

 

The first Catholic Church in Terang, the first St 

Thomas the Apostle was opened in May 1869 

by Bishop Goold. Tenders had been invited for 

the construction of the building in November 
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1867 and the foundation stone was laid on 26 

April, 1868. At that time Terang formed part of 

the parish based in Warrnambool. 

 

In 1870 a new parish was formed covering 

Mortlake, Terang and Garvoc under the 

leadership of Father J F Fitzgerald. In 1880 

Father John Herbert was appointed as parish 

priest. He oversaw the expansion of the parish 

with the construction of the Church of the 

Immaculate Conception at Garvoc in 1883, a 

new school at Garvoc in 1885, a new church at 

Panmure in 1896 and of course the 

development of the second St Thomas the 

Apostle Church (initially known as St Peter’s) 

in Terang as well as the construction of a new 

school and convent in Terang in 1907. 

 

This was a period of great population growth in 

the district. A number of the large pastoral 

estates had been broken up with the creation 

of many small farms devoted to dairying. This 

had been necessary to supply the newly 

established butter factories throughout the 

district. This also lead to the expansion of the 

Catholic community in the district and the 

consequent call for churches and schools. 

 

By far the largest and most impressive church 

in the town was the Thomson Memorial 

Presbyterian Church constructed on a 

prominent site on the Warrnambool Road and 

above the northern bank of Lake Terang. It 

had been built in 1890 as a memorial to the 

late John Thomson, the prominent pastoralist 

and owner of the significant Keilambete 

Estate.  

 

PLACE HISTORY 

 

Father John Herbert was the driving force 

behind the construction of the new Church and 

Presbytery. By the 1890s the population of 

Terang and district had grown significantly and 

the old church on the corner of Lyons Street 

and Bolivar Street had become too small. 

 

It is understood that Mr. Patrick Maloney 

purchased the 2 acre allotment on which the 

new Church and Presbytery were to be built 

and offered it to Father Herbert. The generous 

gift was accepted and the first project was the 

construction of the new Church in 1901. At the 

time, there was a feeling the town would spread 

in the direction of that land, so the site was 

deemed to be perfect. In practice, Terang 

developed in other directions, so the Church was 

left standing a little out of the way. 

 

The foundation stone to the church building 

was laid in July 1900 and it was opened on 

December 15 1901 by Bishop Moore.. 

 

The church was proposed to cost £3500, but in 

the end it cost £5000. It was constructed of 

bluestone quarried from Pearson’s Quarry at 

Garvoc. The Oamaru stone and marble altar was 

donated by the ladies of the congregation at a 

cost of £300. 

 

The site of the first church was used to construct 

the new convent in 1907 and the land 

immediately to the north of the old church site 

became the location of the new Catholic School. 

 

In December 1909, Terang was made a new 

Parish and Father Daniel Foley came from 

Creswick to take charge of the Parish. By this 

time Father Herbert was in poor health. Father 

Foley took up residence at 30 Burke’s Road in 

a house that had recently been built for Henry 

Phillip Coy, of Coy Bros Stores. 

 

It was obviously necessary to commence the 

construction of a new Presbytery to 

accommodate the new priest and on 7 May, 

1910 Camperdown architect, Michael McCabe 

advertised for tenders for the construction of a 

new convent and a new presbytery. 

 

It wasn’t until December 1911 that both the 

new Convent and new Presbytery were 

blessed and opened by Bishop Higgins. Father 

Foley remained at Terang until August 1916 

when he became Bishop of Ballarat. 

 

When Vatican 2 started to cause some fairly 

radical changes within the Catholic Church, it 

was felt that the old building was no longer up 

to the task, and so a new Church was built in 

the main street of Terang. The old one 

survived  Various fittings and fixtures found 

new homes in other Churches, and some, 

such as the stained glass window which 

adorned the wall above the altar, were moved 

to the new Church 

 

The current St Thomas the Apostle Church 

was opened in 1974 and the former Church 

and Presbytery were sold. They are currently 

owned by G & L Picone. They have completed 

extensive additions to the former Presbytery, 
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all undertaken in a style compatible with the 

original building. 

 

REFERENCES 

 

St Thomas Apostle Parish, Terang, 1908-

1974; A Commemorative Booklet on the 

Occasion of the Opening of our new Parish 

Church and Presbytery; Terang; Dec 1, 1974 

St Thomas Apostle Parish Terang: Celebrating 

100 years of faith, 1908 – 2008; Terang; 2008 

Rose Stereograph Co; Image of St Thomas; 

1920 – 1954, State Library of Victoria 

Collection 

The Advocate; July 28 1900, p9; Dec 28, 

1901, p12; Jan 11, 1902, p11 

Warrnambool Examiner; 8 Nov., 1867, 21 

April, 1868 

 

PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION 

 

The new church was built of Garvoc bluestone 

laid on concrete footings with the inside walls 

constructed of brick. It was roofed with grey 

Bangar slate. 

 

It was designed to accommodate a 

congregation of 400 by architect, John Nutting 

in a Victorian Academic Gothic style. 

 

It is sited prominently on the southern banks of 

the former Lake Terang and has a strong 

visual presence from the township, which 

developed on the southern banks of the lake. 

 

The Advocate of Jan 11, 1902 carried an 

extensive description of the new building, 

which pointed to its size. A nave of 75ft in 

length and 29ft in width, with the total length 

from the northern end to the southern end of 

the sanctuary, close to 100ft. the walls feature 

a moulded base course and buttresses at 

regular intervals. The walls are 20 ft high with 

the gable ends reaching 38 ft. the gable ends 

feature a carved design and the windows and 

doorways feature deep cement mouldings. 

There are 5 pointed arch windows on each 

side of the nave and a large three lighted 

window in the northern gable end and another 

at the rear of the sanctuary. 

 

The sacristy to the south east of the building is 

16 ft square and finished in a similar manner to 

the interior of the Church. It featured a 

fireplace with a “rouge” marble mantelpiece. 

 

The interior was plastered throughout with a 

grey cement dado 5 ft high. The roof is 

supported on laminated timber beams 

supported on basalt corbels and the ceiling is 

finished in rectangular panels filled with 

diagonally laid kauri boards. A broad chancel 

arch of 25ft in height provides the transition 

from the nave to the sanctuary. A feature of 

the interior was the Oamaru stone altar, sitting 

on a basalt base and featuring “rouge” marble 

columns in its base. A photograph of the altar 

is included with the Jan 11 Advocate article. It 

was also designed by John Nutting and built 

by Wooles and Carpenter. 

 

It is understood that various fittings and 

fixtures were removed when the new church 

opened in 1974. 

 

The Church and Presbytery are set in 2 acres 

of ground and all paths were finished in 

asphalt flanked by brick gutters. 

 

The former Presbytery is a substantial single 

storey residence constructed in red face brick. 

It has a hipped and gable roof clad in slate 

which in turn features terra-cotta ridge 

capping. Four substantial red brick chimneys 

are also a feature of the roofscape. 

 

The house is surrounded on the east, north 

and west elevations by a substantial verandah 

which in turn features a gable pediment over 

the front door. The corrugated galvanised iron 

roofed verandah is supported on pairs of 

turned timber columns, features simple timber 

valence decoration and a timber balustrade 

 

The building is best described as a 

Federation/Edwardian Classical or Queen 

Anne house. At this time McCabe was 

designing in a free classical idiom and the new 

Convent was a more dramatic expression of 

this style. 

 

The recent additions to the house have all 

occurred at the rear of the site, are single 

storey constructed of red face brick with a terra 

cotta crested slate roof and in a style 

sympathetic to the original house. 
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STATEMENT OF CULTURAL HERITAGE 

SIGNIFICANCE 

 

What is significant? 

The former St Thomas the Apostle Church and 

Presbytery 1 Foley Street and its associated 

land. 

 

How is it significant? 

The Church and Presbytery are of historic, 

social and architectural significance to the 

Corangamite Shire. 

 

Why is it significant? 

The Church is of historic significance as the 

second church constructed for the Catholic 

community in Terang and district and along 

with its associated presbytery and St Thomas 

School and Convent demonstrate the rapid 

growth of the Catholic community in the district 

in the late nineteenth and early twentieth 

century. The former St Thomas Presbytery,is 

of historic significance as the substantial new 

Presbytery constructed to accommodate 

Father Daniel Foley, following his appointment 

to the new Terang Parish in 1909.  

 

The presence of the Church and Presbytery on 

the rise above the southern banks of Lake 

Terang was also of significance, as the 

Catholics had a physical presence which 

countered that of the Presbyterians on the 

northern bank with their new Thomson 

Memorial Church. As it turned out this site 

(donated to the Church) was well away from 

the fast developing town and by 1947 the 

Church made moves to construct yet another 

church, this time on a site adjacent to St 

Thomas’ Hall in Estcourt Street. Ultimately a 

new Church was built on the Princes’ Highway 

(opposite the Presbyterians) in 1974. (Criterion 

A) 

 

The complex is of social significance to Terang 

and district as the focus of Catholic worship for 

73 years. Its location on the southern side of 

the Terang Lake whilst of some inconvenience 

to parishioners, who lived on the northern side 

of the town, ensured that its presence in the 

town was always obvious and it provided a 

visual counter to the prominent Thomson 

Memorial Presbyterian Church on the northern 

bank of the lake. Interestingly throughout the 

73 years, the Catholic Convent and St Thomas 

School continued on the Lyons and Bolivar 

Street site and after 1930 St Thomas’ Hall in 

Estcourt Street was used by the community. 

So the Catholics had a strong presence in 

three parts of the town. (Criterion G) 

 

The Church building is of architectural 

significance as an example of an Academic 

Gothic basalt church designed by architect, 

John Nutting. This appears to be the only 

known example of his work and whilst it is not 

an outstanding design, it is a competent 

representation of the style. It features all the 

expected elements, including buttressing, slate 

roof, prominent and carved gable ends, two 

and three light windows and an integrated 

sacristy. The interior is a fine and competent 

design, but somewhat diminished since the 

closure and sale of the church. 

 

The former St Thomas Presbytery is of 

architectural significance as a substantial and 

late work of Camperdown architect, Michael 

McCabe (he died in 1944). McCabe’s work at 

this time was in a style best described as 

Federation/Edwardian Free Classical, with his 

design for the Terang Convent being a better 

exposition of that style. The Presbytery is far 

more conservative and referential to the 

Queen Anne revival of many residences of this 

period. However it is a substantial and 

competent expose of this style with its use of 

face red brick, slate terra cotta, hipped and 

gabled roofs, with mock half timbering in the 

gable ends, an encircling verandah with turned 

timber columns and simple timber frieze or 

valence decoration. (Criterion E) 
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2.68 Terang Racecourse Reserve 
 

  
GRANDSTAND NORTH ELEVATION   

 

 
GRANDSTAND NORTH EAST VIEW 

 

 
REFRESHMENT  PAVILION 

 

 
SADDLING PADDOCK AND STALLS 
 

 

 

 

 

 
1905 ADMINISTRATION BUILDING 

 

LOCATION 

10 Keilambete Road, Terang 

 

FORMER NAMES 

 

ITEM GROUP 

Recreation and Entertainment 

 

ITEM TYPE 

Racecourse 

 

ARCHITECT/DESIGNERS 

Alexander Hamilton (1885 new grandstand 

and 1888 grandstand additions)  

W T Jackman (1905 alterations to grandstand, 

refreshment pavilion and other works) 

 

ARCHITECTURAL STYLES 

Federation/Edwardian Period 

 

BUILDER/MAKERS 

 

CONTEXTUAL HISTORY 

 

Racing at Terang was reported as early as 

1859 with meetings staged on what is now the 

town’s recreation reserve. The racing industry 

provided a significant form of recreation and 

entertainment for western district people and 

by the later years of the nineteenth century 

there were any number of racecourses 

operating throughout the district. As a 

consequence there was a significant calendar 

of race events across the district. 

 

Added to this was the significant thoroughbred 

breeding industry that produced any number of 

national champions. The role of properties 

such as Newminster Park and Keayang were 

very important in this regard. 

 

The equine industry was also promoted 

through the operation of Coursing (Hunt) clubs 

in the district. 
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Through the twentieth century the number of 

racecourses were rationalised with a number 

of the smaller clubs merging with others. 

Terang and District Racing Club became an 

amalgamation of the original Terang club, the 

Garvoc and Hampden clubs and the Cobden 

Turf Club. Terang is now part of the 

Warrnambool club and continues to provide a 

popular venue for race meetings. 

 

 

PLACE HISTORY 

 

The Terang Racing Club was formed in 1868 

and soon after established itself on its present 

site. 

 

In 1885 the Camperdown Chronicle reported 

on the recently completed new grandstand and 

other improvements designed by Colac 

architect Alexander Hamilton and built by 

McAlister and Stansmore of Camperdown, 

Hamilton had advertised for tenders for the 

construction of a Grandstand, Secretary’s 

Room, and fencing on 5 May, 1885. In 

September 1888 Hamilton advertised for 

tenders for further additions to the grandstand. 

He advertised for tenders for further works on 

6 April, 1894. 

 

It would appear that the grandstand burnt 

down in 1898 and soon after in March, 1898 

John Hoggart, the Secretary of the Trustees 

advertised for architects to submit competitive 

designs for a new grandstand. The only other 

information available about this building was a 

news item in September which stated that the 

contract must be completed by 15 December. 

No doubt this was necessary to ensure that 

the racecourse was ready for the annual New 

Years Day meeting. 

 

By 1905 the Trustees were entering into 

another period of significant development on 

the site and it would seem that the works that 

occurred at this time are the basis for the 

facilities that are currently on the site. 

 

In August of that year Warrnambool architect, 

W T Jackman advertised for tenders for a 

significant amount of new building work on 

site. By December these works had been 

completed and included; an enlargement of 

the grandstand enclosure, lengthening of the 

grandstand, the creation of a luncheon room 

and other facilities, construction of a new 

administration pavilion (see photo above), 

refreshment booth and stalls for 100 horses. 

 

It is this program of works which provide the 

basis of the current arrangements at the 

course. Since then there have been further 

alterations to the grandstand and the 

refreshment room at the rear. The 

administration building has been demolished 

and replaced by a modern brick building. It 

would seem that the horse stalls around the 

saddling paddock would date from this period. 

 

The course is also graced with significant 

trees, including a grove of poplars and elms to 

the north of the grandstand. It is not known 

when they were planted. However, it is likely 

that much of this planting occurred as part of 

the 1885 improvement works.  

 

Of interest was the presence of a Racecourse 

platform on the nearby rail line. The line to 

Warrnambool was opened in 1890 and the 

platform was used extensively for race 

meetings during the 1890s and 1900s. 

 

REFERENCES 

 

Robert White; the story of Victorian & Riverina 

Race Courses; Five Mile Press, Hawthorn, Vic; 

1985 

Camperdown Chronicle; 25 Dec, 1885; 6 Sept, 

1888; 17 Sept, 1898; 1 Aug, 1905; 12 Dec, 

1905. 

The Argus (Melbourne); 15 Mar, 1898; 13 Dec, 

1905. 

Warrnambool Standard; 5 May, 1885; 6 April, 

1894. 

 

PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION 

 

The Terang Racecourse, Keilambete Road, 

Terang, is an extensive complex of race track, 

fencing, judges and stewards and jockeys’ 

facilities, grandstand, administration buildings, 

horse stalls and paddocks, refreshment 

buildings and landscaping. 

 

The course was developed during the late 

nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, but 

has undergone extensive alterations 

throughout the twentieth century. 

 

The centerpiece of the complex is of course 

the track which is purportedly modeled on the 
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track at Flemington, covering 2040 metres with 

a straight of 400 metres. The track is 20 

metres wide. 

 

The largest building is the grandstand the core 

of which would seem to be the 1898 stand, but 

significantly added to by Jackman’s works in 

1905 and altered throughout the twentieth 

century. It retains its basic Edwardian form 

with its long gable roof with a “kick up” 

verandah at the front. The structure of steel 

trusses supported on pipe columns would 

appear to be a twentieth century addition. The 

cross form balustrading, gable end vertical 

boarding and timber bench seats would 

appear to be part of the original structure as 

extended in 1905. The rear wall is clad in 

corrugated galvanised iron. The dining 

facilities that were installed under the stand in 

1905 continue to operate as such, hopefully in 

a more modern form. 

It sits above a formed hill in front of the 

straight, designed to provide extensive viewing 

facilities for patrons. 

 

The refreshment room at the rear of the 

grandstand is clearly a modified version of the 

1905 building. Its Dutch gable roof and vertical 

timber cladding beneath the eaves still make it 

look like an Edwardian structure. 

 

The horse stalls sitting on three sides of the 

saddling paddock are simple open fronted 

corrugated galvanised sheds. It is likely that 

these are the stalls that were constructed in 

1905. 

 

To the west of the saddling paddock and horse 

stalls is a simple Edwardian house, of timber 

framed construction, originally clad in 

weatherboards, but now re-clad with a modern 

sheet cladding material. The date of 

construction of this house is unknown, but it 

would appear to have been built as a house for 

the manager or caretaker of the course and is 

an important part of the Edwardian complex. 

 

The stand of elms and poplars located to the 

north of the grandstand are an important part 

of the landscaping in the public areas of the 

course and would appear to have been 

planted in the late nineteenth century, probably 

as part of the 1888 development. 

 

The complex also includes more modern and 

less significant structures such as the large 

steel framed and clad shed behind the 

grandstand, cream brick toilets and the new 

cream brick administration building. 

 

STATEMENT OF CULTURAL HERITAGE 

SIGNIFICANCE 

 

What is significant? 

The Terang Racecourse Reserve, 10 

Keilambete Road, Terang as developed from 

the 1860s is significant. The particular 

elements, which are significant are: 

 the design and form of the track and 
associated infrastructure; 

 the grandstand as constructed in 1898 
and significantly extended and altered to 
designs of W T Jackman in 1905; 

 the formed earthworks, in particular the 
“ramp” in front of the grandstand; 

 the refreshment kiosk behind the 
grandstand as designed by Jackman and 
constructed in 1905; 

 the horse stalls and saddling paddock; 

 the manager’s/caretaker’s house, and  

 the stand of mature elms and poplars to 
the north of the grandstand. 

 

How is it significant? 

The Terang Racecourse Reserve, Keilambete 

Road, Terang is of local historic, social and 

aesthetic significance to the Corangamite 

Shire. 

 

Why is it significant? 

The Terang Racecourse Reserve, 10 

Keilambete Road, Terang is of historic 

significance as one of the longest serving 

recreation and entertainment facilities in 

Terang and district. It is also of considerable 

significance as a centrepiece of the horse 

breeding, racing, coursing and polo 

enterprises in the district. The beginnings of 

horse racing in Terang go back as far as 1859, 

at a time when the town was very small and 

the district was dominated by large pastoral 

estates. The Terang Racing Club was formed 

in 1868 and it moved to the present site soon 

after. From that point commenced a long and 

illustrious history of the development of the 

course and horse racing. The annual New 

Year’s Day race meeting has been an 

institution in the district since the nineteenth 

century. 

 

The main development periods would seem to 

be the 1888 works, which established a new 
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grandstand and facilities, including 

landscaping to provide improved comfort to 

patrons. It is likely that the mature stand of 

elms and poplars dates from this period. 

Following a fire in 1898 a new grandstand was 

constructed in that year. Major works were 

undertaken in 1905 creating the grandstand in 

the form that we see it today, along with dining 

and other facilities beneath it; a new 

refreshment pavilion behind the grandstand 

was constructed at this time along with stalls 

for 100 horses. More modern developments at 

the course are of less historic significance, but 

are important elements in the maintenance of 

the course as an operating racecourse. 

(Criterion A) 

 

The Terang Racecourse Reserve, 10 

Keilambete Road, Terang is of social 

significance as an important centre of social 

activity in the district since the 1860s. The 

construction of a special Racecourse platform 

on the Warrnambool rail line is indicative of the 

importance of race meetings in the social life 

of Terang and district. The New Year’s Day 

meeting is of particular social significance and 

has been since the establishment of the 

course. (Criterion G) 

 

The Terang Racecourse Reserve, 10 

Keilambete Road, Terang is of aesthetic 

significance as a substantial and identifiable 

complex which reached its present form in the 

early years of the twentieth century, 

particularly following the design work of 

Warrnambool architect W T Jackman in 1905. 

Remnants of the earlier design work of Colac 

architect Alexander Hamilton in 1885 and 1888 

are less obvious. However, it is likely that the 

stand of mature elms and poplars to the north 

of the grandstand probably date from the 1885 

developments. The strong Edwardian design 

form of the 1905 developments (the 

grandstand, refreshment pavilion and the 

horse stalls) whilst all altered remains obvious 

and strong. The retention and retrieval of these 

design elements is of aesthetic significance. 

(Criterion E) 

 

 

 

 
Recommended Extent – Terang Racecourse 
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2.69 Residence, 1 McWilliam Street, 

Terang 
 

 
1979 JOHN COLLINS IMAGE (SLV COLLECTION) 

 

 
FRONT (SOUTH) ELEVATION 

 

 
SOUTH EAST VIEW 

 

 
REAR COURTYARD 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

LOCATION 

 

1 McWilliam Street, Terang 

Lot 5 on Plan of Subdivision 508375Y 

 

FORMER NAMES 

Presbyterian Manse 

 

ITEM GROUP 

Residential buildings (private) 

 

ITEM TYPE 

House 

 

ARCHITECT/DESIGNERS 

Hamilton, Alexander 

 

ARCHITECTURAL STYLES 

Victorian 

 

BUILDER/MAKERS 

McAllister and Stansmore (1886 additions) 

 

CONTEXTUAL HISTORY 

 

In 1855 Terang was surveyed und the first sale 

of township allotments took place in the same 

year. The slow growth of the town is best 

illustrated by the fact that in 1857 there were 

four houses in Terang and 25 years later there 

were still only 600 people residing in the town 

area. The town slowly grew until the 

subdivision of the large pastoral estates. 

Glenormiston was broken up in 1889 with 

Keilambete and Mt Noorat following soon after. 

These subdivisions created a multitude of 

smaller dairy farms, which in turn supplied the 

newly established butter factories and 

creameries. It also led to a greater density of 

population in the surrounding districts with a 

corresponding growth of the town in order to 

provide services to this population. 

 

The Presbyterian Church in the district had 

been established by a group of Scottish 

squatters in 1847 at Kilnoorat. They included 

Niel Black, Lachlan McKinnon, James 

Webster, Alexander Davidson, Robert 

Anderson, John Thomson, Daniel Curdie, John 

Ross and George Eddington. The first minister 

was the Rev William Hamilton and he was in 

charge of the first Presbytery of Kilnoorat 

established in 1859 extending throughout what 

is now Terang and district. Kilnoorat merged 

into the Presbytery of Mortlake in 1863. 
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A number of these men continued to 

generously support the church and when 

Terang became a charge in its own right in 

1868 John Thomson took on the role of its 

major patron. 

 

The first church in Terang was built to a design 

of Nathanial Billing in 1868 and Samuel Fraser 

became the Minister in 1870. 

 

PLACE HISTORY 

 

The establishment of Terang as a charge of 

the Presbyterian Church in its own right was 

strongly supported by John Thomson of 

Keilambete. Thomson provided the Church 

with a cottage to be used as a Manse. The 

adjacent land was acquired as a Glebe with 

the additional support of Niel Black and his 

partners, Gladstone and Finlay and Messrs 

Bulchart and McKinnon. The Manse and Glebe 

ended up covering more than 15 acres in a 

prize location on the edge of Terang. 

 

A glebe is a tract of land that belongs to a 
church. It is used to maintain the church 
and its staff, and sometimes also to 
generate funds that can be sent to the 
seat of the church. Glebes have shrunk 
substantially from their historical origins, 
which is why numerous developments 
and estates around the world include the 
word in their titles, referencing their 
origins. 
 
The concept of glebe land is quite 
ancient, although the term itself only 
dates to the early 1300s. Most religions 
have recognized that land is necessary 
for the church itself, along with associated 
facilities like housing for staff and space 
for the charitable works of the church, 
such as orphanages. In addition to these 
lands, many churches historically also 
held farms, factories, and other land that 
could be used to generate income for the 
church. In the feudal era, the church 
could use these lands to wield immense 
power, and it often came into conflict with 
wealthy lords and landowners who 
resented the amount of land controlled by 
the church 
(http://www.wisegeek.com/what-is-a-
glebe.htm) 
 

Samuel Fraser was the first occupant of the 
Manse, but only after renovations were 
undertaken to meet his requirements. He 

married in 1876 and in 1877 subscriptions 
were sought from parishioners in order for 
further work to be carried out. This work was 
undertaken to the designs of Colac architect 
Alexander Hamilton at a cost of £944/1/2. He 
had advertised for tenders for additions to the 
building on 2 May 1878. A photograph of the 
Manse in 1877 included in Hamilton, 1936 
reveals a substantial villa, which would appear 
to be the core of the existing house at 1 
McWilliam Street. 
 
In 1886 John Thomson again came forward as 
the patron of the Church and offered to make 
further additions to the Manse at his own 
expense. As a consequence, in April 1886 
Alexander Hamilton advertised for tenders for 
the erection of extensive brick additions to the 
Manse at Terang. The successful tenderer 
was Messrs McAllister and Stansmore who 
undertook the work for £3,700. These were 
extensive additions and created the house 
much as we see it today. Fraser and his wife 
Jane were to have six children and this would 
have been a remarkably generous house, 
even for a family of that size. 
 
Soon after in January 1890 Thomson made an 
even more generous gesture to the Church 
when he offered to pay for the construction of 
a new church building. At that time he 
presented plans of a new building designed by 
Melbourne architects Reed, Henderson and 
Smart based on their design for the Scot’s 
Church in Collins Street Melbourne. Thomson 
died in April 1890 before his dream had come 
to fruition, but his widow continued with the 
project and as a consequence Terang has one 
of the grandest Presbyterian Churches in the 
State named as a memorial to John Thomson. 
 
The Presbyterian Church finally sold the 
Manse in 1988, but it hadn’t been used for that 
purpose for some years. 
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PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION 

 

1 McWilliam Street, Terang is a large Victorian 

villa of multiple rooms sitting on a large 

allotment with developed gardens and 

plantings. 

 

It is a single storey cement rendered brick 

building constructed in the conservative 

classical design of the time. Its particular 

features are its semi-hexagonal bay window at 

the eastern end of the house and its extensive 

convex verandah encompassing part of the 

west elevation all of the south elevation, the 

bay and originally the east elevation (now 

removed). The verandah is supported on cast 

iron posts with an elaborate cast iron frieze 

and brackets. 

 

The roof is clad in corrugated galvanized iron, 

but was probably originally slate. 

 

The north elevation features a service 

courtyard with the original verandah (on the 

west wing) now enclosed to form an additional 

living space. This verandah was intact in 1979 

when the John Collins photos were taken. 

 

The Glebe remains largely intact and forms a 

large garden space to the east of the house. 

This was undoubtedly originally used as the 

orchard and vegetable garden. However, it is 

understood that some of this large portion of 

land was used as a cricket ground for some 

time. 

 

STATEMENT OF CULTURAL HERITAGE 

SIGNIFICANCE 

 

What is significant? 

The former Presbyterian Manse at 1 

McWilliam Street, Terang, being all of 

Allotment 5, Plan of Subdivision 508375Y. 

 

How is it significant? 

The former Presbyterian Manse at 1 

McWilliam Street, Terang is of local historical, 

social and aesthetic significance to the 

Corangamite Shire. 

 

Why is it significant? 

The former Presbyterian Manse at 1 

McWilliam Street is of historical significance as 

the site of the first Manse of the new Terang 

Presbyterian Church after it separated from 

the Mortlake charge in 1868. Originally a 

cottage was purchased by John Thomson of 

Keilambete to serve as a Manse. This was 

added to in 1876/77 when the Rev Samuel 

Fraser married and extensive additions were 

made in 1886 at a cost of £3,700, funded by a 

further donation from John Thomson. Fraser 

was the Minister at Terang for 44 years, dying 

at the Manse in 1914. He saw the extensive 

growth of the district through the years of land 

subdivision and sales of the large estates, a 

number of which were owned by his patrons, 

foremost of which was John Thomson. He also 

oversaw the growth of the Church in Terang 

and the construction of one of the largest 

Presbyterian Churches in the State. This 

former manse along with the Thomson 

Memorial Church represents the importance of 

Presbyterianism amongst the squatters and 

settlers of the district around Terang. (Criterion 

A) 

 

The former Presbyterian Manse at 1 

McWilliam Street is of social significance as 

the home of the Rev Samuel Fraser and his 

family for 44 years. Fraser was a defining 

figure in the district and led the Presbyterian 

community in and around Terang for all of that 

time. The size of the house shows how 

important the role of the Presbyterian Minister 

was seen and undoubtedly this house acted as 

a centre of church and pastoral activity for 

many years. (Criterion H) 

 

The former Presbyterian Manse at 1 

McWilliam Street is of aesthetic significance as 

a finely designed Victorian villa and an 

excellent example of the work of Alexander 

Hamilton, the prominent Colac architect of the 

time. Designed in a conservative classical 

mode it has fine proportions, and is well, but 

not overtly decorated. The surrounding convex 

roofed veranda is a significant feature with its 

paired cast iron columns and cast iron 

decorative frieze. Hamilton was responsible for 

a number of western district pastoral 

homesteads, but this villa describes his 

approach to a town house, albeit one of some 

size and grandeur. The property gains further 

aesthetic significance for its siting on a large 

allotment, an allotment that was purposely 

assembled as a Glebe for the Manse. Whilst 

plantings and landscaping on this land will 

have changed over time the presentation of 

the house in a landscaped environment is 

significant. (Criteria D & E) 
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2.70 Terang College, Junior Campus 
 

 
FRONT (NORTH) ELEVATION  

 

 
REAR BUILDING 

 

 
SOUTH EAST VIEW   

 

 
FORMER GLENORMISTON PS 

 

 
FORMER DIXIE PS    

 

 
FORMER BOORCAN RAILWAY STATION 

 

LOCATION 

6655 Prince’s Highway, Terang 

 

FORMER NAMES 

Terang National School 

Terang State School No 617 

Terang Higher Elementary School, Primary 

Campus 

 

ITEM GROUP 

Education 

 

ITEM TYPE 

School – State (public) 

 

ARCHITECT/DESIGNERS 

Andrew Kerr (1872 wing) 

Public Works Department 

 

ARCHITECTURAL STYLES 

 

BUILDER/MAKERS 

Mr William Neill (carpentry) and Mr George 

Buckley (stone masonry) (1872 wing) 

Guyatt and Sons (1914 alterations and 

additions) 

 

CONTEXTUAL HISTORY 

 

In 1855 Terang was surveyed und the first sale 

of township allotments took place in the same 

year. The slow growth of tho town Is best 
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illustrated by the fact that In 1857 there were 

four houses in Terang and 25 years later there 

were still only 600 people residing in the town 

area. The town slowly grew until the 

subdivision of the large pastoral estates. 

Glenormiston was broken up in 1889 with 

Keilambete and Mt Noorat following soon after. 

These subdivisions created a multitude of 

smaller dairy farms which in turn supplied the 

newly established butter factories and 

creameries. It also led to a greater density of 

population in the surrounding districts with a 

corresponding growth of the town in order to 

provide services to this population. 

The arrival of the railway to Terang in 1887 

was something of a fillip to its development 

and coincided with the establishment of the 

dairy industry in the district. Within 2 years the 

railway had extended to Warrnambool and 

soon after the coach service was discontinued. 

It was in these latter years of the nineteenth 

century and the early years of the twentieth 

that businesses were consolidated in High 

Street. Coy Bros store was located at the 

corner of High and Estcourt Streets. They had 

bought the store in 1886 and by 1897 had 

greatly improved it. In 1908 they sold it to the 

Terang and District Co-Operative Society. The 

premises were destroyed by fire in August, 

1944 and the new building which stands on the 

corner today was completed by December 

1945. the well known business of Montgomery 

and Bradshaw was established by a Mr 

Jamieson and in 1865 became Montgomery 

and Anderson. In 1893 it became Montgomery 

and Bradshaw and it was after this time that it 

was a dominant business in the town. 

The Post Office was built in 1903-04 on a 

prominent site at the eastern end of the 

commercial precinct. Its distinctive tower was 

provided with a town clock as a result of public 

subscription in 1904. 

The Cyclopedia of Victoria, published in 1904 

reported that High Street was graced with 

substantial bank premises and a substantial 

Mechanic’s Institute. The first public hall had 

been constructed in 1862 but by 1885 it was 

replaced by a more commodious structure 

designed by Alexander Hamilton of Colac. This 

was only to last until 1910 when yet another 

grander building to a design of Melbourne 

architects Fritsch Bros. was completed. 

The war memorial was presented to the town 

by S G Black, W K McKinnon and J C 

McKinnon and unveiled by General Sir Harry 

Chauvel on 15/4/1923 and the  Agnes Black 

memorial gates were constructed in 1938 in 

honour of Agnes Black of Mt Noorat. 

Public education in Terang commenced in 

November 1858 when a Mr James Fraser was 

appointed the first Principal of the Terang 

National School and opened the first school in 

February 1859 in a hut on John Thomson’s 

Keilambete station. Thomson was a member 

of the first Board of Patrons for education in 

Terang and district. They had chosen a site on 

the banks of the lake on land originally 

reserved for a Botanic Gardens (part of the 

current school site) and proceeded to draw up 

plans for a school. The school shifted to its 

new premises on 29 December, 1858 and had 

16 pupils. By 1884 there were 215 children’s 

names on the roll, demonstrating a steady 

growth in the population of the town and 

district. The subdivision of the large estates 

and the growth of the dairy industry lead to the 

significant development of the town and an 

increase in the population of the district. This 

growth lead to the establishment of St 

Thomas’ Catholic School in 1907, From that 

time Terang boasted two substantial schools. 

 

It wasn’t until 1915 there was a demonstrated 

need for the school to develop its curriculum to 

offer studies that would be more normally 

taken at a Higher Elementary school. The re-

classification of the school as a Higher 

Elementary School did not place until 1924 

when the secondary students were shifted into 

the Mechanic’s Institute. 

 

PLACE HISTORY 

 

The first National School building on this site 

was occupied for the first time in Dec., 1858, 

the site having been excised from the Public 

reserve set aside for Botanic Gardens and 

above the banks of Lake Terang. An early plan 

shows it to be a three roomed building of 

timber construction (Linehan and Cook, p10). 

 

This building was destroyed by fire in 1871 

and a replacement was designed by 

Warrnambool architect, Andrew Kerr. This 

building was quite extraordinary. Constructed 

of basalt it featured a lantern roof with highlight 

windows all around. There were no other 

windows in the building. It appears that it was 

greatly disliked and often referred to as a gaol. 

It remains as the central part of the current 

school complex. 
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In 1888 a new front room (the north east wing) 

was added to the original building. By that time 

the concept of National Schools had been 

abandoned and the Terang School was known 

as Terang State School No 617. This new 

wing would have been designed by the Public 

Works Department. During the early 1890s a 

new front wing with verandah and bell tower 

was added to the school thereby obscuring the 

gaol like edifice of the 1872 building, which 

despite its disliked appearance had served the 

school for some years. 

 

In 1907 two additional rooms were added to 

the west. This is the wing with the 4 arched 

windows in its front elevation. It was in 1907 

that St Thomas’ Catholic School opened and 

this would have had an impact on the 

enrolment of the State School. However, the 

new construction proceeded leaving the school 

better served for accommodation than it had 

ever been. 

 

By 1914 the school had undergone major 

renovations. The Warrnambool Standard 

reported on 26 March 1914 that the Minister 

for Public Works had let a contract to Messrs 

Guyatt and Sons for alterations to the existing 

brick buildings, construction of a new timber 

infant’s room for 100 pupils (this must be the 

large timber room at the rear of the complex). 

Provision was also made for a cloakroom, 

master’s office, new lighting and ventilation 

and the conversion of existing spaces to 

create an assembly room of 44 feet by 18 feet. 

It was anticipated that these alterations and 

additions would provide for 350 pupils. 

 

Throughout the twentieth century the school 

was the subject of various works, including 

tree planting, tree removal, the construction of 

fences, the construction of play equipment and 

the usual painting and maintenance works. In 

1975 another major building project was 

undertaken with the construction of the new 

library, art/craft centre and administration 

block. 

 

The other major works to the site were the 

relocation of the Glenormiston Primary School 

building in 1981 for use as a multi-purpose 

room, the relocation of the former Dixie 

Primary School in 1993 for use by the Terang 

and District Historical Society and in the same 

year the arrival of the Boorcan Railway 

Station. 

 

The former Glenormiston School was built in 

1908. 

 

The former Dixie school was built in 1891 as 

the Ecklin School, but in 1907 it changed its 

name to Dixie following the change of name of 

the district to Dixie. 
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PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION 

 

The Terang College Junior Campus is a 

mixture of buildings developed over a period of 

140 years. The 1870s basalt building with its 

distinctive monitor roof and clerestory windows 

remains at the centre of the school. The 

complex presents two later nineteenth century 

wings to the street, they are both of cement 

rendered masonry construction with gable 

roofs. 

 

The weatherboard infant’s room remains intact 

at the rear of the complex. The verandah and 

bell tower that was added in the 1890s has 

been removed. Its replacement with a modern 

gable roofed porch and additional room does 

little to enhance the appearance of the 

complex. 

 

The former Glenormiston and Dixie school 

buildings are relatively intact, distinctive and 

typical of small rural schools of the late 

nineteenth/early twentieth century. The former 

Boorcan Railway Station has been 

reconstructed to simulate its original 

appearance, even to having a rail carriage 

located adjacent to it. 

 

STATEMENT OF CULTURAL HERITAGE 

SIGNIFICANCE 

 

What is significant? 

The Terang College Junior Campus, Prince’s 

Highway, Terang to the extent of the total 

complex and including the former 

Glenormiston and Dixie school buildings 

located on the site and the former Boorcan 

Railway Station also located on the site. The 
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1975 wing and other more recent buildings are 

not considered significant. 

 

How is it significant? 

The Terang College Junior Campus, Princes 

Highway, Terang is of local historical, social 

and aesthetic significance in the Corangamite 

Shire. 

 

Why is it significant? 

The Terang College Junior Campus, Prince’s 

Highway, Terang is of historical significance as 

the site of the first National School in Terang 

and district. The first 3 roomed school building 

was constructed on the site in 1858 and 

enabled its sixteen pupils to transfer from the 

hut on the Keilambete estate that had provided 

a school room for the first few months of the 

school’s existence. This building was burnt 

down in 1871 and was immediately succeeded 

by a new school building designed by 

Warrnambool architect, Andrew Kerr. This 

building remains on site as the oldest portion 

of the complex. The campus has operated 

continuously since 1858 as the Terang 

National School, Terang State School No. 617, 

Terang Higher Elementary School, Primary 

Campus, Terang State School (again) and 

now Terang College, Junior Campus. This site 

is the centerpiece of education in Terang and 

district and continues to provide a home for the 

former schools of Glenormiston and 

Ecklin/Dixie. (Criteria A & B) 

 

The Terang College Junior Campus, Prince’s 

Highway, Terang is of social significance as 

the site where thousands of Terang and district 

residents have not only been educated, but 

have used the campus as a centre of 

community activity. (Criterion G) 

 

The Terang College Junior Campus, Prince’s 

Highway, Terang is of aesthetic significance 

for its combination of nineteenth and early 

twentieth century school buildings, starting 

with the unusual basalt building designed by 

Andrew Kerr in 1872, including the north west 

and north east wings with their distinctive 

Victorian fenestration and features, the large 

timber infants building of 1914 and the former 

typical school buildings from Glenormiston 

(1908) and Ecklin/Dixie (1891). This campus 

provides a sequence of the standard 

responses to school architecture in this period 

and as mainly determined by the design 

philosophies of the Victorian Public Works 

Department. (Criteria D & E) 

 

 

 

 
Recommended Extent – Terang College Junior Campus 
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2.71 Keayang Homestead Complex 
 

  
FRONT (NORTH) ELEVATION 

 

 
ENTRY 

 

  
GARDEN     

 

 
STABLES 

 

 
STABLES INTERIOR 

 

LOCATION 

6727 Princes Highway, Terang 

 

FORMER NAMES 

Richardson’s Station 

 

ITEM GROUP 

Farming and Grazing 

 

ITEM TYPE 

Homestead complex 

 

ARCHITECT/DESIGNERS 

 

 

ARCHITECTURAL STYLES 

Federation/Edwardian English Arts and Crafts 

 

BUILDER/MAKERS 

 

CONTEXTUAL HISTORY 

 

The first white settlement to the district 

encompassing Corangamite Shire came in the 

form of pastoralists establishing themselves on 

vast tracts of land. By the mid 1840s most of 

the grazeable land throughout the 

Corangamite Shire had been claimed and the 

pastoral claims licensed. The land to the south 

which was to become known as the 

Heytesbury Forest was not cleared and farmed 

until much later. However the initial squatters 

often moved on, selling their licenses to 

others. For example, Gerangemarajah (later to 

be known as Berry Bank) passed through 3 

owners between 1840 and 1851 when it was 

acquired by James and Thomas Austin and 

they installed their brother-in-law, Joseph 

Gardiner Mack as manager; Glenormiston was 

in the hands of 2 partnerships before Niel 

Black acquired it for himself and his partners 

under the name of Niel Black and Co. A 

number of these squatters were of particular 

significance within the current Corangamite 
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Shire; the Manifold brothers at Purrumbete, Dr 

Daniel Curdie at Tandarook, Niel Black at 

Glenormiston, John Thomson at Keilambete, 

Peter McArthur at Meningoort and Nicholas 

Cole at Cloven Hills.  

The initial homestead buildings were simple 

and vernacular in nature, log or slab huts 

where timber was plentiful or wattle and daub, 

roofed in bark and in some cases thatch. In 

these early days the squatters had little 

security of tenure and it is likely that even with 

the lack of resources the squatters were not 

interested in making a substantial investment 

in the form of buildings (although the 

prerequisite for gaining any security of their 

Pre-emptive.Rights was to demonstrate the 

presence of improvements on the land). Their 

first objective certainly would have been about 

building their stock levels and gaining a return 

from the land. 

By the late nineteenth century the pastoral 

landscape remained largely unchanged 

despite official efforts to open the country up to 

closer settlement. The land was primarily used 

for grazing sheep and cattle and the 

grasslands had been converted to pastures 

known to the squatters and suitable for their 

introduced species of sheep and cattle. The 

original squatter families had, however, grown 

and there had been a need to divide up 

properties or acquire additional property to 

accommodate the next generation. Perhaps 

the best known example of this was 

Purrumbete where holdings known as 

Talindert, Danedite and Wiridgil were 

established to accommodate the sons of John 

Manifold. At Glenormiston Niel Black’s 

partnership dissolved in 1868 and that 

property of 43,500 acres was divided into 3 

large properties; The Sisters, Mt Noorat (which 

Black took) and Glenormiston. 

At Meningoort Peter McArthur had sired 11 

children (9 survived him) and at the time of his 

death in 1897 the property was divided in two 

with his eldest son, J N McArthur inheriting the 

northern portion (known as Meningoort) and 

the remaining sons dividing up the southern 

portion which was initially know as Warwarick 

(it was subdivided in 1904). 

It wasn’t until the 1860s and 70s that the 

wealth of the pastoralists was translated into 

significant buildings. It is telling that the new 

homestead constructed at Berry Bank in 1851 

was claimed to be the first two storey house in 

the district. The early years had been focused 

on establishing the economic basis of the 

pastoral industry and surviving difficult 

economic times. By the 1860s these 

pastoralists could see their way clear to invest 

in comforts for themselves and their families. 

The large and imposing homestead complexes 

that they built for themselves across the plains 

remain today as important reminders of the 

contribution of these pioneers to the 

development of the Western District. 

The 1890s and early years of the twentieth 

century saw the subdivision of these properties 

for closer settlement. In the northern parts of 

the Shire the smaller farms derived from these 

subdivisions were focused on the growing and 

harvesting of grain, whilst in the central and 

southern areas of the Shire the new farms 

were much smaller and engaged in dairying, a 

new industry that had quickly assumed great 

economic importance to the district. These 

subdivisions and closer settlement greatly 

changed the landscape, with more fences, 

new plantings, more buildings, roads and of 

course the growth of existing towns like 

Camperdown, Terang, Lismore, Skipton and 

Cobden and the springing up of a myriad of 

smaller towns and settlements. 

 

PLACE HISTORY 

 

The original settler of Keayang was Thomas 

Richardson who took up the run in 1844. 

Hence it was known as Richardson’s station. 

At that time it consisted of 13,380 acres. In 

1846 he was joined by Thomas Ayres.  

 

In 1858 Ayres formed a partnership with Peter 

and William McNicol and they subdivided the 

property into North Keayang and South 

Keayang. The north was taken by Ayres and 

the south by the McNicols. South Keayang 

passed to Thomas Taylor and Edward Atkyns 

in 1867 and then to Robert Napthine in 1868. 

The license to North Keayang was cancelled in 

1866 and to South Keayang in 1870. 

 

By 1878 Keayang was owned by Joseph Ware 

of Minjah station and in March of that year he 

instructed agents to sell the property. The 

auction took place at Menzies Hotel, 

Melbourne on 28 March. However, in February 

of the following year the property was still 

being referred to as Mr. Ware’s station. 

Presumably the auction was not successful. A 

subsequent owner was a Mr. O’Brien. 
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In 1895 Mr. S T Staughton acquired 5028 

acres of Keayang from O’Brien, presumably 

the northern section of the original property. 

Soon after he acquired the adjacent Fine View 

run (now Uffington) and disposed 1400 acres 

to the Closer Settlement Board making the 

total holding of the property at 7400 acres. He 

died in 1903 and the property passed to his 

son Arthur John Staughton, later to be known 

as Col Staughton. 

 

During his ownership the property was used 

for dairying, the management of a stud of 

Lincoln sheep and the breeding of racehorses 

and polo ponies. The horse breeding was a 

particularly strong component of the property’s 

reputation. 

 

By 1909 the house and stables that are today 

prominent features of the property were in 

place. The property also featured a 5 stand 

shearing shed. 
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PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION 

 

The homestead at Keayang is a substantial 

brick and stucco building constructed in the 

period prior to 1909. It is an extraordinarily 

avant-garde design for this time demonstrating 

strong influences from the English arts and 

crafts architect, Charles Voysey. Its vast gable 

roof forms, simple arched windows, simple 

tapered chimneys and grand arched front 

entrance are completely different to the other 

residential work being completed in the district 

at this time. The front wing of the house is 

served by a long passageway running the full 

length of the wing and opening to a sunken 

reception room opposite the entrance. This 

reception room is dominated by polished 

timber paneling and a grand fireplace. The 

front rooms of the house are equally decorated 

in a manner typical of the period. 

 

The house has had extensive renovations and 

additions constructed in recent years, 

completely altering the rear wings and garden 

arrangement at the rear. However the front 

wing has been retained intact and its 

presentation to the main drive is similar to the 

photos taken in 1909 and 1929. 

 

The stables building is an extensive timber 

structure featuring skillion roofs cascading 

from a central gable roofed loft. It features an 

exposed trussed roof and two levels of 

accommodation for horses and equipment. It is 

located to the south of the house and the 

relationship of the stables to the house is an 

important feature of the estate. 

 

STATEMENT OF CULTURAL HERITAGE 

SIGNIFICANCE 

 

What is significant? 

The Keayang Homestead Complex as 

constructed and laid out sometime prior to 

1909. It includes a large house, extensive 

stabling and other outbuildings in the 

immediate vicinity of the house. Modern 

garages and other modern outbuildings are not 

considered significant. 

 

How is it significant? 

Keayang Homestead Complex is of local 

historic, social and aesthetic significance to the 

Corangamite Shire. 

 

Why is it significant? 

Keayang Homestead complex is of 

considerable historic significance as one of the 

early pastoral runs of western Victoria. Taken 

up in 1844 and subdivided into two runs in 

1858 it has always been an important pastoral 

property in the district, known for its cattle and 

sheep breeding. After 1895, when it was 

acquired by Samuel Staughton and 

subsequently passed to his son Arthur John it 

developed a reputation for its Lincoln sheep 

stud and the breeding of famous racehorses 

and polo ponies. As a consequence the 

stables are of particular historic importance. 

Keayang joined other properties such as 

Meningoort, Warwarick and Newminster Park 

in establishing the Camperdown/Terang 

district as a most important part of the 
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Victorian horse breeding, equine management 

and racing industry. (Criteria A & B) 

 

Keayang is of considerable social significance 

as a long standing prominent property close to 

the township of Terang. Its owners Samuel 

and Arthur Staughton played prominent parts 

in Victorian public life. Samuel had established 

his reputation in the Werribee district and 

became a well known MLA. Arthur was 

prominent in the Terang district as a local 

councilor, a member of the committee of the 

Terang Racing Club, a captain of the 

Camperdown Polo team and a Victorian 

representative in polo. He was particularly well 

known as a Captain in the Australian Army and 

Director of remounts in India during WW1. 

Upon returning to Australia he joined the Light 

Horse and in 1928 was promoted to the rank 

of Colonel. These associations are directly 

related to the significance of Keayang as part 

of the horse breeding and management 

industry in the Western District. (Criterion G) 

 

The house, garden, landscaping and stables at 

Keayang are of particular aesthetic 

significance. The house is a remarkable 

design for its period, demonstrating a 

relationship to modern English arts and crafts 

traditions, in particular those demonstrated by 

the English architect, Charles Voysey. The 

house was built prior to 1909. The design is 

more commonly associated with bungalow 

styled houses built in the 1920s. Whilst the 

house has been extensively altered the front 

wing remains intact with its highly decorated 

interior finishes and its presentation to the front 

garden and main drive.  

 

The stables are also of an unusual design. The 

main north south gable roofed loft is 

supplemented by cascading skillions to the 

east and west. This provided two levels of 

accommodation for horses and equipment with 

the upper (mezzanine) level originally being 

accessed by ramps. The interior features 

exposed trusses supporting the loft roof and 

the extensive use of timber decorative 

elements.  

 

The landscaping, particularly the main drive 

and the expansive lawns leading to the front of 

the house are important in presenting this as a 

well designed pastoral complex. The garden at 

the rear of the house has been sympathetically 

altered in conjunction with the changes to the 

house. The landscape relationship between 

the house and the stables is also important. 

(Criteria D & E) 
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PROPOSED EXTENT OF HERITAGE OVERLAY DEFINED BY WHITE BORDER 
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2.72 Terang College, Senior Campus 
 

 
FRONT ELEVATION AND ENTRY  

 

 
WEATHERBOARD WING 

 

 
PLAN WITH SIGNIFICANT BUILDINGS OUTLINED 

 

LOCATION 

45 Strong Street, Terang 

 

FORMER NAMES 

Terang Higher Elementary School, Secondary 

Campus 

Terang High School 

 

ITEM GROUP 

Education 

 

ITEM TYPE 

School – State (public) 

 

ARCHITECT/DESIGNERS 

Public Works Department 

 

ARCHITECTURAL STYLES 

Interwar Period – Georgian Revival 

 

BUILDER/MAKERS 

Messrs Peters Pty Ltd 

 

CONTEXTUAL HISTORY 

 

In 1855 Terang was surveyed and the first sale 

of township allotments took place in the same 

year. The slow growth of the town is best 

illustrated by the fact that In 1857 there were 

four houses in Terang and 25 years later there 

were still only 600 people residing in the town 

area. The town slowly grew until the 

subdivision of the large pastoral estates. 

Glenormiston was broken up in 1889 with 

Keilambete and Mt Noorat following soon after. 

These subdivisions created a multitude of 

smaller dairy farms, which in turn supplied the 

newly established butter factories and 

creameries. It also led to a greater density of 

population in the surrounding districts with a 

corresponding growth of the town in order to 

provide services to this population. 

The arrival of the railway to Terang in 1887 

was something of a fillip to its development 

and coincided with the establishment of the 

dairy industry in the district. Within 2 years the 

railway had extended to Warrnambool and 

soon after the coach service was discontinued. 

It was in these latter years of the nineteenth 

century and the early years of the twentieth 

that businesses were consolidated in High 

Street. Coy Bros store was located at the 

corner of High and Estcourt Streets. They had 

bought the store in 1886 and by 1897 had 

greatly improved it. In 1908 they sold it to the 

Terang and District Co-Operative Society. The 

premises were destroyed by fire in August, 

1944 and the new building which stands on the 

corner today was completed by December 

1945. the well known business of Montgomery 

and Bradshaw was established by a Mr 

Jamieson and in 1865 became Montgomery 

and Anderson. In 1893 it became Montgomery 
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and Bradshaw and it was after this time that it 

was a dominant business in the town. 

The Post Office was built in 1903-04 on a 

prominent site at the eastern end of the 

commercial precinct. Its distinctive tower was 

provided with a town clock as a result of public 

subscription in 1904. 

The Cyclopedia of Victoria, published in 1904 

reported that High Street was graced with 

substantial bank premises and a substantial 

Mechanic’s Institute. The first public hall had 

been constructed in 1862 but by 1885 it was 

replaced by a more commodious structure 

designed by Alexander Hamilton of Colac. This 

was only to last until 1910 when yet another 

grander building to a design of Melbourne 

architects Fritsch Bros. was completed. 

The war memorial was presented to the town 

by S G Black, W K McKinnon and J C 

McKinnon and unveiled by General Sir Harry 

Chauvel on 15/4/1923 and the  Agnes Black 

memorial gates were constructed in 1938 in 

honour of Agnes Black of Mt Noorat. 

Public education in Terang commenced in 

November 1858 when a Mr James Fraser was 

appointed the first Principal of the Terang 

National School and opened the first school in 

February 1859 in a hut on John Thomson’s 

Keilambete station. Thomson was a member 

of the first Board of Patrons for education in 

Terang and district. They had chosen a site on 

the banks of the lake on land originally 

reserved for a Botanic Gardens (part of the 

current school site) and proceeded to draw up 

plans for a school. The school shifted to its 

new premises on 29 December, 1858 and had 

16 pupils. By 1884 there were 215 children’s 

names on the roll, demonstrating a steady 

growth in the population of the town and 

district. The subdivision of the large estates 

and the growth of the dairy industry lead to the 

significant development of the town and an 

increase in the population of the district. This 

growth lead to the establishment of St 

Thomas’ Catholic School in 1907. From that 

time Terang boasted two substantial schools. 

 

It wasn’t until 1915 that there was a 

demonstrated need for the school to develop 

its curriculum to offer studies that would be 

more normally taken at a Higher Elementary 

school. The re-classification of the school as a 

Higher Elementary School did not place until 

1924 when the secondary students were 

shifted into the Mechanic’s Institute. 

 

PLACE HISTORY 

 

The original buildings in Strong Street were 

occupied by the secondary students at the 

beginning of 1927. The building had been 

constructed to a design of the Victorian Public 

Works Department on a sixteen acre site. 

 

The local school committee had exerted 

pressure on the Government to proceed to 

build the school, given that the secondary 

students had decamped from the primary 

school campus in 1924. The Camperdown 

Chronicle reported in January 1926 that the 

Minister for Education had undertaken that the 

Public Works Department would endeavour to 

have drawings and specifications available for 

tender within 6 weeks. A contract was let to 

Messrs Peters Pty Ltd of Colac in April and the 

school was ready for occupation at the 

beginning of 1927. The foundation stone for 

the new building was unveiled on 17 

December, 1927 by the Hon John Lemmon, 

Minister for Public Instruction. This must have 

been more of a formal opening as the building 

had been operating as a school since the 

beginning of the year. The ‘foundation stone’ 

can still be seen under the central window of 

the north west classroom. 

 

The primary and secondary sections of the 

school continued to operate as one school 

under one principal. At the opening of the new 

secondary campus there were 213 primary 

students and 103 secondary students. The 

separation of the two campuses is reputed to 

have created difficulties. However, it wasn’t 

until 1950 that the schools were separated and 

the Strong Street campus became known as 

Terang High School. It is now the secondary 

campus of Terang College. 

 

REFERENCES 
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PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION 

 

The two oldest buildings on the site are the 

1926 brick and cement rendered building 

facing Strong Street and the timber classroom 

(possibly a sloyd room) on the north east 

corner of the main building. 
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The campus has undergone many changes 

since 1926 and has acquired many new 

buildings. None of them are seen to be of 

much architectural significance, although they 

undoubtedly played an important role in the 

community. 

 

The brick building displays influences of the 

twentieth century Georgian Revival. The main 

section of the building is a long single storey 

wing running north south and facing Strong 

Street. It features a projecting hipped roof wing 

at either end of this main wing, providing for 

larger teaching spaces under those roofs.  

 

The windows across the front elevation are 

multi-paned in the Georgian revival idiom. 

Whilst they would appear to have been 

replaced since the building’s construction, they 

have utilised a pattern in keeping with the 

original design. The windows to the two 

projecting wings are treated with stone 

surrounds and sills. 

 

The front cement rendered entrance portico 

uses simplified art deco motifs in its design. 

 

The roof is a simple hip with hips on the 

projecting wings all clad in terracotta tiles. The 

walls are unpainted red brick. 

 

At the time of its design and construction the 

Chief Architect of the PWD was E Evan Smith. 

He had a predilection for more classically 

derived designs and the use of Georgian 

Revival motifs was not unusual for buildings 

emanating from the PWD at this time. 

 

The weatherboard wing to the north of the 

main buildings is of unknown origin, although it 

demonstrates features of a Sloyd Room as 

provided to secondary schools in the early 

years of the twentieth century. 

 

STATEMENT OF CULTURAL HERITAGE 

SIGNIFICANCE 

 

What is significant? 

Terang College, Senior Campus located at 45 

Strong Street, Terang. In particular the red 

brick 1926 wing and the early wood and metal 

classroom wing as outlined in the plan 

attached above. 

 

 

How is it significant? 

The Terang College Senior Campus is of local 

historic, social and aesthetic significance to the 

Corangamite Shire. 

 

Why is it significant? 

The Terang College Senior Campus is 

historically significant as the first purpose built 

secondary school in Terang and district. Built 

in 1926 as the secondary campus of the 

Terang Higher Elementary School it heralded 

a new era in public education in the district. 

The idea of establishing a Higher Elementary 

School in Terang dated back to the 1880s 

when the Rev S Fraser of the Presbyterian 

Church wrote to the Board of Advice 

suggesting that natural science should be 

taught at the State School. The development 

of higher levels of teaching came slowly at the 

school and in 1922 representatives of 12 local 

schools met to establish a committee to raise 

funds for and push for an upgrading of the 

Terang School. This finally occurred in 1924 

when the first secondary classes were held in 

the Mechanic’s Institute. Three years later, at 

the beginning of 1926 the secondary students 

moved into the new buildings in Stong Street. 

This remained a secondary campus of the 

Terang Higher Elementary School until 1850 

when it became a High School in its own right. 

In 1996 it returned to being the secondary 

campus of the Terang P–12 College, with the 

former State School as the primary campus. 

(Criteria A & B) 

 

The Terang College Senior Campus is of 

social significance as the scene of secondary 

education in Terang and district since 1927. As 

such it has provided education for thousands 

of students from the district and has served the 

educational needs of students from as afar as 

Mortlake. It remains an important institution in 

the district and the centre of much community 

activity. (Criterion G) 

 

The Terang College Senior Campus is 

aesthetically significant as a modest version of 

the twentieth century Georgian revival 

architecture that became popular in Australia 

during the period immediately after WW1. 

Designed by the Public Works department 

under the leadership of Chief Architect, E Evan 

Smith it demonstrates typical features of this 

architectural style; red brick walls with 

sandstone dressings, cement rendered art-

deco entrance portico, multi-paned windows 
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and simple hipped terracotta clad roof. 

(Criterion F) 

 

 

 

 
Recommended Extent – Terang College Senior Campus 
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2.73 Timboon High School 
 

 
FRONT OF THE HIGH SCHOOL BUILDING WITH  

PROJECTING BAY WING 

 

 
FRONT ELEVATION OF THE HALL ON THE WEST  

SIDE OF THE BAY WING 

 

 
REAR ELEVATION OF TWO STOREY HIGH  

SCHOOL BUILDING 

 

 
COMBINED FORMER RURAL SCHOOLS, WEST SIDE 

 

 
COMBINED FORMER RURAL SCHOOLS SOUTH 

SIDE 

 

 
ORIGINAL RENDERING OF THE PROPOSED  

SCHOOL PREPARED BY PERCY EVERETT 

 

LOCATION 

13 Bailey Street, Timboon 

 

FORMER NAMES 

Timboon Primary School 

Timboon Consolidated School No. 2517 

 

ITEM GROUP 

Education 

 

ITEM TYPE 

School - State 

 

ARCHITECT/DESIGNERS 

Percy Everett – 1948 brick Building 

 

ARCHITECTURAL STYLES 

Streamlined Moderne 

 

BUILDER/MAKERS 

 

CONTEXTUAL HISTORY 
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The Callaways were the first settlers at 

Timboon. They had come from England to 

Australia during the gold rush days and as 

butchers had operated as tradesmen in the 

Clunes district. When the gold ran out they 

determined to look for land on which to grow 

hops and travelled to Camperdown. All the 

good land in that area had been settled and 

they eventually selected land in 1875 to the 

west and north of the present township of 

Timboon. There he built a home and called the 

property Canongoort. They were cousins 

Charles and Joseph Callaways. They were 

soon followed by other settlers, including the 

nephew of one of them, Mr. William Durbridge, 

who along with the Callaways, played a 

considerable part in the early history of the 

settlement. 

 

Other early settlers included the Beames, 

Bonds, Cowleys, Dowlings, Easterbrooks, 

Egans, Hardings, Hirsts, McLures, Powers and 

Warks. 

 

In the early days of the township mail for the 

settlers of the district had to be collected once 

a week from Cowley’s Creek. William Durbidge 

and Joe Callaway got the contract to bring it to 

Cambenora on horseback and this was 

Timboon’s first Post Office. After three years a 

Mr. Dowling got the work and carried the mail 

for the next six years until the railway arrived. 

Durbridge claimed to have been the first to use 

the address Timboon, a name originally 

applied to what is now Camperdown. When 

the name of the latter was altered, the old 

address continued to be used for letters 

coming via Camperdown to the Forest 

settlement.  

 

The Camperdown Chronicle on December 7, 

1889 featured a large advertisement for 

subdivisional sale of 32 blocks to be known as 

the newly formed Township of Timboon. F. J. 

Clarke of Cobden was entrusted with the sale, 

which was to be held at the Leura Hotel, 

Camperdown Saturday 21 December 1889. 

The report on the sale in the 24 December 

paper said that although there was a fair 

attendance, there were not many sales. Buyer 

were Harding Brothers, Tait and Green, Mrs 

Davey and Son, John Egan, Joseph Callaway. 

J. R. McLeod and Mr. Grieves. 

 

The new township began to be developed 

almost immediately. C. Ogilvie and Co. 

general storekeepers in Cobden opened a 

branch of their store in Timboon on 

Wednesday 12 March 1890 and in October 

1890, E. Davey and Son opened a store in 

Timboon, selling groceries, drapery, 

ironmongery, boots and shoes etc. The 

Timboon Mechanics Institute and Free Library 

was completed in January 1891. By July 1891 

it was reported in the Cobden Times that there 

were three stores, a butcher’s shop, a 

blacksmith’s shop, several boarding houses.  

 

A branch line from Boorcan, through Cobden, 

Glenfyne and Curdies River was started in 

1889. It reached Old Timboon in 1892 and had 

been surveyed through to Port Campbell, 

though this last section was never built owning 

to lack of funds. The Timboon terminus was 

shifted eastwards in 1893 and this became the 

hub of New Timboon. At first a Mrs Riley 

distributed mail at the station. In 1895 W. 

Rands was appointed first ganger and from 

1897 Mrs John Love became both Station 

Mistress and Post Mistress.  

 

Timboon became the district centre from this 

time, thanks to the railway. Supplies came into 

the station and local produce went out to the 

market. Previously settlers had had to rely on 

mainly shipping in and out of Port Campbell. 

The railway proved cheaper and more reliable.  

 

Between 1893 and 1902 the Callaways 

became expert hop growers and won many 

first prizes for their produce throughout 

Australia. 

 

James McLure, a wheelwright from Northern 

Ireland brought the first sawmill into the area. It 

came by sea to Warrnambool and when the 

search for timber led him into the Heytesbury 

Forest he built a bridge over Curdies River at 

Boggy Creek (now Curdie Vale) in order to get 

his machinery across. He also built drays and 

implements for himself and for other settlers. 

With the opening of the railway other firms 

moved in and at one time there were 18 saw 

mills in the district with 13,000 tons of wood 

leaving the station in one year. 

 

The first school at Timboon was a portable 

building sent by sea from Melbourne in 1883. 

The school building was transported from the 

boat to Timboon by bullock wagon. It was 

erected by Shenfield and Son, about half a 

mile from the present township. In 1886 the 
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school burnt down but was rebuilt. After the 

railway came to Timboon in 1892 and the 

township began to grow around the railway 

station, a new school was opened on a 2 acre 

site (the present High School site) in the 

growing township in October, 1934. In 1948 a 

Consolidated School was opened in a new 

brick building. It catered for pupils from all the 

small rural school within a 10 mile radius. A 

High School was opened in 1960. 

 

The Hotel in the town (at first called The 

Railway View) was built by Mr. Harding as 

refreshment room in 1898 and did not have a 

licence until 1907. The beer then came from 

Sheldrick’s of Warrnambool. 

 

The opening of the Bailey Settlement in the 

1930s brought a large increase of population 

to the district and helped Timboon to recover 

from the Depression, Local Cheese and Butter 

Factories were a great help to all farmers 

providing a steady market for their produce 

and employment for many. Soon after WW2 

the Port Campbell Cheese Factory was moved 

into Timboon and the manager Bob Trotter 

moved with it. As the Timboon Cheese 

Factory, it was a great asset to the town.  

 

WW2 slowed down progress in the whole 

district for a time, due to the shortage of 

manpower. Before long, however, the boom in 

wool and meat prices brought increased 

prosperity. Motor cars and tractors became 

common; mechanisation and the general 

spread of electricity revolutionised life on 

farms. 

 

The opening of a new Heytesbury settlement 

in the triangle between Princetown, Cobden 

and Timboon greaty increased the population 

dependent on Timboon’s Schools, shops and 

other services. Some 70,000 acres of Crown 

Land were set aside for the Rural Finance and 

Settlement Commission to develop, and large 

scale clearing operations were begun in 1956. 

Farms averaged 180 acres and were provided 

complete with house, dairy, sheds and 

boundary fence. Settlers had to work the place 

for six years before being able to sell. 

Settlement was stopped in 1970 because of 

over production in the dairying industry and at 

that time there were 352 blocks in use. The 

township of Simpson developed as a result of 

this settlement scheme. 

 

 

PLACE HISTORY 

The first school at Timboon was a portable 

building sent by sea from Melbourne in 1883. 

The school building was transported from the 

boat to Timboon by bullock wagon. It was 

erected by Shenfield and Son, about half a 

mile from the present township. In 1886 the 

school burnt down but was rebuilt. In 1892 the 

railway came to Timboon and the township 

began to grow around the railway station. 

Subsequently a new school was opened on a 

2 acre site in the growing township in October, 

1934. 

 

By 1943 moves were being made by the Head 

Teacher to establish a consolidated school in 

Timboon, which would take over a number of 

small rural schools within a ten mile radius. In 

November 1943 a public meeting was held 

and it was agreed to make the application to 

the Education Department for the 

establishment of a Consolidated School. The 

application was eventually granted and pupils 

were transferred to the Consolidated School in 

July 1948. 

 

Opened on 26th July 1948 with 400 pupils and 

A. P. Freckleton as the first Head Teacher, the 

Consolidated School included schools from 

Brucknell, Cowley’s Creek, Curdies River, 

Curdie Vale, Eastern Creek, Glenfyne, Lower 

Heytesbury, Newfield, Paaratte NW, Paaratte, 

Peterborough, Port Campbell, Scotts Creek, 

Timboon South and two years later 

Princetown. These schools joined SS2517 

Timboon pupils in a consolidated school of six 

primary grades and Forms 1 and 2 post 

primary pupils. 

 

It is interesting to note, comments made on the 

building by Kent Hughes at a Liberal Party 

Rural Convention in 1948, “It is like a 

mediaeval castle in the forest. It is already too 

small and it is unlikely that further schools of 

this design will be favoured”. 

 

With the completion of the new brick building, 

which had been commenced in 1945, the 

school was officially opened in December 

1950 by the Premier of Victoria J. G. B. 

McDonald, MLA. The brick building which 

included a hall and cafeteria was designed by 

Public Works architect Percy Everett, who also 

attended the opening ceremony. Some of the 

former rural school buildings were also brought 
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to Timboon to provide much needed 

accommodation for increasing numbers of 

pupils, particularly from the Heytesbury 

settlement. In 1968 the enrolment had reached 

1080. 

 

A Young Farmers’ Club was formed at the 

Timboon Consolidated School towards the end 

of the 1950 school year. One of its first 

activities was a potato growing project. 

 

The new Infants’ Block was opened at the 

commencement of the 1952 school year. At 

the same time the Waarre School was being 

moved to Timboon, and, together with the 

Paaratte North West school was converted 

into a woodworking machinery shop. 

 

With the rapid growth of population in the 

Heytesbury-Timboon area in the 1950s, the 

Consolidated School, which functioned 

successfully for a decade, did not provide 

adequate post-primary education for district 

needs. Representations to the Government as 

a result culminated in the establishment in 

1960 of a the Timboon High School with G. A. 

Perry as Head Master in the brick building 

originally constructed for the Consolidated 

School. A cluster of former rural schools 

surrounded the brick building variously used 

as classrooms and for manual arts work. The 

original intake of 222 increased steadily and 

more of the Consolidated School 

accommodation was absorbed. On 13th 

December 1963, a new manual arts wing and 

cafeteria were officially opened by the Hon. J. 

S. Bloomfield and stresses created by rapid 

increases in enrolment (540 in 1968) were met 

by the provision of portable classrooms. 

 

With the former consolidated school building 

taken over by the High School in 1960, new 

accommodation for the primary school was 

required. As a result tenders were called in 

June 1960 for the erection of a new primary 

school building consisting of 12 classrooms. 

Clad in concrete masonry veneer, the new 

Consolidated (Primary) school building was 

officially opened by the Minister of Education, 

Mr Bloomfied, on December 14, 1961. 

 

Consolidated Schools 

Reference to consolidation occurred in Victoria 

in 1902, but not until 1918 did a definite 

proposal emerge. The Australian Directors’ 

Conference viewed favourably the proposition 

for establishing central rural schools to which 

children would be conveyed. The Directors 

believed that more efficient training for boys in 

manual arts and agricultural education, and for 

girls in domestic arts would be possible and 

better prospects for continuity of staffing 

seemed possible. The concern was also raised 

regarding the establishment of too many low-

enrolment rural schools, sometimes within a 

mile of each other.  

 

Despite the requests of country parents for 

better education facilities for their children 

beyond Grade 6 and support for consolidation 

plans from various organisations nothing 

eventuated until the 1940s. In 1943 the 

Education Department asked district 

inspectors to make surveys and report on the 

feasibility of creating consolidated schools. 

 

The State’s first consolidated school opened in 

January 1924 at Murrayville. The original 

classroom comprised rural school buildings 

brought in from the contributory districts and 

the children were brought in by transport 

organised as part of the school services. In 

1946 Manangatang and Tongala Consolidated 

Schools opened and in 1947 Woomelang and 

Patchewollock Group Schools. Timboon 

Consolidated School completed in 1948 was 

the first school specifically designed and built 

for consolidated school work. The school 

included classroom accommodation facilities 

for science, art and various forms of craftwork 

for boys and girls; a hall for displays, 

assemblies, music and dramatic work; a well 

equipped and properly furnished library and 

facilities such as showers and dressing rooms 

for pupils doing physical education. 

 

Departmental policy on consolidation emerged 

clearly by 1948. A consolidated school would 

not be established in a district unless a 

minimum enrolment of 200 could be assured. 

The curriculum in each school had a rural bias 

suited to the area served and provided a 

sound education for children to the age of 

fifteen. By 1958 thirty two consolidated schools 

had been opened. 

 

Although consolidated schools proved to be a 

costly experiment undeniable advantages can 

be claimed for them. Because of trained infant 

teaching staff, specialist teachers in the higher 

levels and smaller grades, the schools could 
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provide a more efficient and more smoothly 

organised education for country children.  

By the 1960s the preference for providing high 

schools in the country areas was rising and 

slowly consolidated schools providing post 

primary classes were phased out as these 

were now catered for at new high schools. At 

Timboon, the consolidated school was 

disbanded in favour of opening a new high 

school and separate primary school on the 

site. The purpose built consolidated school 

building was used as the high school and 

eventually a new primary school was 

constructed. The last consolidated school 

opened at Corryong in 1958 and by 1969 the 

concept of consolidated schools had been 

adumbrated. The process of closing rural 

schools and transporting the children to by 

buses to larger primary schools continued. 
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PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION 

 

The school is on an elevated site with an 

embankment to Bailey Street. The site is 

therefore accessed from the rear. The brick 

High School building is well set back from 

Bailey Street and faces north towards Bailey 

Street. 

 

The main High School building, which was 

originally constructed as the Consolidated 

School, is a two storey brick building extending 

across the front of the site with a long curved 

bay projecting out towards Bailey Street 

forming an overall T shaped plan with a wing 

of classrooms on the east side of the bay and 

a double height hall on the west side. The bay 

wing and east wing of classrooms have a 

similar treatment with a band of windows at 

each level. The bands of windows differ for 

each wing. The windows to the east wing are 

twin double hung with narrow horizontal panes 

to each sash. The bands to the bay are deeper 

with taller single double hung windows with 

further brick separation between the windows. 

Due to the greater depth, the horizontal panes 

to each sash also have a greater depth than 

the windows on the east wing. 

 

The other significant building on the site is a 

combination of former Primary School 

buildings that have been moved from other 

rural settlements within a 10 km radius of 

Timboon. It is located to the south west of the 

two storey brick building. All of the former 

schools that make up the building are 

weatherboard clad. They appear to retain their 

original windows, which demonstrate their 

period of construction and reflect Education 

Department designs of the time. The building 

appears to be made up of three former 

schools. 

 

STATEMENT OF CULTURAL HERITAGE 

SIGNIFICANCE 

 

What is significant? 

Timboon High School located at Bailey Street, 

Timboon. The two storey brick school building 

and the weatherboard building consisting of 

former rural school buildings contribute to the 

significance of the place. 

 

How is it significant? 

Timboon High School is of local historic, 

aesthetic and social significance to 

Corangamite Shire. 

 

Why is it significant? 

Timboon High School is historically significant 

for the pivotal role it has played in education in 

Timboon and the surrounding rural district. The 

two storey brick school building, constructed in 

1948 and designed by Public Works architect 

Percy Everett, is of historical significance as 

the first purpose built consolidated school 

constructed in Victoria. The school 

consolidation policy implemented by the 

Education Department during the 1940s and 

50s involved the establishment of a central 

rural school to which children from surrounding 

smaller schools could be conveyed. The aim of 

consolidated schools was to provide more 

efficient and better quality education to rural 

areas, with better prospects for continuity of 

staffing. At Timboon, a number of the small 

rural school buildings from the closed schools 

were moved to the larger central school to 

provide additional accommodation. The 

weatherboard building made up of former 

individual school buildings from surrounding 
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settlements demonstrates this process. The 

Timboon Consolidated School is of historical 

significance for its role in the development of 

Timboon as a major rural centre, which 

boomed as a result of the larger school 

activities. (Criteria A & B) 

 

Timboon High School is of aesthetic 

significance as an unusual and distinctive 

example of a Consolidated School design by 

Public Works architect Percy Everett. The two 

storey brick building is designed in the 

Streamlined Moderne style with distinctive 

bands of windows and prominent semi circular 

projecting wing. Such a design was not 

executed again as it was considered at the 

time of opening that it was too restrictive on 

potential expansion. The weatherboard 

building made up of former individual school 

buildings from surrounding settlements is of 

aesthetic significance for providing a physical 

manifestation of the school consolidation 

process. (Criteria D & E) 

 

Timboon High School is of historical 

significance for its associations with Public 

Works architect Percy Everett who designed 

the two storey brick school building, 

constructed in 1948. Everett was the Victorian 

Public Works Department chief architect from 

1934 until 1953 and was well known for his 

prolific output of resolutely Moderne designs 

for schools, courthouses, police stations and 

hospitals. (Criterion H) 

 

Timboon High School is of social significance 

as the focus of education in the Timboon 

district since 1948. Past pupils of the school 

have associations with the site. (Criterion G) 

 

 

 

 
Recommended Extent – Timboon High School 
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2.74 Timboon Hall 
 

 
TIMBOON HALL, FRONT 

 

 
TIMBOON HALL, REAR 

 

LOCATION 

10 George Street (cnr Bailey Street), Timboon 

 

FORMER NAMES 

Timboon Mechanics Institute 

 

ITEM GROUP 

Community Facility 

 

ITEM TYPE 

Hall - Public 

 

ARCHITECT/DESIGNERS 

 

ARCHITECTURAL STYLES 

 

BUILDER/MAKERS 

 

CONTEXTUAL HISTORY 

 

The Callaways were the first settlers at 

Timboon. They had come from England to 

Australia during the gold rush days and as 

butchers had operated as tradesmen in the 

Clunes district. When the gold ran out they 

determined to look for land on which to grow 

hops and travelled to Camperdown. All the 

good land in that area had been settled and 

they eventually selected land in 1875 to the 

west and north of the present township of 

Timboon. There they built a home and called 

the property Canongoort. They were cousins 

Charles and Joseph Callaway. They were 

soon followed by other settlers, including the 

nephew of one of them, Mr. William Durbridge, 

who along with the Callaways, played a 

considerable part in the early history of the 

settlement. 

 

Other early settlers included the Beames, 

Bonds, Cowleys, Dowlings, Easterbrooks, 

Egans, Hardings, Hirsts, McLures, Powers and 

Warks. 

 

In the early days of the township mail for the 

settlers of the district had to be collected once 

a week from Cowley’s Creek. William Durbidge 

and Joe Callaway got the contract to bring it to 

Cambenora on horseback and this was 

Timboon’s first Post Office. After three years a 

Mr. Dowling got the work and carried the mail 

for the next six years until the railway arrived. 

Durbridge claimed to have been the first to use 

the address Timboon, a name originally 

applied to what is now Camperdown. When 

the name of the latter was altered, the old 

address continued to be used for letters 

coming via Camperdown to the Forest 

settlement.  

 

The Camperdown Chronicle on December 7, 

1889 featured a large advertisement for 

subdivisional sale of 32 blocks to be known as 

the newly formed Township of Timboon. F. J. 

Clarke of Cobden was entrusted with the sale, 

which was to be held at the Leura Hotel, 

Camperdown Saturday 21 December 1889. 

The report on the sale in the 24 December 

paper said that although there was a fair 

attendance, there were not many sales. 

Buyers were Harding Brothers, Tait and 

Green, Mrs Davey and Son, John Egan, 

Joseph Callaway, J. R. McLeod and Mr. 

Grieves. 

 

The new township began to be developed 

almost immediately. C. Ogilvie and Co. 

general storekeepers in Cobden opened a 

branch of their store in Timboon on 

Wednesday 12 March 1890 and in October 

1890, E. Davey and Son opened a store in 

Timboon, selling groceries, drapery, 

ironmongery, boots and shoes etc. The 

Timboon Mechanics Institute and Free Library 
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was completed in January 1891. By July 1891 

it was reported in the Cobden Times that there 

were three stores, a butcher’s shop, a 

blacksmith’s shop and several boarding 

houses.  

 

A branch line from Boorcan, through Cobden, 

Glenfyne and Curdies River was started in 

1889. It reached Old Timboon in 1892 and had 

been surveyed through to Port Campbell, 

though this last section was never built owing 

to lack of funds. The Timboon terminus was 

shifted eastwards in 1893 and this became the 

hub of New Timboon. At first a Mrs Riley 

distributed mail at the station. In 1895 W. 

Rands was appointed first ganger and from 

1897 Mrs John Love became both Station 

Mistress and Post Mistress.  

 

Timboon became the district centre from this 

time, thanks to the railway. Supplies came into 

the station and local produce went out to the 

market. Previously settlers had had to rely on 

mainly shipping in and out of Port Campbell. 

The railway proved cheaper and more reliable.  

 

Between 1893 and 1902 the Callaways 

became expert hop growers and won many 

first prizes for their produce throughout 

Australia. 

 

James McLure, a wheelwright from Northern 

Ireland brought the first sawmill into the area. It 

came by sea to Warrnambool and when the 

search for timber led him into the Heytesbury 

Forest he built a bridge over Curdies River at 

Boggy Creek (now Curdie Vale) in order to get 

his machinery across. He also built drays and 

implements for himself and for other settlers. 

With the opening of the railway other firms 

moved in and at one time there were 18 saw 

mills in the district with 13,000 tons of wood 

leaving the station in one year. 

 

The first school at Timboon was a portable 

building sent by sea from Melbourne in 1883. 

The school building was transported from the 

boat to Timboon by bullock wagon. It was 

erected by Shenfield and Son, about half a 

mile from the present township. In 1886 the 

school burnt down but was rebuilt. After the 

railway came to Timboon in 1892 and the 

township began to grow around the railway 

station, a new school was opened on a 2 acre 

site (the present High School site) in the 

growing township in October, 1934. In 1948 a 

Consolidated School was opened in a new 

brick building. It catered for pupils from all the 

small rural school within a 10 mile radius. A 

High School was opened in 1960. 

 

The Hotel in the town (at first called The 

Railway View) was built by Mr. Harding as 

refreshment room in 1898 and did not have a 

licence until 1907. The beer then came from 

Sheldrick’s of Warrnambool. 

 

The opening of the Bailey Settlement in the 

1930s brought a large increase of population 

to the district and helped Timboon to recover 

from the Depression. Local Cheese and Butter 

Factories were a great help to all farmers 

providing a steady market for their produce 

and employment for many. Soon after WW2 

the Port Campbell Cheese Factory was moved 

into Timboon and the manager Bob Trotter 

moved with it. As the Timboon Cheese 

Factory, it was a great asset to the town.  

 

WW2 slowed down progress in the whole 

district for a time, due to the shortage of 

manpower. Before long, however, the boom in 

wool and meat prices brought increased 

prosperity. Motor cars and tractors became 

common; mechanisation and the general 

spread of electricity revolutionised life on 

farms. 

 

The opening of a new Heytesbury settlement 

in the triangle between Princetown, Cobden 

and Timboon greatly increased the population 

dependent on Timboon’s Schools, shops and 

other services. Some 70,000 acres of Crown 

Land were set aside for the Rural Finance and 

Settlement Commission to develop and large 

scale clearing operations were begun in 1956. 

Farms averaged 180 acres and were provided 

complete with house, dairy, sheds and 

boundary fence. Settlers had to work the place 

for six years before being able to sell. 

Settlement was stopped in 1970 because of 

over production in the dairying industry and at 

that time there were 352 blocks in use. The 

township of Simpson developed as a result of 

this settlement scheme. 

 

PLACE HISTORY 

During 1887 and 1888 there was talk in the 

Timboon township with regard to the need for 

a public hall with social events organised to aid 

the Public Hall fund. In May 1889 it was 

reported that a public meeting had been held 
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to discuss the project of building a public hall. 

At that meeting the names of office bearers 

were announced and included the president 

Mr. I. Digney and vice presidents Messrs. J. 

Mallison and J. H. Callaway. A letter was 

received from Mr. W. Anderson MLA, 

enclosing a donation of two guineas, and 

some forms for making application for a share 

of the Government grant for free libraries. It 

was also stated at the meeting that the 

building would be a Mechanics Institute and 

Free Library.  

 

It is assumed that the December 1889 new 

Timboon township land sales and the 

subsequent rapid development of the town 

centre created more urgency in the moves to 

erect a public hall in the township. 

 

The Timboon Mechanics Institute and Free 

Library was completed in January 1891, and it 

was taken over from the contractors at a 

meeting on the 24th of that month. The opening 

was celebrated by a concert and ball on Friday 

20 February. The hall was 36 ft x 22 ft with 

three large doors to the outside. The cost of 

the ante room was £160; £46 had been 

collected locally, and a Government grant of 

£24 pounds had been obtained. The debt of 

£90 would be cleared by local entertainments. 

 

The committee of the Timboon Mechanics 

Institute and Free Library conducted a bazaar 

and sale of gifts in December 1898 to pay off 

the debt on the facility. It ran for three days 

and nights and finished with a ball. Extensions 

to the Timboon Mechanics Institute were 

officially opened with a grand ball early in May 

1914. 

 

Mr. J. D. Deany, MLA unveiled a Roll of 

Honour in the Timboon Mechanics’ Hall early 

in March 1917. The roll comprised 78 names 

of district volunteers.  

 

The people of Timboon were dissatisfied with 

the location of their public hall, and set to work 

in September 1929 to raise funds to have it 

moved to a more central position. A public 

meeting was held in the township early in 

November 1929 when it was decided that the 

hall should be shifted to a site on the Timboon-

Nirranda Road. A committee was appointed to 

carry out the work. The Timboon Hall was 

used for the first time on its new site on the 

Timboon-Nirranda Road on 4 June 1931. 
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PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION 

The Timboon Hall is located on a corner site. It 

is a timber framed building with a main gable 

roofed hall wing running perpendicular to 

Bailey Street. The front gable end of the hall 

faces Bailey Street and there double entry 

doors on the east side, close to the front. The 

building is on a sloped site, so the building is 

elevated on posts at the front. At the rear of 

the hall is a hipped roof wing running 

perpendicular to the gable roofed hall. The 

wing extends out either side of the rear of the 

hall forming an overall T-shaped plan. 

 

The roofs are clad in corrugated iron sheets 

with wide eaves and exposed rafters. The 

walls are clad with weatherboards to window 

sill height and above this are timber strapped 

cement sheet panels. Although the rear wing 

appears to be a later addition, the cladding to 

this section is consistent with the front hall. 

The front gable end to the hall has half 

timbering in line with the vertical wall sheet 

strapping. 

 

The large six paned front window appears to 

be a later change but side windows to the hall 

appear to be original. They are timber framed 

and double hung with two pane sashes and a 

hopper window above. The windows to the 

rear wing are timber twin double hung 

windows and appear to date from c. 1940s. 

 

STATEMENT OF CULTURAL HERITAGE 

SIGNIFICANCE 

 

What is significant? 

The Timboon Hall located at 10 George Street, 

Timboon. The original form, materials and 

details of the 1890s hall as well as additions 

and alterations up to the 1930s are integral to 

the significance of the place. 
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How is it significant? 

The Timboon Hall is of local historic, aesthetic 

and social significance to Corangamite Shire. 

 

Why is it significant? 

The Timboon Hall is historically significant for 

its association with the development of the 

Timboon community. Originally constructed in 

1891, the hall demonstrates the population 

boom in the area following the development of 

dairying in the region. (Criteria A & B) 

 

The Timboon Hall is aesthetically significant 

for exhibiting key characteristics of rural 

community hall. These characteristics include 

the overall form with gable roofs with exposed 

rafters, combined weatherboard and strapped 

sheet wall cladding, half timbering to gable 

ends and timber framed double hung windows. 

(Criterion D) 

 

The Timboon Hall is of social significance as 

an important focus for community activity in 

the Timboon region since the 1890s. The hall 

is significant as a social venue and as a 

meeting place for a number of local community 

organisations. (Criterion G) 

 

 

 

 
Recommended Extent – Timboon Hall 
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2.75 Weerite Public Hall 
 

 
SOUTH ELEVATION FACING LENEHANS  

LANE 

 

 
ENTRY PORCH WITH MEMORIAL AND  

FLAGPOLE 

 

 
EAST END AND NORTH SIDE 

 

 
WEST END OF THE HALL 

 

 
SOLDIER SETTLEMENT MEMORIAL 

 

LOCATION 

14 Lenehans Lane, Weerite 

 

FORMER NAMES 

 

ITEM GROUP 

Community Facility 

 

ITEM TYPE 

Hall - Public 

 

ARCHITECT/DESIGNERS 

 

ARCHITECTURAL STYLES 

 

BUILDER/MAKERS 

 

CONTEXTUAL HISTORY 

 

The first white settlement to the district 

encompassing Corangamite Shire came in the 

form of pastoralists establishing themselves on 

vast tracts of land. By the mid 1840s most of 

the grazeable land throughout the 

Corangamite Shire had been claimed and the 

pastoral claims licensed. The land to the 

south, which was to become known as the 

Heytesbury Forest was not cleared and farmed 

until much later. However the initial squatters 

often moved on, selling their licenses to 

others. For example, Gerangemarajah (later to 

be known as Berry Bank) passed through 

three owners between 1840 and 1851 when it 

was acquired by James and Thomas Austin 

and they installed their brother-in-law, Joseph 

Gardiner Mack as manager; Glenormiston was 

in the hands of two partnerships before Niel 

Black acquired it for himself and his partners 

under the name of Niel Black and Co. A 

number of these squatters were of particular 

significance within the current Corangamite 

Shire; the Manifold brothers at Purrumbete, Dr 
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Daniel Curdie at Tandarook, Niel Black at 

Glenormiston, John Thomson at Keilambete, 

Peter McArthur at Meningoort and Nicholas 

Cole at Cloven Hills.  

 

The Manifold brothers, John and Peter claimed 

the Purrumbete run near Camperdown in 

1838, which they ran primarily as a cattle 

station. By 1857 the Manifolds had between 

8,000 and 10,000 head of cattle on their run. 

 

By the late nineteenth century the pastoral 

landscape remained largely unchanged 

despite official efforts to open the country up to 

closer settlement. The land was primarily used 

for grazing sheep and cattle and the 

grasslands had been converted to pastures 

known to the squatters and suitable for their 

introduced species of sheep and cattle. The 

original squatter families had, however, grown 

and there had been a need to divide up 

properties or acquire additional property to 

accommodate the next generation. Perhaps 

the best known example of this was 

Purrumbete where holdings were established 

to accommodate the sons of John Manifold. 

 

John Manifold died on January 3, 1877 and his 

brother Peter who remained a bachelor all his 

life died on July 31, 1885. With their passing, 

the lands, all freeholds came into the 

possession of John’s sons, William Thompson, 

James Chester, Thomas Peter and Edward. In 

the early 1890s their holdings of the original 

Purrumbete run were as follows: 

 

Purrumbete Estate, W. T. Manifold 10,809 

acres (half of which was in Heytesbury Shire 

and half in Hampden); Talindert, J. C. 

Manifold, 6077 acres; Wiridgil, T. P. Manifold, 

6410 acres; and Danedite, E. Manifold, 20,874 

acres. 

 

Thomas was killed in the hunting field in 1895, 

after which Wiridgil was taken over by Edward. 

From 1914 Danedite was occupied by Mr. 

Hugh Geofrey C. Adams and his wife, Mrs. 

Marion Manifold Adams, daughter of J. C. 

Manifold. 

 

The 1890s and early years of the twentieth 

century saw the subdivision of these properties 

for closer settlement. In the northern parts of 

the Shire the smaller farms derived from these 

subdivisions were focussed on the growing 

and harvesting of grain, whilst in the central 

and southern areas of the Shire the new farms 

were much smaller and engaged in dairying, a 

new industry that had quickly assumed great 

economic importance to the district. In 1903, a 

report from the Camperdown Chronicle stated 

that Mr. J. C. Manifold of Talindert had initiated 

a system to enable his tenants to purchase 

land on the estate on exceptionally easy 

terms. The Manifold family disposed of another 

part of Talindert, on the west side of Lake 

Purrumbete in 1911. 

 

In 1917, Closer Settlement Schemes were 

developed for the specific purpose of settling 

returned soldiers on the land. While soldier 

settlement was generally considered to be a 

failure across much of Victoria, there were 

significant successes in the Western District 

where the soil was more fertile, pastures were 

richer, and there was a good annual rainfall. 

Estates that were acquired by the Closer 

Settlement Board after World War I included 

Mt Elephant station and Ettrick and a 2300 

acre section of Purrumbete Estate, the 

property of William Manifold was bought for 

soldier settlement in 1918. 

 

These subdivisions and closer settlements 

greatly changed the landscape, with more 

fences, new plantings, more buildings, roads 

and of course the growth of existing towns like 

Camperdown, Terang, Lismore, Skipton and 

Cobden and the springing up of a myriad of 

smaller towns and settlements. 

 

PLACE HISTORY 

The settlement of Weerite sits within parts of 

the former Wiridgil and Purrumbete Estates. A 

railway station at Weerite was established in 

1883 when the Colac to Camperdown line 

opened. This station would have primarily 

serviced the Wiridgil Estate. The settlement 

and community of Weerite would have 

developed as a result of the dairy farms 

established on Manifold land with the greatest 

boost to settlement occurring as a result of the 

Government acquisition of 2,833 acres from 

Wiridgil for soldier settlement in 1946. This 

settlement consisted of twelve farms, which sit 

to the north of the Weerite Public Hall. 

 

Articles in the Camperdown Chronicle 

establish that there was an earlier Hall located 

in the Weerite area. An article dated 6 

December 1910 describes the opening of an 

Anglican Hall to replace the church that had 
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blown down. Subsequent articles outline that 

this hall became an important community 

centre for social gatherings in the Weerite 

community; however in 1933 the hall burnt 

down. There is no evidence to suggest that the 

hall was replaced at this time. 

 

The next reference to a hall is during the 

1940s when a Weerite Hall Committee was 

established to help raise funds for a public hall 

in the district. The current hall was opened on 

the site in 1954 and the article describing the 

opening states that this is the first hall for 

Weerite. Given the earlier hall was a church 

hall and had a religious affiliation with the 

Anglicans, this hall may correctly be 

considered the first public hall for Weerite. It is 

unknown if this current hall is in the same 

location as the previous hall. 

 

Money was raised for the new hall through a 

series of weekly card parties, square dances 

held in Camperdown and organised by the 

Weerite Settlers Committee and other 

functions. Mrs A. Huggins was given the 

honour of declaring the hall open due to her 

outstanding efforts in the drive to raise money 

for the hall. Nearly 200 residents of Weerite 

attended the opening. 

 

A soldier settlement memorial was unveiled on 

the site in 1998.  
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PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION 

The Weerite Hall is a timber framed building 

with horizontal weatherboard cladding and a 

gable roof clad in corrugated metal sheet. The 

gable roof to the hall runs parallel to the street. 

At the east gable end there is a skillion roofed 

entry porch with a double door entry facing the 

road. This porch and entry appears to be a 

later addition as there are also double doors 

located along the south elevation with a hall 

sign located above the doors. The doors, 

which have vertical timber cladding appear to 

be original. The side elevations of the hall 

contain evenly spaced tall, rectangular, timber 

framed double hung windows. The western 

gable end contains a single entry door with 

concrete steps. There is a flagpole located to 

the south east corner of the building adjacent 

to the soldier settlement memorial. 

 

The soldier settlement memorial sits adjacent 

to the main entry of the hall. It is constructed of 

a granite boulder on a concrete base and 

contains a large brass plaque with the 

following dedication: WIRIDGIL ESTATE 2840 

acres – established 1947. This monument 

recognises the original settlers and their 

families of the soldier settlement of Wiridgil 

Estate. Unveiled on 15 November 1998. 

 

The plaque also includes a diagram of the 

layout of the 12 farms, which formed the 1947 

subdivision along with the names of the 

original settlers who took up each of the 

blocks. 

 

STATEMENT OF CULTURAL HERITAGE 

SIGNIFICANCE 

 

What is significant? 

The Weerite Public Hall opened in 1954 and 

located at 14 Lenehans Lane, Weerite. The 

original form, materials and detailing of the 

Hall is integral to its significance. 

 

How is it significant? 

The Weerite Public Hall is of local historic, 

aesthetic and social significance to the 

Corangamite Shire. 

 

Why is it significant? 

The Weerite Public Hall is historically 

significant for its demonstration of increased 

settlement in the area due to the Wiridgil 

Estate soldier settlement established in 1947. 

The subdivision of 2840 acres involved the 

formation of twelve new farm properties in the 

Weerite area, which were taken up by former 

soldiers and their families. The hall opened in 

1954 following the establishment of a Weerite 

Hall Committee in 1947 for the purposes of 

raising money for the construction of a public 

hall. The hall is of historical significance as the 

only surviving public building demonstrating 
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the once more populous settlement of Weerite. 

It demonstrates the past practice of rural 

communities setting up committees and 

undertaking fund raising activities to enable 

construction of much needed community 

facilities. (Criteria A & B) 

 

The Weerite Public Hall is aesthetically 

significant as a representative example of a 

1950s rural Public Hall erected using 

community raised funds. The simple form of 

the building with a gable roof and 

weatherboard cladding demonstrates this 

aesthetic significance. Other features of note 

include the original vertical timber clad doors, 

the tall timber framed double hung windows 

and the flagpole to the south east corner of the 

building. The soldier settlement memorial 

unveiled in 1998 is of aesthetic significance as 

an example of a settlement memorial and 

provides important interpretation about the 

more recent settlement in the Weerite district. 

(Criteria D & E) 

 

The Weerite Hall is of social significance as a 

community focus and the location of social 

gatherings in the Weerite district since 1954. 

(Criterion G) 

 

 

 
Recommended Extent – Weerite Public Hall 
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2.76 Wiridgil Homestead Complex 
 

 
NORTH ELEVATION AT FRONT 

 

 
FRONT PROJECTING WING (EAST ELEVATION) 

 

LOCATION 

590 Wiridgil Road, Weerite 

 

FORMER NAMES 

 

ITEM GROUP 

Farming and Grazing 

 

ITEM TYPE 

Homestead Complex 

 

ARCHITECT/DESIGNERS 

1890 Homestead and Stables – Alexander 

Hamilton 

1907 west wing additions Guyon Purchas 

 

ARCHITECTURAL STYLES 

Victorian 

 

BUILDER/MAKERS 

 

CONTEXTUAL HISTORY 

The first white settlement to the district 

encompassing Corangamite Shire came in the 

form of pastoralists establishing themselves on 

vast tracts of land. By the mid 1840s most of 

the grazeable land throughout the 

Corangamite Shire had been claimed and the 

pastoral claims licensed. The land to the 

south, which was to become known as the 

Heytesbury Forest was not cleared and farmed 

until much later. However the initial squatters 

often moved on, selling their licenses to 

others. For example, Gerangemarajah (later to 

be known as Berry Bank) passed through 3 

owners between 1840 and 1851 when it was 

acquired by James and Thomas Austin and 

they installed their brother-in-law, Joseph 

Gardiner Mack as manager; Glenormiston was 

in the hands of two partnerships before Niel 

Black acquired it for himself and his partners 

under the name of Niel Black and Co. A 

number of these squatters were of particular 

significance within the current Corangamite 

Shire; the Manifold brothers at Purrumbete, Dr 

Daniel Curdie at Tandarook, Niel Black at 

Glenormiston, John Thomson at Keilambete, 

Peter McArthur at Meningoort and Nicholas 

Cole at Cloven Hills.  

 

The initial homestead buildings were simple 

and vernacular in nature, log or slab huts 

where timber was plentiful or wattle and daub, 

roofed in bark and in some cases thatch. In 

these early days the squatters had little 

security of tenure and it is likely that even with 

the lack of resources the squatters were not 

interested in making a substantial investment 

in the form of buildings (although the 

prerequisite for gaining any security of their 

pre-emptive rights was to demonstrate the 

presence of improvements on the land). Their 

first objective certainly would have been to 

build their stock levels and gain a return from 

the land. 

 

By the late nineteenth century the pastoral 

landscape remained largely unchanged 

despite official efforts to open the country up to 

closer settlement. The land was primarily used 

for grazing sheep and cattle and the 

grasslands had been converted to pastures 

known to the squatters and suitable for their 

introduced species of sheep and cattle. The 

original squatter families had, however, grown 

and there had been a need to divide up 

properties or acquire additional property to 

accommodate the next generation. Perhaps 

the best known example of this was 

Purrumbete where holdings known as 

Talindert, Danedite and Wiridgil were 

established to accommodate the sons of John 

and Marion Manifold. At Glenormiston Niel 

Black’s partnership dissolved in 1868 and that 

property of 43,500 acres was divided into 3 

large properties; The Sisters, Mt Noorat (which 

Black took) and Glenormiston. 
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At Meningoort Peter McArthur and his wife 

Margaret had 11 children (9 survived him) and 

at the time of his death in 1897 the property 

was divided in two with his eldest son, J N 

McArthur inheriting the northern portion 

(known as Meningoort) and the remaining 

sons dividing up the southern portion which 

was initially known as Warwarick (it was 

subdivided in 1904). 

 

It wasn’t until the 1860s and 70s that the 

wealth of the pastoralists was translated into 

significant buildings. It is telling that the new 

homestead constructed at Berry Bank in 1851 

was claimed to be the first two storey house in 

the district. The early years had been focused 

on establishing the economic basis of the 

pastoral industry and surviving difficult 

economic times. By the 1860s these 

pastoralists could see their way clear to invest 

in comforts for themselves and their families. 

The large and imposing homestead complexes 

that they built for themselves across the plains 

remain today as important reminders of the 

contribution of these pioneers to the 

development of the Western District. 

 

The 1890s and early years of the twentieth 

century saw the subdivision of these properties 

for closer settlement. In the northern parts of 

the Shire the smaller farms derived from these 

subdivisions were focussed on the growing 

and harvesting of grain, whilst in the central 

and southern areas of the Shire the new farms 

were much smaller and engaged in dairying, a 

new industry that had quickly assumed great 

economic importance to the district. These 

subdivisions and closer settlement greatly 

changed the landscape, with more fences, 

new plantings, more buildings, roads and of 

course the growth of existing towns like 

Camperdown, Terang, Lismore, Skipton and 

Cobden and the springing up of a myriad of 

smaller towns and settlements. 

 

However, the original settlers remained highly 

influential in these towns and settlements. 

Camperdown has always been seen as a 

Manifold town with that family sponsoring 

many public works in the town. Equally the 

influence of the Black and Thomson families is 

obvious in Terang whilst the Langs of Titanga 

and the Macks of Berry Bank were important in 

Lismore and Daniel Curdie was the patron of 

Cobden. 

 

Alexander Hamilton 

Alexander Hamilton (1825-1901) was born at 

Moffat, Scotland, the son of a millwright. He 

trained as a carpenter and worked in the family 

mill at Roberton before coming to Melbourne 

aboard the Ellen in 1852. Early in 1854, 

Hamilton went to Warrnambool in Western 

Victoria, and with James Aikman and James 

Geddes, worked as a builder and carpenter. 

After running a building, surveying and 

engineering business in Mortlake, in 1870 

Hamilton moved to Colac and in 1873 made 

the transition from builder to self-style 

architect. 

 

Hamilton’s work relied heavily on pattern book 

designs in both the Italinate and Gothic modes 

with the Dennis brother Eeyak (1874), W. A. 

Taylor’s Renny Hill (1876), Thomas Shaws 

Wooruwyrite and additions to Purrumbete 

(1883), john Calvert’s Gnarwyn (1884) as well 

as J. C. Manifold’s Talindert and T. P. 

Manifold’s Wiridgil (both 1890) characterising 

Hamilton’s straightforward architectural tastes. 

Buildings constructed in the more refined 

Renaissance Revival style include the 

Mechanics Institute (1890) and IOOF Hall 

(1896) in Camperdown and the Shire Hall and 

Offices at Colac (1891). 

 

In 1892 he admitted his longstanding assistant 

Donald Campbell Dunoon into partnership. 

Hamilton was also closely involved with the 

dairy industry in the Western District in the 

early 1890s and designed new butter factories 

at Camperdown (1891), Deans Marsh, Beeac 

and Colac (1892), countless private dairies on 

estates and a number of small creameries. 

Alexander Hamilton died suddenly at 

Camperdown in 1901 and was buried at Colac. 

 

PLACE HISTORY 

Wiridgil was originally an out station of the 

Purrumbete run. The Manifold brothers, John 

and Peter claimed the Purrumbete run near 

Camperdown in 1838. Wiridgil was probably 

first settled in the 1850s. 

 

John Manifold died on January 3, 1877, and 

his brother Peter, who remained a bachelor all 

his life, died on July 31, 1885. With their 

deaths, the lands and all freeholds came into 

the possession of John’s sons, William 

Chester, James Chester, Thomas Peter and 

Edward. The Purrumbete Estate went to 
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William, Talindert to James, Danedite to 

Edward and Wiridgil to Thomas. 

 

Thomas Peter Manifold was born in April 1866 

and was educated at Geelong Grammar 

School then Trinity College, Cambridge. His 

skill and fearlessness as a rider and personal 

qualities were renowned throughout the 

district. However he died in 1895 as a result of 

a bad fall while hunting with the Findon 

Harriers near Melton. He was 32 years of age 

and unmarried. 

 

A tender notice for the construction of a 

residence and stables documented by 

Alexander Hamilton appeared in the 

Camperdown Chronicle and the Colac Herald, 

7 January 1890. It is therefore assumed that 

the house and stables were completed prior to 

Thomas’ death. 

 

Edward Manifold, son of John and Marion was 

the third son in line and inherited Wiridgil upon 

Thomas’ death in 1895. The estate consisted 

of about 6,000 acres, 3,000 of which he 

divided into 60 farms and let to tenant farmers. 

The remaining was used to graze sheep and 

cattle.  

 

Edward had also inherited the Danedite 

property upon the death of Peter Manifold in 

1885 when the other properties were portioned 

up. Danedite consisted of 22,000 acres 7,000 

of which were also let out to tenant farmers. 

The remainder was grazed by 16,000 sheep 

mostly Merinos, with about 4,500 Lincolns. 

The Merinos were introduced to the Wiridgil 

property with the addition of some high class 

Tasmanian rams. 

 

During Edward’s ownership of Wiridgil a west 

wing was added to the homestead in 1902 to 

the designs of Guyon Purchas. 

 

Edward Manifold married Beatrice Mary 

Sinnot, daughter of Andrew George Anderson 

and he died at Ives East Melbourne on 14 

February 1931. He left the property equally 

divided between his three sons with Robert 

Manifold taking over ownership Wiridgil. 

 

In 1946 during the ownership of Robert 

Manifold, the Government acquired 2,833 

acres of Wiridgil for soldier settlement, which 

was subdivided into twelve farms. 

 

Upon Robert’s death in 1975 his son Edward 

Manifold took over the property and is now the 

present owner with his wife Marion. 
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PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION 

 

The homestead is of rough faced bluestone 

with smooth dressed quoins at the corner 

junctions. It is single storey with a series of 

hipped roof forms and a skillion roofed 

verandah to the front and side elevations of 

the front projecting wing. The roof is dotted 

with a number of stone chimneys. The front 

projecting wing contains symmetrical bay 

windows either side of the entry and there is 

another bay to the south side. The eaves 

brackets are paired above a cornice. The 

verandah has an intricate cast iron frieze and 

brackets, with paired cast iron posts with 

plinths and capitals. The eaves brackets and 

frieze details are identical to those used at 

Talindert. The room layout was typical of 

Hamilton with an entrance hall with drawing 

room on one side and bedroom and dressing 

room on the other.  

 

The single storey west wing was added to the 

designs of Guyon Purchas in 1902. The 

Purchas alterations were also quite extensive 

to the interior, with the removal of the east wall 

of the entrance hall and formation of another 

baronial hall with arched ceiling beams and Art 

Nouveau fireplaces with semi-circular hearths. 

The west of the building was substantially 

added to with a wing for bedrooms and 

bathrooms eventually to contain the existing 

kitchen area of today. 

 

The stables are timber framed with 

weatherboard cladding. They consist of a 
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double storey main gable roofed stables with a 

single storey gable roofed room either side. 

The front elevation consists of three arched 

windows above the main carriage height 

entrance, with a gable roof. The stables were 

constructed to the same design that Alexander 

Hamilton used at Talindert. However they were 

on a smaller scale, housing eight horses with a 

wash down area and tack room, as well as 

quarters for the caretaker and stable hands.  

 

STATEMENT OF CULTURAL HERITAGE 

SIGNIFICANCE 

 

What is significant? 

Wiridgil Homestead complex located at 590 

Wiridgil Road, Weerite. The original form, 

materials and detailing of the 1890 homestead, 

1907 additions, 1890 stables and driveway 

and setting contribute to the significance of the 

place. 

 

How is it significant? 

Wiridgil Homestead Complex, Weerite is of 

local historic and aesthetic significance to 

Corangamite Shire. 

 

Why is it significant? 

Wiridgil Homestead Complex is of historic 

significance as evidence of the long term and 

continuing economic and social role of the 

Manifold family in the district around 

Camperdown. Built by Thomas Peter Manifold, 

a son of the first generation settler, it is a fine 

example of the substantial properties carried 

on by the Manifolds. The original homestead 

and stables and the extensions undertaken by 

Edward Manifold in 1902 demonstrates the 

ongoing wealth of the Manifold family, derived 

from the enterprise of the first settlers at 

Purrumbete, John and Peter Manifold and the 

continuing enterprise of the second generation 

who further developed the estates that they 

had inherited. The property is of historical 

significance for its associations with well 

known Western District architect Alexander 

Hamilton who designed a number of 

homesteads in the Western District including 

extensions to Purrumbete in 1883 and the 

homestead and stables at Talindert in 1890. 

(Criteria A, B & H)  

 

Wiridgil Homestead complex is of aesthetic 

significance as an excellent intact example of 

a substantial Victorian bluestone homestead 

and weatherboard stables designed by 

Alexander Hamilton. The similarities between 

the designs of the homestead and stables at 

Wiridgil and Talindert, (also designed by 

Hamilton in 1890), demonstrate Hamilton’s 

straightforward designs and reliance on 

pattern book designs. Key features of the 

homestead include the complex of hipped roof 

forms dotted with stone chimneys, the front 

projecting wing with bay windows and return 

verandah and the eaves decoration and 

verandah frieze which are identical to those at 

Talindert. The additions designed by Guyon 

Purchas in 1902 contribute to the significance 

of the homestead. The substantial 

weatherboard stables are also of aesthetic 

significant as an intact example substantial 

late Victorian stables. The grounds around the 

homestead and the driveways contribute to the 

aesthetic significance of the place. (Criteria D 

& E) 
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PROPOSED EXTENT OF HERITAGE OVERLAY FOR WIRIDGIL DEFINED BY RED BORDER 
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3 CULTURAL LANDSCAPES 
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3.1 Hawks Nest Road Reserve 
 

 

    
 

 
 

 

HISTORY 

 

The Stony Rises 

 

The western plains of Victoria are one of the 

world’s great basalt plains. These plains are 

dotted with dormant and extinct volcanoes, 

which at some time in the past spouted out 

the stones, which then covered the plains. 

The volcanic region of Western Victoria has 

large tracts of broken country known as 'stony 

rises' As one early settler described it, 'The 

basalt, instead of being spread out, as on the 

plains, is here reared up as in waves, petrified 

in their rise'. These formations were created 

when the surface of a lava flow cooled and 

solidified while the lava underneath remained 

fluid. In many places the molten lava flowed 

away altogether, to leave tunnels underneath 

the fresh skin of cooled basalt. In some 

places the brittle surface rocks warped and 

subsided, leaving the appearance of 'waves.' 

In other places the roofs of the lava tunnels 

caved in, leaving deep depressions, which 

formed natural water catchments. Over time 

beds of peat moss built up in the depressions, 

and other vegetation took root. 

 

The volcanic activity of the Western District 

that has shaped the landscape occurred in 

the relatively recent past, between 20,000 to 

4,000 years ago. 

 

The eruption points, which are most visible, 

are Mount Elephant (393m), Mount Noorat 
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(310m) and Mount Shadwell (292m). Hollows 

in the basalt surface have resulted in the 

formation of numerous crater lakes including 

two particularly scenic lakes Bullen Merri and 

Gnotuk near Camperdown. Other lakes found 

in the district were formed when lava flows 

blocked the valleys of streams and Lake 

Corangamite, the largest in Victoria, is one of 

these. 

 

The natural landscape was given new form 

and function by the immigrants who began 

arriving in the Western District about the 

middle of the 19th century. The settlers 

realising the fertility of the volcanic plains 

began to clear the land so they could 

introduce stock and grow crops. In the 

process of clearing the land and preparing for 

stock, first sheep and then cattle, fences had 

to be built. The stone cleared from the ground 

provided the earliest material for fences. 

Building stone fences or walls was a sensible 

and practical way to utilise the stone cleared 

from the land. The early English, Scottish, 

Irish Welsh and Cornish who were the early 

immigrants of the Western District were used 

to utilising stones in these ways. These walls 

provide a direct link to European settlement. 

 

Hawks Nest Road 

 

Hawks Nest Road is an old road alignment 

across the Stony Rises, linking the early 

farming hamlet of Pomborneit East with the 

Princes Highway at Pomborneit in the west, 

and Pirron Yallock in the south. 

 

When the land in the area of Hawks Nest 

Road was surveyed the plan set out a grid of 

straight roads, but as settlers tried to 

negotiate the difficult terrain the tracks that 

developed twisted and turned between the 

lava ridges and hollows. Whereas other roads 

were later straightened with the aid of modern 

earth moving equipment and others tracks 

disappeared altogether, Hawks Nest Road 

has survived, still with the irregular profile of 

an early farm track. 

 

Farmers in the Hawks Nest Road area used 

the materials available to them to create field 

boundaries. Most of the log fences have 

disappeared, but stone walls, built from the 

basalt boulders strewn across the ground 

surface, have survived and are visible from 

Hawks Nest Road. One, the Rabbit Wall, is 

reported to be the oldest in the area. Marginal 

farming conditions in the Stony Rises have 

made it difficult to adopt modern large scale 

farming practices, and there has been less 

pressure for development than in most parts 

of the state. As a result farms and community 

buildings have survived, largely unchanged, 

from the time of closer settlement in the 

1880s-1920s. 

 

Although much of the land alongside Hawks 

Nest Road was cleared for farming, the 

difficulty of access through the irregular rocky 

topography allowed the survival of several 

important remnants of Basalt Plains 

Woodland. Elsewhere, residual trees and 

secondary re-growth on patches of 

abandoned farmland create an open 

woodland appearance. The result is an 

intricate and varied landscape with a scale of 

detail that is unusual in Victoria. 

 

DESCRIPTION 

 

Hawks Nest Road is located in the area to the 

southeast, south and southwest of Lake 

Corangamite, distinguished by the vast 

number of basalt rocks covering the 

landscape as a result of volcanic activity. This 

area is called the Stony Rises. 

 

Hawks Nest Road is an undulating gravel 

road passing through the Stony Roses. It 

leaves the north side of the Princes Highway 

(A1) a short distance west of Pirron Yallock 

and runs directly north to Pomborneit East 

where it does a right angle turn west and 

rejoins the Princes Highway near Pomborneit. 

The road is approximately 17 kilometres in 

length. 

 

The road runs through a farming landscape 

that has changed little since it was originally 

subdivided and sold for small dairy farms in 

the 1860s. In places there are extensive 

views across farmland with cattle sheds and 

stockyards. Along the route are a number of 

buildings close to the roadside, including a 

former creamery and the now-abandoned 

rural primary school that was attended by 

Richard McGarvie, who later became 

Governor of Victoria. Several well-preserved 

dry stone walls run alongside and are visible 

from the road. The road alignment is strongly 

influenced by the underlying topography, 

following an undulating, sinuous route 

through lava flows between Mount Porndon 

and the southern shore of Lake Corangamite. 
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Most of the road is surfaced with local stone, 

so that it blends into the rocky landscape 

around. Important geological features are 

seen alongside the road. Roadside vegetation 

includes significant remnants of the open 

woodland that once covered much of the 

Western District.   The Stony Rises push up 

and out in a dense series of valleys with 

exposed stones and boulders strewn in 

profusion. Views from the road are of a 

constantly changing panorama across an 

almost intact nineteenth century farming 

landscape scattered with trees and patches of 

woodland. 

 

STATEMENT OF CULTURAL HERITAGE 

SIGNIFICANCE 

 

What is significant? 

The Hawks Nest Road Reserve, which leaves 

the north side of the Princes Highway (A1) a 

short distance west of Pirron Yallock and re-

joins it near Pomborneit. 

 

How is it significant? 

Hawks Nest Road is of local historic and 

aesthetic significance to the Shire of 

Corangamite. 

 

Why is it significant? 

Hawks Nest Road is historically significant for 

its association with the settlement of the 

Stony Rises and in particular Pomborneit 

East. The road runs through a farming 

landscape that has changed little since it was 

originally subdivided and sold for small dairy 

farms in the 1860s. Whereas other roads 

were later straightened with the aid of modern 

earth moving equipment and others tracks 

disappeared altogether, Hawks Nest Road 

has survived, still with the irregular profile of 

an early farm track. (Criteria A & B) 

 

Hawks Nest Road is aesthetically significant 

as a linear landscape providing access 

through and views across the Stony Rises. 

The Stony Rises push up and out in a dense 

series of valleys with exposed stones and 

boulders strewn in profusion. Views from the 

road are of a constantly changing panorama 

across an almost intact nineteenth century 

farming landscape scattered with trees and 

patches of woodland. Several well-preserved 

dry stone walls run alongside and are visible 

from the road. The road is significant for its 

roadside vegetation, which includes 

significant remnants of the open woodland 

that once covered much of the Western 

District. (Criteria D & E) 
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3.2 Port Campbell Foreshore and the Great Ocean Road  
 

 

          
PORT CAMPBELL INLET   LOCH ARD GORGE 

 

 

  
LOCH ARD CEMETERY   GIBSON’S STEPS 

 

 

 
PLUS the additional portions of the Port Campbell National Park from Princetown to 

Port Campbell 
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HISTORY 

 

The coastal zone in the vicinity of the Great 

Ocean Road and the Port Campbell National 

Park  encompasses the traditional country of 

the Girai Wurrung (Kirrae Wurrung), west of 

the Gellibrand River to Warrnambool. 

 

Bass Strait off the southern coast of Victoria 

was the primary shipping route between 

Europe and the Australian colonies during the 

nineteenth century. Sailing ships were said to 

be ‘threading the eye of the needle’ when 

entering the treacherous strait, with its narrow 

gap between the small islands of Bass Strait 

and the mainland.  

Nearly 800 ships are believed to have been 

wrecked off the coast of Victoria and only 

40% have been located. The treacherous 

west coast is home to more than 100 

shipwrecks, and these events in the region 

between Peterborough to Moonlight Head, 

including Port Campbell National Park, have 

caused it to be labelled the Shipwreck Coast. 

There was a great loss of life particularly from 

the Loch Ard with only two survivors of the 54 

passengers and crew. 

 

Shipwrecks in isolated communities were 

seen as beneficial to the local economy for 

the commercial goods that became available 

and later for tourists attracted by the romance 

of the stories. A 1908 photograph by Allan C. 

Green of the wreck of the Falls of Halladale 

near Peterborough shows picnickers by the 

cliff, watching the ship meet its inevitable fate.  

 

Glenample Homestead, established in 1869 

by pioneer Hugh Gibson and located adjacent 

to the Twelve Apostles was an early pastoral 

settlement and Gibson and his family were 

involved in the rescue and recuperation of the 

survivors of the Loch Ard shipwreck The 

homestead is within the bounds of the Port 

Campbell National Park, and is listed on the 

Victorian Heritage Register. 

 

In the later years of the nineteenth and early 

years of the twentieth centuries (before the 

construction of the road) the Port Campbell 

Progress and Tourists Association was busy 

promoting the tourism potential of the area 

and its desire to provide access to vistas, the 

beaches and fishing spots. In 1909 a report in 

the Camperdown Chronicle attributed the 

construction of Trumpeter Steps and Murray 

Steps as fishing access points to the 

Association,. This same report indicated that 

Gibson’s Steps were also in place, some 

distance to the east of the Loch Ard Gorge. 

They were constructed in the 1880s and were 

in place by 1886 when they were described 

as “an extraordinary piece of work. They have 

been cut down the face of an almost 

perpendicular cliff in order to admit of access 

to a magnificent sandy beach at their feet.” 

The Beacon Steps were constructed close to 

Port Campbell toward the end of the 

nineteenth century. They were recut in 1939 

and closed in 1991. The Deany Steps were 

constructed in 1925 and opened in 1926 

named after local MLA, Mr J D Deany. They 

were designed to provide access to the beach 

and it was reported that a shelter had been 

constructed on the beach and a ladies 

bathing box was in place. The top section of 

the steps was blown up in 1984, because of 

the instability of the cliff face. 

 

In 1908 a Lorne resident, E.H. Lascelles, 

founder of a Geelong wool firm, suggested 

the opening of a coastal road to the 

seascapes and ocean views but it was eight 

years before discussions commenced 

between the State War Council and the 

Country Roads Board (CRB) in 1916, to find 

road projects which could provide 

employment for returned servicemen. One of 

the road projects suggested by William 

Calder, Chairman of the Board, was the 

South Coast Road which he described as 

being ‘somewhat along the lines of the Coast 

Road constructed by the Highway 

Commission of California, which had proved 

such an enormous asset to the State of 

California through the attraction of tourists 

from all parts of America’. Calder further 

noted that “along the whole route the scenery 

is magnificent and extremely varied and that it 

would be a fine asset to this State by 

attracting tourists from all parts of Australia”. 

 

After these deliberations, the Great Ocean 

Road Scheme was proposed in 1917 and 

formally launched at Colac on 22 March 

1918. It was anticipated that the road would 

cost ₤150,000, and Calder had previous 

stated that the CRB had ₤100,000 per year 

available for maintenance on roads. 

The road was to start at Barwon Heads 

following the coast through Torquay to Apollo 

Bay, then inland through the Otway Ranges 

to Princetown, then again along the coast to 

Peterborough. At Nirranda it would join an 
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existing road to Warrnambool. Initial surveys 

for the route took place in 1918, and 

construction officially commenced in 1919. 

 

Howard Hitchcock, Geelong Mayor and 

businessman publicly advocated Calder’s 

proposal for the 'modern coastal highway' on 

the basis that apart from providing work for 

returned servicemen, opening up the area for 

timber getting, and providing a means for 

getting produce to market, it would be a 

memorial to the fallen and surviving 

servicemen who had fought in the war. 

Hitchcock anticipated that the Australian 

Government would have difficulty re-skilling 

and providing employment for the returned 

servicemen, and vigorously pursued the 

opportunity to turn the construction of the 

Great Ocean Road into a repatriation works 

program. The road was the combined vision 

of Calder, Hitchcock and McCormack, and 

Hitchcock was made the inaugural President 

of the Great Ocean Road Trust in 1918. 

 

Although there were some existing sections 

of road linking towns on the west coast, the 

majority of the Great Ocean Road was 

constructed between 1919 and 1932. The 

new sections were Anglesea to Big Hill; Lorne 

to Apollo Bay; Apollo Bay to Glen Aire; Lower 

Gellibrand to Princetown; and Port Campbell 

to Nirranda. More than 3,000 returned 

servicemen laboured on surveying the track 

and blasting and carting rock. They used 

picks and shovels to chisel the steep hillsides 

and level the roadway, and stayed in 

numerous camps along the road from Eastern 

View to Hordern Vale, always nearby a 

source of fresh water. Camps were 

established at Grassy Creek, Big Hill and 

Wye River early in the works, and some were 

still occupied by 1933. Some camps 

accommodated around 100 men, while 

others, such as one by the St George River, 

had only 20 men in 1933.  

 

Wooden mess huts, galvanised drying rooms 

and kitchens were established at the sites. 

The camps were serviced by vegetable plots 

and cooks and there are records of pianos 

being supplied for entertainment. Food was 

provided at cost, and some workers recalled 

that fish and rabbits supplemented the 

rations. 

 

The Great Ocean Road Trust paid for a 

significant component of the works, 

anticipating they would cost ₤150,000. 

Through the CRB and the Commonwealth 

Repatriation Department, the state and 

federal governments provided assistance to 

the Great Ocean Road Trust; Despite these 

affiliations, the Trust relied heavily on 

fundraising activities, the generous donations 

of private individuals and sales of adjacent 

land to acquire sufficient funds for the works. 

 

The Great Ocean Road was originally a 

private road with a tollway, and tolls were 

collected at Cathedral Rock, Grassy Creek 

and Point Castries. The toll system ended 

when control of the Road was handed from 

the Trust to the CRB on 2 October 1936; it 

was declared a Tourist Road and gazetted as 

'Ocean Road' in December of the same year. 

It was not until 1972 that it was re-gazetted as 

the 'Great Ocean Road', although it had been 

referred to by this name during its 

construction. 

 

Major works of realignment and widening and 

replacement of timber bridges by concrete 

bridges have been carried out and finally in 

1987 the sealing of the road to Peterborough 

was completed. 

 

William Thomas Bartholomew McCormack, 

founding member of the CRB, supervised the 

construction of the Great Ocean Road and 

was responsible for the practical and 

aesthetic design of the route. The Great 

Ocean Road may never have been 

completed if not for the enthusiasm and 

determination of Howard Hitchcock. Eminent 

landscape designer Edna Wailing’s 

experiences of the environment on the Great 

Ocean Road from the 1920s-40s were a 

powerful influence behind her wide-reaching 

advocacy for the in-situ conservation of native 

plants, particularly along roadsides, and their 

judicious use in garden design. 

 

Among the aims of the construction of the 

Great Ocean Road, and one of its 

achievements, was to make the west coast of 

Victoria accessible for recreational tourism. 

The Great Ocean Road Trust aspired to 

enable public access to the spectacular 

coastal vistas and adjacent landscapes 

through construction of the serpentine route 

through diverse natural environments. The 

construction of a road of this scale with 

recreational tourism among its aims illustrates 

an important stage in Australian tourism. 
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To protect the coastal scenery the Victorian 

Town and Country Planning Board developed 

the Ocean Road Planning Scheme in 1955. 

The pioneering planning mechanism was 

established to control development and 

preserve the scenic landscape values along 

the Great Ocean Road.  

 

The Scheme was implemented in four local 

shires (South Barwon, Barrabool, Winchelsea 

and Otway), and the concept of protective 

coastal planning has been maintained in the 

region since its inception. The processes 

instigated by the Ocean Road Planning 

Scheme, and subsequent planning controls in 

the region, initiated an evolution in the 

protection of public and private land in 

Australia for its scenic and environmental 

values. These processes led to principles 

which are now an integral aspect of 

environmental planning in Australia. The 

continuing protection provided by the 

planning system around the Great Ocean 

Road is testament to the success of this early 

model. 

 

The spectacular natural scenery of the Great 

Ocean Road was the catalyst for 

development of the road for tourism. The new 

road aimed to open the region for tourism and 

connect the isolated coastal towns of 

Torquay, Anglesea, Lorne and Apollo Bay. Its 

secondary but vital purpose was to provide a 

land transport link, with goods transportation 

at the time still relying heavily on coastal 

steamers. In 1919 the Great Ocean Road 

Trust claimed that the educational value of 

enabling access to the’ magnificent scenery’ 

would promote the economic possibilities of 

the region, and the associated tourist traffic 

would be worth £1,000,000 per year to the 

Victorian economy. Very early in the works 

program members of the Trust recognised the 

tourism potential in the’ grandeur of the 

scenery’, and throughout the construction 

they showed ‘panorama’ images in 

Melbourne and Geelong cinemas to generate 

public interest in the region. 

Managing Director, and later Chairman of the 

Great Ocean Road Trust, Charles Richard 

Herschell, was a documentary film pioneer, 

and his ‘Rose Series’ of promotional 

postcards featured many images of the road. 

 

At the official opening of the Great Ocean 

Road in November 1932, Lieutenant 

Governor Sir William Irvine optimistically 

declared that upon opening the road, “it may 

be the key that will unlock to thousands the 

majesty of our rock-bound coast”. The Argus 

reporter covering the opening recognised the 

cultural tourism potential of the road, 

highlighting ‘things old and new’, such as the 

littering of ‘wrecks…which foundered among 

the rocky cliffs and headlands’ and the 1848 

Otway lighthouse. Almost 80 years since the 

official opening, the vision of thousands of 

tourists flocking to the region was a success 

probably beyond the expectations of 

Hitchcock, Irvine and the numerous others 

involved.  

 

Port Campbell National Park was proclaimed 

in 1964, with a minor extension added later. 

The area had been reserved late in the 

nineteenth century because of its scenic 

attraction.  

 

Parks Victoria brochures declare that the 

Twelve Apostles are the third most visited 

natural site in Australia. The world famous 

collection of wave-sculpted rock formations is 

located off shore from the eastern end of Port 

Campbell National Park, and within the 

bounds of the Twelve Apostles Marine 

National Park. Other highlights within the 

Marine National Park include Loch Ard Gorge 

and the Island Archway. The Park, covering 

7500 hectares of ocean adjacent to the coast, 

is located south east of Port Campbell 

between Broken Head and Pebble Point, and 

runs for 17km along the coast and 3 nautical 

miles out from shore to the limit of Victorian 

state waters. The famous Loch Ard shipwreck 

lies within this Marine National Park. 

 

Other rock formations off the coast of Port 

Campbell National Park include the Grotto, 

the Arch and London Bridge (which became 

an island when the landward arch collapsed 

in 1990).  

 

DESCRIPTION 

 

The Great Ocean Road is a memorial road 

stretching from Torquay to Allansford, a 

journey of 242 kms  

 

The geomorphological features of the Port 

Campbell Limestone Coast are rare in their 

diversity, and it is the definitive place in 

Australia to observe limestone 

geomorphology and coastal erosion 
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processes on rocky coasts. The Cretaceous 

coast of the Otways displays 

geomorphological processes that are 

contributing to research into the origins of 

significant shore platforms that illustrate the 

environment prior to the breakup of 

Gondwana. 

 

The route was designed to facilitate public 

access to this spectacular coastline, creating 

a serpentine journey that hugs the coast and 

provide views of diverse scenery. Its 

viewpoints, scenic lookouts and unobtrusively 

engineered roadworks allow a natural 

aesthetic to dominate. 

 

The hinterland displays a diverse natural 

environment including temperate rainforest, 

heathlands, wetlands, sheer cliffs, ancient 

rock stacks and stunning beaches, which 

combined provide a magnificent aesthetic 

landscape and seascape. The panoramic 

vistas from designated lookout points and as 

viewed whilst travelling along the road are 

exceptional. The Great Ocean Road itself is a 

serpentine route which abuts the rocky coast 

in many areas, particularly between Lorne 

and Apollo Bay, and winds though the hills of 

the Otway Ranges. The road commences at 

Torquay and continues westward to 

Warrnambool; the boundary of the assessed 

area ceases at the junction of the Great 

Ocean Road with the Princes Highway near 

Allansford, a journey of 242 kilometres. 

 

The road itself is a two-lane winding bitumen 

structure with frequent road side pull-overs at 

strategic view points, and slow vehicle 

turnouts.  

 

Camps that housed the workers who 

constructed the road were located along the 

length of the road, typically on flat land near a 

source of fresh water such as a creek. No 

above ground evidence of these camps can 

be seen, although it is possible that 

subsurface archaeological evidence remains 

in situ and may provide valuable evidence of 

the lives of inter-war sustenance workers. 

Such camp sites are now believed to be 

predominantly located on private land. 

 

Famous shipwrecks on Victoria’s west coast 

during the nineteenth and early twentieth 

centuries include the Schomberg (1855), 

Marie Gabrielle (1869), Loch Ard (1878), Eric 

the Red (1880), WB Godfrey(1891), Fiji 

(1891), and Falls of Halladale (1908). Some 

of the victims of these tragic events were 

buried nearby, and their graves are also 

protected sites. The graves of the Loch Ard 

shipwreck victims are located within Port 

Campbell National Park, the grave of a victim 

of the Fiji wreck is on the cliff top at Moonlight 

Head (in the Great Otway National Park).  

 

The Loch Ard shipwreck site is located in the 

Twelve Apostles Marine National Park, close 

to Mutton Bird Island and the shipwrecks sites 

of the Schomberg(1855) and Newfield (1892) 

are located in the waters adjacent to the Port 

Campbell National Park near Peterborough. 

 

The Port Campbell inlet is a fine natural 

feature which provides a visual centrepiece to 

the town of Port Campbell. It has been 

developed with sea walls, a jetty and 

plantings of Norfolk Island Pines along the 

eastern shore. The vista from the inlet to the 

west includes a substantial area of heathland 

with walking tracks. 

 

STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE 

 

What is significant? 

The Port Campbell National Park from Port 

Campbell to Princetown, with particular 

reference to the mapped area around the Port 

Campbell Inlet, the remains of Beacon Steps, 

the area around the Loch Ard Gorge, 

including the Loch Ard Cemetery, Gibson’s 

Steps and the Point Ronald Tunnel and 

Breakwater, along with remnants of 

construction camp sites and isolated graves. 

 

How is it significant? 

The Port Campbell National Park and Great 

Ocean Road Historic Landscape is of historic, 

aesthetic, scientific and social significance to 

the Shire of Corangamite. (the area is 

included on the National Heritage List as part 

of the Great Ocean Road) 

 

Why is it significant? 

The Great Ocean Road is an outstanding and 

iconic coastal journey.  

 

Constructed by workers including more than 

3000 returned servicemen as a utilitarian 

memorial to First World War servicemen, the 

Great Ocean Road is a significant reminder of 

the participation of Australian servicemen in 

that war, the Australian community’s 

appreciation of their service, and the support 
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provided for the continuing welfare of 

servicemen upon returning to Australia. 

 

The Great Ocean Road has a special 

association with a number of people with 

importance to Australian history. William 

Thomas Bartholomew McCormack, founding 

member of the Victorian Country Roads 

Board, supervised the construction of the 

Great Ocean Road and was responsible for 

the practical and aesthetic design of the 

famous route. Howard Hitchcock, 

businessman, philanthropist, and Mayor of 

Geelong from 1917 to 1922 was its greatest 

advocate and eminent landscape designer 

Edna Walling’s experiences of the 

environment on the Great Ocean Road from 

the 1920s-40s were a powerful influence 

behind her wide-reaching advocacy for the in-

situ conservation of native plants, particularly 

along roadsides, and their judicious use in 

garden design. 

 

The development of the road opening up 

diverse landscapes and views are of great 

significance as part of the historic 

development of the Australian tourist industry. 

Its viewpoints, scenic lookouts and 

unobtrusively engineered roadworks allow a 

natural aesthetic to dominate. The 

development of access points and scenic 

viewing points were an important local 

initiative from the late nineteenth century and 

places such as Gibson’s Steps and the Loch 

Ard Gorge and cemetery remain important 

historic sites within the Port Campbell 

National Park.  

 

The Ocean Road Planning Scheme was a 

pioneering planning mechanism which 

enabled an integrated approach across four 

local shires to protect and preserve the 

exceptional scenery of the region. The 

Scheme initiated processes which led to an 

evolution in the protection of land in Australia 

for its scenic environmental value. 

 

The powerful, spectacular and distinctive 

landscapes of the Great Ocean Road are 

highly valued by the Australian community 

and international tourists for their aesthetic 

qualities and have inspired visual artists, 

writers, musicians and theatre troupes. The 

geological formations from the Twelve 

Apostles to the Bay of Islands are widely 

recognised, and are capable of evoking 

strong emotional responses.  

 

The geomorphological features of the Port 

Campbell Limestone Coast are of scientific 

significance and are rare in their diversity. It is 

the definitive place in Australia to observe 

limestone geomorphology and coastal 

erosion processes on rocky coasts. The 

Cretaceous coast of the Otways displays 

geomorphological processes that are 

contributing to research into the origins of 

significant shore platforms that illustrate the 

environment prior to the breakup of 

Gondwana. 

 

The historic landscape is socially significant 

to the region. Recreational tourism was 

among the purposes for the road’s 

construction, and the cultural and natural 

tourism experiences it offers, including the 

iconic Twelve Apostles and the treacherous 

‘Shipwreck Coast’, are greatly valued by the 

Australian community. The development of 

tourist facilities by the Port Campbell 

Progress and Tourists Association towards 

the end of the nineteenth and early twentieth 

centuries is indicative of this long term 

significance. 
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3.3 Lake Terang 
 

 
LAKE TERANG AERIAL PHOTOGRAPH 

Source: Google Maps 

 

 

 
 

 

HISTORY 

 

Lake Terang was an important camp site for 

the local Aboriginal population long before the 

arrival of European settlers in the late 1830s 

 

The original European settlement of Terang 

was on the banks of Lake Terang when 

Donald McNicol an employee of Nlel Black of 

Glenormiston built a hut on its there in 1840 

The lake was then a beautiful sheet of water 
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having a maximum depth of 21 feel and 

stretching almost from tho Dixie Road to the 

\\'arrnambool Road. Surrounded by trees, ti-

trees and ferns so that it was difficult to 

glimpse the water, so dense was the timber, 

'Many Aboriginal people were about and their 

mia mlas dotted the banks of the lake. 

 

Diarist William Adeney visiting John Thomson 

of Keilambete in 1841 described a visit to the 

lake and his observations of a large 

encampment of Aborigines. James Bonwick, 

another well known diarist, in 1857 described 

the lake as being two and half miles around 

with an average depth of forty feet and 

surrounded by many trees and shrubs and 

inhabited by a great deal of bird life. 

 

By 1888 it was considered dangerous to swim 

in the lake and concern was expressed about 

the large flock of cormorants which was 

inhabiting it and severely depleting the fish 

stocks.  

 

In 1889 concern was expressed in the press 

about the receding water level and it was 

reported that a further pipe had been installed 

as part of the town water supply from the 

lake. The cause of the receding size of the 

lake is obvious. By this time the town was 

starting to grow more rapidly with an ever 

increasing population and demand for water. 

 

It wasn’t until 1939 that Terang was 

connected to the Otway Water Scheme and 

its supply started to come from a dam at 

Wyelangta. 

 

The 1950 souvenir booklet for the centenary 

of the town described the Lake as a swamp, 

but enthused about the preponderance of bird 

life in the reed beds around the remnant lake. 

A photo from that year of the Bowling Club 

shows very little water in the area directly to 

the south of the Club. 

 

It is apparent that for some time the lands 

around the lake had been seen as 

appropriate sites for the construction of public 

facilities. Hence the Bowling Club was an 

early introduction to this area. 

 

The lake was finally drained and converted to 

the present Public Park and Golf Course. 

 

DESCRIPTION 

 

The Terang Lake Landscape is now an open 

area of ground at a lower level to the rest of 

the town. It has been developed as a public 

park and includes the Terang Golf Course 

and walking tracks. The edge of the old lake 

bed is the home of the Terang Bowling Club, 

a playground, public toilets, picnic shelter and 

the Terang Baby Health Centre. Further to 

the west of the town the Terang Caravan 

Park is located on what would have been the 

edges of the lake.  

 

The vistas across the lake bed to and from 

the southern edge of the town are important, 

with views from High Street to the cemetery 

and the former St Thomas’ Church and the 

vistas from Bradshaw’s Hill making this a 

salubrious residential area. 

 

STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE 

 

What is significant? 

The Terang, Lake Landscape is a Public Park 

at a lower level to the town and extends from 

High Street to the former lake banks on the 

southern outskirts of the town 

 

How is it significant? 

The Terang Lake Landscape is of local 

historic, aesthetic and social significance to 

the Shire of Corangamite. 

 

Why is it significant? 

The landscape is of great historical 

significance to the town of Terang. It was on 

the banks of this lake that human settlement 

in the district (both Aboriginal and European) 

was established. The town was established 

around the lake and provided an important 

source of water for the town for many years. 

Following its serious depletion during the 

early years of the twentieth century it became 

a swamp. During this period public recreation 

facilities were established on the edge of the 

former lake banks and gradually it became a 

public park. The lake was finally drained and 

is now known as the Terang Public Park. 

 

The former lake bed is aesthetically 

significant creating vistas across it to and 

from various parts of the town. From the 

south can be viewed the commercial centre, 

built above the northern banks, whilst from 

the northern banks there are views to the 

cemetery and the former St Thomas’ Catholic 

Church on the southern banks. Along with the 
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grand avenues of trees the lake bed is an 

important visual component of the town 

 

The former lake and now its dry bed is 

socially significant for being a place of 

recreation from the beginnings of the 

settlement of Terang and a long term place of 

public recreation, a role that it continues to 

play. 
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3.4 Power Creek Reserve, Timboon 
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HISTORY 

 

Power Creek Reserve is closely associated 

with the settlement of Timboon as well as the 

Railway. This area of remnant bushland was 

set aside in the 1880s for the continuation of 

the railway line from Timboon through to Port 

Campbell. 

 

When first surveyed the railway was to extend 

from Timboon all the way to Port Campbell 

but this was never completed and it ended at 

Timboon. Before the railway arrived, Timboon 

was known as the black stump and when the 

railway opened in 1892 a special train was 

run from Cobden to view the black stump. 

The opening of the railway created new jobs 

with 18 saw mills in the district and 13,000 

tons of wood leaving the station in one year. 

Having been proposed as not the last station 

on the line, as it ended up being, it was 

designated as not being worthy of a station 

master from the initial plan for the line. 

However Mrs Love was appointed as station 

mistress along with the duties of post 

mistress.  

 

The western side of the reserve below the 

bridge was formerly the yards for the 

Timboon Railway Station. It was here that 

timber from the Heytesbury forest was loaded 

onto the trains. One year after the opening of 

the railway to Timboon the original township 

moved to its current location near the railway 

yards and the Power Creek crossing. The 

Railway Station building was also initially 

located near the original township, and was 

also moved closer to the new township at the 

end of the railway yards in 1893. It was again 

moved closer to the township in the 1950s 

adjacent to the goods shed. The station has 

since been removed but the goods shed is 

still extant. The goods shed, which has been 

much altered, is now used as a restaurant. A 

turntable, which has also since been 

removed, was installed at this junction when it 

was confirmed to be the end of the line. 

 

The poplars beside the trail one kilometer 

north of the present town mark the original 

site of the railway station and the poplars 

beside the creek close to the bridge marking 

the site of the former goods yard were 

planted in 1899. 

 

English and Cape Ivy were invading the area 

and smothering native vegetation. A Timboon 

resident began removal of the noxious 

species in 2001. Since then the services of 

volunteer groups, such as Conservation 

Volunteers Australia (CVA) and the Brownie 

Guides, along with weed spraying by the 

Corangamite Shire, have helped in preparing 

the reserve for replanting of indigenous 

species. So far many native trees and 

grasses have been planted by the Timboon 

School and wider Timboon community. The 

reserve now has its own Nature Walk track 

and walk-bridge. 

 

DESCRIPTION 

 

Power Creek is the major waterway running 

through the township of Timboon. The Creek 

is it a prominent feature in the township and 

has a wide variety of native vegetation, 

including many impressive mature trees. On 

the south side of the creek crossing, the two 

commercial streets of Timboon, Main Street 

and Timboon-Curdievale Road back on to the 

Creek Reserve. 

 

On the northern side of the road bridge is the 

location of the former railway goods yards. 

The poplars beside the creek close to the 

bridge, planted in 1899 mark the site of the 

former goods yard as does the extant goods 

shed and parcels office. Mature Manna 

Gums, Messmates and Brown Stringybarks 

mark the line of the creek on both sides. On 

the north side and east bank are open lawn 

areas with remnant specimen plantings from 

the Railway Reserve. 

 

The reserve is noteworthy in the region for 

the diversity of understory plants. Remnant 

populations of species including Austral 

Mulberry, Prickly Current Bush, Musk Daisy 

Bush and Privet Mock-Olive can be found 

beneath the large Manna Gums, Messmates 

and Brown Stringybarks. 

 

STATEMENT OF CULTURAL HERITAGE 

SIGNIFICANCE 

 

What is significant? 

The Power Creek Reserve to the extent of the 

Timboon central township, both sides of 

Power Creek. 

 

How is it significant? 

The Power Creek Reserve is of local historic 

and aesthetic significance to the Shire of 

Corangamite. 
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Why is it significant? 

The Power Creek Reserve, Timboon is 

historically significant for its association with 

the establishment of a railway from 

Camperdown to Timboon. The extension of 

the railway completed in 1892 was initially 

planned to continue on to Port Campbell 

however Timboon eventuated as the terminus 

of the line. The northern side of the Reserve 

was the location of the Railway Station and 

Goods Yard. The Reserve is also historically 

significant for its associations with the 

relocation of the original Timboon township to 

its current location in 1893 after 

establishment of the railway in 1892. The 

convenient creek crossing location as well as 

the railway terminus obviously proved a more 

suitable location for a township. (Criterion A) 

 

The Power Creek Reserve is aesthetically 

significant as a prominent landscape feature 

providing a natural focus to the centre of the 

township of Timboon. The valley of the creek 

and the combined remnant native vegetation 

and cultural plantings relating to the former 

Railway Reserve provides a picturesque 

backdrop to the small township. (Criterion D) 
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